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PREFACE. 

od yap ev Adyo 4 BaoNeia Tou Bend GAN’ ev Suvdpet.—I1 Cor. iv. 20. 

.. .exagtos 8€ BXerétw ras erotxodouet.—l Cor. iii. 10. 

& Be Aourdy Cnreirae ev ris oixovspats iva meaTOs Tis EvpeOy.—1 Cor. iv. 2. 

1. It is high time that the bubble of codex B should be pricked. 
It had not occurred to me to write what follows until recently. 

I had thought that time would cure the extraordinary Hortian heresy, but 

when I found that after a silence of twenty years my suggestion that 
Hort’s theories were disallowed today only provoked a denial from a 
scholar and a critic who has himself disavowed a considerable part of the 
readings favoured by Hort t it seemed time to write a consecutive account 
of the crooked path pursued by the ms B, which—from ignorance I trow— 
most people still confuse with purity and ‘‘ neutrality.”’ 

I proceed to ‘‘name”’ the aforesaid scholar, since he has challenged 
me. Dr. A. Souter began a review of my ‘Genesis of the Versions’ by 
saying that—‘‘ It is the business of a critic first to destroy his enemy's 

position before he seeks to build up his own.” 
He ended by expressing gratitude for my collations of Mss as 

such, but added some very strong advice to hold my tongue as regarded 
commenting on the evidence so painfully accumulated, which he and 
others would use—but which I must not use or discuss. He said: ‘“ IVe 
cannot afford to do without his valuable cooperation wn New Testament 
textual criticism, but would suggest that he confine his energies to the 

collection and accurate presentation of material, and leave theorizing to 

others, at least meantime.” 

I refuse to be bound by such advice. I demand a fair hearing on 
a subject very near my heart, and with which by close attention for 
many years I have tried to make myself sufficiently acquainted to be 
able and qualified to discuss it with those few who have pursued a 
parallel course of study. 

I present therefore an indictment against the ms B and against 
Westcott and Hort, subdivided into hundreds of separate counts. I do 

¢ When this was written I believed that the Revised text to which Dr. Souter added 

some critical apparatus (published by the Clarendon Press in 1910) really represented his 
views as to the text. He informs me, however, that I am mistaken, and that he favours 

practically the whole text of Hort. Yet I prefer to allow to stand what I have written 
above, because Dr. Souter withholds in his notes in certain places (e.g. John xiii. 18 as 

to rivas pro ots) the evidence of B al. upon which the readings of Hort were founded, 
and which the Revisers rejected in those places. The inference is obvious and almost 
indubitable that Dr. Souter must agree with the Revisers against Westcott and Hort in 
such places, or he would have given the alternative readings and the evidence for them 
in his notes. 
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ii CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

not believe that the jurymen who will ultimately render a verdict have ever 
had the matter presented to them formally, legally, and in proper detail. 

A comparative study of the Versions has been made but by few. 

Tischendorf did the best he could, but often neglects a Latin ms or 
the Aethiopic version when, for instance, standing alone with X. In 
such cases N appears to be the only witness, but has _ support. 

Mr. Horner's apparatus in his edition of the Gospels in the Sahidic 
dialect has some improvements on ‘Tischendorf, but he has also 
overlooked many important little keys. 

I have endeavoured to bring out other points of vital interest for 
a full and complete understanding of the matter. 

Many errors of omission may yet be found in my own apparatus. 
I do not ask the critics to favour me with corrections of manifest slips, 

or of a printer’s error of a Greek accent, or as to whether Schepps 
is spelled Schepps or Schepss. I ask for a categorical answer count 

by count to my indictment of B. I ask for intelligent discussion of how 
it would have been possible for an ‘Antiochian ” revision to have dis- 
placed certain B readings had they been really genuine. And I ask for 
a proper explanation of certain Egyptian and Alexandrian features 
amounting to clear revision in the text of B and &, if we are to divorce 
them from Alexandria and Egyptian soil where they belong properly. 

I had not intended simultaneously to write out the history of &, 

which I have sketched in Part II. But this was early forced upon 

me, and will I think materially contribute to a proper grasp of the 

problems involved. 
Dr. Souter has said that ‘‘it is the business of a critic first to destroy 

his enemy's position,"”’ but I beg to observe that the enemy, under deepest 
cover of night, has already abandoned several important positions. And 

there is such a thing as a flanking movement which compels retirement or 
surrender without striking a more direct blow in front. Thirty years and 

more have been allowed for them to retire in good order. If the finale 

is to ke a rout and a “sauve qui peut,” it is not owing to lack of patience 

on the part of the other side. But it will be owing to apathy, to 

unfaithfulness, to pride, to incomplete examination of documentary 

evidence, and to an overweening haste to establish the “true” text 

without due regard to scientific foundations. 

If now I throw some bombs into the inner citadel, it is because from 

that Keep there continues to issue a large amount of ignorant iteration of 

Hort’s conclusions, without one particle of proof that his foundation 

theory is correct. 

It is impossible to reproduce or restore the text of Origen. Origen 

had no settled text.t A reference to the innumerable places where he is 

¢ This is strong language, but compare Mark xi. 1/12, where Origen at different 

timcs employs two different recensions without seeming to observe it. 

PREFACE. iil 

upon both sides of the question, as set forth in detail herein, will show this 
clearly. Add the places where he is in direct opposition to 8 and B, and 
we must reconsider the whole position, pending which a return to 
Wetstein’s text might be an improvement. 

I ask for a patient hearing of what must take a considerable time 

in the telling (although I have condensed the matter a3 much as seemed 

possible), while I proceed to sing the Death-song of B as a neutral text. 

2. Now as to the supposed Antioch revision, and as to an Egyptian 
revision, history is very silent. I know of no book where the matter 
is succinctly sketched except ‘The Introduction to the Old Testament 
in Greek,’ by Dr. Swete (1900). Here (p. 78 seq) Dr. Swete distin- 

guished between the later and the earlier Hesychius, and seems to 
accept as probable that Phileas and Hesychius (the earlier) at the end 
of the third century, with or without Pachymius and Theodore, engaged 
in Egypt in a revision of the Greek New Testament scriptures as well 
as of the Old Testament. And it is to be assumed that St. Jerome 
was referring to this Hesychius as to a revision possibly of both 
Testaments. The Decret. Gelasii to which Dr. Swete refers (p. 79) 
speaks of an Hesychius, but of whom it is difficult to judge as the date of 
the Deer. is uncertain.t But whether the labours of the earlier Hesychius 
and of Phileas may not be involved in the charge, some things in the 

following pages seem to suggest, and possibly the labours of the several 
men of the name of Hesychius were somewhat confused in later times. 

As to Lucian, with or without Dorotheus, and his presumed revision 
of the Scriptures at Antioch, probable as this may be, we are again in 
a difficulty. This Lucian died in 312, but he is not the same Lucian 
[circa 120-190] to whom Origen [186-253] refers as having probably 
altered the Scriptures (contra Celsum ii. ch. xxvii). ‘‘ Now I know of 
no others who have altered the Gospel save the followers of Marcion and 
those of Valentinus and I think also those of Lucian.” 

To Lucian and Hesychius together Jerome refers in his letter to 
Damasus: ‘‘ Praetermitto eos codices quos a Luciano et Hesychio nun- 
cupatos paucorum hominum adserit perversa contentio quibus utique 
nec in (toto) veteri instramento post septuaginta interpretes emendare 
quid licuit nec in novo profuit emendasse cum multaram gentium linguis 
scriptura ante translata doceat falsa esse quae addita sunt.” This 
certainly refers to the second Lucian and probably to the first Hesychius. 

In his praefatio ad Paralip. Jerome says: ‘“‘ Alexandria et Aegyptus 
in Septuaginta suis Hesychium laudat auctorem. Constantinopolis usque 
Antiochiam Luciani martyris exemplaria probat. Mediae inter has pro- 
vinciae Palaestinos codices legunt; quos ab Origene elaboratos Eusebius 

+ As to the date of the Decretum Gelasii itself see article by F. C. Burkitt in 

‘ Journal of Theol. Studies’ for April 1918, p. 470. 
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iv COPEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

et Pamphilius vulgaverunt: totusque orbis hac inter se trifaria varietate 

compugnat....” Here he is certainly only referring to the O.T. directly. 

Whether or not Hesychius 1 and Phileas are the ones responsible 

for the Egyptian revision of the New Testament, there was evidently such 

a revision, which is what the following pages are concerned to exhibit. 

I do not deny that Lucian 1: perhaps also revised the New 

Testament about the same time (circa 290 A.D.) at Antioch, and that 

therefore, as Hort allowed, the Textus receptus foundation is synchronous 

as to age with the other forms of text. 

But Ido not see how it is possible to accord to the NB group any 

general neutral base as against the other text, or to see any way out 

of the difficulty except an assumption that the NB group represent this 

Egyptian and Hesychian (1) revision, with traces here and there, it is true, 

of a foundation common to an earlier form shared by both Antiochian 

Zoyptian bases before either revision took place. 

e roan point involved is: ‘‘ Who is responsible for the greater 

revising?" And the answer seems decided that the NB group should 

be given the palm. Otherwise we cannot explain the facts. For it 1s 

inconceivable that Lucian 1 or anyone else removed what are con- 

sidered such good readings in NB as: 

Matthew vi. 7. vioxpetat (pro eOvixot) 

xvii. 15. kanes exer (pro kaxws Tacyet) 

xix. 4. xtioas (pro troineas) 

xx. B4. oppatay (pro opOarpor) 

xxii. 10. vupder (pro yapos) 

Mark v. 36. wapaxovoas (pro axovoas) 

vii. 4. pavtic@vtas (pro Barticwvtat) 

x.1G6 xatevdoyer (pro evdoyet) 

Luke xi. 33. dws (pro peyyos) 

xii. 28. audrater (pro apprevvuce) 

xii. 56. ov oSate Soxtpatew (pro ov Soxtpabere) 

xxii. 55. mepiayavtor (pro ayavtwv) 

xxiv. 33. 7Opocpevous (pro cuvnOpoigpevous) 

John iv. 15. Scepywpas (pro epyopat) 

xi. 57. evtodras (pro evtoAnr) 

xix. 41. qu teOerpevos (pro ereOn) 

i 
i e, neutral or 

On this ground alone then, however pure or impure, 0 l 

expanded, ae be the narrative in the Antiochian or Constantinopolitan 

re it shows @ base in such places free from the ‘‘ improvements 

de in Egypt. 
: 

ae “Until a matter be disproved, and I see not how it can be done 

away with, we must refuse to allow the priority or purity of th
e NB abe 

sion over that of Constantinople and Antioch as to genuine neutral base. 

PREFACE. Vv 

My thesis is then that it was B and & and their forerunners with 

Origen who revised the ‘‘ Antioch” text. And that, although there is an 
older base than either of these groups, the ‘‘ Antioch” text is purer in 
many respects, if not ‘ better,”’ and is nearer the original base than much 

of that in vogue in Egypt. 
I have recently published a fresh collation of Evan 157. I was’ 

anxious to do this for several reasons, but I was surprised at the 
result ; principally because I found that the text of the ms had, like 

so many others, passed through Egypt at some time and become 
imbued with a good many coptic readings which are of such a nature 
that they could only have been obtained through the agency of a 
graeco-coptic document. 

This matter illustrates our point very thoroughly and very decidedly. 
Where 157 opposes NB and coterie we are to suppose that upon its 
return to Constantinople the archetype of 157 was subjected to a 
rigorous comparison with a standard which caused the removal of all 
the ‘‘ good” readings of the NB group! Such a thing is unthinkable. 
On the contrary, 157 is a good example of a text full of “old” readings 

and having a very ancient base, yet not ‘‘ improved” on the principles 
of 8B. But all this will develop as we proceed with our examination. 

Dr. Souter has said further of me in his review of my ‘ Genesis of 
the Versions,’ ‘‘ It is rhetoric and perhaps something worse to say that 
Hort's whole classification is now admitted to be wrong (p. 387). Mr. 

Hoskier would find it difficult to prove this.” 
In reply to this, I will only say that in the same volume under review 

I had quoted Burkitt and others on this very point, and given their own 
language. But I will be still more precise here and subjoin some of the 
remarks which can be gathered from a rapid glance at the writings of 
Kenyon, Burkitt, and Turner, without mentioning Merx. 

“There remain the ‘ Neutral’ and ‘Alexandrian’ groups, if we accept 
Hort’s classification.”—Crum and Kenyon, J.T.S. vol. i. p. 432, ‘Of the 
middle-Egyptian graeco-coptic fragment.’ 

“ Tischendorf’s text is, in my own opinion, right in many places where 
the text of Hort is wrong ; but it is right, as it were, rather because a sort 
of divining instinct, the result of his long acquaintance with his material, 
led him to the truth, than because he had really, at least in the sense that 
Hort and von Soden have done, argued out his principles.” —C. H. Turner, 

J.T.S. vol. xi. p. 183, ‘ Historical Introduction to the Textual Criticism of 
the N.T.’ 

[But Tichendorf “argues out his principles” on every other page 
of his N.T., and although he often follows B against N, it is N as a 
“neutral” text that he is following just where Turner no doubt agrees 
with his critical acumen.—H.C.H.] 
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“ Some few of these ‘ interpolations ’ may possibly not be interpolations 
at all, but portions of the true text which have fallen out of XB... . 

“As soon as the Latinity of the ‘Italian’ group is studied without 
special reference to the type of Greek text represented by the various 

mss, ié becomes at once evident that Dr. Hort’s classification is unsatis- 

factory. The first blow to it was dealt by Mr. White in his edition 
of q...."—F. C. Burkitt, Texts and Studies, vol. iv. No. 3, ‘The Old 

Latin and the Itala,’ pp. 52 and 55. : 

“The text of Westcott and Hort is practically the text of NB. The 
Old Syriac sometimes supports the true text of the NB family, where & 

singly or B singly deserts the family to side with a later variation; is it 

not therefore possible, and indeed likely, that in some instances N and B 
may both have deserted the reading which they ought to have followed, 

and that they and not S (= sy sin) are inconsistent? That & and B 

occasionally ” [over 3,000 real differences between & and B are recorded 

in the Gospels alone !—H.C.H.] “ are inconsistent with themselves appears 

certain in several places. Carefully as B is written, now and again it 

presents an ungrammatical reading, which proves on examination to be 

the fragment of a rival variant. Thus at Matt. xxiii. 26... . Other 

instances are... . In all these instances” [Matt. xxi. 31, xxiii. 26, 

xxvii. 17, Luke xi. 33, xix. 37] “B presents us with what is evidently 

a doctored tert,’—-F. C. Burkitt, ‘Ev. da Mepharreshe,’ vol. ii. pp. 2383/4. 

Now in the following pages I submit o vast number of other 

instances where B has a doctored text, plainly, indubitably doctored. 

Hort and my side cannot both be right in their estimate of this ‘“ neutral "’ 

text. I claim merely that it is nof neutral, and may not be followed 

unless standing with strong independent company apart from the other 

usual ‘‘ Egyptian” supporters. I had thought von Soden agreed with me, 

but his new text is very eclectic, and I wish to submit my side of the 

question independently of his views. I have had no correspondence with 

him on the subject. Adalbert Merx is decidedly on my side. 

[Norz.—As to Hesychius referred to on p. iii we have really to 

distinguish between four men of this name (and possibly a fifth may lurk 

between them). 

Hesychius circa 200 in Egypt. 

Hesychius the Alexandrian and lexicographer ca. 380. 

Hesychius of Jerusalem stated as ob. 609 by Gregory, but in Gallandius 

vol. xi. Pref. p. vii as ob. in 433 or 436. To this man Is 

attributed the Concordance or harmony republished (?) by 

Severus in 513. 

Hesychius of Miletus circa 540, author of an Onomasticon end 

Chronicon.] 

INTRODUCTION. 

TMlavra Boxipatere * rb kaddv Kareyere.—1 Thess. vy, 21. 

Piveo Oe rparefirat 8éxeuor.—Apelles Eptph. 

Origen Joh 

Zou yap, pyaiv [6 Kupios], dvépore, rovs Adyous pov ds dpyvpiov ent rpaneliray kai ws 
xpnuara Boxqudcat.—Clemhom. 

I suppose that it will readily be conceded that C. H. Turner is 
without question the most brilliant writer on Textual Criticism today. 
It is always a pleasure to read him, and to be carried along in his racy 

and well-balanced style, which shows large mastery of the historical side 
of the problem as far as we have gathered it to-day. But there are 
certain weak points in his argument. I refer particularly to his article 
in the J.T.S. for January 1910,t which I think shows a smaller 

t ‘Historical Introduction to tho Textual Criticism of the New Testament.’ 

V: The Languages of the Early Church; (B) Syriac and the first Syriac Gospels. 
Turner’s two examples in textual criticism (Matt. i. 16 and Luke xiv. 5) are 

distinguished, as usual, by a perfectly lucid view of matters which would surely lead him 
a long way as a helpful master in the science if he would collate certain texts with 

each other and get at the many suggestions for the origin of error which abound when 
the documents themselves are consulted. Thus, as to ovos and wos in Luke xiv. 5 the 

origin of the change may perhaps be referred merely to the propinquity of other words 
with similar commencement or termination. If he will turn up the Codex Sinaiticus 
the following will be found : 

CENKAIANOKPI6 I< 

MPOCAYTONEINEN 
TINOCYMWNONoc 
HBOYCEICHPEAPNE 

At first sight it looks as if the corrector had misplaced YC (YIOC) over the wrong 
ON, but he is apparently correcting avrov to avrovs. It is possible that a similar change 

where YC was written by mistake over the 1vrong ON (in ONOC) led to the trouble. 

AYTONKAIANEAYCEN 
KAIFNPOCAYTOYCEINE 

TINOCYMWNYIOCHBOY< 
EICPEAPMECEITAIK 

Now if we turn to B: 

we find vos comes below avrovus, as in N oves comes below avrov. Hence there was a 

possibility of error oculi in both places, making for wos in one and ovos in the other. 
A faint or interlined origical therefore may be the cause of the trouble, as we see from 
sy? cu's conflation. 

Note further that AS and U have OYIOC, retaining an O, while D's rpoBaroy is 
faithfully reproduced in d OVIS (ovis et bobis). We may even hazard that OVIS might 
have influenced ONOC in that dim yeriod when ‘‘ Western" and “ Alexandrian" texts 
were linking up. 
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acquaintance with the testimony of the mss themselves than I expected 
to find in his writings. 

On p. 183,4 he says ‘‘ Hort was the last and perhaps the ablest of 
a long line of editors of the Greek Testament, commencing in the 

eighteenth century, who very tentatively at first, but quite ruthlessly 
in the end, threw over the later in favour of the earlier Greek MSS: AND 

VHAT ISSUE WILL NEVER HAVE TO BE TRIED AGAIN. In Hort’s hands 

this preference for the earlier mss was pushed to its most extreme 
form....” 

This sentence.seems to me to lack a grasp of what the testimony of 
the later documents is (as evidenced by the contents of those which we 
know) and what the testimony may be of those which are yet unexamined, 

of which of course there are hundreds and hundreds. 

To take Rendel Harris’ 892, published in 1890, or Schmidtke’s Paris 
nav” for example (the latter variously known as Scrivener 748, or 

Gregory 579, or von Soden ¢€ 376, olim Reg 2861, olim Colbert 5258) 
which was published in 1903, we find texts which at first sight are in 
large accord with NBL‘. Yet if we examine them more closely, as I 
have had occasion to do in reading them a score of times, we find a 
strange state of things. For if, where they accord with NBLY, they are 
supporting the genuine reading, what are they doing when they are 

aberrant, as we find on every page? What are they doing when they 
accord with the “ Antioch” side, or with 28 or 157 or the Syriac alone, 

or when they have their own peculiar way of exhibiting the text? If 
the question be closed, as Turner says: “and that issue will never have 
to be tried again,” how are we to judge of the issues where N and B are 
opposed, in over 3,000 places? for he says on p. 183 just previously: 
“ Tischendorf’s text is, in my own opinion, right in many places where 
the text of Hort is wrong....” It is in such places that I claim the 
testimony of 892 or Paris®’ as invaluable for “control.” A deep study 
of the phenomena involved in this is imperative, for the question which 
arises in such cases is whether this text antedates the common base 

of NB or not.t 
Turner has a reference to an Oxyrynchus papyrus which claims our 

attention next. In this connection let it be understood that the oldest 
documents in profane literature unearthed by Grenfell and Hunt are 

+ It is well to bear in mind at all times that the questions at issue are not those 

of the xvi century versus those of the rv". It is a question of the mss of the 

iv"? + L¥ of virr/ix + RTQ of vi/v [WX with D occupying a position midway] 

against a large band of other uncials of nearly the same dates. The textual questions 

involved are all back of the1v cent. In other words it is not a question of Turner's 

“Jater uss in favour of the earlier Greek mss,” but as to who was right a.p. 125-400, 

when these questions arose. Turner is misstating the case. Hort did not do this. 

He recognised the Textus receptus as being quite as old as 350 a.D. or older. 

é 
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often woefully inferior in places to more modern documents of the same 

writings, and often very corrupt.t 
On pp. 185-G Turner writes: ‘The discovery, since Hort wrote, 

of a papyrus leaf containing most of the first chapter of St. Matthew 
in a text closely agreeing, even in spelling of proper names, with the 
text of B, may be fairly held to carry back the whole B text of the 

Gospels into the third century.” 
Why “the wHoLe B text’? I wonder. Does Turner not know 

that it is unallowable for a serious textual critic so to express himself. 
The four Gospels are most frequently in mss found to be of different 
recensions although bound together. After the many Christian per- 
secutions during which the fragile documents of the Faith were in 
jeopardy every hour, it seems that it was difficult to obtain the four 

Gospels together to be recopied. Indeed—judging from certain early 
Syriac documents in the British Museum, as well as from the varying 
order of the Gospels as recopied and bound—it was the practice in the 

early centuries to carry one or two Gospels bound together. Hence, 
after the stress of a persecution had abated, and a Church copy of the 

’ Tetra-evangelion was required, it was often unconsciously made up of 
different recensions. Therefore, because B accords in St. Matthew with 
the Oxyrynchus papyrus, No. 2 (plate i) vol. i. 1898, it does not 
necessarily follow that the same applies to the other three Gospels.t 
This in first place. But, secondly, does B find the support claimed 
by Turner here (and by Burkitt, ‘Introduction to Barnard’s Clement of 
Alexandria,’ Texts and Studies, vol. v. No. 5), or is not this exaggerated ? 

The biblical piece referred to is the merest fragment, a veritable trifle, 

containing Matt. i. 1-9, 12, 14-20. As to date G. and H. say: ‘‘ There 
is no likelihood of its being subsequent to the beginning of the fourth 
century, and it may with greater probability be assigned to the third.” 
Shall we call it A.D. 275 then? ‘This only carries the B text of this. 
portion back fifty or sixty years or so anyhow. After a collation, G. and H. 
sum up thus: ‘‘ The papyrus clearly belongs to the same class as the 
Sinaitic and Vatican codices, and has no Western or Syrian proclivities. 
Except in cases where it has a reading peculiar to itself alone, the 
papyrus always agrees with those two mss where they are in agreement. 

Where they differ, the papyrus does not consistently follow either of 
them, but is somewhat nearer the Vatican codex, especially in matters 

of spelling, though in one important case (rod 5€ 'Incod Xprctod) it 
agrees with the codex Sinaiticus.” 

t Note also the following opinions: “There is this peculiarity about the uss of the 
treatise De statu animae [of Claudius Mamertus] that their value is in almost inverse 
ratio to their age.” —Sanday, ‘Classical Review,’ Feb. 1888. 

“ However, as we shall see later, age is no certain criterion of value."—L. J. M. Bebb, 

‘ Studia Biblica,’ vol. ii. No. 5, p. 201 (1890). 
¢ Obs. Soden’s ms 050 with N in Matt. and John, with BD in Mark, with B in Luke. 
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Now hear Dr. Burkitt before we proceed (op. cit. pp. viii, x/xi) : 

““Mr. Barnard has paid a longer and less hurried visit than Dean 
Burgon’s flying call. He has copied out all the marked places in 
Clement's bible as far as the Gospels and Acts are concerned..... 
Before actually examining Clement's quotations let us for a moment 
consider what we might have expected to find. Since the publication 
of the Revised Version and Dean Burgon’s strictures on it, investiga- 
tions and discoveries have been made which bear directly on the subject. 
The gencral result is quite clear. \Vhether 8 and B are, as Dean Burgon 

has it, ‘two false witnesses,’ B, at least, can no longer be regarded 

as a mere ‘curiosity.’ There can now be little doubt that this ms 

represents in the Gospels with great accuracy the type of text current 

in Egypt from the middle of the third century A.D., although B itself 
may very well have been written at Caesarea in the famous library of 
Pamphilus. The Egyptian proclivities of B have been well illustrated by 

three comparatively recent publications. .... The most striking discovery 
of all remains. In the Oxyrynchus papyrus fragment of St. Matthew, 
discovered and edited by Grenfell and Hunt, we have at last an 

undoubted piece of a third-century Gospel ms. The fragment is older, 
probably by a century, than any known ms of any part of the New 
Testament, and most fortunately covers a passage where the variants 
are extremely well marked (viz. Matt. i. 1-20). What, then, does this 

voice from the dead say? Does it support Burgon or Hort? The 
answer is most decided. It sides with N and B. With & and B (and 

of course ‘ Westcott and Hort’) it has Boest for Booz, Ivbed for Obed, 

Asaph t for Asa. Nor is this agreement confined to the spelling of the 
names of Jewish kings, seeing that it has yéveors in Matt. i. 18 (not 
yévunows), a reading characteristic enough of B and Dr. Hort to draw 
forth three pages of Dean Burgon’s indignation. Other readings of B 

similarly attested by the new fragment are Sevypatioas for rapaderypaticat 
(ver 19) and the omission of 6 BaovAets in ver 6, and of yap in ver 18. 

Nor does the papyrus give support to ‘ Western’ texts any more than 
to the ‘Received Text.’ Both in vv. 16 and 18 it rejects the readings 
of Codex Bezae and its allies. In one word, it is just such a document 

as Dr. Hort would have expected it to be.” So far Burkitt. 
Commenting on this, the first thing which attracts our attention is 

the notice of —o Baatrevs in ver 6, followed by the statement that ‘the: 

papyrus gives no support to ‘ Western’ texts.” Yet, the omission of 
6 Baotrevs is found in the Latins § gi g2 k gat dim and vulgates JM with 

t = Coptic, as the Coptic in Luke iii. 32, but thera not NB. 

t Consult Salmon, ‘Some Thoughts on Textual Criticism,’ as to this. 

§ I take this opportunity of correcting a mistake in my ‘Gen. of the Versions,’ 
vol. ii. p. 200, where I said “(non Oryr*}’ for this omission. G.and H. professed to give 

a collation with the Text. recept. and I’-H, but were silent as to verse 6, and I failed to 

compare the original text. 
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Auct op imp. However this isa small matter. There is practically no 

opportunity in these few verses for much variation. What I object to 1s 

the generalisation as to the conformity of B to the Oxyrynchus fragment 

from these very few verses. As a mutter of fact the agreement is 

overrated and quite spasmodic. Here is a collation of B and the 

fragment: 

Counation oF B with Oryr’. 

AGREEMENT. DISAGREEMENT. 

Matthew. = 

i, 1 Oxyr. YY B YIOY 
» QAYIS B AAYEIA 

8 ZAPE . 

4 » AMMINAAAB bis B AMEINAQSAB bis 

5 BOEC (but so also  copt k) 

WBHA = (4, NCA copt al.) 
6 -ofasirevs ( , 4 NMal.et lait’) » AYIA bis B OAYEIA bis 

COAOMWNA » ~~ Most MSS 
: » THC OYPEIOY B THC TOY 

OYPEIOY 

T : »  ABLENA prim B ABIA 

»  ABEIA sce B ABIA 

7/8 ACAD (4 oo» NCD al.) 
8/9 OZEIAN -OZEIAC (but papyrus i& faint 

and pr loco looks like OZIAN) 
o_ 498 ‘ Zz ee 

: 12 oe » €PELNHCEN] prim Bo CENNA prim t 

» — illeg B TON CEAAGIHA 

n — illeg B CEAAGIHA AE 

“ 
PENNA ¢ 

13 13/14 Oxyr. illeg but: N  ABIOYT (cf lat) 

14 Z x ak 
15 F Oxyr. MAGO@AN bis B MA@OAN sic bis 

16 » IWCH B TON IWCH® 

17 » CENEAI B Alt TENEAI 

»  AAYIA prim B AAYEIA prim 

1» AYIA’ sec B AAYEIA sec 
» Wter B A€KATECCAPEG 

ter 

18 [ENECIC (but so also NCPSZa) « WY RY B XY TY 

— ‘yap (on NO*Z ete) 

19 » EIPMALTIEICAIt B AEIFMATICAI 

20 » OAYIA B AAYEIA 

+ Cf Protev’ ad Luc i. 31. 

but it is not absolutely clear whether the papyrus 
had rapa. G. and H. merely say ‘there is barely 

room for mapa at the end of the line.” 

Now this more complete tabulation is rather interesting. If it 
proves Burkitt's case as against Burgon then “figures lie.” I do not 
wish to draw any conclusions against B from the comparison, but as to 
the few agreements supporting the views of any particular school of 

criticism the matter is simply absurd. Far more important than BOEC 

¢ Burkitt claims this as against wapaderyuatioat 
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IWBHA or —o facrdeus is the Oxyr opposition to B’s yevva in ver 12. 
And to dogmatise about a matter of 17 verses is unworthy of serious 
consideration when the real weighty matters are outside of the range of 
comparison. ‘This ‘‘ voice from the dead” no more supports Hort than 
Burgon. The questions at issue do not turn on spelling (and here even 
the deductions drawn are wrong) but on what is the “true” text: 
whether Lucian’s revision (if it equate ‘ Antioch”) or Hesychius’ 
revision (if it equate ‘ Egypt’) is the right text. To close the matter, as 
Turner suggests, is to sit down and be content with NBLTWY as repre- 
senting merely an ‘‘ Egyptian” agreement inter se. But, as [ have said, 
what are we to do when they differ? We are certainly not going to 
waver simply between X and B. That would be a reductio ad absurdum. 
I write this feeling most earnestly that we have much to learn from the 
junior documents, and Turner is so capable a man that I dislike to read his 
dictum “and that issue will never have to be tried again ’—that is to say 
the issue between the later and the earlier (= NB) mss. It is not 50. 
The issue is not decided as to whether the “revision at Antioch” or the 
‘‘revision in Egypt” represents the best text. In each case it is to be 
presumed that the revisers thought they were perpetuating the “best” 
text, but whether the “true” text (as: the self-appointed arbiters t 
of the text of the N.T. since Hort are prone to write) remains question 
still absolutely sub judice. 

Before leaving Turner's article 1 most important matter must be 
referred to. He writes (pp. 204/5) : The first stages, then, of the history 
of the Syriac New Testament are represented for us by a Gospel Harmony 
constructed out of a Roman Greek us of the Gospels in the third quarter 
of the second century...” 

Observe, a Roman-Greek ms, but by this he does not mean a graeco- 
latin (for on p. 184 he accepts the common view of the Latin: ‘ the first 
stratum of the old Latin version in the African mss k ande”), but he 

means only a Greek ms of Roman provenance. So much then is 
definitely accepted today, z.c. that Tatian’s harmony was based on a Greek 

ms used by him in Rome and no doubt carried away with him circa 
A.D. 175. Hence, then, the matters which we find in agreement between 

Tatian and certain ‘‘ Western” authorities. Good, so far as it goes, but 
it does not go far enough. In the first place, we find in Tatian many 

cases where his text agrees with the Latin, not the “ Western” Greek, 
but only with the Latin. How does this occur if the Latin was non- 

} In the general scheme of textual criticism the examples given by Hort to sustain 
his theory of families are painfully inadequate. ‘ Syrian” or later readings are found 
abounding in certain documents like Paris’’ side by side with what are probably judice 
Hort “ pre-Syrian,” yet the text does not carry signs of a revision which made an 
eclectic text. This document when carefully read bears evidence of being a whole 
before a.p. 400, and the “Syrian” part of this text cannot be separated from a 
“ pre-Syrian.”” 5 
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existent in Tatian’s day in Rome? The answer has been given that it is 
the Diatessaron which has so largely influenced the Latin. I deny this 
in a large measure and look on the contrary for the origin of this 

sympathy to a Latin-Greek bilingual at Rome before a.p. 175 and not 

only to a ‘‘ Roman-Greek ms.” 

If I am correct, this destroys the theory, accepted by Turner 
purely on historical grounds (but how silent is history as to most of the 
matters involved !), that the separate Gospels in Syriac followed and 
did not precede the Harmony. Because at the outset it seems to bea 
fact that the Latin did not influence the Syriac, but the Syriac the 
Latin. There is @ priority of action of Syriac on Latin as against Latin 

on Syriac. 
Therefore if there was a Graeco-Latin in Rome in 175 a.D., there 

must have been a Syriac still earlier. 
Next, if to the Diatessaron we are to attribute reflex action on Latin 

documents, how are we to account for the cases where the whole mass 

of Latin documents (widely separated geographically as to their recopy- 
ing and revision) together OPPOSE the Syriacs? 

I have stated before and repeat here that there is every evidence 
remaining in certain Greek and Latin documents, taken in conjunction 

with the varying elements in the existing Mss of syr vet, syr pesh, syr hicr 
and the diatess arab (not to speak of pers, which combines elements of all 

the Syriacs but principally of sy7 vet), to show that a lost or hidden Syriac 
precedes them ; and that this lost Syriac influenced both Latin and Greek 
documents, when running concurrently in the early part of the second 

century, and before Tatian’s Diatessaron was planned. I wish to see 
this disproved if possible, not by the historical method, but by a reply 
based on documentary evidence, before surrendering the position to which 
my study of the documents has led me. 

The diatessaron alone cannot be responsible for the spasmodic agree- 
ment between Latin and Syriac documents, because the various Latin 
documents often as a whole oppose the Syriac documents as a whole. . 
Attention is directed to this in many passages coming under discussion in 

the following pages, and Dr. Vogels is requested to observe this carefully. 
Note Dr. Meinertz’ review of Vogels in Theologische Revue 1918, No. 18, 
p. 538 col. 1, as to Luke xxiv. 12,36, 40: ‘“‘ Solche Beobachtungen weisen 
auf Schwierigkeiten hin, die noch der Lésung harren.” 
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Views of Dr, Sataoy, ‘Some Thoughts on the Textual Criticiam of the 
New Testament,’ London, 1897. 

“Yet, great as has been my veneration for Hort and my admiration of the 
good work that he has done, I have never been able to feel that his work was 
final, and I have disliked the servility with which his history of the text has 
been accepted, and even his nomenclature adopted, as if now the last word had 
een said on the subject of New Testament criticism... .” (p. 33), 

“That which gained Hort so many adherents had some adverse influence 
with myself—I mean his extreme cleverness as an advocate ; for I have felt as 
if there were no reading so improbable that he could not give good reasons for 
thinking it to be the only genuine... .” (p, 33/4). 

“On this account Iam not deterred by the general adoption of W-H's 
decisions from expressing my opinion that their work has too readily been 
accepted as final, and that students have been too willing to accept as their motto 
‘Rest and be thankful.’ There is no such enemy to progress as the belief that 
perfection has been already attained.” (p. 38). 

“In Hort’s exposition the student is not taken with him along the path 
that he himself had followed; he must start with the acceptance of the final 
result. Consequently one of the first things at which I took umbrage in W-H’s 
exposition was the question-begging nomenclature.” (p. 43). 

“TI strongly feel that Hort would have done better if he had left the old 
nomenclature undisturbed, and distinguished his neutral text from that which he 
calls ‘ Alexandrian’ by the names ‘early Alexandrian’ and ‘later Alexandrian.’ 
Names will not alter facts, though they may enable us to shut our eyes to them....” 
(p. 52). 

“Naturally Hort regarded those mss as most trustworthy which give the 
readings recognized by Origen; and these no doubt were the readings which in 
the third century were most preferred at Alexandria. Thus Hort’s method 
inevitably led to the exclusive adoption of the Alexandrian text.” (p. 53). 

“To sum up in conclusion, I have but to express my belief that what 
Westcott and Hort have restored is the text which had the highest authority in 
Alexandria in the third century, and may have reached that city in the preceding 
one. It would need but to strike out the double brackets from the so-called 
non-Western interpolations, and to remove altogether the few passages which 
W-H reluctantly admitted into their pages with marks of doubt, when we 
should have a pure Alexandrian text. Their success is due to the fact that 
W-H investigated the subject as a merely literary problem; and the careful 
preservation at Alexandria of a text which had reached that city was but a 
literary problem.” (p. 155). : 

“That W-H should employ the Alexandrian ‘use’ as their chief guide to 

the recovery of the original text may be quite right; but that they should refuse 

a place on their page to anything that has not that authority is an extreme which 

makes me glad that the Revised New Testament, which so closely follows their 
authority, has not superseded the Authorized version in our Churches. For, if 
it had, the result might be that things would be accounted unfit to be read in 
the churches of the nineteenth century which were read at Rome in the second 

century, during the lifetime of men who had seen members of the apostolic 
company who had visited their city.” (pp. 157/8). 
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“Hort (p.171) makes the suggestive remark that documents which have most 
Alexandrian have also most ‘neutral’ readings. It is a little surprising that he did 
not draw the obvious inference that this is because the documents which contain the 
neutral readings are Alexandrian.” —Salmon, op. cit, p. 62, note. 

“‘ However there is nothing that Hort fights more against than the idea that his 
neutral text can properly be called ‘Alexandrian.’ He eagerly catches at the notion 
that B, its principal representative, was written, not at Alexandria, but probably at 

Rome. The reasons for regarding the text of B as Alexandrian remain the same no 

matter where this particular MS chanced to be copied."—Salmon, op. cit. p. 60. 

CHAPTER I._ | 

CopEx B. 

Hort’s CRITICAL PRINCIPLES. 

Dr. Hort sought for a “neutral” text, uninfluenced by ‘‘ Western,” 
“ Alexandrian,” and “‘ Syrian” readings, and claimed to have found it 
in B alone. This view has been accepted in England, and nearly as 
much in Germany, although the late Adalbert Merx did his best to 
discredit B as a foundation text, and to put the matter in the right light 
to his countrymen. Great has been our loss by the death of Blass and 
Merx, and more recently still by that of Nestle. 

It seems time to call attention to the lack of basis for Hort’s 
theory, because scholars and writers still speak of a ‘“‘neutral text”’ 
(by which B or readings supported by B is practically always implied), 
whereas the present writer knows of no such text. 

There is ample ground for the opposite view that B had already 
been influenced by the Syriac and the Latin version, besides the 

peculiarities visible in the B text, many of which are grammatical and 
some seemingly due to Egyptian surroundings. 

; Hitherto we have not known fully the history of textual criticism 

' in Greek Egypt, but every important document, including the new W, 
which has affinity for the B group, ties the matter more and more down 
to Egyptian, soil, and this simplifies the problem. When W and the 

cursives of the family oppose B we must weigh these places carefully. 

Leaving aside the claims made in the Introduction of W-H, the 
principles upon which the text was founded as it left Hort’s hands are 
fixed for ever, and graven in stereotype for us; and those principles are 

reduced to one rule, viz., to follow B whenever that ms has any support, 
B 
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be it only the adhesion of one other ms. This is seen (in one Gospel 
for example) i in conjunctions of BL soli at Luke xi. 12, of BT soli at 
Luke xiii. 27,f of NB sole at Luke xviii. 12, xix. 48, of BA soli at 
Luke xxi. 24, of BK soli at Luke xiv. 1 (square brackets) and of B fam 
13 solt at Luke vi. 42.¢ 

Further, readings of B absolutely alone are dignified by textual 
notice. Matt. vii. 18 eveyxew..osew is read absolutely alone by B (see 
note on this elsewhere), and in Luke iii. 33 rov apivada@, omitted only 

by B, finds no place in Hort's text; observe also Luke v. 2 wdova dv0 

order of B alone among Greeks; v. 3 ex Tov mA edi8acxev B alone; 

the omissions by B only of az’ Luke xii. 58, of év Luke x. 31, of apos 
avrov Luke ix. 62 are enclosed in square brackets; or they are given a 
place in the margin (as if ‘“‘many ancient authorities read thus’) as 

atavpwoat Luke xxiii. 23, OponOevres Luke xxiv. 37. Observe also the 
extraordinary ess to ev tpv@dtov Mark xiv. 20 by B alone, forced into 

Hort’s text in square brackets because C* ?? possibly read thus. 

In the light of this, had B left out in John xiv. 6 xa 7 adnOeva 

in the threefold claim “I am the way and the truth and the life,” which 

Evan 157 does, it is practically certain that Hort’s text would have done 
so also. Had B added évtpertixn in Luke xviii. 3 as an attribute of the 
importunate widow, as does Evan 28, we should surely have found 

it in Hort’s text.§ Had B omitted ev avtn tn wpa in Luke xii. 12 
with 33 and Origen we should have been favoured with this omission. 
Had B omitted tyv before micrw in Luke xviii. 8 with D 240 244 we 
should have been asked so to read. Soden adds two fresh cursives for 
omission. 

Had B added o encous after ta Oavpacia a eroncev in Matt. xxi. 15, 
as does Evan 28 with Origen and syr hier and it? (abce f fiagrh 
p dim gat Wurz? vg?) we should certainly have found it in Hort’s 
text [d g, 2 q vg?! do not add, but e does. Tisch. errs in the N.T. as to 

this witness]. Soden adds § 30 and ¢ 1091 for this. Observe Origen 
and r, alone omit ev Tw cepw in this verse. 

Had 1-H known that Sod*® 604 supported B at Luke viii. 25 for 
the omission of xat vmaxovovaew avtw we should doubtless have lost the 

+ Such mss can easily be shown to be but one in stem. For instance B*R 
together alone at Luke v. 80 eyyoyvfav for eyyoyutov, and again vi. 28 ev rots ovpavors 
for ev tw ovpave. For some reason W-H do not like this combination. R is the 
famous v" century ms from the Nitrian desert. In the second case the BR combination 
is supported by fam 13 and ten othor minuscules and by e f goth Cypr. 

+ Many are the places where NBL are followed alone, and this also represents but 
one single tradition. 

§ This is a reductio ad absurdum of the critical principles which people do not 
seem to grasp or follow. This would have resulted in perpetuating blunders of two 

mss contra mundum, Many others, probably as grievous, are to be found in the text. 

It is thereby rendered unfit for serious study as a whole, and must be banished from 

our class rooms, 
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clause, especially as aeth favours this omission also, and 1V-H must have 
sought at that time in vain for another Greek witness. The same applies 
to Luke vi. 26 —ov watepes avtwy B 604 (+ sah syr sin), neglected by 
W-H, yet vi. 81 —xat vers B then alone (omitted in W-H trt) has 

support of G04 and Paris’. There is absolutely no science in intro- 
ducing Oponfevres into the margin of Luke xxiv. 37 on the authority 

of B alone and in neglecting to record in the margin at viii. 25 that B 
omits «at uviaxovovew avtw, especially as aeth shows it is not an 
accident. For observe that at Luke iii. 8 on the sole authority of B and 
Origen they introduce the order aftovs xaprovs into their margin. While 

at x. 1 —avrous Be Eus (now supported by 604 and Paris” and Sod‘ *') 
is not omitted by W-H. Atvii.47 +xae ante ek ayara B® [negl Hort] 

is added by 892 Paris®’. 
I do not want to multiply ad nauseam instances of arbitrary 

judgement. These remarks should suffice as to definite examples of 

the unscientific use of the margin as well as of the text whether 
bracketed or not. For it is to be observed that at Luke ix. 62 W-H 
bracket zpos avroy in the text on the sole authority of B; as a matter 
of fact however 604 omits also (and sah 1/3) which they did not know. 
The whole treatment of such things is entirely unequal. I wish to 
point out that their intuition in such matters was quite wrong, because 

' a little further in Luke x. 1 they leave avrovs alone and do not brand 
or bracket it although B omits. Yet here B had support from e Eust™ 
and now we find that both 604 and Paris” also omit. Had Hort known 
this he would of course have banished it. It is useless for Souter to 

get up and defend Hort on any specious plea which I may offer him 
by stating the matter thus. Souter’s own text condemns Hort’s method 
while he still clings with a curious loyalty to the man.t 

Further as to Origen, observe Luke xviii. 31 rerewwOycerar (for tedeo- 

@noerat), which is found in Paris’ 60 y** 2°" and some other important 
cursives, is Origen’s reading, yet not found in NB. 

Or as at Luke xxii. 4 where Orig reads orws (and Eus wa), with the 
13 family only, for ro wows of NB and all the rest [except D @ arm ras; 
d follows D with quomodo against quemadmodum of the rest]. 

Or as at Matt. xv. 22 where 1 [non fam] and Origen read Sewws for 
xaxos, but not NB or any others known (although there may be other 
cursives) ; Sewws occurs at Matt. viii. 6 and Luke xi. 53. 

Or at: Matt. xvi. 25 fin for evpyoe: avtnv where Orig Iren and fam 1 33 
read ovtws cwoes avTny, 

Or as at Luke xxii. 22 where Origen (recollecting eypayev eps avrov 
of Matt Marc) adds avtw after tw wpiopevov with sah syr hier, syr cu [non 

sin] aeth wept avrov. Had B done this we should have been told it was 

t Dr. Souter has informed me since this was written that he had nothing to do with the 
text itself of the Oxford edition of 1910 and that he favors the Hort text practically entire. 

B 2 
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Lucan. It is clearly an addition, as sak Mss are divided among them- 
selves, four for avtw, and one for wept avtov; while syr sin by its silence 

accuses cz of harmonizing. 

Origen says we must pay attention to the letter of Scripture down to 
the very presence or absence of an article in the Greek. Yet observe 

what he does at Luke xxii. 10/Mark xiv. 13. For at Luke xxii. 10 he 
uses St. Mark’s aravtncee with D min® (against vravrncee CLX, and 

ouvartnces NB unc’ rell), while at Mark xiv. 13 he incorporates into the 

narrative eceAOovtwy vuwv evs thy todw from Luke xxii. 10 with only 
fam 13 28 91-299 2re, 

Again, at Matt. xx. 13 he is to be observed very carelessly on both 
sides of the question. Once °° with LZ 33 sah boh syr sin aeth Nyss 
writing ovxe Snvapiov cuvedwovnaa cot, and again 37, again thro’ int 3.007 yyy, 
Syvaptov cuvepovncas poe with NB and all the rest, and latt syr rell arm 

Auctr Imp et de voc gent’ This place should be very carefully considered. 

Was the archetype of LZ 33 then on Origen’s desk and annotated 
by him to conform to a turn of the versions ? 

We have another illustration of Origen’s rank carelessness in St. 

Mark’s Gospel. In one place, *’8” concerning Mark xi. 1, he says pre- 
cisely : ‘cat 0 papxos b€ Kata Tov ToTroy ovTws aveyparye* Kat ote eyyitovaty 

evs LepogoAupa Kat es BnOaviay mpos...” and again 74 * Sopev Se rept 
ts BnOpayn pev cata patOaov, BnOavias Se cata papKov, BnAdayn Se 
kat BnOavias Kata Tov ova.” 

Nothing could be plainer as to the Marcan reading of es lepocodvpa 
cat es BnPavav without evs BnPpayn, and yet when in another place 

Origen comes to write out Mark xi. 1-12 he has there evs sepocoAupa ers 
BnOdpayn xat Bnbanarv. 

We note in these two places—these two codices as it were—of Origen 
that they vary in the spelling of ev@us and evOews (xi. 3) and dcubtless 
he was using different copies, without realizing it, when he penned the 
two passages. For instance in the one place (ver. 2) he leaves out ov7w, 
in the other it is present; again ver. 3 he leaves out in one plans Trad, in 
the other it is present. 

Again ver. 3 one place te mocecte tovro; in the other te Avere tov mwAov 

with D. 
Ver. 4 one place xau amndOov in the other cat amedOovrtes 

Fe ». Oupav - ry tv Oupav 
9 » Tov mwaroy discrte ,, two others mwdopr. 

Further than that Origen does a thing at Matt xviii. 27 which throws 

a lurid light on the proceedings of the entire coterie, whose joint 
testimony we are asked to accept and whose mutual support is considered 

to bolster up the individual witness of a very small clan. This place 

both dates several witnesses and affords much help. 

T refer to this substitution: For cat to Savetov adnxev avtw, Origen 

with 1 only and ff; sah boh (ex xviii. 32) says macav tTHv ofetryy. 

re 
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Origen’s quotation, as given in Tischendorf, is 0 5« ordayynioGes ew auto 

Kuptos our... abnxev avToy povov adda... TMagay THy opecdyy avTw. While 

this does pat convict Origen absolutely of appropriating the wording of 
verse 32, and inserting it in verse 27, it comes so near to it that 1 and 

sah boh must have thought it a good idea to make the transfer. In other 

words they were following Origen, as Vulgate mss followed Jerome's 

other writings. (Soden adds his family ¢".) 
The principal point is this (for NB do not agree to make the 

substitution): For many verses previously the testimony of Evan 1 
(without 118-209) has been bolstering up B. I use this expression 
advisedly, for on the testimony in Matt xviii. 25 of B 156 58 124 Orig 1/2 

Hort has inserted in his text eye WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST MARGINAL 
ALTERNATIVE. Evan 1 is contradicted by 118-209, 124 is contradicted by 

the rest of its family ; 56 and 58 are of no account whatever [Dobbin is 

silent as to 61], for they are most notorious polyglot abusers of the truth, 
and Origen contradicts himself. They have been used here simply to 
bolster up B in his use of the historic present [see elsewhere under this 
head]. 
ae upon the testimony of B 1 124 (again against their families) 

and sah 4/7 we are asked in Matt xviii. 27 to suppress exewou [by Hort in 
square brackets]. 

Now such mss do not really support B as a neutral text at all, for 
we find that 1 and sah and Origen are all in the same circle playing 
tricks on us; as at xviii. 27 in this very same verse where they ask us to 

read acav tyhv opethny for to Saveov. 
This dates the vagaries and other like ones observable in 1 Orig 

and copt, and makes us demur to use them as supporters of B as a 
neutral text. On the contrary B is supporting them for an Egyptian 
and private post-Origenian recension. I will illustrate further :— 
Matt. xvii. 8. Hort prints avrov Incouy povoy. This is read by B and 

by B only. & supports with Incour avrov povoy, both readings 
being obtained via the Coptic by 8 and B. Hort did not 
know this, for the Coptic or Syriac has never been alleged 
in the critical apparatus as containing this avrov, nor does 
Horner connect the readings of NB with Coptic in his sah 
apparatus. Butitseems perfectly clear to me where NB got the 
avrov. Hort’s margin has toy in place of avrov. [Sod = B.] 

14. eAOovtav (—avtwy) NBZ 1 124 245 sah is the only support. 
Hort’s text gives no alternative, and we are to swallow the 
reading of this vicious little circle (whose joint eclecticism is 
now in process of demonstration) against Origen because it 
is a ‘‘shorter” text. Hort counts seven witnesses I suppose, 
but it is merely one. 

xviii. 1. Hort’s margin is dignified by the addition of Se here, to read 
ev exewvn 5¢€ 77 wpa with BM e sah®® boh™. These are the 
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Matt. 

only witnesses (+xar syr cu). Boh™ ¢ is very suggestive, 

against the shorter text for Gro™ Lat™ Syr34 Orig. 
xviii. 11, Another similar little coterie (observe the members are never 

homogeneous) ask us to omit this verse altogether. It is 
composed of NBL* 1 (against family) 13 (against family) 33 

892" e ffi sah boh®' syr sin hier and Orig, and Hort promptly 
accepts their verdict with much gusto, referring in his margin 
to the Appendix, where three half-column lines are devoted to 
explain that it is ‘Interpolated either from Luke xix. 10 (a 
different context) or from an independent source written or 

oral.’” Where were NL above if right here? Why was Orig 

on the other side above? I mean merely that the whole 
editorial process is intuitive and has no scientific foundation 
whatever. 

16. Hort’s margin receives the order wapadafe ert eva 9 Sv0 peta 
cov of B ff; and boh (these only). Where is the science? 

B is evidently the controlling factor. But B got this from 
looking att an Egyptian copy of the Scriptures with this 
order (cf. also sah). 4 

To go back a little xvi. 21 iC XC stands in Hort’s text without the 

alternative 0 ic. I beg to say that only N*B* read thus (both corrected) 

and that their only support is sah?/? bohm practer duo. Whereas N° 892 
Oriy and Iren omit altogether. 

If-right here then in the name of all that is consistent why does 
Hort reject the +7ore in xiv. 3 of B and fam 13 with sah most decidedly : 
“ev touTrw Tw Kkatpw”? Even hk suggests it with ‘cum detinuisset” 
against ‘‘Herodes enim tenuit” but Hort prints xpatyoas.t For at 

viii. 18 Hort does not scruple to accept B and sah alone for his text 
of oyAov against oydous etc. And at ii. 21 he reads esonAGev (for 
m\Gev) NBC alone, merely confirmed by sah boh aqhwKk Eg,pal, aqi 
eDorsit 

Now these conjunctions NB and NBC and NBD have been given 
too much weight when insufficiently supported otherwise. 

Observe xii. 17 wa (pro omws) NBCD 1 33 Orig Eus boh. If I 

oppose this I shall be told that I am a madman, and that this evidence is 
absolutely conclusive. I deny it. And I point to viii. 34 where wa 

(pro ores) is read by B alone and bok. [Soden adds nothing. ] 

Hort does not follow B here in viii. 34, but why not? If wa is 

neutral in xii. 17, why not in viii. 34? Bohairic uses it in both places. 
Did Hort have a glimmer that B after all was copied from a Graeco- 
Coptic ms and that pina caught B's eye instead of orws? If so, where 
is the neutral text? . 

The same remark applies to ews and ews of. In Matt. xvili. 30 

¢ As Nin Matt. xiv. 1 etc. rerpaapyns more copt. { Soden's text accepts +rore with ™. 
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NBCL write ews azrodw for ews ob amodw of the rest; but in xviii. 34, 

only four verses beyond, B alone writes ews avodw. (See full list in 

Luke.) Possibly ov is dropped for fear of confusion with ov. 
After a thorough re-examination of the subject I re-affirm my 

belief that however good a base the ms B may have in places, it is 
absolutely to be disregarded as representing any such thing as a 

“neutral” text; that in many places ii is as far removed from 
“neutrality” as night from day; that “neutrality” can alone be sought 
among the documents which are in agreement with the witnesses of 
pre-Origenian date. 

To rank B “neutral” as a whole is to discredit testimony of 

Clement of Alexandria when supported by a host of witnesses; to 
discredit Tertullian and Epiphanius jointly when they reproduce 
faithfully the text of Marcion [as regards language, not as regards 
brevity], equally supported by a large array of authorities; to discredit 

much of the “ western”’ text even when it is undoubtedly the “shortest,” 
in the face of two differing lines of addition, with or without conflation 
of these two lines; to discredit Origen himself when he opposes B 
but*has good support otherwise; to discredit the old Syriac when 
opposing B in favour of N or of D; and finally to shut the door on 
a possible neutral text reproduced in no Gk. mss extant but witnessed 
to strongly by pre-Origenian Fathers, backed by Latin, Syriac, or 

Coptic mss. (Cf Adalbert Merx, 11. Theil, 1. Halfte p. 20, etc.) 
I re-affirm my belief that a polyglot text influenced  throughout.t 

And I charge B with being the child of a Graeco-Latin recension, and by 
its scribe or by its parent of being tremendously influenced by a Coptic 

recension or by a Graeco-sahidic = a Graeco-bohairic ms.} 

I cannot allow that 8B influenced the sahidic or bohairic versions 
(except perhaps a few separate Mss of each or either of them); for the 
sympathy visible between N or B or both and the Coptic versions 
is a sympathetic bond which antedates the Mss & and B, and which 
contributes to place these versions (where they oppose NB) on an 
independent footing implying a Greek text of older date than that of NB, 

and when supported by other good witnesses to be followed. 
And I charge Westcott and Hort with having utterly failed to 

produce any semblance of a “neutral” text. I charge them with the 
offence of repeated additions to the narrative on most insufficient 
evidence. 

I charge the Oxford edition of 1910 with continual errors in accepting 
Westcott and Hort’s text for many verses together where the absence 

t In the list of differences between 8 and B in Part II will be found plenty of 
material to support this proposition. 

¢ Proof to this effect may be seen throughout the following pages. 
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of footnotes shows that the editors consider their text as settled. I 
acknowledge and make confession freely that the Revisers have retraced 
steps in a number of places and ejected Hort's readings sometimes even 
without the pro and con in a footnote, where Hort blindly followed a 
phantasma of evidence. But this text is still founded on too high a 
regard for B, and I pray for an entire reconsideration of the matter in the 
light of what follows. 

One word here as to the ‘“‘ Western” text may not be out of place. 
Upon many occasions this ‘‘ Western” text is the one which furnishes 
the shortest text (against B). We have been taught that the “ Western ” 
text is the one which has the most additions and accretions. This 
Jeature is quite distinct from the other, and whether the additiona be all 
glosses or not, the other feature of omission has to be separately 
considered as to its bearing on the basic or fundamental text for purity 
or shortness, for the text of D is, as we know from Clement of Alex., one 

which was in Egypt very early, ata date before the “African” Latin 
was known, is confirmed often by W, and has come down to us less 
influenced by side influences than the other recensions. 

Take one instance. At Luke xix. 2 there are great varieties of 
reading, where D de and sah preserve the shortest text, giving us (as to 
Zaccheus) simply wdove:es for Kat mrovatos of 1s, kat nv mrovewos of NL 
245 892 goth syr hier (and IW-H marg), cat wrovats nv boh syr cu sin, cat 

autos mAovatos BKII big vg (W-H trt), at avtos nv rAovatos U al. latt, car 
ovtos nv tAovatos A unc? al. f, ovros nv mrovotos W 108 157, wrovetos nv 

ante Kat apyitehwvns syr pesh, wrovatos (tantum) ante Kat apyttedwvns 

diatess arab, (¥ and Evst 47 omit altogether). IV-H adopt B’s reading 
in tert and &’s in marg, and neglect D d e sah (diatess) altogether. Then 

why at Luke xxiv. 12, 36, 40, 51, 52 double-bracket the ‘‘ Western non- 

interpolations”? Where is the science involved of the “shorter” text ? 
Dr. Salmon (‘Some Thoughts,’ etc. p. 98) says ‘“‘I am persuaded that 
critics will be forced to acknowledge that the Gospel as read in the 
11™ century in the Church of Rome differed in a few particulars from that 
read at the same date at Alexandria. Critics may discuss which of these 
texts is authoritative, or whether both may be so; but I am sure that an 
arbitrarily created hybrid between the two is wrong; and this is the kind 

of text more than once exhibited by IV-H in the closing verses of 
St. Luke.” 

The claim of IV-H to have resurrected the texts of Origen certainly 
holds good except in certain places. But in doing so they far exceed 

Origen’s own claim. Origen’s citations are full of conflations, where he 

knew two recensions and incorporated both. If he was not able to judge 
which of these was original, why should he be a perfect judge of other 

double readings similarly situated but of which he chose one? Now 
W-H profess that they have not only restored the text of Origen but that 
they know that this is ‘‘ pre-Syrian” and “ pre-Alexandrian” and, as 
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represented by B, is ‘ neutral’’ and fundamentally correct as opposed to 

all others.f Their ‘selected readings,’ few and far between, can 

certainly not be considered proof of their contention, and we are prepared 

to challenge their assumption as to the supremacy of B. Meanwhile we 
would like to place on record again what Canon Cook had to say about 
the personality of Origen in connection with these matters, for that 
feature is of vital importance. The Church at large disagreed with 

Origen’s conclusions. IV-H after nearly 1700 years merely wish to replace 

us textually in the heart of an Alexandrian text, which after a.pD. 450 or 
thereabouts fell into discredit and disuse. For Dr. Salmon says (‘Some 
Thoughts,’ etc. pp. 106/7) : ‘Giving to the common parent of B and N as 

high antiquity as is claimed for it, still it will be distant by more than 

a century from the original autographs, and the attempts to recover 
the text of Mss which came to Alexandria in the second century may 
be but an elaborate locking of the stable door after the horse has been 
stolen.” 

Again the same authority (pp. 128/9): ‘‘When W-H refuse to 
give a local name to the readings they prefer, and designate them 

as neutral, that is to say, as free from corruptions of various kinds, 
they are disguising from themselves and from their readers that the 
question what text has the most early attestation cannot be decisively 
answered.” 

And again (pp. 181/132): ‘‘Thus the task of discrimination may be 
difficult; but we must not conceive that we have solved a problem because 
for our convenience we have simplified it. The problem has not been 
completely solved until we have taken account of the evidence which has 
been temporarily neglected.” 

And again (p. 157): ‘I hold, on the contrary, that in critical science 
the rule nullum tempus prevails; that it is never too late to reverse a 

wrong decision.” 
And now to hear what Canon Cook has to say about Origen :— 

“We go back one step further, a most critical and important step, for 
it brings us at once into contact with the greatest name, the highest 
genius, the most influential person of all Christian antiquity. We come 

to Origen. And it is not disputed that Origen bestowed special pains 
upon every department of Biblical criticiam and exegesis. His 
‘Hexapla’ is a monument of stupendous industry and keen discern- 
ment: but his labours on the Old Testament were thwarted by his 
very imperfect knowledge of Hebrew, and by the tendency to mystic 

interpretations common in his own age, but in no other writer so fully 
developed or pushed to the same extremes. : 

“In his criticism of the New Testament Origen had greater 

+ However Origen and B are not infrequently in conflict. Observe Hort on those 
occasions. See beyond at the end of my notes on each Gospel. 
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advantages, and he used them with greater success. Every available 
source of information he studied carefully. Manuscripts and versions were 
before him ; both manuscripts and versions he examined, and brought out 
the results of his researches with unrivalled power. But no one who 
considers the peculiar character of his genius, his subtlety, his restless 
curiosity, his audacity in speculation, his love of innovation, will be 
disposed to deny the extreme risk of adopting any conclusion, any 
reading, which rests on his authority, unless it is supported by the 
independent testimony of earlier or contemporary Fathers and Versions. 
The points in which we are specially entitled to look for innovations 
are: (1) curious and ingenious readings, such, for instance, as those 
which we have noticed in St. Mark and St. Luke; (2) the removal 
of words, clauses, or entire sentences which a man of fastidious taste 
might regard as superfluities or repetitions ” [see my remarks on “ pairs” 
and Origenistic “ niceties’’]; ‘(8) a fearless and highly speculative mode 
of dealing with portions of the New Testament which might contain 
statements opposed to his prepossessions or present difficulties which 
even his ingenuity might be unable to solve. In weighing the evidence 
of his citations for or against any doubtful reading, while we should feel 
assured of his perfect honesty of purpose, we ought to be extremely 
cautious in adopting his conclusions. A text formed more or less 
directly under his influence would of course command a certain amount 
of general adhesion; it would approve itself most especially to minds 
similarly gifted and similarly developed; when brought to bear upon 
the course of critical enquiry it would produce an enormous effect, 
especially if it came with the charm and interest of novelty; but not 
less certainly would it be challenged, and its verdict be refused, if it 

contravened principles of fundamental importance and affected the 
veracity of the sacred writers and the teaching of Holy Writ.” (Canon 
Cook, ‘ Revised Version of the first three Gospels,’ pp. 155/6.) 

Hear also Bishop Marsh on the same subject (‘ Lect.’ xi. ed. 1838, 
p. 482): ‘‘ Whenever therefore grammatical interpretation produced a 
sense which in Origen’s opinion was irrational or impossible, in other 
words irrational or impossible according to the philosophy which Origen 
had learnt (sic) at Alexandria, he then departed from the literal sense.” 

This sums up many other matters connected with Origen’s treat- 
ment of textual matters (to which the following pages bear witness), so 
that we do not necessarily recover Origen’s manuscripts when we are 

inclined to follow NB Orig, but very likely only Origen himself. (The 
Ms 33 seems to represent a copy annotated by Origen himself with 

suggested ‘“‘improvements.” They are sometimes together quite alone. 
The same applies to the Ms 127, and observe that 127 is related to a graeco- 
latin: Matt. xxii. 9 pos (pro ets) 127 sol = latt aD exitus viarum.) 

To begin at the very beginning, when Hort says: 
“* But we have not been able to recognise as Alexandrian any 

| 
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readings of B in any book of the New Testament which it 

contains” (vol. ii. p. 150) 
had he never noticed the frequent preference given by B (and §&) to 
eavrov and eavtwy over avrovand avrwy? In order to keep small detail 
out of my apparatus I began stupidly enough by not chronicling these 

things in 8 and B, but some examples will be found. Now turn to 
Clement of Alexandria and see his preference for the same course: (on 
Matt. xx. 28, Mark x. 45) cae Souvas tyv Yuyny thy eauTov. 

Then turn to Athanasius : 
1 Pet. iv. 19 (where B alone omits avtwp after yuyas) Ath says tas 

eavtoy yuyas in the coptic manner. 
Observe further : 
(1) Jo.x.31. ‘ ¢Racracay sine copula cum NBL 33” says Tischendorf. 

Follow the apparatus a little further and you find ATHANASIUS, 
Surely then this is an Alexandrian reading. Observe further 
that after two words more ATHANASIUS drops o: covSacoe with 
the new Egyptian ms W, and the Alexandrian picture is 

complete there. 
() Jo. xvii. 15 referred to by Burgon as to an omission by B and 

Ath is questionable. 
(2) Matt. xii. 31. afeOnoerar vutv tos avOpwros B 1 sah and 

ATHANASIUS only. 
(3) Matt. xxvi. 45. sou -+yap BE and sah ATH, 
(4) Luke xi. 19. avtoe vpwy xpitas ecovrat BD 604 Paris” only of 

Greeks, a,c dt of Latins, with ATHANASIUS, choosing this 

order out of five or six differing orders by the other 

authorities. 
(5) tJ0.i. 13. —ovde ex OeAnpatos avdpos B* 17* Eus Clem v4 and 

ATHAN@s vid Ps, xxi. 
(6) Jo. v. 87. exewos (pro avtos) NBLW a (goth) and ATHANASIUS 

; (D d exewvos autos). Om autos 892 = syr cu pers georg. 

This exewvos is so thoroughly Johannine in such a connection that 
it is difficult to judge whether it may be basic or only an 
endeavour by NBLW Ath to improve the passage to a 
conformity with Johannine diction. But the action of D is 

suspicious. See as to exevos beyond under ‘‘ Syriac”’ heading 
in St. John’s Gospel at iv. 11. 

(7) Jo. vi. 42. mws vuv (pro ws ow) BCTW bok" goth syr hier 
‘only and ATHANASIUS”? (teste Tisch). Add Sod. 

q (8) Jo. x. 82 fin. Order >eue AOatere of NBLY 33 157 Paris” Sod 

only of Greeks, but of it?! vg, is the order of ATH. against 
DW and the rest and c d f 1 8 sah boh syr goth Epiph Hil 

t And this matter has some bearing upon our contention as to “pairs” of 
expressions. 
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Thdt. When NBL oppose sah bok and have Athanasius 
with them we may surely take it into account. 

(9) Jo. xii, 28. S0£acov pov to ovopa (pro S0£. cov to ovopa) BY 
cum Evan 5. But sol X and ATHANASIUS So£acov cov tov 
viov (Cyr refers to both). 

(10) Jo. xv. 21. adda tavta warta momncovew ets vias BD*LN? 1 33 
Paris® Petr", all others vpas or up. 

(11) Jo. xix. 31. 1 npepa exesvn tov caBPBatov (pron nuepa exetvou 

tov caBBatov B*H min pauc Elz pers ¢ f g vgg and Cyril, 
all others exesrov. 

(12) 1 Peter i. 11. Of the prophets of old: epevvwvrtes ets twa 7 ToLov 

Katpov ednAovTo ev avTois Tvevja (—Xpiotov) mpopaptupopevov 

ta ets Xpiotov Tabnuata.... BY 

Von Soden now adds the testimony of ATHANASIUS to that of B for 

omission of Xpsotov. In the Benedictine edition of 1698 of Ath. the 
word is not omitted, but if Ath, presumably examined by Soden, really 

omit, we are thoroughly justified in connecting this strange omission with 
Alexandria. 

But in another place Hort writes as follows: 

“The perpetuation of the purer text may in great measure be 
laid to the credit of the watchful scholars of Alexandria ; its 
best representatives among the versions are the Egyptian, 
and especially that of Lower Egypt; and the quotations 
which follow it are most abundant in Clement, Origen 
(Dionysius, Peter), Didymus and the younger Cyril, ALL 

ALEXANDRIANS.” Hort, vol. i. p. 549. 
As to whether the Alexandrian School preserved the true text, or 

modified it by attempted improvement, is what we are to inquire into. 
Hort’s system involves dragging in readings of B whenever support 

can be found from another ms. Since Hort’s day his true system thus 
demands and compels the acceptance of further ‘‘ monstra” exhibited by 
B owing to support forthcoming since from other Mss or versions (such 
as 604 892 Paris’ sy7 sin). I make free to prophecy that other 
documents so far unknown will add to this list a further crop of 
vicious survivals which might give us eventually all of B’s misreadings. 
The system is thus demonstrated to be unscientific in the extreme, 
notwithstanding the praise so fulsomely lavished on it by a certain 

school. 

I propose to sketch the matter in St. Matthew. In St. Luke I 

will go into the matter a little more thoroughly in some respects. 

And in St. Mark I will add a section on the differing recensions visible 

in that Gospel. The treatise might run to undue length if all four 

Gospels were handled quite exhaustively. In St. John I have been 

obliged to go into great detail owing to the character of the Gospel and 

its pleonastic expressions leading to textual difficulties. 

HORT’S SYSTEM. EGYPT FREE FROM ANTIOCH BY REVISION. 13 

Paris” is not extant for control in St. Matthew in Schmidtke’s 
edition, and V only begins at Mark ix. 6, but 892 is valuable in Matthew. 

I do not overlook the fact that the side opposed to NB sometimes 
also tried its hand at improvement. See Matt. xv. 6 tyv evtoAnv 

(ex Marco vii. 8) for tov Aoyov of BD and versions, but even here N is not 

agreed with B and writes tov vouov with CT° fam 13 and Ptol. The 
support of Ptol puts tov voyoy into the second century, and is not far 

removed from tyv evtoAnv. 

Burkitt says : 
“The Antiochian Greek text seems never to have influenced 

Egypt—at least not before the x‘ century. Freedom from 
specifically ‘Antiochian’ readings is a characteristic of all 
forms of the Egyptian N.T.”—Burkitt in ‘ Texts and Versions,’ 
Encye. Bibl. 1903. 

But precisely because long ago Egypt had revised this Antiochian 
text. 

This revising process will now engage our attention for many 
pages. 





CHAPTER II. 

B i St. MatrHew's GOSPEL. 

Example of editing by B. 

Matt. v. 37. ‘‘ Let your word be yea yea, nay nay.” For ecrw B alone 

with & min‘ Eus substitutes ectat.. Hort actually dignifies this 

with a place in his margin. Now if B be right, & and every 

other ms and Father are wrong and the copies in their hands 

most curiously mutilated. 

For Justin Martyr, Clement and Clem" several times, Tertullian, 

Cyprian and Iren. all witness to éc7w, while John Damascene confirms it 

absolutely, for quoting the same saying from St. James v. 12, where 

the rare form jjrw obtairs (and is constant in all mss), he quotes it 

as €oTw. 
(Clem** as a matter of fact seems to be on both sides and both in 

Strom. This is not indicated by Tisch.) 

Examples of Solecisms or practical Solecisms of B. 

v. 11. evexa B* 

vi. 18. > vnotevev tos avOpwros —_—B (Kk) only 

Q1. —xat B and one boh codex 

33. > Thy Sixatoouvny Kat THY BactdeLay avTov BC 

ibid. xpnte (pro xpntere) 
Bret 

xii. 20. No one seems to have emphasised Xyvov by B (for Arvov, flax). 

I do not think this is an itacism because & and vg® check us. 

Aqvos OF Aavos Means wool (“ smoking wool’’), but also in 

gense wood (wooden winepress, trough, coffin, etc.), hence 

probably the lignum of k, which the very old Vulgate text of 

vg confirms. B and k draw together elsewhere, but I have 

not seen notice taken of it here. Lignum is not necessarily 

therefore an error for Linwm. Indeed in an ancient 

Graeco-latin B may have seen lignum, since k has pre- 

served it. 

Sah boh imply » wick of flax, but aeth suggests the woody 

fibre of flax. 

32. ove apeOncerat (pro adeOnaerat primo loco) B rol 

B IN ST. MATTHEW’S GOSPEL. 15 

Matt. 
: ibid. ov pn apeOy (pro ove afeOnaerat sec loco) B 

38. —xat papicaiov B min?? against all others 
48 fin. — pou (post ot adeddor) B* vid cum Ev Ebion"vivh 

xiii. 4. «as eXOovta ta werewa xatepayey B fam 18 only vid (and 
not from a parallel) but cf. ron Soden 

5. ts yns (pro yns) B™! (De novo B*' rns yns Marc iv. 5) 
6. exavpatoOn B (rell et & exavpatiaOn et D exavpaticOncar) 

17. —xat Sixaroe Be 
24, ehadrnoev (pro mapeOnxer) B® vid et k [Negl. Soden] 

xiv. 2, —&a tovto B@' = [Habet Mare vi. 14] 
5. eres (pro ott) B*! cum 604; emecdn XN (sah expresses this 

curiously) Cf. xxi. 46 which B was considering. 

19. xeXevoate (pro KedXevoas) B* Sod'“*3 
36. mapexadovr (—avtor) B 892 Orig 1/2 Chr 

xv. 11. epyopevov (pro evcepyopevov) Bel 
15. avrw evrrev (pro evrev avtw) B" pers 
17. evcepyopevoy (pro etorropevopevov) B Orig 1/2. Add Sod 
32. —78n B 106 301 1 vg" (cf syr copt aeth) 

xvi. 4. acres (pro fret) B™ (cum pers* arab; cf. syr 
ancipitem curam linguae) 

14. ot 8€ (pro adror Se) B! et Eus (Chr) 
17. -o7 B*!, Add Sod°®° teste Sod, sedcontraed. 
21. Setavuvat (pro Secxvvew) B*! cum Origr™* 
22. Aeyes avtw emitywwv B (pro npEato eritiswav avtw deywr) 

and JV-H marg 

xvii. 25. azo Tivos ( pro aro Tivwv) B 238 sol. Cyr 2/4. Add Soda 
Eviii. 9. cxavdare (pro cxavdardtter) B*'. Correctors have not 

changed. It is accented cxavdanrei. 
28. —exewwos B 245 pers sol (arm? contra codd) 
30. > avtov ot cuvSovdou Br! et copt 

xix. 22. ypnwata (pro xrnpata) B“ (Chr) Is this “simple” and 
“inartificial’’? Hort says ‘‘no,” for he rejects it from his text and margin. 

Cf Liddell and Scott sub ypjpa: ‘‘ The interchange of ypjua and 
xthwa is frequent, yet the same distinction holds as between ypdoya: and 
xtdopat, 80 that «riya is strictly a possession, yp7jua what one wants 
or uses.” 

In other words ‘‘money”’ to B or the scribe of B was more 
familiar (ypjuar’ dvjp “money makes the man,” Pindar) than landed 
possessions. B*t'* was a city man, a town man, as is seen all through 
his attitude. 

St. Mark differentiates between «rnata and ypqyata in x. 22/23 of 
the parallel.f 

t See further remarks as to this in section on Patristic quotations and Clement 
of Alexandria. 
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St. Luke (= Mark x. 23) uses ypnwata, having in the previous verse 
said merely nv yap mAovatos cpodpa. In Mark x. 22 it is D which sub- 
stitutes ypnuata for xrnpata. 

In this connection consider next (out of the regular order) : 
Matt. 

xxv. 27. Ta apyupia pou (for to apyupiov pov) N*BW 604 only; “my 
monies’’ for ‘‘my money” although referring only to the 

one talent as Tisch points out. All the other Greeks, 

sympathising cursives, Latins, boh and sah have the 
singular. One solitary sah ms No. 8, by the change of 
Tl to i, gives the plural with NB. I think these two places 
looked at together are very instructive.t 

xx. 18. —ets Aavatov vel Oavatw B aeth 

25. xaTaxuptevoovety. B 124 al. perpaue (contra rell et verss) 

27. etvar vuwy mpwtos B alone among many variations, 
apparently the nearest to copt. 

xx1.19. ov penxere (for penreti) BLN only, being “a strengthened 
negative but against all the rest and Orig’ Meth and even 
Peter of Alexandria. 

81. After varying the order of vv. 29/30 B with only a very few 
cursives and sah boh etc., remains alone at verse 31 with 
6 vatepos, for Evan 4 has o devrepos, and D with the other 

few o ecxyatos. Hort places o vorepos in his text. 
xxii. 89.¢ oporws (pro opoia) Be"! vid The one change hangs on 

ibid. —avtn B*! vid the other. 
KXiii. 27. oporatere (pro wapopoatere) B1 [non fam] 

37. —eautns B 604 soli (libere Clem 1/3 Orig 2/6 Eus 4/5) 
xxiv. 1. ex (proamo) B 4 Soden®3™8 (syr) Cf Marc xiii. 1 

23. mucteveTe B 262 Orig? 4 (cf Mare xiii. 21) 

38. yapucxovtes Bet Sod” 

xxv. 6. eyeveto (pro yeyover) B (ef xxiv. 21 eyevero BD 604) 

23. motos ns (pro ns motos) Bh r (Iren'") syr 
40. —Twv aderdwy pov Bi fi.2 vg? arm ? Clem 4/5 lib Ath 
42. —ovx pr. (ante edwxate) B* et vg™ soli 
42, +xat (ante edupnoa) BL aeth syr pesh diatess (contra 

rell omn et copt) 

xxvi. 4. —Kase atroxtewovow B min‘ rz vg” [non al.] 
42. —reyov B gy soli vid 
51. per avtou (pro pera inoov) B**!¥4 cum Hil 

53. Suvopar B 

61. orxoSopnaat (— autor) B 1-209 [non 118] 69 [non fam] 

Orig 2/4. Sod (Origen gives three readings here.) 

+t Cf Hawkins’ ‘ Hore Syn.’ p. 4. Plural never used in the LXX, where the singular 

occurs over 850 times. Soden adds ™ for the plural. 

t Male Horner opota. 

B IN ST. MATTHEW'S GOSPEL. 17 

Matt. 

KXVil. 6. copBav B* (fg. q 72 aur gat vg’, corbam a dh 7) aeth 
13. oa (pro roca) B“ (D toca) 
17. tov BapaBBav B 1 Sod" Orig soli vid [non copt] 
(21. tov BapaBBav NBL 1 33 122 892 (sah boh xe Rappafac 

ef syr) If improvised in ver 17, probably also here) 
24. xatevavte (pro amevartt) BD soli vid et W-H [non al. Sod] 
29. weptcOnxay B 131? for eOnxav of KNWAITI syr boh latt longe 

plur and ereOnxav & unc? min”! d h vg? Bus (sah) 

This is a clear improvisation by B, and would equate such a thing 
as meptederyov of 157 at Luke xvi. 21, except that it comes from 
Mark xv. 17 ‘‘ nae wepitiOeacw avtw mrekavres axavd. ated.” 

33. ets Tov Tomoy Tov B'' (pro ets torrov) cf. sah boh et Luc xxiii. 33. 

See under ‘‘ Harmonies.” 
43. exe tw Oew (pro emt tov Oeov) B 213 soli latt! Hus 1/2 Juvenc. 

W-H"™s 
This seems to be a delicate choice of the dative after zeoev. 

The acc. or dative can accompany 7ret@w according to its various shades 
of meaning. Here apparently ‘‘ He was fully persuaded of and conformed 
to God.” 

B and Latin Sympathy. 

It is quite impossible to divorce B from Latin affiliations. In the 
detail of this matter will be found much food for reflection in this Gospel 
and in the others. 

These lists are compiled to assist in differentiating between a possible 

common base of the Greek and Latin witnesses and a real appropriation 
by B of Latinisms or Latin readings. The full force of the matter is felt 
when we see where W goes with B and where it does not. 
Matt. 

i. 22. xvptou(—Tov) NBCDWZA (observe both D and A are present) 
25. ews etexev (pro ews ov etexev) B"[W-H] (cf Luc xii. 59) 

ii. 13. efavn (pro pacverat) B 872 and latt 
vi. 10. Kae ere yns (—T7s) RBWZA Clem Origse*e* 

18. > vnatevwy tors avOpmrots B (k) soli 

ix. 28. > touto Suvapac trocar Blawg 

x. 4. xavavatos (pro xavavtns) BCD (xav.) Li min paue copt it vg et 8 
16. ets To pecor (pro ev Tw peow) AvKwy BS cum fy k vg® Lucif. 
23. lopand (— Tov) BD [W-H] latt (of Marc xv. 32) 

xii. 1, 12. caBBatous (pro caBBacww) Bw! et vett sabbatis 

xii. 4. 6 (pro obs) BDW 13 22 124 bd k q aur vg" syr 
xiii. 5. efavetecdav (pro e€avererdev) B* Cf lattexortasunt. See 

“Change of Number.” 
8. ereceyv cs = B® (pro errecev em) sed B ipse vid ere substitutt 

39. atwvos (—Tov) NBD fam 13 33 Orig 1/2 latt (contra sah et boh 

diserte tovtou Tov atwvos) 

c 
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xii, 40. 

[xili. 46. 

xiv. 9. 

10. 

29. 

32. 
xv. 31. 

37. 

xvii. 3. 

22. 

xix. 3. 

16. 

21. 
24. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

The above is followed suspiciously closely by «ataxavetac 

NB (D —-ovra:) 1 [non 118-209] Cyr and latt “ comburuntur,”’ 
“exuruntur” (contra rell Gr). The Coptic word, one chosen 

out of many, cepokg,os (hence “ sirocco”’) may also 
intimate cataxatetae rather than xaterar. W with the rest 
KalEeTQal, 

A very curious case occurs here, where NB and all agree in 
men paxev against the aorist of D alone erwrncer] 

rAuTNGes (pro edv77nOn) BD 1 fam 13 604. Some Latins 
contristatus without est (against the other Greeks and the 
important witnesses c fk q* copt arm syr). This AvrnGes 
looks strangely like the Latin contristatus (—est), for the 

copula Se wanting in BD is found in the Latins ¢ f k q* (copt 
syr), which have contristatus est, showing that est did not slip 
in there by mistake. 

only BX*Z® 1 as lat. Otherwise sah boh 
‘‘he took off the head of John.” 

NBD [non minn] W-H 

twarvyny (— Tor) 

qeTpos (—0) 
avaBavtwy (pro euBavtwv) NBDT° 892 (latt: ascendentibus) 
xapous axovovTas (pro cw. XaXouvtas) BY 59115 238 and 

e ‘‘surdos audientes’”’ (while d using surdos yet has loquentes, 
as also’). All the rest and latt have Xadovrtas. I class this 
here because of the acceptance by d ek of surdos for mutos. 
xwgos is used in N.T. both for dumb and deaf (vide our Eng. 
transl.). Boh turns the difficulty by beginning mutos 
loquentes, continuing et clodus ambulantes et caecos videntes, 
and closing with the addition of surdos audientes, while a 

cuts out nearly the whole verse. 
> 10 mepiscevoy Twv Kr. npav. Latin order, supported only by 

BD 1 83 892 against the Greeks and other versions. 
ofOn (pro wpOncav) [pwvons cat nrevas following] corres- 

ponds to latt mult ‘ paruit.”’ 

The polyglot character of NB is shown in this same verse 
where they change the order er avrov cuAdadovrTes (cum eo 

loquentes) to cuvdad. wet avtov with W 1 fi. g sah boh aeth 
and syrr Cyr. So again xvii. 7 mpoond\Oev o imoovs Kat 
arapevos NBD fam 13 GOL it” vg syrr against mpocedOur ... 

ayaro of the rest. 

avotpepopevay Se avtwy (pro avaotped. Se avtwv) NB 1 892. 
Cf lat?! conversantibus; efre....ce ffi; et Orig (“ neutral ”’) 

otpepopevay b€ avtwr. 
dapicaot (—o) BCLMWAITIZ al. pauc boh Dam. 
oxo (pro exw) BD Sod™ latt Orig 1/2 (contraNL xqpovopnow) 

Reyer (pro ey) B Sod” fam 13 only of Greeks with all Latins. 
—ott B plur and latt (but against NCLMZ copt syr) - ne ene 

B IN ST. MATTHEW'S GOSPEL. 19 
Matt. 

xx. 20. am avtou (pro tap avtov) 

33. > ot ofOarpor nuwy NBDLZ 33 892 Sod'*"*'4 Jatt 
xxi. 28, > duo Texva Bj 142 299 Sod" lattomn 

xxii. 4. nropaxa NBC*DL 1 2233 604 892"; against nTouaca of the 
rest, strengthened by Orig Cyr Chr Dam. Hort uses nrotpaxa 

here without 4 sign in the margin. This is not Origen. 
5. ewe thy ewroptav (pro es Thy eur.) NBCDT"S® fam 13 33 

125° 157 [non 28] 604 Orig and Larr. 
30. —Tov Geov BD fam 1 [non fam 13] 604abedeffihaqr 

vg™™ syr cu sin sah arm Orig W-H, but cf Mare xii. 25 

Note that W has tov @eov with the rest and does not go 
with D here. 

xxiv. 3. —-77s (ante cvvtedevas) NBCLM Sod™ fam 1 33 157 892 Cyrrer 
38. + exervas BD Sod"” latt and sah 

xXV. 16. exepdyoev (pro emoincer), and —tadavta fin by BCDL, and 
BL respectively, shows very strong Latin affiliation, both 
being against % and the mass. 

29. rou &€ py exovtos (pro aro Se tou pn exovtos) NBDL 1-209 

(non 118] 33 124 [non fam] = Lat. 
NBLT" 33 Sod'** boh Cyr 1/2 (contra 

rell et Patr Gr permutos) et Orig”, 
xxvi. 45. xaOevSere Aovrov (pro xaO. To Aovrov) BCLW 273 348 m* 

p™ 892 Sod*- seems to equate 75 and the Latin jam [see 
Liddell and Scott]. Syr with sah and aeth = “ergo.” 

53. mheew (pro mevovs) N*BD W-H[nonminn]latt (against Origen) 
xxvii. 43. eritw Oew (pro emt tov Oeor) B 218 soli latt?! et W-H mg. 

49. evrav B fam 13 (and eov D 69) W-H trt=abcd th 
g2q but not the others and no vulgates. All other Greeks 
oppose with edeyov. 

xxviii. 14. vio tov nyepovos (pro emt Tov ny.) BD 59892 only with IV-H 
marg. Cf lat “a praeside.” 

N*B'W Sod"! ct W-H trt. Gf lat 
‘ pecunia.”” 

ibid. onpepov +nyuepas BDL and Latin against & and the rest. 
These three places coming 80 close together after a long while seem 

particularly interesting and noteworthy. Origen opposes B definitely in 
the last place and probably at xxviii. 14, certainly once out of twice there. 
This is again followed by: 
xxviii. 17. mpocexuvnoav (—avtw) NBD 33 only and latt (except q) vg Eus 

Chr against all other Greeks +avrw with g syr and Coptic. 
Observe now from xxviii. 19 where B adds ovy with ATI, and where 

D adds vy (and some Latins both ovy and vu»), that this Latin text 
favoured by B was not of the purest most neutral stock, for N and all 
other Greeks add nothing, having wropevOevres only with EVERY GREEK AND 
Latin Fatuer from Irenaeus to Amphilochius. And the same remark 

c 2 

BD 604 W-H. Cf latt sah 

41. xatnpapevor (— or) 

15. or apyupia (—Ta) 
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applies to the Bamticavtes of BD (soli; Soden adds none) Jatt in this 

verse against Bamrifortes of all the rest, and the same array of Fathers. 

I am sorry to say that Hort swallows ovy without marginal comment, and 

ventures to put Barticartes in bis margin. 

As to B and Coptic sympathy. 

| Again here observe W, Where W joins is for the Egyptian method 
of the possessive before the noun (vii. 24, 26) and for wa instead of ows 

(viii. 34), which 9 ima would appear in the bohairic column or at any 
rate be familiar to the ear of an Alexandrian]. 

This feature has been recognised to some extent, but many details 

have been overlooked which make for definite Coptic influence upon 

the parents of B, rather than for mere common basic sympathy with 
a Greek text underlying the Coptics. 
Matt. 

i. 5. Boes NB Oxy? k sah boh W-H 

ii. 21. etondrOev (pro yAOev) NBC 157 278 sols et sah (aq&uK 

€9,pai) bok (agi eHow) 
ili, 2. —«ae (ante eywr) NB sah boh aeth g. q W-H Sod. 
vii. 17. Amid vastly differing orders (see under NB in Part II for 

details) B alone with vgN® gives us Coptic order Kaprrous 
motee xadous, bringing xadous last. Tischendorf does not 
notice this and Horner for some extraordinary reason is 

here absolutely silent. Yet Hort places this grandly in his 
margin. If anyone will take the trouble (it takes a good 
half hour) to run through the differing orders, he will rise 
from his examination convinced that B here does not 
alone retain a “ neutral’’ order, but has ‘“‘ accommodated " 

at some time in his career. Soden adds no support for B. 
24, avtov thy oray NBCWZ 1 33 892 Orig sah boh (ex more 

copt) contra rell omn et latt tnv otxtay avrov. [Anyone 
who will compare what ® does elsewhere in this chapter 
(see Part IJ. under & and B) will bear me out that he sat 
there playing with the versions, ringing changes in syr, Jat 
and copt, as well as improvising himself, as he does in the 

verse previous to this, adding rodda to Sacuoua]). 
26. avrov Thy ocxcayv =NBWZ 1 604 892 Sod"" sah boh (more 

copt). Contra rell et Orig (hoc loco)! 

viii. 8. amoxpiBes S¢ S*B 33 372 sah [non boh] W-H 
arrexpiOn. .xat evmev sy et k t 

nat aTroxpibes NC et rell et latt 

} This is rather a pretty picture in an unimportant place of my contention aos 
to k (Tisch does not refer to it, so I wish to call attention to it). 

BIN ST, MATTHEW'S GOSPEL. 21 

Matt. 

vill. 18, oyAov B sah soli (et W-H txt) 

oxdous =—-&_ bok soli (tous oydAous bol) 

The rest zroAvy oxdov, oydov troduy (W), ToAdAous oXAovs OF OYAOUS 

ToAXous. : 

A curious place occurs at viii. 27 fin where NBW 1 33 892 Eus Chr 
W-H make the order avtw vraxovovew against vraxovovew aut of all 
others, including coptic and the versions; / alone varies, with obaudientest 
tantum, and Hil 1/2 obedisse. In Luke the order of all is also xa 

umaxovovow avtw, but B omits there with 604. Why this change of order 
in Matthew against coptic, latin and syriac? d is available again here 

for the first time and reads obaudiunt et with the mass. Sod adds °° to 
XBW. 
Matt. 

viii. 34. wa (pro ows) BW alone and boh pina (sah xeKac) 
ix. 9. pad@acov NB*D sah [non boh], so at x. 3 again 

12 init. o Se (—«ncous) NBD3 248 892 d sah [non boh] aeth®*"* 

syr sin 
32. kwhov (—avOpwrov) NB 71 892 sah boh (RoweRo) aeth syr 

W-H contra rell omn. 
x. 32. ev tots ovpavols (pro ev ovp.) BCKYV al. sah boh Cyr 

sed Orig 1/4 
sa BVX al. sah boh Cyr sed 

Orig 1/3 
xi. 16. ev tas ayopacs (pro ev ayop.) NBZ (1) 124 157 892 al. 

‘ W-H Sod. sah boh contra rell et Clem (sed ev tn ayopa 
D syr sah", in foro d latt aeth goth) 

xii. 13. cou tHv yelpa (pro thy xetpa cov) NBL min pauc and 892 is 
the coptic manner. See above, and beyond for such preference 
under “ Genitive before the Noun in Luke.” 

17. wa (pro orws) NBCDI1 33 Orig Eus boh (see above, viii. 34) 
22. See under ‘‘ Change of Voice.” 

31. adeOnoerar vty tows avOpwras B 1 [non 118-209] sah 
syrmer Ath [non boh latt] 

xili. 28. o1 de (—Sovrcr) BI157 g2h boh sah [non aeth rell] W-H txt 
This seems to be a nicety of “pairs.” 0 S¢ edn autos. .o S¢ Neyouowy 

avtw. Very pretty but not legitimate. So both coptics ‘‘ But he, said 
he to them. .but they, said they to him.” It is ridiculous to suppose that 
all others added this SovAcc. Besides Manich™'t» opposes B and has it. 
Matt. 

xiv. 3. +rotre B°' cum fam 13 Sod et txt, et sah diserte (ev tovrw 
tw xatpw); et cf k ‘cum detinuisset.” 

33. yey ” ” 

t This may be primitive. 
t Observe the different character of support to Bin these three places while sah 

boh are constant. 
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This is clear B and sah sympathy and nothing else. Boh does 
not join nor N nor D nor W nor others. 

Matt, 
Xvi. 21. IC XE (pro o incous) N*B* Sod" sah 2/3 bohm practer duo goainst 

the rest, and they themselves corrected,f and against the other 
versions. (Dominus Jesus acth, as often = merely ‘‘ Jesus.”’) 

N 892 Orig Iren'™ plane om. W-H follow NB. 

xvii. 8. w avrov povov & 

avtov w povov B 604 Sod®® 

rendered perfectly clear from the coptics, where avros is tacked 
on to the word for povos. The Latins do not do it, so we 

may clearly refer this as to both % and B to Coptic I think 

or possibly Syriac.t Following so close on xvi. 21 it is 

instructive. 
14. eAOovtwy (—avtwv) NBZ 1124 245 Sod" sah 

Rvlii. lL init. ev exewwn be BM Sod'” and only sah 3/6 boho™ 
11 vers om. NBL* 1* [non fam] 13 [non fam] 33 892" ¢ fi, sah 

boh?! syr hier sin Orig (contra rell et syrr rell latt rell aeth ?). 
D bas the verse and also W very specially. Observe the 
spacing fo 65 in W. (Sod also omits.) 

1d. ratpos pov (pro matpos vpwr) BFHIT al. sah bok, only r, of 

Latins, arm acth, syr sin (only of syr) and Orig” 
16. Matter of order: wapadaBe (ett) eva n bv0 peta co. 8B 

boh sah only [non al. Sod] 

Q7. tov Sovrov (—exetvov) BSod™1 124 only with sah 4/7. It may 

be useful to mention the sah Mss as they are very definite here. 
They are 111 112 114 f['. (avrou syr cu sin, et aliter pers). 

31. >avtov ot cuvdovroe §=B' cum sah boh 
xix. 16. oxo (pro exo vel ednpovepnow) BD Sod™ Orig 1/2. Coptic 

has no verb for eyw, and although cx probably approxi- 
mates the Latin here, it is interesting to see that sah has e1exs 
“take” as against bok NTaepKAnportoxeit ‘“‘inberit” 
transliterating the Greek of NL and some. 

Q1. rows mrwxors (pro wrwyos) BD only with sah boh against 
all the rest and against C/em Orig‘ with a host of Fathers. 

29. rov epov ovepatos (pro Tov ovopatos ov) XB Sod"! 
124 [non fam] § sah boh et W-H txt. 

ibid. moXaTAactova (pro exatovtathac.) BL Sod fam ¢° sah syr 
hier Orig?" soli W-H txt [non & rell] 

pro Tov tnoovy povoy. This is 

+ So it is not likely that either of the stss & or B influenced bok or sah, seeing that 
the corrections stared the copts in the face. Obs. a place like xxvii. 4 where u6wov is 

used by NB* and the mass, while dixacoy is transliterated by sal. 
$ Syr uses the same expression xvii. 19; not so coptic. 
§ Therefore, as I supposed, the Matthaean recension of 124 was revised in Egypt. 

B IN ST. MATTHEW'S GOSPEL, 233 

Matt. 

xx. 9. edOovtes 8 Bet W-H txt cum sah boh™": (r, syr cu non sin). 

16. —soddoe yap etot KANTOL odrvyoe Se exrextor. NBLZ 36 892 

sah boh? (aeth alig, non Walton) against all the rest and 

lattie™™ = syr™ «arm Orig'* hoc loco (Barn Hom Clem). 
This is supposed to be dragged in by the mass from xxii. 14, 
but Orig quotes twice at xx. 16, and thrice at xxii. 14. It 
seems a clear “Egyptian” removal at xx. 16, for neither 
D nor W nor e nor r, nor ff countenance the removal here and 

syr lat are a unit for the clause. 
34. >avtev twv oupatov B™ et copt (contra Orig) 

xxi. 11. >0 rpodytys mnoous NBD 157 sah boh arm Orig 1/3 Eus 

against all the rest and latt syrr aeth Orig 2/3 
This Origenistic division is most illuminating in all these places, 

leaving SBD alone with Egypt for a base. (Cf BD supra xix. 21). 

It is immediately followed by 
xxi. 12. es To tepov (—Tov Geov) NBL 13 [non fam] 33 73 604 892 b, 

sah boh again, with arm aeth Orig 2/5 Meth Chr Hil, but seems 

to be a clear harmonistic omission, for tov Oeov is absent from 

Mark (xi. 15) and Luke (xix. 45). (Sod adds °° 9! alla.) 
Note how closely NB stick to copt here, with Origen again & poor 

wavaring witness. 
In such cases Tischendorf (as Turner has pointed out in a general 

way) abandoned his favourite & with great judgment and placed rov Oeov 
in his text, while poor Hort, abject slave to iis standard, can only find 

room for rov @eou in his margin. The Revisers restore it to their text (but 
in Souter’s note he says “13 &c. 33 700,” implying the family 13, 
whereas the other members do not support 13). 

As to xxi. 13, I have to refer to another place under “ Historic 
Present.’’ I have followed Dr. Schmiedel’s advice in making such 
subdivisions, but it has much inconvenience for the running argument. 
I state it once for all bere.t Observe then that zrocecre of NBL Sod 124 
892 is the reading of boh (against sah). Therefore in what precedes here 
as to Coptic, boh is just as old as sah. 

xxi. 15. + ovs (ante xpafovtas) NBDLN (sah) boh arm syr against 

the rest and the usual cursives and Orig Meth. Boh is very 
definite here. Tisch. omits to add the versions. 

Again Hort follows what is really a version tradition here against 
Origen and Methodius, L and the rest. 

xxi. 29/31 vers invert. B pauc. cum sah boh etc. 

xxii. 37. 0 Se ef avto NBL 33 sah boh Orig (against D latt ey 
auTw incous, and o & wjaous efn avtw of most, and o Se tyaous 

evrev autw of some) 

t A more elaborate subdivision will be found elsewhere including ‘ Form,” which 

sometimes finds a place under the unique readings of B. 
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Matt. 

Xxil, 39 init. Sevtepa (—Se) N*B 157 sah" Loh™ W-H. There seems 

no other attestation. (Sod adds *" [8 or €?] %°). Other sah 
and boh codd have ae, but some boh te. Latins have attem, 

while syrr diatess and Cypr have xat Sevtepa. Mark xii. 31 = 
“ Seutepa avy,” hence this seems Marcan influence, for 

Luke x. 27 continues simply ‘‘ «at tov 7Anovov.” 

xxili, 9. > vzov o matnp NBUS 33 892 Sod**" 225 Hust 48 al® Nyss 

et sah boh W-H et Sod txt (contra rell gr ct syr lat o tarnp vpovr) 

38. —epnuos BL ff, sah boh syr sin. I place this here as it 
does not seem basic at all but Egyptian. Orig who (doubt- 
fully) supports once with Cyr 2/3 is contradicted by Orig®re 

EusP° ag well as Clem and Cypr and all other Greeks and 

Latins. ff, appears here owing to its Egyptian influences. I 
do not place this under ‘‘ Harmonistic omissions,” although at 

St. Luke xiii. 35 most authorities omit, for there a good many 
add. It probably belongs in St. Matthew and not in St. Luke. 
BL ff, sah boh syr sin are only complicating the synoptic pro- 

blem here once more. Soden has no new witness for omission. 
Diatess § 41 is quoting from Matthew and has epnyos. 

W-Hort here in Matt. exclude epyyos from the text but have it in the 

margin. Souter has it in his text but puts a footnote “ om. Epnyos.”” He 
gives the evidence of BL, adding a black letter Z("'). The 2 is so 
small one can hardly see it, and black letter L makes one think it has 
large Latin support, whereas f2 here is representing Egypt, against e and 
all the rest and all vulgates. 
xxiv. 31, 37, 38, 39 taken together have some significance. 

40. > ecovtat 60 = N*B p** 892 h r v2 vg'®Y and sah, against 

boh and the rest. (For the conjunction h 7 7, see under Lists 
for % and Batxxiv. 11 as well as here. This seems conclusive 
as to jt for Irish origin. No other Old Latins join them; and 
observe tbe fall array of ah nr r, at xxvi. 56). Add Soden? 

48. > pov o xvptos NBCDIL 33157 209? 409 604 892 Sod. rerpane. 
Ephr? sah boh 

ibid. xpoviter (—edOev) NB 6 33 604 892 sah boh Ephr Trent 

(against all the rest and against all Latins but Iren'"’ which 
shows this is Ire" pure) 

xxv. 1. vravtnow (pro azarr.) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

NBCZ 1 [non fam] 892 (Meth 1/2) 
[male Soden de 157] Cf eg,pen bok 

This in connection with xxv. 6 fin ekepyeoOe es anavtnow 
(—avrov) by NB 604 alone + Cyr Meth shows such a nice appre- 

ciation of the difference between vravtnow avrov and aravtnow without 
avtov that it should be carefully noted (Z is wanting in verse 6), because 

both coptics and all others and all Latin have avrov in verse 
6 fin. 

Cf in this connection xxvi. 42 mapedOer (— am epou). 

Matt. 

viii. 28. 

34. 

xxviii. 9. 

xxii. 10. 

« UTNVTNTEVY AVT® 

. ATAVTNOEL py 

_ umnutngev (—avTw) 

. TUYNVTNGEV AUTO 
. UTAVTNTAL TW PETA 

. UmNnUTnoaVv auT@ 

. UTTNVTNTAY aVUTW 

. uTnVTnTEY aVT® 

. UINVTInTEV AUT 

| ets unavtnow auto NBEFHMQSWYIAA al. pl 

. UTHVTNTEV aUTW 

. TVVAVTHTAS AUTW 

. UTTaVTNnTaL np 
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Note further that at 

vrnvtncay autre is used by all on this the first occurrence of 

the expression. ; 
€lg UTaVTHaW TOU tncToU & 33 | 

els UTaYTNOW Tw LnTOU B1 Sod™ 

ews cvvavtnow Tou tnoov C157 892 y*™ Cyr es aTavTnow 

ets cuvavtnow To iycov — Teel omn tw t. Sode #9 

urnvtqge avtats is used again by N*BCIIZ) fam 1 fam 13 

(partim) 604 892 min’ Orig Cyr against amnutncev aut. of the 

rest 

NBCDGLA 1 fam 13 28 al Dam against 

annutncev of AIL une® al. pl 

unchanged by all (except v7. 28 Sod”) 

NBEWE 1 33 157 604 al” (rell vrnvtncev 

+aure practer T al. pauc amnvt.) 

All (except D cuvedOew R ouvnvtTncav) 

NABDRXA 1 33 fam 13 (partim) 157 

Paris” 892 Sod” 

LWLATI une? al. pl Bas 

NN Sod? fam 1 fam 13 [non 124] 157 

(male Sod] 892 al” Bas Dam 

urqvtncav (—autw) L et Sod txt 

amnvingay avTw AWXTAATI une? al. pl et R-V 

annvtncav (—avrw) Bet W-H txt 

D de (latt)] 

CXL al. pauc 892 Sol’ ™ 

D 124 (a7.) al. pauc. Orig 

NABPRWIAATL wre’ al. pl 

aTravTnoal TW pEeTa 

[ovov noav 
vrravTnge: upp 
amavTnaet vp 
ouvavTnoet vpty 

NBCDKLW 1 al” ct 892 
ATAAIL unc? al. pl Orig Cyr Chr 

by all (except Sod"”) 
by all (except one) 

amnvTnoav avTw 

eis amavtnow avtw AKUTI al® Orig’ (avtov Sod“) 

ets aUvavtnow auto LX 157 al. pauc 

eis cuvavtnow avtov DG al® 
by all (vrnvtqcay D c d) 

by all (svvavtycavta avtw two) 

NBCE min® Orig (cvvarravt. two) 

ADHLP al. pl Eustath Chr aTavTnoat nv 
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Acts 

XX. 22. cuvavtyncovta pow NBLP al. pl Ath Chr (8B enor) 
cvvartnoarta wow ADEH al. 

oupBnoopeva pot CO min® 
Xxvili, 15. es utavtyow vuv &* sic (nu Sod” 

els uTrartnow nov 40 
el; aravtnow nuw ABHLPN ete Chr Thpyl 1/2 
es anravtystvy nuow I min™® Thpyl 1/2 | 

1 Thess. 
iv. 17. es uravtnow ta ypiote ets acpa = D* E"FG 

els UTTAPTNOW Tw KUpLW ELS cepa D 
€ls guvavTnity Tov KUpLou ets acpa = Epiph 
els aTavTnoww Tou Kupiov ets acca = NB ell Origh* Hipp Dial 

Eus”® Bas al. 
Heb. = 

vii. 1. ovvavtnoas, Heb vii. 10 cvvmrtncev by all 

Anyone who will have the patience to go through this list will see 
the drift at once. Until the list is drawn up we are at sea. Now it 
appears that vravtaw is purely Johannine, that St. Luke rather favours 
ouvartaw (as shown by Acts x. 25, xx. 22; Luke ix. 37, xxii. 10), 
but also used uarr. or amavr. elsewhere, where the Mss try to confuse 
us. St. Mark uses avavraw xiv. 18, and the mss are divided as to 
amart. or vravt. at v. 2. St. Matthew uses uavtycay in viii. 28, 
where all are agreed, and doubtless cvvavtnaw at viii. 34, which NB wish 
to change to ur. He seems afterwards to employ azayr. but the Mss 
wish to harmonise his passages (or prefer the Johannine expression) 
and so confuse us at xxv. 1 and xxviii. 9. St. Matthew therefore uses 
all three expressions interchangeably and this has caused the trouble. 

I have no hesitation, after making up this list, of charging wilful change 
by NB at Matthew viii. 34, xxv. 1, xxviii. 9 (probably Mark v. 2, 
Luke xiv. 31) and Acts xvi. 16, where Hustath ¢ contradicts Origen. 

Certainly someone is revising. Is it Antioch or Alexandria or Caesarea? 
Well, observe Luke xvii. 12 and Acts xxviii. 15 for the keys and there 
will be found & and B opposing each other! There seems to be no kind 
of doubt in view of the wavering courses of L and II and C and X 

that accommodation and revision went on in the different places. 
Instead of ‘‘neutrally” keeping clear of these matters, 8B run to meet 
difficulty and again obscure the issue for us in some of these passages, 
and hence a text founded on NB obscures the problem of the varying 
synoptic language (see Luke xvii. 12 B u W-H soli, L c Sod soli!). 

Epiphanius shows us at 1 Thess. iv. 17 how carelessly he differentiated 
between the language of one or of another passage. 

After this digression we continue as to coptic sympathy :— 

t Nor is Eustathius’ text of Acts any common “Antioch” revision, He has a 
most peculiar cast alone with D in one of the few places which survive in his writings. 
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Matt. 

xxv. 3. at yap (pro av Se Z 157 ith, ac ow Dd fr, actives X plur) 
NBCL 33 892 boh sah 

6. —epxyeras NBCDLZ 604 892 sah boh d Meth 1/2 Cyr [contra 
rell omn et syr lat] 

xxvi. 28. —xawns (ante S:aOnens) NBLZ 33 Sod bohwme [non sah, 

of “ Pistis'"] Cyr, against all the rest and Origen Iren. This 

hardly belongs in this list, but I do pot know where to place 

it. I do not charge this as a deliberate omission, yet it looks 

like one. The evidence is overwhelming for the reception of 

xawns, which Hort excludes. The Oxford edition of 1910 

also excludes, but Souter gives the evidence, actually ranking 

102” for omission. I should have thought 102 was exploded 

long ago as being merely a collation of B. Gregory in his 

Emendanda removed 102 everywhere. Souter adds Cypr for 

omission, ns Von Soden (¢ is wanting). Hitherto Cypr had 

been given by Sabatier and Tisch on the other side. 

45. ou +yap BE p*' = sah syr sin Ath" 

55. xaOnpepav (— pos vpas) NBLI 33 604 892 sah boh syr 

sin Cyr* Orig" 1/3 against all others and against Latin. 

71. ovros (— xa) NBD Sod™ [non 604] sah syr sin (against all else). 

xxvii. 2. midatw (—movtiw) NBLY 33 sah boh syr Orig Petr. This 

is a curious omission against the serried ranks of the other 

Greeks (and W and © replacing the missing Greek of D here) 

and the Latins, on this the first mention of the name. The 

sah boh syr connection (in the absence of the Latins) does not 

mean that it is necessarily basic. It is to be seen abundantly 

elsewhere that syr sin and sah hang together, not always for 

the purest text. Orig with Petr confirm it as Alexandrian, but 

whether “neutral” or not is another question. 

22. —qyepwr SB Sod 33.69 [non fam] sah [non boh] syre arm 
(syr”) W-H 

42. Baotreus tpanr ect (—e) NBDL 33 892 d sah (against 

boh and everything else including syr sin Eus Ps-1 th) 

46. erwee ecwer B et sah literatim soli cf Marc 

ehot dor Net boh literatim cum 33 al. pauc vg™"4) xv. 34 

In Mark xv. 34 both NB have edwx edwt, while sal repeats edwer 

edwet and boh dwt edot, but the syr differentiates (with the Greeks) as 

between Matthew and Mark. This tiny place therefore affords a con- 

siderable clue. It is probable that B and sah are closer in St. Matthew 

than elsewhere; in other words, sympathetic readings, although 

including syr sin or others, probably derive from sah, at any rate in 

+ ‘But we have not been able to recognise as Alexandrian any readings of B in 

apy book of the New Testament which it contains." Hort, vol. ii. p. 150. Hort did not 

look very far. How about Athanasius here ? 
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Matthew. Similarly, as often before, % runs with boh here. It is 
probable that % had before him either sah anD boh, or an edition of 
boh which was nearer to sah than our surviving boh Mss show. 
Matt. 

xxvii. 46. Xeua =NBL 33 273 GOL Evst 21 22 et boh (al. boh erXeane 
cum sah). The rest Awa or Aepa, and Ada D 

ibid. caBaxtavee B vid cum 22? al? sah (pro caBay. rell) 
51. Order: eaxtcOn (ar) avwbev ews xatw ers Sv0 (hoc loco) BC*L 

sah boh aeth (As syr sin omits xatw es v0 and 3 Orig Eus 
omit es dvo this can only come from coptic). [& goes with 
the rest and Latin order, placing exs dvo after ecyton.] 

58. aodoOnvat (—tTo cwna) NBL min against all the rest and 
the Latins and arm aeth goth syr pesh Orig, The support 
is confined to syr sin and the coptics which include avro in 
the verb, while aeth is very definite against them. When aeth 
has shown such intense sympathy with N and B (being alone 
with B in Matthew three times, alone with & over a dozen 
times) it seems fair to bring it into play in a case like this. 

XXvill. 6 fin. exetro (—6 xupios) NB 33 Sod" e sah boh arm aeth syr 
sin Orig’ Cyr against the rest and D d, all Latins but e, and 
syr pesh pers (deth “sepultus fuit,” the Latins “ positus 
erat,” but ¢ ‘‘ jacebat,” and observe coptic imperfect). 

The e¢ recension hangs absolutely to NB, for at xxviii. 8 e¢ uses 
abissent (avedOoveae NBCL fam 13 33) for exierunt of all other Latins 
(and e£eX@oveas all other Greeks). 

See again xxviii. 14 —avrov NB Sod?®* 33 Orig”® and ¢ only, against 
all else, all Latins, syr copt and Cyrber 

Add to the coptic list the places under ‘‘ Change of number ” where 
NB prefer the plural. In every case this has the countenance of the 
coptic. ; 

Traces of Syriac. 
Matt. ; : 

xi. 23. > al ev cot yevopevat JB (instead of ai yevowevar ev cor of all 
other Greeks and Latins and Coptic) is found to be the order 
of syr sin (against syr cu). Syr sin says “that in you were 
seen,’ but gives this order. It is a curious touch, not observed 

by Mrs. Lewis in her English translation of syr sin, not noted 
by Horner in his notes to sah, but standing plainly in Burkitt's 
notes to syrcusin (Eng and Syriac sides) and in Merx’ translation. 

I have been accused of seeing fanciful resemblances which are 
merely coincidences and at first sight this might appear to be a mere 
coincidence. I am glad of the opportunity to be more precise and to 
show that these things are not mere coincidences and that the study of 
them is an absolute necessity (quite overlooked hitherto) if we are to 
make progress in tracing the text-history behind Origen. 
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It is to be noted then that NBC 1 33 and a few cursives change 
eetvay to evervev in this same verse against fourteen uncials and the mass. 
The plural number is supported by all the Latins, and sah of necessity 

for that version has Sodom and Gomorra. The Greek of all is ev codopors, 

but the Syriacs with the diatess arab have in Sodom and a singular verb. 

The bohairic has Aen conosxxa and a plural verb. Syriac then and 
NBC are in sympathy here alone, whatever we may think of the whole 
situation, for ezeway may possibly be revision here for a basic ewecvev. Yet 
how is it that D, all the rest, and all the Latins persist in the plural ? 

The only point I wish to make at this place is, however, that as 
syr and NBC are shown alone together here for eyevey (against the 

otherwise friendly Coptic and Latin) it is clear the previous point as to 
special order in the verse with syr sin is well taken. Horner and Tisch 

are both silent as to the versions, which is a pity. 

Matt. 

xiii. 36. Scacadnoov (pro dpacov) NB Sod**# [none of the sympathis- 
ing cursives] Orig and syr copt. Obs. also the use of the word by 
Clem™= (Strom vi. 15: Kat xata tov Tis adnOelas Kavova 
Scacadodvres tas ypadas). [In xv. 15 Greeks all dpacov. 

Copt and sy7 use the same word as in xiii. 36, Latins vary as in 
xiii. 36]. Both 1-H and Sod place é:acagyoor in their texts. 

xii. 22. See under “‘ Change of voice.” JB shares (alone among Greeks 
and Latins) the active voice of syr copt aeth. 

31. apeOnoetar vv Tors avOpwros B1 Sod™ and syr"* sah Ath 

[non boh non latt]. The other Syriacs express, as often, ‘‘ to 
sons of men,” which may have given rise to it. But perhaps 
place this under Coptic (sah) quite definitely, since Athanasius 

also witnesses. Note this as to Alexandrian readings of B. 
Another peculiar case occurs soon after in sympathy with the 

versions, partially, at— 

Kii. 86. Aeyo Se usu ote av pyya apyor 6 Aadnoovoty o1 avOpwra. So 
NB Sod’ and copt syr. The common Gk text read by nearly 
all is 6 dav AaAnowow. NB drop eav and change the subj. to 
the indicative. The Latins all say quod for o cap (except h 
quodcunque) with Ireni™t and Cypr, but have the subjunctive, 

s0 they no doubt read 6 dav XaAnowowv. Winer has no remarks 
on this peculiar place for NB, nor has Blass, although the 
latter speaks of it (p. 283) in connection with anacoluthon. 
We must draw our own conclusions, and those are that the 

syr and coptic versions influenced NB. There is much 

difference between ‘“‘which men may speak" (Lat Gr) and 
“which men shall speak” (syr copt SB). D also omits eav 

and has Aadovow with d. C has cav but writes Aadyoover. 
Observe now that L and Orig are against NBD, writing o av 

AaAnowow, (IV-H follow 8B without marginal comment.) 
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Matt. 

xii. 47 versom, N*BLT 126 225 238 400* Sod't* (not particularly sym- 
pathetic cursives otherwise) ff; & syr cw sin sah (against bok 

acth syr pesh arm and the rest of the Latins). I place this 
example here because ff; & are so thorougbly syriac in base it is 
probably the common base of NB sah coming out here, through 
syr, rather than an “improvement” in their time. Of course 
this can also be grouped under “ Omissions from homoiote- 
Jeuton”’ as ver 46 and ver 47 both end with AaAnoas in most 

Greeks, but in ver 46 BCZ end Xadnoa avtw, while & omits. 

xiv. 24. otaSiovs modAous ame THs yns (pro pecov THs Oaracans vel nv 
es wecov THs Gar.) B (Sod) fam 13 syr sah boh 

29. wat mrOev (pro edOev)  BC* 604 Sodsare s7> (ut veniret lad) 

Kvi. 4. acter (pro fret) B**' (syr word serves for either expression 

but actually pers'™ gives this petit following other B sympathy) 
xvii. 8. autor ww povov B* cum Sod (and N w avrov povor) Cf. 

syr and copt and see under ‘‘ Coptic influence” as well. 

15. xupte eXenoov pov Toy vwov pov B*". Cf. syr sol xupie pov 
€Aenoov pe’ o vios wou. . . et aeth Domine miserere mei filiique 
mei 

xvili. 19. e€ vpwr (pro vpwr) NBDL al. pauc. syr latt 
xxii. 9/10/11/12. See under ‘‘Improvement.” As sah repeats the beth 

in verses 9, 11 and 12 and syr does not, it is probable that 

syr is the chief influence in NBL in verse 10. 
xxv. 23. > motos ns ~=9B hr syr soli (et hoc loco et ver 21h r syr; in 

ver 21 vg®) quia super pauca fidelis ¢ (— 7s) 
42. I do not know whether we ought to attribute + xa: before 

eSyrnoa here to syriac influence, but only BL add with syr 
pesh diatess and aeth (not exhibited in Walton’s translation, 

but present in the text). [IV-H tz¢]. 
Add to the above an interesting place at vi. 1 where for eXenuoouvny 

of most Greeks and k, S:catocuvny is read by N**BD f it?! syr sin hier, 
while Sow is given by that early corrector N* with boh and syr cu (Swpa 

Ephr). The end of the words for ‘ gift” and “righteousness”’ is the 
same in Syriac. S:«atoovvyy and Soc probably grew out of a revision, 
comparing with syr. But in verse 3 all have edenpoourny. 

[Observe the scant support NB get from the ms W in all the above. ] 

As to ‘‘ Form.” 

I have neglected most small matters of form, as. ec7av, xataBato, 

petaBa, poBercbe, poryevOnvac (pro poryacbat), etc. 

I might call attention to Matt. xxviii. 4 where NBC‘DL 33 have 
eyevnOnoav and the rest eyevovto with Dion? Eus, while syr sin omits the 

verb altogether. 

} Harris gives 892 for 8:xaoourny in verse 2, 

‘ 
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Observe Mark i. 27 eOapAnOnoav NB and all except D who with 

Orig writes eOauSycay, while W alone has efavpafov. (In Luke iv. 36 

the expression is xa eyevero Oapfos). 

Synonyms. 

Matt. 
xiii. 80. aype N*° L Chr 1/8 See also 

eos BD Chr 1/3 Eulog xxviii. 15 ews NDJ 213 Orig 1/2 
peypt C rell et 8” Chr 1/8 pexpt B rell Orig 1/2 

C and D alone are constant re- 

This tells a tale of preferences. spectively in both places. 

Cf note on sepe/vep under Luke vi. 28. 
Cf Matt. xx. 20 am avrou (pro map avtov) BD 604 (laté sah). 

xxi. 2. xatevav7e NBCDLZ® 892 min Orig"® Eus 1/2 (parallel Mark 
xi. 2 and Luke xix. 30 «atevav7e all) 

amevavtt BE rell Orig*! Eus 1/2 
xxvii. 24, xatevavtte BD soli ct W-H txt 

anevavte & rell et Acta Pil 

61. xatevavts D™! 
arevavtt SB reill 

emt we! 

xi. 2. xatevavte _fere omn (parallel Matt. xxi. 2, Luke xix. 30) 
xii. 41. avevavre BU 33 min Dam 

catevortioy (fam 13) 
katevavts & rell et D et Origr* 

xili, 8. Katevavte omn 

Mark 

Luke 
xix. 80. xarevavte —_fere omn (parallel Mark xi. 2, Matt. xxi. 2) 
I think this tells the tale, withcut going outside the Gospels. In 

Matt. xxi. 2 xarevavte has been borrowed from the parallels (Mark xi, 2, 
Luke xix. 30) where xatevayts Btands without variation. Why should 
“ Antioch” vary uselessly in Matthew? It is the group NBLZ which 
“accommodated.” The adhesion of D is nothing, for he prefers xatevavte 
alone at Matt. xxvii. 61 and goes with B alone at Matt. xxvii. 24, while 
Eus is to be seen using both expressions in Matt. xxi. 2. I repeat: 

Matt. 

xxi. 2. xatevavte NBCDLZ Orig 1/2 Eus 1/2 (contra rell et Orig 1/2 
Eus 1/2) 

xxvii. 24. xarevavtt BD soli (contra rell omn) 

61. xatevavtt D solus (contra rell omn) 
These are the only occasions where the word is used in St. Matthew. 

Could there be a prettier picture that amevavts is Matthaean? In the 
only place where we have the conspiracy of NBCDLZ both Orig and Eus 
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are found to hold both readings, of which xarevavrs was preferred by 
the Mss. Where their testimony is absent B ventures to join D in one 
place and not in the other. D alone is consistent in all three places. 
If D be right, the others are clearly wrong in not giving us xatevayte in 
all three places. 

But I am pretty sure that avevavre is Matthaean, and xatevaytt 
Marcan. Note again the Marcan wording : 

Mark 

xl, 2. xatevavte all but a few scattering witnesses. 
xli, 41. xatevavte all and 69-124 (and xarevwmoy 138-346-556) except 

BU min® Dam arevartt 
xii. 8. «ateravte all 

And note in St. Luke: 

xix. 30. xatevarte all but a few scattering witnesses. 
So that although B tries to obscure the issue again in Mark (where 

the absence of 8D shows he is wrong) he cannot do it. azevayts remains 
Matthaean, and xatevayte Marcan and Lucan. 

{In the epistles xatevwmiov is the expression. Hence the reading 
above of part of the 13 family.] But it is just in such places that our 
tables of synoptic wording have become muddled owing to the use of the 
Westcott and Hort text. 

As to avartaw, cuvartaw, vtavraw see under ‘ Coptic” at Matthew 
xxv. 1. 

Grammatical Changes : 

Of voice, of mood, of tense [and see separately for historic present], 
of case, of number, and of order. 

Change of Voice. 
Matt. 

xii. 22. rpoonveyxay avtw Satporfouevov tuprov nar kwpov B (syrr 

diatess sah boh aeth) against all Greeks and Latins: 
mpoonvexOn avtw Satporifopevos tupros cat xwdos. 

This is a most important passage, for it is uncomplicated by the 
parallel Luke xi. 14 (q.v.). It also involves a change of case. 

Hort has the temerity to place it in his text on the sole authority of 

BF and versions, against ND and all other Greeks and all the Latins 
conjoined. Soden now adds 4 (6 80) and his 1444, but not Sinai 260. 

Of many minor variations in this passage and in this verse we need 
not take account here. The plain fact remains that B followed the 

versions here with the active voice, and from the form it is coptic ratber 
{han syr which (with ff; h) expresses ‘‘and they brought to him a certain 
demoniac who was dumb and blind "’ (sy pesh; ‘‘ blind and deaf” sy7 cz). 

The matter is in a nutshell here for any who will examine it. 
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- xix. 20. epurata (pro epudratauny) NBDL 1 22 Ath against the 

rest and Origen Ath®! Chr. In Mark x. 20 epudaka is read by 
AD 28 892 Clem Orig (the more semitic eroujoa by fam 1 2re 
syr sin, as Ephr Aphr in Matthew) but efvrakaunv by XB 
rell. In Luke xviii. 21 epvdata by NABL fam 1 Dial against 
egvdataunv D and the rest. The question may well be asked 

why syr sin uses erornoa only in Mark, with fam 12° This 
Marcan recension must be further enquired into. Servavi 
is there used by vg?™@ See further remarks under the head 
of ‘‘ Improvement.” 

Observe at Matt. xxvii. 57 NCD fam 1 33 273 604 Evst 17, but no 
others, change the voice of euafytevcev, by B and the rest, ta evadntevOn, 

probably because it follows xae autos. 
paOnteve is essentially Matthaean (and only occurs elsewhere once 

in Acts xiv. 21 pa@nrevoavtes). At Matt xiii. 52 we read padntevOers, 
and at xxviii. 19 p«Ontevcate. I only mention it to show how liberties 
are taken, even when the combination & 1 33 604 includes D. B is 
absent here from this combination @nd on the active side, and rightly, 
for the classical synonyms are generally used in the active voice. 

Ignatius (ad Rom § v) however: ‘Ev &€ trois ddixnpacw aitay waddov 
padnrevopat ’ add ov Tapa TovTO bebixa(wpat” uses the middle. 

Change of Mood. 

xii. 36. 6 AaAqcovcty (prooeav AaAnowov) NB (and D do 2darovaw) 
against the rest and L and Orig. (See further under ‘‘ Traces 
of Syriac.”’) 

Change of Participle Tense: aorist for present. 

xiii. 18. cmeipavtos (pro orepovtos) N*BXW® 33 213 Sod™-> Evst 4 
soli [seminantis latt copt (syr), D rell ome:povtos| 

24. omepavte (pro cretpovTt) NBMXWAII min alig latt pl et 

verss [sed seminanti d h k & vg et rell gr et D] 
It looks as if while omepavts may be right in xiii. 24 that 

orepovre is right in xiii. 18 and that NBXW® there are merely trying 
to equate the two passages, which should not equate but differ 
slightly. 

xiii. 23. overs (pro cumwv) NBD" 238 892 Sod™ Orig. This 

appears very deliberate, as much for the sake of euphony 
with ovapets perhaps or for contradistinction of the pair 
axovwv..cuviwv aS for anything else:..amapeis ovtos eatiy o 

Tov eyov axovwy Kat aumes. They do not write suvers but 

ouviecs 80 that apparently the present participle is intended 
D 
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but in a different form. But see Rom. iii. 11 where cvmev is 

accepted by all. 
Observe however B at Luke xxiv. 45 alone writing ovvewar (aor. inf.) 

for cumevat. (W cuvecevat.) 

xxili. 17. 0 aywacas (pro o ayatev) NBDZ 892 d (d no doubt 

following his Gk, because all other Latins are against d). 
No cursives appear to join NBDZ besides 892, and sah 

boh arm aeth with the Latin appear to be against the 
change. I believe o ayacas to be an “improvement,” 
followed however by Soden as well as Hort. The place, 

however, should be considered in connection with : 
21. Katotxovvts (pro xatotxnoavtt) NBHS® fam 1 fam 18 ete. 

trt. recept. latt copt et verss vid. Here CDLZIAlII al une’ 
oppose with xatouxncavtt, as do WY and as does 892. 

Here the versions reverse their position and go with NB. One's 
preference would be against NB in xxiii. 17 and with them in xxiii. 21 

where they hold the textus receptus. 
Hort has a very unsatisfactory solution, for he places ayiacas in his 

text verse 17 without marginal comment, while in verse 21 against 
xatotxouvtt he has in his margin «atovenoaytt, so there seems to have 

been no system, unless D was considered an absolute balancing factor. 
Soden has ayracas and katotxnoarte. 

As to Infinitive. 

Interchange of present and aorist infinitive and imperative. 

Txamples : 
xii. 10. Qepamevoae NDLW 

Oeparevey — Brel 

xiii, 3. o7rerpat NDLMXW minn alig 

where 8 and B are on different sides. 

oTreype B rell 

xvi. 21. Secxvuvar B* cum Orige™! [Soden adds nothing] 
Secxvvewv N rell et Origsere 

XXil. 23, agecvac NBL x*r 7° 
agpuevat . CD rell omn 

As to infinitive tenses ¢f Orig Eus ad Matt xxiii. 37 emovvakas 

(pro emtovvayayey) and ¢f Luc. 

Imperative. 

v. 42. 805 NBDW fam 13 [non 346] 892 Sod™-t" Clem 
S:d0u plur 

xix. 17. type BD soli ct W-H txt (rnpn 2°*) 

TnpNooV NCL rell 
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So at xxii. 17. exrov LZ 33 
xvili. 17, ecrov NL Orig against ee NB rell 

eve B rell Cyr Bas and xxiv. 3. emo L 1 33 
against ee NB rell 

xxi. 2. mopeveoOe NBDLZ) min” Orig Eus Chr 
tmopevOnte C rell 

Change of Case. 

Genitive Absolute. 

viii. 1. cataBavtos 8€ avrov (pro xataBavtt Se avtw) BC(Z)W Sod 

and & 892 min alig W-H & Sod txt 
As this is the first case to be noticed, it should be observed most 

carefully that N* does not do this here. So that N opposes B at 
the very outset of o series in ch. viii. as to what is, I am convinced, 
a deliberate change. The point is that, as Burgon expressed it,t writing 
upon “‘style’’: “The attentive reader of S. Matthew's Gospel is aware 
that a mode of expression which is siz times repeated in his viiit® and 
ix" chapters is perhaps only once met with besides in his Gospel,— 
viz. in his xxi chapter.” Burgon referred to viii. 1 xata@avtt avra, 
viii. 5 eeceNovre tw L., viii. 23 euBavte avtw, viii. 28 eAOovte autw, ix. 27 
Kat Tapayovtt Tw I., ix. 28 edOovre Se, xxi. 23 wae eAOurte avtw. 

Now as B does not change all these datives, it might be thought 
that ‘‘ Antioch"’ for some reason had made @ harmonious whole and 
turned some genitives into datives in the supposed revision. It is just 
here that N offers its important testimony, for N% does not use the 
genitive on the first occasion, thereby showing that it was Egypt which 
revised some of St. Matthew's datives, and not Antioch which cancelled 
some genitives. See further remarks under this head in St. Luke and 
St. John. 

The second case occurs four verses later, at :— 
vill. 5. esceXOovtos S¢ avrov NBCZ 892 min aliqg W-H « Sod trt 

(Orig evreXOovros tov xupiov) 
but  esedOovre Se avtw all the rest 

Vili. 28. xa eXOovtos autou BC et 8° @ Sod et Sod* 892 min 
pauc (kat ovtwr avrwy X*) 

wat €AOovtt avtw all the rest 
xxi. 23. «at eXOovtos avtov NBCDL® 1 fam 13 83 604 9899 

Sod'™ [non al.] Orig bis W-H & Sod txt 
Kat eMovte avtw the rest 

What is this but a Greek ‘‘ improvement”? The small limited group 
speaks for itself. 

t ‘Last twelve verses of St. Mark,’ p. 141. 

D2 
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It is noteworthy that avtw SdacKxoyts remains unchanged later in 

the verse (although some Latins and Syr omit S8acxovre, expressed by 
the other Latins ad cum docentem) so that the dative absolute rather 
hangs together throughout: «ac eXOovte avtw els To Lepoy mpoondOov 

autw SidacKovtt... 

See beyond in the other Gospels as to Genitive Absolute, where we 

find the same revision to the Genitive in St. Mark, but nothing of the 

kind in St. Luke and St. John, because there were no datives to revise ! 

Kind of Accusative Absolute (involving Change of Order). 
Matt. 
xxvi. 40. L alone [Soden adds no others] changes evpev avtous kabevdovtas 

to evpeyv xafevdovtas avtous 
Observe in the parallel in Luxe xxii. 45 NBDLTYW do the same: 

eupev KOlwpmevous auTous instead of evpev avtous xoys. Observe 
further that T is a graeco-sahidic, and therefore this Greek is contrary to 

coptic order. Note that @ (alone of Latins) follows with dormientes eos, f 
and note that in Matt. xxvi. 43, Mark xiv. 37 40 no change is made in the 
order, and it becomes a personal matter where the change is made. 

To this add: 
xvii. 25. Among a tremendous variety of readings distributed over the 

“clever” Mss, the usual reading ote etondOev by the mass of 
Greeks is confirmed by the versions, but where D db n use u 
dative (absolute) esceAOovts, and 33 a genitive abs. eAdovtwy 
autwy, and Sod fam 13 ecedOovtwv, and @ is content with 
intrantes, % and B use an accusative, N* eveAOovta ets THV 

oux., BN 1 892 eXOovta ess ox. In view of the immense 
variety of expressions [see under ‘‘ Differences between N and 
B”’] it must fairly be admitted that NB are improvising. 

Now note: 
xxvi. 71, where NBLZ 892 min pauc do not care for an acc. absolute, 

for they suppress avtov in e€edovra Se avrov, the reading 
of nearly all others. D& Evst 17 have e£e\Oovtos Se avrou (d 

latin wanting) and the Latins mostly favour exeunte autem 
illo, but an “‘egressus.” As to b + they actually give us a 

Latin acc. absolute ‘‘exeuntem autem illum,” ff; as printed 

“ exeunte autem illum,” g, ‘‘ exeuntem illo.” 

W confirms e£eX@ovta Se avrov, and from the Latin testimony it looks 

as if avrov had been suppressed by NBLZ. 

+ As if ‘ dormientibus illis invenit eos.” : 

But not elsewhere in the other four passages (Matt. and Mark), so that, as I have 

often thought throughout the study of Luke, the conjunction of D with NBL has a different 

significance in this Gospel to what it has elsewhere. It is not “ Western” agreeing with 

NBL, but NBLD in St. Luke's Gospel the outcome of some common text tradition. 
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Change of Case. 
Matt. 

x. 16. es To pecov Avewy B (for ev tw peow AvKwv) ff, k vg® (Lucif). 
This is clear “improvement” after avooreAAw vuas. Cf also 

Matt. xxvii. 5. (Note D@! at Luke x. 3 pecov AuKwy). 
25. Tw oxodecrroTn and Tots orxtaxors B* alone (pro tov oxodeaTroTHY 

and tous otxtaxous) (governed by evexadeoav) ; common text is 
exadecay, but nearly all authorities are for emexad. emixadew 

would seem to favour a dative, while «adew (except in middle) 

takes accusative. Lachmann and IV-H mg follow B. 
xiv. 19. ewe tov yopto §=9NBC*IWE®@ Sod 1 22 33 al’? Origtter 

W-H Sod tzt 
emt tov yoptov 116 61 892 latt sah boh pl aeth arm (syr cu) 
emt Tous xoptovs CE rell unc omn min pl [non verss praeter 

boh® syr sin ?] 
ere tyy (THs) ynv (yns) — bohE syr pesh 

emt Tov YopTous sic L (ef ex& nexopToc sah) 

Whether “herbage” plural or “grass” singular is original cannot 

be determined. I incline to the reading of D, regarding the genitive after 
emt here as an “improvement” of NB Origen. 

The foregoing is more important than it seems, for very close after 
occurs another case which I think illustrates the matter perfectly, and 
fixes the authorship of both changes as that of Origen. 

xiv. 25. emi tv @arkaccay NBPT°WAQ® Sod 1 [non 118-209] 
fam 13 22 238 Sod*:"" Orig 

emt THs Oaracons CD rell Eus'' 

Observe this is a change in inverse ratio to the last. The genitive of 
rest—(we can almost see Origen at work)—belongs to ézi tod ydprov in 
ver 19, but the accusative of motion belongs to éi tiv @dXaccav in ver 25. 

Tisch emphasises our point for us by saying of Origen “ praeterea notat : 
ov yeypamrran* nhOe mpos avtous TepiTaTwy emt Ta KUpaTa, AAX eT Ta VdaTA.” 

Clearly then Origen employed the accusative after exe here as of motion 
on or over the waters, and the accusative must be an emendation for the 
poor fisherfolk’s Greek genitive. 

Itis true that in the next verse 26 NBCD(T’) have sSovres avtov emt Ts 
Oaracons Trepiratouvra and not emt Thy Oar. Tepi7. as the rest, but I doubt 

whether this affects my contention, as ‘‘ they saw him on the sea. . 
walking.” Besides it is a delicate point as to the exact case which emu 
should govern here. 

My point seems well taken, because a little further on N gets an 
opportunity and avails of it (xvi. 19) to exhibit the difference between 
Snons ee ts yns, Which he leaves unchanged, and Avays ere THs ys, 
which latter he changes to Avons ext TH ynv. 

But these little things were done in passing, because at xviii. 18 
Avante emt THS ys (Following SyonTe ems Ths yns) is left unchanged hy &. 
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CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

xxv. 18. See p. 67. Nothing further occurs until 
XXVi. 

XXVii. 

Vi. 

[xi. 
xii. 

xiil. 

[xvii. 

xvii. 

XXV. 

XXVi. 

XXVii. 

7 

43. 

32. 

16. 

. eEaverechav (pro eEaveretder) 

where NRBDMO® fam 1 (118 hesitans) fam 13 [non 124] 106 
301 604 et Evst'ee™ prefer ext ts xehadns for ee thy Keparny 
of the rest and Basil. In Mark xiv. 3 a partitive genitive is 
used kateyeev avtou ths Kepadns (— em). Perhaps the Marcan 
diction influenced NBD in Matthew. The presence of ten 
Lectionaries and but few cursives lends some emphasis. 
memoer emt tw Oew  B 213 alone for mem. em tov Geov with 
late [none d fg, vg®®] with Eus 1/2 and Juvencus. Apart 
from possible Latin sympathy, it would seem to be the most 
delicate appreciation among Greeks of the alternative case to 
use after a certain shade of meaning of the verb. I class it here 
and under Latin, as well as under solecisms of B. Observe Eus is : 
on both sides. Hort put tw dew in his margin. 

Change of Number. 

. See under “ Improvement.” 

. avfavovety and xomiwowv and vnbovow NB Sod fam 1 4 33 
273 Sod? Ath copt et verss for avkaver . . noma. . vnGee (alter 
Ta xpiva tov aypov) of all the rest. Soden txt plural as well as 
Hort. 
emttntovew (pro exegnter) after ta Ovn NB min pauc copt 
contra rell, Ve have to assume that all others strove for im- 
provement by writing the verb singular, or that NB thought 
it best to employ the plural. Soden txt plural like Hort. 

. euewvev (pro epervav) see under “ Syriac.”'] 
. (Improvement) efayov for efayev NB o®". IW-H not Sod. This 
follows eic#dOer, but is accommodated to the previous verse 
3 ove aveyvote te erounoe AGS ott emetvacev (avtos) Kat oF wer’ 
avrov. Obs. here that the coptics oppose NB and have e¢ayev. 

B only with vg and some latins 
“exorta sunt” (and k fructicaverunt) and coptic. 

axovovew (pro axovet) following wra (to accord with Brerovew, 

following however of@adpor) NBCDMX& al Orig latt contra 
une” al. pl. 

. L (and HUY) change eyevero following twatia avrov to eyevovto. 

Not so Ds (although d is facta sunt) nor B rell. It is 
mentioned to show the tendency as represented by L.] 

. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

. cuvayOnoovtat (pro auvayOncerat) as to mavra ta €Ovn 

XBDGKLUIT ail. 
. StacxopmiaOyncovtat (pro -cetat) as to Ta mpoBata 

NABCGH'*ILM al. copt Orig 1/2 
- nyepOncav (pro nyepOn) a8 to woAda capata by NBDGL [non 
W] min perpauc copt Orig Eus (aveotnoav Cyr) seems clearly 
Egyptian. 
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(The singular verb after neuter pl. is not unusual in N.T. Greek. 
Cf Matt xiii. 4 catedayev all as to ta merewva, although some have 7\6ov. 

The Latins and d all venerunt and comederunt incl. d agst D*® 
mrOov .. xatepayev. The cases mentioned above trace to the ‘version 

influence”? and predominantly to the coptic, which favours the plural 
after these neuters. But observe that W avoids all this. | 

The point here raised seems to me to be of a godd deal of importance 
and quite interesting. At first sight the narrow view may be that 
these few Egyptian mss, representing as Hort might have said “the 
watchfal scholars of Alexandria,” are preserving “‘ the true text” with 
their plural verbs, and that ‘“ Antioch,” in a purist mood, changed them 
to the singular after the neuter plurals. To do this ‘‘ Antioch” would 

have had to forget the versions ringing in its ears, and have outdone 
Alexandria in an affectation of purism in its Greek. Since the 
Egyptian practice however, as represented by the Copts, is to employ the 

verb in the plural number in such cases, it is more likely that these few 
Egyptian mss (plus some others in certain of the cases) displaced the 
singular in the Greek from an innate habit in such cases. Jt would not 
merit so much attention if we did not find these mss habitually revising 

throughout. But as we do, and as we shall prove this in these pages, I 
consider the probabilities are that the singular number employed by the 
“traditional ” text is the correct base and was modified in Egypt, owing 

to the “‘ version tradition.” The cases at vi. 28, 32 and xiii. 5 (B alone), 
are to be considered more especially in this connection. 

Change of Order. 

Matt. 
vi. 33. > «ae thy Sixacoouvnv Kat THY Bactheay avTou B alone 

xi. 9. > mpogpyrqy ee for See * rpopytyy ; N*BZW 892 Sod™* Orig 
26. > evdoxta eyeveto NBW Sod 1 33 892 k (cupt) Sod txt 

xii. 44. > ets Tov orxoy pov emiotpefo NBDZ 7 33 892 acth against 
relland all other versions. Sod txt follows NB. 

xiii, 89. > 0 S¢ exOpos eat 0 atetpas avta o &taBoros —_B alone 

eotv alone occupies this position in B. He may have 
hesitated as to omission of ava, or of eyOpos as some. 

xiv. 18. > Gepete pot wde avrovs (pro gepete por avtous wde-) NBZ 
33 vg? only. This is a small matter but an almost impossible 

order, and against sah and (boh). wée is omitted (and the 
“neutral” text me judice is without it) by Dd 1 bok aliq 

syr cu sin it?! [the vulgates vary the order tremendously] 
vg** No doubt it was added in the margin of the parents 
of NBZ and found its way into the wrong place in the 
text. Soden however follows Hort and NBZ. 
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xvi. 21. > ort de avrov evs lepocodvpaarendey NBD* 1 fam 1333157 
y*" ¢ Orig Iren™ Hil (for ors See avrov aren Oew evs Iepoo.). The 

. change savours of improvement but Soden likes and adopts it. 
xvil. 4. >oxnvas toes Be (cf Luc ix. 33) W-H marg. 
xix. 16. > rpocedOwy avtw evrev (pro mpocedOwv evrev avtw) NB Sod 

Jam 13 157 892 Sod" (et txt) e f sah arm aeth Chr Auctor mp 
(Just) against the rest and syr. This involves a change in 
the sense. Boh and Old Latins a b ¢ g h q complete with 
TpocehOwy autw evrey auto. 

It is rather indeterminate, for while Justin*? says mpocedOovtos avta 
Tivos Kat evrovros, in Trypho he says Neyovtos avtw twos (Clem™™ and 
Marcos" are indeterminate). 

Rxli. 28. >ev tT) avactace: ovy 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

NBDL fam 1 fam 13 2r¢ (Sod) 604 
Sod'ts boh syr (om ovy syr sin) for ev tn ovy avactacer 

of nearly all other Greeks and sah. Soden follows Hort 
and NBDL. 

It seems to be a sheer improvement. D joins probably because 
d had it with the other Latins, who had already changed the 
order when translating, as syr pesh (but syr sin omits). What 

reason on earth could there be for poor ‘‘ Antioch” to change 
to ev Ty ovr avactacet ? 

40. (involving change of number) A most important place : 
ev tavtats tats bvaw evTorats odos (om NI syr diatess copt) 
0 vomos >Kpepatat Kat ot Tpopytas NBDLZ® 33 892 (pro 

ev taut. T. Svat EVT. OAOS O VOLOS >KaL OF MpopNTal KpepmavTatL 

W® anc! rell min et fam 1 13 604 2° omn) 
The change is very old but still looks like ‘‘improvement.” With 

NBDLZ* 33 892 are ranged the Latins including Ter’! with syrr [but 
diatess* ‘are hung the law and the prophets,” as aeth'*t “‘ pendent tota 

lex et prophetae"’; notice the order], while -for W® and the mass, 
including all the important cursives (but 33 892) are to be added sah bok 
very distinctly—sah: ‘‘The law and the prophets are hanging on these 

two commandments,” boh: ‘‘On these commandments two the law with 
the prophets were hung ’’—together with Clem" (ev rovtw odos 0 vopos Kat 
ou mpogytat Kpeparrat, and: ev TavTais Aeyel Tats EvTONALS OAOY TOY VOMOV Kat 

Tous mpopntas Kpewacbar te nat eEnptno@ar), also Orig" 1/5 and Orig? **!, 

Basil is on both sides. Thus it is by no means certain that NB are 
right. Their great allies the sak and boh desert them,f and I prefer the 
harder reading of W. (Soden txt follows Hort and NB etc.) 
xxiv. 44. > 7 ov Soxerte wpa (pro 7 wpa ov Soxette) NBDI 604 892 d rg 

boh Ath contra rell 

It is a little suspicious for Ath joins, and Li says 7 wpa 7 ov 
Soxe:te, not going with NB, but Sod follows Hort and NBDI. 

+ Plainly then neither sah nor boh used & or B. 
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wai. 36. > exer mpocevEwpar (pro rpocevé. exer) NBDL fam 69 [non 

124]t 33 157 892 Sod* et txt a bed £ frrh qr sah boh Orig’ 

(fi gia aeth illuc et orem). This is a place where with a 

good many others (not noticed) copt and lat together support 

NB. Read exer evEouar 604 [non — ; corrige ed.] after the 

Egyptian form. 

Thus at xxvi. 39 mpockOwv (for zpoceXOwv) BMII* are supported by 

Latin “ progressus” (d only accedens) and sah boh very distinctly also 

support mpoedOuv. 

Historic Present. 

“Tt will be seen in the following lists that the ‘ historic present ’ is 

very frequent in Mark's narrative, comparatively rare in Matthew's, and 

extremely rare in Luke’s..... Now if (as we see was probably the case 

in other matters) Matthew and Luke made this change of phraseology 

from Mark, they were only preferring a more usual to a less usual mode 

of expression. For it appears from the LXX that the employment of 

the historic present had been up to this time by no means common with 

the writers of the sacred story in the Kow# or Hellenistic Greek... 

And Dr. J. H. Moulton says that it is common in the papyri.” (‘ Hore 

noptice,’ Hawkins, pp. 143/4.) 

ey Tt follows from ree leat St. Matthew and St. Luke changed the 

historic present of St. Mark’s source if that source was a written one 

and the one from which they drew. Or that they found in their ‘ Q 

few historic presents, or if they found them that they changed them.} : 

Then, later, the papyri show us, and Alexandrian second and third 

century writers bear this out, that the historic present, and especially the 

imperfect, came into vogue. Hence the changes in this direction found 

in N and B in Matthew, Luke and John (cf. Matt xiv. 19 xedevee Orig 2/3). 

If one consults Tischendorf at Apoc. xii. 13 as to edwfev, we read in 

his note: “Ne c£ediw£ev (N* corrupte edwxev).” But it is nothing of the 

sort. eSwxev is corrupte for eSiwxev. I found this confirmed by the full 

commentary of Oecumenius in Apoc 146 (Messina®) where the imperfect 

stands in his text and is repeated three times over in his commentary. 

Gigas’ latin also gives the imperfect. I mention this in an introductory 

manner, because the text of Oecumenius’ ms of the Apoc. is thoroughly 

Alexandrian and unites the base of N and A, and this (unpublished) 

passage gives us a true picture of Alexandrian usage. See my article on 

Oecumenius in American Journ. of Philology, Oct. 1913. 

} Hiat 18; mpocevéwpat xaxec 124. Ont exer 4 . 2° arm yr. ; , 

+ This “Q" business seems to me to lack a proper foundation. St. Luke's language 

is so utterly his own that he could hardly have used any other written source than notes — 

prepared for his own use. Consult Dr. Hobart’s work on the ‘ Medical Language of 

St. Luke,’ Dublin, 1882. Every page of St. Luke's Gospel is saturated with his own way 

of expressing matters, now expanding, now contracting the narrative, but ever with a 

method, a manner and a diction which are personal. 
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Matt. 

xiii, 28. Aeyousw (pro emer) NBCD 33 (Sod) 157 892 Sod#3™ 
latt pl (against rell and f ff, q sah boh arm aeth) 

IIow come NB to desert coptic here? The authorities do not agree 
about this verse, for B drops the dSovrve so as to make a pair o Sere 
autos . . ot b€ Neyovow avtw, and BC write avtw Aeyovsw while ND 
Aeyouow avtw; and edn at the beginning is changed to the present 
by the Latins ait. Cf the next verse dow or Aeyee NBC latt (all 
varying among themselves) against e¢y and e:rev of the majority. Cf also 
long quotation from Epiph™'*” in Tisch. showing some interesting 
variations. (—avtw Sod! cum pers). 

xiii. 52. eyes (pro evrev) B**DI 892 Sod! 44 yg it 

But this is more than e historic present (Aeyovow avtw vas * Aeyet 

autos...) to conform to the XNeyovow preceding, for it shows that when 
Reyer follows Aeyovow thus, Be does not object as the historic present is 

niaintained, while elsewhere to avoid tautology (see under “‘ Improvement” 
Matt. xii. 48, Luke ix, 21) Aeyovte is substituted for evmov7e following 
€LTTeV, 

We shall see much more later on of the historic imperfect favoured 
by the Alexandrian school and B. An illustration offers at Matt. ix. 9 
of S (who also elsewhere prefers this) deliberately siding with D 21 892 

d alone of all authorities (+ Sod'’ et Sod txt!) for nxodovGer here instead 
of nxorovOncev, which should be noted, as it opposes all other Greeks, and 

all Latins (but d) and both coptics. 

In the very next verse but one (ix. 11) SNBCLW 892 al*"" prefer 
€deyov with many latins to ecvoy against the rest and d k copt. Soden txt 

does not adopt edreyov although his same new Mss as in ix.9doso. Again 
ix. 19. nKxodovOee NCD 33 Sod"? (non txt) latt"; neorovOncer B rell 

copt fk 
23. They prefer this historic imp. even above the historic present, 

having here edeyev NBD 892 it?! boh, against dixit cg, h 
k sah syr Sod“ eerev, and Aeyee CW unc! gr mult 

The same applies to ix. 30 where NB* fam 1 22 892 (those faithful 
adherents, see at vi. 5, 18) Sod’ ct trt prefer eveSpuunOn to eveSpiunoato 

of all the rest and versions (but comminabatur by acth'nt Walton) | 
xv. 25, mpocexuver (pro mpocexuyncev) N*BDM 1 fam 13 33 al. tzt 

rec Orig be d ffi gia k boh"™* (sah adorans) 

This is against all other uncials and W for rpooexuvycev including boh. 
(At xv. 31 B has eS0facayv with most, but NL min“ and Latin have 

eSokafov. I mention it because &* not content with clarifica- 

bant actually has clarificant.) 
xv. 36. edi8ev (pro edwxer) NBD 1 fam 13 33 157 892 d Chr Thdor™rs sho) 
This against the other Greeks, all other Latins and versions. Why 

should the ‘‘ Antioch” revision have constantly cancelled the historic 

imperfect? Far more likely that NB made the changes. A scholion 

is always a dangerous adherent for them, as here. We would surely 
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find a trace of dabat in aor e or k if legitimate. This remark is the 

more apposite because immediately afterwards at xv. 87 B alone with D 

and nearly all Latins has an important change of order which is clearly 

influenced by the Latin. (ed:5ou xv. 36, Sod’ only new witness, but also 

Sod txt). 

Matt. 

xvii. 20. 0 8¢ Aeyee (pro o Se ermev) NBD 1 fam 13 33 it” syr et Sod 

txt contra C rell gr et a f gon q copt. 

xviii. 25. exer (pro evyev) Not content here with exyev and habebat of 

all Latins, B with only Sod® 1 56 58 124 Sod’ Orig 1/2 

makes s deliberate change to the present. 

xix. 21. Aeyer (pro edn) B Sod and fam 13 only of Greeks, with latt. 

xxi. 13. This is a very important place (following xxi. 1/12 where the 

synoptic influences are all at work). NBL 124 [contra fam] 

892 with boh aeth*™ Orig 2/4 and Eus (and only these + Sod'™) 

read 7roverte, making an historic present of it, “ but ye make it 

a den of thieves.” 604 avoids it and against it are the mass 

including DW with ezooare as Basil (and St. Luke), and 

1 Justin Orig 2/4 werotnxare (as St. Mark) and as latt “fecistis” 

with sah arm and Iren'"*. But Soden tzt prints movecte. 

Now the reason for the change by Orig 2/4 and Eus with boh aeth 

and only NBL 124 892 to srovecre appears most subtle. It would make 

three various readings in Matt. Mark and Luke instead of two (= one, 

because aorist = perfect). In Jeremiah vii. 11 no verb is used, the verb 

appearing in verse 10. Thus 10 fin: to py wove mavta Ta Ser. TavTa con- 

tinuing (11) pn ornratwy Anat, 60 that, as ‘To fy Trovew ” is used, there 

seemed liberty here in Alexandria to employ the favorite historic present. 

xxi. 43. Observe a place emphasising the historic present [which 

here stands unchanged by all] for after S:a touvto Neyo vy 

NB Sod 28 G4 118-209 243 2r¢ GOL 892 Sud’? Busts septem 

with Arnob omit ott. Here loh sah [ercept boh'*] retain 

the usual introductory xe, as also syr and lat. This matter 

is omitted in Tisch N.T., but supplied in ‘Emendanda.’ 

Nore.—I dare not extend this essay to cover peculiarities of other Mss. 
Yet note that the historic present is favoured by L alone even when the 
others do not use it, ¢.g. xxii. 4 amootedXet pro ameotethey L only, 

although leaving ameotedey in ver 3 [Iren vers 3 “et mittenti”; Hil. 

ver 4“ qui vero iterum cum preceptorum conditione mittuntur’”]. L of 
course is close to the “family ’ NB, and observe soon after that L Orig 

Tren are alone in omitting avrov at xxii. 6, so that the text is ‘‘old” 
enough for avoctedXex in ver 4 to attract attention. Origen, as I have 
said before, is no fair representative of any pure text, for hereabouts he 
goes jumping about in his preferences, using averdev at xxii. 7 (and — 
deliberately, for he repeats avatpovct [observe the tense] soon after) with 

fam 1 22 against avwdecev of NB rell. Again, ver 8 he omits cot 
with Chr Dam and A> only and Sod", 
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IT may also call attention to the use by N alone at xxvi. 21 of Aeyee 
for evrev of our Lord's opening speech at the last supper. 
; And as bearing on the freedom with which such matters were handled 

in the time of Tatian, we notice that when quoting St. John i. 5 (contra 
Graecos) instead of saying «al % cxotia abtd ob KatérxaBev, Tatian 

$aYS: Kal tobTO égttv dpa TO eipnpevov' 7) axotla 76 Has ov KaTaXapBdveEL, 

Next we will consider Harmonistic Readings, and finally General 
Improvement. 

Harmonistic Omissions. 
Matt. 

xx. 16. The final clause aroAdor yap evoe KAnToL oAryou Se exAEKTOL i8 

removed by NBULZ 36 892 sah boh (some aeth mss, not 

Walton), but only by these, as being an importation from 
xxii. 14. But Orig'* witnesses for it at this place (besides 

thrice at xxii. 14). The Latins are a unit with all the Syriacs 

(both cz and sin being extant here at xx. 16) for the clause, 
not even e or ff or 7, joining what I must regard only as an 
“Tgyptian”’ conspiracy, and so I enter this also under 
“Coptic.” It is not a question, I am sure, of the coptics 

sharing an underlying text of NBLZ, for D is against them 
and W and all the rest, nor do the sympathising cursives join 
NB, not even 33, which here keeps with its great friend 
Origen. Here then our x1x century restoration did not give 
us even Origen’s Greek Testament, and Hort accuses him 

e silentio of baving failed to report the ‘‘ shorter” text here. 
But Hort had doubts, for he puts the disputed clause in the 

margin. Not so Soden, who simply excludes (with 77 4 4), 
A light is thrown on the proceeding (but we do not observe these 

things contextually as we should) for at the beginning of the next verse 
B and 1 alone of Gks, with saw BoH and Orig (only 2/3), write peddwv 

be avaBawew for xat avaBatvoy against N and the rest. Thus if the 
text were basic in xx. 16 fin for the ‘ non-interpolation,” why should & 
desert B here? It must be because B was following sah. 

Again (same verse xx. 17) tous Swdexa (—paOntas) is read by NLZ 
and D 1 892 with boh, but sah joins B in writing tous Swdexa pabntas 

(+avrov sah 1/2), 80 that sak and B are very close here. As to an 
underlying text, it is N (or syr cu sin tovs dwbexa avtov) which preserve 

it, for Orig (quater) goes with % against B here. Besides 8 gives us the 
syr base in the next verse xx. 18 evs Oavaroy with boh?' pers for ev Oavatw 

(which B aeth omit). 
xxii, 80. —tov Oeov BD fam land all latt vett (but fi 91.2 0) syr cu sin 

sah arm and Orig, but probably because of Mark xii. 25. 
xxiii. 88. —epnyos fin. Only BL ff, syr S boh (some) and sah 3/4. The 

group clearly belongs together, except perhaps syr S. Origen 

opposes (except Orig™® semel) and Clem arm aeth Eus Cyr 
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or: Trent Cypr have it. What is this but a harmonistic 

“shorter” text based on the omission in Luke (xiii, 35)? 

Many add epyyos in Luke, but there it would seem that the 

evidence for the ‘shorter text” is “overwhelming.” Soden 

does not adduce a single new witness for omission in Matthew. 

Harmonistic Additions. 

vi. 22. +cov (post opOarpos prim.) B 372 it?! vg"* aeth Orig ex 

Luc xi. 34 against S and the rest. 

viii. 9. +-Taccopevos (post est vrro efovctay) NB 4 238 273 372 421 

qt (observe the extraordinary comment these six utterly diverse 

cursives offer on the situation, for it is not fam 1 or fam 13 

or even 22 or 28, still less 157 or 33 or 892, which add with 

NB; such a point is quite lost by Soden who neglects the 

cursives previously reported, naming only 273 372) boh (sah) 

latt multi Chr (semel !), against all the rest ; comes from Luke 

vii. 8. (The excuse for the Latin [but f f, 1 vgg" Hier 

and some others do not add] is that the Latin sub potestate 

is rather bare without the addition of constitutus.) 

xv. 38. +as (ante terpaxioyrtor) B (&) Sod 1 fam 13 22 33 157 

Sod™™* ff, (sah) arm aeth (ex Marc viii. 9) Sod outdoes W-H 

(marg) adding txt outright. 

N seems to have been perplexed, for he and boh only omit in Mark, 

while in Matthew he has a change of order alone where he adds [and 

Tisch neglects to accept his witness there by error]. 

xxiv. 36. tovSe o wos N*etBDd 13-124 28 86 Sod" acth arm 

it" syr hier [non sin pesh] 

This must come from Mark xiii. 32 where practically all have it. 

I do not wish to discuss this as it borders on another province of criticism, 

merely pointing out that NB on occasion can add (when it suits them) 

as well as omit. May I ask why other authorities “omit” here in 

Matthew while retaining in Mark ? 

The O.L. here is very closely related to the Diatess which quotes 

from Mark xiii. 32, beginning a new paragraph at § xlii. 32 and running 

Mark xiii. 32/37 straight on. 

Harmonistic Changes. 
Matt. 7 

x. 13. See under ‘“‘ Improvement. 

xiv. 5. ewes (pro ort) B alone with 604 (emesdy Nin) Cf. xxi. 46 

for the parallel under consideration. 

xvi. 20. emeripnceyv B*D W-H'' de syr cu against the rest and Orig" 

(ex Marc et Luc). Soden adduces no new witnesses and excludes. . 

. xviii. 6. (improvement) wepse Tov Tpaxndov only NBLZIN 28 157 yet 

; Sod” [non txt] Orig 1/2 Bas Cyr (= Marc ix. 42, Luc xvii. 2). 

The Latins here (even e) in Matt have in (against circa Mark, 
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Luke) with most Greeks including 1 13 22 Orig 1/2, while 

only DU d have ert. 
Orig 1/2 is exceedingly suspicious, and why should rep: be 

changed if original ? 
Matt. 

xix. 24. tpnyatos N*B Orig 1/3 (Orig 1/3 tpvpartas cum plur, 
Orig 1/3 tpvtns) 

Mark 

x. 25. tpnpatos &* sol (Rell tpypadias et Bt; al. tpumnpatos) 
Luke ; 

xvili, 25. tonpatos NBD 49 (tpurnuatos LR 157 pauc, tpuparsas plur) 

Thus N is the only one who did not get tired of turning bis pages 
backward and forward and who is consistent throughout. 

(Clem, like Orig, varies: 81a tys tpupadcas THs Ber., dia Tonpatos padidos, 

Sa TpuTnpatos Ber., and fourthly simply 5a Bedovns.) 

This is a place where we must call in outside assistance to settle o 

textual difficulty, and the matter appears quite simple. 
St. Matthew doubtless wrote S:a tpymnpatos padgidos, 

St. Mark 43 » Sta (THs) Tpupartas (77s) padsbos, 

St. Luke ‘ » 8a Tpnpatos Bedovns. 

We find NB changing St. Matthew's tpumquatos to St. Luke's 

tpnuatos, but retaining St. Matthew's pagidos. We find N changing 

St. Mark’s tpupadias to St. Luke’s tpquatos, while retaining the padcdos 

belonging jointly to St. Matthew and St. Mark, which however fam 13 

changes to BedAovns in Mark, as rudely Clem, who mixes up the passages. 

Then we find that while NBD give us correctly tpyyatos Bedovys in 

St. Luke, the others harmonise there by writing, incorrectly, tpurnparos 

of Matthew or tpupadias of Mark, and many padidos for Bedovns. 

I say “incorrectly” because the wording Sia tpnuatos BeXovns 

harmonises so beautifully with other medical diction of St. Luke that it 

is hardly possible to challenge the reading of NBD(L) here. I quote from 

Dr. Hobart, ‘ Medical Language of St. Luke,’ Dublin 1882, p. 60: “The 

words used by St. Luke are those which a medical man would naturally 

employ, for Bedovn was the surgical needle, and tpjpa the great medical 

word for a perforation of any kind. But still further, we meet with 

the same expression in Galen: dcavras 8¢ Kal dre pdppa tod S:atpipatos 

Tis Berovns Senpnuévov Evexa Tod auvidyew GAXOWS Hoe Ta popta Tod 

Staretunwévov odpatos. And to express the puncture made by the needle: 

$id Tod xaTa Tv Bedovnv tprypatos. Tphya, peculiar to St. Luke, in 

medical language was applied to all perforations in the body, e.g. in 

the ears, nostrils, vertebrae, the sockets of the teeth, &c.”” Dr. Hobart 

adds seventeen other quotations from Hippocrates and Galen illustrating 

this. 
The question thus seems very simple and reduces itself to the fact 

that & harmonised all three passages by employing §t. Luke's Tpypatos 

+ The reading of B* is uncertain, -ut not rpqparos. 
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everywhere, that B did this in Matthew but not in Mark, while the 

others, who correctly report Matthew and Mark, go wrong in Luke and 

harmonise wrongly there to Mark’s tpupadas or Matthew's tpvrnuatos, 

the matter being self-evident by their employ of pad¢sdos instead of 
Bedovns in Luke. 

Matt. 

xx. 17. For xa: avaBawov B says peddrwy Se avaBawew. B is 

supported by 1 [non fam] sah boh syr pesh pers and Orig 2/3, 
but it seems a clear reflection of Mark x. 32 (whence the 
diatessaron draws) “noav S€ ev tn 0dw avaBaivovtes ets 

lepocodvpa.” I place thig here and not under “Coptic,” but 
a glance under “Coptic” will show that at xx. 8, 16, 34 

there is an Egyptian conspiracy involving B in the four 

places, including xx. 17, so close and careful as to reveal B 

and coptic as editors, and not as neutrals. 

Just so & +min® exhibits the process on its side at xx. 24 by writing 
npEavro ayavaxtew with Mark (x. 41 [the diatess § xxxi. opens with the 

account from Mark x. 41/44]) instead of nyavaxrnoay. And if we look 
beyond to xxii. 40 we find —odos by 8) alone is the way of the diatessaron 
with all the syriacs and sah boh?!; so that coptic is in sympathy here too. 

xxi. 2. xatevavre (pro amevavtt) NBCDLZ® 892 al” Orig 1/2 Eus 
1/2 borrowing from Mark xi. 2, Luke xix. 30 where «arevarts 
stands by all. (See under “‘ Synonyms.”’) 

7. ew avtwv (primo loco) NBDLZ® 33 69 892* Sod" Origh's 
(against eravw avrwyv of all the rest) 

This seems to be merely a reflection of Mark xi. 7 er avtoy and 
Luke xix. 35 ems tov mwdov, : 

_Tisch forgets to say that the rest of the 13 family omit the preposition 
altogether and write aurw. 

xxi. 12, —rov Geov (of Marc xi. 15 Lue xix. 45) See under “ Coptic” 
and beyond under “ Improvement.” 

25. ev eavtous (pro map eavtots) BLM?Z 157 372 892 min® (copt) 

Cyr. This seems merely a “‘nicety” of harmony to Matt. xvi. 
7 and 8 where ev eavrots is used on both occasions without 
fluctuation among Mss. Why then should “ Antioch” 
change at xxi. 25 to map eavrous? What reason would 
there be? 

xxii. 39. Sevrepa (—8e) NB 4 157 Sod™* only (against the versions 
and sah boh pl) with sah™ boh“'=* comes from Mark xii. 31 
“ Sevrepa avty.”” Observe that B improvises (alone) in Matthew 
by substituting opowws for ouota avn. 

XXVii. 29. septeOnxay B181. of Mare xv. 17 wepitieaow. 
33. ets Tov ToTrov Toy §=@B*! of Luc xxiii. 33 exactly. 

Here is harmony in full blast in this “neutral” text. Consult in 
the same verse 33 —Aeyouevoy by NX alone (=Marc xv. 22) and the 
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picture is complete as to both & and B harmonising in exactly the 
place where they should be most careful not to do so if they expect our 
confidence elsewhere. 

{I would call attention to xxvii. 35 without any emphasis because 
the reading in the photographic edition of B cannot be determined. No 
mention of it is made in Tischendorf's notes, but in Gregory's Emen- 
danda attention is directed to B* Sreyepicav for Scepepicavto. In the 
photograph it reads alemepica™ with a very small to which was 
perhaps added by an early corrector. In the LXX as in B’s own text 
of Ps. xxii. the reading is S:eyepicavto. If dreneprcay B* be correct we 
have an elimination of sibi after diviserunt with ¢ f fo gio 7 12 Aug’ and 
vg omn (exceptis BQX Cerne dimma)t and syr, but sah boh are explicit 
“among them.” In Mark xv, 24 the expression is SiapepeLovrar ta 
twatva avtov, but in Luke xxiii. 34 (where B had just been looking; see 
above as to evs Tov tomov tov) it is Suapepifopevor Se Ta twatia, without. 
any reflexive attribute. In Jo. xix. 24 the quotation shows Scezeproavro, 

while in verse 23 the procedure is carefully explained, involving the 
middle voice, for it is said of the soldiers «AaSov ta twatia avtov Kat 
eTolnoav TEecoapu pepyn EKATTW TTPaTLWTH MEPOS, KAL TOV xiTwva. | 

Matt. 

xxvii. 46. e8oncey BL W2 33 69-124 218 604 Sod*™ only as Mark xv. 34. 
All others with N and Eus Bas aveBonoev and a d fr go h 
vgiatR (boh) exclamavit. 

ibid. ekwes Ehwes B (and sah) with ehws eXwe N 33 (and doh) 
seem distinctly to favour the Marcan form. Observe that 
syr differentiates between the words used in St. Matt. and 
St. Mark as do most Greeks, whereas XB alone, as usual, 
obscure the issue. Yet Hort found absolutely nothing 
“ Alexandrian ” or “‘ Egyptian” in codex B. Here, absolutely 
alone, it is with sah in a particular form. He abandons the 
spelling of B here for that of &, although he was glad enough 
to seize eSoncev of B in the same verse against N. The 

Revisers recognise the harmony, and go back to aveBonoev 
and Hi: Haz, but the evidence in Souter’s footnote is wrongly 
stated. 

General Improvement. 

ii. 22. Baotrever ts Tovdaucas (—eme) NB 892 min pauc arm Eus. 
Contra rell et it et sah o Rppo exit Fowaaia sed 
boh plane xe apycedAsoc ETO! Hovpo efiowaca= 
NB. NB ex boh, vel boh cx NB?? (Soden follows &B.) 

+ In the quotation itself, omitted by most Greeks and d f ff1.2 911 vgg'5+, sibi is 
found in abc g2 hq rz (mut r) vgg, but omitted by two vulgates*T0. 
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The answer seems given in this same verse where NBC*W alone 
change the order of ypwdov tov atpos avtov of all AND sah boh to tov 
matpos avtou npwoov. (Sod does not follow, recognising synoptic influence.) 
Had sah or Loh been copying NB they might have used this order. 

v. 10. evexa Sixatocuvns (pro evexev Six.) B solus. This is as clear 

as can be, preferring evexa before a consonant, besides being 
largely Homeric and classical. Cf Aoyou evexa “‘dicis causa,” 
or Texyyns ewexa (Anth). But B repeats evexa next verse 

before evov. [N does not join B. Soden forgets to record B.] 
Observe, however, that B leaves evexev exov alone before a vowel 

at x. 18, 39, xvi. 25, Mark viii. 35, x. 29 primo loco, Luke ix. 24, but 

alone makes it evexa exov at Mark xiii. 9. 
At Matt. xix. 29 it is & which objects to evexev tov evov. &, with D 

and Cyr, writes evexa tov euxov, while B here remains with the rest. If 
B changes in one place and N in another we may be perfectly sure that 

it is editorial. 
At Mark x. 29 evexev tov evayyedtov is now left alone by NB rell, 

and only changed here to evexa tov evayy. by D 71 and as Tisch. says 
“catt™” (a few omit the clause). At Luke xxi. 12 all evexey tov ovoyatos 

except D 71 who are for evexa tov ovop. 
At Luke vi. 22 all are agreed as to evexa tou viov except inconsistent 

D who with F*PWI writes evexey rou vou, reversing his position. 
At Luke xviii. 29 NB with Sod'*" prefer ewvexev tns Bactreras (evexev 

ts Bac, the rest, except U 71 which here desire evexa). 

At Matt. xix. 5 NBLZ Orig change evexev tovrov to evexa Tovtov. 

It seems quite clear that Matthew wrote evexey throughout his Gospel. 

At Mark x. 7 evexev tovrov is left unchanged by all. 
At Luke iv. 18 ewexey eyxpicev or evexev eyypicev are found. 
I om far from saying that Nl or Berle cr even D*"" made the 

changes, but their texts at some time in Egypt when in papyrus 
book form were no doubt tampered with in order to try and make the 

inatter smooth. 
Outside the Gospels we find Acts xix. 32 evexey cvvednrvbercav most, 

but evexa suverX. SAB and four cursives; xxvi. 21 evexa rovrwy apparently 

all; xxviii. 20 evexev yap tns eAmidos all but N*A which write ecvexev here ; 
Rom. xiv. 20 un evexey Bpwuaros all; 2 Cor. iii. 10 evexev tos vmepBarx. 

S0&ys most and many Fathers, but ewexev tys um. S0£. by NABDEF**GP ; 
2 Cor. vii. 12 evexey ter with infinitive by most including NB, only etvexev 
FE and Li (primo loco) Thdt Occ. From this it is abundantly clear that 
changes everywhere are wilful. (Sod adds a few codd. varying.) 

Matt. 

vi. 7. vroxpitat Bi and syr cu [non syr sin pesh diatess] 
eOvixot all the rest 

The verse runs : ‘‘ rpocevyopevor S¢ yn Battoroynante worep ot eArixor * 
Soxovat yap oTt ev TH TOAVACYLA avTwY etcaKxovOnoovTal.” 

E 
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Clearly vzoxpirae is an ‘‘ improvement,” being set up as a better 
antithesis to Battodoynonte than emxoe would seem to be. There is 
nothing ‘‘neutral” about this, and Origen is against it. Mirabile dictu 
W-H do not follow B here. How can Hort then account for what he 
wrote (p. 237) about the “simple and inartificial character” of “the 
few remaining individualisms of B,” “happily guiltless of ingenuity or 
other untimely activity of the brain ” ? 

See Hort vol. ii. ‘Select Rdgs.’ p. 10 on Matt. vii. 13 “Or, as we 
rather suspect, as one of those rare rdgs. in which the true text has been 
preserved by % without extant support, owing to the exceptional intrusion 
of a late clement into B (of which some examples occur further on in this 
Gospel).”” But B is full of these intrusions and not only in Matthew! 
Matt. 

xi. 15. —axovew BD 32174 604 dk syr sin (0 eywv wa [ axovew] axovetw) 

xiii, 9. —axovew NBL a ¢ ff, k syr sin (0 exov wra [axovew] axovero) 

Here it is clearly seen that B k and syr sin are the consistent ones 
in omitting. It might be thought basically ‘neutral’? (= shorter text) 
but that there would be no reason to add axovew as all the rest do 
including copt. 

xiii. 43. — axovew N*B Sod 604 a b ¢ & vg" [non D d syr sint] 
x11. 48. tw Aeyorte (pro Tw exTrovtt) NBDZII* 7 33 892 Euvst* aligq. 

Following erev to avoid tautology. See similar case at 
Luke ix. 21. (Soden follows Hort here in Matthew.) 

Other instances of this can be adduced, as at Matt. xxvi. 26. For 
evyaptotnoas of most (and W 28) evroynoas is substituted by tert recept 

with NBDLCGZ min for the blessing of the bread. This appears 
very like an effort to vary the evyapiotycas occurring again in the 
following verse 27 of the cup. For note that in St. Paul's account in 
1 Cor. x1, 24/25 the expression is evyapictyoas and that of the BREAD. 

24/25, ekaBev aptov xa evyapiatnoas exdace Kat etre (AaBeTE 
dayere) TOVTO pov EaTL TO Twa TO UTEP UpwY (KAwWpEVOY) TOUTO 

TIOLELTE ELS THY ELNV AVAaLVUCLY. WOAVUTWS Kal TO TWOoTHplov. eae 

Thus evyaptotncas is tied to the bread, and waavtws implies evyapr- 
atnoas de novo as to the cup. 

Whichever way we turn the NB grouping seems to be convicted of 
an endeavour to improve; in this case however the textus receptus is 

involved as well. Here Griesbach and Scholz I believe rightly oppose 
it. For such repetition is not distasteful to the Semitic mind. (See 

beyond on Matt. xix. 4.) But Soden reproduces evyapiotycas in Matt. 
Matt. 

xiii. 86. Ssacagdnooy (pro ¢pacor) N&*B (Orig semel) syr, but no 
cursives. Sod adds 1 and °° of uncials, of fam ¢* four cursives, and prints 
S:acadyoov in his text. Of the five next, four are omissions : 

t But syr sin has eaearls for —ssazeal of syr cu. Syr cu has axovew both at 

xi. 15 and xiii. 9. 
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xill, 45. euzropw ( pro avOpwrw eurropw) &*BI50 59 Sod™ Ath Cyr 1/2 
Chrys Ambr [Habent Orig Cypr gr plur syrr diatess arab latt] 
Ont Epropw vg* Alatess 

d The two words occupy one line in D d, and Cyr 1/2 is significant, while Orig and Cypr flatly contradict NB [Tert is silent]. 
The coptic is interesting, for unlike Gr-syr-lat order: avOp. eumopw they Say eu7ropw avOpwirw a ‘ merchant-man” as we would say in English. 

XVI. 13. Tuva (ue) Aeyouew ot avOpwrrot etvat (Tov) voy Tov avou 
| quem (me) dicunt homines esse filium hominis. 

This ye is omitted by NB 604 Sod" [no other Greeks] syr hier copt aeth only ¢ of O.L. and some vgg codd (8) against Hier specifically. 
_ He is included by syrr it pl and Iren and all other Greeks. Clearly this Omission 18 not “‘shorter’’ text, but constructional improvement. There could not be a clearer case where the Syriacs are specific with the Latin, and the Coptic only support NB as a distinctly Egyptian group joined by aeth and c also clearly of Egyptian provenance, yet Sodcn excludes, 

; [ 8's graeco-latin tendency is seen clearly in the neighbourhood Xvi. 27 ra epya for ryv apatw with d [contra D®™ ryv mpakw] opera sua and other Latins and copt. 
No doubt the origin of the plural is due to an old unpointed syriac preceding the Latins which could be read either way. Hence as Latins and Greeks (except N*F min*"") divide squarely here, the Latins did not get it from the Greeks but from the Syriac. ] 

Matt. 

xxi. 12. “ xa evondOev 0 ig es To tepov Tov Geo.” 
; But NBL 13 83 73 604 892 Sod*""9 sah boh aeth b Meth Chr Hil and Origen 2/5 omit rov Oeov. On the supposition of the ‘‘shorter” text of course W-H follow suit with the omission. But is it not a gross mistake? Who would put in tov Ocov? ‘And Jesus went into the Temple” is quite sufficient. If the original writer did not have tov Oeov why should any add? The plain fact remains that Origen being on both sides gives away the change as an arbitrary excision, for the words appeared redundant. I cannot allow that the addition was made by scribes, but claim that NBL omitted as a redundancy. This is one of the few places treated by IV-H. See their note in vol. ii. (‘ Select Read- ings ) p.15. What they mean by “overwhelming” t evidence for omission I fail to see, “ overwhelming’? meaning only three uncials (closely related), a pitiful handful of cursives, the arm (all Mss?) aeth, and coptic, 

t They write: “The absence of rov Oeov from Mc xi. 15 Le xix. 45 (ef Jo. ii. 14) at all events cannot weigh against the overwhelming documentary authority for omission,” But the omission is doubtless traceable to Origen, who in his commentary on John (Book x. § 15) cites the three Gospel accounts, leaving out rov 6eov in Matthew, as in Mark and Luke where the words are really absent. Elsewhere when quoting Matthew Origen has them. Soden holds rov Geov against NBL and his “, although he has been religiously following them in a host of other things! Why are they right clsewhere if wrong here? 

E2 
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with Origen against them in proportion of 3 to 5 on the side of all other 
Gk documents and all Latins but b, and all syrr, while syr cu actually 

doubles it, reading ‘‘ And Jesus entered the temple of God and put forth 
from the temple of God.” 

The calling of NBL copt aeth ‘ overwhelming" is undignified. It 
represents one single tradition. See under ‘Coptic’ for probable 
harmonistic reasons for the omission. Soden does not omit. 

Matt. 

ren G. Tepe Tov tpayndrov (pro eme or ets Tov Tp.) NBLZIN 28 157 

237 253 258 y®" al. pauc. Orig (SEMEL) Bas Cyr bis 

This clearly tells the tale. Orig only once, Cyril twice. The Latins 

oppose and the Syriac, but NB thought ‘about his neck” was better. 
Why are 604 and 892 absent? The coptic does not agree with NB here. 
Schaaf and Gwilliam translate ‘‘ad collum” for the same syr expression. 
Only Burkitt says “about his neck” for the same syr preposition. It is 

clearly only a matter of taste, and in view of the circumlocutory nature 

of syriac prepositions (Schaaf p. 114 “circum, circa, ad, juxta, prope’’) it 

seems evident that NB are only ‘‘improving.” How could zeps have 
dropped out of the rest if basic? Soden refuses this ‘‘ nicety.” 

xviii. 15. eav Se apaptnoyn (—ets oe) 0 adeAdos cov This is a radical 
and important change committed by NB 1 22 234" sah Orig 

Cyr Bases and clearly wrong. When D parts company 
with NB and goes with the mass and when that mass includes 
all the Latins and Syrr we may be sure NB with or without 
Origen are striving for improvement. We cannot consider 
a shorter text per se. We must investigate how each of these 
changes came about. Boh?! here oppose sah with arm aeth Chr 

Lucif Hil etc. who are all conjoined with 299, of the Greeks 

plus Lat and Syr. We does not omit nor 604 nor 892. 
(A reference to Luke xvii. 3 where 8B Sod again omit with AL 

fam 1 42 254 892 but also lat syr copt Clem Dam (Tert) shows that 

the omission in Matt. was probably influenced by their Lucan text.) 
This is immediately followed by an addition which I do not believe 

is original but due to the “ version tradition.” 
Matt. xviii. 19 for vzwy of most Gks NBDL 892 substitute «& vywy 

with syrr [this seems to be opposed by a much older authority namely 
Tgnatius®rees 4], 

xix. 4. 0 eTecas am apyns apoev Kat Ondv erotncev avtovs. B 1 22 
33 124 604 Sod”? ¢ Sod boh sah Orig Tit Bostr Method 
Ath Clem"™ use xticas for the more Semitic womeas of all 

the rest. 
I ask what can be more clearly an endeavour to improve? Tt avoids 

the tautology involved and seems clearly borrowed from Mark x. 6 ‘‘ azo 

Se apyns KTLTEws apoev Kat Ondu emoincev avTous.” 
The double use of wovew in Matthew is not abhorrent to the Tuatins, 
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and the Syriacs use the same word 1a twice. Nor was it abhorrent 

to the translators of the LXX, who render Gen. i. 27: 
Kat eTotnaev o Geos Tov avOpwrov * Kat etxova Oeov emoLnaev auTov: 

apoev kat Onrv emotnoey avtous. 

(Hebrew is yivra X93") bara X73 bara X73.) 
In the small support accorded to B note that 124 opposes the 

family traditions of fam 13 which do not agree, and 1 opposes 118-209. 

Nothing can be clearer that «rvcas is editorial. 
Similarly in the same chapter verse 18 B 13-124-346-556 write e¢y 

for ecrrev opposing all the rest and 69. Can we really suppose the later 
edn to be “neutral” opposing all other documents ? 

Note that in the answer of the young man at Mark x. 20 the record 

of NB(C)A is edn, and returning to Matt. xix. 18 note that at the 
beginning instead of Aeyes avtw roras, NL substitute wovas Pyoev, and 
B 13 edn avtw rotas, all apparently in the nature of corrections, yet not 
in agreement with each other. 

Two verses lower Matt. xix. 20 we find Origen (as well as Ath) 
opposing the correction of NBDL 1 22 604 of edvdaka for epuratapny, 

while eduvdaa is read in Mark x. 20 by Orig Clem DA and 28 [not 28 in 

Matthew] and there in Mark opposed by NBCNWX. In Luke xviii. 21 
most read edvdafayuny but NABL fam 1 efpvrata. It would seem as if 

in both Matthew and Mark NB take the wrong line. 
xxiv. 16. gevyetwoav evs ta opn BDA 892 min alig Patr et latt for 

g. emt ta opn. It is much more likely that ew: should 
be changed to eis, than es to em. The idea being in the 
minds of the grammarians that it was a flight To (‘in 
montes” Orig'"* Iren'™* Cypr Aug Hier + vgg) although 
most Old Latins retain the abl. i montibus (with only vg’), 
whereas emt ta opy is the more difficult and the most likely, 
signifying flight to the mountains and upon them when there. 

As to Luke xxi. 21 all Gks (but two) have es there. Hence 
the excuse to harmonise in Matthew is greedily availed of by B. 
I can see no other outlet. I will not admit that nearly all other 
Greeks substitute a more difficult ez: in Matthew. 

Improvement (Addition). 
Matt., 
xxvi. 44 fin. tov avtov dAoyov enwy +7adiv, This wadrw is added by 

NBL Sod 124 (against the family) ft @ and boh {non sah]. 

There is no particular reason for this (syr sin ‘‘and again 
thus he spake”; arm ‘‘and again the same word he said”) unless 

erroneously incorporated from the vadw occurring above 
“qarw atedOav mpoonvtato,” for ‘tov avtov Noyov etwv’’ is 

quite sufficient. Here is an absolute contradiction of the 

t Soden misquotes his «27 (Scrivener ‘a’ Ady. Sacr.) 
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“shorter” text theory, and an abominable redundancy. No 
cursives but 124 seem to join, and as to a@ it occasionally 

does this kind of thing, e.g. John iii. 4 homo +ut nos.t Soden 
places this second radu in his text. 

Given the ordinary copying of mss, which was faithful enough 
in the main, how could wad be dropped by all the rest? 

Removing redu sete emoving redundancy. 

x1, 25. ott expuwas tavta aro codwy car auverww NBD 12 

Clem” (sed Clem™ lebere) Sodtxt non uss 
All others have amexpupas..amo with Iren®* Eus Orig. 

This seems clearly to savour of the removal of redundant am from 
the verb. Alone it might not seem so, but in connection with the other 
points in the indictment it would seem to hold good. 

(The Latins can yield nothing of interest here; sal seems to 
favour NBD “thou hiddest these for,” but boh is “from.” Coming 

so close on syriac influence in verse 23 (see elsewhere) expuyas 
may trace to this.) 

See in St. Luke as to simple and compound verbs. 

Further, consider the following improvement : 

vi. 5. «ae oray mpocevynade ove evecOe ws or vTroxpitase Nt} BZ 1 22 
372 892 Sod’ a b (c h nolite esse) f ffi g2 8 [contra Ar] 
l vg goth sah boh acth syr hier arme™ Orig Chr Aug 
Sodtt 

Kal OTaY TMpocevyn OVK Eon waTrep ot vTroKpitat DW rell syr 
cu dk q [om ver. sin] diatess (hiant ¢ fo mr 12) 

+ In this connection it may be interesting to connect @ with Bet, which can be done 

in several places. But they touch in quite a peculiar matter of order, which deserves 
notice, at Luke viii. 23. For 

{ kat kateBn = Aawdayy avepou ers THY Aywyqy of all Gk 
et descendit procella venti in stagnum of Latins 

B alone has x, xareBy Aarap ets Thy Atwony avepov 
and a et descenditturbo in stagnum venti } 

Wordsworth does not notice this order in a, although quoting G 6 e 1 q for omission of 
in stagnum (add for omission f as in Tisch confirmed by Buchanan), The point I want 
to_bring out is that B is therefore in no way “ neutral” or ‘“‘pre-syrian’ here. He goes 
with a document generally called IVestern or European or Italian (although a is really 
graeco-syriac-latin) and does so in a place where the omission by other Latins shows 
how the change of order probably took place owing to some confusion here. Hence 
Bain combination once more disproves ‘neutrality’ for B and classes him with our 
other documents as a mixture. I will emphasise the point further from a passage very 
close by, viz. Luke viii. 29. Instead of nAavvero uzro rou daipomou ets ras epqyous, B supported 

only by = (against N and all the rest) allows himself to substitute amo for vo, which must 
equate LATIN use of a daemonio for agency as sometimes elsewhere. 

t£ N* leaves out ove eveabe by mistake. 4 in correcting gives cat oray mpogevyn 
ove eceade (showing he knew both readings) and X¢ has to set the matter straight. 
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This is absolutely and clearly an improvement by a small coterie 

as above. In verse 3 it runs cou Se rovovros eXenpoourny so that at first 

sight we might think that the majority had corrected the plural in 
ver. 5 to accord with this singular in ver. 3, but why then, in the first 

‘place, allow the plural ov vroxpirae to stand in ver. 5? If Antioch had 
done the revising here they might have changed the hypocrites to 
‘a hypocrite” or “the hypocrite,” but then they would have had to 

alter the whole of the rest of the verse. In the second place it is 

quite clear that NBZ did the revising (the inevitable Origen joins 

them) in order to avoid a singular comparison with a plural following. 

In the third place the change is opposed by DW dk t q and syr cu pesh 
diatess definitely [sin, the cautious, omits the verse]. For some reason 

Tisch misstates the evidence, only giving q on the side of D d, while he 

gives i?’ on the other side. But if ever there was a place where we 
must balance correctly this is one. We now see that it?! is wrong, for dkq 

witness for the side of D d, and 8 opposing A® shows it was the later 

latin witness which caused this. Sod cannot even produce ™° for this. 
One word more. Origen, who approves the course of NBZ, 

nevertheless writes wo7ep for ws (of NBDZ 33), showing that while 

they were about it NBZ took the opportunity to make this other change, 

for they prefer &s to wa7ep on a good many other occasions. 

We might refer to Luke xxii. 31/32 for further illustration : Xipeov 

Sivwy i8od 6 caravas cEnrioato bpas Tod ouidoa ws Tov cirov’ eyw 8e 

édenOnv wept cov iva pi éxrlry 4 Tits cov. 

Here c seeing the difficulty writes ad cernendum without vpas, but 
Tertullian “uti cerneret vos,” and Cyprian “‘ ut vos veraret.” 

Another such transition (wbich Bornemann admits is “‘ intentional ”’) 

occurs at Luke v. 4 and is highly instructive, for again another Evangelist 

is reproducing our Lord’s own words: > 5¢ éravcato Aahwv elev apos 

tov Sipova: émavdyaye eis To BdOos, eal yaddoate Ta Sixtva vpox 

els dypav. We cover this transition in English by saying ‘‘ Launch out 

[‘ put out,’ R.V.] into the deep, and let down your nets for a draught,” but 

the Latins cannot cover it, and they say ‘Duc (or adduc) in altum, et 

laxate....’’f 
St. Paul is not averse to the method. Observe 2 Cor. xi. 6 “et 5é 

ral iSudtns TO AOyH, GAN Od TH yowoes® GAN év mavtl farepwHévtes (or 
davepdoavtes) ev maaw els tas.” This is not quite so obvious, a8 éyo 

+ Horner simply follows Tischendorf and only quotes q, so that he has failed to 

clear the matter. & has ‘et cum adoras non crit sicut hypocritae."” Unfortunately 
e ff, are wanting and m rr, If we refuse dk syr cw (conjoined here) a heavy vote 

in the proceedings what ia the use of talking of them elsewhere as primary witnesses ? 

The public cannot judge intelligently when the evidence of these witnesses is obliterated 

from carelessness. 
¢ Wiclif is however true, and says ‘ Lede thow into depthe, and slake your nettis to 

take fisch.” 
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with infinite reserve (as is usual with St. Paul) is suppressed. In our 
English version on the other hand we have to bring it into pro- 
minence : “But though I be rude in speech yet not in knowledge 
atc R.V. ‘yet am I not in knowledge’) but we have ‘been 
nee made manifest among you in all things.” (R.V. varies this 

; Another beautiful example is forthcoming in St. Paul's writings 
which although a little long Iam tempted to reproduce here and put 
it on record in this connection. I refer to Rom. xii. 16-20. 

Ver 16 is plural ; 76 aira eds ddd jAoUs Ppovodvres* w}) Ta infyra hpovodvres 

GARA Tois TaTEvots cUVATAayOpEVOL’ pH yiveaOe HpovipoL Tap earnaks 

Follows a kind of singular idea holding the plural : 

Ver 17, 18, 19. pnbevt xaxdv dvtl xaxod dmodiddvtes* mpovoovpmeroe xara 

evebmeoy Tdvtev avOpmTwv’ ei Suvatov, 76 €& bya, peta mdvtov 

dvfiporrey eipnvevovtes* py Eavtov: éxdixobvtes, dyamntoi, adde 

bore Tomov 7TH opyH (yéeypawTar yap “’Epot exdtenows, eyw 
dytaTrobacw, eyes KUptos.”’) 

Now follows immediately the singular, only separated by the 
parenthetical quotation above : 

Ver 20. iets ody (vel adda av) Tea o éxOpds cov, pourte avtov’ 
eap dupa, motile abrov' tobTo yap Tomy, avOpaxas Tupos 
TwpEevoecs eri THY Keparty avTod. 

The interesting part is that he holds this singular in ver. 21 instead 
of summing up with the plural : 

: #1) vix@ Urd TOD Kaxod, GAA Vina év TO dyaO@ TO KaKoY. 

This again is lost in our English, for we translate : ‘ 

“Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good,” 
which might be “ Be thou...” or “Be ye...” 

Now to return to Matt. vi. 5 and Luke v. 4. Of course there are 
nO cross references between these two verses, yet it is instructive to note 
a point which occurs here. There are no variations among Mss in 
Luke v. 4 except as to ws Se or ore (D dae) at the beginning, but at the 
end fam 1 and 22 Sod'"* omit ets aypav. Now these (fam 1 and 22 Sod"*) 

are the very Mss which alone support NBZ in Matt. vi. 5. I may say here 
that we are very much in need of a newcollation of Eran 22. Wedo not 

know, to this day, whether “‘colb” or ‘‘colb unus”’ of Wetstein’s Colbert 
Group means 22 or another. Consult Matt. vi. 18 a very little way 
further on, xpudatwwo (for xpurtw) bis is found only in NB(D) 1 [against 
118-209 this time] and 22 372 Sod'*, showing they are simply descendants 
of the same family. [872 (= Sod") joins here, absolutely of B family, not 

recorded above.] Soden’ xpugaiw. 
xpudaios is more classical (or poetic, Pindar Acsch Soph; Xen Plato 

use both) than xpu7rTw, but only occurs in the N.T. as «pup Eph. v. 12. 
But, I may be told, do you mean to put aside NBZ Orig supported 

by sah boh goth it® Aug? And I say yes, because before the benevolent 

oe 
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reader will have finished perusing these pages he will find that SBZ 

Orig sah Loh represent but one text recension, and it* {wg no doubt are 

turning a difficulty t as well, seeing that they are not supported by d k 

(unfortunately {2 is wanting here in the early part of Matthew). 

Adhesion of the gothic here to NBZ is unusual and might be 

considered a balancing factor, but for the fact that it is abandoning its 

usual adherence to the other group, and therefore I consider its position 

to be suspicious also of ‘ improvement.” As we find the syriac stand 

aloof from NBZ with d k D and all other Greeks we can see pretty 

clearly that the singular in apposition to the plural following is the 

correct reading and not the converse. 

As a matter of fact we ourselves are in the habit of using the 

same construction. We say currently ‘Don't be like the sharks down 

in the market place” (meaning “Do not thou be like...”) Similarly 

the French say: ‘Ne sois pas comme les Anglais qui...” or the 

Germans: “ Sei nicht wie die Amerikaner...” t 

Finally observe in the same chapter vi. 16 agantovow yap To 

mpoowrov & 2449, k syr pesh pers for adavifovoly yap Ta TWpOTwT A. 

Note also in Matt. vii. 16 pte cvAdAeyovaty a7ro axavOwv ataduvrny 

(’EGKLMSUVWXANI al. pl arm aeth Lucif (although opposed by NB(C) 

fam 1 22 892 latt syr goth copt with cragvdas) may be the right reading ; 

observe LWX for otaguany and Clem (but cf. Luke vi. 44). 

Improvement (continued). 

vi. 8. Addition: 0 Bcos 0 ratnp ypov &*B sah [1V-H] non Sodvee™ 

0 jWaTnp ver D rell et verss sine o Geos 

vii. 8. avovyeras (pro avovynoerae fin) B only (and syr cu boh Aphraat). 

Clear “improvement” to correspond with AapBave. and 

euptaxet above, against Clem ® and all other Greeks, Latins 

and sah. B does it again (alone with D, which is here 

wanting) at Luke xi. 10 absolutely for the same reason. Sod 

attributes both readings to mere error (p. 908 Band I Abt. 11). 

He is indeed charitable. But IV-H do not agree with him, 

printing them marg. in both places. 

ix. 28. Order: ott tovto Suvrapas ronoat only Blqand vg™ against oe 

Svvayat in first position all others and versions (although 

varying somewhat otherwise ; see under NB in Part IT). 

_ +xat ante taxwBos NB d (contra D®) syr (contra rell gr et latt 

sah boh acth). When 8B abandon coptic sympathy there is 

always a reason, and this must have been considered an im- 

provement. Why should all the rest dropit? (+a: Sod’ fal) 

Matt. 

” to 

+ They are clearly wrong with B again in vi. 22 rending, ‘‘ The light of the body is 

thine eye" (from Luke xi. 84) instead of ‘ the eye.” N here opposes B, and with Sf goth 

syrr eahomn bohom and Clem Eus is certainly right. 

t See Winer, p. 778 (‘ Breviloquence,’ section 2 f.) comparing Xenophon (Cyr. 5, 

1. 8) opoav rats 8ovdats exxe THY EGOqTa. As to Luke v. 4 it is referred to on p. 725. 
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Matt. 

X. 3. AadSaros (pro AeBatos) NB 17124 sah boh ¢ th gal [Non clare Sod] 
13. ef vuas (pro mpos unas) NBW 174 (243) 372 892 Sod, 

This is done to complete the idea of “ pairs” in the sentence 
elpnyn Unev em’ auTny, and epnyy vuwy eg’ vas emotpadyta, 
if indeed it be not borrowed from Luke x. 6 en’ avtoy..ep’ 
vuas. Actually 243, instead of strengthening NB, shows this 
by adding avaxayye: from Luke. There is no earthly reason 
why all other documents should substitute tpos for ef’ if ed’ 
were original. The Latins oppose and both coptics differen- 
tiate. Needless to say IV-H fall into the trap. Soden does not. 

I wish to add that N (with C 157 Sod 1% only) confirms my view 
as to “pairs” immediately afterwards, for at x. 15, not content with yn 
codonwy kat youoppwr, it adds a second yn, writing yn coSopev Kat yn 
youoppwv. That this is absolutely gratuitous is proved by the abstention 
of the friendly versions. 

We shall see much more later and throughout the Gospels as to 
this matter of “ pairs” by the Egyptian school. 

Improvement (Order). - 

x1. 26. ort ovtws >evSoxia eyeveto eumpocbev cov NBW 1 33 892 k 
oTt ovTw@s >eyevero evdoxta eutrpocbev cov ——~Relll 

The versions do not support NB here. In Luke x. 21 BC*LXE (a 
perfect family coterie, but against 8 as well as the rest) have also evSoxa 
eyevero and there with many Old Latins. 

Improvement ‘ Niceties.” 

x1. 29. mpavs NBC*D Sod*™ Clem 1/2 Orig bis Ath 1/2 Bas 1/4 Cyr 1/2 
mpaos = Fell omn et min omn vid Origr? Eustre Ath 1/2 

Bas 3/4 Cyr 1/2 Chr; et Clem(Strom) raBere rov ™paov 
A glance at this will, I think, show Alexandrine scholarship 

preferring the rarer form. Observe how the Fathers are divided against 
themselves, with the balance in favour of zpaos. Hort says (voli. p. 549) 
“The perpetuation of the purer text may in great measure be laid to the 
credit of the watchful scholars of Alexandria, .. .” but here, as elsewhere, 
the readings vary in different places in their writings. They were far 
from being “ watchful,” but they did enjoy “niceties” even if not 
consistent in the application of them. 

ix. 13 and xii. 7. Under this head may perhaps be placed eXeos (for 
edeov) by NBCD* 1 33 in both places (and again xxiii. 23). 
Note that all others oppose as well as d and Clem™** (against 
Origen). The LXX reading (of most of its mss) of eAeos 
would account for eAeos. 

For observe in this connection, and in this vicinity, Matt xii. 17/18 
eva wAnpwOn To pyOev Sia Hoaror (xlii. 1/4) tov mpodnrov Aeyovtos ov o 
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mals pov ov npetioa, 0 ayatryTos pou ov (pro els ov) evdoxnoev n uxn pov. 

So N"B 115 244 892 ff, Eus®* 1/2 against evs ov evdoxnoev of all the rest 
and latt syr copt. A reference to Isaiah xlii. 1 (Septuagint) shows tapand 
0 exAExTos pov, TpocedcEaTo auTOV n WuyN pov. 

[Ds indeed here writes ess ov for the first ov (as syr) against quem of 

d opposite, and D*" has ev w for the second evs ov. | 

Matt. 
(Questionable.) ; 

xii. 29. apraca: (pro Siapraca) BC*WX 892 min"° sah? against 

S:aptraca ND rell omn et latt (diripere) et Marc iii. 27 
“ Nicety”: 

xii. 82. (sec loco) ov un adeOn = B®"! et IV-H mg. 

ov pn apeOnoetar X* 
ovk apeOnoetat Neer veld omn 

This seems a strengthening “‘nicety’”’ on the part of B, for 
Luke xii. 10 = ove age@noerat, and Mark iii. 29 oun exer adeoev. 

Another ‘‘ nicety "’ (favoured by W-H and Sod trt* °° **) occurs at: 
xiii, 48. ta cada evs ayyn (pro ta ada ets ayyeta) NBCM**N 1 [non 118- 

209] 124 [non fam] 892 Evst 48 (notable conjunction among 
our minuscules of editorial work) Orig’"® Cyr™* Isid. ayyetov 

is a pure Matthaean word occurring only here and at xxv. 4 

where ev Tovs ayyetos is left alone by all. I consider ayyn, the 
non-diminutive form, to be a “nicety’” of Origen. The Old 
Syriac omits here at xiii. 48 saying ‘“‘ the good (as) good,” but 
DW and the rest have eis ayyeta (or ets Ta ayyta D). 

57. The “pair” of clauses here: ‘in his country and in his 
house” has given rise to a great deal of variety. 

I believe the ‘‘ received’ text to be correct: ev 1 matpid¢ avtov Kat 
ev T ota avtov. It is read by eleven uncials and LXW®2 min pl late 
pl syrr Bas Chr and Orig 2/3, and is Semitic. BD 83 604 (al? perpauc) 

adk = ev ty matpidt (—avtov) cat ev Ty otxia avrov making the possessive 
serve once for the two as IV-H. This Origen does not agree to. NZ fam 
13 892 ff, Orig 1/3 = ev ty cdta matpide Kae ev TH otxta avtov as Sod'*, 
L f 9: vg” omit the second clause, but L with 15 uncials including W 
has ev 7 tatpid& avrov. C conflates ev tn edta matpidt avtov Kat ev T™7 

otxta avtov exactly as sah (which probably gave rise to some of the 

trouble) neqf2re AAAI MLaeogy... : 
We see Origen as usual divided against himself, yet not supporting 

BD for the “‘ shorter” text, which here I believe to be a mistake by BD. 
A study of such “ pairs’? conveys a good deal of information. Thus 

at Luke xx. 20: To “deliver him unto the power and authority of the 
Governor.” ®& 157 Paris” and three lectionaries write ty apyy xav 
efovora tov nyeu., eliding the second article before efovcra. I mention it 
because Tisch omits this in his notes (it is added in Gregory’s ‘ Emendanda’) 

and because the Coptic nes for «ar (although it retains the article 
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prefixed to the second noun) may have given rise to this. ‘ Pairs,” 
therefore, are always worth watching.t Sod has no new support for N. 
Matt. 

xiv. 33. NBC?T* 1 22 892* min ff, copt acth (Orig?) Did omit edortes. 
This is peculiarly interesting, for although 1 omits, 118-209 
with 28 substitute ovres. The very manner of the coptics 
shows that they had well considered the place, and they too 
make @ great show of ovtes. The rest and DW all have 
eA@ovres, which represents a far more graceful act, and syr cu 
sin: “came near and.” The point is this. In ver. 32 we read 
Kat avaBavtov (euBartwv) avtwy ets To TROLOY ExoTTacEY 0 avepos. 
They had already entered the ship, and for some reason 
eOovres seemed out of place in ver. 33. It is true it does not 
read (as Tischendorf would have one suppose) oz de eXOoves ev 
Tw Tow ..., but o« 8 ev Tw Troww edOovres mpocexvvncay avTw. 
But edovres has been removed and not added, I feel sure. 

Another “ nicety ” obtains in the following verse : 
Riv. 84. ydOov eae thy ynv NBCD*NT°WALO7 ¢ fam 13 33 157 238 

245 Sod™"™ ¢ “ad terram” (sah e€ Opal elnkap, boh 
eon EINK D1) syr, et syr cu sin diserte 

grOov evs tv ynv 5 rell omn latt “in” et d Orig'** et Sod trt 
This is a distinction and a “betterment.” d opposes D and Origen 

is against the NB group, whose adherents are none too many. I consider 
e to be wrongly grouped by Tisch and Horner and to belong to the side 
I have put it on. 

[ A touch suggested by Origen in xiv. 36 is rejected by NB, but not 
by some of their followers. He would have (bis) wa xav Povey awvrat 
with @ 1 [non 118-209] fam 18 [non 124] 22 33 al. alig. All the uncials 
have iva povoy axywrtar. The vg and some itala (but not de “ut tantum”’) 
have “ut vel fimbriam...” and f “ut tantum vel fimbriam.” ] 
xv. 85/86. «at mapayyetdas.. .ekaBev NBD* 1 fam 13 33 W-H Sod 

(Orig evfaSe de ov xedevet adda trapayyerret) 
Kat exeXevoe.. .Kat AaBwv Rell Gr fl q vg 

AQMAPATTEIAE ae-.-Aqgur sah 
ovog, aygongent...aqOr bok 
Kat exederoe...xat edrafsev syr abeeg, k (et praecepit 

et accepit) 
et cum jussisset. .accepit ad 

First observe that Origen directs this operation on the part of 

ft We may cite another instructive instance where X and not B is offended at a 
‘‘pair’’ of readings and cancels the second. It is all in the same neighbourhood (see 
xiii, 28, under Coptic). This occurs at Matt. xii. 87. N alone prefers ex yap roy doywy 
cou SixacwOqon Kat ex tov Aoywv (—Gov) Karadixar6qon. Soden does not add one single 
new witness. 

} Soden refuses em (upon what principle?) against all his + family and nine new 
witnesses. 
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NBD. The comparison is with xiv. 19 where NZ Orig had exedevoev 
(against xeXevoas of most, xedevoate B* Sod"). Observe sah uses a 

different word here from the one in xiv. 19, transliterating in xv. 35 but 
not using the participle. d does not agree with the exact participial form 
of D, nor do any Latins, nor is it borne out by syr. As in 36 init. Syrr 

and latt (except d) maintain the «at ehaBev of the Greeks, it looks very 
much (whether xa: mapyyyeAe be correct or not), as if NB had inverted 

the construction and that «at mapnyyeAe (or tmapryyetre Se as sah)... 
AaBwv or cat AaBwv was what was intended, and not Kav wapayyedas... 

ehkaBev. For the question is as between ‘“‘ Commanding the multitude 
to sit down...he took the seven loaves...” or ‘And he commanded 
the multitude to sit down...and taking...” 

Follows another case of probable ‘‘ finessing "’: 

apt 19. ras KreSas (pro tas Krets) N*B* (both corrected) LW Sod? 

Orig 4/5 against tas «Aes by all others and N*Be Orig 1/5 
Eus Chr Phot. Doubtless Origen caused this. 

xvii. 4. woujow (pro wotnowpev) NBC* 174 604 b ff, ff. This is 

different. Because, a8 rotnowpev obtains in Mark and Luke 
(ix. 5, ix. 33), it might be thought that this mo:jow was the 
“neutral ’’ text in Matthew. I think it is a mistake however, 
as both coptics are against it, as all the syriacs and Origen 
distinctly. This is a place where we may emphasise the 
importance of a concurrent study of the versions. 

They are so often with us in whole or in part, that their absence 
here is very important. How come 0 and fia of the Latins to join? 
In the first place faciam occupies the last place in the short line of b and 
a ligature for ws may easily have disappeared or been omitted in copying 
b or the parents of b ff,2. As to the parallels, D only indulges in ro:now 

in Luke (d facio), but in Mark D d for wocyow and faciam are joined 
by no Greeks but by b 7 #2, all Latin support therefore. The point is 
perhaps not worth debating, but I incline to think it is an ancient Latin 
error which has crept into the three places. It is very curious that D, 
who perpetrates 7ocnow alone among Greeks in Mark and Luke, should 
be absent from NBC in Matthew. But the other versions are check 
enough, without speaking of the absence of 892 and others. 

A little matter of order follows however in the verse which is highly 
instructive. B and e alone write oxnvas tpeis for tpers cxnvas of all the 

rest and the versions, incl. Latin. But in Luke this is the order 
(and of some in Mark). Ergo, B was looking at a parallel, and that 

parallel probably Luke ix. 33, and his conjunction with e in Matt. 

shows a Latin sympathy which may have extended to and account for 
qoincw as well. 

Kvii. 7. Kat axpapevos avtwy for Kat mato avtwy kat NB 892 only. 
Anyone who will consult the beginning of this verse with its 
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Matt. 

three verbs will see that there is an opening for finessirg; 
NB avail of it; so does sah, and so do some Latins in 

other respects. But I expect boh or syr is nearest the truth. 

Soden follows NB 892 with °°. See his note. 

xvii. 15. Kakws exes (pro xkaxws macxye) NBULZ™SM Sod™ cum Orig 

Chr'. This is against the versions as well as the remaining 

Greeks. Soden refuses eye. Cf Marc ix.17 eyovta mia adadov. 

20. odrryomtotiay...petaBa...evOev...for amiotiav...peraBnOe... 

evtevOev may be considered, as the variations are so numerous. 

Sce the evidence. 

xvill, 7. avayen yap (—eotwv) BUNSEN) Sod” 1 33 al. pauc. This 

seems to be an “improvement” (cf Hebr ix. 16 23 ete) and is 
not witnessed to by & rell nor the Latins. In the Gospels we 
can only compare with Luke xiv. 18 eyo avayxnv, and xxi. 23 
ectat yap avayxyn, where all are agreed (+Luke xxiii. 17 
avayxny S¢ evyev). BL are opposed here in Matt. by Origen. 

8. Here is another question of ‘‘ pairs.” ‘‘If thy hand or thy 

foot offend thee cut them off.” This plural offends our super- 
sensitive Alexandrian ear, so avrov is substituted for avta by 
NBDL 1 fam 13 157 243 245 Sod™* with latt sah [contra boh] 
syr arm aeth Lucif Hil, and avtnv U 28. I prefer the harder 
and less smooth reading avra with EFGHKMSVWXIAIIZ® 
min pl and boh. Observe X deserts the Latins here and W is 
against NBDL. IW-H and Sod follow Alexandria. (Syr cu sin 
exxowov (—avtov) xat Bare avtov ano cov.) Cf Mare ix. 
43/45/47 where yeep, ous, and opPadpos are treated separately. 

Note SB are running with the Latin in this verse. We have the 

Latin order xvdAdov 4 xywdror by NB 157 f** against D and all the rest 
and sah boh syr arm aeth Orig for ywrov 7 xvdAdOv. Also avtov for avta. 
xviii. 14. éy (pro els) NBDLM™**Nin 32 157 892 al® e* vg?" 

As regards the two Latins, wus being occasionally abbreviated 

might have led to wunwm. As regards these few Greeks it is plainly 

an accommodation to and antithesis of adro in verse 13 of the lost sheep, 
and a reference to the earlier verses 4/6. There would be no reason to 
change é to «ls, but some reason to change els to &. Hence I charge 
another “nicety” to NB. This time Origen opposes them with fifteen 
or sixteen uncials and all the other Latins. 

xviii. 25. Another question of ‘ pairs.” ...pa@nvae kat Thy yuvatea Kat 
za texva So XB 1 [non fam] 258 604 Sod" only, against 
mpa0. Kat THY yuvatka avtou Kat ta Texva of all the rest, and 
of John Damascene ; the syr and coptic versions add the 

possessive to both yuvarxa and texva, so it surely belongs in one 
place. The Latins (except h r2) are with the mass of Greeks for 

“et uxorem ejus et filios ; only vg® adds ejus after filios in line 

with its syriac stem, and h r, transfer from wrorem to filios. 
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KViii. 31. ov (pro 8) Only NBD 21 33 de W-H, non Sod. 

All others including boh sah latt have Se, except aeth (nat as usual) 
and r, arm which omit. 

The exigencies of the situation are well illustrated by Horner, who 
translates the boh ae by: ‘So his fellow servants...’ Burkitt syr: 

“‘ Now when his fellow servants.” 
xx. 21. Yet another question of “pairs.” From eis e« defiwv cou 

kav els e€ evwvypwv cov NB Dam wish to drop the first 
gov, against all others, including coptic and the versions. 
Soden cannot produce another Ms. A reference to the parallel 
at Mark x. 37 shows cov occupying there the foremost place: 

eis cou ex SeEtav nat els cov cE evwvupwy (vel aptotepwr). There 
BDWA3 (but not &) with 1 2°° Sod’ be d ff2gi2i k gq omit the 

second gov. (D and some Latins omit the second cov in Matt.) 
34. oppatwv for ofSaryov B with DLZ fam 13 892 only and 

Orig 1/2 against 8 and the rest. oyya is much more classical 
than of@adpos in the connection in which the word is used 
here ; it occurs but once in N.T. at Mark viii. 23. (B varies 
the order alone here, placing the possessive first with coptic. 

Orig does this once but with of@adrpwr, and his other quotation 
places avtwv after oupatov.) Sod opparwy trt without new Mss. 

xxi. 5. Yet another question of “ pairs”: 
emt ovov kat emeTorov NBLNIM 1 [non fam] 124 [non fam] 

2°¢ (Sod) 604 Sod'*°1?°° syr sah aeth; but om. eme sec. with CDW 
and the mass, all latins boh dis. arm and Orig’® Cyr as LXX. 

This seems to be a clear “improvement” (against Origen). 

We may be told that as the quotation of the mass agrees with 

the LXX it is the mass which elided the second ez. The 
reply to this insinuation is contained in my other examples of 
“pairs.” I will say no more except that Sod'*t follows Hort. 

Note. The LXX quotation (Zach. ix. 9) is ewe vmotvyiov Kae 

mwAov veov. Origen cites five recensions [see quotation in 
Tisch] where Aquila has emt ovov kat Twdov viov ovadwr, 
Symmachus : emt ovov cat mwrov viov ovados, Theodot : emt ovov 
xat TwAov viov ovov. In no case does a second eve intrude. 

In the face of this Westcott and Hort have the temerity (there 
is no other word for it) to print the LXX quotation in capitals 
following B: en ONON 

KAI EN MWAON YION YNOZYFIOY 

6. The very next verse shows ouvetatey (for mpocetakev) borrowed 
from Matt. xxvi. 19, xxvii. 10 by BCD 383 604 Sod™ 

Evst 48 against SW and all others and Orig*" Eusb*, yet 
actually incorporated by IV-H into their text without marginal 
alternative. The Latins differentiate with praecepit in xxi. 6, 

but constituit in xxvi. 19, xxvii. 10, yet the Revisers follow 
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Matt. 

xxi. 18. 

CODEX B AND ITS AULIES. 

Hort in both xxi. 5 and xxi. 6, and Souter gives us no foot- 
note evidence. Note that d has praeceperat in xxi. 6 over 

against ovverafev, The parallels in Mark and Luke express 

the matter differently, so that BCD are merely harmonizing 
Matthew's language later, forgetting mpooetafev formerly at 
i. 24 and viii. 4. (evvtacow occurs only in the N.T. at 
Matt. xxvi. 19, xxvii. 10.) Sod refuses ovverakev here in Matt. 

But Hort says (vol. i. p. 556) ...‘‘render it morally certain 

that the ancestries of B and & diverged from a point near the 
autographs and never came into contact subsequently.” 

Well then, either B or & is right here. The whole matter 
is thus confined to St. Matthew's Gospel. For B we have 
six witnesses, C and Ds Evan 33 604 Sod'™ and Evst 48, all 

witnesses in such a case of rather peculiar character. For 
S we have about 2000 witnesses of every possible shade of 
transmission, including W 892, plus the Latins—en bloc— 
distinctly, plus Origen three times and Eusebius twice. Yet 

Hort’s and the Revisers’ intuition tells them that Origen and 

Eusebius are wrong to back &, and that B and six witnesses 

kept pure from the common herd “at a point near the 
autographs.” This is criticism gone mad. If N and B 
divided at a point “near the autographs and never came into 

contact subsequently”’ then it is N here which holds the 
balance of power by an overwhelming majority. There is 
practical agreement that St. Matthew used mpocerafev twice 
previous to the passage in xxi. 6, and ovverafev twice sub- 
sequently. The central and fifth passage is the one in dispute. 
By all canons of Law and Logic we declare that N Origen 

and Eusebius here give the lie direct to BCD® Evan 33 604 
and Sod Evst 48, Hort and the Revisers. 

mpat (pro mpaas) N*BD x*™ only (cf copt) W-H [non Sod] 

This appears certainly a preference. If ‘‘ Antioch " changed 
‘arpwt to mpwias here why did they not do it elsewhere ? 

mpwcas is left alone at Matt. xxvii. 1 because it is mpwias Se 

ryevouevns, and S¢ ‘yevouevns is probably conveyed by ellipse 

here at xxi. 18. But NBD wish to be more precise, preferring 
to emphasise another ‘‘nicety”’ of scholarship, and write 
mpwt. Consult St. Mark, mpwe everywhere. [paws is 

Matthaean and Johannine. 
. Almost another question of “ pairs.”” to Bamticpu to Iwan(v)ou 
NBCZ 22 33 372 Sod" [non 157] Evst 48 Orig against 10 
Barricpa Imavvov D rell omn Cyr. In Mark (xi. 30) 
NABCDLA Sod" 33 favour the second ro, in Luke (xx. 4) 
NDLNR favour it. (Sod quotes + but N only extant.) In 

TLuuke then B omits with the mass. 
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xxi. 46. Another probable “ nicety” of Orig. ere: (pro emei8n) N(em) B 
Dems) Ls fam 1 22 33 892 Orig’* Sod" et txt. All the rest have 
ered (except ore Sod"), Now eetdy is apparently not 
Matthaean except here. Cf Matt. xviii. 32, xxvii. 6, where eves 
is used. I do not care to emphasise this place for several 
reasons, and I may be told that D strengthens the combination. 
Yet observe two things, first that D is not wholly with it, 
because D says emt ws while NBL 1 22 Orig'*?/* gay eres ets 
against the mass, and secondly because both coptics have 2,we 
thus contradicting NBL here. Tisch refers to xxi. 26 and 
xiv. 5 where ws remains unchanged. Further note that B 604 
ALONE at xiv. 5 substitute eves for ore there, almost clearly 

accommodating to xxi. 46. This shows that B fully meant 
eves in the latter perhaps, but it also reveals consideration 
of the parallels. Tisch adds ‘‘ Contra vero et. in Or duobus 
locis (de sex) codex praebet ws pro ets.” 

xxii. 10. This is a most important place. NB*L 892 Sod! Cyr ana 
W-H (against Origen) and Soden tert are for forcing St. 
Matthew to use vupzdwy here instead of yayos, which latter is 
used by DW and all other Greeks, Soden naming but one new 
witness against it. Observe carefully that none of the critical 
cursive codices join here except 892. It is certainly a false 
reading, but how did it occur ? 

First of all let us enquire where vupgev is used in the N.T., and we 
find it in Maté. ix. 15, Mark ii. 19, and Luke v. 34, and in every one of 
these three cases it is used in alliterative antithesis to vuyduos. 

“un Suvatae ov vio. Tov vupdwvos revOev eb ocov pet avTwY eottv Oo 
vupdeos.” Matt. 

“un Suvavrat ot vot Tov vuppwvos ev w oO VUUdLOS LET aUTaV ErTLD 
vnoteveyv.”” Mark. 

«un Suvacbe tous vos TOU vu" pPwos Ev WO VULLOS LET AUTWY ETTID 

(wotnoat) vnoteverv.” Luke. 

It is used nowhere else and never in the nominative. It is a rare 
word anyhow; classically it is used by Pausanias, of the temple of 
Bacchus, Ceres and Proserpine. 

Again I ask how did the three Greeks NBL work this into their text, or 
rather I should say, to be quite fair, how did they find it in their texts? 

The Latin texts give no assistance, for in accord with the language 
they all turn ae erdyoOn 0 yapos into the plural (even d opposite 1%) et 
repletae sunt nuptiac. The Latin then is hardly involved. But upon 
consulting the Syriacs we find they say, not “‘ wedding-feast,” but “ locus 
convivit,” and this is also found in sah (and acth) very definitely : ‘‘ the 
place of marriage,” ROinsed TtueAceT, against boh Mxenp,on 

exactly the same word as used in xxii. 2, 3 for yapous. 

I maintain then that this is one of the choicest places we can find 
F 
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to investigate the matter of the influence of the versions on NBL and to 
ascertain which versions. Here we can exclude Latin and Rohairic, and 

we are left with syr and sah. It is quite certain that sah or syr is 

responsible for this direct influence on NBL. It is beyond dispute 
that o yayos and not o rude is the proper reading here. D is a clear 

witness Lere for yayos, with all other Greeks and Origen twice and Chrys. 
I think it is criticism gone absolutely wild and mad to accept vupdev 

here, and it is unpardonable of Hort to put vupdwy in his text without 
any alternative in the margin and equally wrong of Soden. The 
Revisers, to their credit be it said, eject it, but Souter will not give his 

reasons (as he should) in a footnote. If Hort could have seen (as we can 

now see) the original page of Codex B he would have observed that the 
B*, who went over the whole text, carefully refrained from inking over 
O NYMOWN (6 ['éMOC stands in the margin by his hand or that of another 
corrector). The Revisers by the restoration of yauos now admit that 

Hort was wrong. If vyzper then be not basic and “ neutral,” my point is 
absolutely proved that the versions produced it and influenced NBL. If 
vupdov be not ‘the true text,” then I have won my point all along the 
line, and the other matters treated of here fall into the regular category of 

“Improvements,” for the same influences bear directly on these matters. 
I hope in future, when we observe in other places that not a single 

sympathising cursive stands with NS or B or L or NBL, that we shall 

make it a canon of criticism to exclude their mal-editing of the text. 
[Note, as to absence of minuscule support here, a place like xxii. 25, 

where ynuas (for yaunoas) by NBL is supported by = fam 1 (including 

299) 6 22 33 GO 75 91 124 [non fam] 157 604 892 Evst 48 Sod Origen, 
and is quite on another footing. I mention it here, as I have not 
listed it elsewhere, and the support is of the regular flock of minuscule 

birds. 
As regards the intimacy of sah and syr (without NB) observe xxii. 18 

ecmev + avtots Z'? 33 892 sah syr cu sin and some pesh and e and aeth. 

Note that in xxii. 11 12 evdupa yapou is again rendered by sah ‘‘ the 

clothing of the place of marriage,” while syr omits this ‘‘ locus,” nor do 
NBL repeat anything but evduya yapou in both places. Possibly then at 

xxii, 10 the matter narrows down to syr influence on NBL. 
When Cyr on the side of NBL opposes Origen it is always suspicious 

of Alexandrian accommodation. See other places. Besides which, Cyr 
and Origen are often on both sides of a question in different parts of their 

writings. ] 

Matt. 

xxii. 16. Aeyovtas (pro Aeyortes) NBLT" 27 66 against all the rest 
and Dam. This is quite a clear case in order to refer to 
atroatTeAXovaty Tous pabytas... It would have been impossible 
for “Antioch” to revise here. dAeyovtas is clearly the more 
natural, and Aeyortes (eschewed by NBL) the more difficult. 

Matt. 

xxiii. 9. 

xxv. 18. 
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Notice the lone and lorn company of the cursives 27 66 
added here. The passage is «at atrocteAdovoty avTw Tous 
pabntas avtwy peta tov Hpodivavwv reyovtas* SiSacKane K.T.r. 

Soden misquotes 604. 
0 TatTnp o ovpavios [ pro o Tatnp o ev (rots) ovpavors] NBL fam 
13 [non 346] 33 238 892 Bas 1/2 Cyr 1/2, against the rest and 
latt copt Clem Eus Nyss Bas 1/2 Cyr 1/2 Dam. This is more 
important than it seems at first sight, for it appears to be a 
“‘nicety’’ of NBL to conform to supposed Matthaean usage. 

Bas 1/2 and Cyr 1/2 are suspicious marks. Turn to Sir John 
Hawkins’ ‘Horae Synopticae,’ p. 32, and there will be found the 

remark that ovparos is Matthaean (being only used elsewhere 

once in Luke ii. 13 and once in Acts xxvi. 19). He lists the 

Matthaean passages as v. 48, vi. 14 26 32, xv. 13, xvili. 35, 
xxiii. 9. This from Westcott and Hort’s text. Now as to 

the passages intervening between the first and the last, the 
remark is correct, but at v. 48 as here at xxiii. 9 the authorities 
are divided. Clem is on both sides at v. 48, and a considerable 
number witness there for ovpavtos, but here at xxiii. 9 it is 
different, and Clem Orig Eus the Latins and Coptics besides 
all other Greeks witness against NBL and three cursives. 
It is probably therefore a wish to conform to Matthaean 
diction here. At this rate all individuality will be 

lost to our synoptists and the problem thrown into con- 
fusion. See under xxi. 18 and elsewhere for the same kind of 
thing. [Soden has o ovpavios in text but only cites °°" new.] 
wpvtev ynv = XB (tv ynv C* 604) L 33 fi vg*" arm boh aeth 
(om ff: ynv) against wpveev ev tn yn by all the rest, including D 

latt sah syr Orig", I charge this (observe against sah syr 
lat®') to be a deliberate improvement, greedily seized by West- 
cott ¢ Hort and Sod (for they have no marginal alternative), 

but an improvement nevertheless. Why should “ Antioch” 
and even 892 have revised to ev ty yn, when wpv€ev nearly 
always takes the accusative? This is a deliberate Alexandrian 
nicety of grammar. The word occurred at Matt xxi. 33 “ «at 
wpvfev ev avtw Aynvov,” and occurs once rnore only at Mark 
xii. 1 ‘‘xae wpukev vrodnuov,”’ where there was no room for 
improvement, although even at Matt. xxi. 33 & saw fit to 
remove ev before avtw. I do not charge this as a harmonistic 

improvement at all, for in the parallel in Luke xix. 20 the 

_ servant hides the talent in a napkin, nor did ‘‘ Antioch” get 

Tt ovpanov is here used, but B*D*d recognizing that ovpaos is not Lucan change to 
ovpavov. No others change. 

t Which has befogged the synoptic problem. 

FQ 
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ev tr yn from Matt. xxv. 25 expuira to tadavtov cou ev Tn yn.t 

It is simply a grammatical improvement. The company kept 
is merely of a sympathetic order which our other studies lead 
us to expect here. 

xxv. 27. edet ce oy ( pro eder ovy ce) NBCL 33 604 892 y Sod, against 
all else and against Coptics and Latins, savours of improvement. 

xxvii. 5. papas ta apyupia ets Tov vaoy (prow tw vaw) NBLI33 
tam 69 99 157 273 604 Sod“ and versions, but not latin 
nord. Orig and Eus are on the side of NBL for this improve- 
ment with Sod. Cf B alone at Matt. x. 16 wou eyo aroctedAw 
upas ws TpoBata evs pecor Nuke, instead of ev petw AvEwD. 

42. morev. en avtov NBL 33 42 46 238 243 273 892 

Sodmr Hust 60 ry (sol inter laté cum Aug) (syr) Cyr! (ets 
avtov & min‘, avtov sah Loh, avtw AD min aliq Eus Ps-th et 

latt ei, sed er avtw EW unc" min?) 

44. cuvotavpwbevtes cvv avtw = NB 892 
otavpwlevtes ouy auto DL latt verss 
o.vaotavpwdevtes pet avtou ©! 157 

a avTw AW unc! rell omn vid 
I should hesitate to class this as an improvement, but for four 

things, first because ©' by improvising “er avtov shows that there was no 
ovy in his copy or he would no doubt have used it, secondly the absence 

of any minuscules to support NB, but 892, thirdly the simpler reading of 
DL, and fourthly the general bad record of NB in such matters. Someone 
has revised bere. I would be willing to accept the reading of NB if need 
be, but we should require a good number of cursives to tell us it was 

right, whereas neither 1 nor 13 (28 wanting) nor 2P¢ nor 604 come into 

play at all, while 157 sides with 0'. 
xxvii. 64. -avtov Only 8B arm pers, but no cursives, and Tisch W-H 

trt [non R-V Sod] Soden can find no cursives to support. 
xxviil. 8. amed@oveas ( pro eEeNMovaat) NBCL fam 13 33 Sod‘ Sod ete. 

No others do it. Neither W nor 892 nor the coptics. 
Burgon points out (‘Last twelve verses of St. Mark,’ p. 84) that 

this group NBCI 13 33 ¢ has ignorantly effected revision here, forgetting 
that the women were inside the grave (Mark xvi. 5 «at evceAovoat ets To 
pvnpevov ... Xvi. 8 Kat eEeXOovoas edvyov amo Tou pynueov; Luke xxiv. 3 
ercenOoucat Se ovy evpov To gwpa... 9 Kat vroatpeacat ato Tov pynjLetov) 

and therefore that this is a purely gratuitous emendation by NBCL in 
Maté. because in St. Matthew’s account the entrance into the grave is 

not specified. I agree with him. 
This should, perhaps, come under the head of ‘‘ Exchange of 

Prepositions.” 

+ In verse 18 ‘‘ he dug (‘a hole’ understood) in the ground,” In verse 25 “I hid 
thy talent in the ground” is different. 

oe 
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Lastly we will adduce some of the passages where 

B and Origen are in confltct ! 

vi. 7. vmoxpirar Bi(= Sod*) syr cu only 
eOvixot the rest and Orig 

B or 8B and Origen in conflict. 

xii.” 36. Most serious opposition as to the Greek fundamental text: 

5 édy AaAMAwow Orig Li and most, against NBD (NB 6 (—eav) 

Aarnoouaw; D $ (—eav) Aadovew), where NB take the side of 

Coptic and partially of Latin, but Latins (except ) have quod 

and the subjunctive. What are ff and k doing with “ quod 

locuti fuerint” if NBD be right (and these do not agree 

among themselves)? Has Origen gone crazy here too ? Why 

should we think Origen wrong here now with the mass of 

Greeks including all the cursives usually otherwise sympathetic 

to the NB recension as against these Mss ? 
xiii. 43. NB unc"! rell = exdapypouarv, but D (d lucebunt) 124 238 Cyr 

OnIGEN‘* and (Justin) have Napyovacry (Justin orav o: pwev 

Sixatoe Napywow for Tore ot Six. rapovorv). Hence if we 

want Origen’s text with D, it is the uncompounded word (for 

which also syrt copt and Jatt rell “‘ fulgebant ” may also stand) 

which we need. Nota whisper in Westcott and Hort’s text or 

margin of D d Justin Cyr Orig"! (To these add Sod**™" fam ¢$*.) 

xiv. 22. Twice in this verse B opposes Origen, once specifically. B 

adds (with the versions) avrou after tovs waOyras against Orig 

diserte, and writes mow for to mAovoy against Origen and 

the mass. 

36. +xav 1 22 33 al. Origen but povov NB and the other Greeks. 

xv. 22. devas 1 [non fam] and Orig (cf a sevissime). 
KAKOS NB unc omn rell minn. 

xvi. 20. exetyuncev B*D syr cw d e against the rest and Origiuster, 

SceoretAato and Orig diserte ‘‘o pev ovv patO. memounxe Kata 

Twa Twy avteypadwy To ToTE SvecTELAaTO. . .LaTEOY Se ott Twa Tov 

avtuyp. Tov Kata pad. exer To emTeTYsNoEY”’ Since he bimself uses 

SceatecAato four times. Hort sees a necessity to put everyunoev 

in his text. 

xvii. 22. cvotpedouevor Se avtwy NB1[non fam] 892 V-H txt, Sod mg 
latt pl conversantibus. 

avactpepopevov Se ayrwv CD rell omn et boh et re.. ffi ¢ e. 

The “neutral” text is found in Origen otpepoperay Se avtwv 

(of sah syr). 

} Syr cu sin vary; cu “gleam,” sin “shine,” almost imperceptible difference in 

writing the syriac words. 
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Matt. 

(xviii, 10. I forbear to say anything about Orig and Kus +twv ev ty 
exxdnota after opate wn Katadpovnante Evos Twy pLKpwY ToUTwY) 

xx. 16. (See under ‘ Coptic.’’) 

xxi. 5. See under ‘ Improvement.” 

6. Seeunder “ Improvement” cvverafev BCD 33604 Evst 48 Sod? 

mpocetakev & rell omn Origt® Bus® 

BLM against 
bneete N rell and Orig"s 

Xxli. 4. nToewaxa NBCDL=I7 1 22 33 892* Sod! 

19. ov pete 

nTowaca rell et Orig Cyr Dam 

10. 0 vupgort NBL 892 Sod'” only (no other min), 

0 ‘yapos rell omn et Origen bis 

xxii. 37. emtauvakar Orig Eus (emtovvayew &, emicvvayayew B rell) 

xxv, 41. ot xatnpapevoe Orig'® Hipp Const Eus Caes Bas (xatnpapevor 

NBLT' 33 Sod'** boh Cyr 1/2 soli) 
XXvi. 28. THs Kawvns SiaOyKns Orig and most (rs SaOnens NBLZ 33 Sod” 

bohunus Cyr (Cypr) ) 

39. Of our Lord’s prayer: watep tantum Orig! 518 (et Celsus) ct 
Justin Tren’ Busses Ath Ps-Ath Cypr Did Cyr Base a 
& » rgg’ et dim Orig'**™s, with LAS fam 1 802 al", witness 
against matep pov of NB and tbe rest. 

In Westcott and Hort's margin there is not a sign of any 
alternative to matep pov, and yet surely Celsus’ and the 
Valentinians’ ‘‘ w watep"’ deserves a hearing ! 

53. wAew only NBD (latt) against Origen wdecous with all the rest ; 
Soden quotes Orig for mreww. 

Swbexa (—n) NBDL 604 b d against Origen n SwSexa with all 

the rest. 

Above we have certainly two really “ neutral” readings of 
Origen, as against NB, xiii. 43 Aawwouow and xxvi. 39 ratep. 

Hort, vol i. p. 557: “ On the other hand every combination of & with 
another primary Ms presents for the most part readings which cannot be 
finally approved...”’ But thereagainst note : 

Origen and & against B. 
Matt. 

vi. 7. eOvixoe N omn et Orig (contra B3 syr cu viroKpera:) 

21. natn xapdiia = N omn et Orig (contra B m aeth boh™™ — Kar) 
vil. 14 init, ote (—Se) N*X m boh Orig Naass ete (ote S€ B sah 4/6) 
x. 87. Habent cat o dirwv...pov akios NS plur Orig Orig'"* Eus 

Cypr 2/3 (contra BD 17 243 al®4 d Cypr 1/3 om) 

xi. 15. Habent axovew & plur Docet Just Orig Orig'™* (contra om BD 
32 174 604 d k syr sin) 

t Cf article under “ Improvement” and sah syr. 

pee 
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Matt. ; 

xi. 21. Habent caOnuevoe NCU 33 al. Orig Orig’ (contra om B 

plur sah boh syr lat) 

xii, 49. yetpav X(D) latt pl Orig Evang®" (+avtov B plur) 

xiii, 4. cat nOev ta weTewa Kat Katepayev ND plur Orig (nae 
eXOovta ta Trerewa kate. B fam 13 Sod™®*"4 et txt) 

Kv. 32. nuepas tpets SN min Orig’ (rpes quepas B al.) 

svi, 4. tpes oxnvas & plur Orig?" (cenvas tpes B e) 
N min aliq boh Orig (emnpwrncav BCD al.) 

& plur copt lat syr Orig (oc Se B Eus) 
N plur sah boh Origu" (emertysnoev BD) 

& plur Orig (eyep9n BD Sod'**) 

10. —avrov NLWZ Sod al. Orig (Habent B plur) 
25. azo Tevwy N plur Orig Cyr 2/4 (azo twos B Sod™! Cyr 2/4) 

xviii. 7. Habent eotw ® plur Orig (om BLE® al.) 

16. 8v0 7 Tprwv paptupov = Nal. Orig (vo papt.  Tprwy B al.) 

xx. 17. tous Swdexa tantum NDLZ ete Orig (contra B et rell) 

xxi. 6. mpocerafev & plur Orig" (cvverakev BCD 33 604 Evst 48 
Sod'5*) 

8. (sec loco) ectpwrav ND ce ff, q boh Orig (eotpwrvvov B relly 

19. yevoro (for yevnrar) N Sod Orig 
Ete etc, and often 892 is on the side of N in the above list. 

Further note that 8B when they are in sympathy with the Evuny 

do not keep on the same side. At xii. 48 B is with this Gospel. At 

xii. 49 it is &. 
But see as to & in detail Part II. where the main differences between 

N and B are recorded with the supporting authorities. 

xvi. 1. ernpwtwv 

14, adrou Se 

20. Sterrecdato 
Xvil. 9. avaoty 

Ebion . 





CHAPTER III. 

B ts St. Mark's GosrEL. 

“Uberblickt man in Grossen die Ergebnisse fiir Markus, so sind sie der Annabme, 

dass in ihm die dlteste Aufzeichnung vorliegt, nicht gilnstig. Er iss dem Judentum 
entfremdet...Ausserdem ist Markus vielfach iibermalt...''"—Merx : Die vier kanoniachen 

Fivangelien, etc. u. Theil, 1. Hiilfte, p. 173. 

‘And what means are there to decide such questions? As long as scholars dream 
of one definite primitive Gospel, in open contradiction to Luke's proem, they will both 
raise and answer them; but as soon as that unwarranted supposition is removed we get 
rid of a host of inextricable questions."—Blass: Philology of the Gospels, pp. 178/179. 

I would like to preface what I have to say as to St. Mark’s Gospel 

by the remark that all [ have written should be included between two very 

large square brackets; for the problems offered in this Gospel are utterly 

different from those which exist in the other three. It is true that the 

same features as to NBCL exist to some extent in St. Mark as elsewhere, 

but they must be considered from a different point of view. One new 
feature is the constant addition of A in St. Mark to the NBL group. A 
in St. Mark is purely NBL; I cannot say ‘‘ Egyptian’ exactly, although 
there is Coptic sympathy with this group, because W comes in here to 

-show us an absolutely different Greek recension existing in Egypt side 

by side with that of 8B. Although DW are close, W e¢ are twin brethren 

from Mark i.-iv. fin and it seems that I was perfectly right to speak 

of two or three Greek recensions in St. Mark. 

Consider this: iv. 1. 

NBCL: 

xaOnoOa ev tn Oadacon Kat Tas o oxdos mTpos Thy Caraccay em 
TS YNS noav 

YD: 

xaOnatat Tepay tyS Oadagons Kat Tas 0 oyAOS TEpay THs Oaracons nv 

d circa mare adlgq_ circa mare 

Ww: 

xaOnobar Tapa Tov arytadov Kal Tas 0 OYADS EV TW aLyLahw nV 

be ad litus beef f2 9: in litore 

c ff,  proxime litus Orig'"t secus mare in terris 
vg circa mare super terram 

As to nv (pro yoav) erat is read by a b gol q vg Orig™, erant by d, 

stabat is found in f fz gi, while c (7) reads staret, and it is left to e to write 
sedebat. As W does not conform to this last, we must suppose that W 
was not deliberately following our e, but something much older, and~ 

note b has erat and d has erant. 
How is it that neither 2° nor 604 have any relation to W and the 
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Latins here? All the Old Latin and Coptic elide exe ts yns OF include 

it in the expression in litore. It is left for W alone to graecize this. ' 

Right after this, the common base of W b ce apart from the res 

and apart from D d omit in iv. 5 8a To pn exe Babos yn. na 

That the Greek of W is an independent translation is seen at iv. 20, 

for W alone writes to ev (ter) for ev.t And at iv. 21 xaverar for epxeTat, 

where D has azrerat, which can be read in two ways. Otherwise we 

might think that ¢ obtained damus from the Sapev of W (iv. 30, Ha 

Owpev or mapaBadwpev), OF that b e got crescit from auger of Ww (iv. 32, 

others avaBavvet), instead of W obtaining this Greek via the Latin. - 

An interesting point is the doubling of puella by ein v. 41, but : 

with the rest to xopaccoy, so that e obtained this /ater than the time o 

W, and Aphraates’ remarks on this subject appear to be the merest 

ition. is is helpful as to dates. 

ats ‘etl ae in at vii. 33) seems further to be another 

independent translation. 

Mark. 

In Mark we must be exceedingly careful and avail ourselves: of every 

scrap of new evidence. I will therefore recapitulate the position as to 

several important witnesses. ; ; ; ; 

k only begins at viii. 8, but e is available for i. 20-vi. 9 (again only 

at xii. 37-xiii. 3, xiii. 24-27, 33-36) and r2 fills in the gap between e and 

k from vi. 13-viii. 8. : 

= gives us all Mark to xvi. 14 middle; ® i. 1-xiv. 62; a only 

from ix. 6 (shortly after & begins) to end. Paris” and 604 and 2" give 

us all St. Mark. Syr sin begins at i. 12/13 and gives all St. Mark 

to xvi. 8 except i. 44-ii. 21, iv. 18-41 and v. 26-vi. 5. Nothing of Syr cu 

survives except xvi. 17-20, which is interesting as giving part of the 

portion at the end after xvi. 8. Finally we have the inestimable new 

witness W, which gives us all St. Mark (except xv. 12-38) including 

xvi. 9-20 with a long addition therein. 

We have also Horner’s completed labours on sah and boh. ; 

The Palestinian syriac replaces syr cu sin at i. 1-12 and in the 

i’ and v'" chapters, but not in the iv‘. 

The cursives Laura’! and Paris” I continue to quote thus as 

Gregory's and Scrivener’s numbers differ. I have also used by number 

892+ collated by Rendel Harris in 1890, as this number is the same in 

+ Consider also ororay W alone at iv, 31 for os orav (orav N*) or o ore av D. Note 

the absolute independence of W at iii. 3 ex rov pecou for ets ro pecoy (a b: def f,q sin 

medium) or ev peow Dat Paris” (c 1 vgkZ in medio). Also «dor Weol at ii. 12 (for eBoper) 

= viderunt of ¢ (b) (vidisse se @ g) while ¢ has vidimus. So that here b c W are either 

basic or the reverse. Which? N seeks to improve by substituting alone epary ev ro wrgagNs 

¢ =Sod"", Apparently not used by Souter, but it seems even closer to NB than Paris”. 
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Gregory and Scrivener-Miller, and it has much affinity with 8B and is 
useful before chapter ix where V begins. 

Example of Editing by B. 
Mark 

xii, 83. —Kat mpocevyer Oe BD 122 acd k vg™* W-H soli contra mundum. 

I wish to point out that & does not strengthen here because we 
catch k (alone among Latins) going with B two verses further on (xiii. 35) 

in a question of “pairs.” Besides, why are & and L absent; why do 
604 892 and Paris®’ withhold their support? -And where are the Coptic 

and the Syriac versions, which scholars tell me merely share the base 
of B? Not even 2" joins BD here. And W abstains with 28 and 157, 

fam 1and fam 13. [Von Soden adds no fresh Greeks, not even 6 30 or 050. ] 

Solecisms of B. 
Mark 

i. 18. nxodovOouv (pro nxorovOncav) B*' (See under Historic present) 

26. to axaBaptov (~rTo wvevyia) B*'. Observe er ro mveupa (—To 
axafaptov) while W omits the whole. 

36. —of BY 
40. xupee ote B" (sah boh ote xupte, sed al. vel om xupte 

vel ore vel ambas lectt) 

ibid. Suvn (pro Suvacat) Be. Why not duva? [See ix. 22, 23.] 

45. —nv B*! (—nv naz b e soli inter verss) 
These three points occurring thus 

together after an interval of two 
chapters are absolutely indicative of 
editing. The central one shows 

boh influence and the sympathy of 
two Latins. 

. xatorov -B (a?) The others have ozov, or nar ots DW 

it?- It looks like a kind of ‘‘conflate” here in this ‘‘ neutral” 

text. Hort prints [ac] ozov, quite disguising the real 
situation. 

ibid. Babos ths yns (pro Babos yns) B cum Sod? [ut BM in Matt. 
xiii. 5]. D* alone agrees to insert an article PaBos thy ynv. N 
and all the rest against them. [W and its faithful allies 6 c e 
omit the clause.] The addition of the article alone by BD 
looks like translation from Latin. ; 

11. e€w6ev (pro cEw) 

iii. 84 init. —xae B" 

35. —-yap B boh be 
ibid. ta Oeknpata =B 

or iv. 

BX) (contra rell et Orig’) 

15. ot orav (pro Kat orav) B*"! (of pers) 

16. otay (pro ot ota) Be 
20. —ev sec et tert B*"! et 3 (of syr) 

22 fin. pavepwOn B*"' (of syr sah pers aeth) 
28. awAnpes certos B (DW mAnpns o cettos) 

82. Katacxnvow B 
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sis y. 36. +70 (ante Aadoupevov) ‘ Tov Noyov Tov Nadoupevod Be 

38 fin, moddas (pro oda) B*"' (rodAous Sod) 

vi. 17. —Tyv yuvatca B* txt sol cum Soa’ 

33. eyvwoay BD fam 1 

39. ev (pro ent) B" 

54 init. ar eEeAOovtwv (— avtwr) B" 

vii. 4. amep eXaBov (pro a mapedaBov) B Paris” Sod” : 

14. Aeyes (pro ereyev) B 59 sold (see under ‘‘ Historic present ’’) 

15.t 70 xo.vovy avrov ( pro o Suvatat avtov Koiwwoat) B™ of Aug) 

ibid fin. —Ttov (ante avOpwrov) Belvid (against sah; this is to be 

noted because boh acts peculiarly in verse 15, and it is with 

~ boh [non sah] that NBLA omit the verse 16 following). 

24. exetBe (pro exerOer) B. This is a “ nicety ” before &¢. 

37. +s (post meroimxer) B. See under ‘‘ Coptic.” ; 

viii. 2. npepats Tproe B” cum 892 (Harris, Journ. Bib. Lit. 
1890, vol. ix.) 

12. ss up BL, no others, no versions, not Origen. 

But W omits both Aeyw and vw, having only anv. 

32. >o metposavtoyv §=BLa soli W-H Sod (sed ef sah boh). There 

is no good reason for the change by BL: xat mpocdraBopevos o 

merpos avtov npEaro instead of Kat poo. avrov o meTpos npEato. 

37. +0 (ante avOpwros) Be', See under “ Coptic.” . 

ix, 1. wde tay ectnxoTwv BD"), of ¢ f l vg [contra &, contra 

Orig] 

21. ews B*' (ews ov Sod*?) 

x. 80. Conv atwviay (pro Swnv atwvior) B“'. Here is a purist for 

you. No others seem to change. Clem turns it “ Gory €or 

aides,” Q.D.S. § 25, but Barnard in his note to ‘ Clem. of 

Alex. Bibl. Text,’ p. 85 = tw éore aiwvios. 

39. Suvopea (pro Svvapeba) Bel vid 

48. avtoe moAAot (pro avtw vel autoy Todd) =—-B Cf Orig aut * 

ot wodAot and sah 

xi. 1. Bndpayn B' (of sah 1/5) 

ibid. to eAatwy (pro Twr edatwr) B*' (of = et hk) 

7,8. cavtwv bist B®! cum 892 (vide infra xiii. 44) (Sod 1?"9’) 

11. —1s wpas Be cum 3 Sod'*4 44 (of aeth syr sin) 

Ril. 5. amoxrevyuvtes B 892 Evst 150 

8. e&eBadav B" 

17, —avtos BD d [non al.] 

36. —ev (ante Tw Tvevpatt) B" cum Sod 273 

ibid. xaOicov (pro xa8ov) RB 

+ This hardly seems a change “guiltless of ingenuity or other untimely activity of 

the brain and unaffected by mental influences except of the most limited and unconscious: 

kind” (Hort) for in vv. 18/15 B opposes N cight times! 

¢ See page 11 as to this Alexandrian preference. 
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xii. 40. xateoOovtes B Cf Lue vii. 33 
xiii. 3. «aOiScav B- 

7. axounte B et Sod?" 
9. evexa (pro evexer) Bet via 

12. exavactnoerat B*! cum Sod" k (of BA Matt. x. 21 in loco 
narall. 

13. ets atedos Be : 
80. ews orov Bt (variant plurimam rell, 

vide Part IT.) 
32. ayyedos (pro ot ayyedou) B (et ohimmae 4 ygiiverey 
34. eavtov pr et sec (pro avtou) Bll (vide supra xi. 7, 8 

xiv. 20 fin. tev (inter to et TpvBduov) Br! (C* 2?) Sod QP See 

under ‘‘ Coptic.” 
24. —avros B*! 
32. — woe B™ (aurov pro we fam 1) 
43. amo Twv apy. (pro wapa tev apy.) B 
49. expates (pro expatnoate) B™ (expaterte V) 
60. ote (pro te) BWY soli (cf boh) (rot 13) 
63. xtT@vas B* (wt & alibi) 
69. evrev (pro npEato Reyer) B*', See under “Coptic.” 

xv. 4. —ovdev B Paris” soli vid 
12. rotmow deyere (pro Oedete ToIncw ov revere) B et W-H [ov] 
15. mote (pro rotnoat) B™ cum Laura’ 
35. extnxotwy B°\(A) (pro rapectwrev NDU al. paue, 

tapeotnKotey al.) 
45. twon (pro twond) BW soli 

xvi. 5. eA@ovoar (pro ercedPoveat) B 127 soli 

B and Latin Sympathy. 

It continues to be impossible to divorce B from the Latin and to 
treat its text as “‘ neutral.” 

Consult Mark xiv. 30 pe arapynon (pro arapynon we) NBDAC (fam 13) 
(ue apynon W) and latt (IV-H Sod). All others and V have the common 
order. The point being that B is supported by both the graeco-latins 
DA (L 69* Sod* and &* alone omit pe, evidently seeing in their copies 
the two orders). In this case, by Hort’s canons, L 69 Sod™ and k would 
represent the ‘‘true’’ ‘‘neutral” shorter text against B. But this is 
very unlikely, as ye is required in this sentence. 

In xiv. 72 the same order occurs in NBCLWAY Old Latins and copt 
(W-H Sod), 

As bearing on this in the immediate context note Mark xv. 1, where 
BDLWY Sod° 46 2°* 892 Sod'**" omit em: ro before Tpwt, agreeing exactly 
with the Latin mane. Again here D supports (so 1-H trt, not Sod). 

VM Ee ie ee 
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In the same neighbourhood, Mark xv. 32 SBDKLAII (IV-H Sod) - 

omit tov kefore wpandk. Here we have conjunction BDA once more 

with the Latin. W is wanting but 28 157 604 Paris” do not omit. 
Again xv. 30 for cat xataBa of Greek and Syr we find xataBas by 

NBD* Av Sod and k ln vg copt (W-H Sod). 
Again xv. 27 for otavpovow of the usual text we find eotavpwaay 

by B 2" agreeing with c d ff, k m not followed by W-H or Sod. 

Incidentally we may ask why BDW and c*" Sod" are found alone 

in conjunction at xv. 44 with 8) for mada. Is this small group really 
“neutral” here against all else? If so it is a graeco-latin (jam. . . jam). 

Hort has it in his text, so that it must be ‘“‘ neutral ’’ as well! 
Referring to k’s omission in xiv. 30, we find another case at xv. 8, 

where there are two very different readings to choose from, avaBas 

(of NBD 892 sah boh goth (a) ¢ d ff2 | r & vg) and avaBonoas (of the 
great majority of Greeks, of the syriac, of arm and of diatess*™). be fig 
are wanting, but 5 writes ascendissct over avaBonoas. Acth conflates 

both readings. 
We know then that in k's time both readings must have been extant 

—as k omits—and B chose (siding with ND on the Latin side). 
It is quite noteworthy that B goes with the Egyptian versions 

here, besides the Latin, against the syriacs and the diatessaron, and 

against NA fifteen uncials and W and all the cursives including fam 1 

fam 13 28 and 157 435 and 2" 604. 
This is a very remarkable place and merits more attention in these 

discussions than it has hitherto received. The new uncial W with & 
(® wanting) V and the notable cursives Paris” and Laura‘™ with all 
Soden’s other codices go with the mass of Greeks for avaBoncas against 

NBD 892 latt, while the Latin here is hopelessly opposed to the Syriac 
and to its great friend the diatessaron. Further observe extraordinary 
unanimity here among the Latins (the Latin diatessaron rg* is confused 
here and leaves out Mark xv. 8). Sod follows Hort with avaBas. 

Jebb refers to a similar case in the Old Testament as regards - 
aveBnoev and avaBoncev 2 Kings xxiil. 9. 

For further detail, observe the following : 

Mark i. 2. —eyw BD Sod*** 2" latt 

10. «ss avtov (pro ew avtov) BD fam13a dl and vg in 

ipso, b in eo, against all the rest and the sympathising 
cursives. W seems to have changed eic to en at the time 
it was written. Sod follows Hort for ets. 

iv. 1. oydos wAetaTos pro oydos okvs NBCLA and only these plus 

W 892 JV-H Sod. Possibly from an original turba multa multa 
(this redupl. is quite common), but cf. Matt xiii. 2 at the parallel 

where tras 0 oxdos is used. mAeoros is unusual, occurring only 

in the Gospels at Matt. xi. 20 at mAevotar Suvapyers avtov and — 

Matt. xxi. 8 o S€ wAesotos oydos. As W joins exceptionally 
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I should think multa muita must have stood in the copies. 
(See note to John vii. 39 in Part II). Nor do J need to be told 
that this is far-fetched, because in the very next words W 
“gives away’ a purely latin reading known only from be which 
have ad litus for ev tn @adacon (primo loco) while W has Tapa 
tov avyadov. D has only wepay ts Oadracons and 181 rapa 
Tyv Oadacoav. d = circa mare, a circa litus maris, ¢ ff, proxime 
litus, 2"° = ew tm Oadacon and g super mare. 
In secundo loco where most have mpos tv Oaraccay, but Dt 
mepav Tns Badrazons (a d I q circa mare), W has ev tw aryiaro 
with bce f ff in litore. 

iv. 3. omepat (pro tov omepar) N*BWT? Sod!” et W-H [Sod trt] 
Cf seminare it?! et d (om D*) 

v. 6. mpooexuyncey avtov (pro mp. avtw) BACLA 892 al. d [contra 

D*"| & ct latt copt (et W-H Sod) 
21. ev Ao (- Tw) B 447 soli inter gr. et vg et f & 

[contra copt et RW rell ev tw Thoww, sed om ev tw row D it?'] 
vii. 6. > 0 Xaos ouTos BD 3872 LauraA™ att against all 

others as wellas W and copt. Not followed by W-H Sod tzt. 
viii. 10. +-avros (post euBas) B®! 372 W-H mg, +avros ante euBas 

b dir, et Dk ipse ascendit 
x. 30. Sony atwriay Be! Cf vitam aeternam 

37. —oov sec. BWDAW) 2” Sod? be fagokqrS 

xi. 2. exabicey (pro xexafixer) NSBCLAYV. No doubt on account 

of sedit all Latins. Only Sod™*°*'-5 Qr¢ 604 892 Paris’ and 
Evst 36 join V in supporting NBCLA. Soden trt refuses it. 

xii. 30. —tns ante xapd:as 

—Tns 4, Wuyns B* vid 
—T7s 4, Stavotas 

This is quite striking. D*XWY omit the first one only. 

xiv. 10. —o (ante trxaptwrns) N*BC*DW 2) fam 13 [non 124] 28 440 
Laura‘! Sod*"4 Orig, against sah boh and the rest and refused 
by Sod. 

(But immediately after NBC*LMW have o els (for els) accepted 

by Sod with boh (niowat) against sah oa and latt: unus) 
21. —nv (post karov) BL et W 892 ¢ ffeil gq aur vg°® but 

refused by Sod. Neither VY nor Paris®’ omit and none of the 

others, not even 2". The ef (si) following may have been 
confused for ef (est) ‘“‘«adov avtw ef ove eyervnOy” but the 
Thatins who omit qv say ‘ bonum illi si non esset’”” (fuisset q). 

xv. 15. to txavoy rove (pro totx. motnoat) B LauraA'™ soli. Refused by 
W-H Sod. Cf lat satisfacere [sed d ff, k 1°"! om claus cum D*, 
et hiant be fig, ct a mutilus ab Pilatus autem. ..xv. 15]. 

27. ectavpwoay (pro otavpovow) BW cd ff, k n (= itoma tere, 

hiant be fiqrrs) aur gat vg®“, refused by W-H Sod. 
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ee ey. 44. nn (pro mada) sec loco BDW ec Sod” soli vid. This 

corresponds to the jam... jam of the Latins. 

W goes as far as to repeat the reOvnxev in the second place for 

areOavey of nearly all. D says reOvnxec (syr sin omits wadas, and 2" 

n Tr, omit the clause). 

xvi. 2. —1y (ante a) BWA1soliet(W-H]. Cf latt una vel prima. 
Soden holds rns suas, but his notes are confusing in the 

extreme. 

As to Coptic. 

i. 4. «npyoowy (— cat) B 33 73 892 W-H sah boh*e [non al.] 

34. ta Sarpova Aareav BY! vid cum boh (hiat sah). The others 

have Xarew ta Sacpora, but D d latt syr sin aeth: avta Narew 

in the order of B, but more simply. 
37. Kae evpov avtov Kat Aeyovow NBL 892 soli et W-H cum e 

boh*8 aeth 

This is a very noteworthy place. All the sympathising 

cursives oppose and with the bulk of the uncials and Loh?! have 
kat evpovres avtov dey., or as D lat syr arm goth sah xat ote 
evpov avtov Ney. Tisch records b c for ‘nil nist dicentes.” 

To these two Old Latin witnesses add the new W*, and it will 
be seen that NBL 892 ¢ are left completely alone with boh %:° 

and aeth. 
To insist that these boh codices and aeth got it from NBL is to do 

violence to the other passages witnessing to quite the contrary course. 
A curious and innate sympathy then remains here between these three 
boh codices aeth and NBL e, while W breaks loose from e here, and with 

b ¢ gives us much the shortest text. 
i. 39. nr\Oev (pro nv) NBL Sod 892 sah boh aecth W-H Sod 

against all else and syr latt arm goth. The ‘erat praedicans ” 
is not very pretty in Latin, and yet the Latins held it. I am 

convinced that 7A6ev is sheer improvement by NBL. Even 
33 and Paris® desert them, and they had upheld them in two 
violent changes in verse 38. Why on earth should “‘ Antioch”’ 

have substituted nv for 7\Oev? N goes further and after 
mrOev substitutes cnpvocew for xnpvccwr with boh. 

ii. 1. —Kxat (ante nxovebn) NBL 28 33 124 [non fam] 2"° 604 
Paris” 1V-H Sod. ac sah boh arm. 

2. —evOews NBLW 33 604 Paris” 892 IV-H (non Sod) 

b gol 1, vg sah boh arm aeth syr (contra D rell qui saepe 
in ch. i evBews om.) 

t For consider acth at i.84 where acth goes with syr sin Dd and all Latins; ati. 11 
where it goes with a (f goth); at i. 15 with syr pesh ; at i. 21 where it steers its own 
course; ati. 29 with 3; ati. 38 with syr sin. 
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ii. 4. mpooeveyeae NBL Sod" (33) 63 253 372 892 Evst 48 fl vg 

(offerre contra accedere it) sah boh acth. This is an important 
place. D with the rest and it syr has mpoceyyioat (a few 
eyyecat) and W mpocedev. As to 28 2P¢ 604 Paris” they con- 

tradict flatly NBL copt and have mpoceyytcat. W seems to be 

retranslating accedere of the Old Latin. Sod refuses mpoceveyxat. 

7 init, ott (pro te) B Sod®® ps" only. Cf ore te of sah boh with 
the usual introductory xe. Also syr. [But see ix. 11, 28.] 

16. xat (01) ypappaters Twr Paptcatar (pro Kat ot ypap. Kat ov pap.) 

read by NBLAW 33 28 124 (against the rest) b copt (not syr) 

The points which particularly appeal to me in such passages are the 
opposition in the fam 13 group and the absence of such controlling Mss 

as fam 1157 2° [Soden quotes 93'??] 604 892 Paris’. 
Here, where Tisch. quotes copt (‘ita certe cop’ copt#4et’ ”) we 

must correct from Horner. Sah reads nae on gap. (i.e. “with the 

pharisees ’’) and only the boh mss A,F*?0 are reported for tov dap. This 
is important. For if while considering Egyptian or Alexandrian influence 

on NB we are likely to be held up and the point made that NB influenced 

the coptic versions instead of vice versa, we point to a passage like this 
where the Egyptian versions refused to be influenced ; at any rate a trace 

remains only in two bobairic Mss and possibly in the first hand of a third. 
ii. 17. + ote (ante ov ypeav) BA Sod? 6 27° Laura Sod™! sah boh. 

Absolutely no others yet greedily seized by Sod'*t [V-H'“"']. 
This is noteworthy for it is followed five words further by : 

ibid. adrAa(proarr’) BW solicumsah boh (morecopt), refused by Sod. 
18. ot 8€ cot (—pabynra:) B sol cum 127 2° boh"', refused by Sod. 

This therefore establishes an absolute relationship between 

B and coptic (= bok") in vv. 17 and 18. 
22. amroAduTat kat ot acxot B 892" only, and so exactly boh. No 

others, but accepted by IV-H Sod. This among a very com- 
plicated number of changes in the account of the wine and 
bottles is most striking, coming right after the minutiae 

noticed above. 
iii. 6. eSidouv pro emotovy BL fam 13 28 2°¢ 604 Sod?” only with 

boh”:2149, adopted by W-H and Soden. 
This is interesting (and cannot be classed beyond uncer 

“Synonyms”’) because the syriac can lend itself to either inter- 
pretation and is indeterminate (rendered ceperunt by syri*'). 
I hardly think it is fair to suggest that ed:dovv is “ neutral” ; 

rather is it a correction. Notice that % is absent, reading 

with CA Sod 2P* exoincav. The latins and d use facicbant 

(q iniebant). Paris®’ exocoww with most. D*" a motouvtes. W 

Sod'2? erowovvto. As to the coptic, notice 4,0 again come in 
for eS:Souv as they did above for twr papicatwy (ii. 16). 

892" is uncertain with evormoay in the margin. 
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et Be ee (proeroet) BL W-H (none of the sympathising cursives) 
and sah boh'™e against ND and the rest + W2®. 

15. —Ocpamevew tas vooovs eau NBC*LA 892 2" sah boh, against 
all else [none of the other sympathising cursives nor Latin nor 
Syriac nor Arm. nor Goth] yet followed by T Tr W-H Rev 

and Soden trt. Observe aeth which evidently put the clause 
in after considerable research, for aeth adds it after exBadrev 

ta Saipova instead of before the clause. This is not necessarily 

ex Matt x. 1. 
The community of Egyptian origin for NBLA is hereby 

set forth, and the “neutral’’ text transferred bodily to 

Alexandria, and I claim that the ‘‘ neutral’ text is part of a 
revision by the Alexandrian School and not a survival of 
Apostolic days. Here NBC*LA are supported not by a single 
Greek cursive [except 2" (against 604) 892], not by any syriac 

or arm., not by any Latin, but by all the mss of the sah and 

boh which we know. 
In boh I may point out that there might be confusion and 

exclusion from similarity of appearance between aywru, and 
qeortt (infirmus). See Horner's note in boh as to addition by 

codd. F°G*. 4 
The new Codex W®* does zo¢ omit, and adds after Satpoma 

end of verse at mrepiayovtes xnpucow To evaryyedtov, The place, 
folio 319, is worth study, for no ottyos space is found between 
vooous and cat exBadrrev, while there is one between Sa:poma 

and the addition. 
35. —-yap B be boh et W-H txt [non Sod] 

iv. 21. +ore (ante pnts) BL 892 soli =copt+xe. Accepted by 

° W-H, refused by Sod. 

Fam 13 and 28 add iSere. The rest all omit. 
The sentence runs: «at edeyev autos [ote] pnte epyetae (artetat D 

latt) 0 Avxvos twa vo Tov podiov TEA. 
Is it possible to imagine that BL preserve the original and that all others, 

including the other important sympathising cursives, have dropped it? 
More likely again BL show Egyptian or Alexandrian minds or eyes at work. 

iv. 34. cae ywpes (pro ywpis S€-) BI GOL (soli inter gr-lat) cum sah 

syr pesh aeth boh” but refused by both W-H and Sod. 
v. 42. xat ekeotnoav tevdus NBCLA 33 892 [non al. min] boh aeth 

W-H Sod txt [contra DW rell ct latt sah syr]. 
vi. 2. +00 (ante troddor) BL fam 13 [non 124] 28 [non W] 892" 

sah bohmttwor (sy emph) W-H Sod trt [Non Paris®™ non 8]. 
Very strange if this of should have been cut out of all other 

texts, including & [WV does not begin until ch. ix]. 
8. >py aptov yn mypav NBCLA Sod**!3 33 892 Paris®’ boh 

{non sah] aeth W-H Sod [contra W et Det rell omn et sah et 
minn rell omn]. 

G 
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vi. 9. This is instantly followed by adda for adn’ (before vrodedeuevous, 
forming a hiatus) ex more copt by NABCDLUNS 28 scr? 
Paris’, but W is careful to write add’ and insert an apostrophe ! 

11, This is again shortly afterwards followed by a pure coptic 
form. For observe that coptic is always precise. It does not 
say wbi or quo but always in loco quo. So here: 

os av toTr0s py SeEnrae NBLA"W fam 13 28 W-H Sod is 
found in boh (sah) aeth vg", while the others have: os av py 

SeEnta C (fam 1) and AD and the large majority ogo av py 
SeEwrtat, latt etc. W here apparently shares the bohairic 
influence against the Latins, but as ¢ is missing now we cannot 
be sure that it did not have it. A Latin trace remains in 

vg" only, 2 is missing and only begins again at vi. 14. 
20. —xae (ante ovvernpet) B'' cum sah 1/3 (= sah") 

The previous places have all considerable importance and should be 
observed carefully for they lead up to: 

vi. 20. nope (pro ero) NBL Sod (and W yropeto) sah boh, 

against all the rest, against the friendly cursives, and against laté 

syrr and aeth yet willingly incorporated by W-H & Sod texts. 
The Semitic woAAa emovee appears to have offended the early 

Alexandrian recensors of Greek and Coptic texts. But this clear coptic 
adherence against all else destroys ‘neutrality’ for NBL and for W 

here.t See also the parallel in Luke. 
Mark 

vi. 27. eveyxas (pro evexOnva) NBCA* 892 copt W-H [non Sod] 

against all else and DW as well as L and Latt adferri. (See 

under “Change of voice”). 8 over A® has ‘‘adferri vel adduci.” 

40. xara bis (pro ava bis) NBD 21 boh et W-H Sod txt. 

vii. 4. pavticwrytat (pro Bartiswvtat) NB min® sah Euthym. See 
under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

6. +ote (ante ovtos o Xaos) NBL 372 892 LauraA!™ boh sah 
(syr) W-H Sod txt [non Paris*’] 

16. Om vers boh [non sah] cum NBLA 28 [non W rell] W-H, non Sod. 
29. See under “ Order.” 
37. +s post reroinxev B' W-H" (boh), of sah + ewere et boh™a 

viii. 2. mpoopevover (—por) B* cum bohem trou (Cf latt wbe ecw) 
3 fin. eowy (pro nxaow vel neovowr) BLAS 892 sah 1/5 bohanatturr 

W-H [non Sod, non al. nec latt sy] 
4. +ore (ante roéer) BLA 115 892 Paris’? sah boh [non al.] 

W-H « Sod.$ 

+ It is exceedingly important to distinguish and appreciate this overlying coptic 

influence on W. I have observed that soon after the beginning of ch. v. W began to 

drift away from e. Since vi. 8 ¢ is missing, but we have seen above (vi. 11) the same 

overlying Egyptian influence on W. Probably from v. onwards W used another graeco- 

coptic Ms. 

¢ Observe Soden's thoroughly Alexandrian mind, adopting this but refusing the same 

g’oup above. 
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In view of varying treatment here by others (see Tisch and 

evidence) this seems purely ‘‘ Egyptian.” 
vill. 9—o¢ dayortes (See under “ Improvement.”’) 

20. +axtw (ante erta fin) BCLA 892 Sod!" [non txt] bohsahaeth 
21. voerre (pro cuvete)  B 372 Sod’? 1225 1541 god De* guvvoerre 

This is rather a curious place. At first sight it looks simply 
harmonistic from Matt xvi. 11 where voecre is used, but the cuvvoecte of 

D* may be meant for ovv voevre, and ovy is present in some Greeks 
(fam 13) and in sah, but there it is Gé not own as it would be in bok 

if present there, where it does not find a place. The boh word for 
ouviete 18 Tetenacti but in sah =ftetTitnoecr. It seems clear 

therefore that B may have seen this mo¢1 in a close parallel column and 
written voertre by mistake rather than have recollected or borrowed from 
St. Matthew. 

Mark 

viii. 23. Bremress (pro Bremer) BCD Ae Sod 372 2” Paris” sah boh 
aeth (strengthened by syr sin diatess) but against all else. 

W writes Breve, and 28 after hesitating (and doubtless consulting 
his authorities) decides to do likewise; so does Sod txt against W-H. 

viii. 28. +-ore (ante warvnv) NB copt (ut solet) (syr) et W-H txt 
contra rell et latt omn. Clearly from copt yet Sod txt has [ore]. 

ibid. +ore (ante evs) NBC*L 892 copt (ut solet) (syr) W-H Sod txt 
(latt pl quasi unum, ws eva D, sed Gr?! et W eva tantum). 

35. tTyv eavtou uxny (pro thy Yuynv avtou prim)  B 28 copt (ut 
solet) Orig W-H txt. No others. 

37. +0 (ante avOpwrros) B'" cum sah et boh. Why do W-H 

; avoid ? 
_x. 1l. +xae (ante repay) NBC*LY 892 sah boh (against wepav 

others and latin, and 8a tov repay others, car d:a Tov mepav 

Laura‘), So W-H, and Sod in square brackets. Latter 
omits copt. 

6. —0 Beos NBCLA [non V] Sod” ¢ & [non ff, male Sod.] sah boh 
W-H [non al. latt gr non syr arm aeth] cf Matt xix. 

24. —Tous memoBoras ere (rots) ypnuacty NBWAY k sah boh** 
(aeth) [contra rell syr sin et Clem*] Cf Merx ad loc. p. 122 seq. 

26. AeyovTes mpos avtoy (pro Aey. Tpos eavTous) NBCAY 892 
Sod § sah boh W-H, non Sod [contra rell et W et latt syr 
aeth arm goth (om mp. aut. Clem ut Matt Luc)] 

As Tisch says ‘at nusquam apud Mec Acyew mpos twa.” He 
accordingly retains zpos eavrovs in his text. Not so IV-H, who of course 
follow the little ‘‘ Egyptian” (not ‘‘neutral"’) group. Souter’s R-V also 
leaves avvoy in the text, but places cavrous in the sub-margin. 

x. 29. > pytepa n watepa §=BCA et W® [non VY] Sod’, 61 106 2" 
604 Sod™'"™* only of minuscules, c f q only of Latins, with sah 
boh order against the rest and Orig**, but followed by Sod tzt. 

35. os v0 woe (pro viot vel o1 viot) BC Paris” soli cum sah boh aeth. 
? G 2 
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This is against ND rell omn vid and WPY and Orig with syr lat 

arm. It is a clear improvisation from the account in Matthew (xx. 20 seq) 

where the mother comes, but it dces not say there ‘“ with her two sons” f 

but in verse 21 only does she ask “ that her two sons..” B is convicted 

here of running with a coptic error against N and Orig. How many 

more instances of this kind must I adduce before the worshippers of B 

and the obsequious slaves of Hort will allow that I am right ? Coptic 

and BC no more got this from a common original with coptic than B obtained 

his aoviay in verse 30 from an original. B and coptic conspired to add 

3vo, and B wanted to exhibit the real gender of fwyv in verse 30. Because 

the unfortunate and erring ms C supports B here in verse 35, Hort places 

Suo in his text in square brackets. Can any system be more vicious ? 

Not even L or V is found to support BC copt, and even 4 pulls away 

from the harmonising consortium of BC. AY really belong to the base 

NBL, so that their defection here is absolutely conclusive. Nor is the not- 

able cursive 892 recorded by Harris nor Soden’s other Mss for this +68vo. 

Mark 

X. 87. > cov ex SeEwr (pro ex Sefwv cov) NBC*LAYW 892 boh [non 

sah] 6. In the second clause boh repeats cou e€ apiotepwv L*, 

cou e€ evorynov N*, against most e£ evwrypay cov, but BDA 

and WW 1 [non fam] 2r° Sod? omit the second gov with 

bed fr get k (om bis) g & rg*”* vg?. It may be worth while 

to exhibit here bok and sak, which differ, as oh goes with 

NBC*LAY in the first place : 

Loh QAMa MTE OVAI QERRCI CATEKOCIMALR OFO, OTAI 

FLILOMN CATEKXAOH DEM Nekwoe a2 

sah XEKAC EPE OFA MRLALOM PSKCOC HI OTMS AR MKRALOK 

ATW OTA 9 BKOTP ALRLOK OAK MEOO'S NT EKAAE 

TEpo. 

46. iene (pro mpocaitwy vel evTator) (S)BLAY 892 kand boh 

Sod tit (contra Merx p. 130) but againat the rest and against sal. 

47. cot (post moos) B 278 Paris®? Sod'* sah (et syr), contra 

& rell omn et boh latt?™. 

49. evrev * bwvycate avtov ( pro ecrev avTov peovnOnvar) NBCLAY 7 

892 Sod''* k 8 and boh only V-H Sod txt, against the rest and 

sah specifically and Origen. Here in two places within three 

verses we see B with sah and then with oh, as so often. 

Instead of a B text governing the joint base cf boh sah, it 

would appear that B consulted both coptic versions, and 

possibly if we had the third coptic version we should see 

other points of sympathy there. 

xi. 1. BrnSpayn B Cf. sah 1/5 Rnagakn (sah 4/5 Broparr) 

xii. 19. > xat pn aby texvov NBCLAY 33 892 Paris” Sod'* ff, sah 

t But pera roy view avrns. Only Ur, add 8vo there. 

¢ See under ‘Change of Gender.” 

Mark 

xii, 27. 

35. 
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[non boh] (syr sin). See remarks above. This order opposes 
everything else, and is refused by Soden text. But why ? 
“qrodv mravacbe” NBCLWAYW 892* Sod! "0 k sah boh 

against everything else including 33 and Paris” and verss : 
“ues ouv modu travacbe.”” Here Sod encloses vues ovy in 

square brackets. 
. Out of three deliberate and distinct recensions NBLAW 892 

(cat ev ty Sidayn avtou ereyer) follow boh (against sah). So 
also Sod txt. See under “ Two or more recensions in Mark.” 

. dee (—yap) N*BWY soli vid., sah boh syr pesh™ against 

all else and Paris’ and syr sin pesh''. Sod [yap]. No new 
evidence. 

Why should we attribute this to coptic influence and not to 
a cominon base? Because at: 

. (S)BL(W)Y (28) elide both copulas ecovtat ceropor.. .ecovtat 

Atwot, which is simply the coptic manner. It appeals to Soden. 

. tes tv oiay NBL 245 892 Sod’ ck sah boh syr pesh [non 
sin]. See under “Improvement.” (This does not appeal to 
Soden). 

. ayyedos (pro ot ayyedoi vel o1 ayyedot 01) BY! et W-H™. This 
is a very pretty place and one of the few where we can swear 

tbat B saw the coptic and was influenced by it. In the first 
place observe that NDKLUW?°® and some twenty-five minus- 
cules write oc ayyedot. In the second place note that all the 
rest, i.e. twelve uncials plus W®YV and minn, with sah, write 
oc ayyedot ot. B then did not get this from sah although both 
sahidic and bohairic plurals do not change their termination, 
and in sah we read owae Marredoc eT gE, THe ovae 
TayHpe etc. B could not have been copying sah or he would’ 
have seen the eT in et 9,it following, which corresponds to 
the of following ayyedo: in most Greeks. ‘What was B doing? 

Well it may be that sah influenced boh for a singular, for 
boh, instead of sah’s owane Marreaoc etc, has simply owae 

arreaoc Aen The. At any rate B agrees with five or 
six codices of the bohairic alone here (with Aug libere). 
Whatever may be said of our other examples I pray the gentle 
critic.and benevolent reader to ponder this very specially. Nor 
can it be said to me that these bohairic codices were following 
B. I deny it utterly. For in the very next verse B omits xa 
mpocevyeobe, which nocoptic Mss do. And Bis alone here with 
Dacdk against all else but one poor little cursive 122 which 
stands out thus like a lost sheep, apart from 1 13 28 157 2"¢ 604 
892 Paris” LauraA! which with Y and W go against BD here. 
Yet W-H om. «at mpocevxecGe, and have ayyeAos in margin, 

Consult xiv. 18 beyond as to coptic methods by B. 
(See under “‘ Improvement.”’) 
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xiv. 3. ovvtpupaca (—Kar) NBLY bok. All the rest have the copula. 
Even D 2°¢ with «at Opavoaca, and syr pesh et aperuit, and sah 

ae, yet Sod trt [no new Mss] omits xa: as well as IV-H. 
7. +7artote in sec loco §=BLNY 892 LauraA™ soli cum sah boh. 

10. 6 els (proels) NBC*LMY 892 = bok mowar against sah 

(owa&) (But immediately before S*BC*DW?) 13 28 440 
Laura‘*’! Orig omit o before scxapiorns with Latt against 
sah and boh.) 

18 fin. tev exOorvtwy per epou( pro o ecOiwv pet epov) B™' cum sah 

boh. [Von Soden omits boh, but adduces no new Greek evidence]. 
This, coupled with the places at viii. 37, xiii. 32, noticed 

above, is absolutely conclusive that B saw the Coptics. They 

alone have the matter thus in the plural. Not one Latin even, 
as far as I can see, has manducit. All have the verb in the 
singular. And all Greeks, including W and the friendly WV, 

make no change. 
20. -—ee NBCL et WWI min™4 et 892 [non 28 non Paris®’] sah 

boh. The presence of W here (against 28) may be due to 

coptic. The other seventeen uncials with all Jatt (which have 
to render ex) and sy7 oppose with ex. 

ibid fin. Observe the strange (but for possible support of C*? 
Sod°® 2") EICTOENTPYBLION for es To tpu8rdcoy by B. Tisch 
says ‘‘ets To ev TpuBALov (sive evtp.)”’ but there is no such word 
as evtpu8diov. The hand which went over B has added a 

smooth breathing over EN, but Weetcott and Hort read it as 
év, and actually place this in the text in square brackets. 
May it not be due to an error oculi from the coptic column 
Hen fun the €N coming directly before to tpvBdALov 

there ? 
21. We cannot neglect the possibility of the previous point, when we 

see immediately following at the head of this verse the intro- 
ductory coptic xe followed by NBL 892 Paris” only seized 

again by Soden’s Alexandrian mind. (W does not have it, vet 
it conflates vrayes and vrapadiSorat immediately afterwards). 

Q4. To exyvyvopevoy uTrep ToAAwy NBCL eéf VW 892 (sol. inter 
minn) sah boh aeth W-H Sod tzt. 

to umep (vel rept) ToAAwy exyvrvopevoy D unc'> et WEP minn 
omn vid. latt syr. 

35. ememtev (pro erecer) NBLYV 892 boh [non sah] W-H & Sod 
txt. See under ‘ Historic present” (imperfect). 

40. >avtwv ot opOarpor (pro ot off. avrwv) NBCLA et P¥ Sod 
108 115 127 238 et 892 Paris’ LauraA Sod" sah boh (more 

copt, non “ex more Marci” ut Tisch). Against them are all the 
rest and W and the Latins and Syriac. (See below xiv. 65). 

. For xae apevres avrov mavtes epuyov of D, most Greeks (syr) 
sah and latt (as Matthew), the order is changed by NBCLAYV 

a =) 

ns ae ee 
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Mark 

61 258 435 892 Paris®’ Laura’! ger Heer Sod" goth boh to nat 

adevtes avtov epvyov travtes, adopted by Sod. 

It is noteworthy as exhibiting this well-known group of uncials 
hanging together with boh against sah. 

(For the variations see Horner’s note in sah.) The new ms W is 
with D and the mass and sah against boh. 

xiv. 60. ore (pro 11) BWY soli et W-H™ (cf. boh xe) ® 
61. ove atrexpwvato ovdev NBCLY 33 892 LauraA™ sah both aeth 

Orig 1/2 W-H Sod, against ovdev azrexp. of the rest and W 
Orig 1/2. 

65. >avtov ro mpocwrov NBCLUAW 33 108 127 892 Paris” 
Sod™'""* copt (See above xiv. 40) Sod follows both here and 

above. 
68 fin. Om. NBLWY 892 Paris” Evst 17 ¢ boh sah syr sin [non 

Sod]. See under ‘‘ Harmonistic.” 
69. evrev (pro npEato Aeyev) Only B and sah boh aeth W-H™. 

Nothing else. Take a cross reference from this (in Matt. xxvi. 
71 ever) and see under “‘ Harmonistic,” and if it does not give 

my readers a startling picture of a coptic conspiracy with B 
I shall be surprised. In these other places B has some little 
support. Here however B is in solitary grandeur with sah 
boh aeth and these alone. N deserts him, CLAY desert, W 
avoids it, D and all Latins contradict absolutely, and so do 

both syriacs. (Soden neglects to chronicle boh and aeth. 
This is careless for boh agrees absolutely, and this must be 
considered with xv. 15 below.) 

xv. 12. —Oedere See under “‘ Harmonistic.” 

15. rapedwxev Se tov w dpay. B Sod and boh alone. See under 
“NS and B differences” in Part II for the three 
varying orders. 

23. —mev NBC*LAY 604 Sod" x boh arm syr sin Cyr"? (against 
the rest and sak, all other Latins extant and syr and aeth). 

36. —xae (ante yeutcas) BLY [non minn vid] c (fri) vg®™ boh (sah) 
39. —xpakas NBL et V 892 copt W-H Sod tzt. (See 

‘‘Improvement.’’) 

40. +7 (ante wo. pntnp) BY 1381? soli et (sah boh) 

Latin and Coptic. 

i, 2. -—eyw BD Sod° 2° latt sah 3/4 

24. Aeywu (—ea) NBDWA Sod’? 28* 157 372 2" latt syr aeth boh 

(hiat sah) [Habent 604 Paris” rell unc et 2® Orig Eus'* Cyr] 
ii. 22. pnEer (pro pyoce) NBCDL Sod’ 33 892 2'* latt aliq et sah 

(non boh] W-H txt [non Sod] Cf Luc v. 37 
Tisch asks if other cursives besides 33 give the future. Apparently 
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only are and 892. The rest all have the present, and W gives the passive, 
retaining the present tense S:appnocortar ov acxot. 

ii, 9, worapta (pro wAoaptov) B' cum sah. [Sod omits sah]. I 
place this here under Coptic and Latin, becauee the Latin “ ut 

7 navicula (most omit iz) deseruiret ” may be responsible. 
ii. 18. Tov Kavava.oy NBCDLA 33 372 2" Paris’ Sod! et Jatt 

(0 xavaveos W = boh nikamaseoc) contra Kavautns sah et 
Gr rell et Sod’ 28 157 604 892 etc. arm goth. 

6. See under “ Latin.” 

9. Aey. ovopa poe +eoTw 
2. mpoopevover (— por) 

B (D) fam 18 238 872 latt?! sah boh 

B* cum boh"s Cf D wde cow et 
d ex quo hic sunt. 

33. —tw (ante retpw) NBDL 21 only (non al. minn vid) W-H & Sod. 
ix. 8. peta cavtww post edo (instead of fin) B 33 Paris” cf and sah 

(syr sin) W-H, non Sod. 
As it does not appear in Matt. xvii. 8 (except that 33 inserts there) 

it may have been early deleted from Mark and then added in the margin 
whence B copied into the wrong place, or else may mean sympathy with 
sahidic order, but boh keeps the usual order. 

X. 28. nKoAov@nxapev (pro nKorovOncapev) BCDW Sod! (Sod™?) 
lat copt 

This follows agyxayev and is probably alliterative as well. If 
nxohovOnxapev be “neutral” then all the rest of the Greeks have fallen 
into a curious error! Even Suden recognises this. 

x. 43. (pr loco) eote (pro ectat) =NBC*DLAWY Sod™ it” copt 

x1. 17. memomnxate (pro emoimoate) BLAY Orig only W-H & Sod txt 
xiv. 40. ads eXOwr evpev avtous NBLY 892 copt q [non Sod] 

Dacd fi k 

against vmoctpewas evpev avtous madtv W reil pl. 

txv. 1. tpor NBCDL et V3 Sod™ 46 892 Sod! 2” latt boh Orig 

[for exe to mpwt g A unc’ et WS minn et GO4 Paris” syr arm 
goth W-H & Sod (k* e mane) | 

Sah acth and e = cum autem mane factum esset 

8. avaBas NBD 892 latt copt goth, against avaBonoas of the 
rest and even A* LW and WY all minn (but 892), syr arm and 

diatess, while k omits, and acth conflates. 

Kat eXOwy evpey auTous 

Traces of Syriac. 

BD* 28 225 271 syr (boh"™*) W-H 
[non Sod] t 

Be cum 4 (Cf syr pesh, hiat sin) 

B" et (sah. syr pesh) 

BW Sod [non ND d rell] sed 
syrresh ln ners 1/2 ct bce f2t vg® 

ili. 17. ovoya (pro ovopata) 

iv. 20. —ev sec et tert 
22 fin. pavepwOyn 

v. 2. —evbews 

t Tisch omits the evidence of 2". t Cf. Merz, pp. 40, 41. 

een men 
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Mark 

x. 47. eotw trsfert post moovs B™ cum 273 Sod’ Paris” syr pesh 

syr sin (et sah) 

xv. 40. papiap n pays. BCWY fam 1 syr W-H [non Sod]. 

Form. 

Mark : 
i. 38. e€nAPov NBCL Sod™ 33 179 Paris” Sod’ e¢ Sod txt. Al. 

et Det e€erndvba, vel ednrAvda WAG! 28 892 al. et latt et d. 

39. This is followed by 7AGev pro nv by NBL Sod 892 [not even 
33 or Paris®’] sah boh aeth against all else and the other syr 
arm goth versions, which are solid for nv. To show that this 

is coptic reaction consider the unique xnpucow of & following 

(for xnpvacwv) =boh. But Soden swallows n\Oev as W-H. 

40. dvvn (pro dvvaca) B. This presupposes that every other 
Greek has changed Svvn or Suva to Svvaca. Soden’s 

sympathetic Sinai mss do not join. See below, ix. 22/23. 
iii. 25. otnvat (pro ota@nvat) BL 892 Paris” and so W-H Sod tzt, 

: but apparently no other support. 
NBCL Sod®® 213 892 and W-H Sod (om claus ornvat 

...o7nvat Paris® ex homoiotel.) 
N*BLM*WATL Sod et trt, tapaOwow D rell. 

B Evst 15 (pro tynpnonte) ; ornonte D aligq. 

NB only with Sod™ for nduvnOn. ; 
NBCLMA 372 892 al Sod txt (rell wapa9wo) 

NBFLWY 2" W-H «€ Sod (eerov rell et Paris®’) 

See under “‘ Change of Mood.” 

26. otnvar 

vi. 41. rapatiOwow 
vii. 9. tnpnTe 

24. ndvvacOn 
vill. 6. mapatiOwor 

ix. 18. era 

22/23. dvvn pro Suvacar bis 
x. 39. duvopeba B 

xii. 40. «atecOovtes B (Cf Lue vii. 33) 

xiv. 46. eweBadav SB 

xv. 21. eyyapevovew (pro ayyapevovewv) S*B* scr? [non W-H Sod] 
(D has avyap... here). This is almost purely a N.T. word. 

Only & at Matt. v. 41 changes to evyap. At Matt. xxvii. 32 
nyyapevear is used by all (including NB) except D nvyap..., L 
ayyap., and some min nyxap. It does not occur outside of these 
three passages. 

Synonyms. 

Mark 

ii. 12. eumpooOev (pro evaytiov) NBLW 187 mg 604 892 Paris” 

only, while evwov is read by ©'® Sod"! 3 28 33 511 Evst 29 
Laura’, and evavtiov by the mass and D. (eupoodev evavtiov 
Sod"), ' 

If the original Latin coram is primitive and antecedent it will 

account for this more clearly than any “ provincial ’’ preferences. 
Here coram is absolutely constant in all Latins. But observe 
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elsewhere what happens when the Greek is paramount (this list is 

quite imperfect) : 
Luke v.19. Gr. eurpoobev ante datt™ et vg, coram 6, in con- 

spectu ad 
xii. 8. eumpoobev coram latt" et vg, in conspectu d 

9. evwroy vel eutrpoobev D al. coram Jatt, in conspectu d 

xiv. 2. eumpoobev avtov ante illum, /a¢¢", apud ipsum e, pre- 

sente illo 5, in conspectu ejus d 
xix. 4. ets To exmrpoabev Variant plur latt 

27. eurpocbev pou ante me latt" et vg, coram me e, in 

conspectu meo ad 
xxi. 36. eumpooOev Tov viov Tov arvou ante fil. hom. la¢é" vg, in con- 

spectu fili hom. d f 

Jo. x. 4. eumpoobev avtwr ropeverat ante eas vadit latt! et vg, coram eas 
vadit 8, praecedit eas r 

xii. 387. eumpocbev avtwy coram eis att" et vg, in conspectu 

eorum d f (7) 
Lukei. 6. evavtioy (vel evwmtov) ante latt! et vg, ante faciem e, in 

conspectu d f Hier 
xxiv. 19. evavrtov (evwrtov D) coram latt" etvg,inconspectucde Aug 

Act vii.10. evavtior (vel evaytt) in conspectu latt!' et vg, ante gig, 
coram d 

vill. 82. evavtiov coram latt" et vg, ante Iren 1/2 Tert, 

in conspectu Iren 1/2 
Lukei. 15. evwmtov coram latt" ef vg, in conspectu a d Iren 

17. everreor ante Jatt" et vg, in conspectu, a d 
Iren Ambr, coram Tert 

19. evwreov ante att" et vg, in conspectu ad f, 
om ff. 

This will be sufficient without going further to show what I mean. 
But I do not know whether I have made the matter clear. The point is 
that an original Latin coram in Mark ii. 12 may have given rise to the 

two Greek readings, while coram is constant among the Latins. But in 

the other Gospels and Acts the Greek rarely varies whereas two or three 
varieties are to be observed among the Latins throughout. 

Note also: 
Mark xii. 41. azevarte BUY 33 Paris’ Sod*"* xatevavteXD unc! et W2P 

: (catevwtriov 13-346-556.) 

and ver. 36. vrroxatw (pro urorosior) BDF T4WY 28 Sod" sah boh syr sin 

urrotroé.oy N rell et itet d et rell verss et LXX. 

This is quite an important place. For B makes several other 

changes in this verse. It omits ev before tw mvevpate, omits o before 
xuptos, and substitutes alone xa@ccov for xaov. Hort makes a positive 
caricature of the LXX quotation, following B even to the placing of B’s 

unique xaQ:coy in his margin. 
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vroxatw bere is read in Matt., but vromodiov by Luke and the LXX 

and by all Latins in Mark. 
Mark . 

xv. 46. pynuate (pro pynpew) NB, contra rell omn et WEY minn. 

(xvi. 2. prnpa (pro prnpeor) NC (W 2!) Hes", contra rell omn, 
; cfy.3) 

Omission from Homoiotelenton. 

Mark 
xv. 10 fin. —o1 apytepees BA [non fam] 115 349 Paris” [non 892] 

Sod?°3 3371225 Fyst 13 47 syr sin boh [non sah]. 

This is clearly an error from the repetition of the words at the 

beginning of the next verse. We have a nice check here of sah against 

boh, pesh against sin [hiat cu] and W (besides all the other uncials) 

against B. WY is so extremely friendly to B otherwise (and in this 

neighbourhood) that to me its witness is conclusive for the words, 

although they are put into square brackets by V-H. But this may be 

due to the omission in Matt. xxvii. 18. 
Mark 

viii. 17. —ere by no less than NBCD"LN WAS Sod" fam 1 28 33 124 

[non rel fam 13] 225 245 2°° [non 604] Paris"? 892" a sah boh arm aeth 

[non syr sin pesh diatess non rell latt] 

This occurs from CYNIETEETINENWPWMENHN and I claim that the 

omission is an error on the part of all these authorities, including B, for d 

goes against D, 5 goes against A, and syr sin with the other Latins 

witnesses against the Coptic. 
The opposite side of the picture is seen immediately after at 

Mark 

viii. 19, where 28 with fam 13 99 Sod? and bc d ff i k-add ovs after 

aprous (APTOYC OYG EKAACA) against all the Greek uncials [except D 

“rous” borrowing from Latin]. These errors control themselves when we 

balance the evidence properly. 
Cf viii. 14 +quem post panem Jatt, but no Greeks which we know have 

APTONON, 
xii. 36. —ev (post evrev) B*! cum 273 et Sod’ (teste Sod contra ed. 

Beermann & Gregory). 

GRAMMATICAL CHANGES. 

Change of Voice. 

There is nothing surprising in attributing the changes of voice to 

Alexandrian revision. Observe how the ms W acts at times, ¢g. in the 

matter of the sons of Zebedee at Mark x. 35 where we are to read 

a:tnowpeda instead of airyowper B ete. (artngoper NX [NX omits clause] 

A, or epotnowper D 1, 2"), or at vi. 20 properto W instead of the ropes 

of NBL (and ezrocet D rell). In these places W stands quite alone. 

vi. 27. eveyxar NBCAS 892 copt (active) for evexOnrar (passive) of 

DW and L and all the rest and Latt adferri (b auferri). 
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As bearing on this matter of voices, perhaps it has something to do 
with retranslation. Observe that at Mark xiv. 14 for ddyw, DW 1-209 

fam 13 have gayouas and G 28 118 346 ddyopuas. 

In St. Luke (xxii. 11) all have ¢ayw without change. 
In St. Matthew xxvi. 18 the expression is wow (roujcw D d gq 

Orig’. Cf. sah. It is impossible to divorce D from a coptic background). 

Change of Mood. 
Mark 

iv. 29. mapado (pro mapasw) N*BDA Sod 28 2°¢ [non W] 
(observe variations in bok Mss here) 

xiv. 10. wapad0ur (pro trapaSw) BC*?W 28 (D zpodor) 
(observe variations in sak Mss here) 

11. wapaéor ( pro tapadsw) BDW 
In these passages in ch. iv. and xiv. the sense is different, so 

that the change is purely that of the grammarian. 

In the first case in ch. iv. it is oray 8¢ mapadoe o Kaptos, 
in the second and third in ch. xiv. wa avrov wapabdo. avtots (of 

Judas), and avtov evxatpws mapador. 
vill. 37. S0¢ (prodwoce) S&*Band W-H tzt while NL and Sod tzt 

write 8w. 
The sentence is (7) te yap Soe (or Sw or Sot) avos avtad- 

Aaya THs YuynNs auToU; 

The Latins support woe with dabit. The sah and boh are 
equally emphatic with a future indicative. 

Itremains for NL Sod to give the subj.andN*B W-H theopta- 
tive against Origen. Whoisrevising here? [See forachange 
in the context under ‘‘ Infinitive for the cay construction.’’] 

ix. 80. yvoe (pro yvw) by NBDLC (cf sah) apparently nc cursives, not 
even 892 Paris” nor 28 (me teste) nor 2°*, which have 

mapadot above at iv. 29. Surely this would not have been 
changed to yo, if yvoe were original. W _ does not join here 
but does at xiv. 10,11. Lake prints yo for V. 

v. 43. yvou for yo by ABDLW Paris” [not 28 or others]. Westcott 
and Hort (ii. 168) treat this termination o: for # as conjunctive 
not optative, but see Moulton’s Winer, edition 1882, p. 360, 
note 2. And consult further: Luke i. 62 @edor, Mark xi. 14 
dayor, Act xxv. 16 eyor. .rAaBor, Act ii. 12 Oedoe (NE rell ; Bere 

ABCD), xvii. 18 Oedor (all except D* Oedn, four cursives Gere). 

Also: Act xxii. 24 exeyyw by all. And finally: 1 Thess v. 15 
arrosot X*D" (D* etiam arodoun) FG 
aTrodw NABD'EKLP al. et Patres 

Also note Luke i. 4 of Theophilus «va emryvos by &* alone. 
See Sir John Hawkins (‘Horae Syn.’ p. 53)...‘ It is well 
known that the optative was obsolescent in the ordinary Greek 
of N.T. times.” Therefcre is it not “revived” by B? Note 
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also Luke xix. 15. you (pro yuo) NRBDL 33 (against Origen). 
It should be observed that in this same verse NBDL 1-131 25 

157 employ SeSexee for edwxe and Origen ededwxet, as if gram- 

matical consideration had obtained here.f This is further 
emphasised by a complete change from tts te Stempaypatevoato 

to te Sterpaypatevoayto by NB(D)L(R)3 157 d e copt acth 
mn (syr) in the same verse. f 

(ix. 22. e te dyn }=NBDILAWY Sod fam 1 273 [non 28 hoc loco. 
Errat Tisch] pro ev te Syvacae rell omn. 

23. to Syn ~=©90 N* BD(— to D Sod*)NAW (rovro pro to ut copt) 

= Sod? fam 1 28(— ro 28) 892 pro ro et Suvacat rell omn ct V 
[om ro KUTI®] ) 

But this dvvy may be merely a change of ‘‘form”’ of the indicative, 

and not the subjunctive. 

Anyway W shows consideration by having dvvy ver 22 with the 
minority, but not in verse 23,t while Paris” retains dvyacaz in both places 

and is unfaithful here to NB. Fam 13 also holds dvvaca: in both places. 
We cannot judge of singular places like this without a correct 

tabulation. For instance Tischendorf makes no cross-reference here to 
Mark i. 40, but if we turn back there we find B indulging in Suvy for 
dvvacav at that place and quite alone! Comment is unnecessary. With B it 
is simply a preference. 

Change of Tense. 

i. 82. educev (pro ebv) BD 28 Sod®™# [non Sod] W-H. 1st 
aorist for 2nd aor. 

ii, 5. aguevtas (pro agewvtar) B 28 33 2°* [non 604 Paris®’ | zt?! syr 
goth sah boh against the rest and W2® rell and b } q. 

9. agievtrae =NB 28 2°° bok (remittuntur ace fg. fF q) against 
adewvtae of the rest and b (remissa sunt). Cf sah ‘‘ Thy sins 
will be forgiven thee,” showing Egyptian consideration of this 
passage. JV-H and Soden follow NB. 

22. pnfet (pro pyoce) See under ‘ Latin and Coptic.” 

iv. 1. cvvayetae (pro cvrnyOn) NBCLA fam 13 28 604 892 Sod'™ 
(fam 1 ovvepyerat) against cuvny9y of the mass (and curnyOncay 

A etc.) and the versions. JV-H and Soden print cvvayerat. 
vi. 22. npecev (pro cat apecaons) NBC*L(A) 33 ¢ ff, copt. This 

~ should probably come under ‘‘ Coptic.” It is rejected by Soden™. 

viii. 25. eve@rerrev (pro eveBreWer) NBL 28 273 (WA fam 18 244 440 
syrry, 

Here we get an expressive imperfect (Alexandrian ? Note X* 
was corrected to it) and very unlikely to be dropped by the 
mass if it stood originally in the text. Soden accepts it. 

t So Soden'*t; while neglecting yvo and all previous optatives. Is it consistent? 
¢ Thus reversing the attitude of 28, which latter would seem the more correct. 
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Change of Tense in participles. 

Mark 

iv. 18. axovoavtes (pro axovoytes) NBCDLA Sod 1 10 fam 13 28 
71 240 244 892 2”° Laurad! [non Paris’) Sod! 9% syyach pesh 
copt, against rest and Latin arm and aeth. As regards 

possible Egyptian influence there is very little difference in the 
writing of the two forms. Soden accepts axovaavtes. 

[x..17. yoruTetov  D 28 fam 13, geniculans latt (praeter a = genibus 
prostratus) 

youurretnaas Rell ct W (et W-H Sod).] 

Thus W* at ix. 8 meptSreropuevor (circumspicientes latt” for 
mreptBreyrapevoe rell and circumspexerunt k). 

Imperative. 

Markii. 9. eyepov BL Sod’ 28 372, eyepe ND plur and W (eyetpa al.) 

(In. ii. 11. eyepe NBW Sod plur, eyetpar some, and eyerpov K) 
(Consult also: vi. 22. aitncov B plur, but aitnoae & 2°* Evst 54 and 

aitnoe NX, ernoar W). 

xii. 36. xa@icov (pro xaOov) B alone. In this connection observe 
the other changes in this verse by B, not only slavishly 
followed by Hort against the usual LXX text, but xcaficov 
placed in Hort’s margin. 

Infinitive for the eav construction. 

Vill. 36. ‘Te yap whernoer (wperet) avOpwrov cav KepSnan (xepdnoet) 
Tov Koopov odov Kat EnprwOn Thy Yuyny avtov,” 

Here Tischendorf, Westcott-Hort and the Eng. Revision substitute 
the infinitive xepdyoaet (with NB 892, L xepSyoas) for cav xepd., and 
EnprwOnvar (with NBL 892) for SypiwAn. Soden refuses this change. 

Winer is silent. I ask can it be possible that NBL (against DW, the 
rest of the uncials and all the minuscules, against the Coptic and the 
Syriac, against the Gothic and all Latins) are really here the purveyors of 
a ‘pre-syrian”’ text? Or is it not an Alexandrian Greek preference and 

not even ‘ neutral ’’? 
Note that it is immediately following this (Mark viii. 37) that 8*B 

alone use So: for Swcet (NL 5a). [See above under “‘ Optative.’’] 
Note that the new witness W, in close agreement with B on both 

sides of this passage, yet knows nothing of these infinitives. 
As a matter of fact N goes quite wrong here for he has already 

substituted avOpwros (for avOpwirov) previously with coptic, making it the 
subject of wpeder and not dependent on it. Thus: 7e yap wperet avOpwriros 
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xepdnoat is clearly not good. te yap where avOpwrov xepdnoat of BL will 
stand, but since coptic says 1 yap avOpwros whedrnoet it follows with the 
eay construction. 

Let us examine further now Grammatical forms: Change of case. 

Genitive Absolute for Dative. 

Mark v. 2. e£eA@ovtos avtou (pro efe\Movts avtw of the mass) NBCLA 

Sod some twenty cursives of the same type and 892 Paris’. 
This seems to aim at improvement, but D is absent writing 
e€eXOovtwv autor with cde ff and W". Soden follows SBCLA. 

That B had considered this matter is seen elsewhere, for at vi. 54 B 
alone cancels avtwy in cat e€eXOovtwy avtwy (not approved by Hort). 

Genitive Absolute for Accus. Abs. 

Mark ix. 28. etceXOovtos avrov (pro eceNOovta avrov) with RBCDLAWY 
Sod fam 1 fam 18 28 2°* 604 892 [non 33 Paris’’] W-H & Sod 
(i¢ vg cum intrass et) 

Here again this seems grammatical preference, and very questionable 
at that, seeing that it is a question of motion :{ «ac evceAOovta avrov ets 
otxov ot padntat autou Katidiay ernpwTaV avTor. 

These cases in Mark must however be treated differently from those 

in the other Gospels. If it be a case of translation from Latin, it would 
not be ‘‘ Egypt” or “‘ Antioch ” preferring genitive or accusative absolute, 
and changing an existing foundation Greek text, as much as two separate 
lines of translation appearing. (See remarks under this head in 
St. Luke.) 

Change of Case. 

Mark vi. 3. ewontos (pro won) BDLA Sod fam 13 33 2” 604 Paris” 
ad boh W-H & Sod [non sah]. 

The sentence runs ovy ouros eotiy o TexTwY Oo vLOS (OF O TOV TEKTOVOS 
vios) [rns] paptas xat abeAdos taxwBov Kat twantos Kat tovda Kat atpwvos ; 

This has a double significance. If it is a genitive for the apparent 
indeclinable twon (or twond, as 8 121, many latins, vg and aeth have it) it 
is a grammatical improvement to agree with caxwBou and cipwros, but 
while sah has seit 1wcn, bok writes mear twcntoc “with (and) 
Tosetos,” as if bok had copied a text similar to that of BDLA, or they in 

turn had wandered to the bol and thought it a good idea seeing twcn'Toc 
to decline twon and make a genitive of it. AnyhowI do not believe 
twontos to be “neutral,” but to stand at the opposite pole. N&, very 

¢ But St. Luke adopts the gen. abs. for this at ii. 42 cae ore eyévero erwy 3wdexa 
avaBatvovrar avrwy xara ro eos THs EopTys. 
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useful as a control in this and many places, disagrees as above, while 
892 writes cwon. 

Change of Number. 

Mark i. 36. careSiwfev (pro wkateSiwEav) NBMU Sod 28 273 2"° 604 
alt gp l7y vg and 8, a8 to “avrov Siuwv wat os per’ avtov." 

To this W does not agree but, with [@D and all the rest of 
the uncials and Paris” syr, gives us xateSiwEav, as also all - 
other Old Latins and rg@", These are not really vulgates, 
but Old Latin in Mark as well as in Matthew. ; 

St. Jerome followed the NB reading, no doubt for the same 
preference. Soden retains catediwkav. 

iv. Lfin. ynoav (pro nv) NBCLAF 7!° 7 892 Sod” d [contra & erat 

et D® yw]. This not only seems a pure “TNegyptian” prefer- 
ence after zas o oxos, but is opposed by all other Greeks and 
W and all the Latins but d, which is here aberrant since 
the other Latin company deserts it exceptionally in this place. 
Soden reverses his position and adopts yaav. 

v. 13. evonAOev (pro evrndOov) of ta mvevpata ta axabapra B against 
the rest, and exceptional on the part of B. (W is emphatic 
against B with the contemporary form e:ndOav.) 

Particular use : 

Mark xiii. 8. ernpwra (pro ernpwtov) NBLW 4 13-69-346-556 [n0n 124] 28 
33 49 229 348 892 Paris” Sod"? !?°° (ernpwrncev™!) (boh®"! sah) 

This makes Peter the spokesman, and looks very like revision [see 
above on i. 36]. The sentence is: «at xaOnuevov avtov ets To opos Tw 
€AXaiwy KaTevavTL Tov LEepov ernpwrav (ernpwra NBLW) avtov xatidiav 
TETPOS KAL taxwBos Kat LMAVVNS Kat avdpeas €LTTE NULL... 

The Latins and syr arm aeth all oppose NBLW, the Coptic mss 

are divided and this small Greek group seems to be forcing the matter 
on Peter, because in the parallels there is absolutely no trace of this. 
Matt. xxiv. 3 is xa@nwevou Se avtov emt Tov opovs Twy edatwy TpoondOov 

avTw of pa@ytat Kxatidiay NEyovTEs eve nuw...and Luke xxi. 7 
emnpwtnaay de avtoy AeyovTes SidacKxade ToTe ovy TauvTa eotal... 

Soden follows Hort however and accepts exnpwra here in Mark. 

Plural for Singular. 

Mark iii. 35. ta @eXnpata 3B quite alone (and IV-H img) for to OeAnpa 
of apparently ail others. Can it be supposed for a moment 
that B represents the foundation text here against all else ? 
“ra Oednpata tov Oeov" grates very harshly on the ear. 
(Here again in a graeco-sah the change of the letter m to n 

f 15 40 53 236 237 252 259 273 433 Evst 53 259, 
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makes the difference of the plural without change of the 
noun’s termination). Sod cannot find a single witness for B. 

Sat Matt. vii. 21 has the plural alone against B and the rest. 
In the whole range of N.T. writings to Oednpya is essentially 

Matthaean Marcan Lucan Pauline Petrine and Johannine as well as 
being the expression of our Lord. The singular occurs 58 times. Only 
once a plural form (Acts xiii. 22, being an O.T. quotation of David). 
Mark vii. 28. e@tovow (pro eae) following xuvapia. So NBDLWA 

Sod” and some cursives and 892 Paris” against the rest. 
(At another place like Mark xiv. 27 following mpof8ara the uncials 

are more evenly divided, but the same group as above less W and 

+ACFGKN adopt the plural.) 
Mark ix. 15. doves (pro dur) aes co 1828 33892 

eFeOapBnOnoay (pro e€ePapBnOy)$ Paris" Sod" syr gothabed fit 
following mas 6 6yXos. 

The question is Who made the change? Soden follows Hort. 

Plural for Singular. [Not grammatical in the previous sense. ] 

Mark viii. 22. epyovtae (pro epyerar) N°BCDLWA Sod” a few cursives 
copt aeth arm goth it vg, changing the sense against N* 
the rest of Greeks and syrr diatess. 

The sentence is: 
Kat epxetat (or epxovtat) es BnOcadav Kat depovew avTw 
TupAov Kat Tapaxadouy avtTov... 

Does it not seem that the “neutral” text (as opposed by N* and 
syrr) is in danger of being accused of harmonising epyovrar with depovew, 
for which there can be no adequate reason. 

Why should the Syrr oppose the Latins here? There is a curious 
method in these things. Soden adopts epyovrat. 

Again 

Ee Tee eres De Tat i NBLWAY 892 k arm. Soden rejects this. 
etdov yy lev 

33. AOov (pro mOev) NB(D)W41 etc 2" Sod** it syr pesh diatess 

sah (not syr sin boh which go with the large majority) 
Here Gov is the harder reading, for the sentence is: 

xat ndrOov ets Kahapvaovp Kat EV TN OLKLA YEVOMEVOS ETNPwWTA 

avuTous. 

Possibly here NBDW are right (but Soden rejects). They have the 
support of Jat and syr vg diatess sah, so that syr sin and boh may be 
wrong here. 

In Evan 28 the text is n\6ev, but in the margin the chapter inserter 
has written tw xatpw exeww nrOev o toovs Kat ot paOntat avtov 
€ts KAT Epvaoup, 

Therefore the Church lesson may on the other hand have given rise 
to Gor. 

it 
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Change of Gender. 

Mark x. 80. Zeonv awwrie (pro bony atwyor) Br" 
This is not exactly a change of gender, but merely the emphatic 

form of the feminine. I have been curious enough to go through 
every other passage where atwros is involved. The result is that 

in the Gospels nowhere else does B change atwyiov to auwav, not 
even with xodaow at Matt. xxv. 46, nor does B modify “tas atwyious 

oxnvas" at Luke xvi. 9. In the rest of the New Testament, of the 

many places involving tony amor, B changes to away only at 

Acts xii. 48 and at 1 Jo. ii, 25 tyv Conv thy acwrav [not at 1 Jo. i. 2, 

iii. 15, v. 11, 13]. 
For the rest, at 2 Thess. ii. 16 wapaxAnow atwyay is read by all 

except FG atwvov. : 
At2Pet.i.11 C* 42 read es tyv awav Bacidecar, but B and the 

rest avwrior. 
At 2 Cor. v. 1 all hold atwmov although following two feminine 

nouns: otKxodopny . « -OlKLAV axEelpotrolnTov ALW@VLOV. 

So that there is no rule guiding B or the others, only an occasional 

preference. 

At Hebrews ix. 12 atwvav dXuTpwaw seems to be read by all, but 

awoviov is not modified elsewhere in Hebrews, while at 1 Peter v. 10 

ews THY atwrioy avtov So£€ay is read by all and not away as we might 

expect of B. 

Mk. xiv.3. Common text and GMW® min to adaBaotpov (in sec loco) ; 

N*ADEFHKSUVW'XY“PASID) tov adaf. but BLY'CAY 

Paris” tv adraf. 

The Greeks made alabaster masc. or fem. (Liddell and 

Scott), Herodotus using the masc. and Plato the fem. article. 

Perhaps there was a difference in the use to which the 

word was put. In the parallels and above in this verse 

no article is used. It certainly looks as if B and com- 

panions had wished to show their grammatical instinct and 

had made a change here, for % has tov, and only N° brings 

his text into conformity with B. As to W, it with ® (and 

GM reported by Tisch.) has to. W does not even agree with 

28, the latter having Tov. 

Change of Order. 

As to Order consult 

Matt. v. 4/5, where for paxapiot o¢ mpaeis, to come before paxapiot ot 

revOourres, D 33.a¢ fi Qizh klovg syr cu witness with Clem 

Origen (specifically, see Treg ‘ Printed Text,’ p. 187) Nyss Bas 
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Hil and the Eusebian canons, while 8B and the rest, with 

b fq syr sin pesh copt arm aeth and Tert, followed by I-H, 
put vrevOourres first. [Sod errs as to A and 604.] 

The question is whether this is scientific. If W-1 want Origen’s 
text, he ig a witness here against them and supported by the section 

authority of Eus Am. This passage was omitted from consideration in 
its proper place. Now as to St. Mark observe: 

Mark ii. 10. agvevat apaptias ere ts yns BP Sod 142157273 al’ acth W-H 
against ad. ewe THs YS ap. A etc. (et Sod txt) 

emt THS YynS ah. ap. XD mult et verss 

and —eme THS YyNS Wobq 
Probably B omitted and found em ts yys in his margin, adding 

afterwards. At any rate W points this way, as that Greek Ms now 
comes to join the Latin b-g for omission of ems ts yns. 

An exceedingly useful commentary on this supposition is offered in 
the very next verse but one. Instead of «ae nyepOn evlews nar apas Tov xpaf. 

of most Mss and versions, NBC*L 33 and four boh mss (arm?) say Kat 

nyepOn kat evOus apas Tov xpa. which is not the same thing at all. Now 
evOus is omitted outright by b c e ff q, and the new Greek us W not only 
comes to join them but gives the Greek in the Latin form of 0 q as ille 
autem surgens tulit by writing: o Se eyepOets kat apas... Probably again 
here NB took evus from the margin of their exemplar and slipped it in 
the wrong place. JV-H and Soden follow SBCL. 
Mark v. 25. Swdexa etn (pro etn Swiexa) NBCLAW fam 1 [non 118] 28 

fam 13 Paris® 892 al. perpauc and Coptic W-H «¢ Sod txt, 
not syr nor lat. 

This needs no comment. 

vi. 2. >didacxew ev Ty cvvaywyn NBCDLA Sod al? 33 892 7P° 
Paris” df fa (r) sah boh aeth syr arm. Contra rell omn et W 
et latt et goth. 

I am convinced that the change of order is an improvement and 
wrong, although D d/ ff, join 8B here for it. The other Latins (which 
from v. 40 to v. 43 hung absolutely together) oppose and have the 
support of W plus eleven uncials and =P and 1 13 28 2" G04. Besides 
goth opposes and neutralises f here,as W e neutralise Dd. It is doubtless 
the Egyptian order to which D d have been accommodated in this place. 
Sod rejects, and most unscientifically, having followed the group at v. 25. 
Mk. vi. 26. > aernoat avtqnv NBCLNA® Sod” 179 Sod™! 1 892 against 

DW and all the rest and the Latin order avrny afernoas (om 
autnv 69 265 Sod“ ¢ syr sin) Sod again stultifies his method 
by following NB etc. 

49. >eme ts Oar. wepimatourra =NBLA Sod*°* 33 892 Paris” 
c®T syr sin (cf Matt. xiv. 26) W-H «& Sod against DW and all 
the rest and against the order of the versions, including Coptic. 

It might be thought that NBLA were original and “ neutral’ here 
(obs. syr sin), but why should all the rest change? Further, observe that 

H 2 
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immediately following, the same group NBLA 33 892 Paris” (without 2° 
604 al.) change davtacpa ewat to ott havtacpa eotw with copt t (cf syr). 

Both changes cannot be right. The latter (if not the former) seems 

a clear theft from Matthew. It is rejected by Soden. 

Mk. vii. 5. > ov reperarovew ot palntar cov NBLA 33 179 892 Paris” 

Sod™6 Evst 49 boh aeth, against sah all the other Greeks and 
DW and latt syr arm goth. There can be no question here but 
that the same vicious little group is wrong, yet Soden follows. 
Not only does sah oppose, but all the Latins and DW and the 

other important minuscules. Tisch merely quotes “ copt"’ 

for the change. We know now that it is boh and not sah. 
27. >To Kvvapiows Barewv NB Sod fam 1 28 [non W] 892 

Sod'© 25" Hust 49 150 q against > Bar. rors uv. everything else 
and D and W and all Jatt (but gq) and copt syr. Even Paris” 

opposes NB here. It is nothing but an ‘improvement’ on 
their part yet Soden follows ! 

Here there is not agreement with Coptic or Latin order (except q) 
so that there must be another reason for it. The fact that the Latins 
and copts put the Badrev ahead of tos xvvaprers does not lerid colour to a 
“neutral” order bere. It would seem like an Alexandrian preference 

and rounds out the sentence better. Besides when W and 28 oppose 
each other it is always wise to go carefully. Here the younger codex 

goes with NB against the one which is a contemporary of NB. 
vil. 29. >ex tTys Ouyatpos cou To Saipomov NBLA Sod®° 892 Laura* ! 

Sod? boh et W-H Sod txt (contra sah et rell omn et DW verss). 
ix. 1. A small matter. Practically all Greek authorities write: 

ott toe Tes Twv wde egtnKOoTwY While B(D*) says ote e:ot 
Twes wde Twv eatynKoTw», refusing to separate the article 

from eotnxotwyv. JV-H follow this without marginal comment, 
so that it evidently commended itself strongly to them. So 

do Tisch Treg (cf. latt) not Soden. But why should all other 
Greeks oppose B if B be right here? Is it not more like 

the grammatical preference of a purist ? 

xii. 19. See under ‘‘ Coptic.” 
Kili. 10. > rpwrov Set (pro Se mpwrov) NBD#W 28 299892 Laura‘! 

Sod” Evst 53 al. pauc.anlvg W-H & Sod tet. 
and mpwrov de de W Sod" 108 115 124 [non 

157 errat Birch] 2" al. pauc. ¢ d f2 got (h) r sah. 

This is bound up with a matter of punctuation as to whether the 
first part of verse 10 belongs to verse 9. It has led to sah and syr pesh 

[not sin| transferring es wavta ta eOvn to the end of verse 10, and to 

w very curious conflation in D d ff2 g2, where holding «at es mavta eOvn 

at the beginning they add ev act rors eOveow at the end. 
That a do not do this proves once more that this happened in 1) d 

t Which Tisch omits. 
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after the old base (which a n used) had been modified. Observe W here 

has a space before tpwrov S¢ Sec (W alone now comes to join a very small 

proup) definitely reporting back xa: es mavta ta eOv7 to verse 9. As 28 

only has mpwrov de with NBDY it looks as if the 28 base were older 

than W and that the parent of W had insevted Se in order to make this 

matter of punctuation secure, after the NBD type had changed dec rpwrov 

to mpwrov Set. 

Birch has erred a3 to 157 reading mpwrov Se Sex. Correct Tischendorf 

and Horner. 157 reads Sec pwrov. 

N* really reads mpwroy (or mpwros) Xaov Sec which Tisch does not 

refer to in his edition of the N.T. [Paris®’ has Se zpwrov- | 

xiv. 64. avtov evoyov evar (pro avtov etvat evoxov) NBCLAY 33 892 

Paris”? Sod'™* et Sod“' 1 q. This seems to be in the nature of 

improvement. D d ff omit evar; Laura4™ places it last. 

W goes with the majority of Greeks and Latins for 

etal evoxov. 

65. This is followed by > avrov to tpocwroy NBCLUAY 33 

108 127 892 Paris” Sod'"® et Sod™ bringing the possessive first 
as Coptic. The usual conspirators remain well together here, 

only joined by U 108 127; W and the rest are against it. 

Observe 108 127 do the same at xiv. 40. 

67. See under “ Differences between % and B"’ no less than seven 

differing orders. Of these BCLY Sod%** 892 alone cling 
together for pera Tov vat. na 0a Tov noov, which, instead of being 

neutral and basic (as Hort & Soden would have us believe by 

using this order in their texts without marginal comment), is 

opposed by all others, thus: 33 remaining alone with sah boh, 

& alone with both syriacs, W with fam 1, 2" and 604, while 
the large groups are represented by DA and all Latins, and 

AN wnc!? on the other hand. But in this division none place . 
rou enoov last! Eusebius is extant and he goes with Paris” 
and DA latt practically, although having ys with W fam 

1 2° G04. It must be an “ improvement’”’ by BCL'Y 892. 

” 

Historic Present. 

See lists in Hawkins, ‘ Horae Syn.’ p. 144/149. There is a difficult 
place in 
Mark xi. 7 where N*CW Sod fam 1 including 91-299 fam 13 28 Sod" 

substitute ayovow for the nyayov of most (= Matt. Luke), 
while BN*LA 892 LauraA!* Orig., holding the present, 
substitute depovaw as W-H Sod trt. [D = ryayor.] 

These groups come together in the same verse (+D) for ez-' 
Bardovew instead of ereBarov. 

Are these authorities forcing an historic present on Mark, or do they 

represent the real ‘‘ neutral” text here? The only commentary offered 
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is at the close of the verse, where xaGcter is substituted for exaicev 
but only by Ds" (d@ sedebat) W Jam 1 28 91 241 2" (Cronin) 604. 

Here W 28 conspire to indicate a completer revision, while D 
remains composite: nyayov.. .ertBadrXovew.. Kadrber. 

At the close of the verse NBCDLA Sod” min? W-H Sod substitute 
ex avtov for em avtw of all the rest (including W and 28). While in the 
next verse WD 28 and two of the cursives (2'* 604) which wrote er’ aurov 
conspire to substitute with the Latins eotpwrvuoy for ertpwcay. In this 
verse 8 NBLA 892 7 W-H Sod txt write coyavres for exowtov. There are 
other clear indications of revision hereabouts. By whom is the question. 

The apparent Alexandrine preference for the imperfect over the aorist, 
a kind of historic present or imperfect,t is seen in some other places as 
Mark ix. 38, exodAvopev (for exorvoapev) by NBD*LA Sod fam 1 W-H 

Sod, and it is noteworthy because repeated in Luke ix. 49 by 
NXBLE 157 Paris” a b ¢ 1 W-H Sod against the mass in both 
places. 

See also 
Mk. viii. 25. eve@derev for eveBrevev NBL 28 273 (WA fam 13 244 440 

: syr) W-H Sod. 
That the historic present was revived can be seen in other Mssas C* alone 

at Luke x.30 xata@awee for xateBawev. Cf. Orig 2/3 Matt. xiv. 19 xerever. 
B is absolutely alone at Mark i. 18 using nxoAovOow for nxodovOncav 

against all Greeks and versions. 
Mawk ii. 8. deyer (pro ever) NBLW 33 892 [ron min al. magni moment? 

ef g.vg W-H & Sod tet. 
16. pr loco ort ec Oe (pro ott noOvev NDL Sod") B33. 2" Paris’ b d 

[sed D* nobtev] ff r syr boh arm aeth W-H (avtov ecOovra 
A plur af q goth). We sec loco (pr. om) eoOter et manducat. 

iil. 8, over (pro eroet) BL only W-H txt [non Sod] against ND and 
all the rest + W2‘P and cursives. Only sah and boh® support BL. 

iv. 1. cuvayeras NBCLA® fam 13 28 604 892 Sod'™' et trt, (fam 1 
see below), against cvyny8n DW une? and &® all Latin and 

6 and versions, and ournyOnoav A 2" al. pauc. and some 

verss, as Matt, while the 1 fam is hopelessly divided, 1-209 
reading ouvepyerat, 131 cuvepyovtas and 118 ovvny6n. 

vi. 1. epyetas (pro dOev) NBCLA 892 IV-H « Sod tzt, sed 

confuse Sod in notul. (a? venit, al. aliter: abiit ut D «camndOev 

sic) No minn except 892 join and this would seem a purely 

arbitrary change. Note that W elides exeOev nat qrOev and 
has only xat eEndrOev evs tv tatpida avtov. (Obs. epxerat i. 40, 
v. 22, vi. 48, x. 1, xiv. 17, 87, 41, 66 by all ex lat? vENIT.) 

The reading of the group NBCLA is absolutely opposed by 
Origen: ‘xat o wapKos Se dnow Kat nrOev es Tov...” 

t Observe W alone at i. 26 sven panes for dwmoa of NBL 33 Paris” Orig W-H Sod 

and xpagas of D and xpagay of the rest. 
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[A place of great conflict. I lay no emphasis upon it because tenses are 
all mixed up in this chapter : 

Mark vi. 16. edeyer NBCLA® 33 892 f boh | aitSdetbgi.ilgrrg 
evTrey AD* 33 unc! et W ac fa sah goth syr Sod) 

vii. 14. Aeyer B 59 only (against edeyer NDW rell omn et latt 

et evrev Sod?” 2° a n syr copt) 
viii. 6. mapayyedree NBD" L 892 1 vg® W-H Sod tzt (praecipit, non 

al. latt et d = praecepit et c ffz jussit) 
mapayyeicas = Sod**° Qh 
Tapnyyetne Rell et W et ewerake vid Orig (kat o Mapxos. 
ewetake gyow avtois wavtas avaxdivat: evOabe Se ov Kedevet 
adda TapayyedAr€l TH oXAW avakNOnva. Hine perperam (?) 

Trapayyedres NBD*"L. 
To these add perhaps of the man cured of the Legion of Devils: 
v.18. wa pet avtov nv (pro 7) B* As only. The copts stopped 

to consider this passage, for instead of esset of the Latins, 
they have “follow” or “remain with,” or “ go with” as aeth, 
but all in indirect discourse. 

vill. 36. wheres (pro wedncet) NBL and W:™ 892 an q Aug 
W-H Sod txt against all the rest (and against 33 Paris’ 
aopernOnoerat cf syr) and against sah boh Orig. Correct Tisch, 

for sah boh are clear. 
ix. 13. 7Oedov NBC*D® [contra d] LY 892 1-H Sod tzt, ef boh 

(k oportebat illum facere) 

nOednoav A une rell!? WE® minn et Paris” latt [Male Sod] 
et d voluerunt sah. 

x. 10. exnpwtwy NBLAYV Sod min paue et Paris? LauraA' 892 
W-H & Sod tzt 

emnpwtouy C ct 
emnpwtncav D rell omn ct W2® minn longe pl.latt copt syr goth. 

[In ver. 13 NBCLAY reverse thist and write the aorist against 
the imperfect, but in Mark these matters are very much involved. | 

xiv, 35. emerrev (pro evecev)  NBULWVT" (eremimtev) 892 [non Paris’’} 
boh W-H Sod, contra sah ct latt™., This is nothing but a crib 
from boh [not sah, observe] and notice the manner of boh in 
expressing it. (Cf. D Clem sol. avamimte pro avatece Luc xiv. 10) 

49. exparee B sic, sed expatette V*" (pro expatncate rell). Until 
Mr. Lake published the text of V, B stood alone; not even 892 
has exparte:te. 

x. 43. (pr loco) eatw (pro estat) NBC*DLA et WY Sod itt vg 
copt W-H Sod trt (contra reil). 

Observe in xii. 41 where 8 273 use Oewpe: (only c vidit) against efewpe 
Gr rell and latt boh ‘ aspicicbat’ or ‘ videbat,’ Origen once uses ewper and 
once efecpet. : 

t Soden amusingly abandons I!’-H and the group here, for he loves the imperfect. 
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And, as bearing on Alexandrian custom, exhibited elsewhere, observe 

the preference for the imperfect even over the present at 
Mark 

v1. 35. eXeyou NBLAF Sod 33 892 Paris boh W-H Sod (quite 
a characteristic group) against Aeyovow of nearly everything 

2 else and DW, while it!" say dicentes as sah. 

vil. 27. edkeyer NBA Sod"! 33 892 Paris” Loh W-H Sod (reve 

D* 604 a gq, Rell W et latt" et d sah eczev) 
x. 23. ereyev S*C Sod" (against Aeyee of B plur) 
And observe Clement when quoting x. 17 avoids both yovuterwv 

of D 28 fam 13 (geniculans late") and yovuternoas Gr" (genibus 
prostratus @, et cum prodisset genibus 4) and says éyovu7éret. 

But the treatment of this matter generally in St. Mark by the 

NB family is quite different from that exhibited in the other Gospels. 
Frequently they render an aorist for an imperfect. They were so bent 
on having their own way that I infer from this that if they were 

translating from Latin they often supposed the Latin imperfect would 
be better rendered by an aorist, but this subject is extremely com- 
plicated in Mark as in everything else in the Gospel. Take vi. 56 for 

instance. There are five imperfects in this verse ; ™ introibat, © ponebant, 

© deprecabantur,  tangebant, and © salvi fiebant. The first and third 

are agrecd to by all, but NBLA IV-H Sod and five lectionaries prefer 
etiecav to eteOovv, NBD* (against d latin tangebant) LA min’ a ff, and 

W-H prefer myavto to nrrorto, and while nearly all are agreed as to 
ecwtorto (S:ecwtovto N min aliq), 33 2" Paris” want ecwOycav with a, and 
A Stecw8 naar. 

More HaArmonistic. 
Omissions. 

ix. 88. — 09 ove axorovber nut (vel pe nuwy Dad ky) NBCLAV 
Sod 10 115 846 2? 892 Paris” Laura*!™ Sod" [non tre] 
Evst 44 f [non goth] boh syr pers aeth. The character of this 
group makes it probable that they all consulted Luke and 
found the clause absent and so excised it from Mark. Why 
should nearly all the rest of the Greeks be so pleonastic if not 
genuine: os ov axodovOer nuty Kat exwdvopev avTovy oTt ovK 

neorovbe. nuy? But DXW latt complicate matters with 

Soden by leaving out the ott ovx nxodovber nu at the end. 

x. 6. -0 Geos by only NBCLA Sod™ [non Sod] ¢ 8 sah boh. Not 
even W omits, and all others and syr, rell latt, aeth arm 

goth have it. The passage here must be influenced from Matt. 

xix. 4 where it is absent. 
19. Here again BKATIWY invite us to throw out St. Mark's 

Ln atootepnans witnessed to by all Latins, by syr pesh sah 
boh aeth, by 8 and D and most Greeks, as well as by CL and 

c k which were with B at x. 13 jin (see above), which seems 

to be simply because the words are absent in the parallel 
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accounts of St. Matthew and St. Luke. In A there is a big 

space showing the writer was aware of his strange recension. 

Syr sin and arm support B cc. and one lorn vg’. But the rest 

and the coptics are all against this excision nor do W-H Sod 

accept it. 

xiv, 68 fin. Kae (evOews) adrextop epornoev. This is omitted by NBL and 

W [non 28] ¥ 892 Paris” Evst 17 ¢ syr sin sah boh [non aeth] 

W-H [non Sod] but by these only, and no doubt because not 

found in Matthew and Luke. The whole chapter has been a 

tissue of harmonies (in which Origen and D have played a 

part) and I do not refer to many of them. The presence 

of W here, absent for the most part from the XB combinations 

in this chapter, is probably due to coptic influence, for both 

versions of the coptic omit here. But the Latins speak 

with no uncertain sound including 4, and with syr pesh and 

the rest of the Greeks including D and CA (otherwise 

generally with NBLY) oppose c, which here sbows its 

frequent critical Egyptian tendency. 

Observe B in the next verse omitting madw alone with 

M Paris” coptics and W. Practically all oppose, including 

the friendly 892 and NCLA and ¥, only varying the position. 

xv. 10. —o« apyiepers B 1 [non fam] Paris” [non 892] Sod? Evst 

13 17 boh [non sah] syr sin [non pesh] 

Cf. Matt xxvii. 18 where the words are absent, but we can 

give B the credit of omitting from homoioteleuton in Mark as 

the next words in xv. 11 are a repetition ‘‘ ot de apysepes.” If 

I concede this, I would like my critics to allow me to date boh 

here quite as early as B, and not relegate poor boh to the 

vir™ century. 
12, —Oerere (ante wogcw) NBCA ct WY 1 [non fam] 13-69 

[non 124-346] 33 291 892 Sod"? sah boh (ut Matt xxvii. 22) 

contra rell omn ct Paris” latt syr aeth arm. Soden accepts the 

omission. 

Again here the presence of W is accounted for from coptic 

sympathy. 

Additions. 

1. 34. +0 evar post ott nSercav avtov by BLWE 892 and CGM al. 

(rov xv) acth and boh (ex Luc iv. 41) but absolutely contra- 

dicted by ND and the rest and even Paris” [against 28 2"° 604 

ctc.] with syr goth pers and Vict*' diserte. Soden excludes. 

38. +addayou NBC*L 33 Paris” sah boh arm aeth, but against 

all others and W as well as 28 2" 604 and latt syr (ex Luc iv. 43 

“xat eTepats Todeoty evayy. pe Ser”...). Soden excludes. 

[This combination here of NBCL 33 Paris” against the rest 

is only one recension, for at the end of the same verse they 
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(vill, 21. voeste (pro curiere) 

i. 40, 

iii. 14. 

vi. 20. 
49. 
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have e&AOov together against all the rest again, who have 
efermdvOa or ednrvéa.] 
txupte BCLWE Paris” al" copt arm aeth c e ff vg° (ex Luc 

v. 12 ct Matt viii. 2) Not received by Soden. 
tous Kat arroato\ous wvopacer NBC! Wa fam 13 28 238 
Sod™ [non Sod''] 8 only with boh sah aeth (ex Lue vi. 18). 
This is opposed by all the rest and D and latt arm and goth and 
sy. Hort unfortunately takes it into his text without marginal 
comment but I?-F and Soden cast it out as Tischendorf had done 
before them. W is errant here writing «at erouncev 1B waOntas 
va Wow (eT AUTOU OVS Kat aTroaTOAOUs wrouncer, for W adds 
paénras first and interposes wa wot per avtov before making 
the addition. D and the Latins control the situation. 
(= Luke ix. 7) qrropes for rover. See under “ Coptic.” 
ote Gavtacna cot (pro davtacua ewat) NBLA 83 892 

Paris” JV-H [non Sod] = Matt xiv. 26. 
Observe in the same verse the order emt TS Oaracons 

Tepiratovyta, of NBLA Sod 33 ext 892 Paris syr sin 
only, is the order of Matthew, accepted by IV-H and by Soden. 

Changes. 

x. 13 fin, avrois 

Be! (D) Vide sub “ Coptic.” 
I prefer not to regard this as harmonistic from Matt xvi. 11 

because of the presence of ovy in some copies and of Ge in 
sah, and because the sah word is almost voerte transliterated. ) 

ix. 14. eADortes.. .ecdov (pro edOwv...eSer) NBLUWAW 892 k sah arm 
Cf Matt. and Luke. See remarks elsewhere as to opposition to 
the rule of preferring the harder reading. Rejected by 
Soden. 

NBCLAW Paris” 892 ¢ k boh sah" 1/2. W-H 
Tos mpoopepovow practically all others and WE® minn omn 

vid and the other versions and all other Latins. 
This is simply accommodation by NB etc to the Matthaean 

and Lucan accounts and about as vicious a matter as we can 
find. There are only two sah codices here extant and they 
oppose each other. Westcott and Hort have the temerity to 
place avrovs in their text without a word in the margin. And 
—would it be believed ?—R-V ed. 1910 follows suit, with no 
footnote. It had corrected the harmonising blunder above of 
the same authorities, who wrote wa avtwy ayyrae instead cf 
va ayntat avtwy against Origen’s specific information, and yet 
here Souter’s edition perpetuates a fourth-century harmony, 
in very bad taste then as it is now. Soden avoids this, 
(Souter even restores eetipwv for eretiznoay of the same 
blundering authorities and IW-H.) 

Mark 

(xiv. 69.) 

xv. 46. 
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I suppose the Revisers thought ¢ /& strengthen the XB 
combination here for autos, but what of all the others? The 

Latin side is the important one and all but ¢ hk are with 
D d for tows zpocpepovow. How we can expect to proceed 
on any such unscientific lines I fail to sce. Souter’s text 

corrects two trumpery mistakes in this verse of the same 
Greek group, one of order and one of tense, and then leaves 

the worst one in the text and the editor gives no authorities 
below. We shall never advance at this rate., Did they not 
realize when they accused NB of bad faith in taking the 
Lucan order for wa avtwv ayyra: that NB were looking at the 

parallels, and hence the further blunder ? 
I hope to show clsewhere that the Latin of l d is the 

important thing in Mark. And here we throw away the 
testimony of DW and sixteen other uncials, practically all 
cursives, all Latins but c ’, the syriacs including sin, goth, 

arm, and aeth in favour of the usual coterie of blind guides. 

They are only one, an entity, and that a critical recension. 

Not the neutral text. 
I mercly make suggestions elsewhere, but I make free here 

to demand of the next revisers that tos rpoogepovary be restored 

to Mark x. 13. Even Soden’s text holds it. 
Finally here B alone adopts the e:rev of sah boh aeth for 
nptato Aeyew of absolutely everything else. All B’s friends 

desert him and leave him self-accusant of coptic conspiracy. 

This ec7ev in copt is the same here as at Matt. xxvi. 71 (where 
the Greek is Xeyes). Horner has spoiled my picture in sah by 
quoting B for np£aro Aeyesv in error. 
everAnoey Tn cuvdove Kat EOnxev (pro xateOnxer) avTov ev pynpatt. 

XBCDLW2IT" 2t° 692 Sod™* [non Paris”] IV-H_ prefer 
eOnxev to xateOnxev. cOnxev is found to be the expression in 
St. Matthew (xxvii. 60) and St. Luke (xxiii. 53) and this may 
be classed as harmonistic on the part of NBC*DL, but it is 
worse ; for why should they deny free speech to St. Mark 

when the very catacombs at Rome re-echo xateOnxev! For 
this expression is found on some early sepulchral tablets in 
the Christian catacombs, and doubtless St. Mark if writing 
in Greek wrote xateOnxev and not eOyxer. [A = xaOnnev; 

Soden and Tisch retain cateOyxev. | 

Improvement. 

i. 7. epyetas 0 txxvpotepos pov omicw (—pov seq) only B and 
Orig 1/2 against all others and against Origen close by 
‘distinctly ov ovicw pov. Hort places this second pov in 

square brackets, but it is quite against the weight of evidence. 
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i. 27. 

ij. 18. 

iii. 6. 

33. 

iv. 28. 

38. 

. odorrovery (pro odov srotety) 
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The only others to vary are } 1 q which elide the first ov, and 
Aj 273 6 ff, t which leave the first nou and elide omow pov. 
wate cuvtntew avtous (pro wate ovvt. mpos eautous rell) NB only 

W-H (cf. b e fq —avrovs) against Paris” and the rest. 
Sod has no new witness. W has «at cvvetntouy Tpos EavTous, 

of syr. 
A question of ‘‘pairs” as in Matthew, or rather of triplets. 
Sate ot pad. lwavvov cat os pad. tov hap. vnotevovew or Se coe 
(= pHafyTat) ov vnor. B elides the third zantac (fourth in the 
verse) with only two cursives (127 and 2!) and most mss of 
the bohairic; so [W-H]. Tisch does not record this for boh 
and Horner forgets to put it in his sah apparatus. 

BGH 1 372 892 Sod (Om W, 
habens tihdev pro tiAdovTEs). 

cupBovrov edidouv (pro cupB. eroovy vel erorncav) BL 
Jam 13 28 2" 604 boh'® Sod* et txt, against Paris’? and d 
eroovv with the mass, against emovouvto W Sod", against 
erornoav NCA Sod boh"" sah, and against D* and @ qoiourtes. 
—pov fin BD arm? W-H only [contra d rell omn et verss | 
This is another question of “ pairs” where we have so often 
found B guilty before. It is quite natural. The phrase is tus 
coTw 7 wyTNP wou Kat ot aderAgor prov, witnessed to by all other 
Greeks (but W, see below), all Latins and syr copt aeth. 
Ambrose 1/2 and Aug agree (libere) with BD*, and W goes 
further and elides pov after untnp retaining it after adedpot, 
thus giving the lie direct to BD*, although not as usual 
wholly supporting the Latins. Westcott and Hort adopt 
the omission of BD just because B and D™ happen to agree. 
It is wholly unscientific, because small d is supported by all 
others. Soden avoids this. 

ectrev (pro eta) bis BULA W-H. Ionic form. ®& has ectev 

sec. (but omits eta orayvy altogether). N° inserts eta orayuy 
but allows evrey 7A. following to stand. 
For “ «ae nv avtos emt ty mpupyn ere to Tpoaxepadatov 

xaGevdsov"” NABCDLAW fam 1 fam 13 17 28 53 61 77 116 
273 604 892 LauraA™ Sod™* Evst 48 222 semel it vg etc. 

would substitute ev for the first ems: “in puppi.” But can 
we conceive that a revision would put in this ers? Rather 
is it the hand of revision which removes this em: so as to 
have but one ez in the sentence, and substitutes ev for the 

first. This seems logical. I assume here a Greek original. If 
we assume a Latin original, then the matter simply is a question 

of two recensions or translations. Soden prints év as W-H. 

The sah here is a little picturesquely amplified, while boh 
expresses emt (or ev) T) mpuuvyn by one word Sida pos 

“behind,” “retro.” 
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ie See Wetstein ad loc. quoting Hom. Od. ‘‘...em’ txprogev 
yrahupns tva ynypetoy evdoe pups.” Cf Liddell and Scott 

under ixpia and Homer Od. iii. 353. 

v. 27. axoveaca ta Tept Tov ty «= N*BC*A Evst 33 IW-H [non Sod]. 
Either due toretranslation, improvement, or from AKOYCACANEPI. 

86. mapaxovcas (proaxovaas) S* &°> BLA et W 892" ? € (contra 
rell omn et latt rell omn copt syr). This must be a “‘nicety,” 

as rendered by e ‘‘ Ihs autem neglecrit sermonem,” referring to 
the previous verse where the messengers report that the daughter 

is dead and add ‘‘ Why dost thou trouble the Teacher?” 

Sod follows Hort and Tisch, but adds 2°* [contra Cronin]. 
All Latins oppose with D, but e joining W and XBLA 

shows the hand of revision. 
As Dr. Scrivener comments on this in his ‘ Plain Introduction’ I will 

add here the other two examples in St. Mark which he discusses : 
x. 16. xatevroyee NBCA Sod" 892, xatnudroyes LNY Paris ys" Px 

(pro evroyer (nudoyee TIP 28 al.) ADEHK*MSUVXII et W 
minn, evoynoey FGK? e& wt 28° Sod") I give the evidence 
in full. Scrivener did not know of NW2®W or Paris’’. 
(Latt = benedicebat). Soden prints xatevroyer. 

xii. 17. e€eOavpatov NBW b W-H Sod, eBavpatov D°LA Sod? ™ ? gre 
LauraA ™ 892 latt boh (eOavpatovto D*), eOavpacay ACNXIII 

al. unc? et WE® al. pl. k sah. I add here the evidence of 
WS® and ¥ unknown to Dr. Scrivener. 604 and Paris® read 
eOavpacay. 

Now hear Dr. Scrivener : 
“qapaxovoas, ‘overhearing,’ instead of axovoas, may be deemed 

probable on the evidence of N*BLA and the Latin e, which must have had 
the reading, though it mistranslated neglezit.” (A note to this observes 

that Lucian certainly gives the word this meaning.) ‘‘ We gladly credit 
the same group (NBCLA 473f Evst 150 259) with another rare compound 

xatevdoyes in x. 16 whose intensive force is very excellent. In xii. 17 

a similar compound efeOavyator is too feebly vouched for by XB alone.” 
Thus Dr. Scrivener. I cannot agree with him. This is very old- 

fashioned criticism and neglects the force of the grouping. As a matter 
of fact the last illustration is rather better attested than the others in 
a way, because an independent enters in, in the person of the Latin Ms b, 

which by adding vehementer to mirabantur, alone among Latins, provides 
the force of e€eOavpatov. The Latins also give us the imperfect. If I 
am correct as to b being the most important base key of the whole Old 
Latin in St. Mark, this is a most serious place, as showing (if b has not 
been revised here on an Old Greek like NB) that NBY got e€e@avyaloy when 
translating a Latin like b, or using a Greek base the counterpart of b.t{ 

¢ But 473 (2°*) is wrong. ; 
t cf, use admirabantur, / admirati sunt, but the others mirabantur. 
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Now as to the other two places. Dr. Scrivener favours rapaxoveas 
supported by N*'*? BLA and W e¢, and xatevdoyee supported by NBCA 

(LN Paris’ ys" Ps"). I believe, on the contrary, that this is either pure 
revision (“‘iiprovement”’) or is to be accounted for by translating into 

Greek, at any rate in the second place “ bencdiccbat.”” The reason is this. 
Why should ‘ Antioch” or any other revision have sought to displace 
mapaxovoas and xatevdoyer if they were such good expressions that they 

commend themselves to the critic as having intensive force? Is it 
reasonable, is it probable, is it possible that all the other recensions and 
documents cast owt these good intensive expressions? Where are the 
1 family, the 13 family, and 28 and 33 and 157, 2° and 604 and others 

usually so friendly? To support the theory of tapaxovoas and xatevroyet 

being original and basic, we must do this: we must accuse 33 of having 

come to this place{ and having deliberately rejected these good 
readings. We must similarly accuse fam 1 fam 13 in their entirety 
of the same course. We must accuse 28 (sister of W) of having 

seen mapaxoveas and xatevaoye: and of having rejected them. Similarly 
we must accuse 2° and 604 of the same proceeding. I wish to state 
this matter thus, once for all. It has not been put to us thus before, 
but daily and hourly for years I’ have been confronted with this 

proposition, and it is this which causes me to write this whole essay 

on NB. 

Cursive Mss, most friendly otherwise, desert the revisers of Egypt 
just when they should be expected to support them in “‘ good” “ plausible” 

or ‘‘ improving” readings. And it is this which causes me to believe that 
the boot is entirely on the other foot and that what we have been taught 

were revisions at Antioch or elsewhere are nothing of the sort, but that 

it is the beloved group NBCL, +A in St. Mark and ¥, which come 
from the same parent-revisor of the “true” text. They sought to 
improve. ; 

It was old-fashioned and unscientific of Dr. Scrivener to welcome e¢ 

as strengthening the cause of the small group (which is simply an 
integer recopied) for mapaxoveas, although Wé now upholds, because, 

as I have shown, W e are simply one, and because ¢ is away from all 
other Latin support here. Similarly xatevdoyes is not strengthened by 

WY Paris’ particularly. It merely indicates that these mss found this 
in their exemplars (of the same stem exactly as NB) and if they found 
this here why should they not also be truthfully copying when they do not 
reproduce other doubtful things which we find in NB? That is the 
question. And that is why the Mss junior to NB in years, but of the 

same parentage, should be useful to us in checking the traditional text, 

and not by casting away their check when it displeases us, lead to the 

perpetuation of erroneous readings or renderings in NB. 

+ 33 is wanting at x. 16, but extant at xii. 17. 
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As to Paris’. 

Thus Paris” does not read wapaxovcas in v. 36. I subjoin a com- 
parison of some readings of Paris’ in this same chapter (verses 1/13) to 
show exactly how Paris” stands compared to N and B. 

Mark 

v. i. yepyeonver Paris” LUActe (yepacnvwy NBD) 

2. e€eXOovtos avtov ms XBCLA 892 
umnvTnaev ts NBCDGLA 

3. pvnpacw 9 NB plur (uvnpetocs §~=—s -DH al.) 
advocow 7 NS plur (arvcee BCLW) 

ouxeTt ovdets a NBCDLA 892 

4, 8a To avtoy TOAXr. ,, B plur (& avtov word. &, Sa ro 

ToAX. W, ott ToAX. avtov D) 
6. xat tov 4s NBCLA 892 

TPOcEK. AVTW re ND plur (mp. avrov BACLA) 
8. edeyev yap ‘i B plur = («at edreyev &) 
9. ovopa poe A N plur (feotw B) 

10. amocteiXn avtous _,, AM al. (avtovs av. D"EFGHSU, 

avta atroot. BCA, avtov amocr. NL, 
atroat. avrov KII, —avrous 892) 

13. exondOov 4g OM plur (eondOev BT? Sod) 
noav Seas &ioyird—,, A unc’? (om noav $e NBCDLA 892) 

and so it runs to 

36. axovoas Paris” plur et 892 ex emend (mapaxovoas 

XBLWA e) 

Improvement (continued). 

MK. vi. 24. rov Barriovtos NBLA* Sod 2'° W-H Sod against all 
the rest (and 28, Scholz misled Tisch as to 28) tov Bamtictov 
and W as copt and Jatt. 

It is difficult in Mark to know where to class this. It 
may be due to retranslation. If ‘‘ foundation” on the part 
of NBLA* then how did all the rest get tov Bawtictov? But 

if the Latin baptistae was original, then we can see NBLA® 
translating independently of DW and the rest. 

25 fin. Of course the Latin remains constant here with baptistae. 
L repeats tov Bazmrifovros, but NBA 2" here go with the rest 
for tov Bamrictov while it is 604 and 892 which go alone to 
join L here. 

51 fin. eftoravto (pro ektotavto Kat Oavpatov) NBULAA* (fam 1) 

28 [non 604 non Paris] 892 copt ¢ ff, 118 vg syr sin W-H Sod. 
This is seeking to remove a conflation and is a, very interest- 

ing example. Various proof offers as to this. In the first 
place both D and W with the rest hold the double expression. 
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d is strengthened by b q f x syr""" arm aeth (a adds cum 

admiratione). Further the 1 family substitute e€erAnocovto 

for e€:oravto while cancelling «at eOavpzator, showing what they 
were driving at, and, may I ask, why should all other Greeks 

conflate including Paris’? This Ms has been consistently 
following the fortunes of NB in this chapter (against D 2" 
rell) but now deliberately says that this is not a conflation, but 

is oxiginal. Nor is it imported in any way from St. Matthew. 
The “conflation” was undone by NBLA in my opinion as an 
“improvement,” and upon reference to John vi. 19 where kat 
efonOncav is the expression. Finally note that 2", like the 

1 family, was exercised here, and while omitting Asap earlier in 

the verse, finishes thus: efsaravto xat eOavpatoy Acav ev eavTots. 

NB 40 53 71 86 179 237 240 244 259 sah Luthym 

W-H instead of Barticwvtat D rell and W with the important 
minuscules and latt. In Apoc xix. 13 &* and N° with P favour 
“sprinkling " as against AeBappevov of most, but there Hipp 

and the Latins are with them. Here in Mark the character 
of the cursives suggests distinctly that the change was made by 
NB, and not by the others. Not only do DW rell oppose, but 

fam 1 13 28 157 2"* 604 892 and even Paris” have Barticwrtat. 
This is the more important as to the latter because imme- 

diately following Sod Paris? alone with B write azep 
edkaBov for a tapedaBov showing the B base in this detail and 
contradicting payticwvta. Cf. Merx, p. 70, ad loc. ‘deren 
schlimmste und sachlich ganz verkehrte in NB.’ 

NBLA Sod*® # 20° Paris” Evst 48 49 boh (against 

sah and the rest of Greeks and all Latins). This seems a 
distinct effort to remove a superfluous word, which no doubt 

from the testimony of DW etc. is basic. Cf. Paris” which goes 
further and elides ecru, writing ‘‘ ta xowovvta tov avOpwrov ” 

(almost the antithesis of B’s unique 10 xowovy avrov above, 

which Paris” does not adopt). Soden omits exeva. 

—or dayovtes NBLA Sod* se 46 33 892 Paris’? Erst? 18 

19 49 150 sah"? Boh", The same group approximately 

as above, although a whole chapter further on. There is no 
particular reason for adding ot dayovtes (which all the rest 
and DW have) but there is a possible ‘“‘nicety”’ involved in 

removing the words as unnecessary. Sod' omits. 

_ eOnKey tas xelpas emt, for emeOnKev Tas xetpas eme only by 

BL 892 Sod'** against all else (if we except syr copt) and all 

Latins inposuit (or inponens as a with D 2 604 exBers). 

This seems to be from a desire to avoid the double em. If 

eOnxev ... ewe were original, why should a revision strive for 

pleonasm by changing eOyxev to eweOnxer ? Soden refuses eOnxev. 

Mark ‘ 

ix. 29. 

41. 

xi. 17. 

ibid. 

24. 

+ Asa matter of fact 4 repeats the performance in verse 18, writing xat neovoy... 
cat e(yrouv for xat neovoav.. .xat eCqrouv. 
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—xatvnoteca NB k Clem W-H [non Sod] against everything 
else as well as the new W2® and even ¥ and Paris” and 892. 
Cf. Merx, pp. 103/4. 

[A has ‘in orationibus” not ‘in oratione”’ for ev mpocevyn, 
but so have b g and r d (contra D*) ‘in orationibus et 
jejuniis,” and i vg™ “in orationibus et jejunio.’’] 

The syriacs (with bohT arm aeth) give “fasting” the place 
of honour, reading ev ynotera Kae mpocevyy. 
€v ovopate fov ote xptotou eote. No less than ABC*KLNII* 

and £@¥31 [non fam] 892 Paris®’ Laura‘! and eight other 
cursives + five of Sod remove this wov. Tischendorf says ‘‘ vdtr 
propter pleonasmum omissum esse; si quis intulisset pov, 

ciecisset opinor ott yi eate.” He found that & not only held pov, 
but substituted ewor for yprorov afterwards, reading “ev ovouate 

Hov ott epov eotat,”’ hence he was trying to account for the 

absence of wovin B. His explanation is quite possible, for all 
Latins have mco and quia xpe estis (only ff, substitutes Dini 
for xpt and k suppresses estis) and if we regard the Latin as a 
whole to be basic we must come to the same conclusion. In 

other words it is a smoothing away of a supposed difficulty. 
xat edtbacKev Kat eheyev NBCLAY 6 fam 13 k & boh (aeth) 

(syr) Orig W-H & Sod txt. 
This I believe to be another clear case of improvement by 

“pairs.” { For sixteen verses we have had much disagreement, 
but the Latins have been more or less divided. Here they rise 

in a body and with sah (against boh) they contradict the group 
NBCLAY Orig W-H Sod, and have with all other Greeks, in- 

cluding WE 2?° 604 Paris” and Laura’! , car eSiSacxev eyo. 
Tn xi. 1-16 Orig and NB have been much divided but here 

they conspire together. 

This is followed closely by weroinxate by BLA¥ Orig W-H Sod 
only. The LXX quotation, as pointed out in the notes on 

Matthew, does not lend itself to any particular form of the 
verb. But nearly all Greeks use exoimoarte here, including the 
Latinisers 2'* and 604 and the friends of XB, viz Sod’ 892 

Paris” and Laura4!™, and if eoimxate had been basic why 
should all change, for the aorist is hardly an improvement here ? 
Within seven verses we here get another illustration of 
improvement by “ pairs.” 
oca mpocevxecOe Kat atercbe NBCDLAY 892 Paris” 
LauraA™ [non al. Sod]acd ff,k syr Cypr W-H « Sod zt. 

ova Tpocevxopevor atteraOe A une reli? ef WEL® minn 
rell omn vid b et latt reil. 

I 
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xii. 24 init. epn avtois o inoous 

xu. 15. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

The three cursives seem to be the only supporters of the five 
uncials with NB. Dd of course lend support, but in view of 
the other arguments against such “ pairs’? Dd may have 
followed the “improvement” here, which W*" and b, two 
equally good witnesses, take pains to contradict. Besides, if 
mpocevyedOe xat arteroOe were fundamental, why should a 

revision change to mpocevyopevor atteccOe? Whenever a 

copula has to be added to make such a change it is suspicious. 
(Sah boh here do not belp to recover the original reading). 
If I submitted this without the one at xi. 17, the correctness 
of the inference might well be impugned. Kindly consider the 
two matters together and then the addition of D d may not be 
considered so weighty in the second place. (Sod"®* abstains.) 

Besides, consider Origen" cay ornxnte mpocevyopevot 

mateveTe oTt AauPavete Kat AnWeobe, thus merging 24/25 but 

implying a probable antagonism to XB. 
NBCLAY 33 892 Paris” Sod et 

Sod™ sah boh syr pesh [contra syr sin] 
This is the “shorter” text. Such introductions have 

occurred several times already in this Gospel (and see below 
xii. 29). I have hesitated to brand them as ‘‘ improvements ” 

in deference to the shorter text. But here Origen®®* (with 

the rest of the Greeks and all the Latins) comes to say that 
atroxp.iOeis 0 tnoovs evrev (avtots) is the Marcan text. There- 
fore the previous passages involving this “‘ cutting’ (generally 
with copt) must be viewed with suspicion. The group itself 
is plainly self-accusant of a special line of work, and as it 
would appear editorial, some time back in the third century. 
Consider xii. 27 fin again the ‘‘shorter”’ text “‘7roAv mAavacbe"” 

NBCLWAY 892* Sod! 4 i sah boh against all others (even 
33 and Paris’ oppose) and we see the same group at work. 
For the others including sy pesh have the longer expression. 

. Out of six varying orders BLT" 2°* 892 Sod? * et txt elect to 
use avtov eotw vos. Cf remarks on ‘Genitive before the 
noun” in Luke. Here in Mark the possessive precedes the noun 
according to coptic usage but the verb comes last: avrov vos 
eotw by sah boh and 179 7'* goth, so that (taking into con- 
sideration vios avrov ect of & rell pl. and b, and eorw vos 
avtov of D d i#!", and eatw avtou vtos of Ak 8) the order of BLT" 

seems to be a grammatical preference combined with coptic. 
NBLY 245 Sod*"*"" ¢k sah boh [non aeth] 

syr pesh [non sin] W-H [non Sod] 
This I think is a clear case of improvement. It is opposed 

by D and all the rest, including not only W 28 and the 
minuscules (2° only has the shortened clause ‘‘ «at o emt Tov 

—€ls THY otKltay 
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Swpatos pn KataBatw evs THY ovxiay avtov’’) but by 892 

Paris” and Laura’! syr sin and all the other non- Egyptian 
Latins, arm and aeth. The reason is to avoid Mark’s 

characteristic pleonastic touch, for he undoubtedly wrote: 
o S¢ (or xat o D tt!) emt tov Swparos py KataBaTw ets THY oLKLaY 

nde etceAOaTw apat TL ex THS oLxtas avtov. The compiler of 
the NBLY recension seems to have forgotten Mark’s method. 

See below again at xiv. 19. This will be a good place to 
exhibit it. 

Mark's Diction. 

I take the liberty of extracting from Sir John Hawkins’ list some of 
the longer expressions in St. Mark’s synoptic diction.{ They are very 
interesting as showing on the one hand semitic pleonasm (and no doubt 

more true to life than the shortened forms in St. Matthew an St. Luke) 

and on the other a kind of Roman rhetoric which Mark may have 

imbibed amid Roman surroundings. 

Mark 

i. 32. oyras Se yevoperns ote edu (ebucev) 0 nAtos 
42. anndOev am avrov 7 AeTPpa Kat exabeptaOn 

45. xnpvoce rodrda cat Siagnpslery Tov Aoyov 

ii. 20. tore vnotevoovaty ev exewn TN NEPA 
25. yperav exxev Kat erewacev 

iii. 26. ov Svvarat otaOnvat adra TEAS EXEL 

iv. 5. ee ro metpwdes (vel ert Ta TeTpwby) Kat ovK ELEY ynY TOAANY 

8. xaprrov avaBatvovta Kat avEavovta (vel av£avopevor) 

21. uvro tov podiov teOn 4 vO THY KdLYHY 

39. exomracev 0 aveuos Kat eyeveTo yadnvn peyadn 

v. 19. ets Tov o1xoy cou pos TOUS Tous 
ibid. ova 0 Kuptos cou TremroinKey Kas NENoeEV CE 

23. wa owOn at non 

26. Kae pndev whernPeca adda paddov ets To yetpov ENOovea 

33. poBnbeoa xat Tpepovea 

39. te OopyvBeroOe Kat (Tt) KAateTe 
vi. 4. Kat ev Tots ouyyevevow avTov Kat Ev TH OLKLA aUTOV 

vii. 21. ecwOev. .ex THs Kapdias 

viii. 17. ovmrw voerte ovde ovveTe 
ix. 2. xatiSiay povous 

12. wa rodda rrabn nat eEovdevwOn 
35. eatat mavtwy ecyatos Kat Tavtwy Siaxovos 

X. 22. oTvyvacas. .Aviroupevos 
30. vuy ev Tw Kalpw TOUTM 

+ Pp. 189/141. I have modified some passages slightly to embrace some m3 
evidence, and excluded others where the sss vary. 

12 
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xil. 44. vavra oca evyev. .odov Tov Brov 

Mlll, 28. amados yerntat Kat expun ta puddrAa 

29. eyyus eat ere Oupats (and Matthew, not Luke) 
xiv. 1, ro wacxya Kat ta abvpa (Compare Luke) 

6. adete avtny + Te aut KoTTOUS TrapeyeTE 
15. eotpwpevov eroov (Some Latins and Orig expand further.) 

30. onpepoy TauTn TH vuKTL 

61. eotwma Kat ove arrexpivato ovdev (vel xat ovdev amrexp.)t 

xv. 21. mapayorta . . epyopevor at’ aypou 

82. wa bwpev Kat Tictevowpev (avTw) 
42. eet nv Tupackeun o eat tpocaBRarov (vel mpos caBBP. vel mpiv 

cap.) 
Xvi. 2. (Atay) mrpwe. . (eT) avatethavtos Tov nALov 

[Add xiii. 15, xiv. 19.] 

Improvement (continued). 
Mark | 

xiii. 85. 9} ope 3} peo. (pro oe n peo.) NBCLAYI 892 Sod’? 9 fm da 
ct Sod k ? sah boh aeth 

The first 4 is an addition by these authorities to make the double 

“pair” ¢ against all else, and WE® Origen*** and Orig™ °°". 
In this we cannot tell whether the sahidic got it from these six 

Greeks or the Greeks from the sahidic, as in sah the expression is 

literally the same: H...H; in Loh it is E1-.e1. 

To xiii. 15 now add xiv. 19 jin. where «at adXos ponte eyo is omitted 

by NBCLPA et W [non 28] ¥ min aliq g218 vg sah boh syr acth. This 

looks like a strong combination, but for the clause are ranged DAW'XTII 

anc? et S®, all the important minn including fam 1 fam 13 (both in their 

entirety) 28 [hiat 33] 157 2° 604 892 Laura‘! etc (and Paris”, the 

latter apparently having «ac o addos without pate eye sec) § a (mut b) d 

f (mat goth) fk q (mut r) Orig, and it ts decidedly in Mark's manner. 

Absent in Matthew it may well have been thought redundant here and 

early removed. As Sir John Hawkins’ book is based on Westcott and 

Hort’s text he naturally does not have on his list this place or xiii. 15. 

The full context here at xiv. 19 is: “(xa vel ot Se) npEavto Aveta Oat kat 

Aeyerw auto es Kata (vel Kal) es pyTLEyH Kat GAOS pITE eyo.” It is 

this cat addos pate eyo which the itala supports with D unc!® minn longe 

pl and Origen against the Egyptian coterie of uncials plus a few scattering 

{ amexpi6n of D is a form no doubt later than the second century. See Moulton’s 

review of Thackeray’s Grammar of Old Testament Greek in J.T.S. January 1910, 

pp. 299/300. 
ic 

$ 7 ope 1 peo, 7 adexrp. 1 mor” instead of ‘ oe n pec. n adexrp. 7 Tpart. 

§ Cf c in peculiar manner inverting: “ nunquid ego ant alius hoc singuli coeperunt 

dicere.”’ 
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cursives (see below) and sah boh syr aeth [not arm apparently]. To the 
previous evidence for omission we have now to add W, but given its 
Egyptian environment this witness has not here a very grave importance, 
and 28, its sister, contradicts it. It seems almost incredible that this 

very pleonastic clause should have been added, but very natural tbat it 

should have been subtracted as quite redundant. We are however doing 
violence to Mark’s own distinct method (as exhibited above) if we elide 

the words, and Origen is a witness here for the words ‘4 distinctly 
Marcan (0 8€ papxos ott npEavro XuTrerc Bat Kar Aeyeww auTw eus Kad Eva....) 

but Origen is here put out of court by the critics because he fails to 
uphold the doctrine of codices otherwise sympathetic. Thus we are up 
against a wall of prejudice which has forced the critics to follow certain 
rules involving the impeccability of certain witnesses. The addition here 
is absolutely Mark-like and I believe in D and the itala with Origen 
against the other versions and NBW etc. This is practically a key place 

as to how much force such a strong grouping for omission should 
exercise. And we cannot consider it apart from Mark's habitual 

manner. Soden does not omit, although retention stultifies his other 

readings with the same group. 

Tisch claims min for omission, but I doubt if there be as many. 
Among them are 17 106 131? 218 s*" Evst 7 9 10 12 14 17 36. Thus 

none of Matthaei's codices and only one of Scrivener’s. Soden adds five. 
Finally consider the Latin expressions for es xa” evs (ees kata es 

NBLA [non W] ¥ 892; Beza es xdta [= nar eta] evs; ets exaatos C; 
es Tap ets 244; ets xa” eva Orig) for there is quite a difference between 
singillatim of vg g21, and singult of the principal vett. The singuli 
allows of nwmquid ego with the addition et alius nunquid ego, while 
singillatim assumes the stop after nwmguid ego without further addition 
as if when Jerome was translating his Greek he adopted this on purpose, 
not proposing to amplify the clause. 

k indeed transfers singulis to the end after the double clause, 
thus: “ Illi autem coeperunt contristari et dicunt illi numquid ego alius 
numquit ego singulis.” Observe c, cited above. 
Mark 

xiv. 29. Indeed it is a question whether Mark's pleonastic manner 
has not been pruned at this place also. For e «ae wavres 
oxaviartcOnoovtat add ove eyw there is added by D d ff, 
q 7? vg? ov cxavdaricOnoopar. And to this witness now add 

(teste Buchanan) b: nunquam scandalizabor, exactly as (teste 
Horner) the sah ms™, 

36 fin. Or at this place, where to: add ov te eyw Oedw (or adr 

ovy o eyo OedXw TD) adda Te ov (or add o ov D) there is found 
the addition of Oedes in D Sod" 2° t c'abed f fy (hiat i) 

t Tisch. omits 2°°. 
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g2q (7?) vg'® sah buh arm acth. It is rather curious that the 

coptics add, but not XB rell gr nor W. Buchanan now adds 

bd to all these other Latins. 

xv. 46 init. Or indeed here, where all Latins have o S€ wand 
(following tw won ver 45 fin) with DS [hiant N@] Sod 

2"* and a very few cursives against all Greek uncials and W. 
It is quite possible that the first Latin draft of Mark contained 
this, and that it was removed in the first Greek as rather 

unnecessary and «az substituted. At any rate it is very 
peculiar to find such a clash of arms as occurs here when 

all Greeks and W are for «ac against all Latins and DE Sod**° 

38 106 435 2° Sod? 538 for o S€ twonh (n syrPer MB ar 
wwoond) especially as in the previous verse W is with D 1 124 
are Sod" substituting mapa tov xevtupiwvos for amo tov 
xevtupovos, and yet here opposes. And in verse 46 again goes 
with D d (2°) alone for ees tnv cuvdova (pro tn owvdor). 

Consider also xi. 11 oyeas ovens (— ys wpas) by BI alone. Cf. 

John xx. 19 ovens ovy oftas and Thucyd. (i. 50) 78y S¢ qv ove. 
And Mark xiv. 3 of the contents of the alabaster box : 

xiv. 38. 

Katexyeev avtov Kata THs Keparns. This cata is removed by 
NBCWA 6 1 [non 118-209] 28 435 892 Sod’ ct Sod (k: et 
perfudit cum a capite). ems is substituted by D Evst 20 sah 
boh (syr) it, but Arrian (quoted by Wetstein) supports the N.T. 
use: ‘Bare edadioy traidupioy es to Badavewov, eBadrov av 

yaptov, kat arreAOwy Kata THS KEhahns auTou KaTEXEOD.” 

“mpocevyedOe wa pn etcedOnrte ets wetpacpor.” N*B 13-346- 

556 Sod and q are for making it zp. wa py edXOnTe ees 
metpacpoy to remove the double es. Sod follows NB and W-H 

here. 
The other 21 Greek uncials, including CDLA and ¥1" and 

W as well as the great cursives and 892 Paris” Laura '™, are 

all against NB, while 69-124 give the lie to 13-346-556 of this 
family. When the XBCLAY family (for it is a family of 
uncials in Mark just as much as fam 13 of cursives) is divided, 
and only two of its members, NB, go apart, and CLAY, four 

of its members, join the great majority, why should we favour 
NB? Consider for a moment, if eA@y7e were original, why 
change to eweA@nte and invite the pleonasm? The answer 
would be that all these 21 Greek uncials have been 
accommodated to Matthew and Luke, where we read 

eaerOnte evs metpacpov! I think the charge here is rather 
ridiculous, for if so it is a conspiracy of W (the contemporary 
of NB) as well as of 20 other uncials and 1,000 cursives. 
Rather is it that the Greek recension of Mark, as I am 
trying to point out, is a thing apart and must be reckoned 

Mark 

xv. 36. 

39. 

40. 

a Xvi. 
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with as such, and that here NB were merely “ improving” 

etceAOnre es and do not hold the neutral base against all else. 
I have excluded, as a rule, passages which were liable to 

reaction from synoptic parallels, and only adduce this with 

some hesitation. See below for confirmation at xvi. 5. 
tts (pro eis) NBLAWYV 892 Paris” 8 (arm) against all else, 

all Lating (but 8), sak boh aeth, and syr (although it will 

bear both interpretations). The above little group is simply 
an entity deriving from one revising parent. I do not cite 
it as a special case of improvement, for e1c may have 

been simply misread as TIC, but in order to emphasise the 
basic entity of this group as a whole. Not a “neutral” 
entity however, as Hort the Revisers and Soden [against all 
other mss] indicate by placing tvs in their texts, because all 
the Latins oppose, except 6 over A® of the group. 
More grave is the omission of xpafas here by NBLY 892 

and copt. No others. W, which has a lacuna xv. 12-38, 

begins again just before this, and has «pafas with all the rest. 
See my ‘Genesis of the Versions,’ vol. i. p. 403 seq for the 
explanation. A avoided this in the eighth century. Hort 
revived the error in the nineteenth, and R-V followed suit, 

and Souter’s edition of 1910 maintains it and Soden also omits. 
As to k that Ms merely substitutes exclamavit for efervevaer. 
—nv NBL [non AV] p** 892 vg 1/2 W-H & Sod tt. 
+nv all the rest and WW Paris”, DA and all Old Latin 
extant and vgg"'* boh (sah ect). As to the Latin Wordsworth 
remarks “ emendatio Hieronymiana ut videtur ex graeco” for 
Amiatinus and ten vulgates omit against the Old Latin. 

(The syriacs and aeth omit ev ats nv). 

. AOoveat (pro ecedOovcat) Only B 127 against all the other 
Greeks friendly to B. This is another case of real ‘‘ improve- 
ment” on account of the es following: “ «ae ereovaar ets 

To pynpeov.” See B in the other Gospels. Hort places 
eAovca: in his margin, obviously liking B’s method. 

Change without Improvement. 

Among many we fasten at once upon xvi. 4. Here we are on firm 
ground before the famous dispute as to what follows xvi. 8. 

xvi. 4. avaxexuNotat ( proaroxexvktota) NBL W-HIR.V. Sod. This 

is of the stone, and appears to represent a mistaken view of the 

way in which the stone was placed in Jewish burial places. 
Neither A nor VY join NBL here, nor any minuscules, not 
even $92 or Paris®’, while the itala uss with D (azroxexudtopevov) 
all have revolutum except n = amotum. The question is of 
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rolling away, rolling away from, not lifting or rolling wp. 
To think NBL (as Hort and R.V., Sod text) represent a 
“neutral ’’ text because avoxee. is the expression in Matthew 
and Luke is to do violence to the whole synoptic problem. 
The mass of authorities did not accommodate to Matthew 
and Luke here (against NBL) for V witnesses against its 
friends with the rest, but it only proves once more that the 
textual situation in St. Mark is quite different from that in 
the other Gospels as regards NBL, and the matter of 
retranslation here in St. Mark must be taken into account. 
Observe the amotum of n. Under avaxvdAwSeo or avaxvAto in 
the Lexicon the significant and only remark is Aler. xuPepr. 
i. 7, Thayer gives also Alexis in Athenag. Leian. Dion Hal. 
Plut., but under azoxvd. Josephus and the LXX three 
times. [See Postscript in Part II. Tisch has misreported 8]. 
avéavopeva (pro avkavovra TIED unc? vel av£avopevov 
ACDLAW) by NB LauraA! only. Even 892 has avEavoperov 
and Paris” av€avovta. Om. 2°°. 
NB would have “xat edid0v xaprov avaBawworta Kat 

avfaropeva”’ which seems simply to be a mistake (even if it 
does refer to dAda init.) which however both Hort and Souter 
follow. Wiser are Tischendorf and Soden with avEavopevor. 
aha init. is read by NBCLW 28 33 124 892. Even with — 

adda (pro addo init.) CLW 28 33 124 892 still give us 
avfavopevov or avtavorta, 

Opposition to the Rule “ Proclivi lectioni praestat ardua.” 

viii. 16. 

ix. 14. 

exovaw pro exouev. This is distinctly the easier reading. 
““xat Siedoyilovto mpos aAdAnAous (AEyovTEs) ore apTous ovK 

exovow.”” NBDW fam 1 28 2" 604 it" (non syr) omit Neyoures. 
exovory is read by BW fam 1 28 2° 604 ¢ g. k (D etyar), a 

bdiqrnon haberent, ff; haberent 
exoev by the rest (eAaSouev Paris’) with the Vulgate, while 

copt = (dicentes) nullus panis iis, 

syr = panis non est (nobis). 
The matter turns on the omission of the word Aeyovtes and 

the original Aramaic expression for “have.” But when 
Aeyovtes is dropped exyouev becomes more difficult. Hence 

apparently B writes exoucw (followed by W-H & Sod) while 
N holds eyouey with the mass, although it omits Aeyovres with 
sah, which boh and syr retain. 
erOovres (pro ehOwr) 
sidou (aire wea) \wBLaWY 892 k sah arm W-H [non Sod!] 

Mark 
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There is a difficulty here, and apparently overcome by the 
“‘neutral’’ text, and hence opposed to the above rule of 

preferring the harder reading. In the previous verses our 

Lord discourses withthe apostles who had been present at his 
transfiguration. Then in verse 14 the majority of witnesses 
read: Kat eXOwv mpos Tous paOntras «Wev oydov Trodvy TreEpL 

avtous...“‘ He came to the disciples.”” As verse 13 said ‘adda 

Aeyw uu" etc, some scribes perhaps jumped to the conclusion 

that our Lord was speaking to the body of disciples (while the 
record is of Peter, James and John) and thought «AOwy apos 

tous waOnras should be edortes. 
As a matter of fact syr sinft says ‘‘ When he came to his 

disciples they saw”’...using half of the change of NBLAWYV 
892 & sah arm, and showing that the difficulty was known and 
ancient probably before B’s day. 

The matter may be merely harmonistic (cf Matt xvii. 14, 
Luce ix. 37). 

Other passages bearing on this rule may be found under 
“Improvement.” See ix. 41 efc. 

Origen and B in conflict. 

To complete the picture of an already composite text in B we must 
consult Origen closely. 

i. 15. 

35. 

iv. 11. 

12. 

30. 
abid. 

ote Nc vog™ Orig syr sin 
Kat Aeywy ott Betc (Others rAeywr ort as AD une® sah goth, 

so that B here has the longest text of all with a b boh) 
evvya NBCDLO'W min aliqg 28 372 892 ete. W-H 

Sod trt. 
evvuyov A unc! et Z@ et Orig et 2° 604, et evyvxtov Paris®’ 

al. aliq. 
efwOev BE) soli 
efw Orig’® ct rell 
Hn Brerwot Orig et gr pauc. [negl. Orig von Sod] 

Brerrwot NB rell pl (W —Brerwot nar. Cf. syr sin) 

tit (pr loco) Origen plur., sed mwas NBCLWA 7 28179 Sod'* 
ev tut (sec loco) Origen ef NBCLWA 7 28 et Sod". 

This seems to be a question of ‘‘pairs”’ again, for D al. 

change in the second case to ev moa, having tev primo loco. 
Origen’s quotation seems quite important here. IW-H 
naturally follow the apparently strong group against Origen. 

t Recte vid Burkitt ct Merz. Male Lewis Horner. 
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iv. 84 fin. ewedver avtas DW e f2tqrand Origen (Om. THpors sah 1/2) 

vi. 

ibid. 

vil, 24. 

ibid. 

vill. 

1, 

40. 

45. 

6. 

12. 

36. 

emTeAVEV TraVTa NB rell et rell latt, sah boh, syr aeth 
nrbev Plur ct Origen’ against historic present epyerae 

by NBCLA Sod" ct txt [non minn] (om exeBev kat nOev W) 
Kata NBD 21 IW-H Sod", but ava Rell gr Orig. 

avdpes p (pro ava exatov) W 
Tpoayev NB gr plur 
mpoayew avrov DNX® min aliq latt et verss et Orig 
mpos nbc. NBDW plur 
ews BnOc, Sod” fam 1 28 2°* 604 Orig 
— Kat atdwvos Orig" et DLAW Sod" 28 2° ab fin syr sin hier 

(Correct Merx p. 75 by adding W Sod" 28 syr hier, and make 
Orig: Orig”), 

Habent NB rell et W-H Sod txt. 
Who is right? Orig" ™'s and DW 28 b ete. syr™ ™“", or NB? 
es THv otxtay = Orig et DW Sod 71 179 2" s** al. 
tS olKtaV “SB plur. 

(Following this observe Ochyncev NA 2° al® Orig and nOere 

BDW rell. Origen stops at yvwrar, but NB Sod™ (alone) 
write nduvac6n for nduvnOn). 

An interesting matter occurs here referred to also under 
“Historic present.” While NBD*L 892 W-H Sod have 
mapayyedret the rest have mapnyyetre (mapayyetras Sod Q°°), 

Now Orig*5 says «axes wey xeXever Tous oydous avaxALOnvac 7 

avVaTECEtV ETL TOU Xoptou “Kat yap o RXoveas * aTaKAtvaTe auTous 

aveypaye, Kat 0 papxos*emetake, pyow, avtows mavtas avak- 

Awat* evOade Se ov Kedever GAAA Tapayyeret TW oYhw 
avaxrOnvat... 

From this it would appear that Orig did not say Mark used 
mapayyehret. He merely uses two historic presents to 

explain the matter. If NBL followed this we have a good 
key as to the responsibility of Origen for much that has been 
attributed to the “neutral” base of NBL. [Observe I leave 
D* out, because he is contradicted here by all Latins but 1 

and five vulgates.] Apparently then ewerafe is St. Mark’s word 
according to Origen. This makes a further complication in 
our troubles as to a Latin or Graeco-latin original for Mark. 
ce and ff, use jussit here, but elsewhere in Mark vi. 27, 39, 
ix. 25, they use praccipio with the rest of the Latins for 
emitacow, Ati. 27 on the other hand inperat is generally used. 

At any rate we find NB and Origen disagreed here at viii. 6. 

onetov emitntes Orig and many with W, against tyree onpecov 
; of NBCDLA. 

wperee NBLWI 892 anq W-H Sod txt 

wpernoet All the rest and Orig (wpeAnOnoeras 33 Paris”, ef syr) 

sed 

20. 

29. 

35. 

46. 

ibid. 

ibid. 

48. 

. TWY ETTNKOTWY WOE 

. €YEVETO 

. Wa avntat avtoy 
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Soe N°B W-H txt So NL Sod' ' 
bwoee Orig rell omn. : 

1 sah boh Orig [of b de circumstantibus 

mecum (—hic) b°'; —hic i r et d (D")] 

woe TWY ETTNKOTWV B (syr sin aeth) 

Twy woe aT. Rail. 
. tev Tw mpocevyacOat avtov Sod®® 28 2° c* Orig’ 

+ oy ” autos = W fam 13 
Omit NB rell 

NB unc® et W® Sod’ 

AGKLNVXW'TII e¢ = 

eyevevovto D 
inet yevovtat Orig 

Longe plur et W Sod et Orig'® “ xata 

bevy Tov patOavov twa Tas..KaTa Se Tov papKoY, tva ayntact 

aut@v' xata S€ Tov Novuxay, wa avT@v arTytTa.”” 

wa avrev aynta, NBCLAY Sod” 124 892 Evst 49 y al. 
pauc. et Paris” et f5W-H. In the light of this, when we meet 
A 124 Evst 49 Paris” elsewhere with NBCL does this inspire 
confidence in them as supporters of NB? It merely indicates 

a similar text faithfully copied, but the group is to be treated 
as one eclectic group, not as a tenfold authority. They stole 
the Lucan order here and created a hiatus in Mark to do it. 

And we know they did this, for they substitute avrois of Luke 
and Matthew (see under ‘“‘Harmonistic’’) for tors 7poopepovow 

of the great majority of authorities at the end of this very verse. 
epurata AD 28 892 Clem Orig 
edudatapny NB rell (enoinoa 1 2" Sod" syr sin) 

n pntepa n watepa ~=BCAW® Sod™ al. pe. et txt. Boh sah 1/2 
n tratepa yn untepa = orell et YW Orig * quamvis Marcus 

; .-cum dicit qui dim. patrem et matrem... 

ot Sv0 vioe BC Paris” sah boh aeth. No others, 

not even V, and Orig with 8 and the rest flout the proposed 
addition. (Soden however quotes Origen for it.) 

epxeTat ( pro epyovtat) D minta b d fa g2i 7 syr sin 
diatess Orig’ contra rell. 

Dae? tabdf f2iqr goth 
Orig’ contra rell 

D Sod’®* 2" Orig (ct wpocaitwv A plur WEP verss 
plur) 

mpocatns NBLAYV 892 k W-H « Sod txt [sed cf. Merx 
p. 130] Om. C* Paris”. 

ov modroe ~=Orig (ef sah) No others add o but B* has autos 

exeOev (pro azo teptyw) 

ETTALT@Y 

t Male Tisch de 28. Habet 28 avrov sed W avrovs. Om. Orig von Soden. 

} Errat Muralt de 2? amo seperxo habet Belsheim nec aliter Cronin. Vide Sod. 
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moAXoe for avtw or avtov Toddor. Sod does not quote Orig or 
Clem. 
Cf Clem" lib apedet kat Tov emtBowpercv Tov KUPLOV AUTOP ot 
Bev TodXOL... 

x. 49. avtov dwornOynvat Orig" cum plur et W, contra NBCLAW 7 
892 Sod''** et Sod'™ davnoarte avrov cum boh. 

xi. 1/12. See remarks elsewhere (pp. 4/5) about Origen’s double text here. 
xi. 3. amooreAdes NBD" malt et syr b cl W-H Sod, sed aroatedet 

ubique Orig (ter vol iii, et vol iv) com GUI et Wor [non =] 
ad [contra D") f fh g2q 7 8 vg sah boh arm aeth. 

11. —r1ns wpas Be cum 3" ex 454 (Habet Orig rell) 
13. NB and Orig at variance here also. 
14. gdayou NB ete. 

gayn DW ete Orig'* 
xii. 1. avOpwrros Tus epuTevoev apredkova Orig et W Sam 13 2°° Sods" 

¢ syr pesh aeth al. pauc. 
auTedwva avOpwros eputevoev NBC(L)APY cece. 

(Cf. rell sub “ Two or more recensions."’) 
24. Origen is specific as to amroxpiOets evmev for Mark against ey of 

NBCLAY 33 892 Paris” Sod & Sod‘ copt, that thoroughly 
representative group, all hanging together for this (as on 
several previous occasions) an apparent improvement. Syr 
pesh joins this group here, but is opposed by syr sin which 
takes the side of the Latins and other Greeks and Origen. 

ibid. D Orig pn yewwoxortes pro pn ecdotes of the rest and W. 
This seems to be a clear case of retranslation by Origen. 
See p. 159. In Matthew (xxii. 29) eSorey is used. 

41. eatws Orig diserte bis (kata papxov) cum W Sod" fam 1 
Sam 13 28 2° Sod"*" arm syr sin, contra xaficas NBD et rellomn 
et latt copt syr pesh diatess (ex Marco) Hiat goth. 

I would like to point out here that syr pesh and diatess arab keep 
with 8B and the mass against syr sin and Origen. One should remember 
this place when praising syr sin elsewhere if it supports NB and contra- 
dicts syr pesh. The matter here is of course irreconcilable. 

Mr. Sanders does not record this place as to W in his notes 
on p. 80 owing to his self-imposed limitations (see p. 74). 

xil. 41. xatevayte Orig’® with & and most, but avevavte BUY 33 
71 179 280 348 Sod*"%"* [non Sod] Paris” only. 

43. 1 xypa ny wtwxyn avty Origh* et DS® Sod 7 G04 2” Eysgautaie 
Sod! a bdig 

(contra n xnpa avtn n TTwxn = NB ell et WY) 

avin n xXnpanmtTwexn 28 Cf syr, et 21 k (—arrwyn) 

xii. 8. +xa tapayar Orig" («Marcus addit et turbelas”’) contra 
NBDLY Sod'*" it (praeter q) boh. This is a square division, 
with sah on Origen’s side and most Greeks, but practically 
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si all Latins go with NBDL against him. W however comes to 
his rescue and has it (‘‘ecovtat atopot Kata ToTrous * Atpoe 

tapayar”’) as also {@ Sod. 
xiii. 11. Orig here goes with W 28 fam 13 91 299 2 Sod’ k for exewvo, 

against Touro of NB and most, and avto of D* c. Unfortunately 
b is here mutilated. Small as is the place, the fact that Origen 

with W 28 contradicts NB plur shows a possible foreign base f 

(with D* c opposed to d) and b’s testimony would have been 

most useful for control. As to 91-299 they are really part of 
the 1 family, but 1-118-209 apparently have rou7o, so that 
this family is divided amongst itself, but fam 13 holds 

together. Compare this place with xii. 24 above. 

12. Orig and all eravactyncovta, but B Sod*"’ exravactncerat (as 

BA 28 Sod“ at Matt x. 21) with k exsurgebit. 
22. woincovaw D Sod 2P* min™ a det Orig™ (onset... . rover) 

contra NB rell Swzovew , 
35. +n (ante ove) NBCLAW 892 Sod’? %? fam + e¢ Sod’ k? sah 

boh aeth against all the rest and Origen. 

ibid. pecovuxtiw Origen with Hipp? = 238 511 604 ec Sod’ and 
latt media nocte, against varying forms in the rest. 

xiv. 10. 6 els (pro ets) NBC*LMY 892 Sod" boh against sah 

the rest and Origen (who was with them just above in dropping 
6 before toxapiwtns with latt). 

ibid. Neglect. mpoondOe here of Origen alone for amn\Gev of the 
rest (j\Oev Li) as the zpos following no doubt accounts for 
Orig (libere). 

19 fin. Habet Origen Kat addos pte eyo cum D unc? LD minn" 
Sod it" contra NBCLPAWY copt syr aeth. 

63. +evOus W 124 2" 604 a sah arm Orig (syr sin) against the rest. 
xv. 1. evoncav Orig D3 Sod? 245 2"° Sod? 8742 of latt (contra 

B plur rotnoavtes, et NCL 892 soli cum Sod‘ erotpacartes). 

ibid. annyayov Orig CDGNW2 [Hiat ®] al. paue. (latt) [contra 
amnveycay XB plur']. 

t See below, xiii. 35 PETOVUKTLOM. 





CHAPTER IV. 

CoNCERNING THE GENESIS OF THE LATIN VERSION OF 

St. Mark's GOSPEL. 

“This (Western) text was translated into Latin before the time of Tatian, and the 
primitive bilingual in which the translation stood is a document of patriarchal dignity 
and largely capable of restoration."'— Harris, ‘ Codex Bezae,’ p. 177. 

“ But, beyond this, when translations were made into Syriac and Latin (the former 

certainly, the latter probably, as early as the middle of the second century) the attention 
of scholars was necessarily directed to the difficulties in interpretation of the text, with 
tts occasional archaic expressions, obscure words, and harsh constructions; and the 

practical usefulness of a simplified and modernised text was suggcsted.””—Ramsay, 
“St. Paul the traveller and the Roman citizen,’ p. 25. 

To put the matter into as few words as possible, before the new 

Greek ms W was discovered my studies had already led me to consider 
that the ancients were probably right when they said that St. Mark had 
both preached and written his Gospel in the Latin tongue [see sub- 
scriptions to the Syriac vulgate and to some of our Greek manuscripts]. 
But this ms W in St. Mark is a perfect mine of wonderful information 
on this subject. 

My impressions to-day are that the Gospel of Mark was written 

originally in Latin and in Greek, and circulated separately—that the 
Latin went to Latin Africa—thence to Greek Egypt, where it was 
translated into Greek. [But see the quotation further on from St. Jerome 

in connection with the testimony of Clement of Alexandria.] Hence a 
double Greek recension visible all along the line. This matter appealed 

to Blass, for he says (‘ Philology of the Gospels,’ pp. 203 and 205), ‘‘ To 

use a simile: reading Mark (with due attention given to the variants) 

reminds one of walking on quicksand .... for the difference of readings 

mainly rests in the expressions and does not affect the sense. But, 

nevertheless, we feel unsafe and wonder in what way such a condition of 
the text may have been produced.... But one of the authors seems to 

be Luke. Well, and then? Did Luke perhaps interpolate or revise 
Mark? No, but he translated it, as the original Mark was in Aramaic, 

or had it translated for his own use, and then revised the translation. At 

a later time Luke’s copy got into circulation and was again copied, and 

those copies went side by side with copies containing a translation made 

by somebody else... .” 

Thus Blass. I do not think there is much which points to an 

Aramaic original. The whole matter can be understood if to St. Peter's 

Semitic background we apply Mark’s Latin surroundings when he wrote, 

but Blass clearly apprehended the double Greek recension and was 

striving to account for it. 
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As to D*, a and d. 

At first it seemed as if d were the king, but there are certain 

independent features in D* which stamp it as of almost equal importance. f 
For instance in Sir John Hawkins’ list of words peculiar to St. Mark’s 
Greek, we find among them (p. 200) emtpamtw and emourtpeyw, but in 

D* for extpamrec (ii. 21) that Ms bas emouvparte: and W* emouvarte. 

So that this form emo vy» applies to another word in the Marcan Gospel as 
well as emicuvtpexyw. Enicuvparte: stands opposite adsuit (the Latins 
hardly vary here at all) and adswit can scarcely have influenced emovv- 

parte: or emicvvarte. Excepting emtovvayw (Matt., Mark, Luke) no 

other verb in the New Testament is compounded with emovv-, besides 

eviouvtpeyw above mentioned, peculiar to Mark's Greek text at ix. 25. 
For this the Vulgate and most Latins have concurrentem, but a =conlisissit, 

while b di =concurreret, f ff, =concurrit, k = concurrunt, g =concurret, 
and 8 =concurrebat. {pamrec 71 only in ii. 21.] 

Of course D*® of to-day is not the exact original of D® foundation 
text. We have a splendid illustration of this at xii. 88 in one verse. 
D* (against d) adds awa. This a (alone t of Latins) maintains with the 
addition of simul. But two lines below D* goes wild (against d’s Latin 
et qui volunt) by writing nat twyv TeXwvev (for twyv OedXovrwv). This a 
opposes, having qui volunt. The addition of e¢ in dis due to some curious 
reaction § which, however, did not conform d to D* or D* to d, so that we 
have the opportunity to observe a process at work which is quite 
interesting. This is followed in the same verse by another illustration 
which seems helpful. For D® 2? add woveroOar at the end of the verse 
as d facitis, so that D™ d hold together. How do the Latins stand ? 
The Greek expression is: kat agmacpous ev Tats ayopats dependent on the 
original twy Gedovtwy. A few cursives only add ¢uAouvrwy before aaracpous 
(borrowed from Luke) as do syr pesh and syr sin, while sah repeats tev 
Oedovtwy (aw Ewosed) as arm and c: “qui volunt salutari’”’ but ¢ 

abandons agracpous (tTovs aotracpous sah boh) or salutationes of b de for 
salutari of ak iq? & [above aoracpous] thus making a composition of 
salutationes and salutari and adding volunt. Here therefore b dc have 

{ From this Greek the Latin of a seems to have been made, quite independently of 
d. For a beautiful although infinitesimal example see vi. 18 licet te says a, and so D® 
alone: efeorw oe right opposite d: “lice tibi." All other Greeks and Latins use cou 
and fzbi. So in other small places, as vi. 85 n8n 8« D* 2°* 604 a, but xat 87 the Greeks 
and d. See xii. 37 libentissime for libenter by a and Dd: cat ndews. Inthe very next 
verse xii. 38 a follows D* alone, against d, for a has simul alone and D® apa alone. At 
ix. 831 D d (as we have them) make bold to remove the apparently pleonastic amocravdets 
(following amoxrevovo.v). The only support is from x‘ y" and ack, All Greek uncials, 
including WY retain, as do b and the rest of the Latins. That a is found here with 
D is significant. Here b doubtless holds the base and not d. 

t As we pass through the press von Soden teaches us that his new Greek ms 050, 
sister to D, does not have aya. But he obscures the Latin issue by grouping a b ri 
together, whereas b r i do not have simul asa. Sod has moeccOa fin. 

§ Add for +xa ante roy behovrwy von Soden's « 1091 (Sinai 186, Greg. 1223). 
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the simple salutationes dependent on the original qui volunt; against 
salutart of atk qr 8vg. Wearrive at the conclusion then that roreoOat 
and facitis of DP Sod 2" and d is a late accretion to both D and d,for a 
rejects it, unless indeed salutari of the others is supposed to be a composi- 
tion of aamacpous trovera Oat, but then salutare would have been used. 

At xiii. 14 D adds 11 avayewwoxer after 0 avayewworwv voetto. a also 
adds quidquid legit and n quod dicit, while d has quod legit, so that although 
Dd here are together, D*® here probably reacted on d latin, as d differs 
from @ x who probably translated from D's Greek. At xiii. 22 a@ has 
facient with d and D Sod”? 2°* rouncovow against Swoovew of other Greeks 
and Latins. xiii. 33 @ alone follows D® against d and all else omitting 
eat fin. (Cf ¢ which however turns the phrase.) 

I wish to add here a most important matter which I think has never 
been pointed out before. Where D and d differ we can frequently 
discover, by the help of a, which reading is basic and which is not in 
D or d. 

Thus at xiv. 1 D d and a ff, and only these omit xat ta atupa. This 
occurs in connection with one of St. Mark’s well-known doublets or pairs. 
Ww 8€ TO wdcya Kal Ta akypa.t We know from the absence of other D d 

sympathisers like 2" etc ¢ that this must be a correction to remove apparent 
pleonasm, but how came both D and d to excise the words? The answer 
is that Greek D reacted here on small d. We know this because it is the 

Greek of D and not the Latin of d which a habitually follows. Further 
proof offers in the same verse. D* and ai omit ev ded but d has it. 
Here therefore D* did not react on d latin, although a, as usual, follows 

D's Greek. There are several other places where at first sight @ would 
seem to strengthen the small combination D a d, but as a matter of fact 

it is now proven that D simply overflowed back as a (wrong) influence 
on d, and a is merely an accessory and a witness that this influence came 

from D*® only. 
This is well illustrated again at xiv. 25 where D Sod" 2" have ov un 

mpocOw mew as @ (differing in latin expression from d) d and f only, for ov 

pn mew of all others. This Greek of D, found only in a/f otherwise, 

must have flowed back on to d. 

The retranslation of a (and k and sometimes 7) is often illustrated. 

It occurs again immediately after at the opening of xiv. 26. he Greeks 
maintain «at vuynoartes, the Latins and the vulgates “ et hymno dicto,” 

but exceptionally : 
a = Et cum hymnos dixissent 
1 = Et cum laudem dixissent 
k = Et cum heminum dixisset 

{ Only ¥ Sod" vary the order nv Se ra afupa xa ro wacya, while k r, do not like the 
doublet and have pascha azumorum or azemorum as vg® and (gat). 

$ Von Soden's 050 appears also to go against D d a ff here. 
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yr = Et cum hymnum........ 

i = Et ymnum dicentes 
§ = Et umnisantes 

In the same chapter again at xiv. 32 D a d alone substitute avtas 

(illis) for tots paOntars avtov of all others. 

At xiv. 44. @ (and ¢ k 7) go with D® only edwxer (SeSwxev Sod) by 

writing dedit for dederat of all others and d. 

But at xiv. 47 Dad together omit twv wapeotqxoTwy showing D® has 

here influenced d. ; 

At xiv. 67. where D® alone omits «ac before cv, we know it is an 

error, because a does not follow. 

At xiv. 70. —7w wetpw D a d, 

and 72. —o7e mpw adexropa povycar bis pe atrapynon D a d, they 

are seen together. 

Further, when, as at xiv. 48, both D and d omit ws and tanquam 

before ems XnoTyv, we must assume this to be a common error in the last 

copying of the ms, as neither a & nor any others omit. We thus learn 

that at the last copying even, an effort was made to bring Latin and 

Greek into conformity. 

And when 2 replaces a (as it does from xv. 22 onwards) we must 

note that n does not support D® at xv. 34 wveidioas with c i k(?) but has 

me dereli[quisti] against them. Thus probably D® and c ¢ k are con- 

spiring in an error against the mass, and » controls the old D® as a did 

before. : 

Observe the independence of m throughout this section, and especially 

xvi. 4 amotum for revolutum of the rest of the itala, which although 

agreeing with the azroxecvdrcpevoy of D® (d = revolutum) against a7roxexv- 

Actas of most, yet appears to hang on a different treatment. 

Note also at xvi. 6 where D(W) has ¢oPeoOa (for exOapBeroOe) and d 

timere, that n follows suit with timere against expavescere of the others 

(K stupetis). 

As to b: 

The most important Latin witness in St. Mark for ‘‘ control” is b 
[k is wanting i.-viii.] a feature which Buchanan has quite forgotten to 
mention in his new and valuable edition of b.f The text of b (far 
removed from ff in this Gospel) is a most ancient one. All the O.L. join 

+ Observe in Mark iii. 32 (where exaOnro bothered a e so much that they deliberately 
alter the sentence, although no others know any different verb) that N alone of Greeks 
has mpos avrov oxdos (for mept avrov oxdos). We look to d and find circa eum turba a8 
the rest of Latins. We look to D and find mpos rov oydé and do not understand it. 
But b says alone of Latins ap illum turba, so that Nb are giving us what D means to give, 
rov standing for avrov. See Harris, ‘Study of Codex Bezae,’ page 20, where he shows 
Aov for Aoyov twice and Aes for Aeyets. Add Aes for Aeyers John xiv. 9 and frum for 
fructum in d at John xv.2. We find even ze for wept (Mc. v. 27). (Cf. xiv. 58 rov vooy 
(—rovrov) De alone against hunc templum by d opposite.) 

K 
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D dso largely in Mark as a unit (with the exception of a) that it has a 
very deep significance. But b goes farther than this and invites inspec- 
tion as to the fundamental @ text sometimes preserved in b where d has 
lost it. As toa the condition is quite different as sketched above. It 

would seem as if a had been independently translated into Latin from a 
Greek which had already been, made from the original: Latin. 

Long and long ago critics found certain Latin words graecised 

especially the property of St. Mark, as oexovXatwp, xevtuptor, Eeotns,t but 
explained them away. Siz John Hawkins calls attention (p. 182) to v. 23 
exxatws exet, saying in a note “This expression is. condemned by 
Phrynicus, see Thayer's Lexicon,” but if retranslation from the Latin 

“in extremis est” it could not very well be rendered ecyatws ect. As to 
Ovyarpeov nentioned just above this, fliola isfoundin e. Now the problem 

is both simplified and complicated by some of the extraordinary agreements 
of W* with ¢ latin. How it will all work out I cannot say at present. 

It is quite unnecessary to repeat that St. Mark probably wrote his 
Gospel at Rome for Roman readers, and it is beside the mark to say that 
Greek was the current or polite language of the city or that the names 
of the early leaders and Popes were Greek names. The oral Gospel 
appealed first as thoroughly to the oppressed servants and slaves of the 
Roman households as to their masters; and what was the language of 

the common people? Of the converted butchers, bakers and purveyors 
to these households? Of the masons, blacksmiths, carpenters etc? Of 
the Christian attachés and employés of the baths and places of public 
entertainment ? The catacombs tell us, and the inscriptions speak in no 
uncertain voice that the Latin and Greek tongues were in a state of flux 

in St. Mark's day. We find Greek words transliterated to Latin, and 
conversely Latin words expressed in Greek letters. We find dyAcxcooupos 
for felicissimus, AcE for bixit or vixit, didto for filio; or cosmou for xoopou, 

itaira for etapa, Theos for @eos and so forth. In fact some could speak 
Greek but only knew the Latin alphabet, others, while knowing enough 

Tatin to speak it, could only write the Greek letters. Hence a Latin, 

t Cf also Mk. vi. 8 uy ccs ryv (ory yadxoy (neque in zond aes") as against St. 

Luke (ix. 3 “pyre apyupiov"'). Cf also Mk. xii. 42 Xerra 8v0 0 eorw eo8payrns (‘duo 
minuta quod est guadrans,” the lowest Roman coin) as against St. Luke (xxi. 2 ‘ 3vo 

Aenta tantum, practer D +0 eorw xodpavrns"’). 
t We find the very hybrid graeco-latin words bisomus, frisomus and quadrisomus in 

common use in the catacombs (to the exclusion of other expressions) for burial space for 

two bodies, three bodies, and four bodies. 
Sometimes 4 occurs for D throughout a Latin inscription (see No. 142 in Marucchi 

and others). 

We come across such a thing as this: 
KALEMERE DEVS REFRI 
GERET SPIRITVM TYVM 
VNA CVM SoRoRIS TVAE HILARAE. 

Or benemerenti, et, and gedce in the middle of a Greek inscription, and observe 

the Greek rho in benemerenti. 
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or a Graeco-Latin written Gospel seems a priort to have been perfectly 
natural and called for under the circumstances; and not necessarily a 

bilingual, but two separate editions, one in Greek and one in Latin. The 

Latin original, if represented by b and d, seems to have parted company 
with the Greek original very soon if not immediately. It reappears in @ 
and part of k to some extent, but a is a fresh translation from the Greek 
as k seems to be in many places.t The consensus of Latins with b d 

AHMHTPIC ET AEONTIA 
CEIPIKE SEIAIE BENEMEPEN 
Tl MNHC@HC IHCOYC 
O KYPIOC TEKNON. 

We find septem (ZEPTE sic) with ANN in the middle, at the end of a Greek 
inscription : 

EPMAICKE WC Z 
HC EN ©6E€W KYPIE! 

G) XPEICTW ANN 
WPOYM X MHCW 
POYM ZEPTE. 

In the middle of a Greek inscription (Marucchi No. 844) occurs BONI@ATIE, 
From the catacombs of Domitilla, observe two Latin lines followed by Greek in 

Latin letters: 
ANNIBONVS FECIT SIBI €T SVIS 
LOCVM HOMIBVS N_ VIIl INTRO FORMAS 

€C TON EMON PANTON TVTO EMON. 

This lasted a long while. There is a Latin inscr. in Greek letters throughout, 
dated 269 a.p. 

KWCOYAE KAYAIW EA MATEPNW NONEIC 
NOBENBPEIBOYC AEl € BENEPEC AOYNA XXIII 
AEYKE IAIE CHBHPE KAPECCEME MOCOYETE 

€O4 EICNEIPITW CANKTW TOYW. 

On the shorter and earlier inscriptions such Latin names as Flavus or Flavius, 

Septimius etc are written in Greek characters : 

For instance: @A - CABEINOC .« KAI 

TITIANH - AAEADO! 

And again : CENTMIOC MPAITESTATOC 

KAt KIAIANOC 

Or ANNIA AYCTEINA 

Or ANNIOZ KATOE 

Or AIKINIA @AYCTEINA 

t A good example occurs at xiv. 54 where the 23 uncials and W write nv ovy (or 
avy) xaOnpevos but D it vg nv xaOnpevos. Tischendorf observes ‘‘it™ vg erat sedens, 
sedens, sedebat; k accurate fuit simul sedens,"’ but he should have said...k ex 

graeco fuit simul sedens.” The Latins all hang together against any consedens or 
simul sedens except k, which as we thus see is bringing back his Latin into conformity 
with the Greek, while D" alone follows the Latin. 

K 2 
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shows that the Latin as an entity remained knit together. With the 
Greek it is quite different. D reappears in Egypt in W but with 
modifications incident to a passage of d through Carthage previously, 
where it had become modified to ¢ and e. The Greek of XB is quite 
different again from that of DW, although & shows occasional traces of 
W e, and B of W or D. Did the Greek of D perish by shipwreck or 
otherwise on its way to Alexandria?t Or did they use at first only 
St. Matthew and St. Luke in those parts? The early Fathers are 
strangely silent as to quotations from St. Mark. 

Among one of the first distinct quotations from St. Mark (v. 34) 
it is noticeable that Clem! gives us ameArGe ecg etpnyny for umaye ens 
eypnynv. [Luke says wopevov.] The Latin is cade. See later for remarks 
as to Clement in connection with what St. Jerome says of Mark’s 
personal arrival at Alexandria, bringing his Gospel with him. 

As toc: 

is also a valuable adjunct for control as to the original base 
bede. Its glosses are reproduced by W®, and it has many Egyptian 
characteristics. Whether it ever had an accompanying Greek column 
we do not know, but the corruption per labia for per manus in vi. 2 
probably arose from confounding yelrewy or yew with yerpwr. One 
thing is very certain, acth and c are very close in Mark. Among other 
places observe Mark vi. 38 —xae yvovtes c acth and syr sin. The latter 
adds force to the basic age of the recension. 

Then, as shown beyond, Tertullian and acth share the otherwise 

unique reading in xiv. 13 invenietis hominem for occurret vobis homo. 
Besides this c and Tert are in apposition in other Gospels. 
A curious coincidence occurs at Mark ii. 26, where for evondev, W 

alone substitutes evedMwv, not supported by our Latin witnesses, but by 
Jerome with ingressus (Ep ad Pamm: “Idem Marcus inducit ad 
Pharisaeos salvatorem loquentem ‘Nunquam legistis . . . quomodo 
tngressus domum Dei sub Abiathar .. .’’’). 

St. Mark in the Irish Latin texts. 

One striking fact deserves notice, and that is that when the Irish 
text of the four Gospels was copied St. Mark’s Gospel alone appears in 

almost pure Vulgate dress. Why was this? It must be concerned with 

t Observe v. 37 mapaxodovdncar DW fam 1 28 124 2Pe 604, axodrovdnoa AKN* 

al’, quvaxoAovéncat XB rell. While the Latins use sequi, W elides per avrov, and e 

has introtre with Sod®® ecedOew. But the point is that mapaxodovénoa bears directly 
on the wording of the end of Mark, for at xvi. 17 wapaxodXovbnoet occurs, and this has 
been challenged as not being a Marean compound or occurring elsewhere in the Gospel, 

whereas DW corfirm it in Mark v. 37, at any rate as to their Greek. 
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the irreconcileable differences observed between the tio separate Greek 
lines or recensions to which I wish to direct attention. Not being able 
to decide to follow the itala, so largely interwoven with the b d base, 
which disagreed with the Greek line of NB, except in spots, it was 

evidently considered judicious to swallow St. Jerome’s revision almost 
completely for St. Mark. That there was a reason for it is obvious. 

Have we found the true reason in assuming a double Greek recension? 
This must be further investigated, but I see no other outlet. 

Base of St. Mark's Gospel. 

So much has been written concerning St. Mark's Gospel that it may be 
thought that the subject is threadbare. This hardly seems to be the case, 

but I would fain bring forward something new if possible. What I suggest 
has already found circuitous admission by other minds. For instance, 
in Sir John Hawkins’ Horae Synopticae, p. 207, after referring to the pro- 
portion of classical and non-classical words in the four Gospels, he says : 

“Tt thus appears that the non-classical words (like the non-Septuagintal 

words) occur with considerable more frequency in the special vocabulary of 

St. Mark than in those of the other synoptists.” 
In other places he agrees with most authorities in giving priority to 

the Marcan Gospel as regards its foundation, where roughnesses, not of 
diction but of the manner of presenting facts, have been smoothed by 
St. Matthew and St. Luke. 

Taking these two observations together, they make for a later Greek 
than that of Matthew and Luke, with an earlier base. Now if that base 

be Latin the matter is to a large extent explained. Little things like 
ecyatov (Mark) for vorepov (Matt. Luke) then assume a greater force 

than we have been disposed to give them. 
Sir John emphasises the historic present as being one of Mark's 

strong preferences. Indeed, this also bears upon the point. For the aits 

of d often bear opposite in D*® e:rev, while the itala coincides with the ait 
of d.t Further than this, where the strong Alexandrian preferences for 
the historic present and imperfect over the aorist make themselves felt 

t This matter deserves considerable attention. Compare Dr. Nestle's too brief 

notice of the subject in Journ. Theol. Studies, July 1911, p. 607, and consider the figurea 
given for b and d in St. Mark in connection with such a Roman writer as Plautus, whose 
plays are crammed full of aif and ais and aio. Cf. Amphitruo I. i. 188-189. 

Merc. Ai’ n' vero? 
Sos. Aio enimvero. 

Merc, Verbero! 
Sos. Mentiris nunc jam. 

Merc. At jam faciam ut verum dicas dicere. 
Sos. Quid eo 'st opus? 

Notice also the frequent appearance in Mark of epyera (for the indeterminate Latin 
venif, present or perfect) against the synoptic nAéev. 
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in 8B in the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke, it is different in St. Mark, and although I chronicle a fair number of these additional Greek historic presents for 8 or B in St. Mark, the situation is more confused there and sometimes the aorist is preferred to the imperfect. Before we can deal with the list of ‘‘ Rude, harsh, obscure or unusual words or expressions which may therefore have been omitted or replaced by others” (op. cit. pp. 131/4) we must consider more fully what the Latin texts have to say, and variations in Greek Mss. Thus, as to the first example, 
i. 10 cyfopevous, did St. Mark himself really use this? The Latins ba f fr 9 go hl yr, 8 (hiant i q) all say apertos (even a adaperiri, 

¢ aperiri). So D* sol. 
Then, ii. 4 etc xpaBatros. This surely belongs among the Latinisms, 

cited lower down. 
As to ii. 21 empamte, we must observe D’s emtouvparter and W's emiovvane as to retranslation, or as to two lines of Greek. 

xi. 1. etow tives wdSe tw eotnxotev, ‘an awkward arrangement of 
words” says Sir John Hawkins, but the mss vary here 
considerably. (See ante p. 100.) 

xiil. 11. yy rpopepymvare, a verb not found elsewhere in N.T., LXX, or classical writers.” But if cogitare were original we can 
understand it. (a here retranslating, as usual, has prae- 
medctare (of. mpopedrerate V3), k exceptionally satagare but 
both @ and & have been influenced by Greek recensions as 
compared to the other Latins in St. Mark). 

16. 0 es tov aypov, a very probable Latin construction. 
xiv. 31, exmepicows ¢ “is found nowhere else in Greek.” 

Perhaps from a Latin colloquialism “ tanto magis”’ as indeed 
re-rendered by @ (while k has “ plura loquebatur magis dicere” 
against amplius of most vett). 

xiii, 19. ecovrar yap at nuepac exewwar Ores (or Oreyrets). This is far 
more difficult, in fact insoluble from our available Latin 
materials, which do not agree with the Greeks, who here seem 
to be a unit, yet an original dies illi tribulationes, meant for 
dies illi tribulationis which c ff, il hold, might have led to the 
Greek, which is opposed byabdknq-r “ (in) illis diebus 
tribulationes ’ and which in these may not represent an original 
base but revision. 

Unfortunately, for such Greek words—unique in Mark—as oxwdn€, 
atactacrns we have no synoptic parallelisms to use for purposes of exact 
comparison. otactacrys of Mark xv. 7 (uera twy otactactwy Sedepevos) 
is however beautifully confirmed by St. Luke’s S:a ctaow (xxiit. 19). 

f It is exceedingly curious to find that the notorious latinisers 56-58-61, apparently 
alone among cursives, join NBCD¥%” for exmepioows. Add Paris”, 
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cavéadia Mark vi. 9 (not appearing in Sir John Hawkins’ list of words 
peculiar to St. Mark, probably because it occurs in Acts xii. 8) may be 
emphasised as compared to the vrodnyata of Matt. x. 10. 

In Mark di have sandalia, b f 1 q = sandaliis, so that probably solcis 

of a, soleas of e, caligulas of c, galliculas of ff, are retranslations. 
utodnviov Mark xii. 1, unique as to Mark and as against Anvoy of 

Matt. xxi. 33, is indeterminate. 
In Mark bc d f go! (q locum) 8 vg have lacum (a ff; ¢ k torcular). 
In Matthew a b c d (¢ torcularem) ff, g | q vg have torcular (ff, h 

lacum). : 
Lacwn would appear original in Mark, and torcular in Mattbew. 

But it is almost impossible to draw any inferences, although u7roAnreov 

may be considered more probable for lacus. 

Important example of harmony among the Latins at St. Mark vi. 36. 

One of the most striking places is the eyyora of D G04 and all latt 
PROXIMAS at vi. 36 against xuxdw of the otherGreeks. Not a single Latin 
tries to express xuxdw otherwise here in Mark.f But now turn to the 

parallel in Luke ix. 12 and see a very different state of things. The 
Greek of both passages is the same: 
Mark vi. 36. avoAvcov avtous wa amedOovtes evs Tous KUKAW aypoUS Kat. 

KOMAS. +5 

Luke ix. 12. amodvaov tov oyAov wa tropevOevtes } €lg TAS KUKAW K@pAaS Kat 

amredOovtes aypous... 

(Matthew omits cuxdo.) 
In Mark then the Latins have: in proxiMas villas et vicos.t 

But in Luke a = adjacentes vicos et agros 
be fil qr = circa castella et villas 

» = circa castella et vicos 
c = in castella adjacentia 
d = in proxima castella et villas 
6 = in circum castella et villas 
Jf = in castella et villas quae in circuitu sunt 
vg = in castella villasque quae circa sunt ; 

I submit that this has a distinct bearing on a common Latin base in 
Mark of proximas, and a common Greek base in Luke of KuKra, when 

we see in Luke the variations circa, adjacentes, adjacentia, prorima, in 

t Cf. also xi. 82 ndetcav (pro exov) DW Sod'® 2" and a8acr 604 = sciebant of it” 
against habebant of all vulgates. The proof of retranslation is here afforded by 604. 

} All have in prozimas. a = in proximas villas et municipia 
bef $7 = in proximas villas et castella 

dil= in proximas villas et (+in 2) vicos 
7, = in proximas villas et vicinos 

5 {no vivos } aie 

(hiantekq) 8 ={ ec ToUC KUKAW aArPoYc f *¢ 
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crroum, quae cirea sunt, and quae in circuitu sunt, against the steady 
prozimas in Mark. 

, For the rest I must refer to the following lists. 

And first as to Retranslation in W. 

The following is a list of some of the apparent retranslations in W. 
It is startling enough, but there is much more to be observed. 
Mark 

: 
1. 27. Bavpatoy (pro au BnOnaav) 

44. xaBapavov (pro xaSapicpov) 
ii. 4. mpocedOew (pro mpoceyyicat) 

12. @avpatew avrous (pro e&tatacbat Tavtas) 
23. eomappevev (pro omopiwr) 

iii. 11. cov (pro eBewper) {Negl. Sod. W. Male Sod. deD evdov, habet 
6 

30. exe avtov (pro exet) eFewpour | 

34. KuKAw avTou (pro KUKrAW TOUS Tept avtov) 
iv. 4. ta opvea (pro ta meretva) 

20. werrortes (pro omapevtes) 
32. avke. (pro avaBacvet) 

Vv. 81. cuvtpiBovta (pro cuvOr1Bovra) 

Vi. 5. ouxere (pro exet ovdeusav) 
18. e€ereprrov (pro e€eBadror) 
31. Aowrov (pro odvyor) 

vil. 10. adetwr (pro kaxoXoywv) 

19. &avoray (pro kapdav) 

31. evs thy Sexarrodw (pro Sexa7rodews) 
33. mpoohaBoperos (pro amodaBoperos) 

vill. 11. aw (pro tap) 

23. evrtucas (pro mTugsas) 

ix. 8. srepeBremopevoe (pre TrepiBreyrapevot) 

11. 7 ovy (pro ore prini) 
32. epwtnoat (pro erepwrnaat) (al) 
45. Kooy (pro amoxowov) 
49. arta ynOyoerat (pro adicOnoerat) 

X. 22. aro Tov Aoyou (pro emt Tw Aoyw) 
35. autnowpeba (pro artnowper) 

xi. 12. auptov (pro emauptov) 
25. avy (pro adn) [ Negl. Sod] 
30. am (pro e€ pr.) (al) 

xil. 1. eEwpu€ev (pro car wpukev) 
8. edipav +xat amextwav (346) 

10, 26. aveyrwxate (pro aveyvewte) 
xiii. 2. aeOn ovde SiadvOnoerat (pro catadvOn) 

12. avaotyncovtat (pro emavactnaovtat) (348 Sod'"*) 
xiv. 6. xozrov (pro xozrous) 
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aire 27. oxopmicOncerat (pro d:acxopmicOncera) [ Negl. Sod] 
30. apynon (pro amrapynon) 

32. eEepyovras (pro epyovrtat) 
53. ouvropevovtat (pro auvepyovtat avtw) (Sod'*”) 

61. evroynpevou (pro evdoyntov) and so V 28 c** 
70. wepteatnxotes (pro apertures) (cf. a) 

xvi. 1. evcedOovoat (pro edPovcar) 
5. Oewpovow (pro etdov) 

In ch. i.-v., where the e and bce sympathy is paramount, the 

retranslation is very thick. Afterwards it shades off but does not 
disappear. What is there is not only retranslation from Latin, but from 

the other Versions. Of these 45 cases only 5 find any support. 
Observe also in iii. 1 a genitive absolute cat evcedOovtos avrov for Kat 

eton\Oev, which cannot come from the parallels, and must be from bc e 

“‘et cum introisset."" The others have “et introivit.” Cf ix. 28, where 
for ‘et cum introisset"’ of all Latins the Greeks only vary between 

etcedOovros avtov and evceAOovta avtov. 

Consider also yeverar and eyerero: 
At iv. 37 D writes eyevero with which Tisch groups all the Latins, while 

ywerat (so W) is the reading of the other Greeks. But 

observe the reverse at : 
ii. 15. yeverae only NBLW 33 2"* 604 892* IV-H & Sod tzt, and 

eyevero D and all the rest. [Om. Sod°.] 
It seems clear that factus est or facta est or factum est is 

rendered either ywerat or eyevero. And the way in which the 
Mss occasionally go apart looks like a Latin base out of which 
the variations sprung. 

When I published Evan 604 it became apparent that there was a 
reason for the Latinisms in that Ms, when we took into consideration the 

sympathetic bond between D 2" and 604. It became clear to me how 

ancient was this Latin base. Lest some should still think that the 
Latinisms and evidences of retranslation in 1 13 28 2°* and G04 are late, 
I have exhibited first a typical list in the great ms W. 

Now there is much /ess of this in 28 and not more as we come down 

the line, as far as actual age (not actual text) is concerned. But to show 
how the matter is interlocked I will exhibit these examples. 

We find in 28 at: 

1.19. catackevatovtas (pro xataptitovtas), but this is visible in 124 

[non fam] although not in W. 
xii. 84. cuvaitws (= cuverws) pro vovveyws apparently unique by 28. 
xiv. 1. xpatnowow Kat (pro xpatnoavtes) = latt syrr (et Sod minn'). 

As to 28 and 604: 

iii. 14. Here 28 and G04 conspire alone to give us Tepe avtov (pro per 
avTou) 





Mark 

vi. 

Vis? 

vi. 

xiii. 

XVi. 

56. 

33. 
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As to 604 alone: 

. Avav (pro bixetva) 

. €Xadouv (pro edeyov) 

. Alpwns (pro Oaracans) (Cf. Morx de rep. et-Oar.) 

. eTnpnoav (pro expatnoav) [Cf. D vii. 4 rnpew alone for xpatev] 

. o8ace (pro nSeccav DW ; sciebant latt) 

2" alone : 
. autos (pro pet avtwv), where D 33 604 Paris®’ have pos avtous 

Om. Sod®™**, Om. pet avtwy kat reyet 273. 

2'* and 604 : 

. wa gaywow (pro gayew sec.) Cf. aba. Cf. syr sin. 
. embers (pro tees) 

. avactnaetat (pro eyepOncetat) [Sod adds *°] 
. kav (pro cat et) Add Sod%®°®" and D (xaz ear) 

D 28: 
. Onrafopevats (pro Onraloveats) 

D 2"; 

. ev pern Tn Oaracan (pro ev p. THS Oaracons) 

. eaTW 7 Kapdia (pro eyete Thy Kapdiav) Add Sod” 
. wa Oavatwoovaty (pro ets to Oavatwaoat) et 1 Sod Lauras 

D 604: 
. eyylota (pro xuxde) latt’™ proximas 

D 2" 604: 
. Kat €Xavvovtas (pro ev Tw eXavvew) [Sod adds °* ?| 

mAratevats (pro ayopats) 

W 604: 

. nduvnOnaav (pro wyvoav) Add Sod'*} 

W 28: 

. Kndevoat (pro Kat npav) 
. eyetpetat (pro avaatnoetat) Add Sod!" 

SvedeyOnte (pro SenoyitecGe) Add fam 1 and Sod'*" 

. emauvaTpeyouat sic et W et 28 ( pro emtauvatet vel emtavvatovot) 
[Male Sod de W] 

. Senxovoveav (pro cat Snxovovr) W ; Sivaxovoveat 28 [Recte Sod. 
Male Scholz S:axovneat| 

W 28 2° 604: 

2. w ovopa (pro ovopatt) [Negl. Sod 604] 

DW): 

. ws (pro oa) Cf. W 

. ev T@ ovopate (pro emt tw ov.) Add 69 Sod** in nomine latt 

. eBrnOn (pro BeBrnrtat) 

DW 2": 

. oPercbar (pro exOapPeobe) Add 115 
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and such a thing as in 8: 

NW Sod 1 13 28 2"* GO4: 
xii. 41. +7ov (ante yadxov) [Add Sod". Negl. Sod & ut Tisch om. 

eds") 

orin C: 
vi. 19. etnter (pro nOerev) C latt 

or in A*: 

xiii. 8. ave eOvov (pro ew €Ovos) A*; 80 contra gentem b c d 8* 
vg", adversus gentem q. [Sod neglects A*: A*'?* has ex 
eOvos supra but as an afterthought. | 

or Origen : 

xii, 24. yuwwonovtes (pro edotes) D Orig alone (ef. latt vett"') 

not to speak of N, which has a good many personal retranslations, but 
they are involved frequently with parallels.t 

At any rate the matters in question are all easily reducible to a very 
early age. 

As to a thing like xii. 18 avaoracts ove eotw fam 113 28 [non DW 
rell] for avactacw jy ewat this is probable retranslation, but has no 
reference to other features. 

We will now allow to follow a list of some of the evidence for a 

double or treble Greek recension in St. Mark as opposed to what comes 
very near a single line among the Latins. 

If ever Bishop Westcott’s dictum t holds true it is as regards the 
authorities for St. Mark’s Gospel. It is useless to seek the truth in any 
one document here, and although D d have an ancient base, b is found 
to share it and go beyond them in brevity, while W in connection with 

be k and the other Latins is absolutely essential to a true understanding 
of the mixture (old as it all is) which pervades the text. XB alone 
here are more than useless. 

t It does not seem necessary to tabulate the many unique retranslations of D* from 
Latin, as they are so well known, although I know of no complete list. 

$¢ “No authority has an unvarying value. No authority is ever homogeneous.” 
Compare also Blass (‘ Philology of the Gospels,’ pp. 58 and 70): ‘In reality the blame is 
to be cast upon the textual tradition and not upon the author, and we may learn from 
this quite evident case that those written copies (not to speak of editions) which we are 
accustomed to rely upon by no means deserve implicit trust. Which copies, then, do 
deserve it? No single copy at all, but if anything the tradition taken as a whole, with 
entire liberty to select in each individual case that branch of the tradition for our guide 
which shall seem to us to be in this case most trustworthy, even if it is a herctical 
witness like Marcion.” 

“OF course, the fact that mparn in one of these passages, and .\(Beprivey in the other, 
is almost universally attested, is not to be understood as being the result of one great 
deliberate action, viz., of a revision of the text made at a definite time by definite men, 

and then imposed upon the whole Christian Church. If such a revision had taken place 
in the ancient Church, like those revisions which have been made for instance at different 

times in the English Church, we should certainly hear of that fact from some of the 
numerous ecclesiastical writers whose works have come down to us.” 





CHAPTER V. 

Two orn MORE GREEK RECENSIONS IN ST. Mark. 

‘We have now shown reasons for believing that the whole body of Western Latin 
readings go back into a single bilingual copy, the remote ancestor of the Codex Bezae; 
and we have also seen that the Greek of the Beza owes the greater part of its textual 
and grammatical peculiarities to the reflex action of tts own Latin.""—Rendel Harris, 
‘Codex Bezae,’ p. 171. 

“There are cases where a book or paper, whose actual results cannot be accepted, is 
far more valuable and suggestive than many statements of certain and indisputable facts 
are. Hicks’ paper is one of these cases; its value in method is quite distinct from its 
value in results."—Ramsay, ‘St. Paul at Ephesus’ in ‘The Church in the Roman 
Empire,’ p. 118, 

The very imperfect suggestions cffered in my ‘Genesis of the 
Versions,’ vol. I. p. 28 seg., are much more fully illustrated here. Any 
examples which seem beside the mark are amply compensated for by 
others which show a definite Latin background. 
Mark 

Ti. 6. 

24. 

31. 

ii. 15. 

23. 

26. 

. Kat edeyey avTos 

. Tov adeAgor avTov 

Seppnv D* pellema (Cf. p. 127 seg) | vestem depilis 7 (syr) 
tpryas rellgretd 

D da (r) 

Kat exnpvocev Aeywr —rell 

DGP et W3 28 33 372 al. it!" vg syr aeth 
E*FHKSUVIL et =@ al. 

mult goth slav 
me 3 yy TOV TLuLwYOS 

TOV TLpLwVvosS AE?A min? 

is ys TL L@VOS NBLM 2" al. } ar 8 copt arm 
ovdapev NLA® 892 boh (hiat sah) arm aeth Orig’® Orig’ 

Eus™ Bas Cyr Chr" Iren'™ (Text!™ t) Hil Aug al. Sod 
oda BD rell ef WEP minn omn rell vid, latt omn ct § 

[contra A®] syr pers goth W-H™ 
extewvas THY YELpa Kpatnaas nyepev avuTny Db dr q (—avtny) 

(f +avrnr) 
NYELpeV aUTNY KpaTnaas TNS KELPOS Rell et al. lat (tenens e) 
exTivas THY yElpa Kat ErtAaopevos eyetpev avTny W 
yiweTat NBLW 33 2°° 604 892* fact bint 

eyeveTo D rell (Om. Sod) A CEUMI CSU .CA 

Statropevec Oar BCD 
Topever Oar W fam 13 Sod“ | Cf latt 

mapatropeves bat N plur 
HET QuTOU DW Sod’ 2" 604 al" 
ovv avTw NB rel et B 

+ But such circumscribed divisions I do not add to further. 
t But Tert™" “scio"” doubtless ex Luc iv. 34 and Tert"** probably refers to Luke iv. 41. 

Mark 

ni. 3. 

ibid. 

sed 

10. 

ibid, 

12. 
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NC*A Sod°8 Tisch ed™™ txt 
B(L) 2" 892 a boh sah 

acth (syr —exovtt) Treg W-H txt 

33 

Tw Thy Enpav xerpa eyovTe 

Tw THY xeElpa exovTe Enpav 

tw Enpav exovte THY yEtpa 
tw eEnpappevny eyovTe THY xELpa Une” al. ef &® txt rec. et 

Tisch vii. 
Tw exorTs Thy xetpa eEnpapevyy D of lat 

Tw exovTe THY yetpa Enpav 
Tw THY yelpa exovTe eEnpappevny 28 124 
tw thy eEnpappevny xetipa exovte Sod txt ABSQUE ULLA 

AUCTORITATE. 
ets DHP 131 209 238 y*" 2” 

al” Paris®’ 
emt % al.? [non apud Sod] 
Tpos NB plur et W® 1 al. mult | Lat: ad 

oe } sic 118 
Tpos 
Tapa fam 13 28 Sod" 

. AKOVOVTES NBA et W fam 1 fam 13 

892 2° copt W-H Sod“* | audientes Jatt"! 
axovaavtes D® rell pl a syr arm 

. oTavTES & (cf lat stantes) 

OTNKOVTES BC*A 28 
eaTNKOTES C’GL fam 1 124 604 892 Sod? 

ECTWTES DW rell gr minn et 2°* 

xadouvtes NBCL et W113 28 892 W-H Sod 
dovovvtes  D rell (NadXovvtes 2°*) vocantes latt 

tnrouvtes A 

Om. Asa 

i a ae as crescentem cd f,ilqr& 

avfavovta - TI wnc® et XD vg ef inerescentem b 
28 minn txt rec. (mut ¢ k) 

cum incremento a (om 2"°) 

av€avopeva NB soli et W-H R-V (De Gana init ??) 

ot padnta avrov DW Sod fam 13 28 2°° it omn (non f) syr™ 
ot 7rept avtou avy Tots Swdexa NB rell omn syr pesh vg copt aeth 
Tes 4 TapaBoAn avTn DW Sod? fam 13 28 2°* it omn et f 
tas jwapaBodas NBCLA 892 et IW-H txt (syr sin) 
thy TrapaBornu A unc! et 2® et Sod txt 

De parabola illa vel de parabolis illis syr boh (eee) et sah 
Tov tapaBodwy 

agpeOnoopat D* d ff, iq r vg? aeth (apnow D) 
ageOy NBLA unc? et WE® Sod” Orig 1/2 
afeOncerat AKTI min aligq Orig 1/2 (sah boh syr) 
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Mark 

iv. 15. ageper D 

epee W 28 

aprratet NCA (Matt.) 

aiper B plur 

(it"' vg aufert vel tollit, auferet c d 1 q) 

21. epyerae = Plur et syr peshlqvg Om. Sod” 

adfertur 0b aeth saccendit 
antetat WD (vis dupler) 5 luc. et afferet 

kaeras  W sah boh it pl | 4 (accenditur) 
31. omotay W 

0 oTt av D 

oTap S 

os oTay B plur 

ws oTav CtA 

32. av&e W ber (cf. ¢ q) 
avaBauet NB rell pl 

Om D di, habent nat yuverar tantum 

39. hipwOnte W beef, 
clwTa Kat pypwOnte D* aeth sah boh vgFit 
clwTa Tepipiwoo NB rell, d et latt rell syr (hiat sin) 

ciwna duytwco L [Om. claus. A 8] 
v. 3. pynpacw NABCLAITL unc® Sod** Cf xv. 46 et 

peunperos DH al. et W | xvi. 2. 
6. ~pooeSpapev W dbceigq,r (occurrit) 

edpapev NB rell et D* 

19. amayyethov NBCA® Paris" Sod". """ e¢ tat 
Scayryethov DW fam 1 13 28 604 
avayyethov A reil et B minn pl et 2°° 

+ 22. mpocerecey I)", erecev Sod'™ | prociditabe f fralqrdvq 
mpoommt W fam 13 (procidens d@) 
Turret NB rell et Sod et cadens e 

26. adda paddov ets TO yetpor erOovca Plur et W (vide post) 
7 » —- €mt TO YEtpov EXOovaa Sod? 2" 604 

1 ML TO XELPOY (—edovea) DF ~ 

d and f ‘rg! have sed magis deterius habebat, but b c ff; only sed 

peius habebat, e sed deterius haberet, g 7 sed deterius habebat, a? sed 

peius deterius habebat, 5 sed magis in deterius venit. 

D alone seems to elide the verb. Possibly the expression em: was 

supposed to be sufficient without it (cf. sy7' “mut syr"), but 2" 604 

retain eA@ovea. Coptic retains the verb. 

I give this at length because there has evidently been trouble about 

the double ed@ovea in ver 27 fin and ver 28. In the following verse 28 a 

Jarge ane of order obtains as to the position of eXovea. Indeed W 

} This marks the extreme limit of e's great indlnende on W heretatore in Mark. . 
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(alone) makes the one serve for both: e\@ovga cat uxovoaca Tepe Tov to ev 

Tw oydw ortaOev mato avrov eliding the second eAGovea, as D does the 
first. But as there is a slight space in W after eA@ovca we must treat the 
omission as in ver 28. We then get this result : 

W kat axovaaca rept Tov Wi ev Tw oxAW NYaTO avToU 

D 2" axovcaca rept Tov w edOovea omiaber Kat mato Tov tp. avToU Ev 
TW OXAW 

d audito de ihu venit de retro et tetigit vest. ejus inter turbam 

i » o» » 4  Fetro et tetigit vest. ejus in turbam (es tov 

oydov fam 13 28 NZ) 
a cum audisset de Jesu venit a retro et tetigit tunic. illius inter 

turbam 
q audito de itiu venit retro et tigit vest. ejus inter turba 
b 5 oa 4 » io turba et tetigit vest. ejus 

RB plur axoveaca thi NBCA Evst 33) wepe tov w edOovea ev Tw oyrw 
omtabev nyato . . . fam 1 Sod'*' ¢ om ev Tw oyro. 

Mark v. 36. tov Aoyov (+ Tov B) Aeisiiacies Plur 
TouTov Tov AGyor D latt"' 

Latin = audito hoc verbo efc, but b simply audito. It looks 
as if the differences arose simply from translation from Latin. 
Amplified in retranslation by copt and vg as: ‘‘ Jesus autem 

verbo quod dicebatur audito.” 
ibid. mapaxovaas NBLA® W e 892*? W-H Sod txt [Male Sod de 2°°] 

axovoas AD rell omn Sod et 2°* (e sil. Cronin) et verss 

37. mapaxorovOncat D™W fam 1 28 124 )This bears on the wording 
2"* 604 of Mark in xvi. 17 

cuvaxorovOnoat NB rell et Sod Tapaxron. 

axorovOnaat AKII* minn alig; eccedXOev Sod, e introire. 
vi. 2. S00aca rourw NBCLA 892 IV-H txt 

boGeca avtw ~——iCD ell et W ct Sod tzt 

The Latins have ili for the most part (et @ e) and re- 
translation is a more probable influence here for this change 
than anything else. 

5. exee motnoar ovdeprav duvayey = NBCLA fam 1 [non 118] 273 
892 IV-H (ex. mot. ovdeutv sic Sod) 

exet ovdeptav Tromjoat Suvagpwy §=9D a d Orig’ Hier 

exet ovdentay Suvapiy trounoat A plur fam" et Sod trt [Male de 

fam") 
sed ovxere trotnoat Suva W (—exet) 
9. See Latin and five varying Greek forms. 

19. quaerebat abcdigqr (hiant eh) et e{yre C* 
volebat SF B21 8 vg et Gr omn rell et WA nOerev 

20. axovoas Une et plur 
axovwy 28 157 Paris” min al audiens b fir 

axovoas is much more correct here, therefore how came axovwv 

into 28 al. except via Latin ? 
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24. rov Barritovros NBLA* 2° [non 28] + Sod”? ©! et Sod’ 

tov Bartiatrou DW rell omn minn et latt copt 

. tov Barrifovros Ls 60+ 892 only! 

. eyyora 

+ £0. 

51. 

ray or 

. €XAAX, MET AUTWY 

NBA 2°° rell! 

D 604 et it vg proximas (praeter § om. Habet 

vicos supra Kudo !) 

tov Bamtiotov 

KUKAW XBW reli 

[Observe in this verse +wa before ayopacwow D* alone 

apparently with Paris”; d has e¢ not ut] 
NBD 21 boh (literatim) W-H Sod. 

ava, 5 aa yy A rell unc minn et sah (literatim) 

PB (—ava prim) car ava N W (—avasec33clr Orig) —ava bis a. 

The Latin per. ..per serves for this, and there could not bea 

more certain place for bohairic influence than this. Boh uses 

KATA: - KATA literatim, while sah has NA.-.-NA OF NAN 

..- Mast. W also uses ava (once) and not «arta. 

Plur, but edad. tpos avtovs Dt 33 604, 

and autos 2". “Ad eos” ad f ffi q 7, Ad illos c, but b = 

“lis.” 
I refuse absolutely to connect this with a “ provincialism ” 

as Gregory and Souter imply by their criticism of other 

examples adduced previously. This is simply a double 

recension, and } seems to hold the original “‘illis” (as are 

avutots) whence per avtwy in translation. 

In the verse following Xsav is omitted by DW3'" Sod™ “1d '1 28 

973" 604. Here W comes to join us (rather exceptionally 

hereabouts) and with b ‘ abundantius ” (against the latin plus 

magis) witnesses to a base without Xvav. The Latin plus 

magis, or magis plus of ¢ can equally well be a translation of 

the Greek ex meptooou or ex mepitows (Teptcows D) without 

duav, I see two recensions here. [Confuse Sod fam I,J 

xopav NBLA Sod’ 8m 4 33 892 Paris” copt W-H Sod txt. 

(Again the same group which we have charged with other 

matters hereabouts, so that the issue is very square as to who 

holds and who does not hold the original base) against 

mepryopov DW une rell et 2 ef 28 2" 604 minn. 

The Latin of dis merely regionem it is true, as of it”, but 

b-q (together proving their base) say confinem regionis, so that 

either this reproduces mepeyepor, or if regionem be basic the 

double Greek recension is accounted for. 

KATA €KATOV KAL KATA TTEVT. 

} Tisch quotes 2° for xara as does Horner following him, but Cronin does not 

report this nor von Soden and Belsheim prints ava uncorrected by Cronin. As Paris” deserts 

both N and B here (it generally sides with one or the other) xara seems pretty clearly a 

preference of NBD, for Origen opposes with ava. 

t Tisch writes avrots here in error 26 to D. Add Paris” for mpos avrovs. 

Mark 

tbid fin. 

vi. 56. 

vii. 3. 

ibid. 

. pavTtiowvTat 

. Tats XEprv 
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Here are any amount of variations, all bearing on retranslation 
and consideration, the actual basic reading being very doubtful. 

xat oovt (—av) NDA 1 33 Paris’ Sod “3 contra B rell «at 

ogo av (rel eav). 
mTuKVa NW b (subinde) f 92 1 vg goth copt 

syr aeth 
BD(sruxun) rell et LD minn 
(ruypw Sod") et c ff, iq r Orig 

(primo d, momento a. Om A 6 sah syr sin. Hiant e h) 

Subinde of b if basic, as is possible, may bave caused the 
trouble. At any rate retranslation is quite possible here. W 

seems to show that e k probably opposed BD here, but what 
they read must remain uncertain. [See my edition of the 
‘ Morgan Gospels,’ p. lviii.] 

NB 40 53 71 86 179 237 240 244 259 Euthym 
Barticovrat DA pl et W® minn al. ct Paris” Orig. 

As to pavritw cf Hebr ix. 13 19 21 x. 22, but especially 
(not in Concordances) Apoc xix. 13 pepavticpevov P, eppavtic- 

pevov Hipp, mepipepavticpevoy N° and srepipepapwevoy &* (for 

BeBappevov) showing that NB probably made a deliberate 
change above at Mark vii. 4. In the Apoc the Latins agree 
as to “sprinkling.” [Cf. Merx, p. 70 ad loc. Mc. vii. 4.] 
Tnpew D d et it" vg servare, 

xparew = Brel et W2® minn omn vid } sed b tenere 

There must be a reason for these things, and that reason 
has already been suggested. Unfortunately here a (which I 
have shown elsewhere was probably retranslating from the 
Greek of D) does not express it ‘‘ quae acceperunt tradita.”’ 

Whether we are to regard b’s ‘‘ tenere”’ here as basic I do not 
know. c has servare and e k are wanting. Above, tenentes of 

d latt = xpatovvtes of all Greeks and D, so that ¢enere of b 

may well be basic, tnpew simply D’s translation, and servare 
retranslation from D. (Cf. ix. 10 etnpncav pro expatnoav 
604 alone.) 

acy crebro pugillo aur 

DW 28 2'* soli vid 
Rell. 

niust indicate a translation 

change in all probability xepow 

- axovoate BDHL Sod 21 2° 892 W-H cf Sod trt 
axovere ®& rell ct W minn et Paris” audite latt 

. TOV otkov NA (D) al. pauc sah boh syr | most likely from re- 
otKov B plur et W translation 

. €lgepyerae «= dD 

evatropevetat Fell ct W  (d introiit wt latt rell) 

. e€epyerar D" 
extropeverat TB plur (opeverae A, exropevovrat Sod” [ = Paris””] 

an ed. N.T. contra ed. Schmidtke) 

L 
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Mark 

vii. 24. nrAOev 
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exBarretat NDID minnerem 

yeopet W (cf. ¢ et boh) 
M 28 278 2° 604 Evst" Orig 

e&n\Oev LA (econrOev 245) 

amn\Oev Plur et DW (abiit Latt) 

33. mpocraBopevos W 

atrovaBopevos NBD plur minn plur et 2" Paris 892* 

emtraBopevos 15*T 118-131-209 157 213 604 892** al et Evst"™ 
AaBopevos A 638** Sod! 

adprehendens al & vg, sed suscipiens b d i 17, accipiens c q, 
adcipiens ff, adsumens f 

In these cases where the Latins vary so much,f there has 

been already Greek reaction on them. We must assume 

suscipiens of b dir or accipiens of c ff, q to be the more basic. 
Probably c (= ¢ k? which are wanting) = W*™. 

35. qvoryncav BA1-209 [non 118] 892 W-H Sod txt, nvuyncay ND 

nvotyOncav Li Sod | Soa"®? 

Senvovynoav 124 2"* 604 Senvuynoav W 
SiqvotyOncav AN rell ct XP minn pl et 28 Paris” 

(The latin remains unchanged: apertae sunt, and none 

apparently adapertae sunt.) 
36 init. Here also praecepit of latt is uniform and the Greeks (including 

W) agree on Stectevkato, Only A and Paris” vary with 
evetetdato [A repeats at viii. 15 but not Paris®’]. 

ibid. Neywou NBL WA et W Sod 28 33 892 2" Paris” IV-H Sod 
emwow D rell et 2D minn pl 

ibid. Although D d b ¢ fz i omit ocov S¢ avtous Sveotedrero, it is 

ibid. wepracotepws 

viil. 

noteworthy that W (which retains with the other Greeks 
and a f g2 l q vg) writes oow... = quanto of f gz (quando) 
vg so that even here W* sympathises with Latin. 

NDW' 61 604 Sod? 82 

B rell et W TeptacoTepov 
37. umepexteptcows DU fam 1 435 604 

uTepTeptacw ke umeprrepiacou Sod") amplius latt 

TavTes 
urepreptcaws = NB et &® minn pl vid 

5. npwra NBLA 892 Paris” W-H 

npwTncev WwW 
enpwTnaev M Sod'38 
ernpwta D rell et = Sod 
interrogavit tt omn (practer a interrogabat) 

6. mapayyeddrde NBD"L 892 lvgPPlary IV-H Sod. vel mapryyetde 
rell et lat" praecepit (rapayyetdas Sod? 2"). 

+ Sec the other Lists where they do not vary among themselves. 
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. evretate Origen (=latt praecepit, vi. 27 39) 
vill. 7. wrapeOnnev N* tantum et Tisch 

exedXevoey trapatebevar D (jussit latt sah aeth ?) 
eumrev TrapatiOevat BLAN* 179 372 892 Sod%! 13411442 Ty7_ FT 

Sod. (evmev rrapateOnvat A c* t (®)) of latt apponi 
evrev wapaGewat GM*NUVXIIZ et W 2” al, of syr copt 
evmev trapa@nvaa KFHKSW'T 28 al. mult 
evrev Trapabere C 33 (Paris*’) 

Cf verss. Male Tisch de d “ dixit pro jussit.” Habet d: “et gratias 
agens dixit (ob D® xae evyapiotncas pro Kat evdoynoas) et ipsos jussit 
adponi.” 

Cf compositionem et contertum in docum. diversis. 
vill. 12. Sree onpecoy NBCDLA Sod fam 1 28 33 2" 604 892 

Paris W-H Sod. 
quaerit signum a bed (quaeret) ff, 118 vg" copt aeth syr 
onuecov emitnret AN rell ct WS® Orig 
signum quaerit F929 7 vg" goth arm 

N.B.—Here, with differing order, the simple quaerit is constant 
among Latins. This kind of thing is quite different from what occurs 
in the next verse viii. 13 where NS substitute catadurey for agets. 
This is simply ex Matthew. 

viii. 15. opare Bdrerere NB most and WS (@: opate xat PBderere) 
but D Sod" fam 1 2 2°* omit opare, and A 604 omit Sremere. 
The Latins (all except cf g.1 gat aur vg) and syr sin only use one 
expression, but this varies: @ k vg" syr sin using cavete 

while: b d ff, i q r use videte 
teavete 
videte 

In view of all that has passed before it is probable that either cavete 
or videte is basic. Cavete may have grown out of videte, and opate 
Barerrere out of cavete. 

viii. 17, mem. exere thy xapdiav yyw  Plur et W F921 vg (habetis) 

Over opate in A stands 

exovtes 28 
TET. EG TLY N Kapdia vpoY D*" aq syr 
TET. vw eat 4 Kapdia Sod? gre 
mem, Ell at Kapdiat vwy bed fri (hiat k) 

[Male Sod. de W; non accurate de latt. ct dj. 
Sah: your heart (is) hard. Boh: Is your heart hardened. 

23. This whole verse shows signs of peculiar handling. D starts off 
with AaBopevos tyv xetpa for eriraBopevos ts xElpos, as to 
which, curiously enough, all other Greeks are agreed among 
themselves for adprachendi manum of d (adprachensa” manu 
of ack 6, adprehendit manum of b iq r, adprehendens manum 

t “wapareOqnuar_ is the reading commended by the usage of the language.” 
Buttmann, Blass. 

L2 
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Mark 

vili, 25 

ibid. 

ibid. 

29. 

- €lS KaLtdaplaVv 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

of f ffs gi2 lrg). For tov tupdov W 1 28 2"* 604 substitute 
avrou against Latin, 1 131 229 238 Sod'4°"1*" conflate avtouv 

tov tuddov, as diatess. 

For efnveyxev SBCL(A) 33 Paris’ Sod °°"! e¢ ért, the 

rest and W have e€nyayev. The Latins vary between duit 

(b ¢ fg. i r gat), eduxit (d f 18 vg), produxit (a k), eicit (q). 

Then W alone has evrrrucas for rrvaas (exspuens Jatt) and adds 

xat before ereBets with G 113 28 273 Sod" and a bc d against 

D*. Paris” omits ets before oupata. For avtw a few have avtouv 

but W em avtw. For interrogabat of d and Latins, ernpwra 

most, but ypwra W 251* Sod, exnpwrncey NX, D® has 
erepwta. For indirect question et rT BXeree of NX and most Greeks, 
all Latins, and syr goth arm, BCD*A Sod™° 372 2° Paris” 

copt aeth substitute direct oration e¢ te Bderes, and W has 

er Bremer eliding te, while & alone puts aliquit after videret. 
(Brerevv 13 [non fam] perhaps a good way out of the difficulty.) 

Surely this mast mean retranslation. 
init, era madkw Greeks, but nat wad D and et iterum by b 

d fiik qr (c “et rursus’) syr sin. 

Cf further remarks as to this under caption “Itala as a 
unit.” 

cat SteBrevev NBC*LWA* fam 1 28 Sod'™ 

cat eveBreYev C? boh (of sah aeth aliter) et vidit k (syr sin ?) 

cat np~ato avaBreat D be dgs fr, il rs vg pers 
Kat emoinoev avtov avaBrevas ANX unc! et Pal. af q. 

Om syr pesh. 
kat eToinaev avtov avaBrerrat cat SeBreyev fam 13 [non 124] 

wote avaBrevar... D it og 
kat eSrevpev N Sod®9 443 348 Ore sah 6, car eBrerrev 244 syr 
Kat eveSrerrev BL 28 18-69 273 v‘ IW-H Sod, xa 

aveBrerev A™ 346 

sic W*, xat aveBrevev FM 124 157 al. 
A unc al. pl. (Om. Paris®). 

€ 
Kat avererev 

xat eveBreyrev 

. Compare the different recensions here in Tisch. 

Dabdfriqr 
ets Tas Kopmas Katcapias NB rell et WIM. cf k lb og 

. evTav NBCLA Paris” (892) k § copt syr aeth [non Sod] 
amexptOyoav D unc!tet WE® minn it omn (practer k 8) vg goth 

(arm ut Lue ot de atroxp. evtrav) 
oTe Ets TaV TpOd. NBCL 892 Paris” copt (syr) W-H Sod tzrt 

[ees Tw mrpod. 2 test. Muralt Tisch, non Belsh Cronin] 
eva Twv Tpod. A unc ef WE® Sod minn et k § 
ws eva Twv Tpod. D Sod’ gt vg (praeter k) 

NBCDLA 53 892 2" Sod" et Sod a ff q 
(c) § copt 

ETNNWTA AUTOUS 

Mark 

viii. 30. 

33. 

34. 

ibid. 

ix. 2. 

ibid. 

1 

. aTroxptOn 

. fatwa 
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eyes auTOLS A unc rell ef WE® Sod bilrvg (fk) 
goth arm aeth syr (eXeyev Sod'?®°) 

CDG Sod** 
NB rell et W (Aeyovaw) LP minn 

TETPO NBDL 21 hi soli et W-H Sod txt (of copt lat) 
Tw TETPO A une rell ct W2® minn et Paris” 
eu TUS NBC*DLA et W fam 1 fam 13 28 115 183 2° 604 

892 Paris” LauraA 104 Sod>? 1089 1341 fun $8 Evst 31 48 

it vg arm Orig Orig Synops (Ath) W-H Sod. 
ootts «= A une rell” et 3D Sod minn rell™ copt syr 
axonroubeww C*DX unc? et WP 1 28 al! it" vg 

goth acth (adhaerere acth'") sah et Sod txt 

NABCVKLIATIES al. c hl gat boh syr 

arm Orig'"t Synops et W-H 

elT@oty 

Aeywouw 

Erbe 

erOev kat axorovliy =A S 

DW! 2", d f2iq k**? Let & (super A® avapepe) = 
ducit. Rellabcfgnvg duxit, k* insefuit. 

avagepee NB rell omn gr et WP Sod 
Tes D det bi (avOpwrrot syr pesh pers) 
yuagevs NB rell gr et WE® minn (et 2" rell) copt aeth latt rell. 

Om, claus. K an syr sin 

avaryet 

[Hoc loco incipit V] 

BC*LA"W 1 28 33 2" [Male Sod de c* et s*"] 604 
892 Paris” Sod "™* & boh W-H Sod txt (amrexpiby & Orig’) 
AaAnoN C7U'® al. pauc | ac ff, n q loqueretur, b fil r 
AaAnoer D rell pl et & v2 vg Tert aeth diceret 
Aanee W. erarer Sod”. Cf syr sah 

expoBot yap eyevovto NBCDLAY Sod 33 892 2" Paris” 

Sod", cf latt pl sah W-H Sod tzt 
naav yap expoBor AN rell et WED = ef fl g vg boh 
(The point is not the order as much as neav and eyevorto. Cf. 

the Latin expressions. exd. yap noav J Sod™5! 83!) 
. eyevero Gwrn NBCLAY 892 Paris” boh syr pesh et § W-H 

nrOev porn D rell et latt omn (non 8) goth sah syr sin Sod™* 

[Om mrGev vel eyevero W 1.7 Sod"? k (c) ex Matt ?] 
NB plur et W2® minn pl 

eviews DW" Sod 28 66™¢ 69 2" Sod? “43 (statim a d gis 
ilnr vg) (c f2 repente, f confestim, k subito, q continuo) 
Om b cum diatess ; of Luc ix. 36 

t Note Marsh’s Michaelis vol. i. pt. 1. p. 144 as to the ‘ Alexandrian idiom in the 
N.T.” where he says: efamwa which is used in the Gospel of S. Mark and in the Septua- 
gint (Lev. Numb. Josh. Isai. Psa. 2 Chron.) and of which Thomas Magister says that it 
is absolutely no Greek word and perfectly spurious, has been found by Kypke in 
Jamblichus (Protrept xx. 125). Not mentioned in Liddell and Scott. 
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ibid. adda ACLXIAII wae® et W® Sod™ minn arm Sod 
€l uy NBDN et W'ZW3) 33 61 892 Evst 48 49 et Paris” 

Sods W-H trt (nca sah, eRur boh) 

arr» 27 Sod! Tiauras 1 (teste Soden non Lake). 

Latt omn nisi goth alja of syr we Aw 
This is one of the most peculiar places on record. All the Latins 

use nist, In Matt xvii. 8 the Greeks use et wy. (In Luke it is different : 
Kat ev To YyeverBat THY Hovny evpeOy Iycovs povos.) 

If e. wy in Greek be original and not drawn from Matthew, or 
translated from the Latin nist, why should all the other Greeks use a\\a 
here, which corresponds curiously enough almost literatim to the gothic 

alja (German als) and to the syriac for nisi. In St. Matthew where 
the Greek is « «4 the Latins have again naturally nisi. But according 
to all rules of criticism, as e¢ uy is the Matthaean Greek expression, adda 

in St. Mark (being different) should be looked upon with favour (since 

it could not be drawn from there) especially as W supports the other 

seventeen uncials which use it and thus Soden acts here instinctively. 

Very few minuscules support the et wy of NBDNW42¥ in Mark. 

Suh uses erganti in Matt (against fica in Mark) but boh uses the 

same eRnaA in Matt as in Mark; the syriacs use the same word in Matt 

and Mark (in Matthew goth is wanting). 

Of course Hort forcest «+ uy into his text on the strength of 
NBNW'+D (to which add since his day =W Paris’’) without a thought 
of anything except that such a combination must be paramount. But it 
is nothing of the sort. The syriac did not influence an adda in Matthew, 

so why should it have any influence on ACL efc in Mark? That can be 
ruled out. We are left to face either a translation by two Greek groups 

of an original Latin nisi, or an original adda in St. Mark's Greek. We 
must look into this matter more carefully. Because the Greek of D 

happens to coincide with that of NB here it need not worry us. On the 

contrary, D would most probably thus translate the nisi of d. Why does 

C desert the NB combination here? Why does L desert it? Why does 
W desert it? Why does Sod desert it? And why ®? Here L is 

the most important witness of all against ev un. 
Nowhere else in St. Mark is a\\a translated nisi in Latin. But 

there would certainly be an excuse here in ix. 8 for nisi to be rendered 
back into Greek by adda. The proper place then for this small matter 
is here under the caption of ‘‘ Two or more Greek Recensions,” and once 

for all it shows very clearly how the authorities are divided. That 

W joins NB is perfectly natural. We have to explain the defection of 
CL from the group and their adherence with W® Sod to the other 

preponderating side. 
As to an argument for retranslation from Latin, a glance at the other 

+ No other expression will adequately express the matter. 
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subjects for discussion submitted just above in verses 6, 7, 8 seems very 

pertinent. 
Further as to accommodation to Matthew, note that BD [W Sod sed 

male!) 33 i** have ex tov opous in the next verse (as Matt.) for azo tov 

opous of the rest. : 

Compare, for another case of adda and si (or quodsi as a has it) 
Mark xi. 32. Observe here at ix. 8 that both efamwa/evOews and adra/e 

rn occur in this one verse. 
Mark ix. 8. zepiBreropevor W*! et latt 

TrepiBrevapevo. Rell 

I only mention this to show that W prefers the present tense as 
Egypt elsewhere favours the historic present and imperfect. And because 
W here resumes its Latin sympathies, as in verse 11 W writes te ovv (for 
ott prim) apparently alone of Greeks. (rte ore Sod'*® (cf. 2°* claus. seq.) ). 
Mark 

ix. 14 (pr. loco) mpos avrous D it! (ct k aput eos, g cum illis) (syr) 
Tepe avTOUs Rell gr, et soli f lg vg inter latt circa eos 

ibid. (sec loco) mpos avtovs NBCGILWAS (8G cavrous) Sod™° 
Jam 1 28 33? 115 124 604 892 k Om. Sod” 

Tpos avrov W Sod*? (avtov Sod'%*) 
auToes D rell et 2 minn”™ até cum eis 

: et 8 [contra A®] syr copt (avrovs 179 Paris” Sod'?**) 
16. mpos cavtous NAGMT et W 33 157 al. et 892 Paris” 

Tpos autous BCLNX rell et SOY 

Tpos adAnAous Sod? min pauc et 2v° 
Tap eauTos 179 
PET QUTOD Sod! 
evupw Dit" vg (8 inter vel ad vos supra A* mpos avtous) 

(Om k) 

These three examples so close are instructive. I have left out 
another in verse 13. 

18. ove nduvnOnoav W 115 604 
ovk toyuoav Rell et LPV 

This ynduv7Oncav must come from retranslation, because W [negl. Sod], 

with only D Sod” a b d r 2!*, adds in St. Mark's truly pleonastic manner 
exBarew auto with sah arm (aeth + curare eum). 

[Observe GO4 at iv. 41 eXadouv pro edeyov, v. 1 Ayuvns pro Oaracans, 
v. 24 eropeveto pro anne, ix. 10 ernpyoay pro expatnaarv]. 

Besides, in W it is followed immediately by the Latin introduction 

of the next verse (19) «as for o Se. 

Mark 
ix. 20. erapatev D* 

eotrapakev AINXTITI wie? et WX, V (sed VY EveYCoYNEc- 

NAPAZEN) minn 

ouveorrapakeyv NBCLA 33 372 892 Paris” (/att conturbavit et d) 
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Mark 

ix, 21, 

bid. 

27. 

28. 

wid, 

thid, 

« €TELAATO 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

€o5 B*" (ews ov Sud") 
ws N*AC'D'XTIL wre? et © al. pl (goth “ ei”) W-H 
eEov C*LA et WWI? Sod 98 33 892 QV 

Paris” 61 mg Sod*" e¢ trt 
eEw 61 Sod™™8 
ap ov N& fam 13 [non 69] 40 Sud's4502 
€x Tratdsos D Sod? (ex weSos) 2" Chr 
ex twadobev IN et WS3 fam 1 
ex ratbiobev NBCGLA et OY 33 

892 ce" al! 
mratdsober FE ? 2 238 e&t 
Tratdiobev ADIL une? al. pl 
radiober X 

a pueritia sua syr aeth copt 
TNS XELPOS aUTOU NBDLAY Sod fam 1 fam 13 [non 124] 

28 53 115 892 2° y*" latt copt W-H Sod txt 
THS YELpos WwW 
auTov THs YELpOS Rell et LD min'" et 604 Paris* 
auTov THs YELpos auTOU C* syr 
etceAOovtos avtov NBCDLA et WV Sod" 

Jam 1 fam 13 28 604 892 LauraA 4 
(eX@ovtos avtov 2"* non al. Errat Sod) 

Rell et P minn” et 
Paris” (— avroy 273) 

NE al. pauc ct i male Sod de%™ ™* 39 — jr) 

ef latt copt syr 

ex infantia a, ab infantia 
rell et d 

Et cum introis- 

etcedOorta auTov set latt 

(eXOovta avtov 

State ADKT ct ® al™+ syr pesh latt (cur b, quare 
d rell) 

ote Seate U 131 238 al’* copt syr sin (cf Euthym) 
TL OTL aliq pauc 
oTt NBCLNXPA une’ et WEY Sod gr longe pl 
(ef ix. 11) 

. mepav DGAC? ef W Sod? min™ et Paris” it vg syr goth arm 
Tov Trépav & 

NBC*LY 892 sah boh et W-H txt 
AN unc" et ® acth 

Laura‘. Ita Sod'' [cat] [81a tov] epav. 
The rest of the verse varies a great deal also. See Tisch and 
observe W ov: vopeverat oyAos Tos auToy Kat ws twee mardi 

Kat Tepav 

Sta Tou mepav 

xat Sia Tov Trepav 

eStdagKey autous. 

D 28 [non W non Sod vid] (mandavit *) 
NB rell et WE®V minn™ (praecepit rell latt) 

&B(C)L(A) 892 (Paris’’) 
boh aeth (sah) 

AN unc® et LB (a) (0) f 

(A) leg syr goth 

eveTetAaTo 

Kat €av auTn aTOn. Tov avdpa auTys 

Kal €av YuVN aTOX. Tov avdpa auTns 

Mark 

x. 16. 

ibid, 

20. 

36. 

+ Here 
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D fam 13 28 2”° 604 

; ; (a) _b (¢) d fa ga (kh) g 
(dliter WI 1 syr sin; aliter V; of. Sod”) 

kat eav yurn e€eXOn atro Tov avdpos Kat 

Tpockadeapevos Dedffiqrsyr sin (b??)t 
evayxadtoapevos NB rell ef WI®Y minn rell latt sah boh 

goth (aeth syr pesh a) 
(ayxarecapevos 238) 

As Buchanan throws out our star witness b, possibly 
Tpocxadecapevos crept in from Luke, but it is uncertain. 
KaTeuhoyet NBCA 179 892 Sod 351416 ef txt, Katnudroyer 

LY y'* PX" Paris” Sod''8, xatnroyt N (Cronin) 

evdoyet ADEHK*"MSUVNXII et W_ quadoyer TE 28 al. 

evroynoev FGE? al. 

(See under “‘ Improvement ”’ in the Mark section) 

epuruka AD 28 892 Clem Orig 
eToinga fam 1 2°° Sod! syr sin (of Ev. sec. Hebr. in 

Matt. apud Orig™) 
epurakayny NB rell omn vid et WEY Sod™ 

. ToAXKa YpnpaTa D 
multas pecunias d 

magnam pecuniam a 
xXpnuata Toda 116 

xpnpata ToAXa Kat aypous Clem 
moultas pecunias et agros b 
multae divitias et agros k 
multas possetsionis et pecunias ff. 

NB rell et WI®W Sod 
roultas possessiones c sah (boh) 

divitias multas tq 
possessiones multas 16 yp 

B une pl et TOV 

xTnpaTa ToAAa 

. alTnow@pev 

aiTnoopev NA 124 [salt N* cx hom om verba_ab 
wa/wa 35/37] 

€pwTno@pev D Sod (test. Beerm. & G.) 1 [non fam] 2°¢ 
Latt omn petierimus 

ANXITI une? et 2H minn et 

LauraA'™ et Soden txt 

aitnowpeba W 

tt OedeTE Troinoat pe vp 

Buchanan hopelessly contradicts Bianchini, for the latter (as Tisch) has 

convitans for b, but Buchanan has amplerus without stating whether convitans is an 
emendation in 6 or an invention of the previous editor. Amplerus throws 6 to the other 
side of the testimony. The others on the side of D use convocans. On the other side 

ltg = complexans, k complexus, rg° complectens and r, complectans (a Et in sinu suo 

ben. illos as syr). An original convecTANs might have caused trouble. 
In Mark ix. 86 evayxod\oapevos has already been used (the only other occasion in N.T.) 

where D has avaxdtonpevos and d conplexus as bc f ff, k 1 q and the rest there. 
t Consider also +o¢ NB al., —«wa by D" i (b) kr, and the varieties o av D, ort av C, 

oe Brel, 
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x. 43, 

46. 

49, 

ibid. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

LN vid g92 Paris” et we emend 

Sod" 1354 

WA 273 282 348 al’, quid vultis 
faciam vobis q 

PE ToInow ,, BN’ et W Tisch’ W-H™ 

Tondw ,, C Sod fam 113 [non 124] 2° 
al. pauc. et W-H tzt 

vt OedeTe pe Toinoat vey 

Tolndat Uppy ” ” 

Tolnoopat ,, yr 
106 951 Sod!222 1333 8 371 quid 

vultis ut faciam vobis ¢ f ff, 1 8 vg 

D, d praestabo vobis (quid praes- 

tabo vobis r ?) 
quid faciam vobis (—@erere) abi Om. vers. k 

peyas yerec@Oar ev vuw NBC*LAYV min pauc W-H Sod txt 

8 (major fieri in vobis) f ff, q (major esse in vobis) 
yever@at peyas ev upev AXTIT ane? ef 2@ (eae Sod’) 

(copt goth) 
D_ d (major inter vos esse) 
Sod'**" vid 

va TroLnTw ,, 

Tromnow ve (—Te OereTe) 

peyas ev upty etvar 

peyas ev vy yeverOar 

ev vp peyas yeverOac WW 2° Sod5***_ (in vobis major esse a b) 

in vobis primus esse r (cf. Sod vv. 43/44 invert.) 
in vobis esse major c ) 

ev vp envatr peyas Sod? ver, 44 | syr arm (aeth) 
in vobis efse magnus k 
in vobis voluerit major esse 7 

(Thus W 2" Sod%°**3 glone give Latin order ofa br) (Cf 

vers 44) 

mpocatay A plur et Wi 
D Sod” 2° Orig (of Luc) latt syr goth aeth sah 

BLAW 892 k boh arm («at mpocattns 8) Om. C* 

Paris” 
NBCLAW) minn'® 892 et 

Paris” k & et boh W-H Sod txt 
D plur et W® minn d syr Orig’ 

179 273 604 al? 
Zz 1 al. ? Sod'83? 1312 1441 goth 

Evst 48 a arm acth 
exehevoev autos pwvynOnvar avtov sah 

exehevoev autov dovnOnvat The f fe gi2tlg (mut 1) 
Kat dwrovaty Tov TuProv AEyovTEs avTW Plur et W (-avto 

cf. ck) SOV f 18 vg et syr pesh sah boh aeth 
et clamaverunt dicentes k (—avto ut W" et c infra) 
ot Se Neyouety Tw TUPrAw Di 

aeadq (b fr breviter 

qui dicunt caeco) 

ETTALTWV 

TpocalTns 

eiTev dorncate avtTov 

etrev avTov dwrnOynvat 

ectrev avtw povnOnvat 

evrev pwrnOnvat avTov 

exedevoev hovnOyrat avtov 

ot Se evra (error ?) TH TUPAw 

Mark 

x. 50. 

txi. 2. 

t 4. 

. Tt Oerets (eva) TroinTw cot 

. Kat hepovow 
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o Se efwrnce Tov Tupdov Kat Aeyovoly avTw syr sin 

(Hesitabant librarii 28 et Paris’) 

et abierunt vocare illum dicentes c 

avagtas ACM™XIL unc® ef WE minn?! syr pesh arm 
aeth (init vers) sah 3/5 

avanndnoas ~=NBDLM™A et VY Sod" 892 2°* Paris” Laura‘ ™ 

Evst 34 48 z'* boh goth syr sin (init vers) Orig (avamndnoas 

et codem loco mox averndnce Kat avert) 

exrndnaas _—cat**™" (eEaddAopevos Veles) 

Omn ex latt’™ exiliens ??? (exurgens 7, [sed exiuit &, exiliit q, 

(Om T’ Sod'***) cucurrit sah 2/5} 
ADXD™ unc? Wibabedf fr 

boh (sah) goth aeth syr 

rt cot Gerdes Torta =NBCKLAII*W Sod mint" ef 8921 8 vg™ 
quid vis tibi faciam g.hlk q » vgg” 
cot Orig (ce pro aot 348) 

ADXTII une? ct ®@ al. pl, Sod™ et: 
emixexaberxev W (ef sah 9,2200C o1xu9g) 

NBCLAYW Sod® 4. 7, 2" 604 892 Paris® Sod 

Evst 36 W-H** Orig'* (ambobus locis) 

(sedit latt omn, sed cf copt de insedit ut W*) 

xavamndOov xac NBLAW 892 (c 8) boh syr sin Orig 1/2 
W-H Sod 

D Sod®* 2°¢ 604 latt™ (—x«az a) sy7* Orig 1/2 

A plur et WE minn” et Paris” | 

xexabtcev 

exalioev 

nat atreNOovtes 

amndOov Se Kat 
am7ndOov Se (—xat) Sod**' sah 

amnOov ovy Kat fam 1 13 28 al. 
(the same applies to 7wAov and Tov mwdov, Bvpav and tHy 

Oupay here) 
. evTrev NBCLA ct WW fam 1 28 115 124 892 Sod'*" k 

sah boh arm aeth Orig W-H Sod tzt 

elpnKev Paris 
eupnKet D* 
dixerat bec ffziq & (super eve A) syr sin 
everethato A plur S& Sod” goth (praeceperat d afl vg) syr"" 

(Paris®’ ecpnxev and D epyxer are very suggestive) 
BLA® et V et 8° 892 Laura’ ™ Orig W-H Sod txt 

N*C et W Sod fam 1 13 28 Sod" 
D rell et 2@ cd f 1g 8 vg copt syr goth acth 

minn" et Paris® 

nat ayovow 

Kat nyayov 

ducere (—«at) ab ff, i [Silet Sod de his] 

+ In xi. 1/12 8 comparison with Origen shows that what he was copying out at one 
time absolutely disagrees with what he says about Mark's text at another. So that two 
recensions of this existed distinctly in his day, which he omitted to observe. I have not 
reproduced here all the points involved. 
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ibid. emtBadrXoverw NBCDLA™ et WY Sod fam 1 2” (Cronin) 

(604) 892 Paris” b d §, il vg, r, (ponunt) Orig W-H Sod 
eweBarov A rell et SD (a) c f g. k q boh™ (sah) syr aeth goth 

xi. 11. Vide sub “SB divide” in Part IT. 
13. ede eav te ectiv D videre si quid esset bcd ff. grikr 

t ws eupyowy tt Sod?® 2° 604 Orig’ 37 quasi inventurus 
aliquid @ q (quasi aliq. inventurus /) 

ec apa tt evpnoee NABCKLNUAII* ct WEOW al. 1 8 vg 

W-H Sod 
€ apa evpnoee tT. EGHMSVXTII’ al. pl sah boh (syr) goth 
videre si fuisset quem inveniret fructus aeth 
videre si quid forte inveniret aur gat vgP2 cau 

ibid. pnSev evpav D* Qve (a q) Orig (ord lat) 
ovdev evpev NB rell et WEY Sod minn 

oudev ovy evpev L (ef syr sin) 
eupev ovdey copt 

ibid. 0 yap Katpos ovx nv cuewv NBC*™ L A et W 892 (copt) syr 

W-H Sod 
ov yap nv (0) Katpos (tTwv) cvxwy A rell cf WE® minn latt 

: ; arm aeth goth Orig 
(Om vid Daris*’) 

15. npxovro Cc 

venerunt acf ff2 syr pesh goth boh 
intraverunt ld (sah 3/6) 
eroed Ov D* cf syr sin 

epxetat 604 bir (sah 3/6) 
epxyovTat NB plur et WEPYV Sod minn g kl q vg 
Om claus 28 

(Postea wat ore ny D d pro nat ecoedOwv) 

21 fin. eEnpavOn DLNA et EW Sod” 1 33 2° 604 Paris” al’ Orig 
eEnpatat X 157 al” et Sod"-® 
e£npavrat NB rell et W® minn™ 

23. apOnvar...BrAnOnvac W fam 1 28 124 [non fam] Sod" latt 
apOnte. ..BAnOnte Rell Gr. 

Tischendorf here suppresses the Latin witness, rather 
spoiling the inference. 

ibid. Aakee NBLNA et TV Sod"? et txt. 33 892 2” Paris” Evst48 ak 
Dever A rell ct W® q (ere c*") 
ern 238 al. pauc (fl vg) 
to pedrov... Dbed fri 

This is a good place to consider once more the retranslation 
from Greek of a (loquitur) & (locutus fuerit) as against the 
other independent method of the Latins. } 

t Soden quotes ‘ay upg without as but this must be a mistake. 
t Consider shortly afterwards at xii. 14 capitularium of k and emaadaoy of D® 

Sod 2r¢ Laura ™ (but d tributum). 
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= xi. 24. ekaBere NBCLA* et WY 892 W-H et Sod txt 
NapBavere A unc! ef LP al. fere omn et Paris” 

Laura! syr goth arm >of Orig. 
AneWecOe D Sod’? fam 1 2°* 604 latt aeth Cypr 

Variant sah boh codd inter se 

31. rpocedroyifovTo Reece 

SiehoyeLovro BCD*GKLMAII et WY Sod al. et 892 
LauraA'™ JV-H** (SieXoyefor D?) 

edxoyttovto AEFHNSUVXI et £© al. et Paris®’ Sod 

(Latt omn cogitabant praeter c cogitare coeperunt) f 
82. adda NABCLATE 33 al. k* vg (aN XIII unc? et ® 

(VY) al. pl) goth “ak.” 

quodsi a 
eay D 604 al® dg. q Sug “si” 

tcav de are Sod ¢ f ff, “si autem” 
andr eav W Sod mint"? trt rec k? 1 ‘sed si’ (boh) (sah) 

Kat eav Sod'*' i r syr aeth 

si vero b 
(Cf Mare ix. 8) 

ibid. poBoupev D 
foBovpeba D°NWE fam 13 28 106 253 2°* 604 cXT ot 

Sod? et 319 G4! et § contra A* vg 1/2 sah 4/6 boh arm aeth 
epoBovvto NB rell et © minn™ h k (metuebant) 1 vg 1/2 
goBov...(spatium) W 
(timor est a populo timor syr) 

cbid. tov Aaov D plur et WY minn fere omn et sah (gaTd2&0c) 

syr (Om. Sod*"). 

Tov oydov NBCN et = 33 106 e¢ Paris’ Sod*"* Sod et boh 
SLTURLHY = (tov oydov in Matt xxi. 26, 0 Xaos amas 

Lue xx. 6) 

plebem d et bigr populum ac f fig. kl8 

|cbid. ndecay D, W Sod (ndicav), 2% abcd f frikq (mut r) 
sciebant 

oduct 604 

vary in threefold fashion, yet that immediately following, for the mpos cavrovs (constant 
among Greeks except in 83 and Paris” Sod'"* = ev eavrois, W pos avrous, 115 pos addndovs) 

the Latins vary considerably, thus: inter semetipsos d, inter se a g vg®, intra se f, secum 
92? Urvg, aput se k,ad invicem ff, secum ad invicem 7, adversum ce b; and omit ¢ with 
syr sin. Such small variations may well be “ provincial" and not all from varying 
translations of the Greek, while cogitabant with all may be a foundation, for the Latins 
could well use other words. Cf Mark ix. 83 and other places. 

t Neglexit Tisch 2 cumce f fp. 
]| The student may look for this on p. 79 of Afr. Sanders’ notes, but his limitations 

(see p. 74) unfortunately excluded it. 
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exyovow & ef Matt xxi, 26 (exovtes Sod'***) 
evyov NB rell ct P minn™ et Editt. 

(qv copt, non habent boh sah exw) of Luc xx. 6 ect, 
The fact that W goes with D, and that 28 gives the form 

etyooav (a favourite form with D, see eSocav ix. 9) may show 
some ambiguity in ancient Greek copies, but the Latins here 
give no uncertain sound and 604 confirms sciebant by using 
odact. The matter, if a Greek one, seems to hinge on an 
original «cSocav, but this may not precede the Latins, but 
follow them, and have been changed subsequently. This 
place deserves earnest study, for the parallels are slightly 
different. = is the only Greek to accommodate to Matthew 
and none accommodate to Luke (excepting coptic which 
cannot help it). 

In Matt. xxi. 26 = mavtes yap ws tpodytny exovoty tov lwavyny 

In Luke xx. 6 = remetopevos yap extw Tewaveny rpopytny evvat 

In St. Matthew the Latins a cf ffi g: hq vg have etyov. 

In St. Luke D* has qwemetcpevoe and a = “sciunt,” but d = scit, and 
the rest certi sunt, while ff, = certum est. There is a very intricate inter- 
relation in the passages. 

But while an original eSocay in Mark xi. 32 might have grown out 
of a Latin sciebant, scicbant could hardly grow out of eSocay or we should 

have had traces of videbant among the Latins.t See remarks on 
Clement’s text as to possible age of the basic Latin underlying the Greek 
and occasional unusual retranslation in W as at Mark xi. 25 avn pro adn 
for dimittat. 

Mark 

xii, 1. apredwva avOp. eputevcey NBCA ef ®Y 33 262 Laurat 

W-H Sod 
a 4 €ToLnoev L 892 

aptedwva eputevoev avOpwros DA unc? minn et latt goth 

avOpwros Tis eputevoev aptrer. WW Sod fam 13 2° Sod!" ¢ 

syr pesh aeth Orig 
avOpwros (—T1s) ,, 5 NX 433 Paris” syr sin sah 
qv avOpwrros eputevoey apt. boh 

(plantavitacdfigqr pastenavit b ff, 1 novellavit k) 
2. rAaBn B plur et W2®W (AaBou & Sod’ *") g, 1 vg sah 

acciperet syr pesh boh 
Swoovow Dit" 
Treprpovoww syr sin 

afferrent acth'st 

¢ Compare xii. 15 «Sus all Greeks but ND, while X wor, D dor, and c d ff, videns, 
bigr cum vidisset. Compare xii. 24 ywwoxovres for adores by D and Origen only. 
Cf also xii. 28. 
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edi. 5. ous wer. . ous Se = NBLA ct ¥ Sod? 133 2°" 604 802 al”® 
et Paris” W-H Sod txt 

ous pev . . Tous be ® (tous pev.. ous 5¢ Sod'37’) 

Tous pev . . Tous de ACN(X)IFH unc® et © 

tous de . . Tous de Ww 

ous pev . . addous 8 ~——CT att 

14, edXOovtes Aeyouow auto NB plur et TOV g,1 8 vg boh W-H tzt 

(sah goth aeth) 

venientes interrogabant illum a (syr pesh) 

venientes interrogabant eum subdole i(q)r 

edOovres npEavto erepwtav avtov ev Aoywo Sod'*™" vid 
edOortes npEavto epwray autoy ev doAXw W 251 (syr sin —edOovres) 
edOovtes npEavto epwrav avtov ev Sow rAeyoutes G fam 113 28 

Sod’® et txt! 
edOovtes emnpwtnaay autor ev Sorw Aeyoutes G04 

edOovtes emnpwrwv autor ev Sodw AEyovTEs Sod’ 2r¢ Sod*™t* 
barm 

emnpwtwv autov ot papioatot (—edO., —ev bod. rey.) Dd 
(phar. eum) 

interrogabant eum farissaei dicentes : 

venientes pharisaei interrogabant eum dicentes c(= etiam c™ 5) 
6 + 5 », subdole fr 

17. cEebavpatov NBY W-H Sod txt b (mirabantur + vehementer) 
admirabantur ¢ ff, 

eBavpatov DLA Sod*® 892 2° LauraA?4 Sod'*41 443, mirabantur 
adilgqr6 boh (D' eavpatorto, D? eOavpator) 

eOavpacav ACNXTII unc? et WE, k (admirati sunt) sah 

(See under ‘‘ Improvement’’) 

19. exn DW it” syr sin, oxn Sod®%" #917, ever 28, exov 604. 
xatakirn B plur et SPY (xatarenpy & Sod, catareuper C433) 

20. arovnccav SB rell et LDV minn™ 

amreBavev cat DW Sod? 1 28 604 (91 92 2°") Sod'*" it vg syr copt 
cat avreOave Kat aTobvnoKwy Laura‘ ! 

This looks like a very square basic division. Compare the 
differences in the next two verses. 

24, pn yevwonovtes D*™ Orig 

pn edotes NB rell ef WIOY minn™ ™ incl 28 (Swres) 2° 604 
I place this here because of Origen’s unique adhesion to D™. He 

could not have got it from the Greek of Matthew because ecdores is there 
used. We may well enquire how it is that W is absent from this dual 
combination, and where are 28 2"* 604 and Sod? All absent. No 

minuscule support. As to the Latins, while a k lg, 6 vg use non scientes, 

bed {2,77 have non intelligentes (nescientes r, vg'@%, ignorantes q). 

Dd only add oéare at the end of the verse, differentiating between 
intellegentes scripturas and virtutem di scitis. 
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In this connection we must refer back to xi. 32, xii. 15 and forward 
to xii. 28 and xiii. 11 and then we shall begin to understand something of 

the influence of more than the Greek language on the minds of the Church 
Fathers. Observe in the 26th verse Origen 2/3 writes Geos for 6 Oeos sec. 
with only DW Envs¢ 18, and again 6eos Orig'* with BDW tert et quart. 

Mark 

xii, 26. 

28. 

ibid. 

al. 

33. 

ibid. 

Tes NBCLUAW 892 al** W-H Sod trt quomodo d et latt 

ws AD® unc! ef WE® minn pl et Paris” Orig  sicut ¢ 

wWev N*CD (edwv ut 2") Let WE Sod min Sod™ © Eyst? 

latt syr pesh aeth arm Sod™ 
edos B rell et V minn"” et Paris” sah boh 

(Cf k syr sin) See above at xi. 32, xii. 15 24 

OLA EOTLY EVTOAN TPWTN TaVvTwY NBCLUAY 33 108 127 131 

Paris” boh syr aeth W-H Sod 
Bice ookk se | oTaowY 892 Sod'4t6 445 

oy €VTOAN TPwTH (—TavTwr) D Sod 2 acd fri 

k q syr sin sah 3/7 (amplius sah rel) 
on) TPWTN Tavtwy evTorn A plur et XY et 124 | 

vg (racwv M al.) (rev evtodov Sod”) 
499 WPHTN EPTOAN (—TavTwr) W 1 fam 13 [non 124] 

28 b gor. 
Sod'44178 398? 

273 vid 

Sod'!* (4 aavrwy ?) 
Tola EvTody EoTe TpwTN (—TavTwr) 604 (+avtwy? Sod*™ +) 

Obs pwn tov evtrodkwv (ver 28) Mcell™* Cf also ver 29 
avtn ecotiy = &_ boh sah 6/8 vg 

auTn BLA et V 892 Paris” sah 2/8 8 W-H et Sod tzrt 
auTns Ad LauraA! Sod”? 7, (hujus) Cf Clem infra 

: ~ Sl ow simile illibdl r 
AE plur et X® Sod (aitn similem huie 

similis huic k 

simile huic q 

TOLA COTW TAVTWVY TPWTN EVTON 

TOLA TPWTN ETTLY TAYTWY EVTOANH 
TOLA EVTOAN TPWTH EOTLVY 

OpoLa AUTH 

vel avti) 
D fam 13 Sod" McellE" Op0la TAUTH 

opowws autn §=W 

simile est huic ¢ ff, 

Oma. Libere Clem: devrepav S¢ taker xa ovdev re puxporepov 

TAaUTNS Eval AeyeL TO + ayaTnaels . . . 

auvecews, Suvayews, toxvos, item intellectu, anima, virtute, 

viribus, fortitudine mirta sunt. 
NBLA 33 892 Paris’ IW-H it Sod trt 

TEplocoTEpa WV 

D rell, et W Sod°(rdwov), EH minn, sed : 
xpeacov Sod. Cf. meliora k et syr sin (aliter anceps pesh : 
ae) arab et diatess. [Latt rell maius praeter a: plus]. 

TEptacoTEepov 

TAELOV 

Mark 

xii. 37. 

ibid. 

38.f (1) 0 Se &i8ackwy apa edeyev avrots 

(2 S 

(3) 

41. 

t 42. 
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Dacdfigatlarrmntg arm 
BLT" 892 2" Sod“ WW-H & Sod trt 
A k (et ejus filius sic) 6 
179 7° goth sah boh 
N rel! ef WEP minn" et Paris” b syr 

acth 

€OTIV ULOS QUTOU 

@uTou €OTLY VLOS 

€aTty AUTOV ULOS 

@UTOU VLOS EOTLV 

vlos auTOU EOTLY 

wos egtiv avtov — tg 
Tous NDW Sod" 28 115 213 372 2!" 604 Sod'07 197 8: 

B rell omn vid et [®V Paris” 
D* a (Ad ille docens simul 

= dicebat eis) 

o 8 SiSackwy edeyev avtots (—apa) Sod? 2"° | 

et ille docens dicebat eis 
ad’,  ¥ wa bar 

ipse autem docebat illos dicens c 
ipse autem docebat eos dicens illis ff 
cat ev Tn &idayn avtou Edeyev NBLAW 6 892 boh 

» autos 33 Paris” syr pesh 

0 TroXUS 

et in doctrina docebat 
et in docendo dicebat: 
kat edeyev autos ev ty Sdayn avtov A uncl? et 2b 1g rg 

goth aeth 

W fam 1 28 124 

ereyev Se autos ev Ty bidayn avtTov sah 
And he was saying while teaching syr sin : 

(Observe — avrows NBLAWYW 1 28 124 e & (et — avrov) 

boh 8) 
eotas W Sod” fam 1 fam 13 28 2" Sod" arm 

syr sin Orig" S “xata papkov” 
xabicas NB (ct D xaOefopevos) rell et TOW syr 

pesh sah boh latt 

edOovea Se TD Sod’ 2” 604 it vg sah, boh" Orig 
kat -Oovca SB rell ef WEPYV syr arm aeth (Om. nae “Sod 

qyeesea” 2?) 

. | —avTou 
k 

nat eXeyev (— avtots) 

hiat goth 

+ This is an excellent place for study of three recensions. Observe how a follows 
D* with simul; how it is bok [uot sah] that the small group NBLAY follows; how 

sah is with goth ond A unc'?; how W joins this with 28 less avras (the omission 

of which with « & may be basic) ; and how Sod and 2 go with b. The shortest text 
is exhibited by ¢ k both extant for a short time from here onwards. 

}¢ So as not to overburden this apparatus I have left out hitherto all such cases. 

I give this instance as it is strongly supported, because we must consider these places. 

Sir John Hawkins (op. cit. p. 150) says ‘‘ The two most constantly recurring causes of 

the agreement of Matthew and Luke against Mark are two preferences of Mark, (i) for 

Aeyew instead of eure, and (ii) for cat instead of 8.” But we must be careful to see 
what the real base of Mark has to say about this. 

M 
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Mark 

Xl. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

1. ets ex tov ~DAFXA Sod"? 1 13 28 2"* 604 892 Paris” al” latt 

(sah) boh syr 

ets TOY NB rell et WLOV 

9. Brerere Se vpets rapadwaovaty yap vpas els ouvedpia XS 

Brerrete Se vets eavtous tapabwoovew vpas ets owedpa =BLY 

boh sah arm aeth 

(item +yap al. mult et 2D Paris” c q 8 syr pesh) 

kat Tapadwcovew vpas es cv. 1 [non fam] 28 124 [non fam] 

evra (Se) unas avtous mapadwaover ers suv. D2" 604ab fr.inr 

ett 8€ vpas avtTous Tapadwaovety ets ouV. Sod’ 

car Swoovaty vpas es cuvedpia W simpliciter Cf syr sin 

videte deinde vos ...“i'2)... ipsos tradent in concil. k 

W fam 13 28 91-299 (= fam 1) 2"° Sod'*" Orig (syr) 

; (illut &  illud vg%?) 
11. exevo 

auto D* (¢ ipsum) 

ToUTO NB rell et SPV Sod (copt) (hoc adinr; id fr 

Lg vg") (mut be f) 

ibid. Cf. also pepypvate MII 33 892 mult., mpopepypvare plur, 

mpooperetate VI, mpopeptpynante Sod°®* 2r¢ LauraA 

14. ectnxora NBL : 

eotnxos =D et V Paris” 

fornxoyv W fam 1 fam 13 28 Sod" atnxovta 892 

€oTOS AEFGHSVAII* al. et 3® Sod’ Laura’ ™ 

€OTWS KMUXIT? al. 

(Latt ct d =stantem practer k stans, a 7 stare) 

16. omtw ND 11 Paris®’ Sod" d et latt nil nisi retro 

as ta omiw =B rell ef W2P¥ Sod (emt 7a om. M) 

18. wa py yerntar xetpeovos xtc B et W [non ord lat] cf copt 

wa. LN YELLwVOS yevwvTAL Dc (f2il vg Aug) 

tut non hieme veniant d 

iva pn XELpLwVvOs TAVUTA yLvETAaL L Sod®™ (50 262) a (b) n* q 

wa pn yernrar Tavta xepoves fam 13 [non 124-346] 28 299 

Or Sod!" vg¥O™%, of Latt qui variant. Hi absque 9 guyn 

ypov cum syr sin it” et Aug". 

Habent rell gr et AL@V wa py yevnta 9 puyn vpwv 

xeyravos cum go k 6 gat sah boh syr goth aeth. 

19. eotar (ecovtat Sod") yap ev Tats nmepats exervats T Sod"? 

(ab dk nq erunt enim (in) diebus illis) (syr sin) sah 1/2 boh*™ 

ecovra: yap at npepar exewar NB D™ rell et W2®W minn et 

sah 1/2 reil verss 

ibid. Odspes (Orcpers pauc) ova ov yeyovev ToLavTn NB unc’ et WI@(¥) 

copt syr acth goth 

Orwpris ova ov yeyovev TOTE TOLAUTH 604 

¢ fam 1 hoc loca, 1-118-209-91-299. Male Tisch de 28 earnxos. 

$ Male Tisch fiant pro veniant d. 
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Mark 
Ortyets ovar ove eyevovto toravtat D 299 (y") it vg arm 

Orupers ovat ov yeyovacw Tote ToravTat are 

OrtYrecs ovat (ora Sod) ov yeyovay ovbderorte Totavtat . | an 
@D Sod” 1132 

(—Totavtn WV 270 892 Sod*! 174%) 

= [—«tisews W 28 299 sah 1/darm; of. LauraA™ Sod", syr™] 
xiii. 21. ie NBLY 892 

ov —- Rell et W® et Paris” 
26. ene twy veperwr D™ syr sin 

ev veperais NB plur et SPW c (+coeli), 15 vg copt 
ev vepedn W = Sod’ 1 13-69 [non 124] (vederar 

346) 28 Sod'**" k 

cum nubibus a b d ff, i g vg boh® (+ caeli) 

(Om. X e vg®) 

ecce latt 

ev vededais 

2° wid 

28. expun FSUF al. ak (expver 56 131 157 258) 
expui} EGKM al. dilgq ff, vg 
(EKYH SBCD al.) (c copt prodeunt) Om. 124. 

+30. weypes orov B 

weypts ov ACL une! et L®, et W (wexpr ov) minn” et Paris” 
peype N  (wexpis ovy Sod? **) 
axpts ov Sod 
€ws W Sod?®? 259 ? 2ve 

€ws ov D Sod'333? 
€ws av fam 1 fam 13 28 Sod*? 

(Latt omn et d = donec, praeter k adusque ; om vid ff) 

35. wecovuxtiov D*" plur et ® Sod” 
pecovuctioy NCLAB' et V 892; pecavuxtiov B* et W 

; pecovurtiw —- 238 604 c“" Sod'™ Orig (et Latt media nocte) 
xiv. 1. 80\@ WAS 1 18 28 348 al. it et d 8 vg 

ev dorAw XB rell et PY Sod™ 
(Om. D* a i et r [me teste]; ev Xoyw U; insidiis /) 

2. extat GopvBos NBCD*L et ¥ Sod*** 2”° 604 892 (% fiat tumultus) 
OopuBos ectat =A pluret WEP a (tumultus sit) 
OopuBos yevnrar NI 28 al. pauc. et Paris™ sah boh dé (tam. fieret) 

tumultus oriatur c (f2) (q) (r), tum. operetur 7 
OopuBou ovtos = A" 

3. avrov tys xepadrns NBCLA et W 1 [non fam] 28 435 Sod’ (k) 
autov Tn Keparn Vv 

avtov xata tys Keparns Arell pl ct XP Sod’ minn pl et Paris” 
Kata THs Kepardns avTov patict 

emu tas xehadns avtov DD Evst 20 d ct latt” (sah boh) 

7. ped vpov DW 91-299 tt vg vobiscum 
pO cauTwy NB rell et TDW et Sod’™ 28 2 604 Paris” 

t This may be due to “ provincial’ handling, but the fact remains that doncc is 
constant in all Latins but k: adusque (hiat ec). 

M 2 
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Mark 

ibid. 

xiv. 19, 

20. 

2i. 

tbid. 

29. 

31. 

40. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

evTrovewy D*A ct VW min aliq et Sod" 
Rell et Sod 

NBLA e¢ V 892 
Beza («dta) 

evTrolnoas 

els KaTa ES 

€ls KAL ELTA ELS 

€s EKATTOS Cc 

ets xa eva Orig 

els Tap Ets 244 

ers Kad’ ets DA rell unc’? ef WEP minn 
(singuli d ct vett pl, singillatim vg g, 1) 

Obs c: nunquid ego aut alius hoc coeperunt singuli dicere 

Obs k: numquid ego alius numquit ego singulis 
es Tov NBCL et WWI 38 60 78 127 ce" 8"* e¢ 892 Sod" sah boh 

ets ex tov Dunc! etl minn” et 28 Paris™ latt™ (“ at lat- 
ini nec evs tw aliter possunt reddere ” wt Tisch. dicebat) syr 

trapadidore D ai (traditur) c d (tradetur) 7? 

mapadidote utayer => W 
XB rell omn vid et verss (sed futurum 

habent sah boh)t 

uTrayet 

Paris” 
Observe eotiy yeypappevov D 
yeypamrTat Rell 

I have not indicated the many other places where D's 

Greek is evidently an independent rendering of the Latin, 

such as ad7Ous (alone) for ovtws etc etc. 
el Kat NBCGL et WY fam 1 fam 13 892 

Paris™ Laura’! Sodatur 

KATA TO WPLOMEVOV TOPEVETAL 

(latt scriptum est) 

| etsi Jatt Ka €t A plur et SP minn pl 

Kal €ay D 

Kav Sod°" 2°°604 Sod *"' (Cf boh xe KAN) 

€ eT (1?) sah (xe eayxe) syr aeth 

EXTEPLTT WS NBCD et V 56 58 61 Paris” 

L Sod 

padXov TrEepiaows WwW 

pardov ex tepiccov fam 1 
€x TeEpLatas A 

€x Teptcoou 

TEPLTTWS fam 13 2"* Sod" 

A unc! et SB minn” et 892" 
(amplius b ¢ (+multa dicens) df ff, g2 il r Seg; tanto magis 

a rg®, magis rg; abundantius q; ‘“ plura loquebatur magis 

dicere"' h, cf. c arm aeth) 

xa Tadw ew evpev avtovs NBLY 892 (q) copt 

Dabed f,k 

nat vTrootpewras evpev avtous mak W plur f vg (—Tadw = 90 
265 Evst 6) 

Kat €XOwy evpey auTous 

t Lalt vadit, syr't abit. 

Mark 

ibid. 

xiv. 41. 

44. 

. wtaptov NBD et VW fam 1 et Sod 

» KAL VEAVLOKOS TLS 

. Kat addor 
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The differences are as between reversus and rursus, as to 

the omission of zadw, and “ veniens invenit,” as to the Greek 
renderings (adw after «a0evs. NX, before evpev Sod’ 2" al’). 
xataBeBapnpevo. &* Sod? 

xataBapoupevot DW 238 253 
xataBapuvonevo. BAKLNUATI®* ef NEVI min® ct fam 13 

Paris” 

cataBanritopevot Sod 

Bapvvopevor MY®ree 1-209 56 ct 892 Sod'*** 14% 
BeBapnpevor CE wne® ct ® Sod’ al. mult (wt Matt) et 

28 157 2°° 604 Laura 14 

d& both have gravati (opposite xataBap.) as most other Old 
Latin, cf ff, k q (r mut) r, » aur and 17 vulgates, so that the 

Greek variations may spring from this simple Latin. Degra- 
vati is read only in a and b (if Buchanan be right here), while 

Amiatinus and seven vulgates with I gat have ingravati, clearly 

a variation of St. Jerome to all appearance. 
NBGHKMNUV'‘IATI et &® Sod’ 

al. et Paris” | xa jam 
Aourrov ACDEFLSV’X ct WY al. 

(Cf sah tenow  sahal. 6€ TeMnors) 

To AoLTrov 

Sedwxer NB plur et WX®YV minn  dederat b d f ff, 1 
q 728 vg 

(edeSwxee 118-209 258) : 

eSwxev D* sol.ackr? [contra d] vg? (SeSwxev Sod”), 

Latt auriculam 
wriov ACL unc et AWL® Sod™ minn 

NBCL et V 892 a syr arm 
D (b) cd f ff, (Buchanan) k lq vg 

(ets) veavicnos S¢ sah kat... (ets) veavtoxos boh Cf aeth 
Kas es Tus veavioxos A unc'® ef AWX® minn” et Paris” goth § 

Dab (certe Buchanan) d ff, k q r Orig™ (hiat f) 

andor arm 

veavionos Se THs 

adndoe Se Sod™ (test. B & G) fam 13 2" 604 ¢ 

tives be sah syr 

Kat TLVES NB rell et SOW boh goth vg rell lutt 
TUES 1, vg? 

(In W om. Saltus ab xiv. 56 nae was usque ad 57 Aeyovtes.) 

t Consult all these last entries together, and then observe the Greek of D away 
from d, yet followed (in a retranslation), just as we would expect from our previous 

studies, by @ c k. In this verse DJ Sod’ 2 and very few others have onpeoy for 
sruranpov of the rest. 

} I neglect xiv. 55 wa @avatwoovaw (pro es to Oavarwoat) by D} Sod") 21 as latt, 

although note that Laura‘! supports this, while more generally running with XB. 
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Mark X 

Xiv. 58. o1xoSounow NB plur Sod et 
WIOW minn aedificabo vg 8 ef 1g (mut b f r) 

avotxodounow Orig 
avaotnow §=6—OrdDsoae d ff, suscitabo, & excitabo 

t Tomaw Paris” syr sin 
GO. ore = BWY (ef. sah buh) : 

a N yell 27 Tj variant latt 

i 71. opvuvar BEHLSUVX. min® et W-H txt 
§ourvver NACGKMNAII et WEW min" et 892 Paris” Eus Sodt* 
reyey D (a) dq rg’ 

Op. Kat Neyelv arm 

72. 10 pnya ws NABCLA et W 892 min® 8 sah 1/2 boh goth 
TO pnua o D*NXIII unc" et X Sod min” et Sodt 
TOU pH_LaTos ov MW fam 13 al. paue trt rec vg 
TOV pypatos Tov inoou Paris” (¢f. 3 28) 
Tov pyyatos Tov wW emovtos fam 1 (syr arm aeth sah aliq) 
(verbum quem a; verbum quod f;kiq; verbum sicut 8; 
verborum (sic) quod d; verbi quod vg) 

xv. 1. annveyxay NB unc! et VY minn et Paris” arm 
amnyayov CDGN et WE Sod fam 1 124 179 258 2" 604 

892 Evst 13 17 150 semel Sod’ #31331 Orig 
(duxerunt ¢ d ff, 1 q (hiat b) 8g; perdux. a; addux. k) Cf syr copt 
ibid, meiNatTw XBD Sod’ et CLAW fam 1 2°* 604 892 

cS Sod" mirato latt 
Tw TiAaTw N unc” et WE minn et tw merXatw A Paris®” 
RLTUAaTOC — sah boh 

4. ov atroxpwn (— ovder) B* Paris” 

ovdev atroxpin (— our) Pet (Sod'054 30172) 

ove atroxpivn ovdey ND*B? rell ef A“ WEY minn 
non respondes nihil ak 

(sed) non respondes quidquam d ff, | q & [supra ovdev], ¢ (+ eis, of. 
syr sin) boh 

non dices quidquam sah 
non reddis responsun —syr’, of. pers ut solet.(+eis syr sin, cf.c) 
nonne habes quid respondeas = aeth"* 

ibid. xatnyopovowy RBCD et WW fam 1 267 604 [non 2”*] 892 
Evst 48 boh aeth accusant latt et § Orig'™ 

katapaptupovaw A uncl! et AS Sod minn” et Paris’ sah 
: syr arm goth 

t I neglect xiv. 60 ets peoov or ets To perov. 

t [ neglect xiv. 69 mapeotwow and mapeornxoow as well ag several other things 
hereabouts. 

§ It is no use thinking that oprve is ex Matt. and B neutral. Refer to B’s bad 

record in 68/69 under ‘“‘ Harmonistic.” 
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Mark 
papTupovaly 259 

{Observe sah on the secondary side for the age of this 
variant. ] 

xv. 6. ov wapntourto RPAB* Sodio’? save k quem postularent 
ov av nTovyTo DG fam 13 2° Sod? 443837 
ov NTovvTo W 1 [non fam = ovmep nrovyto] 115 Sod'*"* 

cf. sah boh aeth 

ov * jepntouvtTo A sic ov Tre p’avntouvto Sod’ sic 

ovTrEp NTovvTo C plur et NB? ZW minn et 604 892 Paris” 

(quemcumque ac d ff, | [mut b q, b ab xiv. 61, g ab xv. 5, 
usque ad xv. 36] 8) 

7. otactactwy NBCDKN et WAY 1 [non fam] fam 13 

[non 124] 2°* Paris” al. pauc et Sod'**" sah (syr) 

ouvoTactacTwy A rell et & minn et 892 604 rell boh 
goth (staciacavtwy Sod"*") 

seditiosis lat 
(cum seditiosis et homicidis breviter claus habet aeth) 

1 8. avaBas NBD 892 c d ff, l r vg et & (supra A avaBonaas) 
sah boh goth W-H «& Sod trt (avaotnoas Sod**") 

avaBonoas =A unc et N°WIY minn omn vid (praeter 892) 
syr, arm (instanter) diatess*™” (confusé vg® “" om xv. 8) 

Om. k (accensa tota turba a) [Hiant be fi gq] 
ascendit et clamavit aeth (conflat) 

[Cf Jebb de aveBnoev et aveBoncev in Reg ii. 23°.] 
' ibid. xaOws errover NBA et WV" ™ 892 Paris? Sod*"!* "6 Goh k& 

caus aero. 18 [non fam] 
xaOws aes errotee D rell omn et & minn latt rell vg arm goth 

xabuws evofer... 2 
xabws eBos nv.... Sod 2° G04] 

(Om xaOws et aev syr sin). 
The original here was probably indistinct KA@WCAEIENotel 

and corrupted to KA@WCENOIE! 
which 13 [contra fam] shows, omitting €1, by KA@WC'AENOIE! 

and could also be misread KAQWCEIWOEI, 

as Matthew, and c sah syr pesh aeth arm indicate, but 2°° 604 having 

eOos nv merely make a harmony of independence. 
But are not NBAWY 892 Paris” all in the same boat? And is not 

their text younger and more corrupt than that of the original Latin (for 
all but c k 5 have semper) and that of D unc’ fam 1 fam 13 28 33 157, 
all Wetstein’s codices, all Scholz’s, all Birch’s, all Matthaei’s, all Scrivener’s 

and all but three of Soden’s ? 

[L is wanting here. ] 
This question is not impertinent because if the papyrus exemplar . 

c sah syr pesh aeth arm 

+ Tho early collators missed this in Codex B. Not recorded in Treg or Tisch vii. 
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were faint or torn here, then just above it might be in the same case and 

account for the variation avaBas. 
Mark 

Xv. 10. wapedwxarv D"HS e¢ W 1 [non fam] fam 13 2" eX" 604 
Evst 47 Paris’? (Sod) Sod’? "9 @ (k) (ut Matt) 

Tapeswxettav AEGNVXA et T3 al. 

ct Paris’ (Schmidtke) 

mapadedwxecavy NB rell et V (paue. ell dat 
Tmapedebwxercar) 

14. expafov DAGKMPIL* min® latt et 8 syr arm boh 

expavyatov =." Taura*™ 
expakay NB rell et 2V minn™ aeth goth sah (expafay A*) 

15, Bour. tw oyAw To txavoy Tuew B[negl. W-H''*™] LauraA 
soli (cf. ¢ l vg satisfacere) 

yoyo rota A plur et LV minn goth 
Bovr. romear To txavov Tw oxo NC Sod sah boh syr pesh 

ct sin (aeth) 
(Om. claus D d ff, kr" diatess) 

18. Baoirev NBDMPSVX et V2 Sod’ al. et 2”° 604) 
o Bacirers AC? (latet C*) EFGHKNUPATI al. et 5) rex latt 

et 892 Laura Paris” 
19. Kat etumrov avtov (avtov 2" nec corr. Cronin) kadapw evs TH 

cep. 1) 2% cd ff, k sah syr sin 

aL ETUTTOV auToU THY KEepadyY KahaLw NB plur et YW minn 

et Sod™ Paris” boh goth (—avtov 267 arm) 
Kal €TUTTOP THY KEpadnY avToU Kaha 1H C al. ct 3 8921 vg 

aeth syr 

29, ayouow = D** fam 13[non 124] 2” (adducunt ff, perducunt 8 vg) 

duxerunt c¢ sed perduxerunt d 
gepovaew XB rell et SV Sod minn et k ferunt (hiat a) 

23. og de NB*? ct & 33 et Paris” [non 

ie al sah boh syr pesh 
o be A rell pl ct A (8 ille autem) {— a as 

ct V Sod! minn et fam 13 2° 604 

Kat D fam lacth od ff, klnr vg Aug (= late; 

hiant enim a be fi q ra) 
KL AUTOS syr sin 

This place has more interest than appears on the surface. If the 

original had been o Se or os de, the Latins would not say ‘‘et non accepit,”’ 

but “ille autem non accepit” as syr pesh and copt with Greek. But an 

original “et non accepit’” might well have been rendered os de or o de, and 
the fact that all the Latins (including A) are agreed on the one hand, while 

the Greeks are divided between os de and o é¢ lends force to our argument. 

The absence of Sod 2! and 604 from the Latin column here seems to 

show something of interest. Syr sin appears conflate already. Observe 

W goes against NB here. [Soden's notes (separated) are inadequate. | 
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xv. 24. Observe also this verse under ‘ Differences between & 

and B.” 
[xv. 25. epudracoov pro cotavpwoav =D d ff, k n rv. This must be 

noted but excluded owing to the probability of the change 

having been made by D and these Latins and sah to obviate 
the difficulty as to the third hour (see Tisch ad loc). 

Note that syr pesh™ says ‘about the third hour.” Acth (cf. 
Act™" Hier’) makes it the sixth hour when they crucified 

him. If efvdaccoy were original the difficulty would be 
lightened, but hardly following the account in verses 20/24. 

(The vg? conflates with sah 2/3 adding ct custodiebant eum 
after et crucificerunt eum.) Sod® contradicts D.] 

29. o wapayorres D* (arpoayovtes 2°* vid) Euus' *072 8 to Mopeov 

praetereuntes cd ff, k lr aur gat & vg [=omn (n qui 
transiebant) ; hiant be f iq re] 

ot maparropevoevor NB rell gr et SW Sod™ minn 

Om. syr sin 
ibid. tprow npepats AD™PVY"® Sud™ 21 122 2° Ser Sod't* 

Evst 48 ck 

ev tptow nuepars = NB rell et YW minn"” et Paris” d ff2ln 8 vg 

30. xataBas NBD*LA et Y Sod" et Sod k ln 8 vq boh 

xatxataBa AC pl et & minn™ (—Kxae Sod™) ¢ d ff, goth syr 
arm acth 

cat xataBnbe VP 1 al. ct LauraA'™ Paris” Eus (car xataBato 

Sod'™*) 

TInvertens sah cataBa...Kat cwoov ceavtov 

34. 77 evatn 258 2° al. pauc. (ev tn evatn c"). 

Tn evatn wpa RBD"FL ct V Sod’ fam 1 fam 13 [non 124] 892 
Paris” LauraA™ al. pauc. ¢ ff, (Buchanan) goth syr Eus W-H 
t™ wpatnevatn Arell" et & di(incip. i xv. 33) ln 8 vg boh sah 

TN wpa evaTn Sod (cum d ct latt contra I") sine auctori- 

tate Gr.! 

Om. k 
36. Tis NBLA ct W et 892 Paris” (soli vid inter minn) & (sol 

inter latt) (arm) W-H & Sod txt 

es D rell omn & ct minn ct sah boh et latt™ (anus) et aeth 

syr (potius quam quidem) 

This again is but a small matter, but seems a perfectly clear 
‘‘yevision”’ by the hand of the originator of the group NBLAW 892 

Paris”. (W wanting.) Syr lends itself to either interpretation. But if 

tis were original quidem would appear in some other Latin besides 8. 
xv. 39. e€ evartias avtou XB plur et [Wo minnc ff, k U8 verss plur 

exee D Sod" 2" (d) in q arm? Orig'™ (illic 

aderat pers). 

Om. 72 251 arm? auvtw (—e£ ev.) W 1 22 59 Sod?" syr. 
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xv. 42. 

453, 
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mpocaBBatov NB*CKMAMN* et WY Sod 1 33 al. mult 

mpoccaBBatov AB? rell plur ct & min mult 
mpw caBBatov D* (caBBatov Sod'***) 

ante sabbatum d latt™ 
cat avtos nv (—os) &* 157 soli (Cf sah aeth gat syr) 

0g Kal autos nv B plur et WEY minn 18 vg 
0s nv Kat autos D Sod” 2" cd fr kng 

. eeacavto D* Sod’ Q°° (of Lue xxiti. 55 et Mare xvi. 11) 
eBewpour NB rell et W minn copt (l vg aspiciebant) 
notaverunt cd ff. q 

viderunt kn syr : 

init. CAD dn (k q) contra rell. 

. pla Tov caBBatwv BW 1 

pua caBBatov lvg 
pua Tov caBBatov cd ff, una sabbati, k gq r: (prima 

sabbati) aeth 
7 pia Tov caBBatwv NLA et Y Sod 33 2° 892 al. pauc 

: boh (hiat sah) Eus Hes" 
puas caBBatou D 
Ts plas caBBatwv AC rell ef & minn pl et Paris” 

Dion*"** Ps-Nyss 
Tns pias Tov caBBatav K fam 13 Sod'™ (tov caBB. aliq.) 
(prima septimanae sy7) 

ibid. oriente sole cdn f2q Tich, Aug (+jam) 
avateAovTos Tov NALoU D Hes" Tich" 
avatethavtos Tov nAtov NB rell et SW boh Eus 1/2 Dion" Ps-Nyss 
ett avatetAavtos Tov nktov = =IKWII* Sod" 1 2°¢ 229 248 w*t 

: Sod" Eus 1/2 
orto jam sole lug 

Om. k {negl. Soden] 
quum exortus esset sol syr 

&. ad invicem ed fil quvg 
inter se n 

Tpcs EavTOUS D 
mpos €avTas NB rell et WEY minn 

Om. k 

4, et veniunt et inveniunt detcn 

et venerunt et invenerunt ff; syr sin 
kau epyortat Kat evptoxovoty TD Sod 2" Bus 

cat avaBrepacat Pewpovoty NB rell et WEY minnl g 8 vg boh 
syr pesh 

et accurrentes viderunt aeth (hiat sah) 

(accesserunt et vident A) 

‘bid, amotum n 
aroxexuicpevoy = [) Sod 2° cd fia kl q vg 
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aTroxexvAtoTat A plur et WEY minn Ps-Nyss (cf. Matt Luc) 

avakexudoTat male NBL et W-H Sod trt [Vide Postscript 
in Part IT.) 

xvi. 8. poBos D* T1* Sod'??* et W timor ¢ ff." q¢ 
tpopos = NB rell et SW minn et 2° — tremor kl vg et dt sah 

boh goth 

Om, claus syr sin poBos (—Kat exotacts) arm 
tremor et pavor aeth'" (pro tpopos [vel pofos] xar exotacts) 

(cf syr pesh) 

_ [Om xvi. 9-fin NB syr sin. Cf. LY k aeth.J 

9. wpwrn Plur (Om. Sod™', zgwrns Sod’, mpwtov aliq) 

™ pa Eus'" 

Om. rpwtn caBB. Sod". 

thid. epavepwoev mpwrots D* (hiat d*) 
epavn Tpwtov Plur et SW (Eus 1/2) et verss (rpwrn 2!) 

epavy (— 7pwrov) W arm Eus 1/2 
ibid. map C*D*L et W 33 892 Paris® copt*®-"° et Sod txt 

ad A rell et & Eus’* 

de qua ed’ flqévg; aqua 
10. wopvdaca DVD plur ct WEY minn pl et 2° 

areGovca KI 892 al® Sod*" Paris” Hier#edlb abiit et 7 

videns 1 vg! (vadens a’ d? vg) 
praecurrens c¢ ff2 ; 

[Explicit & xvi. 14 amietiav av.... Explicit goth xvi. 12. 
Explicit n xvi. 13 crediderunt. Incipit o xvi. 14.] 

15. -amavra D* 225 gat [Hiant a* n] 
Habent rell ef WEY Sod minn et boh latt et d? a? 

(vere kat pro aravta DD +xarcq syr pesh boh acth) 

[Explicit D*™ xvi. 15 ad verbum evayyedtor.} 

17 fin. —xatvats C*LA® et VA* boh arm 
Habent rell et WD? minn latt et 0 d? 8 syr pesh acth Const Hipp. 

19. avernpdOn ACD? et W Sod’ | assumptus est cd? hlaur Surg 

avernpOn = Rell et V minn receptus est ff, q Iren 

avepepero 36 40 
avernpOn xat avepepetro 68 [De his omnibus tacet Sod]. 

ascendit 0 syr pesh diatess 
ibid. ex deEov Plur et WV Iren | 

ev SeEtwv D? 
ex defia ~=—«179 
ev Seta «= CAT a“ p’* 8 doh (syr) ad dexteram coq 12 

a dextris vg 

¢ Exatat De* xvi. 7-15 evayyediov, hiat d* xvi. 6 post quaeritis. Suppl d? xvi. 6 
usque_ad 20 fin cf D*? xvi, 15-20. 





CHAPTER VI. 

FURTHER REMARKS AS TO LATIN BASE IN Sr. MARK. 

“Salutant vos omnes sancti; imaxime autem qui de Cnesaris domo sunt.”"— 
Phil. iv. 22. 

I have stated that in St. Mark’s Gospel there appear to be two or 
three separate Greek recensions, and have asked the question whether 
the old subscriptions to some of the Greek and Syriac Mss, stating that 
St. Mark not only preached but wrote his Gospel in Latin, were not 
perhaps founded on fact, or at any rate whether a Greek and a Latin 
version did not issue from his hands simultaneously. Let us try to 
examine the matter a little more closely. And next, what strikes the 
investigator at once is that there is a most remarkable agreement 
between the famous Codex Bezae’s Greek in Mark and the whole body 
of the Latins. In Buchanan’s edition of b (p. xxi.) he says “In St. Mark 
the texts are more divergent than in any other Gospel.” If he means 
the Latin texts I hardly think he is right. 

Some of these places of agreement are as follows: 
Mark 

i, 2. -—eyw BD Sod® 28 it W, = although 
3. tov Ocov vpwv D* sic, (a it") extant, is absent 
4. >ev rn epnpw Bartikwv D Sod it vg(practer f) from this com- 

10. nuvypevous D it vg (pro oxetopevous) bination at the 
13. —exer NABDL Sod" * 21 it vg ete \ opening of the 

tbid. +xas (ante wetpafopevos) D it vg Gospel. 

15. memAnpwvtar ov Katpor D it” vg (pro It is most pecu- 

meTAnpwrat o Katpos) | liar, because e¢ is 
16. nai wapayov NBDL it vg cic | wanting from 

(pro wepitratev Se plur ut Matt) / i. 1-20. 
thid. Tov adergov avrov DGIT) Sod 33 al. pe. it (practer a r 8) vg 

syr pesh ct sin acth. Add W. 
20. tyxohov@noav ate (pro amndOov omicw avtov) D4 soli et it vg. 

To these add W (and note 7\Gov pro amndOov Sod"), 
21, ii. 1. kapaprvaovp NBDA Sod minn”™ it vg goth copt. Add W. 

ibid. &idacxev tavtovs VD Sod" it? vg arm acth goth. 

24. -—ea NBDA? Sod 28* 157 372 2° it vg verss. To this 
array add W. Notwithstanding Orig and Eus it is probably 
brought in from Luke. 

t A very good example. For “ secuti sunt cum" could readily be translated amndOov 
(or nov as Sod’) omiow avrov. The other translators vary the expression in ver 18. 
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=e i. 25. ex tov avOpwrov (pro e€ avtov) DW (Sod? amo, 2°°™) it rg 

(praeter f) t 

27. —1e eotw tovto D 7 it". To these add W and three 

lectionaries, syr sin and acth [hiat sah]. 
30. >xatexerto Se 9 mevOepa aipwvos D it vg (praeter f). To 

this group add W [Sod only indicates W by ']. 
84. avta Aarew D Sod it vg (praeter f) acth for ta Satpona 

Aarew B copt and Aadew ra Sapome all the rest and W. 
44. >SerEas ceavtov (pro ceavtov SeEar) D it vg. To this add W 

SerEar eavtov. 

45. —mod\Aa Dandit vg. To this group now add W. 
We gain a preliminary point here, that the text of D goes behind W at 

a, time when NB came into being, and before our other uncials were penned. 
We gain further information, for W, as if handling a document in 

another tongue, not infrequently uses a synonym in translation. Thus 

alone i. 27 eOavpatoy (mirabantur d) for eap8nOncav, not only copying the 
tense of d, against mirati sunt of others, but giving ® close interpretation. 

Here e alone conflates: Et extimuerunt omnes et admirabantur... 

In the same verse the exceptional inpotentabilis of e is rendered by W 
alone eovotiactixn. Thus: tis 7 didayn Kevyn avtn 7 eLovotiaatixn avtov. 

Again, W ati. 31 with Paris’ follows d’s Latin “ ministrabat ei” 
with dinxou avtw, while D* has autores. This is really very remarkable. 
No other Greeks do this, and the only other Latin is e. No coptie or 

syr nor aeth pers. 
In connection with this we have to ask the following questions. 
Why does D at i. 40 write epwrwy opposite depraecans when all! other 

Greeks including W have zrapaxadwv, and we are face to face with the 
answer that mapaxadkov = depraecans rather than that depraccans 

=epwrwv. But as D* alone has epwrwr it may be that D® was translating 
depraecans IN HIS OWN IW AY into Greek! t 

Much more difficult to explain is D’s opy:oOes for ordayyvicOes in 
i. 41 [without the countenance of W], but even here d with tratus bears 
it out, and both @ 7* and ff so write, while b§ and gq, omit. See, 

however, Rendel Harris’ brilliant double explanation (‘Cod. Bezae,’ p. 186) 

from (1) confusion in Syriac or (2) from an original Latin mofus instead 

t It will not do now to say that this is ex Lue, if the whole group be basic. 
¢ D* has several forms peculiar to him, as at i. 32 epepooav for epepor; vi. 14 

eXeyooav; i. 27 eAapBnoav for ebapBnOnoav, with Origen; ix. 9 edocav; ix. 33 nrOocav; 

xii. 36 @wow ; xiii. 34 Ovpovpw; xv. 43 erqaaro. 

§ In this connection while secking the ultimate base we must consider other of b's 

omissions (b in very short lines is most important in St. Mark). Bee i. 37 Dicentes (pro 
kat evpov avroy xat Aeyovow Of NBL e aeth, or xat evpovtes avrov Aey. A unc’ boh, or xa 

ore evpov avrov ey. D latt pl sah) by bc and W*". Here we have three varying intro- 
ductions all cut short by Wb c. So at i. 10 (and at several other places) D d omit evdus, 

here with a b fr. Note ii. 12 —Aeyovras BW bas against the rest and the veriation «ac 
deyew of D. Here W strengthening B added to b does look like the lost base. 
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of misertus of most and iratus of d. Harris forgets to say that b leaves 

out the word as g, or vg*. This shows some difficulty which bothered 

them. Nor does he refer to vi. 34 where for eowAayymoOn d and q [not 

b] r [not a) have condoluit, using quite a different word from the usual 
misertus est (evoA. TY), Observe further motus- turning up in the Ms n 
at xvi. + where n uses amotum for re-volutum of the rest of the itala. 

This is the place where NBL W-H Sod substitute avaxexudtotae for 

atoxex. In dealing with the problem we must be careful not to let NBL 

mislead us as to the basic text. For instance at i. 89 NBL Sod" 

(only) substitute with copt and acth dev for jv [followed by Hort and 

Soden]. But thisisa pure correction. All the Latins in the rough: ‘‘et erat 
pracdicans” support xat 1 v xnpvcowr of D and all the other Greeks and W. 

Another very hard place is iv. 6 init. where the authorities differ so 

much as to construction, with D and W on opposite sides. 0b and c show 

that we have somehow lost the original base (syr sin is mutilated). 

Perhaps Harris can make another brilliant suggestion for restoration ? 
Another equivocal place is at iv. 14 0 oretpwy Tov Noyov orretper, The 

Greeks and D d are agreed as to o otrepwv, but ac b q r substitute qui 
loquitur. This is probably an “improvement.” It is curious, however, to 
find b-q¢ together confirming it, and ¢ (¢ wanting), but W with D opposes. 

This is complicated further by the reading in the following verse, 
Mark iv. 15. 

Instead of ovou oetpetat o dAoyos which even W holds, @ bc q again 
make a substitution, this time strengthened by f [non goth] r. They say 
qui negligenter verbum suscipiunt, or (c) qui negligunt verbum suscipientes. 

D has not this but writes os for orov as d ff quibus seminatur verbum. 
We have accounted for a bed (hiant ek Cypr) f f qr. Now i varies 
thus ‘‘hi autem sunt qui circa viam ""! seminaitur verbum,” eliding quibus 
but writing ubi above as vgg : ubi seminatur verbum. The Greeks (and W) 
with copt aeth goth have this wbi, so we are wide apart as to Latin and 
the rest. The question is as to what was the original difficulty in the 
Latin or Greek base which caused the difference. I suppose the original 
for ubi must have been quo, but how get “ negligenter verbum suscipiunt"’ 
out of “ seminatur verbum.”’ The semi-parallel in Matt. does not help 
(kat en cvveevtos), nor does St. Luke viii. 12 where we read only ot Se wapa 
tnv o8ov evo ot axovoavtes. There is nothing there about negligenter. 
Turning to the Greek for a key, aipéw or dvaspéw could replace o7eipu, 
but would hardly do. o7aipw or doTaipw, while of similar sound to o7eipa, 

involve plucking off violently as opposed to the neglegenter of the Latins. 

omepporoyéw = pick up seed, is possible but improbable. The verb aroyéw 

conveys neglect but I do not see how it would fit. In the Greek, to agree 
with the Latin, 6 Xéyos must be turned into an accusative, so that seems 
out of the question as a base from which the Latins drew. 

On the other hand the Latin verbum serving for a nominative or 
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accusative distinctly answers the requirements of subject or of object, 50 

that it is more likely that a Latin base is responsible for the change. 

How could it occur? Instead of seminatur, originally seritur (cf. @) may 

have been used. Could seritur have become confused with segniter (a 

synonym for negligenter)? But then we do not account for suscipiunt 

instead of seminatur or seritur. Sero, sevi could hardly have been confused 

with sero, serui (“‘ join in, engage in, put together’). I would like someone 

to exercise his ingenuity here. I have never seen an explanation offered. 

The strange thing is to find a opposing both d and D*, for elsewhere 

a = D*, so that D d here are probably not basic. Even b-q are together 

for the whole sentence, which absolutely proves that we have the correct 

Db base. The omission by syr sin is significant. He probably saw the utter 

conflict between Latin and Greek, and therefore dropped the words. The 

omission cannot be basic. Observe the persian (syr hier wanting). I 

recapitulate. Gr" (aeth sah boh go arm’ vgg) :— 

= omov oretperat o Noyes (D d fy 9, BY" pesh os omerperat o Acyos) = 

b-q Hi autem sunt qui juxta viam seminantur qui neglegenter verbum suscipiunt 

a Hi autem sunt qui secus viam seminati sunt ,, a a “i 

fr Hi autem sunt qui circa viam seminati sunt 5, ” i ” 

c Hi autem qui seminantur circa viam ipsi sunt qui negligunt verbum suscipientes 

syr sin Hi autem qui sunt juxta viam illi sunt qui audiunt verbum (tantum) 

pers Id quod juxta viam cecidit hom‘nes qui audiunt et memoria tenent. 

Mark vi. 31. 

Another obscure but very interesting place occurs at vi. 31 which may 

well occupy our ingenuity. Here then we are offered these alternatives : 

Beure vets (— autor) cat weav evs epnwov ToTOV W,Sod’®? 1 28 2°¢ aire 

Seure vets autor Katidvay Ets Epn-OV TOTTOV NB plur sah boh 

Seute vTraywpey evs Epnuov TOTIOY Ded fiir 

Seure uTayopev KaTidiay Els Epnpov TOTTOV a 

Seute vTraywpev els Epnpoy ToTTOY vpELs xatibiav syr pesh sin aeth diat 

The Latins then only vary between 

venite vos ipsi seorsum 5 

venite scorsum. . - fvg plur (venite vos seorsum vg") 

venite vos secreto bq 

venite eamus.. .- ed fiir 

venite eamus seorsum @ 

but there is a wide difference in Greek between vpes or vues autor and 

the vraywpev of D* sol. 

(A few vulgates BMLO° conflate: venite scorsum eamus.) 

Whence then eamus (which must have provoked vraywpev of D™, 

and is as old as syr sin and aeth) bycd f,tr? Why do b q not join? 

Observe that something has happened between b and f vgg, for secreto and 

seorsum change places. Observe also that a restores this xaridiav by 

seorsum although holding eamus, while the syriacs and acth convey it to 
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the end of the sentence, but coptic follows the usual Greek. The difference 
must be very old [the parallels afford no clue whatever]. 

What we have to find is an M in a word to correspond with the 
interchange of vos and camus. The most likely seems an original rosmet 
(pets avrot most Gks), this being misread in the close uncials for eamus. 
The equivalent of xat:8av may have been absent or occupied a place after 
€pnuov torov as in syr. If we are correct, then b holds the original 
sense, and ¢ ff, i r, with a, followed d, while the Greeks know nothing 
of it, but the syriacs and aeth do. 

The diatess arab is following Mark here and corresponds with syr sin 
and syr pesh, while vg? the Latin diatessaron, is ex Matt xiv. 13 “ Quod 
cum audisset Jesus secessit inde in nauicula in locum desertum seorsuin.” 

In this very verse (vi. 31) occurs a remarkable change by W (alone) 
of Aovrov for odvyov. If this was not suggested from the dorrov of 
Mark xiv. 41 (where avamraveoe also occurs) it might be a change due to 
translation, but then pusillum of our Latins must have been represented 
by paulatim or sensim or some other word. 

Mark xiv. 72. 

There is a passage which ought to be a key, but it can be read as 
indicating Greek reaction on Latin as well as Latin on Greek. 

I refer to that very difficult phrase in Mark xiv. 72 as to St. Peter 
“cat emBarov exrarey.”” This emBarov has generally been referred to 
the mind, as in our translation ‘And when he thought thereon he wept” 
which the Revised Version left unchanged, merely putting ‘‘ And he 
began to weep ” [as D Sod™? 2”, all the Latins and goth: ‘et coepit flere”’] 
in the margin. But in the N.T. out of seventeen other occasions where 
emiBaddew is used, in no less than eleven passages it is used with tas 
xetpas [Mark xiv. 46 (in this same chapter), Matt. xxvi. 50, Luke ix. 62, 
xx. 19, xxi. 12, John vii. 30, and 44, Acts iv. 3, v. 18, xii. 1, xxi. 27). 
Now the Coptics so understood it at Mark xiv. 72. 

Sah has cat eBarev rh yxepa avrov KrateLv. 

Boh has cae emtBarwv mv xeapa avtov exravoev. That is, he threw 

up his hand, he covered his face with his hand, as he choked down the 
sobs. Is this an interpretation or is the old Latin base responsible ? 

For Et coepit flere, the original may have been ETINCEPITFLERE, 
and this is not unlike ETINJECITFLERE. 

Whether inject could be used without manum colloquially I do not know. 

There are some passages in Plautus which suggest elision of different 
kinds, but none as direct as required to support such a supposition here.t 

ft Capretver ii. 2, 16/18 we read: 
Tynd, Nunc senex est in tonstrina ; nunc jam cultros attinet. 

Ne is quidem involucre injicere voluit, vestem ut ne inquinet. 

Sed utrum strictimne attonsurum dicam esse an per pectinem. 
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As to this becoming xaz emiBadwv exdavaev (or exAarev) there are hosts 
of instances where the Greek exchanges the Latin perfect and infinitive 
for the participle and perfect, so that this need not cause any difficulty. 

But inicio is freely used in Latin with manum or manus: “ inicere 
manu aliqui,” and to summon before a judge injexit manum (Plautus). 

So also of jacco ‘to be cast down”: ‘Gnaeus noster ut totus jacet”’ 
(Cicero), ‘‘vultusque attolle jacentes”’ (Ovid), ‘‘Jacentes vix oculos 

tollens”’ (Ovid). But jacens will not correspond to ew:Baddwr, s0 that 

we are thrown back on inicio the usual Latin equivalent in N.T. of 
emiBarro. 

A and 247 Sod'*4 have «av emtAaBwv for cat em Barov, while one notable 

Greek cursive (c“") has «au ewtAaBopevos, for the use of which we can 
refer to Luke ix. 47, where erAaBopevos madiov (thy yepa tov being 

understood) is used by most authorities. Cf. also Luc xiv. 4, xxiii. 26. 

Blorfield’s note ad loc. (Mark xiv. 72) in his Greek N.T. is clear and 
apposite and may be consulted for a good and condensed statement of the 
situation. He says ‘‘...In fact there should seem rather to be an ellipsis 

—though to determine with certainty what was originally the plena 

locutio is perhaps impossible...’”’ To him was unknown the coptic 
testimony, and he closes by citing Chrysostom, Theophylact., Salmasius, 
Suicer, Elsner, Fischer etc for em:Sadwv to be the equivalent of exixadv- 

auevos, “having covered his head (with his vest),” although he admits 

that here too while ém:BdAXew iuvdrioy is a frequent expression, not one 

example has been adduced of the elliptical use. t 

As to Mark ii. 7 fin. 

Although €1¢ could drop out before 06C in ii. 7 fin. it is noteworthy 
that while d (with all Latins except a) has solus ds, D™ omits €1C which 

the others all have. Thus D* in translating might purposely elide solus. 
Observe here that a against all other Latins has wnus for solus, clearly 

retranslating ets. This explains several most difficult things about a. It 
appears thus that a was retranslating from D’s Greek} as explained 
previously, p. 127 seg. Thus at i. G a renders D*'s Seppnv by pellem, 
although d and the rest have pilos. 

Here the expression is “ to throw a napkin" (‘‘ about his neck" understood). 
Caprerver iv. 2.17 ...tum genu ad quemque jecero (the bolt from a catapult under- 

stood) ad terram dabo. 
Asin, iii, 2. 86.: Nimis aegre risum continui (without hand) followed by 

40: Opprime os (without hand). Is est. Subauscultemus. 

Sometimes manum accompanies cedo (Epidicus iv, 1.32), sometimes not. Sometimes 
dextram is used without manum (Curculio ii. 3, 27, 3. €0). Sometimes ostende is used 

alone (Aulul. iv. 4. 5/25). 
t So Plautus, Asin. iii, 2. 41: ‘“lacrumantem lacinia tenet lacrumans.” 

t Sce elsewhere as to eumpoodev evavriov or evwmov in Mark ii. 12, where coram is 

constant by all. In ix. 2 coram obtains again in all except @ which has in conspectu (as 

favoured by a in St. Luke) and & which has ante. Observe v.17 where all and W have 
n aro mapaxaXew With the Latins, D, with Sod’ 2°* CO4 Sod"" $*, has mapexadvvy and 80 a. 

N 
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We must bear this carefully in mind. It was a very old copy of D, 
for ati. 7 right after this D a (7) agree in «at edeyer avtors for Kat exnpyooer 

Aeyou of all the rest. But Dd are agreed here, so that a@ really has the 
foundation text of D, if not always of d.t Observe other places as iv. 4 
eyeveto is omitted by DF Sud" @ syr vg and all Latins but a. So that in 

St. Mark a is a very curious and interesting witness. Dd with b for 
control as to the base seem to represent a foundation text remarkable for 

shortness (still further shortened by 0) which is agreed to in the main by 
the other Latins. NB are uncertain witnesses in St. Mark (S bas evidence 

of much retranslation from Latin) and but for the light thrown on the 
Graeco-Latin problem by 2" and 604 we should not know “ where we 
were at.” To the additional light provided by 2! and 604 now add the 
perfectly wonderful and extraordinary Graeco-Latin text found in W. 

Often graecising the exact Latin wording of e (as N does in Matt and 
Luke), it deflects often to D d, and yet again alone to b,{ where probably 

W b hold the true original D base, lost today in D d themselves. Not 
only is the text of ¢, as well as of c, transported bodily to the fourth 
century, but all the variations between NB and D and W and b and c 
and cand k are found to be anterior to 350 a.p. and have nothing to do 
with the period intervening between 350 and 700. The variations being 

so ancient makes it difficult to disentangle them, but W throws much 
new light on the question. 

To return to a, observe ii. 1 cognitum est for axove@n (auditum est it 

vg). This seems to show clearly that @ was translated (freely) back 

from the Greek, while the Latins all hold the literal sense. So at ii. 4 

8: is rendered by a “ propter”’ but it" = prae and DW azo. At iv. 4 all 

Latt omit eyevero except a. So at iv. 14 for seminat we find serit in a. 
At vi. 55 @ alone renders surer grabbatos for ee (row) xpaBButos of 

Greeks including D, while d and Latt generally have i grabatis. At. 
vii. 27 D* Sod ° and a = rAeyer, but d dixit as latt pl and Gr plur sah, 
while NBLA write edeyey with boh. At ix. 4 cvvedadrovy of D Sod 1 Qe 

only is followed by @ x (against participial construction all other Greeks 
and Latins). At ix. 42 @ follows (C*?) D alone with jidem habentibus 

(evs ewe) for twv mot eyovroy while the other Greeks have rv 

-mistevovtoy and d fidem habentium. 

t Very rarely Dad oppose the rest, but a case ocours at vi. 28 xat nveyxev ryy 

xepadnv (—avrov) by D da only. This is the more curious because vi. 29 inzt. right 
afterwards a says cat axovoavres (et cum audissent) with the Greeks against axovaarres de 
of D and audientes autem d, while the rest and vg say quo audito, minus the copula. 

t A most striking instance occurs, almost conclusive for translation from 6's Latin 

into W's Greek, at ii. 1. Among the variations of ecceA@wr (c*" ehOwv) rake by NBL D* 

23 ete, against evandGev madrw of A cfc, and madkw etondOev of d and the Latins “ iterum 

intravit,” b q stand out for “ iterum venif" (“venit iterum ¢) and W alone says makw 
epxertac retaining the Latin order of b d ff g,..q vg, but giving us the present tense, 
for which venit will stand as well as for Ader. Yet D's Greck and W keep sometimes 
very close. See ii. 21 ext uv panree D alone for emparre: the rest, while W has alone 
extauvantel [Sod neglects W.] The Latins do not vary, not conveying cvy except by 
adsuit. 
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In the hint I threw out in my ‘Genesis of the Versions’ (p. 28) my 

first example was Mark ii, 12 epmpoodev NBLW 187 mg 604 892 Paris” 

only, while evwmov by OD Sod 28 33 Laura4 !! Sod'* Evst 29, and 

evavtiov by the mass and D (ump. evayteov Sod’). Here we have three 

variations for “coram’ WHICH REMAINS CONSTANT IN THE LATIN MBS. 

As it is constant it may be primitive, that is it may precede all these 

Greeks. For elsewhere, the case is quite different. Take St. Luke— 

Luke 

v. 19. Gr. eumpoobev = ante latt” et vg, sed coram 5, 
in conspectu a d 

xii. 8. eumpoobev =coram Jatt" ef rg, sed in con- 
spectu d 

9. eumpoabev 1) al. vel evwmeov = coram late!" ct vg, sed in con- 

spectu d 

Ul ante illum att” et vg, sed apud 

ipsum e, presente illo 8, in conspectu ejus d 

xix. 4. ets To eumpoabev Variant plur latt 

27. eumpocbev pov = ante me Jatt" ef vg, sed coram 

me ¢, in conspectu meo a d 

xxi. 36. eumpocbev tov viov Tov avov = ante fil. hom. (até! et vg, in 

conspectu fili hom. df 

xiv. 2. eumpooGev avtcv 

Joho . 

x. 4. eumpocbev avtwy ropeveras =ante ens vadit latt™ et vg, 

coram eas vadit 6, praecedit eas 7 

=coram eis latt” ef vg, in con- 
spectu eorum d f (r) 

xii. 87. ewmpoobev avtwy 

= ante latt'' et rg, ante faciem ¢, 
in conspectu d f Hier 

= coram laftt" ct vg, in conspectu 
cde Aug 

i. 6. evavtioy (vel evwmtov) 

xxiv. 19. evavtiov (evwriov D) 

vii. 10. evaytioy (vel evaytt) = in conspectu latt” et vg, ante 
gig, coram d 

coram Jatt" et rg, ante Iren 1/2 

Tert, in conspectu Tren 1/2 
vill. 82. evavtiov 

coram lati" ct vg, in conspectu 
ad Iren 

ante latt" et vg, in conspectu 
ad Iren Ambr, coram Tert 

19. evwrtov = ante Jatt" et vq, in conspectu 
ad f; om ff. 

I need not make a more ample list. The matter seems quite clear 
that when translating Greek into Latin there result three Latin variations. 
When translating Latin into Greek (as possibly in St. Mark) three Greek 
varieties are the result. This list has already appeared under Synonyms 
in St. Mark. I reprint here for convenience of reference. 

i. 15. evwzreov 

17. evenoy 

nN 2 
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A feature also, which is quite important, is the treatment of the 

Greek articles in D. For instance at ii. 2 D omits tov before Aoyov (alone) ; 

at ii. 13 —o (before oydos) alone with 3; at iii. 17 D writes nae tov taxwBov 

for cat taxmBor tov, and nat Tov tw. Tov for Kat twavyny tov; at ii. 7 D adds 

tas before ayaptias (alone). This seems to show that D was translating 

independently from d. The others by not conforming to this perhaps 

indicate the second translation into Greek from Latin, which thus would 

be one other separate recension. 

As to this matter of the article, notice: 

iit. 26. +70 (ante Tedos) ND 

iv. 5. +7nv (ante ynv) D 
26. —tovr (ante oopor) DW Sod" only (see Sod [*'* %° 785‘) 

98. +0 (ante cettos) DW only (confusé Sod). 

38. —7o (ante mpocxep.) DW Sod fam 1 28 235 2°° 604 (see Sod) 
vi. 29. +7 (ante pynpew) D® min" 

35. —o0 (ante Toros) Dp 

41. —Tovus (ante mrevte) D 

55. — row (ante ypaB.) DW Sod" fam 1 2" Sod" 

vil. 6. —Tev D 
21. —ot (ante Kaxot) DW Sod (cf. A 28 syr sin) 

29. —Ton D 

30. —Tov (ante otxov) D 

31. tys Sexatrovews (pro Sexatroxews) DW" Sod" sah ets THY 
Sexatrorww \W 

(Observe vii. 33 —tovs ante daxturovs \V~) 
vill. ll. +70 (ante onpecor) D_ (Obs. Sod’ 2” +71) 

33. —Ta see. D* 225 [male Paris’ Soden contra 
Schmidtke ] 

(Observe viii. 37 +0 ante avOpwros B cum copt) 

ix. 14. +rovus (ante ypappates) DI Sod 273 2°* Sod'? 
15. —o (ante oydos) D Sod®? Sod® 

(Observe ix. 26 + tous ante modkovs NABLAY 33 Paris® Laura!) 

31. —o (ante vtos) D 

36. +70 (ante matéov) D Sod*5! 3915 

43. —ras (ante yerpas) DY (LauraA ™ Sod, male?, non Lake) v“" 

x. 21. +o (ante wrwyots) NCD® Sod? min" 

41. + ov (ante caxwBov) D 

xi, 11. —tys (ante wpas) D 2" 245 Sod!” 

92. +7ov (ante Geov) DW 

ax. 23. +7 (ante yun) AD* 13 [non W] Paris’ Sod” 

26. —o (ante Geos sec.) DW Evst 18 Orig 2/3 

ibid. -o( ,, 4, tertet quart) BDW Orig 

37. —o (ante modus) NDW 28115 218 27° GOL Sod? 998-9 suli* 4 

40. —tas DW 

— Tw DW 
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xiii. 3. +0 (ante merpos) D® Sod al*" 

10. —7ta (ante eOvn) D 2"? (Sod non Cronin) Sod?* 

xiv. 47. —tqv (ante payaipav) DW 1124 435 2° Evst*’° Sod** [non °°] 

60. +70 (ante pecor) DMV Sod min" 

62. —rns (ante duvapews) D 

xv. 1. +7 (ante ypappatewr) NDW Sod’ ar Sod'**" copt 

6. +rnv (ante eoprny) D 

11. —rov (ante BapaBBav) D 

12. Baoire (male Sod tw Bac.) D*"* (pro tov BactAea) regem d 

21. +7ov (ante owva) D 
+rov (ante kupnvatov) 1) 2”" 

40. —7 (ante paydarnvn) D (etiam D*" in ver 47) 

43. —o (ante amo) DW)" parte. 

46. +7 (ante pvnpew) D 267 pauc. 

ibid. +s (ante merpas) DW) Sod’ pauc. 

xvi. 6. +7ov (ante encour) D 
9. —Tn (ante paydSadrnvn) D 

Combination of the itala with D and DW. 

But let us continue to see what the lists proceed to tell us: 

ii, 1. wadw econrtOev 372 d et it vg (contra D®™ et NBL etc) madw 

epyetat W = iterum venit ut bq 

4. mpoceyyioat D plur et it (praeter f 1 = vg offerre ut XBL 

Sod°®* 372 copt mpoceveyxar) et W mpooedGew 

This is very important in view of W's independent translation. 

ibid. -avtwo . DK*2 it pl 
ibid. —e€opvéavtes DW it” (non fl vg) 

6 fin. +2reyovtes DW 2° ct”! (non f lg vg) 

14. caxwPov (pro Aevew vel ever) D Sod fam 13 2" it : hea 

q 

Mark 

15. woddot 0. D it vg (non Gr om ot) t 

17. -—avtos DW fam 1 28 it" 

21. Consult DW Matt. 

+ If this be basic, as seems probable (and cf Orig ad loc), we can easily account for 

the defection of f and q, for f bas been seen already to depart constantly from the regular 

ranks, and q has merely been revised here [b is quite enough against q\ 3 all the Greeks 

except fam 13 and 2, Even W reads Acvew and 604 Paris’ do not join 2°* here. Io and r, 

have here been “vulgatised" also. Syr sin is wanting and only begins again at ii. 21. 

¢ This is an important matter. All Latins hold qui, but the Greeks including 

W omit. Some Latins omit the ca following. If moAAot o: be original the o was lost 

early ina copy which lay at the foundation of all the Greeks, for none preserve it. Yet 

all Latins have qui. (ou pro car 2"; male Sod de Sod™, habet roddkn tantum.) 

The whole verse is very interesting. At the beginning eyevero is changed to yuwerat 

by NBLW 33 2" 604 892* [but not Paris”]. Om. Sod’, The Latin is factum eat. NBL 

follow with xaraxeicOae avrov, but not W which has avaxetpevoy avrov corresponding to D 

karaxeipeveov avrov and a bc d ff 7 with the Jatin abl. absolute (q discumbente illo and 

e reverses the order). If W is retranslating avax. would be quite easy. 
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Mark 

1. 23. Observe ropevecOar W fam 13 Sod'“ only (ambulare it", transire 

™~ ce ff) against di:amropeverOat BCD and waparropevecOar rell. 
ibid. —oSormotew DW Lost 26 it ct [contra A] (practer 

- alrq) 

24 intt. ot Se (pro cat ot) DW Sod it vg contra rell Gr omn 

ibid. +01 paOytar cov D [non W] Sod"®* min 1 18 28 ete it (practer e) 

25 fin. +ovtes D et it vg +erant ut A +noav 

26. —emt aBiabap DW [non Sod] 271 i” syr sin 

iii, 2. —avrov sec. DW Sod**? it vg 
4. evrev (pro deyer) D it" 

ibid. mpos avtous (pro autos) D it!" 

7. 0 8€ eqoous DW Sod" it vg" boh [contra sah et Gr] 
ibid. —nxodovOncav DW. Cf. ver. 8) 28 124 ie?! 

ibid. —arro (ante tys tovdaras) DW 28 604 al. pauc. it” vg 

[Observe iii. 8. axovovtes  NBWA fam 1.18 2° bede f fr. 
g.il qr 6 vg, axovoavres D* rell gr et (a)] 

15. Kat edwxev avtois (pro cat exer) DW 372 it vg (praeter ae q) 
19. cxapiwO D it" 

20. —avrous D et latt (avtov Sod. Cf. e ff posset) 

21. Kat ote nKovoay tept avTou ov ypap. Kat ov Aowrot DW (sed W 
Kat axovoayTes) qt! variant minimum 

ibid fin. ekeatatatavtovs D (Sod™ fam 13 2°* —avrovus) it". Cf W 
eEnptnvtat avtou (Rell ekeatn; e€eorw AD cX) 

26. catavav exBarrAer pepeptaOar ep eavtov (pro aveotn ef eavrov 
epeptaOn vel Kat eneptoOn vel Kar pepeptatar) D (Sod**") it™ 

(W syr sin ef eavtoy enepicOn — aveotn) 

27. oie (—avtov) DW it" et ef. ord contra NBCLA (cf. W bce) 
28. A wonderful commentary is offered here. For W (replacing D d) 

with abece fi iqyr vg® Cypr Ambrst aeth omit oca av 
Bracdnuntwow which D d and f 1 vg have with the rest of 
Greeks and copt (syr). This lost line oca av Bracdnpnotwow 

occurs above oo 8 av Braocdnunon (or as in D, it runs oc 

av &€ tis BAacdnuenon) and was lost from homoioteleuton 

probably. W and the mass of Latins remain together. D and 
the mass of Greeks. So that W and itala certainly trace to 

one copy of same lines as d. 
29. —ets Tov atwva DW Sod min alig it™ Ath Cypr™ 

tbid. apaptias C?7DW fam 18 Ath. Cf it. (xptpatos Sod?, 
coracews Sod*) 

30. exew avtov (pro exes) W d it?! (D exew — autor) 
31. epyetat NDGW Sod" fam 1179 2" 892 Sod? it”, 

Thereagainst in this chapter at iii. 10 D d with ff both seem to go 

wrong and leave the common Latin base, for they agree with most 

Greeks in ebepa7evoev, while KII e'* w*" have eOepazrevey confirmed by a b 

cefgrilgqrg boh syr. So far we have thought that these Latins and KII 
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were aberrant, but behold W Sod" witness to efepazrevev, 80 that it is 

either basic or they got it from the Latin. The latter seems pretty sure for 

in the next verse W gives (alone, abstrusd Sod. de D) «ov for eBewpovy 

and holds Aeyortes of NDK only (dicentes Jatt) for AXeyovta of the rest to 

agree with mvevpata ta axabupra, And ver. 15 jin has an addition only 

known toace. 
Mark f 

iv. 1. cat npkato makw DW (209) 2°* Soi" it? sah acth 

ibid. mpoo (pro mapa) DW [non min vid] et latt “ad” 

ibid. W controls D’s Greek here beautifully for D® says o Aaos 

opposite turba of d and all Jatt. W does not agree with 

D*", showing turba and not populus to be basic. Orig’ uses 

populus however, probably retranslating D’s 0 Aaos, so that D 

and d at one time were separate as I supposed, for Orig'" here 

is against all Latins. 
ibid. Observe W in the rest of the verse. 

4. —eyevero DF (W) Sod’ it (practer a) vg 

5. Observe aliud d et latt et Gr pl addo contra adda D™ 33 2” al. 

pauc. and caecidit d rell against ewecav D* Soa"® 

ibid. emt ta TeTpwdn NDW 1 33 179 372 2" Sods 19949 late" 

ibid. xat ote (pro orev) DW it” (ar omov B a? soli) 

10. ot paOnrar avrov (pro ou Tept avtov avy ToS Sw5exa) DW 

Sod™ fam 13 28 2° it omn (practer f) syr sin diatess [non pesh}. 

ibid. tus 7 mapaBody avtn DW Sod?" fam 13 28 2" 1™ “ ‘ yg? (tas 

mapaBodas NBCLA, thv rapaBodny A unc &® etc.) De parabola 

illa vel de parabolis gat aur vg® syr et boh (coke) [tev wapa- 

Barov —eeke sah] 
11. reyes (pro edeyev) DW [male Sod. de 28] it” 

ibid. Aeyerae (pro ywerar) D[non W] ¥ Sod?%* 98 G4 124 2" itfreomn 

16. —opows DW Sod" fam 1 fam 13 [non 124-346] 28 

435 2°° GO4 Paris” it (praeter f g2) (syr) 

This is noteworthy because all the important sympathising cursives 

go with DW here, deserting NB which here take different sides: opoiws 

eowy NCLA 267 Sod", etary opcrws B rell. 

iv. 17. cat Siwypou (pro 7 diwypou) DW itome @racter a) rg 

19. —av wept ta Aowra emBupiae DW 1 28 (cf. Sod? 2°° 604) it” 

DW Sod’ 124 it” boh'™ 
cdef fir (prob.; mut a) 

$21. amtera: (pro epxerat) D sah boh (accendit et 

KaleTat i is W fam 13 afferet acth) [epyetar Gr 

-omn rell et minn syr] 

ibid. axaptot ywovtat 

+ This is a benutiful place to consider. Notice 6 is absent from the Latins and has 

adfertur. anrerat has a double meaning. Here probably D* holds an original base and 

d“accenditur " is not basic, yet it must have so gone through the Latins to W who has 

xaveras With fam 13, and notanrera. Aeth conflates. Sah. boh follow the Latin, but 

not syr pesh (hiat sin). 
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iv. 29. 

30. 

33. 

34. 

36. 

tbid, 

37. 

ibid. 

38. 

39. 

CODEX BR AND ITS ALLIES. 

Note here that W Sod'*" b ¢ seem to hold the base orav init. 

tantum, although D with d ac f f g.i lq vg acth write nae 

orav, and NB rell gr otav Se with syr and copt. 

Similarly W b ¢ join NBCLA for wes here, against re of 

DA unc” S@ Sod the other Latins and copt syr arm aeth goth 

Orig. It is possible here however that W be changed with 

NBCLA to avoid redundancy from ev tw following, for D ete. 
reverse below and substitute ev wo for ev tax. Origen has 

Tut...ev Tw Which is probably the original Egyptian Greek, 
(cf. Boh). 

Similarly zoddars is omitted by W b ce and C*™LAZ3 some 
minand syr acth boh arm, while found in 8B ete, and in D 

rell latt but in differing positions. 
There is a sharp division here, for while DW e #27 q 7 (eis, 

mut a) and Origen read eredvev avtas, SB rell gr, verss and 

other Latins including b ¢ read ewedve mavta (one sah ms 114 
omits both zavta and avtas). 

kat adtovaw tov oyAov Kat (pro Kat agevtes Tov oxydov) DW 
Sod” fam 13 28 2" 604 be de fiq 7 (mut a) contra rell. 

Observe W: xat aja modXou noav eT avTov 
e (*) et simi? multi erant cum eo 

et multae naves simul erant cum illo b 

et aliae naves simul erant cum illo c 
et aline naves multae simul erant cum illo ff 

et multae simu? naves erant cum illo 7 q, 7 (om naves 7°, 

hiat a) 

ordo tantusdem 

Sod? Q"" xat ta adda Ta ovta TAOLa peT avTOU 

D_ xat addat Se Trotat ToAAAL Nav peT auTOU | (— simul) 

d etaliae autem naves multae erant cum illo 
peyarn avenwou BDULA Sod fam 1 fam 13 2" 604 be d ff; 

g:thlqr6&vg magna venti 
All Latins are accounted for except a (missing) f and ¢; 

Ff goes with goth and A avewouv peyadn, but e is found as usual 
in company with W. e magni venti and W peyadou avepov. 

So in the next clause among all the Greek variations W alone 
with exeBadrrev practically follows e inmittebantur, but in 

the last part of the verse while N* ¢ omit wote dy 

yeurlerOat to TAoov W does not do so, but has wore avto 

78n yeuler Oar. 

— dn Sod*™ i¢°™ (practer a) ct d contra D™ ct 8 contra A* vg acth. 

(Om claus &* ¢, non W) 

dceyepavtes (pro Sieyetpovorw..xat vel eyerpovow. .xat) DW 

Sod°™ 28 2° GO4 (eyetpavres fam 13) it" 

Observe eyepOets (pro SteyepOets) DW [non Sod] fam 13 21 28 
51 217 604 Paris” al? Sod*:* e surgens (pro exsurgens rell) 
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“er tibid. cat ty Oaracon Kat evrev (pro Kae evmev TH Oaracon) DW 

fam 1 2° 604 it”! 

ibid. Observe ¢iuwOy7: tantum W bce f against ow7a Kat hipwOyte 

D sah boh vg*F!? and owra repyywoo NB rell d f lq ete. W 

holds ¢yz@Oy7: of D but goes with bce fin suppressing one 

of the expressions. 

iv. 40. Neyer W et N¢ soli gr it" vg [non Dd ae d] 

ibid. Observe in the clause ts SetAor cote ovTws ws OVK EXETE TLOTLY, 

where NBDLA it copt aeth omit ovrws, and substitute ourw 

for was ove, W retains ovrws eliminating anything further: 

rt Bidoe eaTat ovTws exeTar miaTv, While e q omit both and have 

only quid timidi estis habete (habetote q) jidem. 

41. 7 Oaraaca Kat ot aves.or W Sod be fq Po Pee 

cat 7 Oaracoa xa or avenor Dd 

v. 1. yepacnvey NBD it vg TEPrYCTHNWN = =W 

2. > avOpwros ex Tov prnueror DW Sod? 273 2”° 604 Sod’? 

bedefiqrarm goth sah (om ex tov py. syr sin) 

3. > os etyey THY KaTOLKNOLY Dw 2°* GOL abce 

[At this point W drifts away from D.] 
5. vuetos 8€ kat nuepas (—Kxat Svatravtos init) D it”! (sed W 

postea Siarravtos add.) 

9. Te cot ovopa +eoTw D (Sod'™) latt [non W] 

ibid. extw pot ovopa rey. D 372 (B latt) non W 

15. —rov exynxota tov Aey. D17* 27 latt syr sin [non W, sed W 

om antea et xaOnpevoy (ut A c* ¢ 8) e€ atecpevon (ut 2 92) 

16. avtea tw Say. (pro tw Says.) D latt [non W] of ad ver. 15 
avtov tov Sai. D [non W] 

[At this point W drifts away from e.] 

17. wa arerOn (pro arredOerr) D 372 latt et e [non W] 

18. npEato mapaxanev (pro mapexarer) Dit" [non W be} 

19. +ore (ante edenoev ce) D [non W, om clause] bc d f2 g2 (i) 

syr pesh [non copt] 

21. —ev ta trow D Sod fam 1 28 47 2" GOS Sod'™™ [non W] 
sed it'™ et e (praeter f 8) 

ibid. zpos avtov (pro er avrov) DN Sod fam 13 28 2° 604 

Paris” Sod’ [non W] latt “ad” 

92. ts (pro es) DW 348 c* eit vg quidam [non b] quis a? 

(ts @): EPXETAIEIC 
EPXETAITIC 
EPXETAIIC 

ex errore perantiquiss. 

t Tisch is not nearly accurate enough as to 2". I hope Gregory will make this 

rigbt in the next edition. 
¢ Above, at ver. 17, where all and W have npfaro mapaxadew, D 225 372 2” 604 Sode*d 

and a have rapexadour. 
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ibid. 
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— ovopate laeipos Dade ff, i, sed W Sod 2” G04 syr sin 

w ovopza laetpos pro ovopare laetpos. 
[ibid. Most curiously D d and ¢ omit ‘ev avtov; not so W which 

“ y. 23, 

ibid, 

(25. 

here deserts ¢ exceptionally, but W just before this begins to 
abandon ¢, and this is emphasised as we proceed. ] 
—Torxra D Xt Sodmattuor(nen 50) bed Filg[non W acf grvg| 
eAGe (pro tva eOwr) D [non W] it? practer a 8 syr (cf. 157) 
yun absque tes NABCLAW laté" (contra Dd a f reil gr 

syr arm goth ct Sod'*!! +71) 
26 init. » woAda rabovea D [non W]bcdf frrir quae... 

27. 

28. 

ibid. 

30. 

36. 

37. 

. —xat (post OopuBov) 
. init. ot be 

. ovxe xat (sec loco pro Kat ove) 

. TpooKaderapevos 

(Om. 7 vel nat NX q) 

—Tap’ DW Sod™ fam1 11 28 68 220 2"* 604 Sod™"* late 

® (ra vrapyovta avtns) 

28 267 (cravta ta eavtns) 
xatnvrato OD latt 

—oT 28 383 372 2”° b eet it [non DW df l rell gr] 
I mention this because DW are so tinged with coptic that 

they might have added this x¢ from coptic, while 28 33 2° 

follow all the other Latins, headed by b, and e contradicts W 
here. But vv 27/33 are very involved and impossible to solve. 
Tov twatiov (pro tay tuatiwv) ND 33 it vg boh*". 

Tis HYaTo Twy twaTiwy pou (pro Tis pov ny. Twy tu.) D it vg 

[non W e rell gr] 

AD Sod" plur minn omn latt 
omn (practer e) vg copt syr. 

This against NBLA* and W ¢ only, an “ improvement.” 
TapakorovOncat avTw D* it” sequi se (axod. avtw 83 Sod!) 
autw TapaxoAovOncat (W) fam 1 28 124 2°° 604 d ff, 92. gat al. 

Tapakorovlnae sic tantum W 

avTw cuvaxorovOnoat E°" Paris”, ef avr axon. AKTI al. pauc. 
HET auTou ovvakonr, NBCLA ¢ goth (syr) 
ET AUTOU AKON. auTw boh 

D une? latt [non W Sod"®] 
D 604 té (praeter f) 

axovoas [non tapaxovcas | 

id. autos be NBCDLA Sod 33 Paris” Hust 48 it 
(practer e) vg [o Se W e rell gr et Sod] 

. Tous oxAous eEw Dit (Rell wavras et W, vel arravras) 

. Tovs eT autov +ovtas D it vg (Tous eavrov tantum W 124, — per’) 

. ELOETTOPEVETO D 2” it (pro eoropeverar W rell; 
evoropevovtar M 33 278 Paris®® Sod'** J vg") 

. THY YElpa D latt 

. GaBira D (late) 

. nu de (pro ny yap) - D 179 2° it vg [non W] 
. —70AAa Di eX" it” [non W] 

Da) at?! 
D fam 1 2° of ith! 

ibid. 

25. 

26. 
27. 

ibid. 
31. 

32. 

34. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

. amrecretdev avtous (—np£ato) 

. Sous D 2°¢ (latt) 

. —Tov vroxatw D 33 2°¢ GO4 Sod"? it (practer c) amo tantum 

. €xNpvacov 

. adrenfavtes 
. sanaverunt d b ffi gq 1 contra eOeparevov D* NBW rell gr 

. 0 Bartiotns 

. = TpogdnTys ws 
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D 2 ie” 
[c is missing after this] 

Paris” 
dS it™ vg et W unc" et SP Sod’ minn et Paris”, 

contra exnpvtav SBCL et D*™ A* copt ct Sod’! Vide v. 25, 40. 

Dit" 

(N.B.—The tenses are so mixed up in verses 12 and 13 
between the Latins and Greeks that the “true’’ text cannot 

be distinguished. e@epamevoev 16 hoc loco, vide rell) 

DSWO. Sod 5 fam 18 28 33 56? 57 58? 65 

70 122 237 604 Hust 54 55 it vg sah (pro o Bantibwr) 

Dbed ffi (a) 

. +Kat eBarev D [non W] Sod fam 13 28 2" G0Labd Bair 

. —ore D[non W]28 131179 245 262 273 892 al’ Sod’ cd f frilog 

. quaerebat abe di iqr et C* efnte (pro nOekev NBD* 
W rell gr omn f ff, 1 vg copt) 

. Observe D® «ae yevouerns Se (d Et cum dies) sed Sod” 255 
2” 604 a bc ff yevoperns Se 

—oTe Dabdfqvg (But cf some lat and vg 
which begin. the verse Et cum dies opportunus for the Greek 

genitive abs., thus already, as it were, having supplied this ore. 
But 6 has: facta autem opp. die and a: die autem opportuno. 
— evdews DLJ 1-209 p** 892 it" bok (the latter has 

peta omovdqs following, which D a b ci q r omit) 

This whole verse is most curiously treated by the different 
authorities, showing great basic difficulty. W while having 
evOus peta omrovdns plunges into direct oration, omitting yTnaaTo 

Aeyouca or evrev altogether (compare also Sod’). Evan 28 

omits ewe mace with 213 ¢ vg** only (but D d omit in 
Matt. xiv. 8!). 

xat Sia Tous avax. D Sod*” tt (praeter c) vg 

adda (proxacinit.) D 2°* 604 it™ (praeter b q [hiant e k)) 

syr pesh diatess [Soden places adda in his upper notes or 

margin. The persian omits copula. } 
—o Baotrevs DW Sod fam 1 28 251 2°? aX" 604 syr sin it vg 

evkatpws eLyov D it" 
kav avaBavtes ets To TAotov amndOov eis Epnuov ToTOV KaTidiay 

(pro kat amy. ets ep. ToT. Ta TAG Katt.) D it" eta[nonb= 

et abierunt in desert. loc. secreto (—in navi) | e¢ sah (boh NBLA) 
em avtous (pro em avtos) NBDFI [non 28] 245 253 Sod! 44 

it” vg 

eyylota D 604it¢ vg proximas (Wet rell gr cuxdw) 

xacatoxp. Dit ug 
Kat Neyer DJ it” vg (om b) 
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vi. 39, 

41. 

45, 

ibid, 

(vi. 47, 

(vii. 

vi. 47, 

48. 

abid., 

50. 

ibid. 

vi. 4. 
(ibid. 

6. 

. pepew (pro Tepipeperr) 

. Wratevats (pro ayopats) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

Kata THY ovrTOGLay (pro cuutocta cuptToata) Dit" rg (om.asyr 

sin [inaccurate q Sod]) (cvvrocta semel LiW al. pauc et Paris®’) 
Katevavtt avtwy (pro autos) Dit (praeterc) vg 

+ e€eyepOets Dit 

Tpoayety (rpocayev D* Paris”)+avrov D Sod alig it vg 

verss et Orig. 
+ raat D fam 1 28 251 Sod a b di gn) 

ev pean Ty Ouracon (pro ev perw THs Oadacons) D 2° it rg 

(in medio mari [d mare], non maris) (om claus c) 

Kat ehavvovtas ( pro ev tw edauverv) TD 2° 604 it?! (Sod*er. — xa) 

— pos autous DW Sod’ 2° a bed ff, ir (contra rell et 

verss al.) 

—-yap avtov edov D Sod®° 2°° 604 it vg 
Tpos autos (pro pet avtwr) D 33 604 Paris®’ (avtots 2°*) 

acd f ff, iqr (illis b) Om. Sod® 

. Observe how in the following verse, where Avay is omitted by 
DW Sod? 1 28 604 [non 2°*], b has only abundantius for Acav 
ex mepiccov. The O.L. have plus magis or magis plus (c), but 

this can very well equal ex meptocou (or mepicows as D 2", 

meptacos BOF, exmepicows 1) without Atay. b appears very basic 
bere and W agrees, which Ms has not been with D regularly 
for some time. 

. Statrepacartes + exetBev D cert 

ereyrooay ... Teptdpapovtes de (vel cat meptdp.) [ pro emvyvovtes 
.. -TrepteSpapov | D 2" 604 it vg (®) 

DM Sod? 1 2°* e GOLF Sod? °° ier! 
+ mepipepov yap avtous otrov av neoveav =D c* ith! 

D 2" 604 latt 

Jin. xateyvocay D, al. euepyravto, it (practer b) vituparaverunt. 

Observe b omits with NB etc etc.) 

+orav edOwaow DW c*" latt 

+avrots (ante xpatev)  D [non W] it” vg [non b e]) 
Kat evrev (pro ws yeypattat) Ddi (604 ¢ ff, dicens) et ws ecrev 

1 2° cs exrev Sod” vid cum a b qui dixit (conflate syr sin) 
areote (pro atreyet), Ly Sod? 2°* ClemRomet Alex Jatt et A (male 

Sod Z) amectn (D* adeotnxev, a corruption of ameotn for 

ameott, and a comparatively late one, for even a has est, as 
d opposite D*. For ameyes W has exe.) 

9. tyontar DW Sod” fam 1 28 2° (Cronin) it syr sin (pro 
THpHONTE) 

. +77 powpa (post tn wapabdoces vpwr) Dit 

. Thy TapaBorny (pro tept THs TapaBorys) NBDLA 33 Paris” tt vg 
ews THY Kapdtav avTou (pro autou ets THY KapSiav) DA 265 latt 

[avrou es thy Stavocav W; —avtov 238 245 alr} 

ets Tov oxeTor (pro es Tov agedpwva) D (it vg communiter in 

secessum) Cf. syr sin. 

Mark 

ft vii. 20. 

t ibid. 

2. wreoveEva 

. —Kat oidwvos 

11. 

14. 

singular. 

25. to Ovyatpiov (—avrns) 

. >utaye Sa tovtov (tov om. D) Aoyov 

. Tapexadovy (pro tapaxadovow) 

. ev exevars +5¢€ 

. nec haberent latt, but d et non habentibus eis and DW Sod° 

. €7t Tov oYAOU +TOUTOV 

. Kat atroAveas avtous vygTets Ets oLxov (Om Ets orxov Sod". 2? Ope 
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As exeva follows in 

D* it shows that d 

is more consistent 
than D. 

quae. .exeunt (pro To. . exropevopevov) 

it ng et d [non D*] 
exewa (pro exetvo) Dit vg 

DW 28 latt syrr 

DLWA Sod" 28 2°° it" Orig™ syr sin 

NDWA Sod’ 1 13 28 179 273 2°¢ aX" 

604 al’ et Sod** Latt non expr. 

D fam 1 2” 604 
Sod C4) 74"! syr pesh 

. ets Tov (om. D) otxov (—autns) DW 1 28 Sod*' b ff, ing 

. nrOev Sa otSwvos (pro cat atdwvos nrOev) NBDLA Sod°33 2" 

604 latt boh ct Sods! (vide vii. 17 contra hos). (Om at8wvos 
Paris*’) 

W'" 33 d et latt (contra D® 

rell gr) syr (et wapexadecav copt aeth) 

DW Sod? vid 28 604 it” goth syr sah 

2°* 604 nat un eyovTwy avTwr. 

D (latt) (ef. L: Sod'8" 447897 TanraA 4) 

604 b) ov Ocrw py (unmote 2°) exrvOwow ev Ty od [ pro Kat eav 
(om eav E157) arrodvew avtous vynotets (+ ews W) ets otxov avtwr 
exduOncovtat ev Tn odw] D 2” 604 a b fa iq 7, sed cf. Matt] 

ouvtntew ovv avtw =‘ it: vg ‘‘ cong. cum eo” (d omits as do 
A 8 but only because of the quaerentes ab illo immediately 
succeeding). Coptic expresses this ovy but not W. 

A very interesting place. Ordinary text: «ae et un eva aptov 
ovK etyov pe eavtwy ev Tw TAO. This double Greck negative 
is generally understood to mean that they had in the boat a 
loaf, but only one. Syr sin alone read it: ‘‘for not one loaf 
was there with them in the boat.” W understood it quite 
the other way, reading, exceptionally with 28 2° 604 (fam 1 
13), eva povov eyovtes aptoy peO eaut. ev to TA. (Cf. Sod’? ???), 
D and the Latins follow suit, omitting ov, but not having the 

participial eyovres of W. I call attention to the matter at this 
place because the Latins are not only agreed, but some: bcd 
2 tq rv supply quem as if reading APTON ON, which D does 
not, so that this may be basic and the ON have dropped out of 
Greek after aptov. If so these Latins all precede the Greek. 

The other explanation would be that ON crept into the 
Greek, but no codex seems to exhibit it. 
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viii. 17, eorey or eros for exere sec. D Sod? 2”* latt (except f gal vg), 

syr copt [non exete expr poss] 
19. —aAnpes fam 13 287 259 h*" Paris" «@ b ¢ d (contra D*) 

thikar 

20. roaas adupidas kracpatov YD (Sod? 2°* 604) late?! 
24. ws SerSpa weprmatourtas (—et orect opw) DC*M? W Sod fam 1 

all?++ latt™ contra SNBC*ALM*NXTATE® unc? minn" goth. 

Yet the minority have the shorter text with all the versions 

but goth. Of course coptic introduces with xe but this comes 

before Brew, and opw is absent as in arm aeth and syr as well. 
Does this place really mean that DW laté derive from one 

stem, while NB and all the rest from another? Or is it a 
chance place where opw appeared redundant to all Latins 

Copts Armenians Syrians and Aecthiopians but only to DWC?M? 
of Greeks? That would be very curious. Examine the 
cursives. 

. This is followed immediately by a most unusual little place. 
D begins the verse cat wadw and d with b ct frikqraeth syr 
sin: Et itcrum. The other Greeks have evra waduv and a has 
deinceps (—iterum), the other few Latins and vg = deinde iterum. 

In a bilingual like our Latin b the place would appear thus: 

EITANAAINEN ETITERVM IM 

EQGHKENTACX EI Pac POSVITMANVS 

ENITOYCO®GAAMOYC SVPEROCVLOS 

be roa 

From this it would thus appear that €1TA and €T might be confounded. 
Thus we are getting closer to the cardinal point. Did Greek get era 
from confusion of eye as to the Latin eT before ITERVM or did Latin get 
eT from confusion of eye as to Greek era? At first sight it looks more 
like a Greek overflow on to the Latin, but our previous training in the 
history of these matters urges us to walk warily. And first notice that 
D obtains his «ac (alone of Greeks) from his Latin d. Which is earlier, 

Latin or Greek? True, coptic goes with the Greek, bohairic reading 

ra ont, and sahidic naAinm on but in sah observe xa and ecta are 
omitted as in syr pesh 202. But how does syr sin stand? Syr sin adds 
the «at thus -seha = et iterum, but ~>a4 in syriac also stands for Detnceps 

as well as Iterum. 
Secondly, observe that our training as to the witness @ proves to be 

sound. a is quite independent of the other Latins. In this case, instead 
of Deinde iterum of vg f 1, a writes Deinceps alone, agreeing practically 

with syr pesh arm and sah. 
The explanation of a syriac base where Deinceps and Iterum may be 

considered interchangeable I think is perhaps beside the mark here, for in 
St. Mark our choice of base seems to lie between the Latin and the 

Greek. But as to the age of the readings syr sin comes in as a witness 

to show that the «ae initio was present when he copied his Ms. The 

+ All these have cf iterum except c exceptionally ef rursus. 
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diatess arab also has the «ac: “ And he placed his hand again on his 
eyes,” placing iterum later as in aeth. 

I must leave my readers to judge this place in the light of all the other 
collateral evidence in other passages, observing only that while b d & remain 
together here, which is always significant, (+¢ ff, iq r), W* goes with the 
other Greeks for evra, but W after chapter v. presents quite a mixed text. 

Observe at the end of the same verse that D it: wore avaBdeyrat are 
a unit against all the rest. 
Mark 

vili. 25, wore avaBreyrar Ditvg (Rell aliter sed variant plurimum 

inter se) 
26. Cf Latin treatment here (except c /) and the rest. 
27. >evar ot avOpwro. D a f lq vg Tert Ambr. (c me esse 

dicunt hom.) 
34. -avros DAXW it". I place this here although Orig and 

Orig (with f 1 q vg) oppose, because A supports D, and W 
now comes in to support X, a thoroughly graeco-latin tribe 

DAXW. Mr. Sanders does not group it in his list of select 
readings of W (see his p. 74), but it has some importance. 
(Sod®° ™8 errev o Ko.) 

38. os 8 av =D (pro og yap av) bed f,ik qr (00 av Sod™) 
ix. 2. avayet DW" 2”, ducit d ff, k**? il g et 8 super A® avageper, 

duxit abc fg vg, du...r [avagepes NB rell ef WS 
rell gr; insefuit i] 

7. ndGev (pro eyevero sec.) D al. it™ vg (praeter 8) 

10. orav ex vexpwy avaatn (pro To ex vexp. avaotnvat) DW fam 1 

(fam 13) it” vg 
11. >pwtov edOew D it” aeth 
14. (pr. loco) mpos avtous (pro wept avtous) D it" ad eos (i aput 

eos, g cum illis) (syr). [Soli f lg vg circa eos]. 
16. avtous (pro tous ypap.) NBDLWA 1. 28 2" i¢°™" (exe. a) 

syr sin. 
ibid. ev vuuv (pro mpos avtous) D it". (Variant rell.) 
19 init. nae (pro o &e) DW Sod min alig it” boh acth. 
20. ~—-rpos avtov D it" vg 

ibid. puerum (pro avrov quart.) it" et Sod fam 13 [non 124] 28 2° 
(ct sah TIpwArE = Tov avOpwrov) [non Dd fl vg; om WY] 

22. —xKat sec. DIW Sod min alig it” et copt syr 
[contra morem grace. xat ets Tup...Kat ets vdata] 

ibid. avtov post modrdaxes AC?DNXAPIT wne* ef WE it vg 
[contra NBC*LAY a] 

ibid. Barret (vel eBadev) post vdata ——‘D it?! vg : 
23. Habent morevoat Gr pl et it" vg 
24. >1n aTtoT1a pov D lati" 

25. wat ote etdev D latt 
26, +am avtov D(A) bh" [non 2° Cron. male vid Sod] 

Sod 1 tt vg sy 
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ix. 33. kapapyaouvn NBDAWY it vg copt syr (xateppapvaovp Sod’**) 

36. Aeyes fam, ait it" vg ct dcontra D™, 8 contra A* [Sod negl. lat] 
37. ev tw ov, (proem) DW 69 73 247 Sod® Evst 44 latt in nomine 
39. ait (pro exe) it" etd contra D*® et 8 contra A* [non fi k] 

tibid. —tayv F*W fam 1 Sod'® 28 2° it” et d [contra D*] 
syr sin arm 

42. meptexerto (pro meptxertat) DW ef. latt 

ibid. > ees thv Oar. e8rOn D latt 

45. +atwvov D ie" 

x. 1. mepav tantum DGA et W Sod min® it vg 

(variant inter se al.) 

ibid. cuvepyetat tadw o oyAos D Sod? (213 2") it". Cf. W 28 al. 
5. — up DW fam 13 28 349 alt be dg, kh r arm 

16. ereBer.. Kar D(W) ie" syr 
21. Om apas tov ctavpov NBCDAYW Sod?’ 8 ave it?! ng 
22. eatvyvacey.. kat D it™* syr 

ibid, TovTw Tw Aoyw D Sod fam 13 20° it" syr 
93/25. Cford. Dabd fr 

29. —7 yuvaxa NBDAW Sod it" Clem Orig™ [Habet ¥ cum rell] 
30 init. qui (pro eav) Latt (praeter k et non) et D®™ 

os av, os od Sod? 28 [non W] 2°° 604 goth aeth. 
37. — ov sec. BDAWYW3 Sod’ 1 2°* Sod! it”! 

39. —avtw DW Sod vid 1 28 2° 604 al® Sod™" 
et [txt] it boh pers 

41. ot (+Acr7r01) Sexa D Sod abcd ff, ig boh" syr'* 
43. —de DW Sod" 2° Sod!" it" syr sin diatess sah 

ibid. (pr loco) ectw (pro eatat) NBC*DLAWY Sod™ it" vg copt 

[49. o: S€ Neyoucw Tw TUPrw (pro Kat Pwvovaw Tov Tuproy NeyovTes 
avtws) D Q”)abd frig] 

xi. 1. nyyetev (pro nyyfovew) Dit (praeter a) (nyytoev 13 Sod'**) 
ibid. —ets BnOpayn D 604 it" Orig 1/2 sed contra 1/2"" 

2. —es autnv D it™" sah™® acth 
6. —avtos D Sod®™ zt"! 
8. eatpwrvvov DW Sod fam 1 [non 118] al. abe @ frik 

11, 13. (Cf D lait) 
24. Anurpecbe D Sod®** 1 2°* 604 Sod™™ latt Cypr 

Q7. epyetat DX 2" Sod?" ce" 
31. +70 etropev (ante cav ecrwpev) D® Sod’ fam 13 28 [non W 

= ore cay errwper] 2"° 604 a b cd ff t (hk) r et Sod [txt] 

ibid. +-npev (post eper [Aeyer D* b1]) DM W Sod 113 2”* 604 Sod!" 
it” syr 

ibid. —ovv AC*LMSXA al. et WY it" et d [contra D*] 
32. doBovpeba D (foBovpev D*) NWE(¥ ?) Sod’ al. it” vg 

+ Tisch and Horner neglect to mention 2. As W joins 28 for this Latin omission 
+ ayr sin it shows that it is very old. 
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ibid. nSetcav (pro ecyov) DW Sod%?*" 2° (odac1 G04) it arm 

xii. 2. Swcovew (pro A\aBn) Dit 

7. —exewwot Dit" 
1d. +ecrre ovy nyw et CDMNW29) al. it” 

(ibid. —Sepev 7 py Swpev D it") 
18. venerunt b it" [sed d k veniunt cum D® rell gr] 
19. eyn (pro xatadirn) DW 28 (604) it” syr sin (of. Luc xx. 27) 
20. ameOavev nat (pro atroOvncxwv) DW 1 28 (2°) 604 al. it vg 

syr copt 
28. —mavtwr vel tracwv DW Sod?®* 2" al. pauc. it™ syr sin 

36. ure mrodiov N plur Sod et latt (contra BD"T'WYW 28 

Sod'**" yrroxatw) 
37. >ndews avtov nk. Dbd frilr eg 

40. ot xatecQovar (pro ot katecbiovtes) D fam Lit vg (ef syr copt) 
ibid. +xat oppavwv DW fam13 28 2" a bed firgriqr syr 

hier [none k] Male Sod de latt. 
ibid. —xat (ante mpopace) D it (praeter e) vg 

42. e\Oovca be D Sod? 2°¢ 604 it vg boh" sah Orig 
ibid. —TTwyn D Sod’ 418 Qve ig" 

$43. —rtwv Badrdovtwy W fam 113 [non fam] 28 248 Sod 4” 
; it™ [non ad k] syr sin 

(xiii. 1 fin. +7ov tepov —_‘D it?!) 

(2. avtots (proavtw) D Sod’ it” sah" et Bremete D it, 

Cf Matt) 
2 fin. +xat Sa tprwv nuepwr addos avactycetat avev xepwv D et W 

[non 2°*] it omn et e k Cypr (praeter 1 q vg) 
8. —ecovtat sec. DW Sod 213 2° G04 Sod! 418 443 tt vg syy sin 

19. Ortwrecs ovat ove eyevovto toravtae D(®) 115 2°* 299 Sod? 2091178 

latt. 
ibid. —ns (vel nv) exticev 0 Oeos ~=— D Sod 27 265 2 Sol 443 Gqn! 

xiv. 3. tov ejcou pro avtov prim. [lect. negl. Sod] D it" 
9. any (—6e) ACFHMUWX Sod’ al. it (praeter a) 

20. Aeyee (pro eczrev) DY Sod 2°° 604 Paris’’ latt 
29. reyes (pro edn) DY Sod’ it” vg 

(arroxp. Aeyee W113 2° 604 Sod'**”) 

31. eXader NBDLY1 892 Paris’ it” loquebatur (Rell 
edeye) 

35. mpoedOwv NB al. Sod et it et d contra D™ plur rpocerXOwv 
36 fin. +0erers D Sod 2r¢ ith" vg 
47. nat ets Wiobedfik qr syr sin (D® Kat ts) 

50. >aavres epuyor DW Sod plur latt sah [contra boh RBCLAW ] 
53. -aute NDLAW Sod" fam 13 [non 124] 2" 604 Sod? 

itvg Cf pers 

t Tisch omits to record 28. We see that W supports 28 here against D. Only ak 
of Latins follow D. 

1) 
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xiv. 54. xaOnpevos (pro cvvnad.) D it (practer kh) vg 
68. Habent xat arextop epornoev TD gr plur et latt omn (praeter c) 
72. Kat npEato kate D Sod? 2"" it vg et 8 [contra A* 

wat eT aBwv exdarev |} 
xv. 1. amnyayov (pro arnveyxar) CDGNW al. et latt (quos vide) 

LL. execay (pro aveceicar) D 2" ct°™ (praeter 1) sed hiant 
be fig (eroncav Sod) 

12. —ov Neyere DAW Sod" aliq 2° 604 et Sod'*" latt 
19. erumroy avtov Kar, ets thy eed. D 2” latt sah 
23. Kat ove eraBev D fam 1 late™ 
29, o« mapayovtes (pro ot maputropevopevor) D latt (1poayovtes 2"*) 
38. evs dv0 pep Die 
40. Habent mv Gr plur ct it [contra NBL minn™® et vg 1/2 

: W-H Sod] 
44. &q (pro madat in secloco) BDW c** Sod "2 lait jam...jam 
46 init. 0 de won (pro nat) DS Sod™® pauc gr. latt™ 

xvi. 1. —edOovear D it" (sed W ecoedOovea:) 

3. >TLs NuW amroKUR. D 2° it 
4, atroxexvAtc pevov D Sod’ 2° ct (revolutum e¢ 2 amotum) 

Nore.—Soden is very obscure in Mark as to W and. He merely 
uses a small f as a rule to indicate these “followers” of D. When the 
above list was compiled I was not in possession of the new edition of 
Sod’. I have since received it and done what I could to add this witness 
properly, and rcmedy my previous unsatisfactory study of von Soden. 

P.S.—As to the historic presents in St. Mark referred to on pp. 101 
seq. of this essay, refer to Sir John Hawkins’ Horae Syn. p. 213/214, and 
observe what he says of the exceptional use of the historic present 
151 times by the special translator of 1 Kings in the Septuagint. On 
p. 214 he sums up thus: 

‘“‘In proportion to the comparative length of their works, no one of 
the many translators or writers of the LXX equals Mark in the frequency 
of this usage, though the translator of 1 Kingdoms is not very far distant 
from him. On the whole then it remains a notable characteristic of 
Mark, though not so exclusively as was claimed in the first edition of 
this book.” 

On p. 144 seq. may be seen Sir John’s lists of historic presents in 
Mark where Aeyee (ait) occurs very frequently. Have we sufficiently 
considered the frequent use of epyeras in Mark for dev of the aynoptists, 
perhaps growing out of the work of a translator from the indeterminate 
Latin rentt ? 

CHAPTER VII. 

CONCERNING THE GREEK OF D AND THE TESTIMONY OF THE 

Fatuers 1x St. Mark. 

“ But if this be true for o single one of the errors examined, we are obliged to admit 

that a Latin translation of the Gospels already existed in Tatian’s time, and, that being 
so, we conclude further that the text which Tatian employed was either an early Latin 
text or the Greek of an early bilingual text. The two hypotheses are not so very far 
apart; and either can be supported from the phenomena exhibited by the variants of 
Tatian's text; upon the whole, I incline to think that a Latin text was employed.”— 
Rendel Harris, ‘Codex Bezae,’ p. 176/7. 

“ But scholars are only vet on the threshold of these enquiries, and immediate 
results are not to be anticipated. Over-hasty hypotheses and premature generalizations 
will not help in the end: it is to the accumulation of new material, like our Latin 
Clement, and to the paticnt questioning and cross-questioning of the whole body of 
witnesses, singly and together, that we must look for real advance.” (C. H. Turner: 
St. Clement's Epistle [in re the Latin version] and the Early Roman Church, p. 249 in 
‘Studies in Early Church History’: Oxford, 1912.) 

(1) As to the Greek of D. 

Another thing which we may observe in the Greek of D (which is 
certainly later than the Latin of d) is that among the harmonies which we 
notice in D with the Greek of Matthew or Luke the points are frequently 

confined to their words, and the process is not so much of the nature of 
borrowing phrases as of consulting the synoptic Greek for assistance 

when translating the Latin of Mark into Greek. Thus observe in the 

following instances words substituted, not phrases, as at: 
Mark 

vii. 19. evoepyerar ct eEepyerus (pro evavropeverat et extrop.) D* sol (cf 
Matt) 

x. 46. eattwy (pro mpocattwr vel mpocaitns) D* 2°* Sod Orig 
(cf Luc) 

Kili. 34. aroSnuwy (pro arodnuos) DX Sod’ pauc (ut Matt xxv 14) 

xiv. 44, eSwxev  D* sol = Matt xxvi. 48, while d and Jatt" = dederat 
in Mark as deSwxer the other Greeks, but ac k retranslating 
the Greek of D = dedit [Sod SeSwxev]. 

ibid. cnpecov D1 Sod pauc (pro cvconpov) (ut Matt) 

64. Soxet (pro daiverat) D® Sod, and N= [hiat ®] 28 [but 

not W] 2° [but not 604] Sod’ = Matt xxvi. 66 
xv. 10. Set (pro ey:vwoxev) DW Sod 1 13 2" Sod? = 

Matt xxvii. 18 

Observe in this same verse the reference of D is direct, for 
he takes Matthew's srapeduxav, against his d = tradidissent 

0 2 
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(rapabedwxercay Gr. plur) which said wapedwxav a rerenders 
tradiderunt. 

xv. 11. erercav (pro avecercay) D (Sod™*) 2" ut Matt. xxvii. 20 
17. emitiBeaow (pro mepitiBeacw) D et latt (practer k supérpo- 

nunt) ef Matt Jo exeOnxav. 
36. wAnoas (pro yepecas) — 1D) Sod 2" G04 Sod’? of Matt xxvii. 47 

$47. eBeacavto (pro eBewpovv) T) Sod? 2" of ILue xxiii. 55 

(2) -ls to independence of D. 

The above are interesting samples, because 1) has other perfect 
independence i in translation as at: 

ii. 21. emouvpartes D*" sol (emtcuvatres W) pro emtpatrre: (adsuit) 
iv. 15. adepee D* sol (apmater NCA ut Matt) pro ape [et 

Luc] (aufert vel tollit) 
(N.B.—Here it is NCA which borrow from Matthew). 

21. amterat (pro epyerat vel xaterat) D* sol 
v.19. d:ayyeckov DW 1 13 28 GOS (pro az- vel av-ayyetdov rell) 

26. emt to xerpov (pro ets To yetpov) D* Sod 2” 604 
vi. 36. eyyrota (pro cuwdw rell omn gr) D* sol cum 604 (ut proxi- 

mas lati*™) 
vil. 4. type (pro xpatetv) D* sol 

ix. 20. erapakev (pro eorapakev vel cuvearrapakev) DF" sol 

x. 14. maSapca ( pro tatéa) D* sol (d pueros) 

xi. 32. adnOws (pro ovtws) D* sol [Male Sod de 8] (Latt vere) 
nit. 14. emtxepadrarov (pro xnvaor) D* Sod"? 124 2" k (et Soden) 

24, yervwoxovtes (pro edorTes) D* Orig 

41. xaOefopevos (pro xabtcas) D* sol 

lil. 7, OopuBeoOe (pro Opoeiabe) D* pauc. [but Opoecbe also 
Matt xxiv. 6] 

xiv. 61. ecevya (pro catwma) D™ sol 

xv. 16. xadoveww (pro cuveadovew) —D** sol [contra d convocaverunt] 
22. ayouety (pro depovorr) D* 13 2" (latt perdux. addux. 

et cduxerunt) In Matt eOovtes (Aliter Luc Jo) 

29. 06 mapayovtes (pro ot maparopevomevot) DV (2"° apowyortes 

nec mutat Cronin, sed trap ??) 
34. edwvnoer (pro eBoncev vel aveB.) D sol 

45. trapa (pro amo) D*W Sod’ 1 124 2° Sod'™ 

(3) Concerning W and ¢; concerning the Fathers. 

Suppose that we did not own e. Then the first five chapters in 
St. Mark as represented by W would be absolutely unintelligible to us. 
We would simply think we had got hold of a new Greek recension of 

t Tisch does not mention 2" (notaverunt cd ff, q). Cf also Mark xvi. 11 «6ea6n. 
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Lgypt which had somehow influenced b and c in Europe. Instead of 
this, by the help of e we see another state of things altogether, and find 
that b ce were the influences on W. St. Mark’s Gospel is the dark and 
difficult spot in textual criticism. The early quotations from it are 
exceedingly few, and instead of St. Mark standing out as the paramount 

and fundamental text used by the ancients before Origen, we find St. 

Matthew and St. Luke occupy this position in the sub-apostolic 
quotations. Did St. Mark’s Gospel then remain only the European 
standard for one hundred years? Was it in Latin until it reached 
Alexandria via Carthage, or did it reach Alexandria directly in Latin or 

Graeco-Latin? These are the questions which may well exercise us. 

The early Greek quotations are very meagre. I subjoin a few for 

comparison.t The long one from Const*-!, combining Luke xii. 35 

t Mark i. 15, peravoerre eyyexe yap 9 Baowdea tev ovpavev.—Consl"* 

ii, 20. Aeyee yap rov o Kupins mepeeavrov agxwy orav_arapOy ar avtwv o 

(Luke v. 85). veppeos” wyrTevTovTW ev exewars Tats npepas.—Conat™ 8 

a.p. 278 Quid enim ait sermo divinus? Quis enim potest introire in 1 domum 

Mark iii. 27. fortis et diripere vasa ejus nisi illo sit fortior ? 

—'S. Archel Caschar in Mesop. Epise.’ Galland*** 

a.p. 254 Denique cum conversarentur in Galilaea, dixit eis Jesus Incipit filius 

Mark ix. 30. hominis tradi in manus homi et interficient eum et post triduum 

resurget. — Anon. Lib. de ‘Rebapt.’ G  Galland?3 

, xiii. 85. mavta ta mpomreraypeva vw vo Tov Kupiov gudrakare ypyyopecre onep 
Luke xii. 85. rns (uns vpov, Eorecav at oogves vpov mepefwopevar cat or Avxvoe 

oe Kae pets Opown avOpwras mpocde xop Tov Kuptoy eavTey mote Pp ae 
nge 

mpootoxuaw eAevoerat 0 Kvpios Kat €ay auT@ avoréaor | Hakapint oF Sovdoe 

onepas 1 Tpat _aexropopavius _1_HegoverTiou “nN yap _wpa_ov 

exewwoe OTe ire evpeOnoey yunyopourres ore mep{woerar kat avaxAuver avrous 

Kat rapedOov Bcaxovnrec auras * unpere ovy Kat rpooevyerbe pw) UTreca 

ets Oavaror, ..—Const'll. a 

Although a merger of Mark and Luke, the double underlined 
words = distinctly Mark. 

(Matt. xxviii Va, oe ca33arev ws 0 Maras eure * Kat Tpatas ert oxoTias ovens 
John mo A ws o Iwaryns ypaper* xat opOpov Babeos ws o Aovxas* kat drav rpee 

Luke xxiv. 1 cfs pias! sa 
Mark xvi. 2) 

Matt. xxviii. 1/6 ro ure rav MarOaov AexOev ovrws exe... .cporws o Iwavins...o0 d¢ Aovnas 
Jo. xx. 1 Gyot...tovrw xaraxodovOer kato Mapxos Aeyov *nyopagay apwpara wa 

Luke xxiii. 56 Adaroa adenpomw avrov car Acav mpwt rys peas oaSBarwv epxovrur ene 

Mark xvi. 1, 2,6. ro prnpeov avarethuvros tov mAtou * Mav pev yap Tpwr Kat ovros ervey onep 

TavToy €oTt Tw Babeos opApov Kat emnyayer avaredavtos Tov ndwu.. 

avaretdavras tou nding kato Mapxos.—Dion™er frag. Gall 3.502 

nyepOn arx eare wde—Dion ibid. 

xii. 24. bia rovra mravarde py edores ta adyOy tev ypapav Tov _etvexev ayvoetre 

ryy bevapey tov Geou (I (Mark xii. 24). Pergens ec be ta adnOy Twyv ypapwy 

ayroce avrous umedudrev Syrov ws ovrav Wevdwv* adda car ev ro pyvac 
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and Mark xiii. 35, is interesting as introducing eorepas for oe in Mark. 
The Latins ¢ and & both have respera (for sero of the rest). Did this 
Latin influence Const, or did the Greek of Const (appearing nowhere else) 
influence ¢ and hk? Tven W has ope, so has D, and d= sero. So that 

ek Const stand apart here froin both the DW tradition and the XB rell 
recension. 

Again Dion" gives us the usual text of Mark: 
Mark 

xv. 1. yyopagav apwpata wa edOoveat aderpwow avtov, but De d ff 
kn (hiat a) q (hiat b) omit APovea:,—(W has evoedOoveu),— 

so that the two recensions Alexandrine and European remain 
qnite different to the last. 

Clem™ex, 

A matter of considerable moment occurs at Mark x. 22 which may 

help us. Of course Clement is a free quoter, but here the quotation is 
quite certainly from St. Mark (tavra pev ev tw kata Mapxov evayye\iw 
yeyparrrat) for Clem begins o S€ ctvyvacas emt Tw Aoyw aTrnr\Oe AvTTOLMEVO3. 

yurer be TpareCirat doxiuot, ws Soxtpwr cat KiS8nrwv Aoyor ovTwy Kat To. 

ecmewy * Stare ov voeire To _evdoyoy Tov yoadhwr,. .—Clem Hom"! 

Mark xii. 29. wr at ypepu Aeyousw eq axove Lypa7A_Kipios o Oeos _vuwv Kuptos eis 

cary (Mark xii. 29).—Clem Hom. This occurs on the next page to 
the foregoing, and probably both are from Mark. 

Jo. iii. 5 Aeyee yap oO Kvptos cay py res Barrris@y e€ vdaros Kat cat Mveuparos ov py 

Mark xvi. 16 cgveAOn es roy Bacidevav TeV oLpavey Kat mahiy 0 moatevoas eat Barrio bes 

re bqoerat o Se amornaas xataxpilyoerat. —Const' 3 

xvi. 17/18. rou Geov cat awrnpos nov 1 Npu...xu@ws avros mov dnow...dnow 

TUT apa, sonpea be rouse) meorev Magee: OUra eto bd SUE es TO 

kay Cavarwor 7 Tt Tiwow ov pn avroves Braye: [em appewotors __yepas 

emOnrovet kat Kados eéovar. — Hipp de charism. et Const*til.1 

Mark viii. 31 or ...¢Bva yap mpo rev aravpwOnvar' See tov viov rev avov moAXa mabe yup mp poon thie raw 

Luke xii. 22 cat _arodoxipacOnvac vo tev ypappatewy Kar haprumoy Kat gravpwOqvar 

Kat TH TptTn Nuepa avaarnvat.—aTustint seh o 

De novo xat ev rots Aoyots avtov ethn ore wept Tov macxew avtoy 

peddew beeAeyero ore det Tov viov tov avov moda maGery Kat anodoxipac- 

6qvat uae Trev fapacawy cat ypappatewy Kat oravpwOnvar kat Ty TpiTn 

nuepa avagrqvat.— Justin's 100 (Cf Iren) 

In both Mark and Luke amoxrar@qvat is used for cravpwhnva of 
Justin. 

Mark xiii. 22 ene yap... (follows Matt. vii. 15, 1 Cor. xi. 18, Matt. vii. 15),. 

Matt. xxiv. 11 avaorngovrar_ oddone _Wevdoxptrras eat Wesoaragrodot xat aoNRove | Tey 

murtwv mavngcovow. 

Neither in Mark nor Matt. is PevSoatooreda used. 
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Already we have had indications in Clem of alost Greek base or of a Latin 
original in v. 34 amedGe evs etpnyny for uraye (mopevov some) ets EtpnynY. 
Now we come toa much more important point. St. Mark is careful to 
distinguish between xtnata 7odAa (that which the young man possessed) 
in x. 22, and of ta ypnuata éxovres (generally speaking of others) in x. 23. 

The Greeks are agreed here, except D od\a ypnyata and 116 ypypata 

modAa in ver. 22, but I shall give reasons for thinking that D d do not 

preserve here the original text, but rather that b & have it. Further 
observe that 2" and 604 do not coincide with D here as they so often do, 
and D is left alone with one cursive 116 about which we hear nothing 

much elsewhere, so that the change from «rnzata to yonuata was 

probably arbitrary. Now in verse 22 for «tnata oda b says multas 

pecunias ET AGROS and. k has multae divitias ET AGRoS and Clement = 
xenuata wodka Kataypous. This, as Barnard points out, is without other 

Greek support. The point to notice first is that Clement has ypnyeta for 

xtnprta, but he adds «at aypous coinciding with b k of the Latins. 

(f2 [Buchanan] has a kind of conflation of xtyuata and xpnuata 

writing multas possetsionis et pecunias.) 
This passage would not mean so much to us if we had not previously 

had the illuminating exhibition of the first quire of Mark in the ms W, 
which provides us with a completely graecised text of the Latin conjunc- 

tion b e in Marki.-v. From vi. 9-xii. 37 ¢ is missing, but is replaced by 
k from viii. 8 onwards, so that the combination b k takes the place of 

that of b ¢ in the earlier chapters. Now these combinations b e and b k 
point to the old European-African common base of the original Latin in 
St. Mark. And I have stated elsewhere that 0 is probably an older form 

of the d text. We know how largely in other Gospels Clement is 

indebted to the D or ‘‘ western” text whether alone or in combination, 

so that here when he agrees with bit is no accident, and when k confirms. 
b, it links up Italy, Carthage and Alexandria. 

We are now at last squarely up against this proposition. Did b and 

k get this reading from translating xtnwara mod\a so as to give the sense 
as opposed to xpnyara, or did Clement derive his Greek ypnuata modda 

xat aypous from the Latin of 6 k? Or are both due to a more ancient 

foundation, Greek, or graeco-latin going behind Clement? To ascertain 

this, or to try to ascertain it, we must enquire what the other Greeks and 

Latins do. 
XBW then and all Greeks (but D) are agreed as to xtnpata wodda 

which can be a Greek rendering of multas pecunias et agros, just as well 

as the latter can be a proper translation of «tnzata modda. But the fact 

that Clement says ypypata moAd2 Kat aypous lends force to something 

earlier than the Greek of NBW cic. ¢ 

+ This does not prevent Clem when quoting freely in verse 29 from emplogne cor 

xpnpura to cover n aypous. 
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As to the other Latins, f g by divitias multas may be translating 
KTnwaTa Tokda OL Ypnyata ToAAa, but probably the former. 

e dal. and vg ‘ possessiones multas” or ‘ multas possessiones " clearly 
point to xrnpata To\ka. a = magnam pecuniam, and is rather beside the 

mark. Horner's note in sah is inadequate, and Tischendorf, as Barnard 

points out, does not properly represent Clement at all. [Soden also 
neglects Clem. ] 

But it may be regarded as certain that «xrnuata odda is the settled 

Greek text from 350 a.p. onwards. Why then should we pay so much 

attention to Clement b and k? For the reason that W in the earlier 
chapters of St. Mark shows us an entirely different Greek recension from 

any other, apparently based upon b e [Clementine quotations here are 

absent| and so, when we meet later the conjunction b k supported by 

Clement's Greek—and that after W has drifted away to a more conven- 

tional Greek text after chapter v.—we are forced to consider it much 

more particularly than we should otherwise have done. 

To return to D. Here we find roAA@ ypnuata without Kat Tous aypous. 

The order doubtless due to that of d : ‘‘multas pecunias.’”’ Now observe 
that the wording of b is the same: ‘“ multas pecunias”’ (differing from the 
wording of all others [T'isch is wrong as to ff2]). He (b) merely adds 
“et agros.” Is this a conflation? No. There is nothing to conflate. 

Is it a gratuitous addition? No. For the sense calls for it. It seems 
therefore as if d were the culprit who suppressed “et agros”” thinking it 
an unnecessary amplification. If he did not do this, how then did all 
the rest get «rywata instead of ypnuata? And how is it that Clem while 

having ypnuata of I) b d yet supplies cat aypous with b hk? 

We are forced to the conclusion that Clem b k with the longest 
text here represent an original form, lost to SBW for the same reason that 

Mark v.-xvi. in this early text-form is lost to W, who uses one text 

‘(= bce) in his first quire, and quite another thereafter. This later text 
-shows traces of bilingual influence, but is of another character and cast 

to that used for the early chapters. Something happened then, of which 
we arc unaware, and we can only surmise the reasons for this state of 

things from internal and circumstantiul evidence. 
One thing stands out paramount. Clement must have been in 

possession of a Marcan text in chapter x. closely allied to that shown by 

W be in the earlier chapters, and so when Mr. Sanders says “‘ Someone 
had to send to North Africa for the beginning of Mark” (in order to 

explain the situation as to his W in ch. i—v.) I think this illustration tends 

to show a different state of things. It shows that this Latin text of b+e, 
b+k, was in existence already in Greek Egypt in Clement's day, and 

whether in Latin form or as a Graeco-latin, it perished in Greek Egypt 
(owing to the persecutions or otherwise), so that only a fragment remained 
accessible to W, and nothing of it in Greek remained when NB took up 
their task of copying. 
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As to these Egyptian traditions note that 28 sometimes opposes W, 

and goes behind W. For example, at Mark x. 21 we are to read with 

Clem and 28 Sod"?! only: 0 8€ uoous euPrexras (— aT) of the self- 

righteous young man rendered famous in Matt xix., Mark x., Luke xviii. 

Mr. Barnard has supplied us with a most interesting apparatus on 

what follows in Clem as to Mark x. 23 seq. It is all so frightfully involved 

that it would be too long to discuss at length here. 

His rapa Oew Svvatov in x. 27 is closely paralleled by d and é plus ff, a, 

while D in Greek with mapa Se tw Oew Swvaroy is close, but 157 closest 

with apa Se Jew Svvarov without the article. The Se seems to belong to 

the basic text, although Clem omits, but the absence of the article before 

dew makes for a thoroughly Latin text in Clem. 

In x. 30 the very difficult Clementine es vou (for ev To awwvt) which 

worries Baroard, for it is repeated later (Q.D.S. § 4, § 25) many pages apart, 

seems to represent eo’ ovov and must be some kind of a colloquial 

equivalent of in aewo of the Latin b d, which short Greek form would fit 

the lines of a Graeco-Latin bilingual in Clement's hands to correspond 

with the six letters in ‘‘ INAEUO.” 

Another small matter attracts close attention. 

x. 25. For the Greek evrowtepor, Clem uses evxodws, paov, and Garrov. 

Mr. Barnard says : 

“evxudws (in 938) must be a mistake, perhaps for eveowwrepov, the 

true reading in all three Gospels. pgov (in 936) appears to be unsupported, 

but is an easy sense variant (cp. Latin facilius). With @artov (950, 440) 

compare tayeov in D.” As to D, there is a ‘“window” in the parchment 

here which only leaves t etov, but we may assume ay. This then makes 

four Greek variants as between D and Clem for facilius (which word is 

constant in Mark, Matt. and Luke among the Latins for evxorwrepor), 

namely taxetov, evxorws, Oatrov, and paov. 

Now it requires a stupendous feat of imagination to suppose that, 

when quoting Mark's Greek, Clement should indulge in three alternative 

Greek renderings for facilius, and yet neglect both the common text of 

the other Gospels evxorwrepov and also that of D's Greek taxetoy, if he were 

not himself more familiar with Mark in a language other than Greek. 

It seems quite clear from this passage that D was translating d into 

Greek. Many other places confirm this (vide supra). Was not Clement 

doing the same ? 
There are other things against this, however. For while d has 

in this very verse ftransire, D has Scedevoera opposite, which Clem 

(ScexSvcerar Q.D.S. §2) supports as to construction with e:edevoerat, 

Q.D.S. §4 and §26, but ScehkevcerBae (Strom).t 

+ But consider x. 30 vuv de ev rw Karpw route" Clem with d“ nunc in boc tempore " 

ia Mark's pleonastic manner while D‘ omits vw, having only “ev ra xatpo rove,” 

Of course Clem shows some of the same traces in the other Gospels and from 

Luke vi. 29, where NDW 604 892 alone among Greeks with Clembsdie Origte™44 use es 
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Further Clem reads tpnuaros once (with & in Mark, SB Matt, SBD Luke) against tpuyadidSos of D in Mark. ae I cannot clear away the labyrinth of complications—it is never possible to do so in a passage common to three Evangelists like this t—but I think consideration will show here that the Greek text of Mark was not Jixed in Clement’s day in Alexandria, and the natural inference is, in the light of all else and of W’s first quire of Mark (= e), that a Eatin of St. Mark's Gospel existed in Alexandria in the second century: 
Consider now St. Jerome's very deliberate statement (obtained from tradition or written documents and no doubt from Papias partly or from his source) in his ‘Catalogus Scriptorum Ecclesiastorum ’: 
x Marcus discipulus et interpres Petri juxta quod Petrum referentem audierat rogatus Romac a fratribus breve scripsit Evangelium. Quod quum Petrus audisset probavit et Ecclesiis (al. Ecclesiae) legendum sua auctoritate edidit (al. dedit)...Assumto itaque Evangelio quod ipse confecerat perrexit Aegyptum, et primus Alexandriae Christum annuncians constituit ecclesiam...Mortuusest autem octavo Neronis anno et sepultus Alexandriae succedente sibi Aniano,” : If this statement be studied in the present connection it seems to me to be somewhat illuminating. St. Mark is here said to have reached Ligypt with his Evangel in his pocket. What was that Evangel? If it 

TH» ouyova for exe rnv ouayova with all Lating in maxillam, it is quite eas a Graveo-Latin in Alexandria in the second century. The rire uae 
exit or Hert. 
ne kbar 26 epos payrns twice by Clem alone for pou pa@nrns. What is this but 

aa a ae 29 pAmwdy D d (mutata est) ¢ (commutata alia) copt syr arm aeth 

; Note that this follows sharply after ver. 27 where Origen (rov de Aouxa) is alone with D and Theodot. for roy viov rov avou €pxoperay ev ty bo€n avrov instead of r tov Geov, 
ies Of course Clement exhibits “Western” or foreign readings in the Gospels outside cf St. Mark, and although they sometimes indicate apparent translation they do not seem to hold quite the same position as those referred to in St. Mark. For instance John i. 8 xwpis is used six times and avev only once; x. 11 ayaGos five times, xados once, xiii, 33 puxpow twice, odtyov once. Note however Matt, vy. 19 sepistes and maximus Cypr, vi. 21 vous (ef Justin and copt), xiii. 11 ro puornpwov, xv. 18 —ex rhs capdias _bepxetay, which occupies one line in D d, xviii, 20 mapas, xxvi. 27 dafere mere with bh syr and Cyr Epiph and Roman liturgy; Luke vii. 25 dcayovres, xii. 11 Pepwoow vpas es, xiv. 8 avamenre, xxiv. 43 paywrv as b ff, q. : 

At Jo. X. 16 kat ets mousy Clem writes with latt, but not d} 
Latin appears everywhere. It can be detected in Marcion’s Greek of Luke; and observe Chron alone at Luke ii. 7 using aveOnxev for avexdwev where vett plur have 

Pposuit for reclinavit of vg. 

We may also pause to consider the agreement of Clement of Alexandria's Greek quotations from the Epistle of his namesake Clement of Rome with the Latin version of this Epistle discovered by Dom Morin (see Turner: Studies in Early Church History p. 253) in connection with a possible Graeco-Latin version of Clem in Alexandria. ; 

t Sce above, pp. 45/46. 
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was in Latin or even in graeco-latin form, Clement's heritage (within a 

hundred years or so) is explained as partaking largely of the Latin base 
of Mark’s document ‘‘ quod ipse confecerat”’ at Rome under the direction 
of Peter. The semitic doublets (referred to elsewhere) as gathered from 

Peter's preaching or instruction (and in preaching what more likely than 
these emphatic pleonasms), dressed in the Latin language of somewhat 

flowery rhetoric of the time, appear in Mark's narrative. Here, in 
Mark x. 25, we are only considering “‘ facilius,” but it seems a good place 

to quote St. Jerome’s account of the transfer of the Marcan Evangel from 
Rome to Alexandria, whether in accord with the strict facts governing 

the case, or not. Athanasius continues to repeat this tradition, and 

Eusebius (3 §39, 6 §25) carefully chronicles the matter. The latter, 

quoting from the ‘ Hypotyposes’ of Clement, gives his version as follows : 
‘He says that those which contain the genealogies were written first ; 
but that the Gospel of Mark was occasioned in the following manner: 
‘When Peter had proclaimed the word publicly at Rome and declared 
the Gospel, under the influence of the Spirit: as there was a great number 

present they requested Mark, who had followed him from afar, and 
remembered well what he had said, to reduce these things to writing, 

and that after composing the Gospel he gave it to those who requested it 
of him, Which when Peter understood he neither hindered nor 

encouraged it.’”’ 
Were there any other Greek authority for tayevov, Oarrov or paor, it 

would surely have been reflected in some of our Greek or Latin documents. 

As facilius is constant in the Latins, what more natural than the assump- 

tion that Clement was building on Latin foundations ? 
Remains to consider evxodws. Mr. Barnard says this must be a 

mistake,f but this assumption is extremely doubtful. It may be intended 

to convey the comparative degree of facilius and in fact conveys also the 
“‘nimbleness”” involved in @uttov or taxetov, while being a better verbal 

antithesis to SvcxoAov (Su7<oAws in the parallels) than evxomwrepov. 

Consider further Clement’s unique amoAnyetut for AaBy in x. 30, 
using the future. Comp. a d q ‘‘accipiet”’ against ‘“‘accipiat”’ of the 

others [& “‘relinquet ’]. And observe that D (a b d ff, 1 +-accipiet) ADD 
Anuerat ut the end of verse 30 after Cwnv arwov (c +accipit there and 

k +consequetur, cf syr sin). 

t Page 83 note, and page 35 note, ‘the meaningless etxcAws."” But compare 
Mark ix. 43 and 47 xadov core ce xvAdov...4 and Kaoy eat oe...9 just asin Matt. v. 29 
and 80 oupdeper yap...xat pn where the comparative degree is absent in the introductory 
clauses. The Latins follow suit. Cf Mark ix. 43 47 bonum est...quam. In k indeed 
bonum.. .quam in ver 43, melius...quam in ver 47. Cf also Matt. xviii. 8 9, Luke xv. 7 
xvii. 2, 1 Cor. xiv. 19, and cf Blass pp. 142/8, “for which there are classical parallels.” 
And above: ‘The positive may be used with the meaning of the comparative (or 
superlative): this occasionally takes place in the classical language, but it is mainly due 
to the example of the semitic language which has no degrees of comparizon at all.” 
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Once more (Maté xxii. 37, Mark xii. 30, Luke x. 27) we find Clement 
following a shortened form. He has but two clauses: e£ oAqs ts uyns 
oov xat €& odns THs buvapews cov. Cf 157 ry (only among Greeks and 
Latins) and Justin. Mcell®"* also thus “ «ata Mapxov"...€£ odns 
Ts Puyns (cod Ven xapd.as) cov Kat e& o\ns THs LrXUpos cov. 

Finally Mark xii. 41/4 = Luke xxi. 1/4 we find in a rather free 
quotation the expression (ver 42) tyv de ynpav yadrxous 8vo0...See 
Barnard’s note where he says Clem follows Mark rather than Luke, and 
observe with him the Greek equivalent of the copper shown by 

aera minuta duo b ff, aera duoc di q in Mark. 

Now aera duo of d stands right opposite Xew7a vo in D* at Mark xii. 42. 
There is nothing in D about yadxous. In Luke xxi. 2d@ has duo minus 
quod est codrantes opposite dvo AewtTa o cot xodprvtns. There a has 
duos quadrantes and s quadrantes duo. The vg has there aera minuta 
duoase f f,il qr, or duo aera minuta as e. 

It is the Latins therefore who supply “ brass" or “ copper” whether 
in Luke or Mark, so that the source of Clement's yadxous 8vo is very 
clear. There is no Greek authority for yadxous, not even D nor W. The 
only authority is the yaA«ov in Mark xii. 41, but this is quite different 
from Clement's yaAxous duo of verse 42, which corresponds exactly to the 
acra duo of dc iq (k follows the Greek with minuta duo). 

In such a connection observe the occasional and definite agreement 
between D and Kgypt, as at 
Mark 

xv. 47. tov torov orov (pro rov) Ded ff, gq arm sah 

reporting sah in his notes. 

Tertullian. 

Tertullian’s first important and genuine Marcan quotation for our 
purposes occurs at ix. 6 concerning the transfiguration, which runs 
“‘nescit quid diceret Petrus.” This distinctly shows the two old streams, 
for NBC* LA* 1 28 33 2" 604 892 Paris®’ k boh and Orig"*® have amoxp:On 

(atrexptOn SN Orig) while D and the rest and aeth syr have Aadyon or 
Aadyoe, and W graphically Aare. with sah, while Sod’ = edkadkee. The 

Latin of d is loquebatur, but a ¢ fin q = loqueretur, while b (with filr 

12 dt gat aur vg) has the diceret of Tertullian (Tisch neglects Tert). Thus 

in Tertullian’s time the dicerct of b had not been changed to the responderet 

of 4, and sah shows that the first Egyptian flow of the text was dicerct or 
Rarer and not avroxptOn. Hence arexpiOn of Origen and his friends (observe 

t Sindced has diccret right over AS aroxpiOn. Correct Tisch A to A‘. He hardly 
ever distinguishes, which is most annoying, as A in St. Mark so constantly goes with the 
Egyptian group that we must know when 4 opposes. 
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that 33 Paris” are involved in the change) is younger than Tertullian or 

forms a different recension. Sod quotes Orig for AaXet, but see Tisch. 

(The Persian here, if correctly translated, has a very curious way of 

putting it: “ Etadhuc prae metu concepto ac terrore in sermone erat,” 

thus obviating the difficulty of using either Aadnoer or amoxpiOy, but 

holding the graphic Aa\e. by innuendo.) 

Mark 

xiv. 13. Tertullian’s next important quotation is ‘Cum ultimum 

pascha dominus esset acturus missis discipulis ad praeparan- 
dum Invenietis t inquit hominem aquam baiulantem. Now no 

Greeks Latins nor syr copt appear to have anything concern- 

ing this man but that ‘‘@ man (avOpw7os) will meet you (in 

Luke as in Mark, all uravtyce: or avavtnoe: and all occurret 

vobis, or obviabit d in Luke), not that ‘‘ ye will find a man.” 

The only authority for invenietis is the aethiopic, another link 

between Carthage and Greek Egypt! Talk of Latin texts 

in Egypt. Here is as startling an instance as any I have 

brought forward elsewhere. It is not noticed in Tischendorf 
nor by Horner, nor by von Soden in his, the latest, critical 

edition. 
Unfortunately there seems nothing else to be gleaned from Tertullian’s 

scanty references to the Marcan Gospel, but if it had been held in that 

esteem which modern scholars accord to it it is impossible to conceive 
such neglect of it by the early Church Fathers, for one and all they 

prefer to cite from St. Matthew and St. Luke. 

Justin, 

viii. 31. As to Justin's use of ctavpwOnvat for amoxtavOnvar all seem to 
be against it except ren and Clem, and D has «at avoxtavOnvat 

on one line, but d omits altogether, thus throwing out of gear 

the relation of Latin to Greek for no less than eleven lines. 
They only come together again in ver. 34 where 
d bas deneget se ipsum 

et tollat crucem suam 

and D, just before turning the page, puts this into one line: 
apyncacOw cavtoy * Kat apatw Tov otpy avTou.} 

Thus d@ probably was aware of a textual difference. To show how 

one matter can illustrate another, a reference to Evan 157 will show 
another (unique) omission in that Ms in this verse of woAAa mrafew xar§ 

in two short lines 

+t So two uss, and the two others convenictis. 

t We have to infer from this that the Greek of D or of the parent of ,J), although 
occupying the Jeft-band page of honour, was copied after the latin side d. 

§ b exceptionally has ‘ omnia pati et.” 
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which scems to show that there was some trouble in an old parent as to PosstBLE Courses or TRANSMISSION OF ST. Mark's LATIN, 

the line arrangement of both d and 157. In the long lines of D* «as AND 
begins six consecutive lires in vv. 81/32 so that there was room for GREEK, “|, Grarco-LaTiIn GosreL. 
trouble. 

Add to this that in the versions the word for wa@ewv and pati bas Coe a : 
been somewhat expanded to include torture, as Sy S 

£ 

pers" multum cruciatum pateretur, Se 
acth'" multum injuriae inferrent, =% 

and it begins to look as if a complicated interraction among early docu- 

ments had confused pati, crucifigi, and occid?. 
NB 
YK 

Alexandria dbce=W 

Constantinople 

Carthage™ d=bee 

_ LATIN. AFRICA 





Luke | 

xii. 14. 

or 

CHAPTER VIII. 

Bouin St. Luxke’s Gosren. 

Example of editing by B. 

vill, 25. —«xat umaxovovowy avtw B G04 and aeth (Cf Mare iv. 41). 

Possibly a harmonistic attempt. If the omission be really 
neutral, why do IV-H not follow it? [Soden’s only new 

witness is 050°? Now 050 throughout Luke is close to B, 
in Mark to D as well as B, while in Matthew it favours % as 

much as B.] 

The “longer” text in B. 

We have to choose between 
xpitnv simply D 28 33. ¢ d syr cu sin Tert™® 

KpLTNY N bEepLaTHy NBL min aliq 

Sixaotny n peptotny = AQRWXTATI wre” al. pl (wep. 9 Six. oF 

aeth) apyovta n xpit. 7 pep. Sod ~— while 157 treats us to 

apxorvta Kat Sixactnv (ex Act vii. 27) 
Tertullian is very definite for xpernv alone. The sah is 

mixed, and Horner’s text follows the ms which chooses peptotnv 

as a substitute for xp.  wep.! 

I think there can be no doubt here who has the correct text, 

and that is the small group D 28 33 ¢ d syr cu sin Tert. Cf. 
Merz vol. ii, p. 302“ Das jiidische Recht kennt keine besondern 

Erbteiler, es war Aufgabe héchstens eines y = Richters.” 

157 emphasises the matter of an amplification by its impro- 
visation from Acts vil. 27 (= Exod. ii. 14). 

Then again close by at Luke xiii. 27 —odev eote D 56 58 
61 291 d (e) Clem™™ Orig Hier, clearly the ‘‘ shorter ” text, not 

adopted by B nor by W-H nor by Soden. 

Rough List of Approximate Solecisms. 

(For further particulars see Part II. under “‘ Differences between & and B.”’) 

ii. 22. 

ili. 

47. 
48. 

4. 

— tov (ante xaBapicpov) Bl 
— ot axovovTes avtov BW (Orig™) V ?? [Sod non Lake] 

Cntovpev (pro efntoupev) X* B 69 (6"?) followed by IV-H, 
but this is coptic again! Sah has plainly the present errcytne. 

The imperfect would have the prefix mast (and the perfect 
eTan). Boh two Mss express this imperfect nankut 

against enxuuft by all the rest. But boh" actually write 

QHIME IC NEKIWT NEL ANOK MANO! NEMKAS NOWT 
ne enkuw't mcwk: “Behold thy Father and I we were 

grieving in heart, we seeking thee.” 
BiPrAw : BY 

17. 

viii. 13. 
. > ets THY AlwYNY avepou 

J. Kal UTTAKOVOUOLY AUTW 

. Ts avnp B 

. —Tou (ante Incov) Instead of accusing B everywhere (I have 

8. aktous Kaprrovs (pro xaprovs akcous) 

. yevopeva ets THY Kadapvaovp (pro yev. ev TH Kad.) 

. €& Tov WAoLov ebidacxev (pro 5. ex Tov ToLov) 

. Tavtwv (pro tov Iyaov) 

. —€lS LaTpous Tpogavadwaoacu odov Tov Brov 

} 
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B Orig soli (contra rell 

et Orig" bis) 

. —Apwada8  B*' (owing to confusion as to whether to read 

Adam or Aminadab; see coptic versions which vary here). 

Actually omitted by ]V-H on the sole authority of B. 
XBW 

(DL fam 13 604 892) followed by W-H txt without marginal 

alternative. 

See also 
. Kal Nv Knpvocwr es Tas auvayeyas (pro K. NY Kp. EV Tals 

NBDQWY min pauc. 

B™ followed 
by W-H. This change of order is adopted by ND de but ev 
tw Trotw 615. is their version. 

+o (ante vopodsdacKaror) 
+ rns (ante Kwuns) 

article. Having ot gapicacor with BS a few boh [not sah, 

see D tous gdap.] but following it cat ot vopodaccardor (without 
boh sah) ou nav exnrvOotes ex Tacns TNS Kons THs Tar. The 

latter quite alone and unnecessary. 

B«' Cf Marc ii. 12 harmonistic 

ovvaywyats) 

B*' _B goes wild here about the 

omission 
. Ol TaTepes avTwy B 604 syr sin sah sole 
. —Kat ves B 604 Paris” a ff, 1 W-H 

. ect B 604 e aeth [W-H] 

. Suxatere B Paris*” 

. SuxacOnte Be 
. SixcatwOn (pro ebixaiwOy) Be! 

. 0 TpodyTns = et P' soli et W-H 

. +xas (ante odtyov ayata) B 892 Paris®’ soli cum Evst antiq 
gr-copt (post fragm T*, vide Amélineau, p. 52) 

avtot (pro ovtot) Be! (Sod of. acr) 
B Paris” a soli 

B 604 aeth (Sod) 

not referred to the frequent loss of 6 before Incous) of slurring 
the article in connection with our Lord, we may perhaps 
connect this also with Latin influence [see just above viii. 29 
aro used for agency instead of uo by BE alone = a of Latin]. 
IV-H actually place tov here in viii. 35 in square brackets as if 

B had done some clever thing. In viii. 41 they are pleased to 
omit on the strength of N*BPS c“* (& corrector thought differ- 
ently !). Soden reports no other witness for — tov at viii. 35. 

B arm, ef. D sah 

etc. Omitted by 1W-H. Noted in ‘Genesis,’ p. 401. 

P 
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lake 

vill. 45, —au ov pet avtov BIT GOL min® sah (syr) In Mark there is 

not countenance for the omission, the phrase being eAeyov 

avtw ot paOntat avrov. How did the omission arise here 

then ? (followed by 1V-H, no word in margin). Well there are 

two variations of reading, cat oc pet avtov EGH etc and 
Kat ot auy auto NACDW etc and = so often with B. Such 

“‘doublettes’’ either indicate an original basic omission, or 
hesitation due to doubt as to which reading to adopt, finally 
resulting in rejection of both. Here, especially as = deserts 
B, it is possible that the omission is a mistake. 

ix. 18. cuvqytnoay B*" cum 157 245 f. 

62. —mposavtov B' 604 and sah 1/3 or possibly 2/3. Due 
probably to inversion of order here. 

x. 1. -avtovus B 604 Paris” et Eus'™ (Contra Tert™™ lib 

“Hi...in civitates mittebantur”). This does not seem 

to be a legitimate “ shorter’ text, although witnessed to 
by Lus. 

Cf. ii. 3 eavrov pro edtav supported by Eus. 

Cf. Canon Cook’s remarks as to Eus. 

‘‘Now when we once more apply these observations to a text which 
on other grounds we maintain to be substantially or completely identical 
with that which was published under the influence of Eusebius, we are 
driven to the conclusion that such characteristics are to be looked for; 
and that, so far as they can be shown to exist, they impair, if they do not 

overthrow, the authority of that text in matters so weighty as those to 
which we have called attention in this discussion. 

‘““That Eusebius was an enthusiastic admirer, a devoted adherent of 

Origen no onc need be reminded who knows aught of the history of that 

age, or who has read, however hastily, his history of the early church ; 
that in all questions he would defer absolutely to the authority of Ongen, 

especially in questions of criticism, is almost equally undeniable ; nor do 
I hesitate to state my immoveable conviction that in that influence is to be 
found the true solution of the principal phenomena which perplex or 

distress ws in considering the readings of NB.” 
But if this be so, why do not W-H omit avrous here, for Eus 

replaces Orig ? 
For an example of Origen’s looseness consult Luke x. 19 sou Sedwxa 

(vel SiSmpe) vptv Thy eEovatay matew (— Tov) eravw of. Kat oxopT. 

This tov with the infinitive is omttted by Origen four times, although 

he has it twice elsewhere with Hus and Bas. It is also omitted by 

Cyr" 8 (against Cyr), by Thdt 2/3, by Epiph, by Caes“', by 
Macarius, by Antioch"™, by Athan™'', by Just™Y (catamatew), but against 
all mss except W fam 1 (where 118 does not agree to omit it). 

This is a beautiful place to stop at and think this over, because in 

the very same verse B gives us a reading tyv Suvapwy tyv tov exOpov only 
supported by Origen, but he thus only once out of six times! 
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Note Luke xii. 42 rou Sidovae (or tov ScaSouvar & (e)) of most 
and Orig 1/2 is opposed by this selfsame Origen 1/2 with SiSovar and 
DLQ(W)X + two Evst* only (and d “ dare” against ut det of the rest). 
Luke 

x. 24. ‘‘xat axovoat (+0v) & axovere” ~B alone, not followed by 
W-H, yeT sak supports! Could anything tie sah and B 
closer together? Add Amélinean’s T'?, another ms from 
Egypt but Amél. prints tov. (see below x. 38). 

27. tov Beov (pro tov Oeov cov) (H only supports B*) 
—Kat prim B" 

31. -—ev Only B1 [non fam] Paris”, of. latt f i 1 q (sah et boh 
variant inter se) aeth'" “ per” 

35. exBadrwv eSwxev duo Snvapia _B alone has this order with sah. 
38. — ets Tov otxoy autns B. Not followed by IV-H, yet 

sah omits! (see above x. 24.) 
42. odeyww Se xpera eotty n evos §~=— B™! (of. NC?L 1 33 Paris”) 

xi. 9. KATW YMIN A€rW YMIN AE AITEITE B (pure error not recorded 

by Tisch.) 
11. «at avte (pro pn avi) B Epiph (and 234 apparently ; 

also T' wn xat avrt) Not adopted by W-H. 
ibid, —aprov un Oov emidwoe avtw 4 Kar B only of Greeks with 

Sil ry sah syr sin arm Orig Epiph W-H. 
12. —yy B (and L 892 sah). So W-H without a word in the 

: margin; see x. 24 38. 
This is a clear case of “improvement,” yet I may really rank it here, 

as L does not strengthen B at all. How 1W-H can look upon L as an 
independent document justifying their course passes my comprehension. 
W-H follow SBL alone Mark i. 39, xvi. 4, BL Luke xvii. 12 33, xxiii. 39 
42, not NBL xi. 27. Verses 11 and 12 offer here an example of extreme 
condensation by B. It is a “shorter” text, but very wild. 

xi. 15. BeeteBour NB only (asin Matt. x. 25) with Paris®” BeteBoun vid. 
Followed by W-H against Beed. or Bed. of others and versions. 

x1. 36. ev ty aotparn = B sah boh - 

42. —ov Oeou B® (as Tisch says suppl? et vid jam?) 
There is an excuse for this omission, although harmonistic, for tov 

Geov does not occur in the parallel. 
In Luke it is...xae wapepyecOe tTHv Kpiow Kat thy ayarny tov Gcov. 

TauvTa det Trolnoat Kaxetva Bn Trapeétvat. 

While in Matt. xxiii. 23...«av apnxate ta Baputepa tov vowov tay 
Kptow Kat To €Xeos (OF Tov eeov) Kat THY TLoTLY * TaUTa Edel TOLNTAL KaKELVa 
Hy adtevat (or adetvat). 

There is a very pretty exchange as between St. Matt. and St. Luke 
Of mapepyeoOe and agnxarte, and at the end of wapevac and adewat, but 
the matter you see does not turn on this at all. 

Marcion®r'r> ig definite about tov Geov and so is Tert™™, and if B 
omits because rov Ocov is not in Matthew so much the worse for B. 

P 2 
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That there was consultation of the parallel can now be proved, for 
13 (again corrected by B?*%) with N° if you please (not 8*) L 138-346-556 
[non 69-124] 604 calmly substitute St. Matthew's vapewa: for St. Luke's 

ag. 

mrapadtevat, 

N* 57 y*" have adeva:, and A compounds and conflates with 

The rest with B°’ adguevar. So NBLA all looked up 
St. Matthew. The division among the 13 family is here quite instructive. 
[Soden’s text tumbles into this trap, having mapeac]. 

Tuke 

xii, 22. -avrov Bee 

xill. 

28. 

58. 

7. 

17. 

27. 

apgiatee B 
-an’ B 892 Sod**", That is to say 80s epyactay amndrraylat 

avtov instead of dm’ avrod, a kind of partitive genitive. So 
also Cleme* Theodot Basil (and Orig thus: emav pn evpeOy Tis 

Sedwxws epyaciay arndr21xGat Tov avtidiKov). 
The Egyptian versions are rather circumlocutory here, sah 

omitting ar avrov. JW-H place am in square brackets in the 

text on the authority of B for omission. 
Clem’s quotations are, first: todro To capxioy dytidixov 6 

gwrnp eitev...xalamnrdrdyOa abtod mapawvel kata thy Bdov 

.... (from Theodotus), 

and, secondly (Strom) “H8n 8€ cal 6 cwtip abtos... 76 piceiv 

kal 76 AowBopeiv KexwruKev kal, Mera tod dvridixov Babitwr piros 

abtod weipdOnte dradrayivar pyaoty (exactly as sah*). 
Barnard remarks: ‘‘ The peculiar form of the quotation in 

(527) also supports the omission.” Clearly it has weight 
in that direction, but it does not mean that B is right. It 
is more likely a preferential attitude shared by B and Clem 

and Basil against the rest. 
Cf ii. 87. agicrato tov tepov (—am). NS supplies ex. 

xxili. 14. «atyyoperte avtov (—xat’) NALA against B. 
tov tomov (pro tny ynv) B* and 80 only, not followed by IV-H. 

yevopevors (pro yivouevots) B*' with 440 (NAD yervopevors, 
N* Aeyopevors) 

KaL epet Aeyov vu (pro Kat eper Aeyw vpiv) BT 892 onxy. 

Westcott-Hort actually follow this against the omission of 
Deyo by N 225 it vg sah boh syr pesh diatess (arm) Lucifer. 

Not a sound is to be heard from their margin! Yet all other 
authorities except those mentioned above have Aeyw, and acth 
syr cu sin hier specifically. Not only is IV-H the standard 

N.T. in universities and theological colleges, but it has been 
introduced broadcast into our schools. Imagine the schoolboy 
when he comes to «at eper Aeywr vyutv ovx oda wrobev eote. He 

will require an explanation. And the tutor will say ‘“ Well, 
my boy, it is New Testament Greek ”—(for which tutors have 

a profound contempt)—" you must remember it is not classical.” 
And so the boy, not knowing that BT are alone responsible for 

Luke 

xiii. 32. 

_ xiv. 

xv. 4. 

xvi. 1. 

xvii. 12. 

19. 

28. 

34. 

. ets Elpnunv (—Ta) 
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Aeyor (and that the syriac says definitely ‘‘Then He will say 

to you Amen I say (to you)”’), goes away with the idea that 

St. Luke was a very poor writer.f [Sod adds none for Xeyov. | 

I cannot help following tbe above with this illuminating 
example. At the end of the verse B (with 56 346 aa, bce 
fimarr, aur vg copt syr cu sin sch pesh arm aeth Orig" bis) 

writes kat tT) TpLTN NMEpa TerCLovpaL, EUpplying nyepa against 
the rest of the Greeks. Westcott and Hort refuse to follow 
(although adopting the difficult AXeywv above). Their text and 

margin are both silent, and the text is simply «as 7 Tpit 
terxetoupat. I do not say that W-H are wrong to exclude 
nuepa, but I do say that as an exponent of the shorter text 

B fails lamentably here to come up to the standard. 
. Again, immediately following B falls into an error (only made 
by {NK 892 besides) dropping the second twv after apyovtwy 

(duly recalled by W-H by placing it in square brackets) and 
writing kau eyevero ev Tw AOE avTOY ets oLKOY TWOoS TwY 
apxovtTwy gdaptcatwy instead of twr apyovtwy Tw. 

paptcawr. 

This is simply an error from APXONTWN®APICAIWN, 
B p* soli 

EXoV .. . aTroreon B 

. —Tev (ante ayyehov) B*! 

. noe (pro avetyoev) B Paris sah boh (syr) 

otxovonous (pro otxovouov) B* sol. Same verse B* drops 

apxovra avtov after ta v7’. 
5. evwmoy Kuptov (pro evwmov tou Geov) B only, opposing every- 

thing else, while tov Ocouv is confirmed by the mass, by the 
versions and by Ignatius and Const wapa Obew, = 243 Paris” 
mapa tw ew. Observe here how Paris” opposes its friend B © 
but sides with Ignatius. 

—avtw BL [male von Soden de 157] W-H et Sod txt 
— mats cov ceowxe coe B alone with sah 6/9 [contra 

rell et Tert™*™ "| 
otkodopouv B" 

B [W-H] alone with ¢ gat vg‘T 
[against sah boh which have it expressly | 

v0 emt Krung (— pas) 

t One cannot afford to overlook matters even of a single letter. Thus, in Eustathius’ 

criticism of Origen “De Engastrimutho dissert.,” Allatius’ translation of mepi 3¢ rod 
Aaldpov ypido reads: ‘Ad Lazarum accedo," as if Eustathius were speaking, whereas 
some uss read ypapwv which entirely changes the sense and makes the following passage- 
that of Origen, so that “accedo” would be quite wrong, although graphic enough as a 
free translation of ypada. 

t Tisch omits N in ed. viii. 
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Luke 

xviii, 12. 

xx, 13. 

xxi. 24. 

xxii. 19. 

30. 

. atreGuvav 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

W-H take the trouble to enclose pas in square brackets, 

but it stood in the text always as bok and sak witness, for on . 
the slightest provocation they would omit such a thing in 
accordance with their method of expression. 

Even Paris” has it. 

amrodexatevw  N*DB only (not even Paris”) seems purely 
preferential over amroSexatw (= amrodexatow) of all others as well 

as Orig Bas Cyr. Is it conceivable that no trace of amoSexatevw 

remains in our other documents and that to &*B alone belongs 

the honour (against Orig Basil Cyril) of preserving the apostolic 
form of the verb ? Itis simply inconceivable. IV-H follow 8*B 
without marginal alternative. [Soden adds no new witness. ] 

5. —avtwy B**' (not adopted by IV-H) 
. —avuta prim B' (possibly a question of “pairs,” aura 

following later) W-H place it in square brackets. 
. Wevdouaptupns BN (not adopted by W-H) 

xix. 25. 

. —eAttwD Bt! Not noticed by Tisch in ed viii. 
. 0 epyoperos o Bagitevs = BB 

. eEexpepeto NB soli (pro e&expepato) Contra rell et 

— KUpLE Bt" ( ” ” ” ” ) 

contra Orig. (Tisch: forma xpewopat pro xpepauar a vulgari 

usu haud aliena videtur fuisse) 8B are sedulously followed 
by IW-H. 
—Tt Towmow B* [non W-H] Why do not IW-H follow? 
It is a very important omission. It is either right or wrong. 
Judging from the weight given to B in other places why 

sbould he be wrong here? He deliberately excides this. (Cf 
Matt xxi. 37, Marc xii. 6). The passage is: ‘‘ evrev Se o xuptos 
Tov aptreAwvos ‘ [Tt woinow ;] Tepe Tov vloy pou Tov ayamTntov * 

tows TovTov (Sovtes) evtparrncovtat.”’ [Omit also Sod’™'™]. 
{N.B.—There is a serious mistake in the notes on this verse 

in Tisch viii. He records B (sol) for tvyov pro tows. This 

should be D who reads thus. | 
B* sol vid (pro ame@avov) Not followed by 

WW-H (although they use evap in xx. 2 and elsewhere). 

At Luke v. 2 NC*LQX have emAvvav followed by W-H, but 

BDW have emAvvor, ix. 32 edavy NLR, but B rell evdov. 

xxiv. 21 nrAmfapev B** not followed by W-H. 

(xxiii. 2 evpayev of B*LTX fam 1 Epiph 1/3 is followed by 

W-H against S rell us Cyr That). 

payatpns Bta 124 only followed by W-H and Tisch (for 

payatpas all else including N and Paris”; D pougacas) Cf 
pLaAXatpn xxii. 49 NB*DLT. 

— es B*" Cfcopt (“‘ad"’g) Aliter aeth quando...” 
Order: tas dwdexa furas xpwovtes BT and z only (non copt). 

Luke 

xxii. 40. 

xxiii. 6. 

19. 

23. 

26, 

31. 

39. 

47. 

50. 

xxiv. 15. 

28. 

37, 
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This is curious, and although not Coptic, must be closely 

allied to a graeco-copt, for T (graeco-sah) agrees. (Soden’s 
text follows BT). 

It is also against the order in Matt. xix. 28. 

This is quite interesting because immediately following 
(xxii. 81 BLT with sah boh, Bas 1/2, syr sin [non cu] only omit 
the introduction eure S€ o xupios, and they alone). 

mpocevyesbe pun ets mreipacpov (—eedOev)  B* sol. There 
may have been hesitation here as to whether to use eceAOew, 
eddew (D), ewrrecey (fam 13), go into (sah) which finally led to 

exclusion in error. 

[In Horner's notes to sah, he quotes boh®* for this omission. 
I find nothing in the notes in the boh volume to this effect. 
Is it perhaps a mistake for Greek B ?] 

—o (ante avOpwrros) B* 604 al! (suppl B’) [in squaie 
brackets IV-H]. 

. +rov (ante Hpwdyv) BT [non boh sah] not followed by 1-H. 
. uTo avtov (pro v7’ avrov) B® cum 892 [W* does not 

countenance this nor does JV-H adopt this strange hiatus]. 

Brnbers (pro BeBAnuevos) BLT 892 Paris® only against all the 

rest. N* omits. N* has BeSAnuevos with W and all the others. 
If PAnGes be original, as IV-H and R.V. and Soden intimate, 
why should all the rest, including DW, have the other? How 
comes it that KMII, who agree as to textual principles in ver 

15, and AKT in ver 17 abandon a form of BLT here? For it 

isa form and a preference of BLT I am convinced, and not 

the true text. 
[In Mark xv. 7 BeBrAnpevos es thy guraxyy (or BAnOes ev TH 

gudakn) is replaced by peta twv craciactaw ‘ Sedepevos.’] 
oTavpwoat B' (pro otavpwOnvar) This looks 

like a distinct attempt at improvement, but curiously enough 

B remains alone. Hort (not unhappily) puts B’s reading in 
his margin. (T ceases to be available at xxiii. 20). 

[In Matt. it is cravpwOy7«, in Mark oravpwoor]. 
arnyov (pro annyayov) Be {** (Less happily W-H put 

this in the margin). 
ev (—1) vypw Euro BCT' only [not Paris] Very natural 

but opposed to all and sah boh, which are very definite 
“in the tree which is green.” 

—Aeywor BL 597 l and W-H apparently alone 

exatovtapyns (pro exatovtapyos) N*BT'T* fam 1 

ayabos Sixatos (—xai) Bet sah [Soden neglects this]. 
avtous (pro xat avtos) B' but this avrovs comes immediately - 

below the previous avrovs. Cf sah and c e. 
ayyay (pro nyycav) = B" 

Oponbevtes (pro mronOevtes) B*' Sod’™' (dignified by a place in 
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Hort’s margin ; but where is poBnGevtes of Nand W ?) All others 
(but BS which are opposed to each other) have wronOevtes. 

Notice the rio in the coptic (sak MTepowytoptp, lok etars- 

wjoopTep). 
Opoew, I beg to observe, is not a Lucan word. It does not occur in 

the third Gospel nor in Acts. 

It is found only in Matt. xxiv. 6 (@poeveGe), Mark xiii. 7 (Opoetcde). 

2 Thess. ii. 2 (@poecGat). Whereas wroew has already occurred in 

Luke xxi. 9 wn wronOntet (arronots is found in 1 Pet. iii. 6) and does not 

occur elsewhere. Hort’s margin here finally reduces the whole science 
of his textual criticisn: to absurdity. 

OponOevres should be labelled ‘‘ B prob. ex copt”’ or not allowed in his 

margin at all. Only found by Soden in the Sinai ms 260 (his *™). Obs. 

Soden’s new witness is a resident of Sinat. 
Luke 

xxiv. 38. te (pro &ate) BA? Tert (quid...quid contra rel’ quid... 
quare). All others incl. Cyr seem perfectly distinct for d:ate 

in the second place. Sah differentiates but hardly boh 
= xe cofkeot---ovog, eokeor.. Paris” with all the 
rest and NW have distinctly : 

Te TeTapaypevot eote Kat State Siadoyeouot. 

There is not the slightest doubt that the dropping of &a in Sav is a 
mistake from the propinquity of &a in S:aroyouor. Tert here is contra- 
dicted by the Latins and is either quoting loosely or his Greek copy also had 

&a by mistake, but it has not passed over into the Latins; the Old Syriac 

differentiates slightly, but hardly sy" "". DL 382} Dial**’ substitute 
kat wartefor cae diate. To my astonishment Hort does not follow B here! 

This action makes OponPevtes in marg. just above look all the more ridiculous. 

There is an excuse for using the double 7 here if he had wished to, for 
who knows but that as originally spoken or set down the same word was 

not used? It would not be abhorrent to a semitic form of speech. And 

when finally the written Gospel was polished and edited (as certain 
people are never tired of telling us was the case so very long after the 

spoken words) this little roughness was removed. 

xxiv. 89. nat capxa nat ootea BY" 

52. —peyadrns B* sol. Notice here the bohairic (aliter 
sal) org fh npagi the two wy making it possible for 

someone to be misled in a closely written Ms and overlooking 

one word. 

t D, which baulked here and substitutes py poBndere, does not vary in xxiv. 37 giving 

avrot b¢ mronOevres and d ipsi autem pauerunt, d even retaining the alliterative p, while 
the other Old Latin are content with turbati and conturbati and a with exterriti. 

t But 882 with Ha has Aoyopor for deadroyerpor | 

Hence the KAIAIATIAIAAOFICMO! became 

KAIAIATIAOFICMO! with Ha 

KAIINATIAOTICMO! with 382 
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As to Latin sympathy consult first : 

Luke 

Vii. 35. car eixatwOn 1 copia amo TavTwy TwY TEKVWY AUTIS. 

BW fam 69 (om ravtwv 13) 157 892 Paris” syr sin pesh Latt 

Kat edix. 1 copia ato TaYTwY TwY Epywy avTNS X 

kat eStxawbn 1 copia amo Twv TEKYWY aUTNS TWAaVTWY 

A rell omn sah boh 

(—navtav NDFVYLMXY Sod" 1 13 28 604 al® arm syr cu) 

W-H places the reading of (&)B in text with the other order in margin 

(nothing is said of the omission of wavtww), but Tisch text had refused to 

follow this, observing: “ tavtwv ante tov cum NB 69 124 157 346 it vg 

(AT HOC EST FERE EX USU Latinorum) syo*".” 

The question is whether the omission of mavtwv outright by 

NDF*°LMXYW 1 13 28 604 al’® syr cu and arm may not be the ‘‘ neutral mt 

text. 

Ag both sah and boh have wavtwv at the end with the regular Greek 

order they certainly did not get their reading from NB. Either 8B slipped . 

it in from @ marginal comment, or are here following Latin order from 

a Graeco-Latin, where the Latin and Syriac influence had already 

predominated in the Greek column. (Soden follows BW and Hort.) 

And what of viii. 26 yepacqvav BD and Latt? and iv. 43 Se pe 

BDW 892 latt? But consider the rest in proper order. 

a i. 25. —ta (ante overdos) NB*DLW 1 [non fam] 604 Paris” 
[non al.] The presence of D is suggestive. 

26, amo (pro u7o0) NBLW'WY 1-131 [non 118-209] 

fam 13 2” 604 892 Paris” Why not D here? 

63. ovopa avtou (pro to ovoza avtov) B* 2" Orig’, sed ovopa 

avtw L 604 Paris” Orig*™ ut Tisch aiebat “‘ atque ex 

his L Orig? avtw pro avtov.” 

69. —Tov (ante matd0os) NBDLW 2°* 892 Paris’ Cyr contra 

rell ct Eus 

NBDLW fam 1 fam 13 33 892 Orig 

[non 604, vide infra Paris*] 
[Tov exOpur rell et tay exxOpov KR] 

[warty Tov exOpev K et mavtwy tev picovvTmy Paris*’] 

The above, as more or less Latinisms (plus other omissions of the 

article) seem confirmed by : 

15. macats tats nuepars (omnibus diebus all Latt except a d) 

BLW 2°” Paris” only. Origen wavers, but d Iren omnes 

dies and Orig? as the other Greeks macas tas nyepas. 

Followed by : 

ii, 2. —» (ante aroypadn) NBD Sod” 131 [non fam 1] 2°" p** 604 

[non Paris®’] = Latin or error from AYTHHANOPPAGH 

ibid. xupewwov (pro xupnvtov) B  («uptvov W) 

74. —Twv (ante exOpwv) 
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Luke 

ii. 12. 

ix. 12. 

. —Tov (ante caBapicpov) 
+ >autov ewat ev tm avvodia NBDLW Sod fam 1 [non 131] 

- Kat vpets 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

onpetov (— To) BE 130 (= Cod. gr-lat) sah contra 
rell omn et boh et ® rell 604 Paris” Eus. 

W-H tzt om to. Habet marg. (Om sah Tisch) 
B* [non Paris” non al.] 

33 124 (892) latt [non Paris] 
This seems to be Graeco-Latin, for at once afterwards at : 

+ Kat fy evpovtes (— avtov) of RBC*DLW fam 1 33 124 [non fam] 
892 [non 604 Paris” rell] is borne out by aeth ? and the latt 
cde ff gi. 1 against the rest and against copt syr goth and a b 
J q remaining Latins. 

Note also in the same verse : 
ava {ytouvtes (pro tytovvtes) NBCDLW Sod" Paris” and 
latt" requirentes (a b e quaerentes). Notice N* had tnrouvtes, 
but &° referred to other authorities. 

. oTt exeta Oy 0 ovpavos (—em) ern Tpia Kat pnvas eE BD min’ 
{non 1 non 604 non Paris’’] lat syr arm aeth 

. am (pro e€) NSBDLVWE = min® latt Orig. This is 
followed by : 

. ato (pro ex) NBCDLNQWE fam 1 fam 13 22 33 604 
Paris” [non al.] Orig and d (‘‘a” instead of “de” rell)) 

. >See pe (pro pe Se) BDW 892 latt et Tert™* [non Paris” rell] 
. TLYLWLOS 

. OANS VUKTOS 

NBDLW 157 Paris” for tou otwvos rell t 

NABLW 33 181 for odrns trys vuxtos rell 
(On the other hand B carelessly adds alone rs before copys 

v. 17.) 

B 604 Paris” a fl Iren'™ W-H 
. €me meTpay (pro ene tny metpav) B alone with boh (indef. article) 
. NAauVETO ATO TOU Satpoviou ets TAS Epnmous (pro NX. vO TOU 

Satmonou e.7. ep.) BE only against & rell. 

Consult Matt viii. 24 where B? changes uo twy xupatwr to 
avo T@y KULATOV,. 

nbn (pro 7% Se) B. Sojame flr. (Note B is alone here 
if we except Evan 60 Sn Se) But that wonderful cursive 

t It is perhaps unwise to say anything about the omission of the article before the 
nominative (‘In some few instances the use or omission of the article is also a mark of 
the distinctive style of the writer.” Winer ‘Gram.’ Eng. edition, p. 146) for in such a 
place as Luke ix. 20 merpos 8¢ amoxpiOecs, Which looks like Latin, is supported by sah boh 
as well as NBCLE fam 1. 

A curious instance of playing with the articles is to be found at Luke x. 15, where 
B withholds rov from ovpavev and adds it before ddov. Shortly afterwards B writes in 
Luke x. 19 xae emt macav Thy Suvapw THY Tov €xOpov. In this he has support from 
Orig 1/6, which is worthy of careful notice. Elsewhere five limes Orig omits this second 
tv. Clearly there is a point involved, as B is alone thus but for Orig 1/6, 1-H refuse 
to accept this ‘“nicety" (see Canon Cook) of Origen, although they followed above : Bn 
ews ovpavor vpwbeon, ews tov adov xaraBqan. 

Luke 

ix. 49. 

52. 
x. 42. 

xi. 11. 

27. 

34. 

48. 

tbid. 
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Paris®’, the survivor of a similar Ms to B, is also found to have 

dy plainly without Se [von Soden forgets Paris” in his notes]. 
Had IV-H known of Paris®’ I am quite sure they would 

have admitted 5n, for they only need any additional Greek 
support when B is alone. But this seems to originate from o 

Gr-Lat. 
ev Tw ovoyatt for ert tw ovopatt So NBLXAZYW 33 604 min'® 
(not D nor the rest) and Coptic. (In Mark ix. 38 only U reads 
emt, the rest ev, or simply tw ovoyatt, 80 that there would have 

been small excuse for ‘‘ Antioch” to have substituted em: in 

Luke.) 
ws (pro wate) 

autns (pro am avtn:) 

B with & only and a b e/ q followed by W-H. 

NBD"L Paris Partitive genitive 
Cf.abe ffil gq [non d]. 

—aptov, py Gov emidwoe avtw; erat B fil, but also syr 
sin [non cu] sah arm Orig Epiph. 

I rank this here for lack of other Greek support. ; 
Presumably Orig Epiph syr sin and even sah represent a 

Graeco-Latin at this place.t Observe that all this testimony 
is contradicted by the Dial and by all other Greek documents, 

yet IV-H must needs subserve B and Orig. 
Tes hwrny yun (pro Tes yuvy pwvnv) This by NBL, a matter of 

order (aliter copt) is largely supported by latin extollens vocem 
‘ quaedam mulier b f ff () lq; levata voce quaedam mulier a ; 

but in ¢ not so, and D d e go with coptic otherwise. 
0 AvyxvoS TOU TwpaTos EaTIV o OpOarpos +cov N*ABCDMW 

boh syr pesh latt et trt W-H et Sod. 

I class this here because NEGHKLSUVXIAATI sah syr 

cu sin arm would surely seem to be correct, against this 
handful of Greeks and all latin which have it, in omitting 

cov (as Tisch says ‘‘deest in Matt. nec add nisi pauci’’) for 

cov is out of place. ObOAAMOCOTAN may have given rise to 
it originally. It is an early error, but an error all the same. 

The division of authorities should have safeguarded W-H 

and Soden here. For when syr pesh joins NB, and syr cu sin 

and sah remain with EGH there is something to be adjusted 

in our hard and fast critical ‘ rules”! 
Haptupes eote NBL 604 892 (aeth) Orig (pro paptupecte). 

Soabfarr, p (hiat f) testimonium perhibetis [against testi- 

Jicatis of d and the testificamini of vg]. So Soden and W-H. 

I cite the above, because in this same verse avtwr Ta pynyea 

t And Tertullian scems to pass this over. But his quotation is quite unsatis- 
factory ad loc. 
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Luke 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES, 

omitted by NBL is also omitted by D and the latinsa bdeil 
and syr sin although not by all boh nor the rest of the Latins 
nor by W. 

xi. 51. —rov (ante amartos) pr. That is aro amatos ABeX. This 
sounds very rough in Greek, although witnessed to by 
XBCL 1 33 892 Paris’. To these add DX, and I think the 
secret is of a graeco-lat. Soden follows Hort again here. 
—Tov (ante atmsatos) sec. The same. 
In both cases Coptic has the article. ° 

xi. 1. katamatew B does not vary from the mass, but there is 
a suspicious look about the place as if the second tau might 
have been a gamma originally. We are led to enquire 
whether something like the cuymuyew of D may not have 
stood there. 

42. —ro (ante cttopetpiov) Only BD fam 13t (non 124] latt and 
one boh Ms J. (The other boA and sah have more definitely 
still “their food"). W-H enclose to in square brackets 
against all other authorities. 

5d. —tv (ante vepeanv) NABLNXAY 33 157 604 al® arm latt 
and also sah boh. Clearly here the combination of uncials 
(including A) shows latin AND coptic hanging together, 
and doubtless vededyv was the Greek reading antedating 
coptic, but also probably from a Graeco-Latin of that age. 
Observe however D is not in the combination, for it reads 
Thy ved. against nubem opposite. 

59. ews (pro ews od) Only NBL 1 892 Orig. Add not even 
Paris”. This is hardly an improvement, and may perhaps 
come under this head: ‘“donec.” In boh it is one word 
yatect and in two sah Mss, but in the three other sah 
MSs it is expressed differently [Soden’s text has ews only]. 

In all such cases D d takes its own line“ ews ov, usque quo,” alone 
apparently among Latins, and W Paris” confirm ews ov. JW-H must 
needs revert to a careless quotation of Origen. This is no careless 
remark of mine. See Orig and B again at Matt. xviii. 34. B alone 
(Matt. i. 25) suppresses ov after ews before erexev viov, but lets it (orev) 
stand in John ix. 18 before efwrycar, and in Luke xiii. 8, Act xxv. 21 
before cxayw and avavepyo. All omit before eXOwv in Matt. ii. 9 
correctly enough. B seems to be eclectic, for in the parallel at 
Matt. v. 26, where ews av is used, B does not omit, although 33 does, 
while L substitutes ews ov. 

t In any revision by Gregory of Tisch. viii. I hope he will be more definite about 
fam 13. Again and again (as here naming 69 alone) Tisch implies that one member 
reads thus, whereas only 124 opposes. 
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Concerning the N.T. use of ws. 

As the Grammarians are unsatisfactory as to the use of ews with 
and without av or ov or otov, and as it seems to make very little difference 

whether the indicative or subjunctive follows, I have drawn up the 
following list, which I hope may be of some use for reference. The 

suppression of ov and av where it is properly required, and in which B 
stands out as rather the chief culprit (and D in different places), may 
have been caused by the very frequent use of éws otherwise alone, 

especially with the genitive. Apart from over fifty cases of this use: ews 
TOU alpaTos, EWS THS TUYTEAEIAS, EWS ETYATOV THS YyNS, EwS Tov OEpiopou,t 

ews Ths nuEpas, t ews avwvos (alig; al. ets Tov auva), cas (+70v FG only) 

Tpttov ovpavov etc, there are besides many cases with indeclinable nouns, 
with particles, with participial substantives efc, as ews Aaverd, ews tw 

emta, ews BnOrccu, ews THs onpepov,§ ews emTakis, Ews Lapounr (Tov) 

a pogntov. 

Even ews nutov LA (Mark vi. 23) where others have ews nuroous (or 
nyutoov or even npicews [kar to nuiov D bc ff), and such uses a8 €ws 
Oavartov (Matt. xxvi. 38, Mark xiv. 34), ews avtov (Luke iv. 42), €wS TouTOU 

(Luke xxii. 51), ove eotw ews evos Rom. iii. 12 all and Orig’ Ambrst 
(except B 67** (syr) —ovx eatw), ews peyadou Aeyorres (Act viii. 10), 
Ser Gew ews nuwv (Act ix. 38), ews A@nvev (Act xvii. 15), ews weyadou (auto) 
(Heb. viii. 11) besides ews cow (om eow D al.), evs tov avanv (Mark 

xiv. 54), ews tov vuy (Matt. xxiv. 21, Mark xiii. 19), ews wpos BnOavav 
(NBC*(D)L 1 33 a [e quasi], ews es al., ews 237 latt), ews e&w Ts 
orews (Act xxi. 5) [—ews only & 68 d], ews ewe thy Oadaccay (Act xvii. 
14) NABE min lat copt syr (ws HLP al. arm Chr), ews wore (Matt. xvii. 17, 
Mark ix. 19, Luke ix. 41, Jo. x. 24, Rev. vi. 10), ews apt: (Matt. xi. 12, 
Jo. ii. 10 [all except [ ews tov vuv], ews wSe (Luke xxiii. 5), ews catw 

(Matt. xxvii. 51, Mark xv. 38), ews avw (Jo. ii. 7). 

Once with infinitive : ews tou eAOecv (Act viii. 40), once with aorist : ews 
mrOev (Matt. xxiv. 39), once with present participle: ews eAOwy (Matt. ii. 9) 
[see below Matt. xxvi. 36], or with participial noun ews 75 Tapovowas 
Jas. v. 7 (ews av ABKL Occ); separated from the verb: 2 Thess. ii. 7, 

ews ex pecov yerntat (ews av FG only); ews to dws exete (Jo. xii. 36), 
others ws to das exete, and Cyr hier 1/2 ews ov. 

In a great variety of ways ews is used in the N.T., and this may 
have led to carelessness. 

ft ews rou Oepicpou (Matt. xiii. 80) BD Eulog; but pexp: plur, and axypc X*L, while 

Chrys mss give all three, axpi, pexpt, eos ! ; 
t cas rns nuepas exewns oray avto mivw (Matt. xxvi. 29), but pexpis av mea avro Clem ; 

amo Tov vuv ews auto mew Orig ; ov pny me avrov ews av mw Eus, 
§ Or even ews rv onpepov G min® (Matt. xxvii. 8); eas ts onpepoy nyepas 

Rom. xi. 8 (without variation); and ews onpepor (2 Cor. iii. 15). 
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There are nearly half a dozen cases of ews ov or ews av with the 
indicative (the rest are all subjunctive). Observe the situation :— 
Matt. 

xix, 

Xxi. 

. 25. 

. 25, 

1. 45. 

Co 

13. 

- €WS NMEpA EoTLY 
« €@5 OTOV Edwrncay 

. €S TO Has EXETE 

. €WS ov aTrohuan 

. €WS OV aTrOdw 

. eas av Ow 

€@S OU ETEKEV Om ov B*! 

€ws oTov et wet exov alll (except D* om ews) 

ews avtos amodvet (all, except D™ Sod’®° 2°* b = autos Se; ews 
er avtov A; amodvoee E* KI, azodven al., but amodvet NBL) 

. €@5 OTOU TKaYw all 

. €w3 gayw Kat mw (indic. or subj.) ews alone tert rec. and 
NBDIAA unc’; ews av AKLMXII; ews ov min pauc. 

€WS EpxXouat TAA unc®; ews av min pac (epywpas §) ; 

but ev o epy. NABDKLRII Orig 

all (except C*L 33 Orig? b d = ws) 
all (except DX ews ov) 
NTAA we’ verss; ws to dws exeTe 

ABDKLXTI 1 33 42 108 w*? Cyr 
36. ews To pws exyeTe XTAATI® unc® verss; ws to pas exeTe 

NABDLII" 33 42 108 o%* w*" aeth Did Ath 
. €@S EpyouaL all (epyopar T min‘) 
. €@S Epxouat all 

. €W5 OU avaTrenYro all 

« EWS Epyopat all 

. €05 ay ErTM@ all 

ews av trapedOn prim loco all 
ews av Tavra yevntat sec loco Om av B* 

. €@S av aTrobws all except L min” ews ov, and —av 33 
[non B] 

ews av e£€eAOnte all 
ews av €dOn Om av NBX (ews ov X*) 

Om av LX 
all (as in Luke) 
all (but amrodvces KT) 

all (as in Luke ix 27) 

- ews av exBarn 
ews ov elupwbn 

ews ay Wwow 

. €@S OV 0 ULOs TOU avOpwrou Ex vexpwv nyEepOn all 

Om ov NBCL 
Om ov B Orig 
Om av F** (gee below Mark ix. 1 as to F, 

and xii. 36 as to D) 

€ws ov aTrodw 

Matt. 

xxiii. 39. 

xxiv. 34. 

xxvi. 36. 

» Mark 

ix, 1. 
xii. 36. 

xiv. 32. 

Luke 

ix, 27. 

xii. 50. 

59. 

34, 

. €WS OTOU EUPN 

. ews av Ow 

. €ws oTOU TANPwWON 

. EWS OV apYndNn 

. ews av Ow 
. €W5 ov TpoanvexOn 
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€WS ay ELTNTE all 

ews av mavta tavta yerntar —av &, ews ov 157 (see Luke xxi. 32). 

ews ov arredOav exer tpocevEopat Bet plur ; ews av DKLM’IA; 

ews ov av A; ews NCM* min? (ews mpocev€. in Marco) 

€ws av idwow Om av F*! (see above Matt. xxii. 44) 

ews av Ow Om av D™, sed D* wow, D? Onow 

ews mpocevgopat +av U, +ov min aliqg; (mpocevEopat 

DHXI) 

all (as in Matt. xvi. 28). 

EG’’HSVXLAA Orig 1/4; «ws orov 

NABDKLMRTUT Orig 3/4 Dion*"* 

ews ov (A) DXTAATI une? ; 

ews av T; ews NBL 1 Orig 

(In the parallel (Matt) 33 omits but not NBL) 

ews ov elupnobn all (as in Matt) 

ews av wow 

ews ov TeAETOn 

ews ov Kat TO EoX. AeTTOY aTrodws 

. Lomit as being too complicated.) 
ews ov NAMUAA al.; ews otov 254 

Plur; ews ov SB (ews cov LX); om 

otov D 69. 

ews eupn 

—ay, et 100 D* 
~av ND 33 (see Matt xxiv. 34) 

all (except fam 1 ews ov) 

NBLT fam 13 157 (ews ov KMXII; 

ews otou D; mpw 1 GATA™ A unc’) 

€ws av TavTa yevnTat 

€ws TPs aTTapYneN 

. ews oTov 7 Bac. Tov Geov eAOn (ews ov... NBC?FL) 

(ews orov D 1 157; ews av Chr That 
Cyr™* 1/2 [ews ov 1/2] 

ews ov evdvanabe 

(ews av Orig; —ov X) 

(om av D*) vide infra Heb i. 13 

(omws D® ; —ov 100) 

. ews ov atroxtevwow all 

. ews ov atroxtewampev (ews av 105; —ov 13) 

. €WS OU avEerkwoL all 

ews av €AOn all 

. €ws Ex eco yevnTat (ews av FG) 

ews av Ow (om av D*E’) vide supra Act ii. 35 

ews TEAwotv all 

. ews ov nuepa Stavyacn all 
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Apoc. 

vi. LL. ews mAnpocwow (—Owow CA) NAB[apud al. = QJCP 
(ews ov min aliq) 

xXx. 5. ews TeAeoOn (aype AB al.) 

Add perhaps for further illustration : 
Mark 

xili. 80. pweypes ov tavta mavza yevnrat Plur (sed Heypts oTrou B; 
pexptN ; ews ov D, ews av 1 13 28, ews W Sod 2°*) 

Luke 

xxi. 24. aype ov wAnpobwow NBL al. 
axpts ov es CDR al. 

‘G axpt (—ov) ,, AXPAIL ane’* al. pl 
cls 

vil. 18. aype ov aveotn BYcD 

axpts ov aveotn NAB°EHP al. omn vid 
Rom, 

xi, 25. aypis ov To TANpwapa Twy eAvev e.ceXOn Omn (et B* aypr ov...) 
1 Cor. 

xi. 26, aype ov edOn N*B* d 
aypts ov edOn N*AB°CD*FG Bas Cyr Chr 1/2 Euthal 

Dam 
aypts ov av edOn N'D°EKLP Chr 1/2 Thdt Phot 

xv. 25. axpt ou On N*tAB*P 

aypts ov On B°D'FG al. Orig (lect fluct wt infra) 

Hipp Eus Epiph Dam 
aypts ov av On ND"KL (Cyr) Did Marc" Chr Thdt 
axpts av On Orig partin Ath 

Gal. 

iii. 19. aypts ov eXOn Plur et & Orig 
aypts ov av erOn B17 71 Clem Eus 

iv. 19. aypis ov popdwOn NACDEFGKLP Clem Meth 1/2 Eus 
pexpes ov woppwly = &*B 37 116 (Meth 1/2) 

iii. 18. aypis ov to onuepov Kadrerrat Omn (praeter M aypt ov) 

ii. 25. aype ov av nkw NC min pauc 
aypts ov av nkw P 

ews av nkw A 47 
axpts ov nko 38 59 69 121 

axpis ov avoito B (= Q) min malt 
axpts ov Ow 56 

aypts ov ay edb 81 

vii. 8. axpt cppayiowpev ACP 112 al. pauc Orig 
aypts ofpayicwpeyv & 67 
axpts ov ofcay. B (= Q) al. 
axpis av odpay. 18 21 28 79 al. pane 

xv. 8. aypet teAcoOwow Omn praeter C 
aypis ov TeNcoOwow C 
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Apoc. 

xvii. 17. aype TeNecOnoovrat NAP etc. Hipp 
axpt TeANcoOwatv B (=Q) ete. 

aypt TeXNeo On Text recept sol. 

Xx. 3. aype TEA. Omn 
From the above the first thing which attracts notice is the lack of 

sympathy between N and B; the second is the eclecticism and looseness 

of Origen. In the last part of the table I have added the Patristic 
testimony which Tischendorf gives, and here again, especially in 

1 Cor. xi. 26, xv. 25, can be seen wide difference of opinion. 
The net result, as regards B, seems rather definitely to go far 

to prove a personal element predominating in his choice of expressions 
in the different places involved. 

Latin sympathy (continued). 

Luke 

xiv. 5. ev quepa tov caBBarov instead of ev 1 nuepa Tov caBBatov 

only 8*B (min pauc Tisch but not specified, = 131 157 al ?). 
This following wecevtae (ceciderit or cadet) so closely in the 
verse against emeceta: looks like Latin influence ‘“‘ die 

sabbati.” 
31. Bovdevcetas (pro Bovdeverat) Only NB W-H Sod and latt 

(except cd). Not even Paris” comes to join NB here. Sod 
adds 050 8371 1353 

Similarly : 
32. amooteAas epwta eas epnyny B (pos epnyvny K*T) 

sympathises with the Old Latin pacem, dropping ta, which 

the later Latin vulgates have with f as ea quae pacis sunt. 

d has quae ad pacem without sunt and D ta zpos etpnyny with 

the mass. 

W-H for some reason prefer zpos «tpnvnv in their text to the 
ets etpnuny of B. 

xv. 4. atotecn B* and D Method and Latin only and (syr). No 

other Greeks and not W nor Paris®’. But observe B has 
exyov...amoreon, while D has oo efet...amodeon. 

This BD conjunction here is emphasised in the same verse by the 
order e£ avtwy év (for év e€ avtwv) by NB and D* parts of fam 1 and 

fam 13 157, to which add W and Paris*’, and e only (against d and the 
Latins). Cf xxii. 50 e€ avtwy tov apyrepews tov Sovrov (pro eF avtwy 

tov Sovrov tov apy.) NBLT fam 13 [non 124] non W non 157 non Paris® 
hoe loco. 

xv. 10. yiwetat yapa evwmiov ayyedwv (—Twv) Br" (ef. lat) 

22. +rayv NBLX(D) 892 Paris” goth copt arm aeth and Latt. 
This seems to be an accretion. The other Greeks witness to 

Q 
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Luke 

xy, 23. 

xvi. 26. 

oid, 

xvii. 33. 

xix, 8. 

17. 

xx. LO. 

xxi. 3. 

xxl. 17. 

xxiii, 42. 

ibid. 

54. 

xxiv. 19. 

. etepoy mena: Sovd.ov | NABLUY 

. TpLTov TenWat 
. —7ov (ante Oeov) 

. —0 (ante «uptos) 

. at xapdrat vpwv 

. Order: S8dacxov ev To tepo 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

the shorler text. W also opposes D here. (+taxeos 1D 

13 157). 
epete (pro eveyxavtes) : 

Dam eveyxate) This looks like a strong combination. 

is doubtful. WY and the rest oppose including 892. 

ev (pro em) NBL and all latins (but a e m) boh [not sah] 

This runs against the mass and Dial Chr Ephr. As to sah 

and syr Aphraat they express it differently. 

—ovsec. N*BD and latt which does not express it. Sod 

adds nothing. 
mepiromoacbat (pro awa) BL Paris” only W-H Sod [not 

& = cocoa with fifteen uncials and all min. gat ef 8] 

Cf liberare bc iq, and salvum facere a flreg; d with D 

goes on a separate course with bivicare and fwoyorncat. 

—rous (ante mrwyois) B71 248 and lat {[W-H] 

evye (pro ev) BD 56 58 61 892 Orig latt 

Kat Katpw (— ev) NBL min perpauc and D latt [non ef 

g2l copt|. See Tischendorf’s illuminating remark about the 

presence of €N in syr cu sin where it seems to be confounded 

with é&. At any rate it was present in their Greek. [N = xat 

ev To Xpove. | 

NBLRX Paris®’ latt syr7 copt aeth (D 

But it 

NBLY min pe af tied (contra: copt)- 

NABDL (157 latt quos vide) 

BD only 
NBDLQ late pl. 
ABXW only and lait syr 

(against the coptic method) 

BK only and latt (except a) syr 

(against % and the rest) Paris’’ does not support B here. 

ets eavtous (pro eavtots) NBCLM latt syr oom 

— tw (ante tnoov) N*BC*L (att). The coptic 

very mixed here some sah and boh saying xe Ic = Jesu ! 

others Hic xe Tw enoov. Already Orig and Orig'™ 2/3 have 

made it Domine Jesu memento in this place. 

es THv Bactheav (pro ev ty Baothea) BL ce SH y rvg 

Orig" pluries W-H [non Paris”. Soden adds no ureies.| 

nepa nv TapacKeuns (pro np. 1 TapacKevn) NBC’L lat . 

vatapnvov (pro valwpatov) NBILT' Orig ? latt, opposed by the 

others, by Paris” and distinctly by sah 

I say “Latin: ac el? vg” because it is a Latin form. Sah 

was evidently made from the Greek (na Zupasoc) and the 

Latins b d f U* similarly from a Greek. (The boh turns it 

Tupesrtazapes). 7 has nazoreno which is composite, but 

at some time clearly NBIL felt the latin influence. 

auTy ) TTOXN 

Luke 

ii. 

iv. 4. 

9. epo8nOncav shodpa =B 

iii. 20. 

. Lepeetv (pro Leper) 
. Edpasap (pro Erxpodap) 

. Iwvap (pro lwvay) 

. Mevva (pro Mawar) 

. Mertada 

. Nabop 

. Sada (pro Ladpov) 

. Adpew (pro ApiwadaB) 

» OTL ETL TOUTO aTECTAX. (PIO oTL ELS TOUTO aTrEcTAX.) 
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Tisch adds here: “ Luc iv. 34 w vatapnve non fluct,” but 

D* reads here vafop. D? Evst 47 valwp. e l* q nazorene. 

Follows a quotation from Tert (q.v.). Tisch continues ‘ xviii. 37 
to o vatwpawos habetur quae forma etiam septies in Actis legitur. 
Praeterea Joh ter vatwpatos, Mc ter vafapnvos.” 

Anyhow, whether Latin or merely preferential, SBIL carve 
the usual special line here. 

Coptic. 

Cf W and boh only, as to this. 
tpoceOnxev Kat TovTo emt Tacw (—Kat) KatexAEcev Tov Iw. ev 

(™) dvdAaxyn. The absence of the second xa: is Coptic 

confirmed only by N*BDE b de Eus, against rest and syr. 
How is it that on so many of these occasions NB desert syr 

for copt if copt did not influence them? & corrector supplies 
«at. L seems to be on the side of N’ here. As regards L note 
that in Matthew i. 4 it writes Nagoov for vaacowv with sah 
1/3 boh"'. 

NBL (892) b e copt 
XBL (a bc e) boh (sah) 
NBI 604 al™ c e copt 
NBLX 33 157 892 c copt 

B' is not copt, both versions having Marr. 
but it could occur from graeco-copt where Medea, Mevva, 
Marr. are set one below the other.) 

8*B Sod**" sol. c e sah [non boh] W-H 
N*B sah boh®™ syr sin (et syr cu sin 

in Matt[noncopt]) (To Tisch only acth was known. Add sah 
and boh'”°.) 

Sah and some, boh”" arnsesin. But 
sah boh do not omit azwvasaP outright as B does alone; sah 

substitutes amass as X* which please note. Aeth Adam 

Aminadab. Boh has Aminadab. 1-H follow sah. 
. Kawau NBL* Sod sah boh aeth W-H 

. laper NB* al q aur sah [non boh] W-H 
—ahA ere mate pnuate Oeou NBLW sah boh alig [non omn 

habent multi] only. 
. Nafapa XB*= 33 [non Paris] e Orig sah [non boh] (A 

vatagat) 

XBLW 
fam 13 67 (604) Paris” only (a latt [non d e f q]) but compare 

t Cf Matt. i. 12 cedadmd B & (syr). 





substitutes mapevoydew for tupexew of B and all the rest. 

vi. 17. 

18. 

t A still 

. tTys Lovdatas (pro ms Tadtiaras) 

. Kat axovey (pro Tov axovety) 

» Kat Suvapts Kuplov nV els TO tacbat auTous 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

the form of sak xe HTavtTinoost vap eneigwh, 
and the manner of buh: xeowns eTaweTaowvor coRedbat. 

NBCLQR 157 892 Paris” 

sah boh syr sin tev tovdatwy W 

NABLWX fam 1 213 892 

Paris” c copt aeth arm 

. Order: wAota bv0 BW 22 892 Paris” ae sah boh syr 
contra rell. Om évo &* W-H follow B in text. 

. -avtw NB 604 Sod" ¢ boh [non sah] W-H 
Most, but NBL= 

and W Paris” Cyr®* change the last word to avrop altering the 
sense and construction. This is not found in boh, but is in 

sah: ‘that the power of the Lord was being (there) for 
him to cure.”” No others change (except Sod*”). 

I may say here that if sah or boh had been following XB 

we would find a different state of things in these versions at 
v. 5, v.17. But if &B consulted both versions (as seems 
abundantly illustrated in these notes) then we have the only 
good reason for the wavering agreement of NB together now 
with boh now with sah, and of the agreement of % or B now 
with one version and then with another against each other. 

Again, in v. 20 we have another —avrw (following ec7rev), 

[as at v. 5 (also following ecrev)], omitted by NBLE 33 130 604 
ff 92? vg sah, but boh which omitted at v. 5 does not do so 
here. In fact boh adds ‘‘to the paralysed.” Had boh been 
following NB text it would have omitted here as well as in 
v. 5, and had sah been following NB text it would have 
omitted in v. 5 as well as here in v. 20. See below at vi. 18. 
+rodus (post oydos) NBLW fam 1 892 Paris” syr sch pesh 

sah [non boh] 
evoydoupevot (pro oyhoupevol) NABL 1 [non 118-209] 157 273 
Paris’. See loh. In connection with what I wrote just above, 
this is quite interesting, for first of all A (Alexandrian) joins the 

group. Then upon turning up boh we find ENA TT LELLKO 
is the word used! (sah different NEeTRROKS, efKoad = also 

Acts v. 16 Balestri edition). 

Note that at Acts v.16 oydoupevous is read by all Greek Mss. 
Turning up boh there, we find quite a different expression 

MNELKR MH ETS HY MTEM MINTS MAKAKAPTON. 
Can we now doubt that evoydoupevoe came from 

ENACT Y,ELLKO and not vice-versa ? f 

more subtle borrowing from sak is done by N alone in Luc xviii. 5 where N 
Consult Horner's note in sak 

as to COCED,,ICE meaning “ addeth trouble.” 
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Forms of oyAew are nowhere else used. It is thoroughly 
Lucan, and a dwaf dey. of his in the Gospel once, and in 

Acts once. 

Both oyAew and evoyAew are used in the classics, and the 

dictionary gives away another secret, for under oydew we find 

‘More usual in its compounds.” 

Hence a change from o xX. to evoyd. is far more likely than 
the accusation tacitly levelled against poor long-suffering 

“ Antioch” of changing evox. ‘of the best Mss"’ to oy. St. 
Luke gives this the lie direct in Acts. 

The Latin in Luke is verabantur, and in Acts veratos, with 

verabantur by d p gig Lucifer. 

The Coptic of Acts et Hy = cruciatus, veratus (Peyron p. 373) 

Lue vii. 15. 

vill. 5. 

38. 

xi. 36. 

. emt meTpav (—T7V) 

. Tapeyeveto (pro Tapeyevovto) 

. —taTpots mpocavadwoaca tov Biov 

. AKovoal pov & 

5. >exBarov edwxev dv0 Snvapia 

TO,ERLKO afflictio, cruciatus, poena (Peyron p. 259). 

Note that «av before efeparevovto omitted by NABDLQ is 

also the coptic manner here (boh and sah). 

exafioev (pro avex ) B Sod'™' soli=e Iren™ (sedit). 
@ pev (pro o per) BW sah [non boh] 
aura (pro avto) B 16 21 273 sah. [non boh] 

B Paris” boh (indef. article) 

BDX d 50 71 273 Paris®’ boh 
(definitely 3rd pers fem sing) (sah) 

BD sah syr sin [non cu] 
hier Be 

BT' (? Habet rov) sah sole 

B sah soli 

B sah soli 

Besides many illuminating passages (such as Luc ii. 48/vi. 26, 
vill. 45, ix. 62, xi. 11 12, xvii. 19, xxiii. 50, some under another 
head, ‘‘ Solecisms ’’) note 

+ev (ante tn aotpatn)... 

Cf. sah boh 

—€tS TOY OLKOV 

B Paris™ sah boh 

. Ts NBLT' fam 1 fam 13 157 604 
Paris” against all the rest syrr latt and arm. This is one of 
those square divisions where D d abandon all sympathy with 
the Alexandrine group. This omission is no more “neutral” 

r ‘“pre-syrian’’ than I am a centaur. The Greek group 
above is one and stands out in all its loneliness. What has 
become of the coptic then? Well, it seems to me that the 
lack of tes is simply due to the coptic which generally says 
a pharisee to express such a thing. Sah here is ae 

Awbapicaice and bok txeo~ed apiceoc [Horner has no 
remarks on —rs in the above Greek mss] and this caught the 
eye of the parent of NBL Paris’ efc, and led to its being 
dropped in copying. There is no sense in conjecturing an 
addition here, ev 8€ tw Aadnoat epwra avTov fapicatos being 
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. 
quite sufficient. 15 is therefore part of the text, and it is NBL 
who drop it per incuriam, and there is no “pre-syrian ” text 
about it at all. Soden follows Egypt with omission. 

It looks very pretty and “neutral” I admit: verse 37 
papicatos followed by ver 38 6 Se faptcaios, that is indefinite 
followed by definite, but copt has an indefinite and Gretk has 
not. And ts therefore is not out of place in verse 37. 

xi. 53. Here occurs a very serious difference. For the ordinary Xeyovtos 
8e avtov tavta mpos avrovs NBCL 33 Paris’ substitute 
xaxetOev eEeXOovtos autov. Thisis against all Syriacs 
and all Latins and all the rest of the Greeks. It is apparently 
shared with or derived from the Coptic only. 

There is no exact parallel, but after the close of some of the 
parallels in Matt. xxiii., chapter xxiv. opens kat eEeAO wv o 
Inoous ETOpEVETO amo TOU LEpov Kat TpoanrOoV oF LAG. avToU 
emidetar avtw tas oxdSouas tov tepov (= Mark xiii. 1 «ae 
€X TI OpEevopmevou QuTOU €X TOU t€povu. . -). 

Is it possible that NBCL 33 Paris’? copt are right and all 
the rest wrong? The six authorities cited are rightly but one. 
What about the other sympathising cursives fam 1 fam 13 
28 157 604 892? Have they all been corrupted by this 
abominable Antiochian or Constantinopolitan recension, while 
shaking themselves free from it on so many occasions? Is it 
humanly possible to conceive this? Or do not NBCL 33 
Paris” merely represent some untoward effort of Hesychius or 
another to bemuddle Dr. Hort ?f (Soden follows Hort.) 

For observe the same process in verse 54: 
54. —xat Snrovvtas NBL fam 1 239 Paris” copt acth 

— wa Kartnyopnawotv avtov NBI 892 Paris” copt acth syr sin. 
It is quite of one recension. But really, are we to believe 

that all other copies have parted with sanity and conspired to 
down the truth ? 

xi. 25. ™nyuv (— eva) N*BD id Gil sah boh (OFRLAD,E 
more copt) but opposed by all else including WY Paris” 892 
604 and all minn latt rell syr omn arm aeth Eus™. 

47. I cannot rank this even under attempted “improvement,” so 
I place it here. 

B (with NT°"¥ 33 348 892 Paris% only) wishes to read exervos Se o 

ft A study of the Diatessaron arab is worth while in this connection. Section x11 
opens with Matt. xxiii. 34/39, interposes John xii. 42/50, then proceeds with Luke 
xi. 58/xii. 3. The language here of Luke xi. 53 is Ney. 8¢ avrov ravra mpos avrous and not 
xaxeOev e€ehOovros avrov. But after continuing with Jo. xii. 86/41, it proceeds with 
Matt xxiv. 1 “Anp wHen Jesus went out of the Temple.” A diatessaron in Greek 
s0 constructed might account for a scribal error here, the wrong place being taken up in 
copying. It seems the only clue. 

——_— 
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Sovd0s 0 yvous To OeAnua Tov Kuptov avTov Kat py eTOIlpagas 4 monoas 70 

OeXnua avTov. 

This 7 for pde finds its counterpart in sah: Fn 

NERS» AE ENTACEIZLE EMovud RAMeqyxoeic LLN- 
coRTEH AXNGeEIpEe... Boh opposes with o-sog, (one Ms one) before 

‘prepared not” and ovo 2 for unde. : ; 

I believe NBTY 33 348 892 Paris’ sah to be utterly wrong, and if we 
want the “‘ shorter’ text we have to go to LW 13 8” latt syr Cypr which 
give us xat un erotmacas, omitting unde or 9 Totnoas ; or to g, which omits 
the whole! Consulting W for control we find that that new Ms goes 

with L for the ‘‘shorter” text and again opposes B, while Paris” again 
supports B. 

But nae pen etotpacas n Tonoas strikes me as opposed to the usual 
N.T. sequences, and «as jn etotpwacas pyde tommoas of the mass should 

be right. 

oil 9. eta to peddrov ec Se pnye. Matter of order by NBLT 33 (69 
non fam) 892 Paris” with sah boh, against the rest of Greeks, 

and against Latins and Syriacs and arm. ; 
14. +o7 (ante e£) after the Coptic manner (sah boh) with only 

NBL Paris” 892 and two Latin vg against the rest. 
This is mentioned here as it follows xili. 9 so closely. 

Doubtless the coptic reacted here on NBL and not NBL on 

the coptic. 
xv. 12. 6 d¢ dtetnev avrois tov Burov (pro kat bietrev avtots tov Prov) 

NABL Paris” 892 bok sah. This is a place which bears out 
my contention that coptic influenced NBAL and not that sah 
or boh felt the influence of NB. For observe N° feels the 
influence, not %*, and is joined by A, as well as BL. All 
others are against this except Paris” which here follows, but 
W opposes with the other versions and all latt. Here is @ 
clear example of IV-H (no syllable in their margin !) following 
an Egyptian recension, and nothing to do with ‘ pre-syrian 

at all. 
(xv. 21. BL = copt order. See under ‘ Order.”’) : 

The point which I make above (at xv. 12) happens to be illustrated 
further and immediately after at :— ; : 

xvi. 1. where B* alone writes ocovoyouc for oxovoyov. Did not his 
eye wander to the coptic where the accusative ov does not 
show? The termination is oc, the word being transliterated 

from the Greek and appearing RowoIKONOXKL0C both in sah 

and boh. ; 

I can offer further immediate corroboration of the 

assumption :— 
3. cxamte ove tayuo KAJ ematrew atcxuvopat. This car is 
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Luke 

xvi. 15. 

XVii. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES, 

unknown to the Greeks except to B [not followed by IV-H! 
who divined something wrong here] but is definitely read by 
boh and sah and aeth, but not by the Latins. The Syriac 

here +dtatess opposes the Latins however joining B (again 
a square division between syr and lat). Syriac influence 
might here be attributed to B, but I think the previous 

context will bear me out in attributing it to Coptic. I have 

never seen this pointed out before, and submit that it goes 
a long way to show Coptic influence on B, which if the proofs 
offered are considered sufficient, destroys B as a “ neutral”’ 

type, especially when the apparent Latinisms are taken into 
consideration at the same time (see ante). 

Another commentary offers in this chapter: 
B writes alone ot: to ev av@pwmw vido (for ott To ev 

avOpwmots vynrov). The point we have not yet got is 
whether sah or boh is influencing B. Well here all sah 
(known to Horner) have av@pwrors, but Horner's boh text, 

following the boh AC,*THS, has “in the man” et Aen 

TUpUo22t, not rupwseset. That is the only support for B*. 

The syr has plural, and the old sy ‘‘sons of men” or ‘‘sons of 

man.’’ JV-H do not follow B. Soden adds no other witness. 

A further commentary is offered immediately after at :— 

17. xepatav prav a change of order by B only sak (ow qwadAgs, 

26. 

1. 

Movwt) sy7, while boh omits pray (= owsKEped most, 

oTYWAS, some). The omission in oh led to the change 

of order perhaps, while B consulted sah. 
Again a commentary offers here. In the important sentence 
Kat ewe Tagt TOvTOLS petakv HU@VY Kat vEwY Vyaopa peEeya 

eotnpexrat NBL Paris” substitute ev (for em) with boh 
and latt", while sah expresses differently: ‘‘ But after all 
these there is a great gulf fixed,” and syr ‘‘ And with all these 

same things a great gulf is set.” 
Order: ta cxavdara pn edMev So NBLX Paris® 892 e (sah) 

only, and I claim that this is more likely due to sah on NBLX 
than the converse, for all others oppose with pn eAdew ta 
oxavéara including it and Origen Chr Dam, so that here 
with IV’-H following SBLX e¢ we have not even restored the 

text of Origen. 
Same verse wAnv ovat for ovat S€ by NBDL ?¢ (except fl vg) = also 

coptic (boh and sah). 
xvii. 19, —7 mitts cov cecwxe ce 

23. order: tdou exes 7 tou woe 

Bw! cum sah 6/9. 

These and these alone. Comment is unnecessary. 
B’ Paris” boh 

Sov exer car ov woe = N sy cu sin 

Sou exe tou woe L 
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This place is in @ grand muddle, but the others place we first, and 

as to B*, Tischendorf says, it originally read «ide...Se (in the photo- 

graphs one can see nothing). The fact remains that B* is nearest to boh, 

while the sah mss all vary, and may have influenced B*. 

Luke 

xvii. 33. 

35. 

37. 

tbid. 

xviii. 29. 

xix. 8. 

23. 

26. 

40. 

xx. 9. 

vote. 

Thus 85 reads qageneigrda HH Mal 

114 ,, «pganignggdg oH OAH TNA! 
70 ,, QOsaTereesa H Oger Ml 
64, qyeRmeinns Hee MAS 
91 ,, C[osenererda HH ClERRTIAI 
89 ,, CRATIEIRRA HH OAK TH 

25 4, qyaarmat 
while in the same verse —amnOnte pnde of B fam 13 [157] 

seems to correspond closely to sah. 

NBLY 69 245 892 Paris” al. 
perpauc bohites BF 

+4 (ante pa) So &*BDR Sod? 1 69 Paris” and bohPFH%° 

Kat Ot aeToL NBL Paris’? min pauc b d [contra D*] boh” 

emtovvayOnaovrat (pro cuvay.) NBLQ Evst 19 cf. sah 

fin “ will be gathering to it.” 

Order: 7 yuvarca 7 adeAdous 7 yovets. NBL 892 Paris” sah 

boh against all others. 

Order: pov tov urapyovrwey NBLQ fam 1 Paris’ bringing 

the possessive first with coptic. (157 does not do so here, but 

on several other occasions; see below.) 

Order: pou to apyuptov only NABLY 33 157 {** 892 Paris” 

Evst 48 and the coptics against Latin. These points should 

be noted. I will be told about other coptic sympathy that of 

course it was NB which influenced the coptic and not vice 

versa. I do not think so. In some places community of 

origin is clearly indicated. In many others, as here, it is to 

be observed that it is more than likely that a reflex action of 

the coptic manner on NB is in question. 
Notice here W ,60 70 apyvptov pov. W" first wrote Hou 

ro apy. and then cancelled pov init and added at end. N also 

has this reduplication. 
Almost immediately below we come across further close coptic 

sympathy. NBL fam 1 892 Paris” a omit yap with boh and 

sah. Yet the rest and syr cu sin have the copula, and other 

Latins and Lucifer +autem. 

—avtots NBL [non min] copt Orig W-H Sod txt 

xpovous (—tkavous) B® (non W-H) with boh mss BDA,|E 

FJLO 26 (see Horner notes in sah vol., not clear in boh) 

This is immediately followed in B* at xx. 10 by wat xatpw 

oa 8 av (pro Kat og ear) 

(—ev) with Latin, whereas bok have distinctly «as ev xatpw. Hence, if 
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boh® had been following B* in ver 9, they might have adopted a different 
expression. I say this to guard against the retort that the boh mss® 
reported above were perhaps following B®. [Aliter expr. acth: et moram 
fecit venire. | 

Inke 

xx. 40. yap (pro &e) 

xxl. 36. Katisyvonte (pro xaraktwOnte) 

Xxil. 

42. autos yap (pro kat avtos) 

7. 

Bl init. —etme & 0 Kuptos 

36. 

. ets (ante thy eunr) Be 

. Order: xat to Tornptoy wcavtws 

. ott (pro xat) 

NBLY 33 36 57 108 213 Paris” boh sah. 
(The rest vary and a nec amplius). 

NBLR(Q) min pauc et 157 892 
Paris” 1 boh sah Cyr against all others. 

NBL(W)XV fam 1 33 36 
57 157 213 892 Paris” sah boh aeth syr hier, against all others 
and against syr lat and Tert™. 

As Orig is not extant here, I prefer to attribute this to 
coptic influence, and should certainly follow Tert who is 
extant here, not to speak of the body of Latins and e repre- 
senting Cyprian, and not to speak of syr cw sin pesh which 
oppose syr hier. 

It will be noticed that the former group known to Tisch and 
Hort has been added to by W (xattcyvcare) V and Paris”, 
but they are rather birds of a feather. Yet I would give the 
additional testimony all the weight desired, and still say 
that the strength of the position remains with the Latt 
and Syrr who are completely agreed except for syr hier 
whose defection rather emphasises this as an unnecessary 
“improvement.” In any case a change from catakiwOnre to 
xattoxvonre is far more probable than an attempted emenda- 
tion of xaticyvaonte to xatakiwOnre (the Latins express in 
two words), 

ev 7 edet OvecPar to mazya Most, but BCL and D 892 [but 
not N rell] omit ev. Not so latt, so the omission is ruled out 
from Latin sympathy. The ev is desirable here. Upon 
reference to the coptic we find ev present but transferred quite 
to the end of the verse (it so appears in Horner’s translation 
of sak but does not do so in his translation of boh although 
the expressions employed are identical in both versions). The 
coptic says ‘‘ this which ’"—as if reading 47—“ is numbered to 
slaughter the passover in.” 

Cf sah boh. 

NBL Paris” boh sah syr 
hier (non al.) W-H Sod txt 

NBD*LT 157 z*'sem Paris” boh sah (against 

all others incl. W and syr hier). a d Orig om. 
BLT Sod'™ sah boh Bas 1/2 syr sin 

[contra syr cu et rell omn et contra WY 892 Paris] 
Se (pro our) NBLTD Sod Paris” LauraA' ¢ d sah boh 

> 

Luke 

xxii. 37. 

39. 

57. 

68. 

xxiii. 6. 

15. 

17. 

29. 

32. 

36. 
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to (prota) NBDLQTW Sod" (B & G) 1157 b d sah boh (syr) 

—xat (ante ot paOntat) B*V Paris Sod" sah aeth (boh"™) 

Order: ove ot8a avtov yuvar (pro yuvat ove oda avtov) 

NBLTXW 213 Sod* [non al. minn] sah boh arm only, 

against the rest of Greeks, all Latins, and syrr. (—yuvae 

Det T. 
— pot n aTodvante NBLT Sod boh Cyr (fam 1 157 

Paris” sah habent por) 
— yadiratav (post axoveas) Only NBLTT' bok (against sah syr 

lat and the rest) Sah is very definite Ac TYAAIAAIA, and 

892 Paris” do not omit nor WY. If NBLT managed to 
influence boh, how was it they did not influence any others ? 

Not even Paris” which has been running very close to them 
for many verses past. Surely it was boh which influenced 
NBLT. If SBLT influenced boh how was it they (or their 

common ancestor, for they have indeed a common ancestor) 

did not influence sah? W-H follow this small combination 
for omission. I would not dare go against the beautifully 
emphatic character of the phrase in sah and syr cu sin. Soden 
adduces only one new witness, 6371, yet excludes. 
aveTrepyev yap avToy mpos npas NBEKLMTII minn pauc f 

130"* 892, Paris®’ (—-yap), sah boh 
aveTepapa yap vas Tpos auvTov Rell et it aeth; syrr arm 

(avtov mpos avtov) 

This is rather an interesting commentary on the previous 
reference. The change of sense is so complete here, but 
witnessed to most carefully by both coptics. In fact sah says 
“ But Herod also found nothing against him; for he sent him 
to us...” while boh follows the Greek method: ‘‘ But neither 
Herod also; for he sent him to us...’’ Observe that aeth 

opposes sah boh. 
Om vers ABKLTT'II (A here replaces 8) 892 Sod>*" a vgF 
sah boh [non omn] Dd syr cu sin aeth place the verse after 
verse 19. 

Six boh mss and the correctors of four others have it. 

+az (ante xordrat) ==NBCNT'X 892 min'® [non Paris*’] and 
so sah boh [non W*} 

xaxoupyou Sv0 NB W-H only as it would appear. The 
sentence runs a little more smoothly thus: yyovro Se cae etepor 
xaxoupyot Svo, instead of: sryovro Se xat etepor Sv0 Kaxoupyot, 
but sah boh support NB. [Soden adds nothing new]. 
mpocepxopuevor o€os mpoagepovtes aura NABC*L Paris” only. 
This involves the omission of «ac before ofos and is supported 

by ar and boh (sah also avrw per’ ofov, minus mpoodeportes 
avtw). The absence of «ae between the two participles 
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seems a little rough and contrary to N.T. usage. The 
inference is coptic influence. Observe A joins the group. 

[se This is immediately followed by : 

xxiii. 38. — yeypaupern NBLT' Sod'*™ sah boh (contra mundum) 

ibid. —ypappacw EX. cat Pop. car EBp. WS [Habet 8] BC*L 
Paris” sah boh [non omn] to which add a syr cu sin, but against 
all else and Cyr. 

40. emttipov avtw efn (pro emetipa avtw Aeyov) NBC*LX 
213 Paris® 892 boh” [non sah] (syr xat edn) 

43. —o moovs NBLT' Evst 26 e* sah boh contra rell et contra 

Chr: (“00 pavexacor—emtXaBopevor Tov Xwplov TovTOU gacw "— 
elmev 0 YO‘ apunv apunyv...) 

44. Kar nv 189 woee wpa extn (pro ny de woet wpa extn) BC*LT' 

597 +t 892 boh [non sah]. On the other hand XD some latins 

and Orig'" have «at but not +787. This plus $y is found 

however in boh oop, ME hrae SHAH MAXNe Ne, 
(while sah is me nirtacs ae Natico ne [sak has ae, correct 
Tisch]) and nowhere else. All the others oppose. Here is 
the ‘“‘longer” text then once more in BL [not X]. It is not 
from the parallels in Matt. and Mark, and must be an old error 

from KAIHNAewcel, the Se having remained after «a: was 
introduced, and being copied as xa nv nbn. If this be dis- 
allowed, there is no alternative but a bohairic influence on BL, 
because boh could not get it very well from the Greek as he 
must have looked well at the place, for 9,Hau is introduced in 
a different order, viz. between wpa and extn, the woe being 
apparently dropped (as in sah'™ aeth and 157 y*' vg*), but there 

is room for a great muddle here, because the word for we 

(=Mma& or N&ve) is very like the word for wpa.t BL boh here 

are a unit against the rest. How it occurred must be thought 

of in connection with the other coptic sympathy, which 

fluctuates between boh and sah. As & does not share the 
addition here the place will bear more study (Cf +78 at 

xxiv. 29). 

45. The passage zov mdtov exderovtos of NBL would follow 
naturally here, but so much has already been written about it 
that I forbear. Nor have I touched at all on Lukei. 28, ii. 14, 
33, vi. 1 48, xxii. 43/44, xxiii. 34, xxiv. 42, as these passages 

have been discussed before, and ii. 9 I merely record above. 

49. kat at yovarxes B Paris” sah [Soden adds nothing] 
50. ayados dixatos Bet sah soli [Soden forgets this] 

¢ This 597 (Venice Marc i. 59) in Gregory's Emendanda is not to be confused with 
579 (Paris™). 

t Hence PHAT, MMA, the moment or the hour. 
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ai 32. ws edadet quev ev Ty 0d (—Kat) ws Seqvoeyev nut Tas ypagas. 

This is often the Coptic method. The omission of the copula 

is observed in NBDL 33 syr hier and boh sah only (copt omits 

the second ws as well). The passage is not without interest 

for B maintains the two clauses (although witbout copula, 

= copt) while Origen ELEVEN TIMES, with abcel Amb Aug 

syr cu sin, omits the first ws edaret. 

44. ev Tw vopw pwvoews Kal TOLS TpopyTais Kat yarpos. 80 B 

and Paris’. ev tors mpofytas says &, nat ev Torts 

mpogdntats L, and these three groups agree in one, but, proving 

certainly that it was not sincere copying, they disagree in 

detail, while the supporting authority, namely sah-boh, has it 

yet differently thus: ev (rw) voww povoews Kat (lit. peta) TOUS 

mpognrats Kat (Jit. peta) TOLS Parpors. 

Only the coptic adds toes before yarpors. 

W-H manage out of this slight difference to slip in the 

reading of B alone! They say nothing in the margin, and 

they have just rejected B’s single readings (avavta in this 

verse, +xaz in verse 39, 7 for Sate verse 38, 7yyxav verse 28, 

avrous for xat avros verse 15), and behold it is not B at all as 

a whole which we are getting in W-H here, but pure W-H 

intuition which is the “ neutral” text! 

47. at xnpvxOnvas emt Tw ovopaTt avTou pEeTavolay 1s (pro Kat) 

adeowy apaptiwy ets TavTAa TA <6vn SB sah bok, to which add 

syr Pe" [against the Old Syriac]. So that W-Ht text is 

satisfied to follow NB copt alone with “syr vg” [cw not 

extant, sin not known to W-H]. Soden has no new 

witness. 

This is in a different class from others placed under ‘‘ Improvement,” 

for here NB have two cases of ets following each other, and to them on 

this occasion it is not apparently abhorrent nor to W-H nor to Tisch who 

follow. It is possible that all the other authorities, including syr vet, 

revised here to avoid this repetition ; but it is also possible that the coptic 

is responsible, for Paris’? does NoT follow NB here, nor does our new 

witness W agree with them, nor Y. 

Tisch justly remarks that in St. Luke can be found both expressions 

Barticua petavotas ets adeow (ill. 3) and Sovvat petavoray tw top. Kat 

ageow (Act v. 31), the former supported by Mark i. 4. 

The only thing to be said here about Coptic is that NB are agreed 

with C*LNX 33 213 and the coptic, against the rest, in following this in 

the same verse with apfapevor for apEapevov, again against Paris” and W, 

+ WW-H text as, marg. xa. Souter reverses this; xa: text, «is alternative reading 

at foot, Soden retains «a in bie text. Yet if NB sah boh are wrong here, why does 

Soden think them right at xxiii. 6, 38, 43, xxiv. 82? 
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and in the next verse (48) Se is omitted by sah boh with NBC*L, while 

eote omitted only by BD Sod"? d Aug (aeth boh) is more striking. 

Latin (and Coptic). 

There are a good many of these combinations with the small 

group containing B, but they need not be dealt with specially. Some 
places appear however clearly to have influenced B. For instance : 
Luke 

xvii. 24. —ev tn nuepa avtov BD 220 soli inter gr cum abdein, 

et sah (aeth) W-H. Cf. Merx vol. u. p. 348. 
xviii. 4. pera tavra S& BLQT* 892 Paris”. This against all other 

Greeks including & and D pera Se tavta, but the Latin is post 

haec autem a f iq vg, postea autem e (while bcd ff, 1 omit 
autem) and both coptics say ggenenca mar ae. As Tisch 

points out, in Luke x. 1 peta S€ tavra there is no change 
among the Greeks. We have to go to Matt. xxvi. 73 for pera 
uuxpov de. Westcott and Hort religiously follow BLQ. 

This I believe however to be very ancient Latin influence 

from a Graeco-Latin, because in the same verse the tendency is 

strongly Latin against Coptic, for NBLX Hipp 157 Paris” 892 
with abce f ff tlw vg say ovde avOpwrov instead of xat 
avOpwrov ovx of the rest of the Greeks Bas Chr Dam. And 
the coptics both turn the phrase without expressing an ovde 
[a few boh do 7/24]. 

I may further point out why I think the Latin is old 
enough to have influenced the BLQ text here. Three 

verses beyond, at: 
7. BLAQ, this time joined by NW 892 Paris” and (e), write tev 

EXNEKTWY AUTOU TwDV Bowvtrwv QuT@ nuEpas Kal VUKTOS, whereas 

ab filqr simply omit avte (or the “ poo avtov”’ of the other 

Greeks Mac Bas Chr Antioch Damcd f Iren'™ Tert™"). As 
a matter of fact, if we want to choose between mpos avtov and 
avtw I should strongly incline to follow Tert and Iren'" who 
are strengthened by Basil Chrys Damasus etc and the other 
fifteen Greek uncials and all the cursives [D* = Sowrtwr 
avtwv, d qui clamant ad eum. Tisch omits to notice d for 

ad eum]. But the omission may be the more basic (syr does 

not omit, and sah has eTwu €9,pa! Epod)). 
9. eEouBevouvtes (pro eEovevouvtas) B115 259** d*" eT al?. No 

other Gk uncials. In connection with what I wrote above, 
note that, against the imperfect of most Latins (but e 
contemnunt, d spernent) a has spernentes. Possibly therefore 

B got this from such a Gk-Latin. IW-H do not follow. 
It is found in Tregelles’ margin. 

Luke 

xviii. 10. 

11. 

xxii. 10. 

48. 

49. 

G64. 
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But it seems very difficult to separate Latin and Coptic sym- 

pathy. For here B with (D)RX 71 213 says eis (—0) Papeoatos 

kat o erepos Tedovns, which corresponds exactly to sah 

ova ovpapicaioc Ne NkEeows OvTEAWHHC TIE, 

whereas boh miowal meowpapiceoc Ne MIKEovAl 

HC Ne. 
. 

sae ee unus..alius, unus..alter of the Latins of 

course does not help us without articles, but the conflict 

between boh and sah, where 8 and the mass follow boh, and 

B with only DRX agree with sah in suppressing the first 

article, is really noteworthy in view of what has gone before. 

These little places it will readily be seen are quite interesting 

and worth attention. W-H have els in text, and o in margin. 

Another conflict between 8 and B follows. = i 

B with L only and XY fam 1 213 892 Paris” (Sod adds °°) 

e vg arm Orig Cypr reads of the Pharisee: orafers tavta 

mpos eavrov mpoonuy-t instead of A(D) etc: otafers mpos 

eavtoy tavta mpoonvy. and thus also a goth syrr Das 

Antioch. 
; 

N* with bef fil 7 and sah aeth OMIT pos eavtov. This 

omission might be taken for the “ neutral” text if you will, 

but, would you believe it, W-H follow B Orig and Cypr in 

their text (with pos eavtoy tava in their margin), and not a 

word about omission! Now the conjunction of e and Cypr with 

B sah and Orig is clearly Egyptian, Africa and Greek-Egypt 

combined, while Basil with the mass oppose, and the bulk 

of the Latins omit. D d = «aQeavrov and seorsum. Therefore 

W-H “produce an Egyptian text again once more and not a 

“neutral” one. And there is nothing “ pre-syrian ” about it, 

since the old syriac goes with the mass against B. 

els fy (pro od) =NBCLY z sem Paris” (X ev 7) latt athe boh, 

but against ov of fifteen uncials including D and d ‘“ubi”; 

(157 distinctly o7ov), ov eav five remaining uncials (perhaps 

from Mark ozov ear). 

tnaous S¢ (pro o S€ encous) NBLTX 157 892 Cf latt Jesus 

autem, and boh 1HC AE NEXAg (sah" TEXE IC; sah 

Nexe ae Ic)- (Paris omits copula with sah and syrr.) 

That the conjunction with Coptic and Latin 1s not fortuitous, 

consult :— 
re 

[kupe] —avto NBLTX [non R, male Soden] again Paris 

71 213 892 sah boh 1 q 

tw xupiw D et domino d; Dno Jesu aeth) 

cites avTov To Tpoowmov Kal — NBKLMTI copt and 

{ W shows Egyptian preference for evxerat and Paris” nvxero (for mpoonuyero). 
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Luke 

some Latins. I enter it, ag eruzrov was apparently known 
to Marcion here as well as to the rest of the opposition. f 

Add iv. 5. — 0 S1aBoros es opos vpnrov NBL lat mult sah (boh) Cyr 
contra rell et syr 

Traces of Syriac. 
Luke 

ii. 19. wavta ouvernpee ta pnuata (—tTavta) B 77 129 225 aX (cf 
syr sin) Soden does not bother to add the cursives. 

51. wavta ta pyyata (—tTavta) N*BDMWaa e (of syr sin sch 
pesh arm) 

ii. 33. Eopeov B y"? [male Sod i*"] b (d) vg syr W-H 
v. 18. +avrop (post Getvat) BLE 157 syrr sah boh aeth [W-H] 

29. wet avtou (pro pet avtwr) B fam 1 22 Paris” diatess (hiant 

syr cw sin), Kat’ avtov 69 [non fam] 
vi. 26. —o¢ watepes avtoy B 604 syr sin sah [non boh nec rell verss] 
ix. 2. —rovs acOevers B syr cu syr sin Dial W-H 
x. 42. papray B 1 Paris” J syr W-H 

xi. 46. «ae adtou +upers B alone among Greeks with Paris” Sod™. 
Latt all apparently et ipsi, although a Latin may exist 

with et vos ipst. But this dpeis practically replaces aérol in 
the syriac (oAa}o). W-H do not add. 

Cf boh (aliter expr sah). 

Xvi. 3. oxamtev ove toxvw KAI erartew arcyvvopar. All syrr and 
diatess (no latins) and B alone of Greeks. But B is supported 
by both coptics and aeth (see under Coptic influence) and I 
am inclined to attribute this xa: to coptic influence on B, 
the coptics having previously imbibed it from a Graeco-syriac. 

Notice both coptic and syr say otay petacradw EK rns 
otxovoutas in the very next verse (xvi. 4) with NBD min 
aliq (avo LX 892), while the majority of Greeks are content 
with the partitive genitive. W-H have ex, but ignore +.«ae 
of B. 

t These things must be weighed carefully. Take for instance soon after, at xxiii. 2 
it is a difficult question whether nuwv belongs after ¢Ovos (‘‘ evpopev dcacrpepovra ro eOvos 

[nuor]”). It is added by NBDHKLMRINY min® it vg sah boh syrr arm aeth, but 
withheld hy AEGSUVWXTAA min plur MarcionEriph bis Kus Cyr Thdt. Here Marcion 
adds xat xatadvovta Tov vopov Kat rouvs mpopntas. Observe however not rov voyov nay 

even here. (This addition is followed by a good many Latins, most of whom say 

“legem nostram,” but in Marcion nov is absent in both places). 
Notice that W does not have nywy, so that the omission now goes back in our Greek 

documents to rv century. Notice that 157 Cyr (1 q) have rov Aaov nua for ro ebvos nuwr, 

possibly from xxiii. 14, which is an interesting control reference because ipo is absent 
there. Vv 13/14 run: metdaros d¢ cuvxadecapevos Tous apxtepers Kat Tous apyovras Kat Tov 
Aaoy etmev TMpos avTOUS MpoanveykaTE pot Tov avOpwrov ToUTOV ws anogtpeovra Tov Aaov Kat 

wou eyo see 
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Luke 
xxili, 5. d8accwv Kab odrns ts Jovdaras nat apEapevos... NBLTT' 

Paris” only with syrr, vg codd omn [praeter W] add «at, 
against the rest of Greeks, all Old Latin [praeter aur] and 
sah boh. 

This is a very peculiar place. 

Right on the heels of it comes xxiii. 6 (see under Coptic) 

where NBLTT' and boh only omit yadsAatav after axovaas. 
Sah xe TYADIDAIA does not, nor syrr, nor latin, nor 

the rest. 
xxiv. 13. Order: ev autn Tn nuepa noav Topevopevor NB syr Eus W-H. 

NB Syr Latin against Coptic. 

iii. 14. te womnowpey Kat npets (pro Kar quets Te Tot.) NBC*LWE 
1 [non fam] fam 13 892 Paris" bce f f gil q syr sah (om Dd 

Evst 7) contra boh et rell 
Add perhaps : 

iv. 40. eBeparevev pro eBepanevcev BDWYW [Sod non Lake] 21 

“ yttes® Sod'46 latt syr W-H'' Sod Orig ? 
KXlii. 2. +xae (post S:Sovac) NBLT 106 892 Paris” Sod '**' only, 

plus it [except a c] syrr arm W-H and Sod tzt against rell 

with sah boh. 

Syr Latin and Coptic. 

XXlii, 89. ovye ov et (pro e ov ee) NC*BL (BL omit reyov, NC* do 
not), ab fr (nonne), sah boh (xe san Neok an ne W5Cc) 

syr cw sin hier [non sch pesh] arm acth W-H ct Sod trt 
contra rell omn Sod" et Paris” et Orig. 

Om e ov ec usque ad fin vers D de. 
xxiv. 24. —xae tert. BD [non min] latt syrr°™" sah 1/2 boh'* W-H [nil mg] 

38. ev Ty xapdia (pro ev tats xapdiats) BDabecde fil gat rg 
[hiat r.] sah aeth W-H (Dial ets thy xapécav) (Tert™* in corda) 

I group this here, although the sy7r are all pointed for the plural 

to-day, because it could so easily be basic in an ancient unpointed 

copy. ; 
A single letter also in boh of similar shape mm for m makes the plural 

(all boh mss) against the singular of saz. The Latin evidence is so large, 
it is strange to see all syrr (g c sj h as Horner has it) marked for plural. 
The Latin evidence for the singular must go back very far. 

The history of the text is thus deeply involved at a tremendously 

early date. See full exhibition of evidence in Part IT. and note syr sin 

(Lewis ed. 1910). 
R 
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Syr Coptic against Latin. 

vi. 26. —ot matepes avtwy B G04 sah syr sin (— ot wat. Sod’) 

Habent & rell et latt boh syr pesh arm aeth. 

xvi. 3. oxamTew ove trxvw KAI erattew atoyvvopat So B alone of 
Greeks with sah boh acth and syr (sch pesh cu sin [non exstat 
hier]) W-H refuse this reading. 

17. xepasay pray B sah syrr (om peav boh) W-H™ [Negl Sod 

sah syr] 
N rell et latt. Play Kepatay 

Examples of Synonyms. 

NBC*XW 73 239 892 Paris®’ [non Sod™""; om. 
Sod*”] Cyr W-H Sod txt against rell and Orig. 

76. evwmtov (pro po mpocwrov) NBW Sod" Orig 1/2 [non minn] 
W-H [non Sod]. 

ii. 3. eavtou (pro sav) NBDLWEYW 2" Paris” Eus W-H Sod txt. 
Cf Matt xiii. 24 ev tw aypw avtov ~—- Plur (eavrov B) but ev to 

tim aypw D Eus”’. 
57 ev tm sea marpids NZ 892 minn™ revere e¢ 
Sod [non W-H"] (pro ev rn matpid: avtov rell). 

i. 6. evaytiov 

Homoioteleuton. 

Consult xiv. 1 —7wy (post apyovrwr) NBK 892 [non al.] [W-H]. 

Form. 

xii. 28. augiater BY ct W-H txt [nil in mg] 
See xvili. 12. amodexatevw NB et W-H [nil mg sed non minn.], and other 

passages referred to elsewhere but not separated in this Gospel. 

Luke 

GRAMMATICAL CHANGES. 

Change of Voice. 

xv. 17. “eis eavtov Se ehOwv edn (vel ever) Tocot pucOiot Tov matpos 
pou TeEplLacevovaty aptav.” 

meptocevovtat BAPT fam 1 [non 131] 94 Paris” Evst 2. 
Sod 48, Tisch adds “ cat°% "8 schol?54 et ator.” 

Teptacevovaty & and all the rest including W. 

This is clearly an ‘‘ improvement ” confirmed by the “ fidus 
Achates’’ Paris‘, but disclaimed by the other ‘“‘ good ” cursives 
and rejected by 131 of the 1 family. (Evst 2 occasionally has 

¢ P and also A are found in this neighbourhood largely with B in some questionable 
places. 

Luke 

vii. 7, 

viii. 50. 

iv. 29. 
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curious and untrustworthy readings.) Such an occasion could 

not be missed of emphasising a knowledge of the proper voice 
to employ here. 

The Latins add nothing, but the sy emphasises by ‘ quibus 
copiosus est panis.” 

I cannot conceive it possible that an ‘“‘ Antiochian ”’ revision 
has been so complete as to displace an original mepeocevovta 

from all our Greek mss except the handful named above, for 
there would be no reason for the change; whereas the change 

from mepiocevovew to mepracevovta: is a ‘“nicety” which is 
quite in line with the sense. From what I have observed 

from continuous study of the characteristics of what are 
known as our important cursives, others besides those named 

above would surely have preserved meptocevorvta:. Neither & 
nor W nor 604 nor 892 agree to change meprocevovew. W-H 
follow BAP, but not Soden here. 

Change of Mood. 

taOntw (pro taOnoetat) BL Sod" and these ALONE of all 
our authorities, but followed not only by Hort, but also by 

Tisch; and not only by Tisch and Hort but now also by 
von Soden in his text! Thus does the Egyptian reading (for it 
is Egyptian) commend itself with this slight support to the 
moderns, and for the self-same reasons. Soden only adds 
“bo?” and neglects sah. Boh" go with BL and so do all 

the sah codices. See Horner in Sah, p. 120. 

Imperative. 

miotevooy (pro mateve) BLE [non minn vid] W-H. As to 
this being a real preference, consult viii. 20 29 in this chapter 
where BE are alone together, once for a change of order, 

again for a change of preposition. 

Infinitive. 

As to wate and ets To. 

wote KaTaxpnuvicar avtov NBDLW Paris” fam 1 13-69-556 
(non 124] 22 33 604 892 237%" 259""" Sod? 178 126° cont Orig 
W-H Sod 
els To KaTaxpnuvicat avtov Rell et V (om. 346) 

( Soden’s 4%} omits wore, and his critical fam* has pos to.) 

Note that the infinitive follows, which, while not unusual 
after wore,t looks as if Orig were improving ets to rather than 

t Cf all uss at Matt xiii. 82 wore eAOew ra mereiva. 

R 2 
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Acta 

ili. 

xiii. 

Kom. 

. els TO yeverOat 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

Antioch changing an original wate to ess to. More suspicions 
because in coptic the Greek word wore is transliterated. It 
looks as if es to had been translated puocTe in coptic and 

had then reacted on NBL, but as D joins, the matter can be left 

undecided. Note however that Winer (Eng. edition p. 400) 

says ‘In the Byzantine writers the use of wore with the 

infinitive instead of the simple infinitive is peculiarly common.”’ 

Winer then refers (pp. 400 and 743) to the use of ws erotpacar 

in Luke ix. 52 by 8B (alone with a b el q) for wore erotpacar 

of practically all (sah omits wore and ws: simply eco Te sah, 

while boh 7 Mss has e,wocTte, 12 Mss p.woae, 2 MSS 9,u9C 

with NB). Tischendorf does not admit ws into his text 

but leaves wore, remarking “at @s nimis emendationem 

prodit.” 

For es to in the Gospels generally, observe the remaining 
cases Matt. xx. 19 ess To eumactar, Matt. xxvi. 2 es To cravpw- 
Onrat, xxvii. 31 evs To cTavpwoat, Mark xiv. 55 ets to Pavatwoat, 

Luke v. 17 es to tava, Luke xx. 20 es to wapadovvat, in no 
case changed by any except in Mark xiv. 55 where D (and 2") 

substitute eva Oavatwoova.y as the latin, and in Luke xx. 20 

ets 70 Tapadovvae is changed to wate mapad. by NBCDL y'* 

[not by the other min which acted so in iv. 29]. 

Kis to is not found in St. John’s Gospel, but is to be 

observed in Clement's Ist Epistle. 
I submit that wove is a correction by Alexandria for es 10, 

and not that wore is original in Luke iv. 29, xx. 20. 
As regards ets to outside the Gospels, note : 

. ets To eEEarecpOnvat Changed by NB only, to mpos to e€an. 

. ets To petaky caBBatov AarnOnvat 

. €l9 TO OTHPLXOnVaL 

iii. 26, iv. 11, iv. 16, viii. 29, xv. 16, Eph. i. 12, James i. 18. 

els TO ewar; cf. ets To py evvat 1 Cor. x. 6 infra. 

. €ls TO NoytaOnvat 
also vii. 4; also Phil. iii. 21, but some omit. 

€lLS TO UTTAKOVELV 

. els TO KapTropopnaat 
. els TO TapalyAwaat 

. Phil i. 10 ets 10 dontpaler 

. ets To BeBatwoat 
. ets To meptocoevery alland Orig except B 57 Sod'™ which omit. 

. es TO EcOleLy 

. ets TO EoOtey Kat TIVELY 

ers TO payev 
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i. 4. ets To SuracOat quas 

vil. 3. es Ta cuvaTrodavety 

vill. 6. es TO Tapaxadeoal quas i 

changed to wa to by FG only (ef. lat) 

,, wate by 3 35 115 d*al. pauc. 
Gal 

iii. 17, es To xatapynoat 
Eph. 

ae et: ets To ecdevat changéd to wa odate by FG only (cf. lat) 
Phil. 

1, 23. ets to avadvoat Most and Clem (—ets DEFG; —es 

1 Thess. to Antioch) 

ii. 16. ets to avaTAnpwoat 

iii. 2, 13. es to ornptEae 
5. ets To yvwvat 

10. ets To eeu (ets To esdevat, 17 only) 

i. 5. ets To kataktwOnvac 
li. 6. ets To aToKadvdOnvat 

10. ets to cwOnvat 

11. es to meatTevoat 
Heb. 

ii. 17. es To tAaoxec Oar 
vii. 25. ets To evtyyxavery 

viii. 3. ets To mpoodepery 
ix. 14. ets To NaTpevery 

28. ets TO TOAAWY AvEvEyKEly apapTlas 

xii. 10. ets To petaraPerv 

Rill. 21. ets To Trotnoat 
Jas. . ; 

(i. 19. ets To akoveat...ets TO NaNoAal) 

And with negatives: 
Acta 

vii. 19. ets To wn Swoyovecbat 
1 Cor. 

ix. 18. es To pn KataypnoacOat 

x. 6. eg To wn Etvat 
2 Cor. 

iv. 4. ets To wn avyacat 
2 Thees. 

li. 2. ets To wy Tayews carevOnvat 
Heb. 

xi. 3. ets To wn Ex hatvouevwy To BAsTropevon yeyovevat 
1 Pet. 

iii. 7. es To wn eveomtecOat 
iv. 2. ets To wnxete avOpwrewp ertOuptats 

Here are over fifty cases of es to with alinost no variation among 

mss. I think itis a significant fact that NB change ess to to wate once 

only and that is at Acts iii, 19 THE FIRST OCCURRENCE AFTER THE 
GosPELS END. After that they seem to accept the fact that ees To is 

Lucan as well as Pauline and Petrine, for at Acts vii. 19 they do not 
change, nor afterwards on over fifty occasions. We should ponder 
this. It seems to me to be a most illuminating study and I think the 
observation is new: as are also the inferences conveyed in the following 
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sections.t The scribes of NB in their N.T. copying seem also to have 
been influenced by some O.T. phraseology which lingered in their minds. 
Observe ta JeXnuara once by N (Matt. vii. 21), once by B (Mark iii. 35). 

Change of Case. 

Genitive absolute. 

As to St. Luke we have no cases to report throughout the whole 
Gospel of a single change from dative to genitive absolute, and this for 
the simple reason that St. Luke does not use the dative absolute [if we 
except two passages, ii. 5 ovon eyxuw, and viii. 27 e€eXOovte Se auto, 

which are not, properly speaking, absolutes]. This is quite illuminating 

as to the action of the NB group in St. Matt. and St. Mark. Had 
“Antioch ” been guilty of changing their genitives there to datives, surely 
we would see the same thing in St. Luke. I have not found one single 
instance! And it is not for lack of material. For although St. Luke is 

not partial to the genitive absolute, it is used on at least forty-five occasions 
in his Gospel. 

Luke is rather partial to nominative absolutes (viii. 33, xiv. 21, xvi. 

14 etc. cftc.), occasionally an accusative absolute (xiii. 16), and avoids 
genitives by using nv dudaccwr as at v.17, where D substitutes (with dc e) 
avrov didacKortos, or as at-v. 29, where for o noav pet avtwr KataKetpevot, 

D (d e) have ot noav pet avrwv xataxepevwv. Again, at vi. 17 for 

Iepovcadnu etc. D substitutes «ar adXwv trodewy eAXnrvOoTwv. Very 
frequently the Lucan expression is car eyeveto...as at: 

Luke 

xiv. 1. «ae eyeveto ev tw edOeww avtou 
xvi. 22. eyeveto S¢ avoPavewy Tov mTwyxov Kat aTrevexOnvat avTov 

xvii. 11. «ae eyeveto ev Tw tmropeverOat 

14. Kae eyeveto ev Tw UTAaYELY aUTOUS 

xvill, 35. eyeveto Se ev Tw eyyiferv avtov 
Cf Matt xx. 29 eat exrropevopevoy autwy 

Mare x. 46 nat epyovtar eis leptyw xat exmopevopevou avtou 

amo lep. , 
xix. 15. «at eyeveto ev Tw emavedOey avtov 

29. wat eyeveto ws nyyicev ets BnOdayn nat AnOanav 

Cf Matt xxi. 10 «at ercedOovtos avrou ets Tepoo. 

Mare xi. 1 xae ote eyytfovewy evs Tepoc. 

xxii. 66, Kat ws eyeveTo nyepa 

+ Hans von Soden, in a recent unflattering review of my ‘ Concerning the Genesis 

of the Versions,’ pretends that I am bringing coals to Newcastle or iron to Essen, and 

that all I have brought forward is already well known to the savants. If so they keep 

very silent about it! 
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xxiv. 15. was eyeveTo ev Tw omtdety avTOUS 
30. xat eyeveto ev Tw KaTaxdOnvar avTov 

51. xae eyeveto ev Tw evroye avTOY avTOUS, 

holding this to the very end. 

Note xvi. 9 ea orav exrerrn; also vi. 20 xat avtos emapas Tous 

ofParpous avtov...edeyev, where the Latins say clevatis oculis; also 

viii. 50 0 Se Incous axoveas. Most it = audito hoc verbo. 

Yet of genitive absolute we can observe the following : 

Luke 

ii. 2. qyepovevovtos ths Luptas Kupyviov 

42. avaBawortwy avtwv (all except D de aveBynoav ot yoves avtou 

exovtes avtov. aveBnoav Sod") 

iii. 1. pyeuovevovtos Tovtiov mAaTov Ts tovdatas (D Eus enetporevov- 

tos....) followed by tetpaapxouvtos...fidrimmov Se... 

Avoaviov. 

15. mpoo8oxwvtos Se Tov Aaov Kar Sraroyfopeveoy mavTwv 

21. xat Inoouv Barticbevtos Kat mpocevyopevov 

iv. 2. ovvredeaOercwv avtwy 
40. Suvovtos S€ Tov nALov 

42. yevouerns Se nuepas (Cf Mare i. 85 «at mpar evvvya Nav) 

vi. 48. mAnppupns Se yevouerns 
vii. 6. 75 S¢ avrtov ov paxpav ameyovTos TNS OLKLAS 

24. avedOovtwy Se tw ayyedov 

42. pn eyovrwy avtwy amodovvat 

viii. 4. cumovtos Se oyAou ToAdoU 

23. mrcovtwy Se avTwy 
45. apvoupevay Se mavtwv 
49. ete avtov NadovvTos 

ix. 84. tavra de avtov NeyorTos 

37. xnatedOovrwv avtev (all except D xateA@ovta avtov and d 

descendente eo; om. avrwy Paris’? Sod; xateA@ovte ta ww 
er xr Sod'4"") 

42. ets €e mpocepyouevov avTov 

43. mavtwy S¢ Oavpatovtoy 
57. nae Topevopevwr avtwy 

xi. 14. tov Satportov e€erXPovtos (add D tavta Se etrovtos avtov...) 

29. twv de oydwy arrabporlopevmy 
53. Neyovtos Se avrouv by most 

caxeibev e€eXovtos avrov NBCL 33 Paris” W-H™* Sod txt 

(xii. 36. wa edXGovtos Kat xpoveavtos (+av7ov A 251 Sod‘48 8 371) 

; Only Meth = wa edOovte Kat xpoveartt avTw) 

xiii. 17. tavra Xeyortos avtov (D de omit) 

xiv. 29. Oevtos avtov, and tcyvortos +avTou some 

32. ete avtou ToppwovTos 

xv. 14. Ssamavncavtos 5e avtou 
20. ere S€ avtov paxpay amexovTos 
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Xvil. 12. «ar €Lcepyouerou avtouv 
xix. 11. axovovter S¢ avter 

33. Nvovtev de avtwv 
36. mopevopevou 8 avtov 
37. eyyLovtos Se avtov (Dd syr cu sin eyytCovtwy §€ avtwr) 

xx. 1. dSacxovtos avtov...Kat evayyertlouevou (+ avrov Tc) 
45. axovortos $€ mavtos tov Xaou 

xxil. 10. ected Oovt@y vawv 

47. ett avtov Nadouvtos 

53. ovtos pou 
55. (mept)ayavrey bS (+auvtwv some)... Kat cuveabicavtey 

: (+avtev some 
60. ett NaXouvTos avTou 

xxiii, 45. (tov qdLou exAtTovtos) 
XxIv. 5. eugoBwv Se yevopeveav avtwv... (D evpoBor Se ‘yevopevar...) 

31. (AaBovtey S€ avtwy tov aptov am avrov Dede Orig See 
ordinary text) 

41. ert de amicrovvtwy avtwv 

In all these cases, except where marked, there is no variation among 
Mss and no substitution of dative for genitive.t May we not fairly claim 
then to have caught our hare? If an Antioch revision bad changed 
genitive absolutes in Matt. and Mark to dative absolutes as inferentially 
claimed by the Hort school, they would surely have done the same in 
St. Luke. But there is no trace of it here. As for Egypt, there was 
no room for change to genitive absolute in St. Luke for he does not use 
the dative absolute. [See later again as to St. John in this connection. ] 

Simple for Compound Verbs. 

Tere we have a check as to NB from the language of St. Luke. 
(Cf. Hobart, ‘Medical Language of St. Luke,’ passim. See also Blass, 
‘Philology of the Gospels,’ London, 1898, p. 117.) 

v. 2. Of the washing off of the nets. : 
For aver)uvay of most, erduvay is used by NC*LQX 239 

299 372 Paris” W-H™ and erdvvov by BDW 91 892 IW-H ost 
but this seems to be an “improvement” or reflection of 
lavabant of the Latins, for St. Luke’s diction calls for 
anetAvvay (So Sod'). Cf. amouzccew x. 11, expacoe 
vii. 38 44, azrorovery Acts xxii. 16. amerduvay is peculiar to 
Luke, and SBD and the few offend by removing the azo. 
Observe that 91-299 revise. They are part of the 1 family ; 
but 1 and the rest hold awemAvvav. amopaccew is also peculiar 
to St. Luke. 

xii. 20. avtovew (pro ararovaw)  BLQT 83 Paris” d W-H, against 
the rest with 8, D* and W and 892, the latter doubtless holding 

f Methodius is the only one to do s0 at xii. 36. 
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the true base, since ama:tew is Lucan, being used only by 
Luke here, and in vi. 30 in a different connection: «ae amo 

Tov atpovtos ta oa py arate (St. Matthew's language, v. 42, 

is different). Cf. further amwedmfovtes in Luke vi. 35 peculiar 
to St. Luke and medical (Galen***'), Soden wavers printing 
[am Jartovow. 

xxiv. 33. nOpotopevous (pro suvnOpocpevovs) NBD 33 W-H Sod [non 

W rell, non 892 Paris] but the compound word is peculiar to 
Luke (Acts xii. 12, xix. 25). Soden goes over to the minority. 

(Cf. also suvarilecOa Acts i. 4.) : 
N.B. This matter of uncympounded verbs cannot be satisfactorily 

checked in the other Gospels, but here in St. Luke’s Gospel we have for 

control the Acts as well. Observe Soden’s utter lack of consistency. 

Change of Number. 
Luke . t , 

xii. 6. mwAovvtar (pro mw@Aertat) concerning the wévte atpovOia. 

Only NBY Sod"? '™" fam 13 [non 124] 892 (a@dovtar) 
W-H Sod against the rest (Epiph™"" has both, mwdouvtar™ 
moretare™; Tert™ omits to comment on this verse). I 
cannot sufficiently emphasise that such grammatical changes 

do not show. signs of a continuous ‘neutral’ text, but of 

grammatical eclecticism, because, while fam 13 here supports, 
fam 13 is not with the changes at Luke xii. 1, xi. 53/54 else- 
where referred to in these notes. 

(N.B. mwdertae is used by all [ercept D] in Matt x. 29. 
Why did not SB fam 13 change there? No doubt because 
Matt and Luke represent as regards NB fam 13 recensions 
“reviewed” at different times and in divers manners. So 
Boes in Matt by SB, as the coptic, in Matthew, made much of 
by Burkitt, is not found by NB in Luke.) 

30. emifntovew (pro emnte) NBULT*'X fam 13 33 213 Paris” 
Sod!" (latt copt) [non VY] W-H Sod. All the rest emifntee, 
emphasised by D and Clem with te. The Greek verb 

follows wavta ta eOvn, while the latin plural follows gentes, 

well indicated by @ with quacrunt, against D opposite free 
after «Avy [so that we apply this example here and exclude 
it from Latin influence]. Paris” supports emftovow, but 
W emfyte. I cannot bring forward enough the admirable 

support of W in many such passages as a balancing factor 
of the rv century in Egypt. Besides Clem and D seem 
decisive for an original singular. 

53. SsapeptoOnoovtac ( pro d:auepicOnaetat) followed by ‘‘ watnp ep 
(or emt) vi@ Kat vios ewe TaTpL” wNTNp ET OvyaTpt (or Ovyatepa) 

xat Ouyatnp emt pytpe (or pntepa or THY pNTEpa).” 

The plural is read by NBLTU [non ¥] 59 157 892 Paris” 
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Laura’ Brseme 7 Sod late (against Tert™ dividetur !!) but opposed by the rest of the witnesses. I consider this 
emphasises the character of other changes of number by the B tribe when we find TERTULLIAN is definitely opposing his 
own latin MSs and accuses Hort and Soden of following Alexandrine grammatical commutations instead of having 
discovered the true text. 

While Paris” joins B and the few Egyptian Greeks (the 
five Evst* show their graeco-latin provenance by the plural) 
it is noteworthy that W maintains StauepicOncetar with sah and boh™. Sah is noteworthy and perfectly definite, 
Witnessing with Tert at the same period of time, for, instead of beginning the verse with SiapeptoOncovr as marnp... it 
Says tatnp SiapeptcOnoetat HETA TOU ULOU auUToOU, ULOS peTAa TOU 

; TAT pos autTovu,. 

XX1. 25. ecovtae onpera NBD Sod! latt copt W-H (pro eorat rell) 
The presence of D in the combination here is insignificant 
as the latins all use erunt. Possibly B was influenced by the 
eoovrat added in verse 24 (see under “ Order”), but it looks 
as if this were @ grammatical preference by NB and the 
a here clearly agrees with them. (Soden refuses ecovras 
lere). 
NB are sometimes divided as to this (showing that our con- 

tention for “improvement” is justified). See: 
Iv. 41. e&npyorto be Kat Satpoma NCX Sod% al. octo 1 33 267 Orig 

et Sod 
but e€npyeto here ABDW and the rest. Notice on which side 
Origen is found. JV-H are in a difticulty and place e&npyero 
in the text, but e€npyovro in the margin. 

Note for other examples that in coptic after oyAos and such plural 
nouns in the singular the verb is in the plural number (Tisch. p. 127 on 
Matt. xx. 29 ex Schw. “in lingua Copt. numerus sing. vocis muultitudo, 
turba, construitur cum num. plur. verbi).”’ 
: That the singular verb after neuter plurals is the regular New 
Testament usage, and not any classical revision at Antioch, may perhaps 
be illustrated from Luke xviii. 27: ta advvara mapa avOpwras Suvata 
mapa tw few eativ, where all Greeks agree—against the Versions—and 
where the second century witness, Theophilus of Antioch, is extant and 
confirms eote, 

Change of Gender. 
Luke 

xv. 14. Amos toyupa NABDL 1 33 131 213 892 Paris JV-H 
et Sod™. 

ALpos taYUpOS Rell omn et fam 13 (vide infra) 
Both genders being found in classical writers. 
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Note. At Luke iv. 25 Axuos peyas stands in all [as to W see below] 
(except fam 13 and that is divided, 13-69-556 giving weyady and 124-346 
retaining yeyas) so that if any argument can be based at all it clearly 
accuses NABDL of changing in xv. 14, for there fam 13 remain constant 
against them for icyvpos. (In Schmidtke’s edition of Paris’ he gives 
veyas in square brackets, which generally indicates an omission. So e l.) 

In the third place at Act xi. 28 Acuov peyadny is found by SABD? 
some minn (see Sod") against Xpov peyav of D*EHLP al. Chr Chron, 

so that NAB are between two stools, leaving eyas in Luke iv. 25, having 
Heyadny in Act xi. 28, and ecyupa in xv. 14. In other words they change 

twice out of three while the other authorities give the masculine 
thrice. 

If we use W for control here we discover something, viz., that while 

that Ms leaves ecyvpos alone at Luke xv. 14, it actually remembers to give 
peyanrn for peyas at iv. 25, where NB do not change, so that circa 375 a.D. 

in Egypt the feminine was preferred. 
xix. 37. wept wacgwv wv etdov Svvapewv All Greeks but B and 

Paris®? Meth ? who have wavrwv [D has mavtwv but substitutes 
yetvopevey for Svvapewr] 

If B is correct, we are to infer that Luke considered dvvayus to be 

masculine, and all the others corrected the gender for him, except B and 

Paris”, who reproduce the “neutral” ‘‘pre-syrian”’ original, before it 

had been revised in Antioch! But IV-H refuse to follow B here. They 

admit therefore that B does not speak for the inspired writer at this 
place. And if not here, how much less so in many another place. 

Note. The shorter text (which perhaps B was aiming at) is found 
in syr cw sin which eliminate the yivouevwy of D (conflated by Sod 

fam 13 to ywopevov Suvayewr, allowing macev to stand) and have 
nothing but wavtwy, “everything,” discarding masculine and feminine 

and employing a real neutral expression. 
Note also, next verse 38, B seated alone in solitary grandeur with a 

unique o epyopueros 0 Baccdevs in the very centre of a beautiful conflation 
[for Paris” goes with D], the halves of which are given to us by NH ¢ 1 

and Origen (0 Bactdeus), and by DWA* some latins ten Greek minuscules 

including Paris”, aeth Method Tit Eulog (0 epyopevos). 

Exchange of Prepositions. 
Luke 

- j =e 
ii Z eee ne ries fee (Soden adds nothing). 

xii. 54. eae dvopev (for avo Suvcpwv) Only NBL 64 Sou?8°", 
Tisch adds ‘‘al.? neglexer. conlatores,”” but this does not 
appear to be so, and even Paris” and 692 have azro (ex Sod"), 

So has W. Add for ewe sah with EQPAl Ot and aeth 
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“towards.” So that em: is clearly Egyptian and not “neutral.” 
Yet Sod follows Hort here. 

See also i. 26 amo (pro vo) under “Taatin,” iv. 85 an’ 
- (pro e€), iv. 38 amo (pro ex). 
i. 39. eweotpeyav (pro umectpeyav) (N*) BE only with W Paris” 

W-H (non Sod) [In ii. 45 vreotpeyay remains constant by all] 
Vi. 28. mepe (pro umep) of praying for those who persecute us by 

NBLWE 604 Paris” only [not 892 nor any other cursives]. 
Not hy coptic (both versions exert) and opposed by Justin’! 
Dial Clem" Orig t Eus®, yet calmly adopted by Hort and 
Soden in their texts, without marginal alternative. It is 
scarcely credible, but it is so. t 

Clement's two quotations are clearly Lucan, and so are Eus” 
(besides one ec Matt). umep is Matthaean says Tisch (‘‘ umep in Mt non 
fiuct”) and he adds “ Apud Le mepe et Act viii. 15. Paulus utrumque 
saepins sed Col i. 3 mepua permu in umep mutatum, non item i. 9 umrep 
in trept.”’ 

Let us examine a little closer. 
The syriac is circumlocutory as usual, and will not help us. The 

same preposition is used in Matthew and in Luke, and in these two 
places only does rpocevyw occur in the Gospels as to praying for persons. 
(In St. John mpocevyozae does not occur at all; and evyouae does not 
occur in the Gospels.) 

In Acts we find only one instance :— 

Vili. 15. orteves xataBavres mpoonukato wept avtwy (all Mss) 

The other places are only concerned with “ praying.” 
x. 9. mpocevEacOat rept wpav extyy of course does not enter into 

consideration. 

Turning to the Epistles, we find (the list is exhaustive) : 
Col 

1, 3, wavtote wept vpov mpocevyouevor NACD‘'E‘KLP 

» «UTEP, + BD*E*FG 
9. ov wavose8a uTEp vpw@Y mMpocevyopuevot Kat attovpevot all 

iv. 3. mpocevyouevor aya Kar Tepe nov all 
1 Thess. 

v. 25. Adedpor mpocevyecOe Tepe nov (FGP uzrep) 
2 Thess. 

1.11. Els o kar mpocevxyoueba mavrote wept vuwy (all; mep’ FG) 
ili. 1, To Xotrov mpocevyecbe abeAgor wept nuwv all 

Heb, 

ili. 18. mpocevyerOe wept npov all 

t Orig seems to prefer urep. Consult Matt. xxvi. 28 rovro yap eorw ro aysa pou rns 
caus SiaOnens to uTep Today... D Orig and Cyr against the rest for wept. 

t Von Soden also falls into this trap, and he absolutely ignores the Patristic 
testimony for umep in his notes. 
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James 

v. 14. nat mpocevE§acOwow em’ avrov (er’ all; some em’ avtous) 
16. «at evyecOe uTep adrAnrAwY all 

3 Juhn 

2. Ayannte wept Tavtov enyouat all 

(Eph vi. 18 hardly applies: 5:4 macys mpocevyns Kat Sentews mpocev- 

XOPEVOL €y Tavtt KQLpP@ EV TVEVPATL KAL ELS AUTO QAYpuUTVOUVTES 

€y Taon TpoaKapTEepnaee Kat Senoet Tepe TAVT@VY TWVY aylol. 

Here wept is the reading of most, but umep is read by 
D*E*FG.) 

We find then that in the Epistles of St. Paul he used as Tisch says 
umep and wept, and the Mss are not able to confuse the issue. But we 

may note two things, first that eps is the more frequent Pauline 
expression, and second that in Col.i.3 8% and B disagree. From the 
solitary example afforded in St. John’s third Epistle we may take it that 

mepe is Johannine.f On the other hand u7ep and em’ are clearly St. James's 
preference, and the mss agree. 

Thus we establish uzep of St. Matthew and St. James by preference, 

mept of St. John, and St. Paul on both sides (with wep: predominating), 
while St. Luke on the one occasion in Acts has zrepe (all Mss). 

We now return to St. Luke vi. 28 and the reason for wep: of NBLW2 
Paris” { appears more clear, for mepe to them was—numerically speaking 

as to the passages involved—more familiar to the ear and perhaps 
appealed to their desire for grammatical uniformity more than vuzep. 
(The Latins do not vary from pro.) I believe in a preference here by 
these mss, for we see NB not only in conflict at Col i. 8 over this 

matter, but there we actually find D*E* corrected by D°E? from umep 

to wept. It is to be noted that NB abandoned the coptic exen and 
that both coptic versions support vzep in St. Luke. The alternative 
which caused Hort to favour vepe is that uvmep is “ Matthaean” and 
therefore a revision by the mass in St. Luke. This is a doubtful con- 

clusion. I would prefer to allow the same latitude to St. Luke which 

has been kindly allowed to St. Paul of using either expression when he 
saw fit. 

We shall never agree on a passage like this where we have only 

one quotation in Luke and one in Acts by which to steer, until we 
establish definitely the character of our witnesses. I therefore arraign 

NBLE here for wilful change on account of their other bad record in 
such matters. 

And I proceed to fortify my case by asking why, in a delicate 

t Yet at John xi. 50, xviii. 14 we note avOp. amoBavy urep tov Aaov. 

¢ I take this occasion to observe that on such occasions the presence of Paris” 
does not strengthen the case for NBLE at all. It is a ss clearly descended along the 
same lines, and its presence only emphasises immenscly the absence of other important 
minuscules, 
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passage like this,t where our scales call for additional weights on one side 

or the other, we are to neglect Justin, $ Dial, Clement of Alexandria, § 

Origen, and Eusebius. Origen and Eusebius and NB are very sympa- 

thetic on most occasions, yet here they go apart. And Clement is 
exceedingly definite as to the quotation being Lucan, for he uses (both 

in Strom and Pacd) vmep tev exnpealovtwy and not Stwmxovtwy as 

Matthew. Yet we calinly disregard these Fathers because NBLW2 604 

Taris” wish it otherwise. This is absolutely unscientific. It presupposes 
that Clement was not as wise as Hort; I mean it presupposes that 
Clement did not stop to consider, like Hort, that vzep was ‘‘ Matthaean ” 

and therefore he must not use it in Luke! It presupposes that Clement 

forgot St. Luke used wep: in Acts vill. 15, and that mepe was therefore 

Lucan. Clement breaks free from these trammels and he tells us as 

clearly as can be that vep is correct in St. Luke. When Clement is 

backed by Eus and Origen, I think we may safely say that we can really 

venture to disagree with Dr. Hort and Tischendorf in this place and. 
request that umep be restored, and eps kindly consigned to the margin, 

for the Hortian margin has nothing today opposite the place. 
The arraignment is not quite ended. Iam going to show that NB, like 

Dr. Hort, turned up St. Matt v. 44 for instruction and ‘“ control” as to 

umep being “ Matthaean”’ and therefore wrong in Luke. 
They must have turned to St. Matthew, because in Luke vi. 33 

(parallel Matthew v. 46) they give us a reading which can only have 

come from Matthew. 

In Luke vi. 33 init., instead of «ae eav ayaborointe tous ayabo- 

motovrvtas vas... B—(corrected in, or refused by Paris*’)—alone say 

nat yap eav... They have no support. Neither coptic version does it. 

Not one single boh or sah Ms has this. The Syriacs do not do it. 

The Latins do not do it. The Gothic does not do it. It comes simply 

and plainly from Matt v. 46 cay yap ayannonte tovs ayanwvras 

UPIS... ; . 

NB retain the Lucan «ae and add the Matthean yap. 

+ mepe and vrep were early interchanged, for Polycarpsd Phil vl. cites Romans xiv. 12 

as: xa exactov vmep eavtov Aoyow Sovva instead of reps of our uss. At John xvii. 20 

W and Paris’ are to be observed substituting umep for we secund in the phrase: ob mepe 

tourer b¢ epate puvoy, Ada Kat UTE p Tey MoTEVOVTMY dta tov Noyou aurwy ets epe. 

t eyo Se up eyo evyerOe viTep Twv exOpav vpov Kat ayamate Tous pio. vas Kat 

evdoyerre TOUS KATAPMPEVOUS UpLY KAL evxerée urep tov exnpeaCovrwy vpas. Justine", 

§ Hort himself (‘Notes on Select Hdgs.’ p. 131 col. 2) is not above considering 

Clement's text to be the best. Let us hear what he says. He is commenting on 

Heb, xi. 4“ paprupovyres ene ros Swpas avrov Tov Geov) pap. emt ros 8. avrov re 

“Gea NAD 17? acth Euthal cod* papr. ere ros 8. avtw@ tov Oeou Clem. ... 

“The reading of the best mss is apparently a primitive error, due to mechanical 

“permutation, the true reading being that which Clem alone has preserved. The common 

“text, an easy corruption of either of the other readings, gives substantially the true 

“ sense.” 
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Observe further that L does not do it, nor W nor VY nor D nor 
fam 1 fam 13 28 33 157 and the rest,f and I think the case is complete. 

If the reader is not convinced then we have idolatry gone mad over NB. 
X? corrects, but not so Hort, who prints «az [yap] eav... 

The case goes to the jury. Will the next Oxford editions persist in 

mept and yap ? t 

[As to AaBev (pro avoAaBerv) in the next verse (Luke vi. 34) the case 

is quite different. Here L=, missing in vi. 33, join NB reinforced by W 

(157) 237 Paris’ Sod®** and Justin. (Soden quotes Just for amo.) 
Thus must we differentiate between the textually probable as here, and 

the impossible as at vi. 33]. 

Change of Order. 

Luke 

1.21. ev two yporterv ev Tw vaw avtoy (pro ev TW Xp. avTOV EV TW vaw) 

BLEWY 2° Paris” W-H [non Sod !] (contra rell et 8) 
(—ev tw vaw 108 142 604 al’) 

iii. 16. amex. Xeywv Tacw o lwavns (pro amex. 0 twavyns atract Eywv) 
(&)B(L) 892 e Orig W-H et Sod (contra rell qui variant, et 

D enryvous ta vonpata avtwyv emer, ct syr vet ermev autos, 

Eus amexpivato o tai. tantum) 

iv. 29. wxodopznto avtwy (pro avtav wxod.) NBDLW fam 13 33 892 
Paris” [non Sod] a c de W-H et Sod txt contra rell et Orig. 

v. 2. aw avtwy anoBarvtes (proatof.an avtwv) (X)BCDLW 33 
892 Paris” Sod?” « W-H Sod against the mass and coptic syriac. 

But R Sod b ff 9, lg 7 vg omit am avtwy, and ¢ omits 
amoGavtes am autor. 

Query. Is not —am avtwy the ‘neutral’ text here as 
_ + ~ev Tw vaw ini. 21 above? 

vi. 42. exBadev transferred to the end of the verse by BW fam 13 604 
892 Paris”, just this group alone with IV-H Sod, against % and 
all the versions. 

vill. 23. ees Tyv Atpyny avepou B Paris” a W-H™. (Om. ets 7. dey. it!"). 

ix. 13. } aptou mevte &*B Paris” alone with W-H' for 4 wevte aprot. 
In Mark (vi. 38) it is ae yovtes Neyovaw * wevte Kat Sv0 

xvas (without apro). In Matt. (xiv. 17) it is ovm eyopev whe 
€l p71) TEVTE APTOUS...~ 

But here we are helped as to the idiosyncrasy of NB in 

Luke, for again in Matthew &* makes a change, writing 

t Von Soden does not accept yap in his text, but gives the evidence in his notes as 
“ FS1—2" Ja133" = BR* 604. But he has misreported my 604 (Greg. 700) for 604 does 
not add yap nor did I say 80. I reported —-yap, that is — yap before apaprwdo. 

t See also Postscript on page 488. 
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aptous et py wevte. Clearly then it was a nicety of 
order that SB were after in Luke ix. 18 (duly recorded by 
W-H in their text laproe mévte! and margin wévte dprot) but 
unsupported by Greek or Latin mss or by Coptic or Syriac. 
The secret is very simple and abundantly justifies Canon 

Cook's remarks about the danger of following Origen in 
niceties, as here NB. The reason for this change of order, 

where they outdo the coptic, is that the «ar dvo txOves is 
changed hy coptic to «at «yAves bv0, as also most uncials (not 
DLE) and a of Latin. It is a matter here of tasteful 

harmonising of the two orders, 

yapTot wevtTe xat txOves Svo 
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have the grace to place the alternative order in their margin. 
Souter’s edition goes back to the old order as does Soden. 

. OUTWS Yapa Ev TW ovpavw eotat (for oVTwWS Yapa eoTaL EV TW 

ovpavw) Apparently only a preferential order by NBLY 33 
157 892 Sod’? (Paris®’) 1V-H Sod as opposed to all others and 

versions including copt. Add for the change V and Paris”, 
but not W. (Om. ev tw ovpavw Laura), 

ecrev 5 0 vtos avtw (avtov 209 Paris”) BL fam 1 157 Paris’ 

Sod" only of Greeks with (b d) sah and boh W-H Sod; against 
ecmev S€ avtw o vos §=& and all other Greeks with latt and 
syrr. (Cf. Da). 

. €avTols Totnoate (pro momoate eavtots) If NX*BLR W-H Sod 

(alone) are right, how comes it that not only the other instead of » wevte aptoe Kat 4yOves dvo which I believe to be the true 
text, if not 1 wevte aptot cat bv0 txOves. 
xi. 11. autnoe: tov matepa §=B 254t W-H"® — cf sah. 

xl. 1, mpoceyete eavtots amo tys buuns nTLs EaTLY UTOKpLaES 

tTwv paptoacor (instead of rns Cuuns Tov papicatwr 

uncialg and cursives oppose but also Clem Bas Thdt; and 
Clem Chr it vg arm aeth copt syrr Iren'™ Orig Tert 
with the alternative momoate vuev? Yet Soden religiously 
follows Hort against them all. 

nres eativ umoxptaots) by BL Sod’ ¢ sah against all xvii. 2. tev wixpwy toutwy eva (for eva tov pix. rouTev) N*BLY. No 
others including Paris 892 boh Epiph Tert™ and Lucifer. 
Apart from the unlikelihood of this order, which reads most 

peculiarly, 7s Suns... .vmoxpeots without article before uzo- 

xptots, it has not enough Ms support to justify V-H and Soden 
in placing it squarely in their texts. Not a word about an 
alternative reading in their margin. Imagine such extra- 

ordinary critical methods! Nothing in ‘ Selected Readings’ 
in Hort. : 

It is true that sah supports this, but sah sees the weakness 
of the Greek in this order and says ‘‘ the leaven, which is this, 

the hypocrisy of the Pharisees,’ supplying the article to 

hypocrisy of which we feel the need in Greek here. 

Clearly then BL Sod**" (Sinai 260)$ ¢ represent this 
egyptian recension, and this order has nothing to do with 
“the true text” or a “neutral’’ text. The other Greeks, 

Latins, and the Syriacs are dead against it, and bok 

emphasises ‘‘ which is their hypocrisy.” 

5. tes be €€ vuwy pepinvow duvatat ewe THY nrXLKLAY avToV 

wpooGervat pro 7. & € up. pw. 8. tpocGetvar emt TH 
ndtxtav avtov. Only B and Paris” against the order of 

Matthew (vi. 27 all mss) as well as against Luke. Here 

again Paris” is the only new authority supporting [contra- 

dicted by W]. JV-J2 get the order of B into their text, but 

t Von Soden forgets Matthact's 254, but adduces one new witness § 371 (Sinai 260). 

¢ Here is another case where the addition of this codex weakens the case of BL. 

other authority except 892 Paris” and Westcott and Hort 
and Soden. 

There is no excuse for following NBL here; it is simply 

idolatry. It presupposes that every other document and all 
the versions have changed the order. No reason can be given 
for the change. ow for one (a) and ow in NAIKOwXE might 

mislead an eye in closely written coptic script (sah is Nowa 

innemorwr; Loh HoeAl MNAKOwX!) but it is most probably 
hiatus which offended NBL, viz. the collision of vowels in 

oxavdarton eva. Terhaps Sod’ (— wy ptxpwv),a Sinai codex, 

has the secret and was derived from the parents of NB. 

See xv. 4, xxii. 50 under ‘‘ Genitive before the noun.” 
eyyus evar lepovcadny avtov (for eyyus avtov evar lepovcadnp) 

Only 8BL IV-H Sod and against coptic. This would seem to 

be an effort at improvement. Observe MQ 157 fam 1 and D 
which fluctuate here. 

. Neywu 7 wva cov Kupte (for Neywv Kupte n wva cov) Apparently 

an improvement by NBL 892 Paris” JV-H Sod only against all 

others (except Sod“#°°" ¢ arm which omit «vpie). Possibly 

xupte stood in margin of an ancient exemplar and NBL put 
it in the wrong place. Mrs. Lewis has correctly observed that 

many corrections in the old papyri (things which no doubt 
the S:opAwr7s corrected) were misinterpreted by the ancients 

(hence what Merz calls ‘“‘ Wanderworte"). Observe xix." 25 

—«vupte B* sol. Often in St. John & omits xupre. 
» Kat €eltav AeyouTes Tpos auTov (for Kat €(7av WpoS auTov 

Aeyortes) NBL fam 1 Paris” Sod™ c¢ f il vg W-H Sod 

§ 
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against most, but Cl 63 64 de fq sah boh arm syr aeth 
omit and fam 1 omits «ae eetav. Hence the “‘ shorter” text 

is with them, not with NBL, which IV-H follow. I would 
like to know by what name the critics would call this reading 

of NBL. (Von Soden adduces a new witness & 371 [Sinai 260] 
with edXeyov avtw). 

xx. 10. 01 de yewpyot eEarreote:hav avtov Seipavtes xevov So only NBL, 

against all others and versions: o de yewpyot Setpavtes avtov 

efar. xevov. I can see nothing favourable to this reading of 

NBL, which I¥-H and Sod adopt; indeed there is a collision 
between Serpavtes and xevoy which seems intolerable. Being 
thus by far the ‘‘ harder” reading it might be thought that 

there was revision in others, but none of the versions indulge 

in this. Some of them repeat avtoy twice, but always ‘ beat” 

before they ‘‘send away.” Indeed we cannot follow NBL in 

such things. If they really represented a basic, neutral, original 

text, we might even follow here. But I think enough has 
been said already to quiet this ghost and put it aside for ever. 
Nothing could be clearer than the parallel in Mark xii. 3 
xat NaBovtes avtov edetpay Kat atrectethay Kevov. Hort and 

Soden fly in the face of this. Souter is fortunately more 

intelligent here, but what of the other places where XBL 
combine? Are they to be followed there too? [J’on Soden 
adduces nothing new beyond Paris’. ] 

19. The previous passage is followed here by a conflict between 
NS and B. 

SN and most with latt syr sah having ot apytepers Kat oe 

ypaupares while B with A(C)KLMNUWIL e goth arm 

and boh acth has ot ypappaters Kat ot apxtepers. (Notice latt 
sah with NS, and boh e with B.) If we want a primaeval 

“neutral” text we should perhaps follow sak™® and Marcion 
who omit altogether! IV-H Sod however follow B and bok 

here. 
32 fin. cat 1 yun ameOavev NBDL min paue [non verss] W-H 

Sod. Does not agree with Matt., but agrees with NBCDLA 

min pauc and a b (c) fi sah 1/6 in Mark. 
33 init. 1 yuvn ovy ev tT avactacee Only BL 892 Paris” W-H 

and Sod, thus supplying 4 yuvn. This comes simply from 
the change of order at the end of the previous verse “ «ae 4 

yum ameOavev 4 yurn ovv,” the necessary correction not 

having been made by BL. The other cursives avoid this. 
1. Badrovras ets to yalopuraxiov ta Sopa aviwy NBDLXV 

fam 1 fam 13 33 157 218 248 Paris” Sod! de syst pun ber 

Orig W-H Sod against all the rest, against syr cu sin, against 

both cuptics arm and aeth and against Basil, and against all 
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other Latins. Origen is here very precise, and we undoubtedly 
have his order. But is it right ? 

I only mention this here as it is so strongly against coptic 
because we flop over to them (without D d e) at: 

xxi. 4. —tov Oeou NBLX fam 1 213 Paris” syr cu sin hier sah boh 

[non acth = tov xuprov] W-H against all the rest, and against 

Latin syr"" and Orig Cypr Basil. Here Soden holds 
tou cov. 

Now both places in NB can hardly be right. In the one 
W-H follow Origen, in the next they oppose him, strengthened 

as he is by Cypr. Basil both times goes with the mass and 

Latin. In the first they oppose the coptic, in the second 
they go with it. In the first they oppose syr cu sin in favour 

of syrc "", In the second they favour syr cu sin and oppose 
syr ren This does not seem to be scientific. 

11. Kat Kata tomovs (pro cata tomouvs xa) NBL 33 Paris® 

Laura ™ [ — «ae 892 Sod'??5°"], This change of order rather 
changes the sense. NBL would read: 

CeLopoL TE peyaXoL Kat KaTa TOTTOUS A. Kat dr. instead of 
celopot Te peyadot Kata ToToUs, Kat dr. Kat r. Of the 

mass. 
The latter is supported by all other Greeks, Latins, and 

Syriacs.t Tisch cites “cop” in support of NBL. It is true of 
boh, but sah opposes with ‘‘ Great earthquakes with famines in 
places and pestilences.” W-H Sod follow NBL loh, and no 

doubt wrongfully, for in the same verse, showing they were 
editing : 

ibid. oBnOpa te xat at ovpavov onvera pey. writes B alonet with 
1 [non fam] and W-H tert. 

hoBntpa Te Kat onpeta peyada ar ovpavov write NL fam 13 892 

Paris Laurat ! Sod% 1 '1617 vid (sah) (boh) 
W-H marg Sod tat. 

foBnOpa te am ovpavou cat onneta pey. write D d it syr cu 

Orig. (syr.) 
goBntpa (poBnOpa W) te kat onpeta am ovpavou pey. write the 

mass of Greeks. 
The order is extremely contradictory, so much so that poor 

aeth leaves out am ovpavov, and B and XL are not agreed, 
while Origen goes with the ‘‘ Western” text! 

W-H calmly follow B in their text, with the reading of NL 
copt in their margin, and ignore Origen. In ‘ Notes on Select 

t Syr sin conflates (against syr cu) “ and there will be great earthquakes in various 
places and pestilences in various places.” 

¢ See Luke xv. 4, xxii. 50, under “ Genitive before the noun.”’ 

s 2 
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Readings ' they cite this verse, but only for a disquisition on 
the addition at the end of [? «az yerywves] which does not 
exist in the Greek, but is found in some Jatt and syr cu 
[against sin] and Orig'". 
kat atxuadwtiaOncovtar es ta €Ovn mavta (for Kat ary. ets 

mavta ta evn), Only NBLRW 124 [non fam] 892 Paris 
Laura‘! sah boh and so both W-H and Soden. 

Is it conceivable that in all such places sah boh followed 
XBLRY (LRY not then in being) or is it not far more likely 

that the definite coptic order, with THpos last, influenced 

these mss? They are all thoroughly ‘‘ Egyptian” as shown 

elsewhere, especially R. Now observe what happens at the 
end of the same verse. It is an addition and does not properly 

belong here, but we will place it here for illustration : 
24 fin. Instead of wAnpwfwow Kxatpor eOvev (as practically all and 

Luke 

xxi, Q4, 

xxii. 42, 

45. 

Eus bis) B alone says wAnpwOwow kat ecovtat xatpo 
cOvev ; closely followed by L 892 Sod'*" wrnpwOwaw Kkatpot 

kategovtat xatpor eOvwv. There is no other support but 
boh [non sah] which agrees with the form of L. 
W-H place the B reading in their text in square brackets. 

Sod adopts that of L in square brackets. [D d omit xarpor 
eOvev.] 

Why should all other authorities but boh drop xat ecovrat ?? 
I submit that it comes from boh (seeing the influence of 

coptic order earlier in the verse) and that it definitely fixes the 

date of bohairic behind B. 

(In this connection note xxi. 25 init ecovra: of NBD 

Sod?° W-H [for eatae rell et Sod txt] for boh uses the same 
form e-seayuums just used previously in 24 for the addition 
common to BL and boh in verse 24. From ver 25 this ecovrat 

probably crept back, but curiously enough L uses eorae in 
verse 25 contra NB. ) 

ToUvTO TO ToTnpLoy ( pro TO ToTHpLOY ToUTO) NS (&* tovrT0 To 
motnpiov TovTo) BDLQT Sod 157 892 Sod"! 5° (both at Sinai) 
Evst 48 49 2" H“" f fd aeth sah (boh) against all others and 

Paris” and against Orig Tert Dion Bas Dam, yet followed by 

W-H and Sod. (Tisch forgets to put sah boh with NB etc.) 

Paris” forsakes B here. Sod misquotes ° 4%? (w*"). 
eupev Kotp@pevous avTous (pro evpev avtovs xo.) NBDLTY 
min perpauc [non nov. Soden, non W Paris®’] W-H Sod and d 
“ dormientes eos ’’ against all the rest. 

This is a kind of accusative absolute (not referred to by 
Winer or Blass). Hence, I take it, this change of order as in 
the genitive absolute efe@ovtos avrov. The change here 

seems interesting and merits attention. 

Luke 

xxii. 71. 

xxiii. 8. 

38. 

43. 

xxiv. 1. 

13. 
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In Matt. xxvi. 40 the expression is evpev avtovs xafevdortas, 
xxvi. 43 wadw evpev avt. xaO., Mark xiv. 37 evptoxet avtous 
nadevdovtas, xiv. 40 evpev avtous madw xaevdovtas. Observe 
that in Matt. xxvi. 40 L (only) changes the order to «a@ev- 
So0vras avtrovs. This seems very significant. 
TL ETL EXOMEY papTuptas xXpelavy (pro Te ETL Ypevay exXopev 
Haptupias) BLT (252 Paris’’) IV-H and Sod tzrt against N 

and all others. 
e£ txavwr xpovwy Oedwv (pro Oerwv e€ txavov) NBTT'K fam 13 

(157 Laura‘) Paris®’ 892 Sod’ c IV-H (cE txavov tov ypovov 

597 ‘Emendanda’ Greg) (e€ txavov ypovov W). The order here 

in some others is rather confused, but we oppose sah. boh and 
most. It seems again a preference like the genitive before 

the noun [see beyond]. (e£ txavov Oekwy W teste Lake, and 
Sod'** without knowing it; see note as to 6 6.) 
o Bactrevs twv JovSatwy ovtos NBLT' Paris” a W-H Sod 

(D 124 de ff +eatw) contra rell et contra Orig. 

apny cot Aeyw (pro apnv reyw aot) BC*LT' [non minn] pers 
arm W-H Sod tzt (contra &, contra rell omn, et Patres permultos) 

Cf B alone at John x. 1, x. 7, and xiii. 21 vpw rAeyo. Cf 

W 174 (Sod) alone at Matt. xviii. 19 vyev Aeyw, and note 
vw eyo at Matt. xxi. 27 by MWATI fam 13 71 al. paue. 
Evst 48 bce fi2h gq vg™4 and Origen bis, and note Origen™. 
This appears to be the PERSIAN method. Soden does not 

follow in Matthew but does in Luke. 
emt To pynpa NrOov (pro NAO. ext TO wynua) Only NBLT' 124 

Dion Eus 2/3 W-H and Sod txt against all others and Tert 
allud. and latin and syrr and coptics, and Paris*’. 

I may say here that in such cases (see also particularly 

xxiv. 7), if sah or boh bad been founded on NBL [instead of 
sah boh influencing NBL] some trace of such orders would 

probably be found. Not only is this not the case, but at the 
end of this verse there is an addition in sah of eXoytovto Se ev 

eavtats Tis apa aToxudoet Tov ALOov found only in DT' d and ¢ 
(see Mark xvi. 3). 

Further than this, the omission of xaz tives cuv avtats of 
NBC*L 33 124* lat boh Dion Eus does not occur in sah which 
has the clause with Paris” and the rest. 

. Tov utov Tov avOpwrov ott Set (pro ote Set Tov viov Tov avOpwrov) 

X*BC*LT' a only with W-H Sod, against N°C? and all the 
rest and Dfarcion (apparently quite certainly) and Tertullian 
and coptics (both ; Horner's English order in boh is misleading) 
and syr. 
€v auTn T) NMEpa Noav Tropevopevot NB syr acth Eus 

W-H [non Sod] against all others. 
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Paris” Eus Cyr" 1/2 W-H and Sod tet. 
This looks like a “ nicety ”’ of Eus opposed by all others, all Latins, sah boh aeth, all syriacs arm Cyr" 1/2 Chr That ete. See ante about such changes of order. 
I would like to notice that Paris’? while agreeing here, absolutely disagrees with the changes of B in verses 47 

and 48, 
Norz. J ask particular attention to the omissions of Soden’s codices at Mount Sinai, where NB vary the order. These younger codices probably represent the old exemplar with additions in the mnargin incorporated by NB in the wrong places. 

Imperfects (taking the place of aorists or historic presents), 
Luke 

iv. 40. eOepameven ( pro eparevcevy) BDWY? (Sod) 21 v¥T** Soqi246 
latt syr (Orig prob) W-H and Soden‘** who refuses the two 
following examples. 

v. 28. The imperfect nxorovGer (following xatadirwv) of BDLWE 
69 (contra fam) 604 892 [non Paris] a W-H perhaps comes 
under this head. There is at any rate a noticeable preference 
at times in Alexandria for the imperfect over the aorist. The 
other authorities including & write nxorovOnoev, and I regard 
B's imperfect as an attempted improvement. I do not believe 
the others would have changed yxodovOe: if it had stood here 
originally. Sod" has yxorovOnoev with the majority. 

ix. 34. eweoxtatev (pro emecxtacev) also comes under this head. It 
is read by NBL 157 Paris” [non 892] Evst 47 x’ Sods 
W-H, and again a comes to join us of the Latins (see else- 
where as to a and B"). 

(As to choice of expressions hereabouts ef. ix. 35 exde- 
Aeypevos for ayamntos.) 

49. exwAvopev (pro exwdvcaper) NBL= 157 Paris” a b ¢ 1 
W-H Sod (etiam SBD*"LA Mc ix. 38). 

xiv. 16. emotes ( pro erotncev) Only SBR fam 1 [non 118** 131] f 
W-H Sod against the rest and Clem Orig Eus'* Bas Tert and 
Latins. Surely W-H might have spared us this graphic 
touch! (They have no marginal note at all.) The phrase is 
avOpwmos tes emoret Semvov peya(v), and erore would hardly 
have been removed if original. Remember the preference given 
by Alexandria so often to the imperfect. (emorercev Sod”), 

t Von Soden adduces no new witnesses for erove, yet he places it in his text, for 
the imperfect appeals to him (see elsewhere) and he is merely falling a victim to the 
Alexandrian “use” as others have before him. Yet he only selects 5 out of 8 of the above. 

xxiv. 49 jin. €£ vyous Suvayuy (pro Suvapup eE vyous) Only NBC* L 33 
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on (Matt. xxii. 2 ewormoev is the reading of all, but the others 

were not accommodating to Matthew at all for it is clearly 
seen elsewhere that in St. Luke NB and the Egyptian group 
are under the influence of a special recension.) 

xx. 27, emnpwtev (pro emnpwrncav) BB (fam 13) 157 Paris®’ LauraA ™ 

only with @ again and W-H™., 
xxiii. 18. avexpayov (pro avexpatav) NBLT et T' 4 124|non fam] 157 

892 Paris® Sod" (no others) a Cyr W-H Sod txt against all 

the rest. ; 

47. edokate (pro edokace) NBDLRY [non Sod] 892 Paris” 

Sod‘ ¢ dq (e ff l) Cyr W-H Sod txt [Soden wrongly excepts 

Paris” and cites Q (e 4)]. 

{Once xxiii. 36 NBLT' Sod’ 3" W-H (alone) change everat{ov 

to everractay and this is discovered to have the support of sah. 
Soden baulks at this.] 

As to 
x.19, dedwxa (pro didau1) NBC*LX min pauc it™ Orig etc. S8wpe 

is supported by Justin Iren'™ Eus c d and syrr who confirm 
the Greeks headed by D, and I suspect XB of “ improvement 

in a contrary direction here with their de5wxa. ; 
Observe Tert™” lib: ‘Quis nunc dabit potestatem calcandi 

super colubros et scorpios.”’ oer 
[In St. Luke there is a noticeable absence of the use of the Historic 

Present (see Sir Jobn Hawkins, Horae Syn. p. 24: “only in vii. 40, 

villi. 49, xi. 37, 45, xxiv. 12? 36? in contrast with Matthew 78, 
Mark 151”) so that we are prepared for but moderate revision by the 

Alexandrine school; and here we see that the critics contented themselves 
with the substitution of some imperfects for the aorists. } 

Genitive before the Noun. 

In two cases to be noticed in St. Luke NB come in twice (T is 
wanting in the first place) and L only the second time. 
Luke 

xv. 4. tts avOpwros e& vuwvt exwy exatov mpoBata Kat amoXecas 

ef avtwv év (pro & e€ avtwv) NBD*W (fam 1 fam 13) 

157 Paris” e W-H Sod only {opposed by L all others Sod’ 
and Method Bas'"} 

xxii. 50. «at ematatev eis tes €E avtwy Tov apytepews Tov Sovdov (pro tov 
Sovdov tov apxtepews) NBLT fam 13 [non 124] 892 W-H 

et Sod (non W non 157 non Paris” hoc loco, non latt) 
Now this is quite an unusual position for the genitive in the 

+ 892 actually has ris e£ upwr avOpwros, while retaining (¢ sil Harris) ev ef avtrwv. 

This is a further commentary on such preferences. 
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N.T.t Consult Winer, Eng. ed. p. 193 and 239. On p. 240 he says: 
“ That this position of the genitive may belong to the peculiarities 
of a writer's style (Gersdorf p. 296 sqq) is not in itself impossible (since 
particular writers use even emphatic combinations with a weakened 
force) but at all events cannot be made probable.” This is said at the 
end of a paragraph on the proper emphatic use of the genitive preceding 
the noun. But Winer neglects our two examples and they do not belong 
to the emphatic class (such as 1 Cor. iii. 9 Oeou yap eopev ovvepyot, Ocov 
yewpyrov, Geov otkodoun eote). But these are generally followed by a 
nominative (Matt. xxvii. 33 xpaviov toros, Eph. ii. 10 avrov yap eopev 
Trompa, Ja. i. 26 tovtov patatos 7 Opnoxea, Rom. xi. 13 eOvev amroaToXos, 
Acts iii. 7 avtov at Bacets Kat ta ogupa tert rec, where NABC Bas Sev 
Lucif oppose the order; see also Rom. ix. 5) and therefore are to be 
considered as a classical usage. Cf Herod vi. 2 thy Twvwv thy nyenovny 
Tov mpos Aaperov moreuov, Thucyd iii. 12 tyv exewov HeAAHOW TwY ELS 
nuas dewov, Plato Legg 3.690 b rnv tov voHLov exovTwy apyny. 

But the genitive before the noun is thoroughly Aristotelian through- 
out. See, for the nearest parallel to Luke xxii. 20, rév Tatpiwy Tov 
dpyovta (Pol 3.20). Also rév mrovelav tods aypovs (Pol 2.8) etc ete. 

Blass (Thackeray p. 99) is not very full. He refers also to 
Phil. ii. 30 and adds one other, Matt. xiii. 33 es adevpov cata pra, but 
there is no article there, and he says “in the same way that a word in 
any case without an article usually, though not always, precedes the 
genitive which it governs.” 

Blass does not refer to our examples either as far as I can see, and 
I can only regard them as exemplifying still further the independent 
position taken by the mss in question and as partaking of a kind 
of unnecessary revision. I certainly do not believe that all the other sss 
changed the order. And it is to be observed that, whereas the 13 family 
are involved in both cases, D**'W 157 Paris’? and L act in an eclectic 
manner and disagree on the second example. We should have to assume 
if €€ avtwy év were original that L changed it to é& e& avtwy while 
retaining tov apytepews tov Sovdov, and that if tov apxtepews tov Sovrov 
were original, W 157 Paris” changed it while being content with e& 
avtwy év. No, I consider both to be changes made on the original text 
to conform to some idea of classical usage.t 

The truth about this seems to be that the most proper occasions 
on which to employ this order are when the noun or its equivalent is 

t Matt. Me. roy 8. rov apx.; Jo. rov rov apy. dovdov a kind of halfway but classical 
house as 1 Pet. iii, 20 4 tov Geou paxpo€vpsa, Heb. xii, 2 rov rns morews apxnyo. Cf Phil. 
ii, 30 ro vor vorepnua rns Aecroupytas. Plato Rep. ras rav omevwv mpornAaxurets Tou ynpas. 

t The situation in Luke xxii. 50 is a little complicated. First NBLT invite us to 
read enarafev eis ris e£ avrwy Tov apytepews Tov Bovdov, bringing two genitives together ; 
secondly they reverse this in the next clause, and would read xat apetdev ro ous avrou 
to be£tov, instead of car ad. avrov ro ous ro deftov as the rest. 

ee 
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followed by a relative. as Thucyd i. 51 ai etxoot vies ai ard tov ’AOnvav 

abtat, dv ipye Travxwv te 0 Acdpyou xal’Avdoxidns 6 Aewyopov. 
See also in a heading to Dionysius" letter to Germanus, dyAwcovow 

ai avtod gwvai, ds mpos Teppavov.... where avrod following ai is 
apparently not abhorrent, so that a> may follow ¢wvai. 

Observe also in this writer at the close of the letter to Germanus 
a long list of genitives before the noun, followed by a résumé of ola to 
introduce the next sentence : 

bcas apiOpicar Svvatat Tepi Hav anoddces, Snuevoes, Tpoypadas, 
Urapxovtay dprayas,t dkiwoudtwv amobéces, Sons Koopixijs ddvywplas, 
eraivev ryepovxay xal Bovrevtixdv Katappovycers Kal TaY évayTiav 
ameav, cal cataBoncewy cal xwvdvvevt cai Sswypavt «al wrdvys Kal 

atevoywpias kal moiKidns OrMews Uropovyy, ola Ta emi Aexiov kal LaBivov 

oupBavta pot, ola wéype viv “Atuidtavod ; 

Observe the position of dzopovnjy. 
I think we may say then that in the writings of Dionysius the Great 

(fl. 200-270) we have a very good example of Alexandrian style about 
A.D. 235 [he was raised to the headship of the Catechetical School in 231] 
and that the precedence given to the genitive is considerable. Note 

further in the letter to Fabian ‘“rév mpecButépwy poi tia xddeoov.” 
Again: ‘ev voow S€ yevcpevos tprdv és nuepav adwvos Kal dvaicOnTos 
bteréXece.” 

“unnétt Bacdver Teipayv KaBodcat * tas yap Urép Tacav H Tpopayos...” 

“amply tivas avta@v addous AaBécPa.” 

Further, in “Xarpyjpwov i trépynpws tis Neidov xadovpévns 
énlcxoros modews”’ some MSS have Toews éicxomos, showing a distinct 
conflict as to the best method. 

Widely separated by the genitives sometimes are the component 
parts of his sentences, e.g.— 

“kal tis ioyupas év éavtois Twictews aflay Kai avddoyov Sivauw Kal 

Kaptepiav AaGovtes, Oavpactol yeyovacty adtod tis BaciXelas paptupes.” 

or 

“Se q Tis Bacthelas exetvns Tis evpevertepas Huiv petaBorr Seyy- 

yeATat, Kal ToAds 0 THs ep’ Huds dreds PoBos aveteiveto.” 

or 
“ol viv Tov yptoToU mapedpot xal Tis Bactdelas alto KoLVwvol, Kal 

pétoyor Tis Kpicews avtov,’§ continuing “Kal cuvdixdfovtes atta Tav 

TapanentTwoKoTay aberpav twas UrevOdvous Tois THY Ovai@y eyxAjHact 
ryevopievous TpoceddBovro.” 

t Heb. x. 34. 

t Copying St. Paul's style 2 Cor. xi. 26, 2 Cor. xii. 10, The reading of St. Paul's 

letters is assigned as the cause of Dionysius’ conversion to Christianity. 
§ This is perhaps a foir commentary on the method pursued by NBLT in 

Luke xxii. 50, where they prefer in a sentence of ‘pairs’ the genitive before the noun 
first, and in second place the genitive following the noun. 
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or 

“ata Tov Tov dwwyLod Kalpov dvaxwav doyov.”’ 

Finally (p. 33 Feltoe’s edition) note the sentence: 

“botepov S€ tives ove dAtyou Tov eOvav ta elSwra KaTadtTOVTES 
éméatpewav emi tov Oeor.”” 

te eid@Xa does not refer directly to €@vav, but the words are made to 
follow this genitive, whereas «atadeovtes ta efdSwAa would be clearer to 
an English mind. 

It seems worth while to consider this at some length, because we 

must get into the atmosphere of Alexandria in the first part of the 

i" century if we are to judge of possible idiosyncracies of the fore- 
runners of NB and T in “ papyrus book form.”’ + 

[Observe the use in & alone of ro Xe Gev in Luke ii. 21 for 16 «Aner, 
and note that it follows immediately after cai éxX40 76 dvoypa avtod 

"Inoods. 

So in Dionysius may be observed the use of XexOévt wy immediately 

following xadovpévny. The sentence is: éml rovtos éxédevocev pds 

dmerdeiv eis Kopnvy mrynolov Tis épnyou Kadovydvny xeppw. adtav sé 

éraxovoate Tav in’ dudotépwr NexOdvTav ws UrenvnpaTtic On. 

(But Justin Martyr supplies us with the closest parallel: dua 76 
avaSivat abrov dd Tod moTapod Tod lopddvou THS Hovis alte NeXOetons - 

b:65 pou el ov, yw onuepov yeyevynxa. Just'Y %.)] 
But perhaps a good counterpart of this use of the genitive may be 

observed in Thucyd i. 56 trav yap KopwOtov mpaccovtwy brws tipwpycovtat 

avtovs, imotomicavtes tHy ExOpav avtaY of ‘AOnvaior Mortdacitas, 
ot oKotow ént 7 tcOuiw ths Haddnuns, KopevOiwv dmolxous, 
éavtav &é Evppdyous Popov tbmorteneis, exédevov To és Tad- 
Arvny teiyos Kabereiv Kal ounpous Sobvat, Tos Te éEmidnucoupyous éxTreumrew 
kal 7d Notre ph SéyecOar obs Kata Eros Exactov KopivOtoe Emeprrov, Seicavtes 
py aroctaow bd te Tepdixcov meOopevor cat KopwOiwv, tovs te addous 

Tous emt Opixns EvvaTrootiawar Evppiyous. 

Note, close afterwards, Luke xxii. 53, the preference for attn eat 

up@Y 7 wpa over 7 wpa vew.t 

+ In this connection observe a place in Mark xiv. 8: ro copa pov say NBDLM’?2¥ W-H 
with Latin order, and I consider, as explained elsewhere, from Latin sympathies, against 
pou ro owpa of the rest headed by A and closed by AW k 8 with coptic and Sodtxt. Tischen- 
dorf remarks here ‘‘ Mc adamat genitivos ejusmodi substantivo pracponere.” This is an 
interesting observation, for it brings up the possible double Greek recension in Mark of 

which I have spoken, and does not necessarily apply to the Greek of St. Mark himself. 

} This is adopted by a good many: NBDGKLMRTXN¥ a (but N* omits vyer) 

agninst AESUVIAA, etc, but does not seem for the best, as it brings 7 wpa and y e£ovara 

rov axorous together, spoiling the pair of nominatives which are distinct. Thus 
add aurn eaty vpov 7 wpa Kat 7 eovaia Tov cxorous, instead of 

adr aur €UTty 1) wpa UpwY Kat ” efovo.a TOU OKITOUS. 
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For this preference on the part of Bin the N.T. sce ante at xxi. 11 
where B 1 [non fam] alone have «az am ovpavou onpesa. 

Also note under ‘‘ Order” xvii. 2 twv pixpwv tovroy eva N* BLY 
892 Paris” only (for eva twv pixpwv TouvTwy). 

See also xxiii. 8 e£ txavwy ypovwy Oedwv bringing the participle into 
this position NBTT'X. Observe both Egyptian documents T and T’', 
which are extant together here, join NBX. 

Also observe that the change in Luke xxii. 50 follows very closely 
the change in order at xxii. 45 where NBDLTY prefer xorpwpevous avtous 
(a kind of partial accusative absolute) for avtovs Kxotuwwpevovs, showing 

deep grammatical consideration. The change is not made in the parallels 
except by L at Matt. xxvi. 40. 

For preference of genitive before the noun observe inter alia Matt. 
xii. 13 extewov cov tnv yeipa by NBL Sod 1 33 157, against ext. tyv 
xetpa cov by the vast majority. 

This method however with the possessive is COPTIC. 

Cf Mark xii. 37 avtou eat vios BLT Sod 2°€ Sod“? only out of 
six varying orders. 

Harmonistic. 

Luke 

v.19. mavtwy (pro tov Incov) Cf Marc ii. 12 

vi. 33 init. cat yap eav (ex Matt. v. 46) 
viii. 16. —wa o1 evarropevopevor BreTwar To dws (Cf Marc iv. 21) 

xi. 24, +7ore (ante Neyer) NBLXE Sod 33 157 892 Paris” 
Laura’! Sod"? Evst 48 y“ bl sah boh Orig Sod tzt. 

Notwithstanding what, by the canons of W-H, they should 
consider very strong evidence,t they place vote in square 
brackets only. It is clearly a theft from Matt. xii. 44 (where 
there is no variation) and they must have had a suspicion of this. 

Orig, as usual, (ex Luc vid) is responsible for re-introducing a 

false text into our schools and colleges and seminaries. Not 

the “ true text,” as the self-constituted arbiters of the printed 
Greek Text for the last thirty years have assured us that 
they have placed in our hands. 

The character of the eclectic witnesses as grouped (without 
sgr or D d) should have been decisive. 

Immediately following we have the same thing : 
25. +cxoralovta (post evpicxee) SN BCLRIEWV min? et Sods 

SF lcopt acth Orig [W-H]. Soden omits, although accepting 
tore in xi. 24! 

+ Compare Matt. xxi. 12, ‘ Select Readings ' p. 15, where they speak of NBL 13 83 
6 ayr hier mem theb arm acth Orig Chr, as ‘ overwhelming evidence.” 
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Luke 

xii, 22. 

xxii. 9 fin. +ooe dayew to wacxa (post etotpacwper) 
and boh*"®, a deliberate theft from Matt. xxvi. 17. The others’ 

61. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

Again Orig brings this in from Matt xii. 44 where we read 
“Kat edOov evpiaxer cxoralorvta Kal cEecapwpyEvoy Kat KEKxoopNy- 

HMEVvOV. 

IV-H again have it in Luke, but in square brackets, having 

discovered something seriously amiss with the worshipful 

“neutral” text when it adds like this from a close parallel in 

two consecutive verses ! 
Tw cwpatt tupor BT min aliq®+ a vg?™ cor vat* sah boh 

syr pesh [non cu sin] aeth Clem 1/2 
All others are against this addition (= Matt. vi. 25). 

But I¥-H have it although in square brackets and Souter’s 
edition follows without brackets. Soden rejects it. 

A glance at B in the neighbourhood will show the ms 
against T in the same verse (only support ¢ e) and in verse 20 
BLQT 33 Paris” IV-H had asked us to accept artovow for 
anrattovow against all others and a huge array of Fathers 

very definitely, so that they convince the Revisers and Souter 

and they restore ava:tovow to the text without comment. 
So B alone, 

were more modest, for a few add something. jf adds tibi 
pascha, vg® +pascha, DPW cde gat sah aeth +o, but 

Origen again (‘‘e Luca?” says Tisch. “ Certe quae sequuntur 

non a Mt pendent’) zrov OeXets eTotpacopev cor TO TacXa. 
pnuatos (pro Aoyov) NBLTX 4 124 [contra fam] 213 Paris” 
892 Sod! 149 }-H R-V [non Sod]. Cf Matt. xxvi. 75, 

Mark xiv. 72. 
Cf also Luc. xviii. 30 XaBy for awokaBy Only BDM min 

pauc [not 892 Paris’’] W-H'' [non R-V nec Sod] against N and 
all the uncials. 2a7 is the word in Mark x. 30. 

Neutral and Western tied together. 

Again and again D goes with B in Luke. Is this the “neutral” or 

what is it ? 
Luke 

vi.l 4. —os init, BD Epiph only against all the rest. In IV-H it 

is in the text in square brackets. But either Epiph is quite 

wrong or he and BD areright. There can be no two ways 

about it. Then why put it in in square brackets? I have 

said that Hort did not know his children when he saw them. 

Here is a case in point. You can’t call it “ western” and 

“neutral” and you can’t call it either ‘western’ or 

“neutral.” Then what is it? 
N* clearly read ws, for N° corrects to ts. Sah introduces 

Luke 
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nag tee by xe = syr pesh ote (omitting @s). Boh has 

mc. Whasos. It seems clear that there was something 
in the margin ‘“‘ ad emendandum ” which misled B. 

In this connection note : 

ix. 3. -ava NBC*FLE 254 Paris” Evst 48 syr copt W-H Sod. The 

KV. 

XVii. 

XVviii. 

xix. 

xxiii. § 

Xxiv. 

ii. 

30. 

24. 

21. 

17. 

24. 

32. 

48. 

omission (also supported by at which does not express it) looks 
like an “improvement,” for when we turn to the independent 

witness D* we find that he has it with unc” and even d* 

opposite has ana (against other Latins). W has it and Sod°®, 

Tov aitevtoy pooyor (pro Tov poaxov Tov otrevtov) is not 

elegant, yet it is read by NBLQR Paris” Sod'** W-H and 

Sod txt and de but only these [not W]. The other latt oppose 

and with copt read very plainly vitulum saginatum, “ the calf 

which is nourished ’’ (Horner). 
[outws ectato vos Tou avOpwrov] —ev tn nuepaavtov BD 220 

abdeisah, boh*® [non W] (ovtws extat n nuepa Tov viou Tov 

avOpwrou syr cu sin). W-H'*' omits. Soden does not. 
€x veotntos (— pov) BD dl (syr cu sin) Dial et Tert™°. 

This may well be basic. [non W.] W-H omits. Soden 
has it. 
evye BD 56 58 61 (all three absolutely influenced by latin 

throughout) 892 [non al. minn] Orig and lat euge W-H™, 
and Soden who had just refused — pov above! 

. After the grave omission in xxiii. 34 we find BD alone 
have vios for ovtos here in ver. 35 (add T' fam 13 126 131 

Paris” Laura’ 1 c** Sod'4 sah boh arm Eus lr with the 

addition of veos later in the verse). 

Westcott and Hort do not follow B here. Then why omit 

with B ver 34? Is B not basic in verse 35? 
ovtws KaOws at yuvaixes (—xae tert) BD [non al. vid.] latt 
syr arm aeth sah 1/2 boh® W-H [nil in mg.] 
ovxe n Kapdia nuwv Katopern nv (—ev nutv) BD da ce vg"® syr 
cu sin [non al. syr] Orig et Orig’ W-H'* [non copt]. This 
almost looks like a ‘‘nicety " of Origen however, shared by the 

others. 
paptupes (—ecte) BD Sod’? d Aug W-H only (bok aeth 

possibly). B also omits the Se preceding (not so D d). 
It is possible that the omission is an error from yMeIcecTe 

in B, but D writes Katymeicae as if ecte had been lost in 
eicae. C Paris® ff, 7 vg?= invert the order: paprupes eote. 

We might go as far as to suggest that B* in: 

21 fin may have had mpc, that is ev ty xoiAta pytpos, as D d alone, 
for there is a space there in B. (Tisch does not refer to it.) 

I mention this as there are other points as to B neglected 

in Tisch. Thus at :— 
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Luke a 

i. 40 he mentions D alone as having nufavero for nutaver. This 
is almost certainly the reading of B* (see photographic edition) 
though not reported for B. 

Note conjunction of BDW at: 
iv. 40. ePepamever (pro eBeparevaev) BDW 21 v*""* lat syr and Orig 

(prob) 
43. bec we (pro pe See) BDW 130 892 [non Paris*’] Jatt 

Tert (against & and all the Greeks). 
Even 

v. 2. For azerduvav, where NC*LQX 372 Paris” have emAuvav, 

BDW 892 are not to be separated, having emAuvov. 
(N.B.—This is immediately followed in verse 3 by — tov ante ctpavos, 

NBDLW 157 Paris*’.) 

“Neutral” “ pre-Syrian” “ pre-Alerandrian” misnomers for B. 

x. 21. +70 ayw post rrvevpate although supported by NBCDKLXME 
min’ Sod™"* et Paris” abcde ffil copt syr arm aeth looks 

suspiciously like an ‘‘addition” when Clem Bas oppose 

with f q goth AEGHMSUVWTAA min permult [+892]. 
Here is a case where the despised ‘‘ Antioch’ and Clem prove 
to have the shorter text and 892} deliberately contradicts NB. 
The place is important. 

“Tn that hour (Jesus) rejoiced in (the) spirit (ev tw mvevuarz) and said ” 

... It is here that B and company wish to add tw ayiw which seems 
unnecessary and rather fulsome. 

There is no help from Matthew (xi. 25) where the prayer is introduced 
thus : ev exerrw Tw Katpw atroxpilers 6 Incous evtrev. 

Clement of Alexandria is very definite here: ayadAtacapevos (showing 
as Barnard points out that the quotation is from Luke and not from 
Matthew) youv ev tw mvevpate Inaous efoporoyoupat cos Tatep, pyow, o 

deos TOU Oovpavou Kat TNS YNS OTL aTexpuwas TavTa ato copav Kat OUVETWY 

Kat atexadupas avTa vnmlols © vat O TaTNp OTL oUTwS evdoxta eyeveto 

eumpoader cov. 
If we may not follow Clem here, when may we follow him ? 

Barnard’s note says ‘‘ Clement omits to ayw after mvevpare with the 

Syrian Text (including A f q).” This old bosh about a ‘‘ Syrian” text! 

It is probably the basic text which even in Alexandria after Clement's time 

suffered this gloss. 

+ This must be considered in such places. Observe how constantly 892 upholds 
B elsewhere; even to +xat in vii. 47 quite alone with Paris” of all authorities with B. 

B 892 then clearly have one base, and 892 here in x. 21 is the true exponent of it, not B. 
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Luke = 

xxiil. 46. In the passage cae dwvncas porn peyady o Inoous ermev * TaTEp 

els XElpas gov TapaTiMepat To TvEevpa pou....efervevoev there 

is a good deal of conflict as to whether we should read rovro 

be emov NBC*D*W (for cat tavta esrwy of many) or Kae 

touTo e:mwy OF TovTO eTwy or simply cat with Adamant a syr 

cu sin. If we want the shorter text (in view of this great 
divergence looking like an addition) we shall choose this ‘‘ cas 
eEerrvevcev,”” or if we want the shortest, we shall eliminate 

the whole final clause ‘‘ tovto...efervevoey”’ with X and four 
cursives adding Sod’ (= 213). At any rate NBD do not 

supply us with the shortest and by inference the most “‘ neutral" 
or colourless text. 

xxiv. 17 fin. cat ecte cxvOpwrot By most, that is eighteen uncials and 
: A2VW (eorat ox.) latt (except d e) syrr against cat eotadnoav 

oxvOpwro of NA* (Ly eatgcav) Paris” e sah boh (Orig ?) 
aeth alig. Tischendorf’s note is very full here. 

But D d Cyr" have only cxvOpwmo the ‘shorter’ text, 
eliminating both eore and eorafnoav. If we want the 
‘shorter’ text, we have to assume both eore and earncav 

(L) expanded perhaps to ecta@ycay, to be additions. 
(Syr hier4 omits cat ecta@noav and oxvOpwro). 

W-H admit «at eatadnoav cxvOpwrot into their text without 
marginal comment. Yet in their ‘ Notes on Select Readings’ 

towards the end of Luke they have a lot to say about the 

Western ‘‘non-interpolations.” Here is one they might well 
have followed. Sod quotes Orig for omission [see Tisch] but 
Sod'** does not omit. 

21. —onpepov NBL 1 [non 118-131-209] Paris®’ boh (syr) 
vg”? [hiat r2] W-Hand Sod trt against the rest and W. This 
is an interesting place. The usual text runs: 

andra Ye GUY Tact TOVTOIS TPLTNY TAUTNY NuEpay TNMEpOV 

ayet ad ov tavta eyevero. It is here that NBL drop onpepov 
as being pleonastic following tpitny tautyy nuepav, What 

do the great majority do? They retain both. But observe 
that D min®’t d and all Latins Aug bis drop tavtyy and 
retain onuepov. Who is night? When this kind of thing 
occurs, and when the 1 family (as above) is engaged in 

internecine warfare, I prefer to follow the ‘‘ Western ’’ omission 

of tavrny rather than the ‘Egyptian’? [not “neutral ’’] 

omission of onuepov. For the Latins are quite agreed here. 

Again I say that Hort [silent in his ‘ Select Readings ’] would 
have done well to consider this. The syriac shows that the 

+ Of these I identify 22? (‘Colb” Wetst) 42 71 Evst 150. Add Sod1454 8 470. 
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Luke 

ii. 24, 

iv. 33/34. 

. tx9vwv wy cuveraBov (pro tyOvwv 7 tvveraBor) 

. +avrtov (post Jevat) 

3. +arro (ante tuatcov) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

basic text is involved, for they agree among themselves. It 
is true that onpepov does not appear, but they have their own 
way of doing things in such an expression, and it is note- 
worthy that they agree among themselves as do the Latins. 

General Improvement. 

+7w (ante vonxw) NBDLW 2° 892 W-H Sod’ et trt. Observe 

D does it too against the influence of d. It would be insig- 

nificant for B except that all through ch. i. and ch. ii. to this 
point he has been throwing away articles with the Latin; see 
even ii. 22 just above — tov ante xafapropou. 
(— ev vouw xuptov Paris” with PF f*) 

. avtov ets Anu kat eatnoev (—avtov) ems TO TTEpUyLOY TOU LEpov. 

The omission of avtov sec. by NBL= 604 892? Paris” e 

Orig" is oppused by the coptics as well as by the other Greek 

uncials, by the Latins and Syriacs, and every other Greek 

minuscule known. t 
—reyou NBLV*WE Paris’ 604 Sod? [non al. min] sah boh 
syr sin Orig W-H Sod trt against everything else. There is 
no reason for others to add here. The narrative is graphic 

and it has been removed to lend greater force to the dramatic 
character of the immediate cry of the demoniac. 

Consult boh ‘“ And he cried out with a great shout...’ where 

RApworr replaces ficaen of sah. 
In sah and boh the exclamatory question of the demoniac 

is, as usual, introduced by xe thus practically replacing Xeywr. 

BDX 213 d 
W-H" against rell (10. qv auver. Sod" Paris*’). 

BLE 157 Sod"? [IW-H] (syr copt 
aeth) against the rest and &, not the “shorter’’ text. 

NBDLWXE 1 13 22 33 (157"?) 213 
604 892 Sod'* it” syr copt W-H Sod txt. 

_ —ovtes fin. Here is the ‘‘ shorter” text with NBDLXW 1 22 

33 69 157 213 604 892 Paris” al’ copt (syr) W-Ht but from Matt 

xii. 3 and Mark ii. 25. Why should any add ovtes if not here 

originally, seeing it is absent from the synoptics? ‘Kase ot 

per avtov" is quite sufficient. There is no need for ovtes 

unless it belongs properly to the original writing of St. Luke. 

In St. Matthew none add, and in St. Mark only D(A) and lat. 

t Von Soden’s additional testimony is insignificant (Sordt200 1443), Yet this ‘‘ pair ’’ 

offends him, and he casts out the second avroy from his text, as did the Alexandrians 

and Hort and Tischendorf before him. ; ; 

t Not Soden, who followed the same group just above. Sod" also omits ovres. 

Luke 

vi. 9. 

26. 

11. 

. TpocevyecOe Tepe Twy emepeatovTwy vuas 
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et pro Te NBDLW 157 Paris’ it pl (copt). 

IV-H simply accept this as the true text. But is it? re is 
rather the harder reading. It is necessary to write it out: 
Here are the alternatives involving an alternative punctuation : 

emepwtynow (vel emepwtw) vyas et e€eoTw Tw caSBatw ayalo- 

TOLnoal N KaKOTOLNTAL; 

emepwtnow (vel emepwtw) upas Te eeoTw Tw caBBatw ; ayabo- 

Tomoal n KakoTOLnoal ; 

Note that in Mark (iii. 4) it runs «ae Neyer avToes * e€eoTu (si 

licet att alig) tow caBBacw x.7.r. without e or 7, but the 

few Greeks who add, add ze and not er. 

In Matt. xii. 10 it is e efeorev without fluctuation. Much 

more natural then is et a correction in Luke than the ‘‘ true” 
text. And tz is to be preferred as being harder. Soden 

accepts this. Sod" reads te against NBDLW. 
. +vuv (post eumemArnopevor) Observe another addition. This 
by a rather large group NBLQRT*XWA*AE Sod min pauc 
et Sod've f goth arm aeth copt W-H Sod txt. 

The rest and Latins with syr pesh diatess, Iren'™ very 

distinctly, and Bas omit, and probably Tert. Syr sin omits 

25° ovat vp ot eptreTANopEVvoL (vUV) OTL TEWaceETE. 

The vvy appears superfluous, yet if present it does not 
follow that it would be omitted. And if superfluous why 
should NBL etc. add it, except by way of improvement ? 

Next comes the “shorter text,’ an omission by B alone of 
ot tratepes avtwy at the end of the verse (briefly noticed in 

‘Gen. of Versions,’ p. 400). Do IV-H follow? No. But syr sin 
sah and 604 since discovered, also omit. Does this strengthen 

the case? Not very much, but it shows that something 
bothered B, and in fact at this place there are signs of an 

erasure. [Only Sod” (= our 273) appears to omit o: tatepes. | 
NBLWE Paris” 

G04 only JV-H Sod (no new Mss.), against all and copt and 
Clem Orig Eus. 

int 

. If the above at vi. 26 be wrong (and IV-H by not following 
allow this), then why may not the omission of zpos avtov here 
by only &*B 892 Paris” sah [not boh] followed by IV-H and 
Soden’s text be equally wrong? How could all others including 
L etc. have found it in their copies? The corrector of N, 
observe, put it back. 

The foolishness of it all is seen at: 

-t«avoe NBDFLE 130°" 157 ae f ff gi2 l vq cop syr 

t See above under “ Exchange of Prepositions.’ 
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Luke 

vil. 47. 

vill, 

ix. 14. 

47. 

xi. 10 fin. avovyetar (pro avotyOncerar) 

14. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

arm. Yet Tischendorf and Soden retain cavor against this 
strong-looking group. W-H, more consistent, omit. W and 

Paris” with Sod? 3 also omit. Sod°® retains. 
+xat (ante odryorv sec.) B 892 Paris alone with Evstsméineau, 

but deliberate. Syr cu a in +m alone seems possibly 
responsible for this. 
xatemecev (pro emecev) BLRE 604 soli and W-H without 

marginal alternative! Soden does not add a single new 
witness, yet adopts it in his text. 
+woee (ante ava) Although supported by an apparently 
formidable array NBCDLRE& 33 157 213 892 Paris’? Sod’? 1 
ae sah Orig, and admitted into WW-H’s and Soden's text, is 

excluded by Tischendorf who refers to Mark vi. 40 (‘‘ at vdtr 
propter Marci xata exatov nat cata Tevtnxovta invectum”’). 

Here, then, is an acknowledgment of an Origentan “ subtlety ” 

(see Canon Cook’s remarks supra in Introduction). It is 

clearly far more likely for an addition of weer to be editorial than 

a subtraction of it. There would be no reason for subtraction. 
em\aBopevos tmatktov BCD 2% Paris” min!® ef Sod: 

W-H Sod (pro emda. maté0o v rell gr et W) 
It may be thought that the partitive genitive wasé:ov is the 

improvement here. But comparing Mark's account «at \aBov 
matdiov, it would seem that BC followed D and latt for 

emidaB. twaésov in Luke [In Matt. it is mpooxadecapevos 
matdiov | and eschewed the genitive on purpose. 

Evan. 28 sides with BCD, but W is opposed and goes with 
N and the great majority for the genitive. I mention the 
place as most N. T. grammarians seem to be silent here. 

emuAapBavw can take either accusative or genitive, but if we 

read maiétov then tnv yeipa is doubtless understood. It has a 
bearing on that very difficult place at Mark xiv. 72, where 
emtBadwv exdatev has to be interpreted and where the Coptic 

adds tyv yetpa. There indeed A uses emAafwv for emtBarwv. 

If za:diov in Luke be original it would seem that we have 
some authority for eliding tv yetpa avtov in Mark xiv. 72. 

BD" syr to accord with 

AapBaver. (Matt vii. 7-8 avorynoerat, but in Matt. vii. 8 B 

(D wanting) does it also to accord with evpiowec, but not 

ver. 7 leaving avoryncetat following S0@ncerac. See note ad 
loc. in Matthew.) Soden has no new witness to add to BD in 

Luke or to B in Matthew. 
(See Luke xi. 12 under “ Solecisms.”’) 

—xat avto ny “SASBL al’ cop arm aeth.” So Tisch. Add 
802 Sod [not Paris] W-H Sod trét. Boh omits, but sah has 
it in a way (ExeectyAxe rendered by Horner ‘ which is not 

Luke 

xi. 33. 

xii. 20. 

31. 
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wont to speak ” although in his notes he classes this as if it were 
plain xcwdov and not cat avto nv xwpov). The omission seems 
clearly an improvement. If cae nv exBadrrwy Satpovtov xwpov 

had stood originally, why on earth should any one add «au 

avto nv? Syr cu sin modify otherwise. They say ‘‘ And 

“it came to pass when he was casting out a devil from a 

deaf-mute.” D def are also prolix and uncertain witnesses 
here (see their testimony) so that there was simply some 
note in a common original which was perplexing. As 
some latin, with the syriac, as well as coptic are involved, it 

distinctly strengthens my contention for a second century 

polyglot which is at the root of the trouble. 
gas (pro geyyos) NBCDT'X Sod’ al. et 892 W-H [non Sod]. 
Doubtless from viii. 16 where all agree on ¢ws. Why should 
AL wic!? make a change from ¢ws to deyyos? The parallels in 

Matt. v. and Mark iv. supply nothing to this effect. We have 
to go to Matt. xxiv. 29 and Mark xiii. 24, in quite a different 
connection, to find ¢eyyos. Hence deyyos is much more likely 

here than ¢ws which must be an “improvement.” 

attovotv ano cov (proanattovaw ano cov) BLQT™" 33d 
(contra D* et rell latt). Apparently to remove redundancy. 
amtatrovaw is read by Clem twicet Origen everywhere and 
Orig™, Basil Antioch ® «3 and the Latins repetunt, 

reposcunt (also Tert: reposcent, Iren*: expostulabunt) c (and 

Cypr'") expostulatur, as well as e Orig" auferetur. 

Would it be believed possible that in face of this evidence 
W-H use arrovow in their text without marginal alternative ? 
This is criticism gone mad, and against all rules of majority. 
W does not support nor does new W, nor 892, and the only 
help is from the new Paris” = actovew thv Yuxnv cov ato 
gov, but of course Paris” belongs largely to special family 

traditions. Soden prints [av ]Jarrovow. 
. apduater (pro andtevvver) B' (Doric. Cf. D Act xix. 35 
vaoxopov pro vewxopov) $, auqueCee DLT™ only. This is con- 

tradicted by all others including W and Paris” (also Matt. 

vi. 30 all) and Epiph™* and Clem in Luke. 

W-H follow B alone [Soden adds no new support] with 

augiatee (no marginal alternative) and Soden's text has 
appueter, although he gives no fresh mss for this. 

avtov (pro tov Geov) NBD** (against d opposite and D** 

ft Once rv Wuynv vou amatrovaety ano cov, once libere amattovat cov (—amo) thy 

Wuxny; again rary ty veKre tov Weynv cov mapadapBavevew. Observe Const Mac Bas 

Antioch Epiph Clem and Justin in verse 48. 
t Cf. the so-called “ Dorie" gender of Atpos Which B makes feminine at Luke xv. 14. 

T 2 
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supra avtov) LW Paris’? ac sah boh aeth Ath |om. tov Oeou 
892]. 

At first this support looks serious, but it is far outweighed by all the 
other Greeks, Latins, Syriacs, besides Clement and Marcion™ett 4x» Epiph bis 
(Clem uses in his long quotation 27/31 tov Geov, and Clem" twv oupavev 
[= Matt. vi. 33 perhaps with Justin]). 

The point is this. In verse 80 we read: vuwy Se 0 matnp odev ort 

xengere rouTwy. (31) wAnv Uqtecte tTHv Bacidecav Tov Oeov... 

Apparently some considered this a kind of anacoluthon, following 

6 matnp, and thought atrod read better in verse 31 than an abrupt 
transition to tov Oeov. But the weight of evidence is conclusive, and if 
Marcion may not be accepted here as arbiter, who may? 

Sedulously IV-H incorporate avrov into their text without any 

marginal alternative, as if they could thus turn the tables on Marcion 
for all time. Soden also has avrov in his text, but adduces no additional 
evidence for it. In fact he leaves out sah boh aeth and Ath. 

Tertullian is very definite (Marc. iv. 28 310): ‘‘Quaerite enim 
inquit regnum det et haec vobis adicientur’; (Marc. iii. 24 180): ‘Et 

Jivangelium vestrum quoque habet Quaerite primum regnum dei et 
haec adicientur vobis.” Further (Oraé vi. 8) he shows no signs of 

avrov when he writes: ‘ Quaerite prius regnum [the Kingdom]: et tunc 
vobis etiain haec adicientur.”’ 

Now turn to Matthew for control. The last from Tert may be 

partly Matthew (vi. 33) or not. There ryv BaciAeav tov Geov is followed 

by «at tv Sixacocuvyy avtov. In the case of NB g, k m Eus Ps-Ath tov 

Geov is here omitted, and B shows that some consideration was being 
exercised alout the passage for he inverts the order (alone) writing r7v 
Sixatocuvny Kat tyv Bactderav avtov (—Tov Oeov). [Origen is very free, 

and 236 440 copt supply avtov for tov Oeov as the others indicated in 
Luke. Here again in Matthew the phrase in dispute, verse 33, has to 
follow verse 32 with its o matnp vue. | 

kis very definite in Matt. (wanting of course in Luke) for he writes 
‘“‘quaerite primo regnum et justitiam di.” 
Luke 

xii. 56 fin. ove odate Soxipaterw (pro ov Soxipatere) This is an en- 

largement of the narrative. Instead of : 

UITTOKpLTAL TO TpoTwTOY THS yyS Kat TOU OUpavonu (vel Tov oup. 

Kat THs yns) odate Soxipatew- tov de Katpoy tovtov Tas ov 

Soxtpalere NBLT Sod 33 213 892 Sod* [non Paris®’] 

wish to exchange the last two words for ove odate Soxtpate. 

That is to say they make a harmonious although tautological 
antithesis to the first clause. This change is countenanced by 

sah boh aeth and supported by (ff) 1. This forms a very pretty 
group therefore, for ff 1, as I have shown elsewhere, certainly 
partake of Egyptian characteristics. The group therefore 

Luke 

[sg xiv. 

10. 

18. 
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NBLT 33 [to which do not add Paris” this time] sah boh aeth 
ff l are involved in an amplification, which Hort religiously 
follows without marginal comment. I claim that this is 
revision, and that the rest of the documents have preserved the 
true text. Nor is this all, for the amplification suggests a 

knowledge on the part of this Egyptian group of the disputed 
parallel passage in Matt. xvi. 2°, 3, for there the expression 
is ‘To lev mpoowmov Twv oupavey ywwoxere Staxpwew Ta be 
onueta Tov Katpwv ov duvacde” (al. + boxtpaler, al. +yvovat, 

L ov Soxipatere, S al. ov cumere, al. aeth ov yiwwoxere), while 

NBVXP 13" 124* 157 al. syr cu sin sah boh 14/22 arm Orig 

omit the whole thing. Notice that aeth has it in Matthew, 

and eight codices of bo and L*. Now the amplification at the 

end of Luke xii. 56 by NBLT 33 finds an echo in Mat# xvi. 3. 
Hence, while excluding from Matthew on critical grounds, 
NBLT 33 no doubt knew the form attributed to Matthew. 
In fact, as far as ff (J) are concerned with non POTESTIS probare 
in Luke, they clearly reproduce the ov Svvazde Sox. or yvwvat 
of St. Matthew. 

. ets dpeap mecertae NABLWII min pauc Paris” et 892 (lat 

cadet or ceciderit) W-H Sod for ets ppeap ev ecettar of the mass. 
This seems to be simply removing redundancy, for why should 
any add ep- here, if not original? It seems most unlikely. 
D has eumecerrar and incidet. Sod*° and 213 have eumecer. 

TOTE €OTAL TOL boka EVOTLOY TAVTWY TWY TUVAVAKELLEVMVY COL. 

This addition of tavrwv by NABLNX Sod" min pauc Paris” 
and 892, although supported by aeth copt syr [here syr and 
latin divide squarely], is opposed by the mass of Greeks and 
the Latins (all except 7), and may be due to the original mis- 
reading of ENWMIONTWN read by mistake for mavtwv. 
Certainly it is not the ‘‘shorter” text. Or it may be mere 

“improvement.” IW-H and Sod adopt mavtwy. 
Note that syr sin opposes syr cu pesh diatess and OMITS 

with the Latins and the Greeks headed by D. 

. paxaptos oats ayetat aptov ev ty Bac. tov Oeov. Here 
N"BLPRX fam 1 al. pauc W-H Sod txt emphasise ootts for 
os of D and the mass, who are supported by the Latin qu: and 

by Clement Bas Epiph (Eus is on both sides). It would seem 
(as against Clement) that the minority are improving. 

Note that X* is against B. 
eFeAOwv edew (for e€eAOerv xar Sev) by NBDLY IW-H Sod only, 

I believe to be an improvement. GR cop syr arm acth read 
eEerOerv tsecv. The other fifteen uncials all min goth and Basil 

with latt (omn except d) read e€eXOew xa dev. NBL are 

alone, and only strengthened by D. The last (as d agrees) has 





Kye. 2s 

21 fin. +romoov pe ws eva twv picOiwy cov 

xvi, 29. 

xvil. 11. 

12, 
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some weight however. Sod"® and Paris’ come to the assistance 
of this minority group with amedOwv ide, but W joins the 
mass with eFeh@ew xar Sev. This is the more noteworthy in 

such a place, as DW are often conjoined. 
or Te dapiaaior Kat ot ypau. te is added by NBL 892 [non 
Paris] only, + D (against d and all others, and against 
Basil). This is again an addition. Why should it ever have 
been dropped if original? W does not have it, nor even that 

falthful adherent Paris’. Soden follows Hort with +re, but 
only adduces the same family mss as in other like cases, two at 

Jerusalem and one at Sinai. Below at xvii. 11 Soden opposes 
the same group. 

Only NRBDUX 33 
604 min’ add with only rg®8T gat, not Old Latin (except d) 

nor syriac nor coptic. This of course comes from verse 19 

where the prodigal son formulated beforehand what he would 
say. When he comes to the father’s arms however and sees 
the look in his eyes, the second expression dies on his lips. 
Augustine points this out ‘nec addit quod in illa meditatione 
dixerat ‘fac me sicut unum de mercennariis tuis’’’... (See 

quotation at length in Tisch.) Even Hort, hardened slave to 
his combination NB, especially strengthened by D d, felt this, 

for he encloses the sentence in square brackets. Of course it 

should be banished from his text altogether. But the baleful 
influence extends to F.V. marg which says ‘some ancient 

authorities add...”’ 

Paris” does not add, nor W, nor Sod", nor 892, and the above 
min are a mixed lot without special weight, and Tert™? 
seems to ignore it. Soden omits although having te above 
with the smaller group. 
-avtw NBL Paris 892 d (contra D™) syr sin bohduo soll A*ayr 

arm Ephr (contra Aphraat) W-H [Sod]. 
All others have it. 

This is evidently intentional and regarded as an improve- 
ment. Again, two boh codd go with NBL against sah D* and 
the rest. 
ev Tw TopeverOat (—avtov) NBL (Paris’) W-H only. Cf. d 
‘cum iter faceret”’ (against D®" +avrov) the other latins dum 

iret and dum vadit, and the other versions. Soden opposes 
NBL here. 

utnvtncay (—avtw) Llonly ones to drop avtw with one boh 
arnutnoav (—avtw) B [Paris®’ 892 have vrnvrncay avtw] 

Om, utnvtncav avtw syr cu sin; subleg. ov. 

Substitute orov ncav Dde. Substitute etecceabe filqs. 
Whatever the true basic text (and Jl’-H merely adopt B, and 

msU 

Luke 

xvii. 31. 

xix. 4, 

on 

27. 
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Soden follows L) the shortest text is in syr cu sin; Dd and the 

latins is the simplest, and if awnvtncav or unvtnoay find a 

place, avrw clearly belongs there as well, as witnessed to by all, 
including Paris”. W has arnvtncav avtw. Soden confuses us 

as to D by quoting D with BL for —avzw, for, as he says 
above, D has omov noav for umnvtncav, and therefore avtw 

falls away of itself. He quotes 157 (his °”) wrongly. 157 

has auto. 
— Tw (ante aypw) ‘And he who is ina field” NBL fam 13 
[non 124] 157 Paris” IW-H Sod txt only, but cf. boh. I would 
like to enquire of von Soden if 8 871 (Sinai 260) does not also 

do this. It is important for us to know whether 6 371 follows 

B in such places, as it is with it alone elsewhere in Luke, 

and its geographical location at Sinai is important. 
+ es To (ante eunpoobev) Only NBL (157 ets ta) £T 892 [non 

T*, non Paris] (e ff) (syr sin) WW-H Sod tzt not only against the 

rest, but against both coptics. Sah is very simply een, bok 

ETACIGOXI ETH AcIYE NAC. 
The syr is equally simple. 
Not even Paris®’ adds ets to here. Soden however adds 

the new witness. I think it is rather significant of 
attempted ‘improvement ” that both here and in Luke xiii. 7 
Evan 157 should vary slightly, here adding es 7a instead 
of es ro, and there adding a¢ ys instead of ad ov. 

157 also throws some light on the omission in the next 

verse :— 
. —etdev avrov cat by NBLT* Sod fam 1 Paris” Laura’ '* Sod“? 
copt arm W-H Sod txt. There is absolutely no reason to 
suppose that the great majority should have wdded this phrase. 
But to NBL it seems to have savoured of pleonasm. ava- 
Breas o unoous erdev avtov Kat Ermey Tpos avToV. 

The old exemplar from which 157 is derived seems to have 
had some note on this passage, for 157 changes thus: «ae 

eyeveto ev Tw SiepxecOat Tov incovy evdev autov * avaBreWas 
be 0 imaous evme Tpos avtov. These things should all be taken 

into consideration in weighing evidence. . 
cat katacbakate +avrovs NBFLNR Sod™ 7 33 53 157 213 

892 Paris’ Sod? Evst 18 19 49 H*™ y 2*" copt syr diatess 

aeth W-H Sod txt. Apparently an imposing array, but 
opposed by all the rest, by all Latins and by Eus (otherwise 

so sympathetic to NB). 
Chrys twice also adds avrovs but suppresses eumpocfev pov 

afterwards so that his testimony is ‘‘ free’’ and useless for 
comparison. 

Here is another square division between syrr and Jatt, and 
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xix. 30. 

38. 

40. 

42. 

xx. 14. 

-NBL aeth (Orig) (Cyr). 
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if there be a ‘neutral’ text it is D with majority Greeks 

and Jatin which preserves it. 
+xat (ante Avoavtes) BDL 157 892 d acth boh 6/20 [contra 
N rell, lat goth syrr sah boh 14/20 Orig Eulog]. Here is another 

addition to fill out the sense. Soden has no new witness. 

Of minuscules only 3 and 74** support 157 [not Paris*’] 
while D is contradicted by W and Sod. Observe that the 

Latins syr and copt say “loose him and bring him,” supplying 
the «az later, also to fill out Avoavres avtov ayayere. 

W-H follow BDL without marginal comment and so does 

Soden. Why should «a: have dropped out of all the others? 

Orig and Eulog are with the majority against BDL. There- 
fore JV-H are entirely unscientific here. There is nothing 

scientific about it because at: 
W-H and Soden follow the conjunction NBL Paris” Orig 

against all else for the order ev ovpave erpnyy (against eipnvn 

ev ovpavw). Both coptics are against the change: therefore if 

derived from a common original with NBL they distinctly 

part company here, sah saying ‘‘ The peace in the Heaven,” 
and boh ‘a peace in (the) Heaven.” 

The arrangement here of NBL Orig = ev ovpavw erpnvy 

xat do€a ev uvyotots is perhaps intended as the antithesis of 
Luke ii. 14 Sofa ev viiorots Oew nas ewe yns etpyvn... The 
order of SBL Orig we may be sure would not have been 

changed by all others. Here again is one of Canon Cook's 

“niceties” of Origen. Another ‘“‘nicety ” occurs at :— 
xpatovaw (pro xexpa€ovtat) by the same group NBL Sod5™! 
and Orig 188 ed. (against* 188 cod 4, 182 3, a) [non Paris®’] 

Tisch says nec xpatovaw nec xexpakovtas alibi in N.T. sed 
in LXX ut frequentissimum est xexpakovtas, ita nusquam 

xpatovat legitur. (Soden follows Hort, although his °°” 

(descendant of B) at Mount Sinai is the only new witness. 

His ° seemingly abstains and does not even read «pafovtas 

with D*". ) 
el eyvws (—Kat ou Kat ye) ev TH Nuepa (~—GoVv) TavTn KaL aU 

So much authority exists for cat ov 

earlier (including Jren Orig' 1/3), while Eus writes cat ye ov, 

and Orig himself *-! e eyywxas ov, and Eus in another place 

et eyvos xatov, that NBL appear merely to be editing here 
once more followed by W-H Sod txt. Sod’® 892 have cat av 

(— Kat ye). 

mpos addnrovs (pro mpos eavtovs) NBDLR min™"* Paris’ 892 

Laura’! sah boh. As eavzous is used in Matt. and in Mark, 

it might be thought that the other Greeks had here substituted 
eavtous for addndous. But I think not. In the first place all 

Luke 

xx, 22. 
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the Latins oppose [and these things must be taken into 
consideration, seeing the friendliness of the Latin elsewhere 

to B]; in the second place the expression in sah boh in 
Matthew is nof the same as in Luke. (In Mark it is in sah.) 

But the probability in Luke is coptic reflex influence here on 

NBDLR. Further, if we want the “shorter” “ neutral’ text, 

we must eliminate both mpos eavrous and mpos adAnrous, for syr 
cu sin aeth omit altogether! IV-H and Sod follow NBDLR. 
e€eotiv nas xatoapt (pro eeoTw nutv xatcapt) NABL fam 

13 [non 124] 33 157 213 254 Sod'*°" against all others 
including W and Paris®’ (om. nuw N 892 boh"). This is avery 

important place for our contention of “improvement.” Observe 

first that 7“as opposes all the Latins ‘Licet nobis.” Secondly, 
observe that it agrees more with sah and boh mast (most boh 

omit) and therefore might be classed as ‘‘ Egyptian,” especially 

as A joins the small group for quas (for I think A was written 
by acopt). But of course we must go deeper than this and 

enquire into the grammatical usage following efeo7:. In the 
note to Winer (p. 402 note 4, English edition) Buttmann is 
quoted thus: ‘‘A. Buttmann remarks that mpémee (mpemov eott) 

has four constructions in the N.T. (1) with dative and 

infinitive Mt. iii. 15.t (2) with dative followed by accusative 

and infinitive Heb. ii. 10. (8) with accusative and infinitive 
1 Cor. xi. 13. (4) it is also used personally Heb. vii. 26. "Efeovt, 

which usually has the first of these constructions (i.e. dative] 

is occasionally followed by the accusative and infinitive, viz. 

Luke vi. 4, xx. 22,t Mark ii. 26” [the first and second passages 

are correct, but os by D in Luke vi. 4; the second is the one 
we are dealing with here]. ‘ With Sei we find the accusative 
and infinitive or the infinitive alone; yp occurs once only 

(Jas. iii. 10) with accusative and infinitive.’ See also 

Thackeray's ‘ Blass’ p. 241. 
Confining ourselves to the question of efec7e we find: 

Matt. 

xii. 2. 

xv. 26. 

xix. 3. 

xxii. 17. 

Exvil. 6. 

Mark 

ii. 26. 

xii. 14. 

.. jTotovaty o oux efeoTw Trove ev caBBaTw 

oux e€eoTtiv XKaBew Tov aptoy TwY TeXVaV 

et e€eotw atroAvoat THY yuvalxa auToV 

without a par- 
ticular relation 

efeotw Souvvat xnvoov Katcapt 7 ov = 

ov« e€eotw Barer avta es Tov KopBavav 

.. ous ove eLeotiy have et wn Tous lepers also Luke vi. 4 (ors D) 

e€ecotiv xnvoov Kaicape dovvat 7 ov 

t But see N alone there nas. 
+ Assumed from the text of NABL. 
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vill. 37, €¢ motevers e€ ods Tys Kapdias eEeotw, Tantum) 

dative, but foreign to 
the particular case 

under discussion 

x. 10. et e€eortw tors caBBacw Oepareveat 
12. wore e€eotw tos caBBacw Karws Totew 

1. 24. 1de te movoveww Tors caBBacw o ovK efeoruv 
ili. 4. e€ertiv tows ca ae E s caBBacw ayabov romoa... 

vi. 2. 11 wovetre 0 ove e€eote moew Tos caBBact- 
9. et eect Tw caBBato ayaboronoat n KaxoToincat 

xiv. 3. e€eoTw Tw caBBato Ocparrevcat 7 ov 

4. 0 ove ekeotw (C rell e€ov) nv avtw gaye all Mss 
xiv. 4. ove ekeotw coreyew avtnv all Mss 

5. 2) ove eEeotw 01 0 Oedkw Tonoat ev Tors exo all mss 

vi. 18. ore ove ekeatw coe exew Thy yuvaixa Tov adeXgpov cov all and 
: Orig, except D® ce and a 

x. 2. evefectw avdpe yuvatca amodveat all mss (the two accusatives 
following one another would be abhorrent) 

v.10. Kat ovw eLertiw oot apat tov KpaBarrov all mss 
Xvi. 31. qury ove e€eotw atoxtetvat ovdeva all Mss 

Xvi. 21. d ove eLeotw nuty mapadeyerOar (only D nuas against d nobis) 
KX1. 87. es efeotev wor eve te mpos ce all Mss 
XXU, 25. et avOpwrov Pwpatoy cat axataxpitoy ekertw up pactitew 

all Mss 

vi. 12. wavta pouekertw all Mss (and Clem libere upey Or nyu) 
x, 23. mavta pou ekeotw addr ov Tavta cuudeper * mavta pot ekeotw 

@AX ov Tavta oxodouec. Some Mss omit moe first or both, 
ne but none seem to have pe. ‘or. 

xil. 4, &ovx eFov avOpwrew Xadnoat all Mss and Clem Ath Naas 
Basilid Orig pluries but Orig semel efov avOpwmov. 

Now the above is clear and unambiguous. Eliminating the fifteen 
cases mentioned first, which do not bear on the point, there follow thirteen 
or (counting 1 Cor. x. 23 twice) fourteen instances of the dative case and not 
the accusative. In Acts xvi. 21 only does D give an accusative, which B 
and the rest contradict. It is a very pretty exhibition, and we do not need 
the Grammarians’ assistance after all. It is established beyond per- 
adventure that the N.T. usage of all mss and all recensions is for the 
dative and infinitive with efeorw, and when NABL invite us to read nuas 
in Luke xx. 22 we refuse. When Hort tells us it is the “ true text” 
(without marginal alternative) we say that he has once more mistaken an 

idiosyncrasy of a emall group for the truth. The same applies to Soden, 
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who follows Hort with yuas. A very lovely key is offered us in 2 Cor. xii. 4 
as to the secret. Behold once more Origen at the bottom of it with his 

“niceties "'! Here is the verse: 
OTL npTayn ets Tov Tapadercov Kat nKovcer appnza pnuata a oun efov 

av@pwre AadnoaL. 
In Tischendorf's note (on verse 3) he says: “‘eEov (eEwv LP 17) 

avOpwrw et Naass”?? "? Basilid™? 7! Clem? Orig’ 1% 7 ° acre Ath 
etc.......Origt 1° efov avOpwrov. Item L 47 b** 14'* €€. avOpwrwv. 

Cf. Naass'? : evrwv nptacOat v0 ayyehov Kat yeyovevat ews Sevtepov Kat 
TptTov Ooupavou els TOV mapadetoov auTov Kat EW PAKEVAL a& EwpaKe Kal AKNKOEVAL 

pnuata appyta a ove ebov avOpwrw ere. Item Basilid™': nxovoa appyt. 

pn. a ove eFov avOpwte eve.” 
Origen then, observe, alone makes use of the dative pluries and 

once of the accusative. Hinc illae lacrymae. It was Origen’s text or 
preference in Luke xx. 22 which influenced NABL (perhaps with coptic, 
see note on next verse), although it is not the true text. And here are 
Basilides (A.D. 117-138) and Naassent (also before A.D. 200) contra- 

dicting Origen’s show of grammatical niceties, and proving that St. Paul 
used the dative in 2 Cor. xii. 4.8 did St. Matthew and St. Mark and 

St. Luke and St. John. Need more be said? Soden follows Hort and 

NABL for nuas and perpetuates the error. 
Cf. Matt. xxii. 17 eer Sovvar xnvoov xatcapt 4 ov with Adalbert 

Merx’s remarks (vol 1, p. 300 seq) as to the versions, and compare pers. 

oe es 23. —Te we metpatere NBLI fam 1116 157 892 Paris” these only 

and e sah boh against all the rest and aeth, all the syriacs, 
and all the Latins (except e) and Basil. [Tisch quotes arm 

on both sides. ] 
The clause is present in the parallels Matt. xxii. 18 (all), Mark xii. 15 

(all), and we are invited to follow NBL copt in Luke for omission because 

it must have been incorporated into the Lucan text from Matt. or Mark. 
Hort is certain of it, for he has nothing in his margin. Souter is satisfied 
about it because his text omits and he has not inserted any footnote. 

Soden follows suit, but adds only 630(= 3) as a new witness. In other 
words, XBL and coptic are to outweigh everything else and carry down with 

them the testimony of syr cu sin (both extant and both for the clause in 

question). Now the argument for this omission is clearly very good, and 
nothing we could say would move these “‘self-constituted arbiters of the 

true text’ if we could not show the fallibility elsewhere of their favourite 

witnesses. But we have shown this in these pages again and again, and, 
with D seventeen uncialsand Basil, witha bed f fghlqrr. dim p vgg 
codd omn (against e) with aeth (against sah boh) and with syr cu sin sch 

pesh we claim these words as Lucan, and say that they should be restored 

in the next revision. NBL have just been shown in the previous verse 
and verses to be so “‘ untrue to type’ in many places that we lose all 
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confidence in them when only supported by the coptic, and we cannot 
admit them as final arbiters here. It would be absurd. If they are not 
the purveyors of a ‘‘neutral” and “ pre-syrian " text elsewhere, why here 
against such heavy battalions of evidence ? 

[NorE.—In sah and boh the clause “ why tempt ye me” in Matt. and 
Mark is introduced by xe. The beginning of Luke xx. 24 “Show me 
a denarius”’ is also introduced by xe. The coptic may have skipped 
the question owing to the double occurrence of xe. I claim elsewhere 
coptic action on NBL. It may be so here.] 

Soden's eclectic position throughout thé above passages is note- 
worthy. 
Luke xx. 25. Once more coptic (boh) comes in alone with NBL fam 13 

[non 124]+ 892 Paris Sod" (arm) IV-H Sod for the order 
Towuv amodote, instead of azodote towuv, of all the rest 

supported by Basil'® * “> ¢ with azoSore ovy as I min’. 
Sah (some MSs) are against it, and two Mss omit tou» with 

D Sod?’ ade filg mu syr cu sin and aeth diatess. 
Hence here once more we have bohairic influence on NBL, 

because sah 2/7 omit outright with D and a strong Latin 

combination backed by syy cu sin, and for basic probability (in 
view of the change of order, which always points to something 
of the kind, especially when boh opposes, as here, sah 5/7) 
I would be inclined to accept the omission of rowuv. 

[towvv is nowhere else used in Luke and does not occur 

in the other Gospels. It occurs only thrice elsewhere, 
1 Cor. ix. 26, Heb. xiii. 18, Jas. ii. 24. In the last-named 
place NABCP al. lat syr cop arm aeth omit.] 

26. The next is hardly “improvement,” but probably an error. I 
let it follow here as it shows NBL still conjoined (with only 433 
892 W-H Sod). They read: xat ove toxvoav emthaBecOar tov 
pnpatos instead of cat ove ry. emidaBecOat avtou pnyatos. Of 
course AY may have fallen out in EMAABECOAIAYTOYPHMATOC. 

Paris” shows signs of correcting this by writing tov pnuatos 
avtou with Sod®°. The Latins are plain for ejus, as also syr 
vet. Coptic expresses avvov and then “ with a word” (sah), 
“in a word” (boh), syr pesh ‘ex eo verbum.” 

27. Aeyovtes (pro avtineyovtes) NBCDLN min aliq Paris” et 892 

LauraA Sod’ 1" WW-H [non 604] de goth copt syr (of. V infra). 
This is both to remove a double negative and conform to Matt. 

(Aeyovtes), and Mark (orrwes Aeyouory) as actually YW Sod*! in Luke. 

t In Ferrar's edition there is an error in the tezt. 

} In the previous verse xx. 24 Baszl'** and Basil took each one side of the question 
about the omission of azoxpiOevres, which reading I do not discuss. 
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The clause is o: avte AeyovTes avactacw wy evvat Which APIAATI unc® 

al. plur a arm let stand. ais perhaps the most important witness of all for 
the “‘received’”’ text, giving “qui conéradicunt resurrectionem zon esse” 
(most Latins have ‘‘ qui negant esse resurr.; d e qui dicunt res. non esse). 

The extraordinary thing is how to account for avte Xey. having crept in to 
fourteen or fifteen uncials (W has this reading also, so it is just as “old” 

as the other) and into the graeco-latin a, which the reviser of that ms 

(and it has distinctly had a censor on it) allowed to stand. I fear the 

onus is on the minority to prove that Xeyovres is not an endeavour at 
correction. ; 

See Winer (English edition, p. 755) citing “1 Jo. ii. 22 

0 apvovpevos ott Incovs ove eotw o xptotos” [where our authorities 

make no change as here] ‘‘ Luke xx. 27 avtideyovtes avactacw pn evar 

(Xen. Cyr 2 2 20, An 2 5 29, Isocr. Trapez 360, Demosth. Phorm 585, 

Thuc 177)" [from which it appears that there is plenty of authority for 

this] ‘‘ Hebr. xii. 19 o¢ axovoavtes tapntncavto wn mpocteOnvat avTows 

Aoyov (Thuc. 5 63), Gal. v. 7 tus vpas evexowev tn arnOera pn TreBecOar 

(Eurip. Hec 860).’’- ‘‘ Compare further Luke iv. 42, Acts xx. 27, 1 Pet. iii. 10 
(Thuc. 5 25 7 53, Plato Phaed 117 c, Demosth. Phaenipp 654 b) and see 
Vig., p. 459, 811, Matt. 534, Rem. 5' (Jelf 749, Don, p. 591). We have 

similar examples in German, in colloquial language, and in Greek also 
the usage may be explained as arising out of the circumstantiality which 

belongs to the language of conversation. The negation which the verbs 
contain became less sensible, and hence it was expressly revived in the 
dependent sentence (compare Madvig 211). Modern grammarians, indeed, 
are disposed to allow that this construction is an example of pleonasm 
(note, quoting Hermann ‘“‘non otiosam esse negationem...”); logically 

however one of the negations is undeniably superfluous.”” So Winer. 

Blass is not quite so full, but (p. 255, English edition) he says: ‘“‘ We may 
particularly note the use of 4» according to classical precedent (Kihner 
761 f.) in certain instances after verbs containing a negative idea (a 

pleonastic use according to our way of thinking). Luke xx. 27 
ot avtedeyovtes (AP al.; NBCDL read Acyovtes as in Matt. and Mark) 
avactacw bn ewwat (avtireyew here only takes an inf.), xx. 34 ews tpis 

amapynon pn edevat we (ue ar. ed. NBLT; azapv. not elsewhere with an 
inf.). Cp. 1 Jo. ii. 22 0 apvoupevos ote Inoous ove eatw o Xptotos (as 

Demosth. 9 54 apy. ws ove etae tovovtor) Hebr. xii. 19 wapytycavto pe 
(om. N*P) mpocteOnvat, Gal. v. 7 Tis upas evexofev adrnOea pn meOeoOa; 

(eycorrtec Oat takes tov ede in R. xv. 22, cp. Kiihner 768c). But in Hebr. 

xi. 24 we have ypvyearo (‘scorned’) NeyeoGar; and «wAvew is regularly 

used without a subsequent 1, a construction which is also admissible in 
classical Greek, Kiihner 767 f. ; see however §71, 2 and 3.” 

We cannot complain that the grammarians are not full enough this 
time! Blass proceeds (p. 256, §6): ‘The classical combination of 
negatives ov (47). ..ovdets (unSers) and the like, to intensify the negation, 
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is not excessively frequent; the instances are Mark xv. 4 ove amoxpwn 
ovédev, 5 ouxete ovdev atrexpiOn, Luke x. 19 ovdev...0v un (not in D), xxiii. 
53 ov« nv ovderrw ovders, Acts viii. 839 ove...ouxett, Mark xi. 14 pnxere... 

pndets etc, (ovderote jor ovdecs Herm. Mand iii. 3); on the other hand we 

find (contrary to the classical rule, Kiihner 758, but cp. 760, 4) ovy apmacee 

Ts JO. x. 28, ov... ute tevos 1 Cor. vi. 12, ovde tov matepa TLS Emiyive- 

oxe. Matt. xi, 27, xii. 19, ovte .. . tes Acts xxviii. 21, ov Suvnon ete otxovo- 

pew Luke xvi. 2, ob... tote 2 Pet. i. 21.” 

I have cited Winer and Blass thus fully that there may be no mis- 

understanding on the subject. A revision by the fifteen uncials involved 
in writing avtAeyovtes, with the Latin Ms a, presupposes an endeavour to 
carry out a classical improvement, while the Aeyovtes of NBCDL d e copt 

syr and goth would be an endeavour to remove a classical improvement or 

rather that they have the unclassical but ‘‘ pure milk of the word.” 
Far more likely would it be (from what we have already seen of their 

methods) for NB to endeavour to improve here. And the decadence of 

the language is showing itself already, or to put it in another way, 
the Egyptian school in Alexandria already by 200 or 300 a.p. considered 

the usual classical redundancy as a pleonasm to be removed, especially 

when a parallel could be consulted where it was not found.f 
In other words, since avtiAeyortes is absent from Matt. and Mark, 

and itis universally acknowledged that St. Luke had the higher education, 

is it likely, I ask, that ‘‘ Antioch ” introduced avytiXeyortes, or not rather 
that it is original, and that NBCDL dc are the ones guilty of removing 

avtt? I plead for its restoration. 
To my surprise Soden prints avtiAeyovtes against NBCDLN Sod”. 

Upon what principles is his text then constructed? For just above he 
has willingly followed the weaker combination NBL (xx. 22, 23, 25, 26). 

I have referred elsewhere to considerable sympathy between B™ and 

a latin. Here at any rate I believe that a preserves the older text. [In 

the very next verse B a come together again. See under ‘ Historic 

present.”’] 
Note in this connection Luke xxii. 34 where XBLQTX (a regular 

congery of sympathisers) refuse the strong Greek negative Iletpe ov pn 

evnoer onpepov adrextwp ...and write merely ov pwvycer. Thus also Sod. 

Luke 

xxi. 12. + ras (ante suvaywyas) only NBD 157 d°° W-H sah and one 
boh us. Cf. Matt x.17. In Mark xiii. 9 ras is absent. It is 
very unlikely that tas should have been dropped here by all 

the others. Even Paris” does not have it. Soden adds no 

new witnesses and excludes from his text. 

+ Since writing the above I have noticed in Luke x. 19 that &, with D Orig 1/2 alone 

removes ov pn from the sentence xa: ovder yas ov py adianoer (vel adixnon). This offers a 

further commentary on the gradual disuse of the pleonastic negative. 

Luke 

ibid. 

xxi. 14. 

xxii. 14, 
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amayouevous (pro ayouevovs) NBLD Y Sod’ fam 1 157 
Paris’ ¢ only seem to have preserved the “true” (and 

“longer ’”’) text here, for W-H and Sod (without new evidence) 

print avrayopevous, although the Latins and even boh sah show 

plainly they read ayopevous in their Greek ! 

I may be considered to be wasting time and space taking up 
such a small point. But the whole thing hangs together. 

Even the preference at: 

Gere (pro Gece) by NAB*DLMRWKXIIY 33 p Sod™"* W-H 
Sod txt, against Orig Cyr and the mass, is quite deliberate. 

(In xxi. 15 Orig and Cyr are opposed as to the order avtiatyvat 

9 avTeiTew OF avterme n avticTnvat, While D® Sod" ac ff il 
qr syr Cypr”® are content with avtiornvar (resistere) and d: 
contradicere ; ¢ coresistere aut contradicere). 

—Swdexa This is an important place. The omission is 
supported by 8*BD 157 [but not by Paris nor W nor the 
rest] plusa bc de fil r syr cu sin sah 5/6 and of course 
adopted by W-H, without marginal alternative, nor a word in 

‘Select Readings.’ Soden also omits but adds no new witnesses. 
The above looks like a strong combination, but it is not, 

because “‘ there is a reason ” for it lurking beneath the surface. 
It is opposed by Marcion, eighteen uncials, and N° al. min 
fq 8 p dim gat vg syr™ "" boh arm aeth, while N“LX 
Evst 6 Sod" sah 1/6 suppress azooroAor in favour of dwdexa 
(as Mark xiv. 17). 

The conjunction of so many Latins shows how early the 
change was made, but it occurred BETWEEN Marcion’s time 
and that of B. 

In St. Luke’s account of the last supper there is no mention 

made of Judas (except for the inference in verse 21)! We 
pass from verse 14, where it is simply recorded that the twelve 

apostles sat down with our Lord, to verse 15 ‘with desire 

have I desired to eat this passover with you,” to the celebra- 
tion itself 17/20. Verse 24 begins a new section about who 
should be the greatest, which seems a very rapid transition 
from verse 23. Verse 31 contains an apostrophe to Peter, 
followed by his confession of trust in himself. 35/37 are 
occupied with the closing scene of the supper, and suddenly at 
verse 38 they produce two swords, and verse 39 records the exit 
towards the Mount of Olives, after which Judas meets them. 

The censors of the text then must have overlooked the brief 
reference in Luke xxii. 21 “ wAnv cSou » xetp tov mapadidovtos 
He peT e“ou emt THs Tpametys,” and have missed the fuller 
accounts of St. Matthew xxvi. 21/25, Jo. xiii. 21/26 where 
Judas is mentioned, and Jo. xiii. 27/30 where Judas’ exit is 
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mentioned, and have supposed Judas’ absence in St. Luke's 
account ? 

In Matthew peta tar Swdexa pabnter is the text of & etc., 
while BD and some merely omit padntev. Only in Luke is 
dwdexa omitted by the Mss mentioned above. 
taro tov py =NBKLM(W)II 892 Paris? Laura’! min 
aliq (anapte 225 ut Matt) e sah boh syr hier aeth (DG 1 al. 
syr cu sin arm) W-H Sod txt. 

But it is omitted by ACKTAA une’ Sod latt syr pesh. Tisch 
remarks that “azo tov yyy Lucae non proprium est, cf. 1. 48, 5. 
10, 12 52, 22 69, Act 18 6. Praeterea non legitur nisi 2 Cor. 5 16. 
Cf. et Matt. 26, 29 ubiest amapre, et Mare 14, 25 ubi est overs.” 
At any rate, here we have the “ longer” text once more 
witnessed to by NB etc. 

Only NBLTT' 
Paris” Hus d (incendentibus) (7 8). This seems rather forced 
(Phalar, Ep. v.) and occurs nowhere else in N.T. It suggests 
even an acquaintance with the Latin circumsedentibus for 

auvxatioavtwy following of be def fil q » vg [consed. only 
a (r)) mepixaficavtwy only DG fam 1, while ep: to light the 
fire “all round” is suggested by wup ev peow ts avd7s. 

In St. John (xviii, 18) it merely says: «ae os vmnpetas 
avOpaxiay memotnxorTes, but being ev peow THs avdns it would 

imply the thought of wepeayartes if they were to make a good 

fire. I suggest that wep: is an “improvement,” but Soden 
follows IV-H without adducing new witnesses. 

In Mark xiv. 54 the fire is already made. 

55 fin. Similarly, same verse, pecos avtwy for ev peow avtwv by 

xxiii. 11. 

BLTT' fam 1 892 W-H, Sod (without new witnesses), only 

savours of a deliberate change. Why does & not have it? 

Nor Paris’? And why does fam 1 have it? [non 131]. We 
have just seen that they ran to eps xaOtcavtwy above, 
exceptionally and with DG only. 

pecos is against boh (Hen Towsensh) while sah is 
Nrecsente. D* substitutes wer avtwy Oepparvopevos, as d 
caleficiens se (cf. Jo. xviii. 18, Mark xiv. 54). 

—avtov (post weptBarov) NBLTT! 52 291 b*" 892 Sod''* ct 

trt Paris” Evst 150 a and (vg) W-H. 

These would read : 

mepiBarwv ecOnta Aapmpay aveTeuev avToy Tw TELAaTwW AS 

if the first avrov were unnecessary and pleonastic. Once 

more @ comes to join B*™ here, but all the rest oppose. And 
there seems much more reason for a purist to remove the 
avtov than for all our other authorities to have inserted it! 
W has it with the rest. 
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Luke 

xxiii. 20. If we were dealing with a true “neutral” and “shorter” 
text, we should not oscillate as we do between omission and 
addition. Here is an addition. I have not put the places 
in juxtaposition purposely. They happen to fall in a regular 
sequence here as I pass through the chapter. 

ibid. +avtots (post mpocepwornoev) NBLTT'13-124-346 Laura 

157 892 Sod" et Sod a sah boh syr W-H; mpos avtovs 69, 
avtous D Paris®’ (d advocauit eos ; Paris’ epwyncev avtous) it. 

What ?—I shall be told—do you question such a strong combination 
as this: NBLT coptic syriac latin in conjunction? Well, considering 
that APXTAAITI unc’ strengthened by WY Sod” = nineteen uncials, all 

minuscules but four, and arm pers omit (pers: Sed de Jesu iterum 
Pilatus sermonem fecit, —avrots), 1 think it is a pretty good place to 

pause and consider our critical principles. If the same evidence of 

NBLT etc. called for omission I should not perhaps hesitate, but as it is 
an addition to fill out the sense, I may well hesitate, in view of the bad 

record of NBLT in combination as so often shown in these pages. 
Here is the sentence : 
“qadw ovv (vel de) 0 miAaTos Tpocepwvyce GeXwy aTrodvaas Tov Inaouv.” 
The antithesis to mpocepwvyce (showing Paris*’ up in a very poor 

attempt at improvement with edwryce avtous) is at once given in verse 21: 
“ou be erepwvovy (well rendered by a: proclamabant against sub- 

clamabant of others) Aeyovtes ctavpou atavpou (or atavpwoov ctavpwaoor) 
auTov. 

Thus Pilate shouted aT them, not To them, and they shouted back aT 

Pilate. For observe that there is no avtw or mpos avtov either before or 
after Neyovtes in any Greek, Latin or Syriac authority [in fact D d 

emphasise the proceeding, using expafay but leaving out Aeyovtes 
altogether with syr sin], and sah onty [not boh] adds Epoq after 
ACTKIQKAK eRod, translated by Horner “ cried out at him,” supplying 

at, and entirely bearing out what Iam saying. Thus the proceedings did 
not cal! for autos in verse 20 after mpocepwryce at all, and I rather think 

that all the authorities cited who add have been over-zealous, and that 

our “junior” seventeen uncials + W + hundreds and hundreds of 
cursives are the real purveyors of the “shorter” and “true” text. Let 

the critics answer this. I shall be glad of more light on the question. 

In conclusion, so as to cover the subject thoroughly, examine the 
three other passages in St. Luke where the word occurs : 

Luke 

vi. 13. «ae ore eyeveTo nuepa mpocepwrncev tous pabntas autov “ And 
at daybreak he roused his disciples (by calling).” 

vii. 32 (= Matt. xi. 16). ouovoe eraev masdiots Tors ev ayopa KaOnuevors Kat 
mpoodwvovew ardrnrors, Aeyovtes ‘‘ calling out at one another” 

(e et adclamant ad invicem dicentes; a qui clamant ad 

alterutrum dicentes). 

vU 
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xiil. 12. wer € autnv o Incous mpocepwrncer Kat etmev avTn* yuvat... 

not mposedwvncer avtnv xat but mpocepwvyoev wat evrev avty all 

authorities. 
Then in Acts: 

xxi. 40. Emcatpepavtos d¢ avtov o Tlavdos estas emt Tov avaBabpav 

KATETELE TY XELPL TW AAW. TOAANS Se TLYNS ‘yevouevns 7 pocedw- 

vnoe ty EBpaids diarextw Acywv * Avdpes aderpor... 

Could anything be more Lucan or more instructive? Paul 

calls out in the Hebrew dialect to the crowd generally. In all 
the N.T. there is only one more occasion where the word is 

used. This follows close here at Act xxii. 2: 

Axovoaytes S¢ ott ty EBpaids Starextw tmpocepwver autos... 

D here omits avtors but the others have it. 

The avtors here however stands in a different position to that 

in Luke xxiii. 20, for it is the answer and recognition that the 

shouted tones of the “apology” of St. Paul to the crowd had 

been addressed to or at them, and at no others but the Jews 

forming the crowd in Jerusalem. 
Jnke 

XXill, 23. nat kaTicxvoy at Povat avtwv (—Kat Twv apyiepewr) NBL'1' 
130 it" [non ¢ f d 8] sah boh followed by W-H and Soden, 

although the latter has no new witnesses, and ignores Merx 
ad loc. (p. 490) “Die Streichung diirfte alexandrinische 
Redaktion sein.” 

This should perhaps be classed under the head of ‘‘ Latin and 

Coptic,” but it really seems to be an attempt at improvement. 
In verse 13 the record says: wthatos S€ auveadecapevos Tous 

apXLEpels KAL TOUS apXoVTas Kat Tov dao», and the scene is carried on 
uninterruptedly over the intervening verses to verse 23 without specifying 
any particular part of the crowd which was doing the talking and 

shouting. Hence perhaps NBL etc. thought it was invidious to single 
out the chief priests as those who raised their voices above the crowd at 
the last. At any rate 892 and Paris” refuse to give us the text of NBL. 
Those cursive Mss with c f d & and the rest of the Greeks, with the 
syriacs, support the ordinary text. (Consult Tischendorf’s note ad loc.) 
Observe that T ceases at xxiii. 20. That is why T is absent here 
{replaced by T"). 

Luke 

xxiii. 49, mavres of yowotot autw (prom. or yr.avtov) Only ABLPT' 
33 64 Paris’ Sod"" WW-H. The group does not look trustworthy, 
for it is unusual. All others oppose, including NW and latins, 

and fam 1 fam 13 do not sympathise with this change although 

making many sinular efforts. Nor does Soden adopt avtw in 
his text although he produces a little new support for it in 
his notes. 

va 
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(The coptics turn the phrase and the syriacs substitute 
Jesus.) It would appear as if the dative were more in con- 

formity with classical usage, and as if this handful of witnesses 

were “improving” the record. For on the other hand there 
would be no good reason for changing avtw to avrcv. The 
Latins preserve no trace of avtw. 

But cf. John xviii. 15 exeevos nv yowortos to apxtepet followed 
by 16 0 addos 0 yrwaotos Tw opxteper. In the latter case BC*L(X) 
substitute tov apytepews. But Luke and John evidently do 
not hang on tho same recension in B. When we reach Acts 

we find the dative : 

Cf. Acts i. 19. 0 xat yowortou eyeveto Tact ToLs KaTOIKOVOLY ne 

ii. 14. rovto vpev yrwortoy ecto 
iv. 10. yowotov eotw Tacgty vee 

(Peter is speaking on all three occasions). 
Kili. 88. yowotov ovy estw vty ~ 

Xxvili. 22. wepe pev yap THs alpetews TaVTNS yywoToV NuLY EoTLY 

28. yvwortov ovy eotw vp 

(Paul speaking). 
xix. 17. touto Se eyeveto yuwotov tacw Tovdatots te Kat EXAnow 

(Writer of Acts recording). 

To these can only be added : 
Acts 

ix. 42. yoworov Se eyevero xa’ orns THs owas 
XV. 18. yywoTa an’ atwvos, OF yywoTtov am atwvos TW KUPtO... 

AD Tren etc. 
The fact remains that if avtw be correct in Luke xxiii. 49, 

we must accuse every other document but six of unnecessarily 
changing the dative to the genitive against Lucan usage in 
Acts. 

Luke 

xxiii. 49. Immediately following the word avtw the Mss NBDL Paris’ 
add amo before paxpofev against the great mass. D is perhaps 
influenced by d and lat. But W does not do it, nor A (which 

has avtw), nor V, nor C, nor R, nor X, nor thirteen other uncials, 

nor Sod. It looks like accommodation to other passages and 

is the ‘‘longer” text. When we really analyse these things 
it becomes evident that the ‘junior’ documents are not so 
much given to addition as some people suppose. Cf. parallels 
Matt. xxvii. 55, Mark xv. 40, where azo paxpoOev is used. 

This should perhaps come under “ purely harmonistic,” but 

we want to tie three things together here as to B. First avrw 
. (pro avtov in this verse; eecond +a7o; and third: 

ibid, +ar (ante yuvaixes) B only and sah [non beh] and Paris. 
B is here deserted by the others and by L. Only Paris” 

sustains it, which is more than hopeless for its case. Even 
u 2 
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W-1, who place avrw and +azo in their text, relegate this at to 
themargin. Soden adopts none of the three changes of B. What 
becomes of B's authority elsewhere then in his estimation ? 
We have thus convicted B of three changes in this verse. 

One with ALD, one with NDB, one alone. They cannot ail 
be right. So B must either be right alone in all three places 
taken jointly, or accused of dealing unfaithfully with the 
record. J leave B to be judged here in the side light of the 
other testimony collected in these pages. 

xxiv. 4. ev tw amopercOau (pro ev tw Sta TopercOar) NBCDL 4, preferring 
_vhiatus.t Is it right against all others including W Sod’ 
892 and Paris”? Yet Soden adopts it in his text. St. Luke 
elsewhere (ix. 7, Acts ii. 12, v. 24, x. 17) always uses 
Scamopew. [Only in Luke xxi. 25 aropta the noun is used 
and there a dat Aey. No other N.T. writer employs this or 
Starropew. | 

In Luke ix. 7 D only changes xae Senropet to nrropetto. 
In Acts ii. 12 the S:n7opouy of most is made Sinmopourto by 

NAB. 
ll. tavta (pro avtwy secund.) This is a distinct case of abandon- 

ing the ‘‘harder” reading. Hence many authorities do it. 
The sentence runs—very uneuphoniously — cat epavncav 
EVWTLOV AUTWY WOEL Anpos TA PNHATA AVTWY KAL NTtaTOVVY 

avtats. (So most and f arm.) 

This second avtwy is changed to tavra by NBDL latt 
[non f] sah boh syr. But syr and boh turn the sentence 
round, implying an original difficulty. 

In Paris” zavra is in square brackets implying I understand 
from Schmidtke’s preface (but he is not very clear as to this) 
that the word is omitted. 

W is very clear and holds the second avtw, as does 892, yet 
Sod prints ravra in his text and has no new authorities to 
adduce for it. Cf. pers. 

18. ovopats (pro w ovoya) NBLNX Paris’ 69 [contra fam] 213 
Sod**"! e¢ trt, b against all others and against coptic clearly. 

Tisch says “‘saepe Luc @ évoya, 4 dvoya ut i. 26, 27, ii. 25, 
_ viii. 41, xxiv. 18, Act xiii.6; saepius vero certe in Actis ovopate 

ut i. 5, x. 88, xvi. 20, Act v. 1, 34, viii. 9, ix. 10, 11, 12, 33, 
x. 1, 11, 28, xii. 13, xvi. 1, 14, xvii. 84 etc. At nusquam pro 

ovopate testes Graecit aut Latinit w ovopa substituerunt ; 

contra pro w ovopa substitutum ovouate xxiv. 13, Act xiii. 6.” 

Tt This is not distasteful to them. See xxiv. 6 adda nyepOn (pro add’ nyep$n) NBLX 83 

Paris” as copt (sak ANAK ACUTWOH, boh AAAK ACTA), W adda 
avegtn. 

a 

ae mal 
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Luke 

There is the matter in a nutshell. ovoate is substituted 

for » ovoya, but not w ovoua for ovopatt. The places he 

refers to last are Luke xxiv. 13 in this same chapter, where 
7 ovopa refirs to kwuznv Eppaovs. Here D and latins substitute 

nomine, 

Acts xiii. 6  ovoyua referring to the Jewish magician Barjesus. 
D again alone substitutes ovoyarte xadovyevov (d nomine qui 

vocatur) and some cursives ovoyate. C wy ovoyza (cui nomen 

erat Lucif vg cui nomen e). 
But in the place under immediate discussion Luke xxiv. 18 

b is alone among the Latins to agree with NBLNX; note 
well the absence of a here, otherwise quite friendly to B. 

And D d refuse to make any change here. I believe the com- 
bination NBLX here to represent the same as so often before 
a wilful emendation, and N like b to have changed fortuitously. 

When 69 opposes the family it also has this significance. 
xxiv. 21. adda ye (+a) cuv maow Tovtos... NBDL Paris” 1 33 d 

[non copt] W-H & Sod txt. The only others which insert 
xat, sah'* (syr cu sin pesh at cSov) suppress adda Ye. 

I am sure that this is mere ‘improvement’ by NBDL. Why 
should all others drop this xac? It is not by any means pleonastically 

objectionable (cf. Winer, p. 554, but see p. 700 “The particles adda ye, 
yet at all events, are in earlier writers always separated by some word (he 

it only a particle): see Klotz, p. 15 seq. This rule is not observed in 
Luke xxiv. 21 adda ye ocuv race Tovtos TpLTNY TaUTHY NuEpay ayer: see 

Bornemann in loc.” Winer says nothing about the endeavour of SBDL 
to supply this particle. They add the conjunction «a: instead. Blass 

indeed (Thackeray, p. 261/8) calmly accepts aka ye war as the “true” 
text, for he twice cites it thus without intimating that «ac is only found 

inNBDL. “The ‘best’ Mss read so and so”’ is inflicted on us so often 

that it will be seen that the phrase has already caused Blass in a N.T. 
standard grammar to abandon all the other overwhelming evidence 
(+ versions) for the omission of waz. He founds an argument on it, 

because p. 268 bottom he says “‘ Besides its use in this passage adda ye 

«av is found in Luke xxiv. 21 introducing an accessory idea in an emphatic 
way” [yes, but by NBLD only !] “cp. ara waz ibid. 22, xii. 7, xvi. 21 ‘not 
only this but also’ as in Ph. i. 18 yarpw adda nar yapnoopar”’... 

But we contend the contrary, that the idea was not expressed to 
the satisfaction of NB, and so they introduced the xat, for the very 

passage Blass was referring to previously does not have it, viz. 1 Cor. ix. 2 
adda ye vuev etvae and this is the only other place where adda ye occurs 
‘et adXols ovk Ele aTOTTOXNOS adAa ye vy evjt.”” AS Blass says 260/261 
“ Still ye keeps its proper meaning in adda ye vyev erp 1 Cor. ix. 2 ‘ yet at 
least I am so to you,’ which classical Greek would express by separating 
the particles add vutv ye.” 
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Observe pevouvye, xactovye, or Kat ye (Acts ii. 18, 1 Cor. iv. 8) are 
not used here in Luke xxiv. 21, and therefore «ae is by implication absent. 
dia ye (Luke xi. 8) is used by the same author without any «a, and os ye 
(Rom. viii, 32) by St. Paul. Both these examples are important. 
Consult them, and observe in the second that adda follows. 

It is too bad that Blass should complicate these things for theological 
students by neglecting to state that «ac in Luke xxiv. 21 is not read by all 
but only by the few. 
Luke 

KXIv. 83. nOporopevous (pro cuvnOpotcpevovs) NBD 33 Eus boh [non 

sah] W-H & Sod trt contra rell et Cyr (fuse et plene) et ¢ 
(diserte “ collectos in unum "’), 

If NBD W-H and Sod be correct then it is a dmak Aey. for abportw 

occurs nowhere else and Sod:n adduces no new evidence! Whereas 
owvadpotw is Lucan and occurs twice in Acts xii. 12 curdwv te nrOev 
eme THY orxcay (ts) Maptas THs pnTpos Iwavvou Kat emexadoupevou Mapkov 

ov noav txavot cuvnO porta pmevor Kat Tpocevyopuevor, Acts xix. 25 ous cuv- 

adpotcas Kat Tous TEpt Ta ToLlavTa Epyatas evmev - avdpes...where NB 

leave the compound word undisturbed. But in Luke xxiv. 33 there is a 
second little cvy which seems to have disturbed these critics, a ‘ nicety ’ 

of Eusebius probably, for the sentence runs: «at avacravtes avtn Ty 

wpa umectpepav ets tAnu + Kat evpov auvnOpotcpevous Tous evdexa Kae 
tous ZYN aurots. 

xxiv. 89, nat capxa xatootea B, Evidently a very ancient “ improve- 

nent.’ Tischendorf’s note is so arranged as to B that it is 

not at all clear and separates B from the supporting evidence. 

For Iren'" has “ neque ossa neque carnes habet,” and D and 
Dial turn the phrase, bringing the one «az before capxas. 

Thus D oatea ove exet cat capxas, Dial octea xat capxas ove 
EXEL, also TVEULA yap vapka Kat ooTEa ovK eNXEL. 

But all the rest omit the double «ac. 

I dislike to make the following suggestion, as so many scholars think 

such things are far-fetched, but if B or its parent were using a graeco- 
copt (vide Oponfevres just above) it is possible that Teg just before capy 
in the bohairic column would have caught his eye, and his mental process 

involving the thought of Greek te...ac, have caused the first xaz to flow 
from his pen. In boh it is thus: 

NA EOSONTEY CAPZ Qt KAc KATA hpHt 
W-H do not follow B here, which is an admission that they con- 

sidered B to have been guilty of trying to ‘“‘ improve.” 

Omission changing the Sense. 

vy. 33. —Sate = NAVs BLWE Sod 33 157 2° (Sod) 892* ? [non 
Paris*’] copt W-H Sod txt against all and N*. 

Luke 
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This makes a statement out of it, instead of a question, which our 

Lord answers in verse 34, although in verse 34 it merely says o S¢ enous 
ecmev mpos avtous. Possibly the absence of amoxpiOets here led to excision 
of S:att above. I do not see why all other authorities should add &are 

however. JV-H do not even place Satz in margin and have no note on 
this in ‘Select Readings.’ Why should &* have it? There must have 
been some marginal note in the Egyptian copies leading to excision in 
B, followed by the corrector of &. For excision it must be and not 
“neutral” or ‘ pre-syrian.” Some boh codd have it. W omits, but V . 
Paris” have it. Possibly MAQHTAIIWANNOY MAOHTAIAIATIIWANNOY 
was misleading. Tregelles correctly refers to Mark ii. 18 where the 

account is as follows :— 
Kat noav ot padntat Iwavvov Kar ot hapioatoe (vel twv dapioaiwr) 

VNOTEVOVTES, KAL epxNovTat Kal Neyouowy auTw ° State ot padntat Iwavvov Kal 

ot (uabntat) Twv Papicatwy vynatevovary, ot d€ cot (waOnTaL) ov vnTTEvOVELY ; 

Here the statement (implied by the loss of Save in Luke) is first 
made, as in these ampler accounts by Mark, and then Sate follows. 

Possibly in an endeavour to harmonise with Mark, the dave in Luke 

was marked in the margin of some copies. Modern commentators. 

generally seem silent as to this important change. Tert does not help. 

Addition for the Worse. 

Luke 

xiv. 34. + ouv (post cadov) “ xadov ovv ro aka” at the introduction of 

a new subject, quite divorced from xiv. 33 fin. which closes 
the previous subject. +ovv is read by NBLX fam 13 only 
with boh pl [not all, and not sah]. It is a simple error in 

boh for the word in both sah and boh for salt ends in ove and 

the own crept in and not out, as sah shows when it disagrees 
thus with its friends NBL. The ending on in Greek may 
have led to the addition. But it is quite uncalled for and 
is not an example of the “shorter” text. IW-H and Sod 

diligently follow NBLX bok and have no marginal alterna- 
tive. And I claim that they are absolutely and utterly 

wrong here. WW knows nothing of this, nor D, nor syr, . 
nor lat, but Paris” and 892 with Sod®° preserve this 
old error. (Cf. Merx ad loc. p. 321). 

An illustration offers in the previous column of B as to how easy in 
uncial writing was such a mistake. At Luke xiv. 27 in the phrase ootts 
ou Baotate Tov OTaUpOV E€auTOU Kal epxNeTat OTTLOG) LOU OU duvatrat €lval pov 

paOntns B* writes OYN for OY prim., contradicting the sense, in fact 

waking nonsense. 
(But in an addition for the better at xxiv. 39 ‘‘« ae capxa Kat ootea” 

by B we find Westcott and Hort as well as Soden refuse to follow). 
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Subtraction for the Worse. 

In this connection add Luke xv. 9 tas piras Kat yettovas (— Tas) 
SB 157 247 Sod © boh™ IH & Sod trt only (D tas yettovas Kat 
gtXous). 

All others have ras before yerrovas including W and Paris®’, which 
latter has tovs with M and five other min. 

Indeterminate. 

Luke 

ii. 17. dcaxaBapar (pro war SiaxaBapter) N*B ae sah boh Iren 
Tert'™" Heracl followed by W-H « Soden without a shred 
of new evidence (contra rell et N* rell it Iren* Orig™ ct 
contra DW 892 Paris” etc.). 

Examples of some passages which will always remain too difficult to 
adjudicate, omitted under Matthew. 

Matthew 
ix. 6. evdy7e NBEMUVAITI al. sah boh syr lat 

inte CD*EFLX al. et k videatis 
8. edo/syOncav NBD fam 1 22 33 59 372 Sod* late ( praeter 

f vide infra) copt syr acth 
eJavpacav C rell omn Sod? (vide Bl G) arm 

Om. X Tren'' 

f and goth conflate: admirantes timuerunt et 
The parallel is Luke v. 26 xat exotacts eXaBev anavras. It is wholly 

questionable whether NBD represent the true text here (although 
supported by latt syr copt). The two readings are very old; observe the 
conflation of f goth (these two alone) which corresponds to Luke's 
e€xoTacls. 

Indeterminate and difficult. 
Luke 

xiii. 7. +d¢' ob (post ern) NBDLT fam 13 892 Paris” 157t (+ad 

ns) Sod? 8711" tt et & [contra A] vg et vgF tess Boh syr cu 
sin arm aeth 

Contra om, rell Gr omn syr™"" diatess (Orig) Bas bis 

Tren™ 
This is an exceedingly hard place to judge. Soden and IWV-H follow 

t Cf. note on xix. 4, p. 279. 
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NBDLT with the addition without marginal note, nor have W-H any 
remarks in ‘Select Readings’ (although xiii. 8 is noticed as to xompra). 
Observe this is a question of a longer text and not a shorter one. Had 
the positions been reversed I can understand a summary dismissal of the 
evidence of the other side as an accretion to fill out the sense. But here 

is an accretion on the part of the beloved authorities who are supposed 
to give us a ‘‘ pre-syrian” pure and short text. I claim that we are 

justified in objecting to a theory which overlooks or refuses discussion of 
such a place in the notes. 

The situation is full of interest. Here is the despised boh supporting 
NBLT. While sah opposes. Here is D joining NBLT, but that is 
explainable because all the Latins here go with d and NBDLT against 

the diatess arab; even 6 against A®”. Here is vg* ‘tes opposing 
diatess arab. Here is Iren'™ opposing all the Latins. Here is Basil 

joined to the Greek uncials (all but the five mentioned) and all the 

cursives (but fam 13 157 892 Paris” Sod") against the addition. But syr 

cu sin with arm aeth (against sah) support. Here is Origen opposing the 
addition thus: ‘‘unmrote eAOwv o dearrotys erty * ndy Tela ETN EpYopat ETL 
THY auUKNY TavTnY Kat KapTov ovK nveycev...’’ We cannot refer to a 

parallel, because there is none. On referring to the new authorities, 

what do we find? We find W does not add. We find ¥ does not add. 

(Neither apparently e sil. Sod does Laura’! .) But Sod°® Paris” do add. 
We thus have two new authorities for the addition, and two against it. I 
should not go into this detail, but that I have not noticed elsewhere 
several changes in xiii. 1/6. Observe then xiii’ 2 tavrta for roavta, 
xiii. 3 oporws for woavtas, xiii. 5 wcavtws for opotws, xili. 4 abtot for obtot, 

xiii. 4 +7ous (ante avOpwrous), xiii. 4 —ev (ante tdnpu), xiii. 6 > wepurev- 
pevny ev Tw apTredXwou avtou, all changes adopted by approximately the 
same small group of Greek uncials, which shows at all events that in 

the neighbourhood of the passage under discussion there was community 
of origin. I consider that this passage in xiii. 7 requires the most 
delicate weighing in the light of all the claims of those friendly to B for 
the “shorter” text. In this same verse please to notice B* ALONE with 
80 substitutes tov tomov for thy ynv. 

Conflict between Band Origen. 

I have indicated many places in the foregoing as to this. As to 
Origen why is he wrong at: 

Luke 

vii. 39. 7 antouevn (pro nts antetar) Orig confirmed by D* 

vii. 15. ees tyv Kadnv ynv Orig confirmed by D 157 it 
xii. 12. Omit ev avtn +7 wpa Origen with 33 

19. —7odAa prim Orig'® with Serapion 
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Luke 

x. 19. azroxetpeva (pro Ketpeva) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

N 235 348 Sod 6" Clem" 

Bas Orig'" bis reposita 
avatavou om. Clem (ff) 

avacta ouv om, 433 

xiii. 24. + da ts orerns (post eccerOew sec.) Origen solus cum (syr sin) 

xvill. 81. TerecwAnoetae Orig 60 267 Paris® y** 2** al? 

et Sod" against tereaOncerar rell. 
: Consult also such definite cases as: 

Xx1l. 3. xaXoupevov NBDLX Paris” al’ d W-H Sod txt 
Aeyouevov Sod 04 1354 al. paue. 

eT 1XaoupeEvov Rell et Orig Eus (it cognominatur) 

I do not understand the science of following the elder Greek uncials 
against Marcion and Origen especially when combined in Luke. e.g. 

xxii. 4. avtots mapadw avroy NBCGKLII Sod W-H txt without 

marginal alternative 
avtov mapadw avtas = APWXTAA une’ bc f q Marcion®a'ph bis 

Origen Euster vis 

xepeva....om. D abedet Leo 

(while Da de ff il omit avtoss). 
xxiv. 31. AaBovtwy S€ avtwy tov aptov am avtouv 

qvuynoay ot of0. avrway Ddce 

AaBovtwy Se avtwy tov aptov Sinvorx- 

Oncav avtwr ot opOarpor Orig 
Obs. syr sah diatess +evOews. There must be a connection 

between this and D dc e Orig. 
32. While B retains the two clauses ws...ws (only dropping the 

connecting «at in the coptic manner with sah boh) Origen, no 

less than eleven times, omits the first ws eAaXee natv with 

a abce ffl r syr cu sin Ambr Aug. 

il. 52. mpoexontev (+ 77) cofia Kat nrixta Kar yapitt BW Paris” 
etc. and W-H (ev ty cogia NL copt Orig?" ; —1n Cyr Epiph 

bis and all the rest as Sod'*') but Orig*-!”* omits the article. 

As regards the conjunction including D, while in some places of 
considerable weight, in others it must be also attributed to Origen, 

although sometimes we cannot quote him specifically. In this respect 
hear Hort (‘Select Readings,’ p. 70, col 2): ‘‘So that he (Origen) seems, 

in his Commentary on Matthew, to have written under the influence of 

the Western Ms or Mss which have so largely affected the text of this 

work elsewhere.” (Cf. Matt x. 28, x. 37). 

avtov de SiqvoryOnoav 
ot opOarpo B rell 

Conflict between B and Hort. 

Luke 

xxiv. 12. Verse omitted by Tisch and Hort (following Dabdelr) is 
found in B. 

To 

CHAPTER IX. 

B in St. JoHn’s GOSPEL. 

Examples of editing by B. 

John 

ix. 6. ereOnxev (pro emexptcerv) B(C*?) Sod"? et W-H txt (ex ix. 15). 

36 init. —amexpiOn exewwos kat ertev _B, over an erasure, with W 

alone and T' [negl. Sod]. This looks like a mistake but BW 

add ef after eatev and T' before tus cote. Sah elides amexpiOn 

exervos kat but has emev (NEXAC tantum). Boh (with aeth) 

elides execvos (ACIEPOTW nlexadcy), but syr sin emphasises this 

thus “He that was healed saith to Him.” a has respondit, 

eliding exervos war ecmev as (A"). For ille q substitutes #li. 

The new Mss T'W with B elide awexpiOy exewos and BW 

have ey after ect instead of evmev before tis eo7e and T' 

writes wat epn TLS EGTLY KE ; (observe & in verse 37 has edn, while 

all have egy in verse 38). The trouble has arisen over the 

repeated expressions in verses 36, 37, 38, 39, and if anything 

were lacking to show how B operated this makes matters 

clearer. Being in doubt in verse 36 and casting forward like 

a hound he observes the varieties of wording; he writes 

something in and then cancels it again, substituting e¢y later, 

which, notwithstanding the support of T'W, is very unlikely 

here, and belongs later in verse 38, and not in verse 36 with 

BW, nor in verse 37 with &. 

Hort (Vol. I.‘ Text,’ p. 557) says: ‘‘ Even when B stands quite alone, 

its readings must never be lightly rejected, though here full account has 

to be taken of the chances of clerical error and of such proclivities as can 

be detected in the scribe of B, chiefly a tendency to slight and inartificial 

assimilation between neighbouring passages.” But the trouble is that 

while saying this Hort did not recognise the places where B is guilty of 

this but printed them—in this case in his margin. 

Solecisms of B, and many that may be considered almost as such. 

John | 
i. 4 fin. —twv avOpwTav Bee 

13. —ovSe ex Oednpatos avSpos B® 17* Clem‘ Eus lib? 
ATH" vid tm Pei 2t (Tichon") 

IV-H do not omit, but why not? True Iren and Tert 

witness to it, but W-H might have omitted this with Clem 

Athan as well as many other things. 
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Joho 

21. 

. PEOTLY Yeypaupevor (pro yeyp. eattv) 

19. 

23. 

iii. 16. 

wbid 

. kat (ante adrnOecas) 

D. 0 €tm@v (p70 ov EtTor) 

. ouvndrOov ouv (pro ws ovy cuvndrOov) 

. d1a THY AaXLAY cou 

. THY wpav exewwny (— Tap avTwr) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

Bt ol i 

(Boh has the usual srese seeasent, but sah Ot se. 
Neither use 008, here.) ay ipa 

B*C* and N* (Orig?) and W-H 
trt (non R.V. Sod). Both coptics have “‘and crieth out saying” 
(eqxuw segeoc). Taking verses 14 and 15 together there is 
some significance attaching to these things. Tisch does not 
quote copt for eemav. Atany rate the community of origin of B 
and copt is established (as against others) by verse 16 init where 
ort init (for xac of many) is also the reading of the coptics. 
ov ovy TL ndeELas Et B*' vid (variant al.) 

B™ cum Sod®®! et Chr 
Cyr (Epiph nv yeyp.), but against all the rest, and Oxyr®? 
yeypappevos (sic) eotev. 

tpiow ny. (—ev) BY! et (WV-H] Orig*™' Tert 1/2 Ambrst 
(cf. sah), but against all others and Clem Orig’+ Eus Chr Cyr 
Tren (Evst 47 with Ign 8:a tprwv npepav). . 

(Thereagainst in verse 20 B has ev with the mass and Nac 
omit with Clem.] 
ev Tw Tacya TH EopTn (—ev sec.) Be 

tov viov (—avtov) NBW soli (et W-H, non R.V. Sod) Not 

even L or T” nor V nor 892 nor Paris” nor even 33 omits in 

this important place; nor d which begins again just here. In 
fact sy7 sin insists thus: ‘“‘ His Son His only,” and sah “ His 
Son His only Son,” and Tertullian is clear. 

Having once stated this in verse 16, there is not so much 
harm in omitting avtou in verse 17 as do NBLT'W fam 1 22 
262 2° (Sod) Sod" Cyr Ath. 

. —T0 Tvevpa B* et h't*? syr sin? soli vid 
. +1e (ante lwond) SB soli vid [W-H] 

. 7 yurn B and syr sin only (see under Syriac). 
W-H trt omit then alone with B. R.V. and Sod restore it. 
X* substitutes exer for 7 yvurn. 

Br! of. e inter latt. 
B*' cum Orig’, contra N° rell pl da tyv 

onv Aadtav et Orig ex Heracl. (61a tHv onv paptupiav N*D b dlr) 

}. mOev ovy madi ev Kava (pro nr. ow wad. Ets THY Kava) 

B® (nee mutav. correct.) cum N Sodt** 449, 
without Improvement.” 

See under “‘ Change 

B" cum boh®. SACDKUU 
and W have tv wpav rap autor, 

and LVA.A une" have wap avt@y tHv wpav with Chr Cyr. (Sud! 

THY wpav, —Tap avtwy but without exewyy which B bas.) 

Jin, avtnv (pro avtov), of the boy, by B.A, simply an error. I 

might point out that even here B has the countenance of 

a aro eer 
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Joh . 
si another ms, yet it is an error common to both (avto 892). 

Instead of grasping therefore at any support for B readings, 
and where support is found, of adopting them, let us be a 
little more circumspect. 

The prophecy which J adventured on page 12 has come 
true. Observe that von Soden’s witness 6 371 (a Ms at Sinat 

No. 260) now supports B’s hitherto unique @ponfevres in 
Luke xxiv. 37, and that Sod" (a ms at Athos, Pantel. 28) 

supports B’s theft in John ix. 6 of ereOyxev (for emexprcev) from 
verse 15. See also John viii. 59 —ée B now supported by W. 

tv. 7. mpos exov (pro mpo evov) BL only and St. 1550 tzt. This 

seems to destroy the sense and give the opposite sense. See 

Winer (Moulton edition, p. 467). 

IV-H reject all the last seven readings which I have cited 
for B. 

14. —o0 (ante Incous) Bet (W-H] 

17. —Inaous NBW 314 892 Sod§3"! (male de?279? 

= LauraA™) soli vid et[W-H]. (The acth inserts Dom. Jesus 
after et respondit et dixit iis, q has et respondit illis Jesus.) 

Otherwise all ss and versions have it in an early position. 
19. —o0 enoous B c*" Evst 47 Tert. This time 

without the agreement of LW or 892. In square brackets in 

W-H. No versions omit here either. 

But then if Tert is to be of weight here, why not at verse 25 where 
he omits (both in Praz and Res) «az vuy eotiv with NS and a b, but as B 
does not do it, Westcott and Hort fail to exhibit this ‘“‘shorter”’ text even 
in their margin. Had B joined here for omission they would of course 
have left it out. Can anything be clearer that it is B and nothing else 

but B which they consider “ neutral.” 
Observe again verse 27 >Kxat xpiow edwxev avtw e€ovoray Trotew by N 

alone (for cat e€ovorav edwxev avtw Kptow Torey) is exactly the method of 
Tert™ “ et judicium dedit illi facere in potestate.”” This may be wrong, 

if you will, but in the next verse but one, verse 29, W-H avail of a 

‘‘nicety ” of B alone of Greeks, as it is supported by Tert and sahae ff 
Aug (against Iren'™) to omit de in the second of the pair of clauses, 
printing o: ta gavda instead of ot de ra pavda of all other authorities. 
The new ms W has «az ox for ot Se (with m boh" syr arm Iren™). We 
come back to the same old thing of some marginal remark in the parent 
of these Egyptian copies which led to change. 

Joho 

v.45. +1pos tov matepa (post o xatyyopwv vpwy) B* inter omn. 

On the other hand observe syr cu (alone of the versions) omits 

+ This must be a ‘‘sunspot" according to Souter (‘Text and Canon,’ 1913, p. 22). 
“ Little things,” however, ‘‘ show how the wind blows.” 
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John 

Tpos Tov Tatepa occurring previously, and deletes it altogether 

from the.verse, as only Ambr'”, 
vi. 17. See under ‘ Order.” 

22. See under “ Form.” 

46. —rov (ante deov) 3B 258 Cyr[IV-H | (ef. copt). Here the article 
scems to be needed. SN Sod’ and Syn substitute rov matpos 
in reduplication of the beginning ovy ott tov matepa ewp., and 
where some Chr codd substitute on the other hand tov Oeov 

while ND a b de substitute rov Oeov for tov watepa at the end 
of the verse. (Evan 248 Sod substitute map avtov for 
mapa tov Oeou). 

50. arobvycky (pro amo8avy rell omn et Orig Thdt) B Eus W-H 

mg (reOvnterar ClemTertet arorxntar V) 

t 53. —o (ante Inoous) Bet [W-H} 
58. e£ ovpavou (pro ex Tov ovpavov) BCT 892 Sod*s7! (et W-H) but 

against all others and Orig Eus Cyr. 

t vii. 1. Inaous (—0) B et [W-H] 

3. See under ‘ Coptic.” 
6. mapeotiv (pro ett) B*' See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

22. ove (pro ovx) B* 
BN Sod 33 p*t 597 Sod'?”? [non 

al. vid.] [W-H ] 
23, +0 (ante avOpwros) 

34. See under ‘ Coptic.” 
37. mpos ene (pro mpos pe) B 

(Om. mpos pe ND b d e Cypr Vict Aug 2/3 Tisch) 

42 init. ove (pro ovy vel ovyt) B*N sola 
(ovy LT Orig W-H; rell ovye) 

t viii. 12. Inoous (—0) B 
$25. Inoovs (—6) —_B (bt*) | Cf. ef vii. 16 Inzous (—0) NB 33 

t 34. Inoovs (-0) B 314 Cyr soli et (W-H) 

1 39. Incovs (—0) B 
ibid. mroterte B &04 ff vg (seg. eote) et W-H txt Cf. Orig 

qui lectt in commune habet. 

+ 42. Inoous (—0) B Sod'® 

ibid. +06 (ante matnp) Be" 

58. Inaous (—0) BC e“'* Paris” et W-H 
59. —6be BW soli cum vg?® [non W-H] 

ix. 7. See under ‘“‘ Homoioteleuton.” 
27. +ovv post ts B*' cum aeth et georg et boh"™ (et W-H marg) 

See under “‘ Coptic.” 

35. Inaous (—6) XB et W-H 
+41. Inoovs (—9) B 

+ In all these cases WHT insist upon enclosing 6 in square brackets in their text. 
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xX. 1. Sup reyo = B'" cum pers contra sss omn et verss rell et 

contra Clem Chr Cyr Orig et Lucif. 

7. Inoovs (—6) B 118 [non fam] et [W-H| 
> vp reyo B" pers ut solet again, showing that in verse 1 
it is absolutely premeditate. Icannot fathom the reason for it. 

In a dozen instances previously in this Gospel B has made no 

change; nor does he change on the next occasions at xii. 24, xiii. 16, 20, 
but at xiii. 21 he writes again vpuv Neyw (against Orig’ and Ath al.) and 
none of Soden’s sympathetic Mss join B either at x. 1, 7, or at xiii. 21; at 
xiv. 12, however, he leaves Xeyw vucv alone as at xvi. 20, 23; nor does he 

seem ever to vary Aeyw coe on the half dozen occasions where this occurs 
except at Luke xxiii. 43, where BC*L arm pers have auny cor rAeyw. 

Observe Origen with MWATI latt for vue Aeyw at Matt xxi. 27, and W 
alone at Matt xviii. 19 for vpev Aeyw. The noteworthy thing about B in 

Matthew is that he uses the order avtw ecrev with pers in xv. 15, and 

soon after at xvi. 4 has actee for Sree alone of Greeks with pers arab™. 

Cf. & pers soli Matt xviii. 19 avrois yevnoerar. All in the same Semitic 

Gospel and W and N in the same chapter and verse in different 
phrases. (Cf. Luc xii. 22 where vjuv Xeyw is probably original). 

John 

x. 18. tavtqy evtodny (pro tavtny thy evTodn) B* cum Sod. 

(Error ex homoiotel. vel ex lat.) 
23. Incovs (—0) B 

OS Imei oto 
32. > moAXa epya ederEa vy Kara B™ vid cum Sod*™! (Patmos 92) 

This order is otherwise unique among theGreeks. NAKAIIW Ath ete. 

Sodt have aoAAa epya cada eberka vuev, DLXTA and most have movda 
xara epya ebecEa vv, while W 220 Evst 54 b gat syr sin Tert Thdt omit 

xara, and 127 and 245 Epiph omit epya. The omission of cada by W 220 
Evst 54 b gat syr sin and Tert may be basic. The copies were evidently 
marked in the margin, and B shows this by slipping in the word later 
than the place in which it belongs. His order and his reading can 
certainly not be called “neutral,” although Hort actually follows B here 
in his text, which he invariably does when a variety of readings confront 
him, and he clings to B to help him out of the difficulty of choice. But 

the result is only to get further into the mire of idol worship. Souter’s 
edition of the R.V. condemns Hort by going back to the textus receptus 
and printing moda Kada epya eberEa vuv with D and the majority. As 

a matter of fact the versions point on the other hand to the order of the 

XN group, and W joins 6 and Tert for suppressing «ada altogether. 
(Tischendorf and von Soden forget to mention Tertullian). 

I notice this matter at some length, because basic principles are 
involved. And these are that in a question of varieties of order, with 

omission of a word by some, the probabilities are, first, that the omission 
is neutral, and the word has been supplied from marginal indications, 
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or, second, that the omission is an error from carelessness and the matter 
mended from marginal observations. 

In both cases the margin supplies the missing word.t Mrs. Lewis 
has very clearly stated this truism (Old Syriac Gospels, 1910, p. vii.) 
which I have quoted on p. 380 of my Genesis of the Versions. 

But Iam sick and tired of being told that Hort’s methods are sound, 
his principles good, and his text the best yet published, when again and 
again he falls into a common trap like this, and follows a singular variety 
of order read by B alone, while the facts show that the order in B has 
been caused by the addition of a word out of the regular order, doubtless 
from marginal indications. 

How entirely unscientific are the principles involved can be seen 

from the passages we have adduced within one chapter (x.) and within 
eight verses (18/25). Here is the record : 

John x. 18. qpev (pro atper) SB quite alone and W-H. Cast out by the 

Revised Version text.t 

t Observe beyond at xviii. 40 under this head, and under “ Order” at iv. 9, vii. 12, 

83, xviii. 2 and xviii. 5. 

A small matter will illustrate this. St. John x. 42, being a very short verse at the 
end of the chapter, we read the tiny verse with thirteen variations: 

modXot ouy extorevoay ets aUTOV EKEt W sol 

NBDLX¥ 1 83 157 218 248 249 2°" 
Paris" al54 d vgD sah boh arm aeth W-H. 

kat mohXot emcatevouy ers avroy (—exer) 118-209 pers boh*™ syr pesh sin it omn 
(praeter d 3) vgg omn, 

kat moAXot emtaTevoay evs avToy exet 

kat emtatevaoay ets avtov moddot (—exet) Sod" vid 

AK 2MUM fam 13 254 c'" p'" w'** goth 
Sod. 

Kat €mioTevoay mrodAat €l§ QUTOV EKEL 

Kat emtorevoay ets avTov Todor exet 280 vid 

Kat emtoTevoar ets autoy exes Toot X? (= Sod44, Munich 208) vid 

kat emotevaay modXort ets avrov (—exet) K? 16 (sol inter gr) 

Kat EMLTTEVTAY TOANOL EEL ELS AUTOV EGHSPrA\ minn mult txt ree 3 

Kal emtoTevoay exet ToAANL Ets AUTOY 28 235 at" 

kat ets avtov emarevoay mroddot €£ avrav (—exet) arab (sed hab. exec codd*") 

moAXot Towwuy emirrevoay ers auToy Chertees aaattaor 

modXot exet emiTTevmay Ets QUTOV Chips tan 

K? (Scholz) Evan 16 118-209 (Lake) Sod'" with all the Latins [except d 8] and syr 
pesh with syr sin and pers and Chr omit exec altogether. If exes belongs in 40 fin. (syr sin 

and pers transfer it to the beginning of verse 41) exe: may well be redundant at the end 
of verse 42. At any rate we have la¢t and syr this time combined [without D d] against 
all the Greeks [but Evan 16 118-209 Sod''*] for omission where the others vary the order 
{see further in xviii, 2]. The inference is that exe: came in from the margin, but very 
long ago (the ms 249 adds exec in the following passage in xi. 1). 

“ Readers often made notes in the margin of a ms. Now it was a pious exclamation ; 

now a parallel passage from another book; now an antiquarian note, or the expression 
of a difficult phrase. Such notes often found their way into the text, and sore is the 

resulting confusion.”—(Canon Glazebrook: ‘The next Revised Version,’ Contemporary 
Review, May 1913.) 

At John x. 88 just above, a most difficult place to judge, John Damascene conflates 
three readings: wa yvwre, Kat miorevonte, Kat emrywooKnrTe. 

t See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” 
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x. 25. ove emeorevoate (proou miotevete) B 4 (33) 71 157 and several 

other cursives Sod’ f Chr" 2/7 and our A.1’., nor followed 
by W-Ht 

32. kara post vay 

by R.V. 
The examples of change in x. 18, 32 are not allowed in the R.V. 

text representing Hort’s own closest followers. The third case (x. 25), 

occurring between the two others, where he does zot follow B, is a case 

where he certainly should have followed B. Not only has B quite 

respectable support for the reading, but grammatically it must have 
appealed to Hort: ‘“‘daexpiOn abtois (6) "Inoois * etrov tyiv nal ovx 

ématevoate.” So writes B. “I told you and ye believed not,” exactly 
as our version of 1611. It would really seem as if Hort had some spite 
against King James’ translators, for when he can follow them (B teste) 

he refuses todo s0.§ He prefers to reject B and its supporters for a rapid 

transition of tense: ‘‘elrov tuly Kai ob meatevete,” ‘I told you and ye 
believe not.” 

Need I say more concerning such a non-principled and unscientific 

base for Hort’s structure? Brick by brick it is crumbling, but it is not 
creditable that it has taken so long for the “ powers that be '’—scholars 
in fact as well as in name—to see the weak points. 

B alone with Sod™' and IV-H. Cast out 

Solecisms (continued). 

x. 34. Inoous (—0) BW soli et [1V-H] 

xi. (See under other headings) 
xii. 3. Inoov (—7ov) BY et [W-H] Cf. xix. 38 

ibid. emrnoOn (pro etAnpwOn) B'. See under “ Synonyms.” 

10. eBovrevcavto Se Kat ot apytepers BY! cum vg™ et goth (than 
auk). Observe one sah Ms which adds ‘‘ the Jews.” ‘‘ Took 

counsel therefore [for sah with Greek MU and a few substitute 
ovv for de] the Jews with the chief priests.” 

12. 0 oxdos modus (pro oydos Torus) BL soli vid cum boh (see 

under “‘ Coptic’) et IW-H txt (nil in marg). Their phrase is 

0 oxAos Torus o eAOwy for oyAos Tous o EAOwy. Clearly an 
attempted “improvement.” N*A 2°¢ go at it another way, 
and subdue o before eAOwp, thus: oxAos modus eADwv. Sod? ¥'4 
0 oxA0s 0 rods o eAOwv. 

13. expavyacav Bt *! vid (and see under ‘‘ Change of Tense’’) 

t See under ‘ Change of Tense.” 
t See here supra. 

§ I do not mean that B is right, but that Hort’s avowed principles, acted on con- 

stantly elsewhere, should have been followed by him here. 

XxX 
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John 

xii. 18. 

28. 

29. 

46. 

xiii, 9. 

10. 

18. 

19. 
21. 

23. 

26. 
ibid, 

27. 
(36. 

37. 

xiv. 10. 

ibid. 

16. 

26/27. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

Matter of order B*' sah See under ‘Order: Cf. also boh. 

ov To ovoza (pro cov to ovoya) Band Evan 5d only. See 

under ‘“‘ Hopelessness of considering B neutral.” 

— ov B*' and sah"™ boh"™ and a (and [W-H]}) 
Se pro ou W r. 

—mas B23 soli See under “ Syriac.” 

Be" cum W (Note that in D Sod!90 11318470 

Evst 32 ctuwv is omitted, and in c*' syr sin merpos is omitted ; 

no doubt the change of order in B is the result of an addition. 

Just as in the previous verse, the order enoous avtw (for auTw 

tnoous) by BACL Orig is probably due to original omission 
of avtw as witness DC*W [teste Sod non Lake] 7 213 Sod’’® b 
del m boh arm) 

tnaous (—0) B Orig soli vid, et W-H 

ene (pro ew eve) B' [See under ‘‘ Change without Improve- 

ment”’ as to the rest of the verse] 
BC Orig 1/2 See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” 

> up rey B* cum pers againstall others and Orig" Ath. 

This is the third occasion of this. See above at x. landx. 7. 

Hort neglects all of them. 
Incovs (—0) B* 

> TIETPOS Olav 

TLOTEUNTE 

- ». Bova, ee) 
— To (ante optov sec.) Be 
Inaous (— 0) BL et W-H 

BAC*L Sod 22 v*" Sod 
146 1449 aerainst the mass. ) 

axorovbev (pro axorovOnca) BC" soli ct W-H. See under 

‘Change of Tense.” Note that B has axodovdev apr: but 
C vuv axorovOew. (In 47 157 435 de v*" and the “ Latin” 

codices 56 58 61 apt, which is the source of the change, is 

omitted.) 

motevoes B" (Sec under “Coptic” and also ‘‘ Change of 
Tense.”’) 

Ta pnpata a eyo (—Aeyw) vty am evavTov ov haw = B™. 
7} (pro pevn) fin vers post awa B 6b soli vid et W-H marg. 

From the variety of positions which 7 occupies in B, N, LQX 

Cyr Did, whilst the pevn has to be accounted for as well, it is 

clear that 7 came from the margin, whether as a correction of 

pevn or not. 

+eyo BL 814 soli (cf. X 33 127 Sod ¢ eyw ecrov 26 fin.) 

Note also here Inaous (—0) 

+ This is a family of five mss (vol. i. p. 249) containing Cyril of Alexandria's com- 
mentary on St. John’s Gospel. It is a nice link between B and Alexandria. Cyril 
scems to have placed eyo before evrov, instead of after it as B does, in order to be sure 

that it came in 26 fin. and not in 27 init. See below again at xvi. 13 B with Sodk:. 

John 

ibid. 

xviii, 1. 

. ovde ev (pro ovédev) 

. ovde ets (pro ovdets) 

. o av Oednte (pro o eav OernrTe) 

. —7t Nader 

- npev (pro nunv) 

. —77 (ante ddnOeia) 

. TaTnp (pro matep) 

é matnp ( ” ” ) 

. Tatnp dicate sic np 
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See under both ‘“ Syriac” and ‘ Coptic.” JV-H insert at end 
of verse 26. 

B"' vid. Cf. copt (om. D d). See under 

“Form.” 
B* vid. Cf. copt. See under “ Form.” 

B*! vid. See under ‘“ Form.” 
. —pov tert. B* (inter gr). See under ‘“ Latin.” 
. 6 (pro a) B" (inter gr cum Paris’) et W-H tat. See under 

“ Tatin.”’ 

. —vpassec. B” et [W-H] 
. eg THY aAnOeav Tacavy BAY Sod* soli cum Orig Did Cyr)) 

B 213 397 aeth soli et [W-H] (Vide infra xviii. 39, 

xx. 13.) 

. Inaous (—6) BLW soli et W-H 

_ Inaovs (—6) BCW Sod #2 ¢ et IV-H 
. Inaous (—0) NB [non W] Sod?” t et W-H 
. TaTnp ayte sic (pro matep ayte) BN soli. [Sod neglects N.] 

Cf. xvii. 21, 24, 25. (See under ‘‘ Change of Case.”) 
B™ haud dubie per incuriam, quia seq. pet 

auTwvV,. 

. —€K Tov KocpoU aAX Wa THPHENs avTovs B*. [Burgon quotes 
Athanasius for this (‘Last twelve verses of St. Mark’) but I 

cannot feel sure that this is beyond challenge. If so it is 
another link of B with Alexandrian copies where a saltus was 

made from avtous to autous. ] 
B“ vid cum Cyr et Sodim vt K (habet 

dis Cyr®™). See under “‘ Latin and Coptic.” 

+ (ante adjOera) BW Paris” soli cum sah boh (syr). See 
under ‘‘ Coptic.” 

BDNW soli vid et W-H [DW non in 
ver 11 ut B] 

BAN soli vid et W-H [non DW, non 

Clem] 
BAN(matnp Sixatat) soli vid et W-H 

[non DW, non Clem] 
NBL* soli vid et W-H [non W rell] (Cf. 

xviii. 23 et alib2) 

Incovs (— 64) 

. See under “ Order.”’ 

. ex sec. B 314" et [W-H] See under “Coptic.” —ex twv 
NN* etc. 

+ This is a codex at St. Petersburg. The other Sinai, Jerusalem, and Athos codices 
sympathetic to B elsewhere do not elide these articles in St. John if they have been 
properly collated for Soden. 

t Cf. BN at iv. 46 ev cava. 

x2 
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John 

KVill, 5. >eyew eye enoovs Ba. See under “ Order.” 
7.15. >yvwartos nv BW 4 Paris Sod'** IV-H marg (with a 

cf fq r aur gat syr boh) See under ‘‘ Order.” 
BL. mecAatos (—0) BC* Sod?*™ soli et W-H 

Since I have noted in this Gospel where B omits the article 
(alone or in a small minority group) before Incous, I note this 

also. It may be a concurrent version influence (which is the 

more probable and an error oculi) or carelessness, or a prefer- 
ence. The reader is capable of judging. But while at xix. 5 

B omits 6 before Incovs and 6 before avOpwmos in the same 
verse, in both of these particular cases absolutely alone, Hort 
places [6] before Incovs in square brackets but leaves 6 
before avOpwros. What kind of editing is this ? 

36. -av B*' cum 3" Sod™! (as the versions; and ef. a be aur 
vg'") 

There is a treble variety of order here : 
OL virnpetat av on enot nywuttovro AD*"’ N and most Gr. with 

q § Orig 1/4 Hiert! 's 

ot uTNpeTat ot enor av nywvifovta cf ff gr vg"* aeth Aug, and 
ot umnpeTat ot enor nywvitovro av NUXB™*®WW 1-299 [non 

209] fam 13 33 91 218 249 Paris®? Sod'9 fam KCN arm 
Orig 3/4 Chr Cyr et W-H Sod tzt, 

the latter order probably being of an “ improving ” tendency. 
It is the order followed by Hort, who neglects the omission 
of av by B. 

39. —ev (antetw macxa) BY! cum Sod: et [W-H] (Cf. aeth™. 
Cf. syr. Cf. q “per pascha.”” Cf. a om. ev tw macya. 
Rell omn et sah boh + ev plane) 

(40. —mavtes NBLXW [non 28 male Scho Tisch] 71 213 249 348 
435 i" al. minn© Sodio 246 1443 fam KCN Ovig ?, but absolutely 

no versions except pers, which Tisch and Horner neglect to 

mention, but which probably represents syr sin here. That 
document is wanting from xviii. 31-xix. 40. I merely record 
this matter here as W-H of course omit, and Soden omits. 

The omission of wavtes has no other version support, and I do 

not think we can neglect all the Coptic and Latin codices 
in such a place. No reader of Hort's or Souter’s edition of 
R.V. text would ever suspect that wavtes occurred in any 

document! Probably the omission of waves took place from 
misunderstanding a mark of deletion set against the word 
tadw next to it, which word is omitted by GKUN many Jat, 

t Tenter such thing here, as hitherto B has been recorded alone for it. The entry 
will serve to call attention to the additional support, and its possible source. 
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sah boh acth arm syr pers arab. This is why the versions 
have wavtes and not wad, and I think are most likely right 

against NBLXW which dropped the wrong word. In order 

to show that NBLXW form but one recension here, consult 

xix. 3 only three verses further on, and observe the form used 

of edidocav by these Mss and Cyril followed by W-H and 
Soden against the rest for ed:d0vv. The family appears to be 
complete, Soden quoting Ke as a whole for his five Mss with 

Cyril's commentary (p. 249, vol. i.) besides C* (our 138).) A 

somewhat similar matter as to wads and 7ravtes occurs at 

Mark vii. 14 to which Burgon calls attention in his ‘‘ Causes 
of Corruption.” 

I do not think Iam forcing an argument here by suggesting that a 

mark set between mad and mavtes may have been mistaken for in- 
structions to delete wavves instead of mad. There are many clear 
illustrations of such practice, and many other places where we can infer 
such a state of things. For instance, given the well-known and wonderful 
sympathy existing between X* and e't, it is interesting to observe that 
where e alone with A‘ Sod (= X° Munich 208) syr sin pers (aeth) omits 
mpwtos in John xx.4 & alone is found to place it after ets To pvnpecov 

instead of before it. This change of order in N doubtless grew out of 
the addition from the margin of & and e’s common (Graeco-Latin ?) 

archetype of the missing word. 
(See under “Order” at iv. 9, vii. 12 33, xviii. 2, 5, as to similar 

matters concerning B, and previously under this head of ‘‘ Solecisms ” 
at x. 32.) 
John 

xix. 5. Inaous (—0) 
ibid. avOpwros (—0) 
12. av (pro eav) 

B*' vid et [W-H] 
B* vid [non W-H] 
B* vid [non W-H] 

28. Inaous (—<) B Sod" [non W-H txt] 
30. Incous (—6) BW ct [W-H] 
38. Incou (—tov pr. loco) Bet(W-H] Cf. xii. 3. 

xx. 13. +.ae (ante Xeyer avtots) B aeth arab soli vid [non W-H] (q 

quae dixit, Eus » S€ ewev. georg Tunc dicit. Rell omn- 
Aeyee avTots) 

Cf. B and aeth above at xvi. 18 and xviii. 39. 

(15. Incous(—6) NBLW min" W-H; xx. 16 Incouvs(—s) BDLO 
Sod'*3 W-H; xx. 17 Incovs (—6) BDLM*W¥ W-H; xx. 
24 Incovs (—6) NBD IW-H against Cyr; xxi. 13 14 
Inaous (—0) BC?D W-H against Cyr) 

17. > antov pov (pro pn pou amtov) B Tert verss alig W-H™ 

(see under “‘ Order.’’) 

+ Compare shortly afterwards at John xx. 12 Ne alone together omit dvo. 





vii. 

. tat (ante tas yetpas) 

. twos bis (pro tiwwr) 

. Ta mpoBatia 

- —avutw tert. 

. kat adros Cwoer ce B" vid (cf. ord verss) 
. 0 Kat paptupwv (pro o paptupwv) 

. dedmxev (pro edwxev) 

. Tapeotiv (pro eat in sec. loco) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

BA only and W-H (See under 

“ Tmprovement.”’) 

Bet W-H™ See under “ Latin,” 
“Syriac,” and ‘‘ Change of Number.” 

. Inaous (-6) Bet [I-H] 

. Inoous (0) BC et W-H 

. Inaous (-6) B et [V-H] 
. Inoous (—0) Bet [W-H] 

BC 19 22 Sod'® Theophan b et W-H txt; 
xxi. 17 ta mpoBatia ABC Ambr et W-H tzt) 

BY 249 fF Sod® (Niketasomn?) fon JV-H !] 

BW et Cyr (soli vid) et 
“Op” teste Soden (Cf. gat foss vg® vg* aeth + ille) 

The additional testimony of W here is completely neutralised 

by a consideration of the few late Latin witnesses which 
simply add ile for emphasis, as do BW Cyr when they add «az. 
The silence of the rest speaks for itself and we close as we 
began with the perfect assurance that B is to blame for an 
infinite variety of small as well-as large mistakes made in an 
effort to improve the record. Hort places this last variation 
in his margin. 

Latin Sympathy. 

ove operat Sony (—~tyv) NABCDT” W Paris” al. (‘non 
videbit vitam”’ latt) W-H et Sod txt contra tyv bwny rell ct 

Ign Const Bas" Chr Cyr That et copt. 

NBLNI et W 1 33 157 al. pauc. 892 

{non Paris] Ath Cyr latt W-H Sod. 
ets WAoLov ( — To) NBLA [non D nec W] 33 113 181 213 
239 254 604 892 Paris®’ Sod?" !°°8 sols with Cyr W-H Sod txt 
against all others and against both coptics. 

. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

. auto (pro avtos) BDW d. Tisch and Soden quote sah 

boh for this reading, but it is doubtful if one can read this into 
them. The Syriac is also doubtful. The “neutral” reading 
(b e dim (r) aeth? and (boh)) appears to omit both avtov and 

auto. [E* 253 read avtov, but the readings to choose from 
are clearly autos, or avto, or plain omission, and autos is 

undoubtedly right.] Hort consigns avro to his margin quite 
correctly, and Souter’s R.V. edition follows suit. auto appears 
to be an “improvement.” 

B*' and a few vulgates. 
See under “ Improvement.” 
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Joho 

vii. 22. caBBatw (—ev) B ber soli 

44. eBadev (pro eweBarev) BLT [non minn] W-H [non Sod] Cf. 
misit zt"! vg. 

viii. 55. opotos upev rpevarns (pro opotos vpwv yevorns) BADW fam 

1 52 138 (= Sod®%) 157 254 2” et latt: similis vobis mendaz. 

The dative is as legitimate as the genitive in Greek, but there 

must be some reason for the preference of the small group 

here. It is opposed by % and the rest including V 892 and 

Paris’ and Tert. See note under ‘“ Change of Case.” Soden 

does not follow BADW. 

ix. 14. qv 8 caBBatov ev 7 nwepa (pro mv Se caBB. ore) NBLXW 

33 213 (—npepa) W-H'* Sod™ and c ff in qua die, a br qua 

die, and e (in quo = 213"), syr hier and Cyr, while vg® conflates 

with in illo die quando. This is opposed by D and the rest 

and 892 Paris’ and none of the other cursives know anything 

about it. 

Observe here that the coptics and other versions are also all 

against it,t and that the vulgate knows nothing of this matter 

of NB. Therefore the codex similar in other respects to NB 

(see Wordsworth and White's Preface) did not have this 

reading, which proves that 892 and Paris” here provide us 

probably with the real underlying text of NB, rather than NB 

themselves. Isita Johannine improvement of XB? See John: 

v. 9. nv de caBBarov ev exervn TH NBEPA. 

xix. 31. nv yap peyadn 7 nHEpa exetvn (vel exervov) Tov oaBBatov 

ix. 19. >@arere apte (pro apts Brewer) NBDLUW 33 892 [non 

Paris”’] W-H Sod tat bed ffl syr sin hier pers [non syr pesh] 

Cyr Chr 1/2 (@reree vv Chr 1/2) against the rest and against 

sah boh and the other versions. ; 

35. eemev (—avtw) N*BDW de boh™™ W-H™ Sod™, against all 

; the rest and sy7 sin and all the versions. 

40. >ot pet avtov ovtes (pro ot ovtes pet avTov) NBDLKXWY 

fam 1 33 157 213 248 2° 892 Paris’’ Sod!" et Sod® ©™2) (Sod 

txt et W-H) Cyr only of Greeks, but with all laté. The other 

versions vary. . 

x. 12 init. 0 prcOwrtos (—copula) BGLW 1 [non fam] a aur vgg” 

boh"™® Lucif, against o pod. Se by most and Eus Chr copt and 

versions, and o S¢ pia. NDXA Sod'® Const Cyr. 

1G. >See pe (pro pe Set) NBDLWATII 1 [non fam] fam 13 33 

348 wet Sod28® 1043 1265 1279 Tron Paris” nec al. vid] it vg syr (sah) 

+ Syr sin however has: “ And that same day was the Sabbath,” cancelling the 

whole of the reat of the verse. While the Georgian version alone reverses the order of 

verses 13 and 14, placing verse 14 first. 
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Orig" W-H Sod, but against all the rest of the Greeks and Eus 
Bas Chr Cyr and That. 

x. 17. > pe o matnp ayara (proomatnp pe ayara) NBDLXV [non W] 

83 213 248 249 Paris” Sod * it vg Chr Cyr against the 

rest (M ye o watnp pe ayara; Chr aur ye ayara o matnp ; gat 

dim. cf. boh) and syr diligit me pater. Me diligit pater meus 
Auct de prom. 

1k. npev (pro atper) NB only and W-H. Not one single 

minuscule. See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” Gf. gat tullit. 
29. 6 (pro és) NBLWYW Evst 15 it vg boh [non 

sah] Tert (sed variant eodd) Hil W-H et Sod trt. Contra 

rell et Cyr. 
32 fin. >epe ALOalkere XBLY Sod 33 157 Paris” Sod®"! 

201279 et txt it" vg Ath against 6. we of DW most and c f 
dl 6 goth boh sah syr Epiph Thdt Hil. (Tisch omits to 
chronicle sah boh here against NBL). 

40. epevev (pro epetver) B 21 soli, etabce fl [nondfrs 

vgg Aug (hiat q)] (ewe W, rell enewev) Om. naz eperver exet 

syr sin, or perhaps om. evevev and use «at exec (as does pers) 

to begin the next verse. 

xiii. 2. waapad avtov lovéas Zypwvos loxap. NBLMXX"(=Sod4*) W 
Laura4' (Sod teste) b ff g l gat vg arm Orig?" IV-H Sod tzt, 

against lovSa Xupwvos Ioxap. wa avtov mapas. D rell omn, rell 
latt syr acth and Origen many times. 

10. >ovx exer ypeav NABCWWae q Origh™* Tert Aug W-H 

Sod txt against ov ypecav exee of D and all the rest Chr Cyr 

but only d latin. he other Latins express non indiget (r is 
not available), while coptic is FiqPocpia AN. 

19. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

36. >axorovOnaers S¢ (wor) vatepov NBC*LX 1 Sod'™ [non fam] 
33 138 (Sod°*) 213 Paris®’ Sod'®* Orig Cyr and Latin order 

W-H Sod txt, against DW the rest of the Greeks (and only 

d of the Latins) syr boh sah etc. This place deserves 

some consideration. The alignment of authorities is 

peculiar. 

Xiv. 31. evtodnv edwxev por (pro everethato wor) BL 

and hs Sedwxer poe ( ,, + » ) X83 | (latt praeter dd] 
and , pot Sedwxev Cyr et be gq gat. 

and edwxev pot evtornv 2° (negl. Tisch) 19™* (edwxe pot o watnp 

evtoAny 1 [non fam)). 
This is an interesting place, where all the Latins, except d 6, favour 

BLX 33, while & and all other Greeks with D have evetetkato and d § 

only of Latins mandavit, against mandatum dedit or praeceptum dedit of 
the rest (IVordsw neglects to mention 6 definitely here). All the versions 
(including copt syr) are with the body of Greeks for everesAato. Only 

os oe tae See 
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aeth favours BLX and the Latin. Add 213 (Sod'*) Sod'* "° and compare 

his note. He avoids the reading in his text. ; 
It is rather a crucial passage in connection with the ‘ version 

tradition”’ which here narrows down to the Latin. As in verses 26/27 

(see under “‘ Syriac”) we have just had another apparent version influence 
it will not do to put aside too contemptuously my views on this subject. 
Souter (J.T.S., Oct. 1911, p. 120) says of me: ‘‘ The general theory which 

underlies his views is that a trilingual or quadrilingual copy of the 
Gospels existed in early times, the four languages represented being 
Greek, Latin, Syriac, and Coptic. He finds that this hypothesis, com- 

plicated as it is, explains certain individual readings in some Greek Mss. 
He rejects without reason, as far as I can find, the simpler hypothesis 
that Greek copies behind the Latin, Syriac and Coptic versions were 
different to some extent from all surviving Greek copies.” 

Now my dear Dr. Souter, if my theory be complicated (and it is far 
less complicated than some others) it covers admirably cases like the 

present, where it is not a question of ‘Greek copies behind the Latin, 

Syriac or Coptic versions being different to some extent from all 
surviving Greek copies,’ f for here we have three Greek uncials BLX 
and two cursives (33 2", of very critical repute [opposed here by Paris” 
and the other thousand] plus 1 and 19 marg) which give the reading of the 
Latins, WHICH THE REVISED VERSION DISAPPROVES, condemning it as a 

version tradition, and condemning Hort for adopting it, BECAUSE THAT 
TFXT GOES BACK TO evetetAato. No doubt the latter is right. No doubt 
& and the mass of Greeks with D (and d & plus the versions) are nght. 
Don’t condemn me in this cavalier fashion then, if you please, but look into 
these matters a little more carefully. There is no note in your edition on 

this reversal of Hort in the Greek Testament, published in 1910. 
Whenever Hort’s decisions are reversed in such a publication a note 

is absolutely due and called for, in order that students may see what is 

the present eminent opinion on textual matters to date. 
The evidence is witbheld in several such passages, which is not a 

proper method, and I am surprised that the Delegates of the Oxford 
Press consented to issue the work without an apparatus covering the 
evidence in all the places where Hort’s judgment and his readings are 
tacitly condemned, and where simultaneously B is condemned for 

falsifying the record. 
Bear with me a moment longer. Look forward only two verses 

beyond. At: 

+ Different is the situation at xv. 21 where instead of usw or vyyas BD*LN? 1 83 
Paris” LauraA 14 (teste Sod) W-H and Sod txt with Pcir“" write es vpas, while b ¢ ff 1 

write circa vos showing no Latin reaction on Greek from circa. However d has in 

vos as ayr, and one boh Ms EPUU'TEN, instead of NUUTEN, for the plurality of bok 
and all sah with the other Latins are opposed to any preposition. 
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xv. 2 fin. Wort reads wa >xapmov tetova < depyn with BLMXY 33 
157 213 397 Sod!N3 Paris” and W-H Sod trt Eus Cyr Novat 

TTil Orig™ syr pesh and aut THE Latins in this order (W and 

Clem xaprov mew ; fructum multum e, fructum plus vgg and 

g aur gat; fructum majorem q, fructum ampliorem a d 7, 

fructum plurimum b c f ff 1 foss) but not td 8, for d reads : 
ampliorem frum and 6 plus fructum in the usual Greek order. 

The Revision admits that Hort again followed the same version 
influence here, for the correct reading is adjudged to NDA the Greek 
mass and d 6, against BLM XW 33 157 Paris” and the Fathers, for in the 

Testament of 1910 wa wretova xaprov pepy is printed, but there is no 
note on it, although you pause to tell us that earlier in the verse D Cyr 

(and Clem) read xaprodopov for xaprov depov. [Since this was written it 
has become clear that Soden has no real critical principles either. His 
text is a curious exhibition of eclecticism (see below at x. 28, xiii. 26). 
Here he follows Hort. | 

Oblige me once more by considering your theories—‘‘ on the founda- 
tion (which) they have laid the future will do well to build” (‘Text and 

Canon,’ p. 103)—in connection with this Oxford text. It reverses (with 
perfect correctness) the decision of BLMXYW 33 157 Paris” Eus Cyr 
Novat Hil Orig’ and Westcott and Hort, although you still pretend 

that their foundations are secure. But if wrong at xiv. 31 and at xv. 2, 

twice within three verses, may I ask why we should follow B and Hort 

in countless other places where they have far less support than here? 
We have simply come back to individual preferences. We are still 
floundering. We have no fixed principles of criticism. All the nonsense 

about ‘ neutral” “ pre-syrian”’ ‘‘ Antiochian” fades away, and we must 

begin all over again. We need critical principles, and I claim to have 

established that we have none. 
Joho 

xv. 9. > vuas nyamnoa = BDL 1 [non fam] 33 ? 213 Sod [non 

Paris” nonal. gr] ab de ff q [non syr copt] W-H Sod tzt. 
Again abandoned by R.V. 

10. tov matpos (—pov) B cum abe fq aur W-H Sod txt. 

Abandoned by R.V. Sod adduces no new witness. 

[In all these places W is wanting. The ms lacks xiv. 25- 
xvi. 7.] 

11. We must now add to this imposing list of Latin influence on 
B the present place where 9 is substituted for pe(vy by BADY 

only of Greek uncials and by a few cursives. All the Latins 

(except f) have sit. Against them are % and the rest and 

+ Tischendorf obscures the situation by not specifically mentioning d 8 as accom- 
panying the mass of Greeks. He simply says tf vg as a whole to accompany BLMX. 
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ir Chr Cyr. The versions may be “ anceps”’ as Tisch. remarks 
as to Coptic, and pen may have come back from the repeated 
forms of vevw in the previous seven verses. We need not 
quarrel about it, but the place should be viewed in connection 

with the Latin influence at xiv. 31, xv. 2, xv. 9, xv. 10 just 

discussed, before we accept Hort Soden and R.V. here. (Om. 

157.) Besides, consider the next place involved : 
eav monte 5 eyw evtedAropar vuty B and Paris’ alone of 

Greeks (against a and ova of the rest and Cyr) with ae q syr 

sin goth (Cypr) Lucif 2/3. Some, as Thdt and syr pesh aeth, 

emphasise ‘‘all which.” If B be correct all the rest have 

edited here, which is quite possible. Hort says they have, 
for his text has 6 following B®, but the Oxford text of 1910 

denies it, returning to & as does Soden. Tales duces caeci. 
>exyo uu Neyev NBLYY 33 118-209 [non 1] 213 Sod® b 
ce) f fF glmaqr gat vg Theogn Ath W-H Sod txt (Tert Cyr 

Hil Orig™ are on both sides), but all the rest oppose with 
DA a d & and coptic etc. for exw rAeyerr vuuv with Eus Did 
Orig Chr That, and Paris” specifically with Aeyeww exw vpiv. 

. puxpov (—7T0) BLYYN* 121 124 [non fam] 213 397 Sod? 
M4 famds Fyst 60 Orig W-H (lat: pusillum vel modicum) but 
ag ptxpov is employed by all Greeks in verse 19 without 70, it 
is probable that Orig and BLYW are merely harmonising 
and improving here. Soden does not follow them here, 
although adding new witnesses, among them D which is 

wrong. 
. —gov sec. That is to say: wa o vos bo£acy ce (instead of wa 

o vos cou Sokacn ce) NBCW 47 64 Sod? ® [non VW non 
Paris” non min al. vid] Orig 1/2 Victorin Hil1/2. Ido not 
know whether I should place this here or not. Perhaps it is a 
doctrinal alteration, but the only support among the versions 
is from a small Latin band, viz. d (against D*) e and f. The 

other Latins and all the Versions with D and the rest of the 
Greeks supply cov, while Origen is divided and Orig" witnesses 
twice against the omission. Soden’s text places cov in square 
brackets. 

. avtot (pro otro) NB 229** 254 Sodio 1222 1385 8 371 409 soy; 
vid cum d f W-H'* non Sod (om. vgt). Cyril reads otroe 

with the mass. 

. ~oTL NABDLNAITI ef WW fam 1 22 33 42 106 

127 138 157 265 LauraA' Sod'"® 2°° w<' [non Paris®’} and 
it vg W-H Sod, but against the rest of Greeks, the other 

versions, including the friendly syr and cop and against 
Orig and Cyr. 

10. wrapiov NBC*LXAW (pro wtov) Soden only adds 
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xvilil. 15, 

17. 

22. 

29. 

36. 

38. 

xix. 7. 

28. 

29. 

38. 

41. 

xx. 19. 
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one cursive Sod'* (a us at Sinai) but follows in his text. 
Cf. it vg: auriculam. [Non rell gr nec V Paris®’.] 
See under ‘ Order.” 

Twa KaTyyoptay depete (—Kata) Tov avOpwrov tovtov N*B 
Paris” e et ac q (Cf. aeth georg). This is against all others 
and Chr Cyr and b f § g gat vg (adversus) and cope syr. 

The common base breaks down here, for CLX so friendly a 
few verses before, and even WY with ¢now in this verse, 
abandon NB to their fate. Only Paris” stands by them and 
W-H without a word in their margin. Soden abandons them 
and has no new witness for omission, but he forgets to 
note ac. 
—av B*1 Sod*! See under “ Solecisms of B.” Cf.abe 
aur vgg 1/2. This is quickly followed (against &) by a real 
Latin order : 
ovdeuiav eupioxw ev avtw atiay BLX 213 249 Paris”? Sod! 

Me4 KCN (a) b ce ff g vg Cyr W-H Sod tat. 
Cyr vouches for it as the continuation of an Alexandrian 

order. It opposes: 
ovdeniay atiav evpiocxw ev avtw of NNWY al. plur q goth (sah 

boh) syr arm Chr. 
KaTa Tov vouov (—nLwv) NBD“’LNA et WY Paris” 
it lomn praeter q] vrgg Orig et Orig" Hil Aug Quaest, but 
against all the rest, all the minuscules, Cyr, and all the other 
versions. Soden places it in square brackets without adducing 
any new witnesses. 
> Inaous etdws BM* Sod" * W-H™ be ffnr aur Hil 
(against edws o Incovs & and many W-H" Sod", and 
against [Sav o Ijcous E and a good many, and against the 
order of syr copt etc.) 
axevos sine copula BALXWY 61* Paris” a b e r foss 

W-H [Sod]. 
lwonp 6 aro Apipaba:as most and W, but: loon ato (—6) 
Api. BAD™(L)X?¥ 90 Paris” Sod'** and latin, against 

both coptics diserte. W-H elide o, Soden places it in square 
brackets. 
nv teBerpevos (pro eteOn) NBW Paris” Cyr Sod! & 
W-H ect Sod txt. (Sod? is Laura‘! which Lake did not 

collate hereabouts). Cf. lat positus erat. Cf. Luc xxiii. 53. 
See under ‘“‘ Harmonistic.” 
—twv (ante caBBatwv) 

txt,  (utas caBBatwv W) 

article. 

NBAIL 33 Sod” W-H Sod 
The rest and Cyril‘ have the 

24. 

i. 14, 
18. 

v. 42. 

. >outos o Aoyos 

43 init (Steph Tisch, ver 42 W-H Sod). 

iv. 16. 
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twos bis (pro tw bis) BY ae f syr Cypr Orig Eus Aug 
Pacian Auct?™™ W-H™ [non Sod], but against all else. 

j, teaxvov (pro wxvaav) See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” 
. >ov pot axorovbee NABC*DW 1 [non 209] 33 [non minn Scr. 
Matthaei Soden. The latter adds Sod™ (= Cyr)] latt Orig 
Cyr. (Om. 235 Chr). 

NBCDW 1 33 2° it (syr copt) W-H Sod 

txt. The rest oppose with Chr 1/2 Cyr 1/2; anda few cursives 
with Chr 1/2 Cyr 1/2 and Origen omit ovtos. 
+6 (ante ypawas) = kat o ypayas BD (Sod a xat yp.) 
33 2? bd qr vg (a) (e:) (ff) W-H tat. (8 writes 0 cat ypaypas 
with 265 348 Sod™ Sod txt Cyr and c). 

Coptic Sympathy or Influence. 

15. See under “ Solecisms.”’ 
povoyerns Oeos NBCL 33 boh {sah ita: ‘God did not 
any see ever; God the only son”’] syr pesh aeth etc. [non 
Sod tzt]. 

nyayev sine copula 
NBL 314 sah W-H Sod tzt [contra rell et syr lat]. Boh 

with G fam 1 arm Epiph have ovtos ay. (ny. ovv Evst 15 b, 
ayayev Se Paris*’) 
init, Absque copula NBLT°X sah boh (more copt) Eus Cyr 

1/2 against all the rest and Epiph Nonn Orig. 
. adda ove B™ (pro add’ ove) [non W-H] Cf. sah boh, 

ambo ad\a 
. adra exn §=BW soli W-H (Cf. sah boh 

adda epyerate NBADW sah boh W-H [contra add’ epy. rell 
omn] 

ara eyvoxa = BDLW [non 28 male Sod] 33185 Sod'** W-H 
= sah boh 

iii. 13 fin. -—o wy ev tw ovpavw NBLT°T'! et W 33 Sod!” [non 892 non 
Paris*’] sah, boh 1/2, basm (frag Crum-Ken gr et copt) Cyr 1/2 
(Orig' 1/3) IV-H Sod txt, but against all others and it vg syrr 
(all except one codex of pesh) arm Hipp Diont Eustatht 
Amphil Did Epiph Chr That Cyr 1/2 Orig'* ™* dre Novat Hil 
Lucif Jac™. 
gov Tov avdpa B 69 [non fam] 71 74 248 254 430 

(Sod ¥) Sod! Evst 32 60 sah boh Orig 3/6 W-H tzt 

without marginal remark. (cov tov avdpa cov 6°*) 

t Tisch and Horner omit these witnesses. 
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iv. 51. 

vi. 10. 

. TNV wpav exevnv (—Tap autor) 

. +68¢€ (post tovro init.) 

. Sce under “ Solecisms.”’ 

44, 

CODEX B AND 1TS ALLIES. 

against tov avépa cov of N and all else including WD 
892 Paris®’ Orig 3/6 and Cyr. 

—Kat nyyekav BLN 185 213 Sod!) § #9 mC Boh aeth W-H 

and Sod tet, That is to say: Aeyovtes pro cat nyyelAap, or 

pro Kat nyyethav Neyouvtes which latter the sah Mss have in full. 

Now how about boh being so youthful, if BL be basic here 
as Hort indicates in his tert without marginal alternative, 

followed by Soden? In Dr. Souter’s latest book (‘ Text 

and Canon’ p. 66) he does me the honour to keep silence 
completely (is this fair criticism?) as to my recent volume on 
the date of the Bohairic, while reproducing faithfully Guidi's 

Burkitt’s and Leipoldt’s obiter dicta. He says: ‘‘In the 
northern part, where was Alexandria, the necessity did not 

arise till late” [purely gratuitous assumption], “and Guidi, 
followed by Burkitt and Leipoldt, thinks that the Bohairic 
version...was made in the sixth or seventh (or eighth) 
century.” 

only B with the bok 8, 
another commentary on our remarks as to boh. Sod adds 

Sod for omission of map avtwy, but this codex apparently 
does not have exewnv, while Soden quotes his family ™ (= Cyril's 
Commentary Mss) for +exewnv with B, while having zap 
avtwy. This triple conjunction of B Sinai and Alexandria is 

instructive. There is a change of order here as to the position 
of tap avtwy which throws a further light upon B’s course. 

BC*GT'W min aliq boh*"™ Orig'* 
[W-H] sed Sod txt plene. 

(4-xau init. = vel car vel Se aeth) 
Observe bohairic again, not sahidic, supporting B and Origen, 

with & absent which goes with the great mass without copula, 

(+ ouv Paris*’ e). 
Sah supports B for omission of e. 

—Oeov (post povov) BW soli inter gr cum a b p (sol. inter 
latt) et sah et boh [W-H]. Cf. etiam Orig Did Eus. All this 

scems to come from one error in a MS where MONOYOYOYZHTEITE 
may have misled, rather than that from MONOYOYZHTEITE 

ey crept in, for all other Versions as well as Greek documents 
have Oeov. (N has rapa tov povoyevous Beov.) Soden neglects 

to record sah boh for omission. 
evmrev sine copula NBL 397 a foss = sah et syr cu pesh 

arm Orig W-H [non Sod], against all the rest which add 6c, 
xat, or ovv, including the sympathetic minuscules. It is not a 
question of the ‘‘shorter” text which need occupy us here, 
because in the same verse it is NBD etc. which add ovv after 

averecov, while it is EFGHMSVIA which omit. 

Jobo 

vi. 14, 

42. 

ibid. 

43. 

46. 
52. 

58. 

vii. 3. 
10. 

49. 

34 fin. ov duvacbe edOev +exet 

40. +72 (ante ovtos) 
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a. emoincev onpera (pro oem. onpetov) BOFX” (= Sods‘) a arm 

syr hicr and boh, against sah and the rest. Westcott-Hort 
adopt in their text this very questionable change.t Simply I 
suppose because B had the support of another (Egyptian) 
fragmentary uncial of the sixth century. 

BCTW Sod" * pon gotht syr hier TMS VUV 

Ath W-H Sod tzt. 
Kal TOS syr pesh 

WS OUv ND rell latt” sah 4/7 Ath™ Chr Cyr, 
but sah 3/7 syr cu sin and Paris” v“' @ e omit vuv or ov 
while aeth doubles cate ws ovy or Kat Tws ovy vuy (as arm 
boAwatuery , 

—outos sec. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 
amex ptOn (sine ovy) BCKLTIT min et Sod™"' [sed 

habet ovv Paris”] a e r sah boh syr arm Cyr W-H 

Sod txt. 
See under “‘ Solecisms.” 
+avrov in connection with capxa BT 892 Sod'* 5469 (JA) 

[but not otber cursives] it” vg sah boh aeth and arm syr with 

Chr Amm Orig'™ [W-H], but opposed by & and the rest 
including W ff goth Orig and Cyr. 
ot matepes (— vpwy) NBCLTW 262 3" Bon Orig W-H 

[Sod] against sah and the rest and all the versions. 
B*! "4 Cf, copt. “ [cov] ta epya” W-H izt. 
BT et copt (rell omn ad® ev vel add ws ev) 
BDLTW 33 892 (Sod teste) et copt W-H 

(rell omn add’ 0 oxXos) 

B* inter gr-lat syr, but with 

both sah and boh (all codices) which add epog (‘‘ to it”). 
This is a very pretty and decisive place, but Tischendorf 

misses it completely. Horner exhibits it. Soden neglects it. 
An addition like this is very deliberate. Either it is right or 
wrong. Hort condemns it as wrong, for he found no other 
support. I exhibit it as undoubtedly due to coptic influence 
on B, thus for ever destroying B as a reliable ‘‘neutral”’ 
witness elsewhere unless largely supported. 

BDX (teste Sods’ contra Tisch") d only 
and sah boh syr cu (sin). 

> ov Ta epya 

andra ws ev 

adda 0 oXr0s 

vill. 14. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

+ Proceas reversed by the Oxford edition of 1910, to its credit. The plural is 
relegated to the margin. 

¢ Goth = nu, which then as now in the languages originating from it does not 
strictly mean now, but embraces the meanings of both ov and vw. 
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vill. 28. +ore (ante orav) 

51. tov epov Aovyov 

55. adda oda 
ix. Ll. +ore (ante vmaye) 

28 init. cae edodopncav 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

B™ et sah xe BoTAN, boh xe equ. 
Tischendorf fails to add coptic here, I suppose because it is 
the coptic manner (although he sometimes calls attention to 
this elsewhere) but he thus misses the further link between 
B and coptic. Horner, copying from Tischendorf’s apparatus, 

refuses here to mention the +ort: of B, doubtless for the same 
reason, but I can consider it no accident nor any coincidence, 
but absolutely deliberate from a bilingual graeco-copt under 
the hand of B's ancestor. Cf. not only vii. 40 above, but 

vii. 84 +exee. It has no connection with syr here, nor with 
Latin, nor does it appear in any other Greek (see below again 

at ix. 11) to date, including WY 892 Paris®? and Laura’ ', 
Suden mentions it without other Greek support. W-H txt 
refuses the addition. 

NBCD*LT'XWY 33 213 258 Paris” Sod" 

(cuov Aoyov 892) Orig (Cyr) (Chr) sah boh, against the rest, and 

the Latins (including d) and syr. 
BDN(contra morem) XW W-H txt (Rell add o18a). 

NBLT' LauraA!™ sah boh W-H [Sod 
tt]. Here Horner again fails to introduce this matter into 
his notes, although Tischendorf has observed it, for it rings 
peculiar in the Greek. W eschews it. It does not appear 
in D. There is no trace in Latin. The minuscules do not 
have it, nor V nor 892 Paris’. What is it but a reflection of 

xe Buk sah and xe sede boh? Soden on the strength of 

the additional T’ (but this fragment is purely Egyptian) and 

Laura‘ introduces ore into his text in square brackets. But 

this place is on all fours with viii. 28 above. If B was wrong 
there, he is not right here simply because NLT" support. 

17, 18. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

27. B adds ovv after tc alone of Greeks and Latins in the phrase 

qt ovy tad Oerete axoverv. Most sah and boh have ow on 

=e mad, but B could easily misread ow Own = Te ovv 

which one doh ms actually has. Aeth and georg are the only 

other authorities to go with B. (W-H'™ have it.) 

N*BT'W sah" aeth syr hier Cyr, but ot 

Se edord. DLNY Paris’, dod. ovy a few, and the mass 

and 892 edo:Sopncav without copula. 
30. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

$31. Once more adda eav (pro add eav) BT'W more copt [not 1) 
here] refused by IV-H who followed B™ at iii. 16. 

t Observe Origen alone at x. 18 adda eyo (AAAA ANOK sah bok). 

awe oe 

John 

ix. 36. 

40 

13 

to to 

ibid. 

26. 

28. 

xi. 12. 

- otav (sine copula) 

. eyeveto Tote (pro eyeveto &e) 
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en (pro amexpiOn exetvos Kat ertrev) BI'W Cf. sah init. 
nexAgy tantum, and see under “ Solecisms of B.” 

iit. nxoveay (sine copula) NBLXX°W Sod™ 33 157 213 
249 Paris” sah boh arm Cyr Sod’! 0 KCN ot ert (kat nxovov 
892 t Kae neovcav plur, nx. de D d ff, ne. ovy 1 2° a). 

XBLIVW Sod I[non fam] 33 157 2°° 
Sod’ KN sah boh"® W-H Sod txt against the rest and the 
other versions and latt and boh” and sah"™. 

init. —o Se proOwros devyee NBDL 1 22* 33 397 Sod¥ N23 
de syr hicr sin arm et sah boh aeth Lucif Orient Symm W-H 
Sod txt. There is some difficulty here as to the construction 
without this clause unless we treat the end of verse 12 after 
gevyet as bracketed. Indeed W goes further and (13) elides 
o Se picOwros devyee and the following words ot: pcOwros 
eottv, while fossat writes ‘‘mercennarius autem et fugit quia 
mercennarius est,” omitting the rest et non pertinet ad cum 
de ovibus. Paris’ begins o b€ prcOwros, but, eliding deuvyer 
ort picOwros, continues with eotw. Perhaps NBDL are 
night. 

BLWY 33 Paris” Laura4 1% 
sah boh" arm (slav sax goth) W-H Sod against all the rest 
(gat aeth and some boh conflate with Sod'"*), and some cursives 
with @ b omit any copula. If we analyse this situation we 
see in the addition in slav and sax (goth is than which may be 
6e) the reason why BLWY added.t 
Xewov (sine copula) NBDGLXMW 1 [non fam] 33 42 
138 213 2°° Paris’ Sod!" ff only and sah boh aeth against 
all the rest, and against the other versions (b omits the clause). 
adra vpets (pro arr’ vets) NABLWA 157 ct 2P¢ Sodiuinaue 

(sah boh) W-H. 
(Cf. Orig x. 18 adda eyo) 

> kayo S:bepe avrots Conv arwrmov (pro xayw twnv awriov 8:5. 
autos) NBLUMXW 383 157 249 397 [non Paris’’] Sod! 54 KN 
(sak boh) syr arm aeth' Cyr W-H, but against all the rest 
and D and Jatt and Orig Eus Bas Chr Thdt. For some 
extraordinary reason Soden (so eclectic is his text) opposes 
NBLMXW etc. here. 
Out of six varying methods, viz., avt7w ot padntat, avtw o1 
Habyrat avzov, avtw tantum, ot pabntar tantum, o: padntat 

t Again the historic imperfect, this time by 892 alone, but all Lerpetuating the 
Eyyptian preference. See under Matt., Mark and Luke, “ Historic present.” 

} But see Dr. Scrivener’s Plain Introduction, 8rd edition, p. 548, where he 
condemns rore for three reasons without reserve. Tischendorf avoids :t. 

Y 
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John 

x1. 

xil. 

27. 

. >AEeyEL LNoovs auvTos 

. adrra wa 

. +6 (ante oxros) 

3. expavyacay 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

avtov of most and textus receptus, BC*X W-H Sod trt choose 
the sixth expression : 

ot pa@ntat avtw with boh, against sah and NDKWITI b. 

mistevw (pro memictevea) B* * with c*' vt sah and boh 

(syr acth and pers). Tisch omits to chronicle any versions. 

Our own A.V. of 1611 (a8 sax) actually uses the present 

tense, but Hort refuses to chronicle B even in his margin! 
{It is not certain that B* corrected the reading himself. ] 
See the other example of this at x. 25 under “Change of 
Tense.” 

. Following tbis promptly we find tovto (for tavta) by 

NBCLWX 59? 213 397 Sod" e¢ trt., aeth boh" (against sah). 
B (sol inter gr) cum sah boh Orig 1/2, 

et LW Orig 1/2 (Aeyet 0 eno. avtots) W-H. 

I call attention to this here, because it is absolutely the 

coptic method, not only here where BLW join Origen to 
perpetuate it (alone of Greeks) mexe 1¢ Nace, but at xi. 40 

just above mexe IC MAC Aeyet epoous avTn where they do not 

do it. The adhesion of W has no kind of weight to compel us 
to adopt the order, for it is simply an Egyptian habit which 
NLW all thoroughly Egyptian) suffer from in common with 
Origen. Hort receives it as he receives everything Egyptian, 

while calling it by another name. (Om. avtois 604 a r aur 
vg’ syr sin.) In this same verse BCL in common with coptic 

does something else which goes to show more than a common 
original I think. I refer to the final clause. (See under 

“ Improvement.’’) 
B*' (pro add wa) ut copt 

Reyer Se (pro Neyer ow) NBW Paris” boh only and [1-H]. 
Tisch quotes goth, but goth “than stands for Se or ovy, and 

often for ovy as here where the sense demands a half-way 
house. Goth often shows this and explains—as do other 
versions in other places—why certain Mss make changes in 

copulas and otherwise. 
Here L sah and a few omit the copula; a few Latins have 

«ae with syr, but the great majority of authorities ovv. 
BL Sod* 13 18 14 and boh [against 

sah] W-H. I placed this under “Solecisms"’ first as Tisch 

omits to record the bohairic. Cf. syr sin. 
B* sah goth. See under ‘ Change of 

Tense.” 

ibid. See under ‘ Improvement.” 

16. avtov ot pa@nrat 

34 

NB Sod"? Paris” soli et W-H cum copt. 

See remarks under “ Coptic and Latin” on this. 
NBLAW min‘ et 213 Sod! 40 N31 e¢ +ovuv 

John 

ibid. 

xiii. 6. 

26. 

28. 

xiv. 4. 

10. 

11. 

15. 

17. 

23. 

26/27. 

xvi. 23. 
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trt. We need not emphasise this because only one sahidic Ms 
joins, but (same verse) : 

Aeyets ou (pro au Aeyers) BULXXN and W Paris” W-H 

Sod txt is bohairic order (and syr) against the rest and & ov 
Aeyers With the Latins and sah. 
Dever (sine copula) BDL di mr sah boh syr hier Orig W-H 

Baw to Wopov nat Swow avtw BC(L) 213 Sod! 10 5471 

boh (sah) arm aeth (Orig) W-H instead of Bayras to Woptov 

emiswaw of ND plur. (W has dwow evBawas to ywjuov.) 

Again I have to accuse von Soden’s text of conflating and 
inventing Scripture. He has Bayw to Wopov car enidocw 

avtw. As far as I can see none of the mss which have Baw 

(for Baas) have errdwow. Yet Soden appropriates Bayw 
but follows it with em:dwow instead of dwow. 

tovto ovdet: (sine copula) BWY 157 248 435 Paris* 
Sod 94 soli cum sah" boh"” pers [IV-H] (contra Origen 
et rell omn et 892 vid). 

See under ‘‘ Homoioteleuton,” and note that sah opposes boh 

which concedes the shorter form with NBC*LQX W 83 157 213 
Sod'8 8371 ar. 

miotevoess (pro meotevers) B* alone with boh (all 
codices). See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” Tischendorf quite 

neglected the bohairic support and so does Soden, but Horner 
calls attention to it. This is followed by a sahidic reading 
(and both versions must have been familiar to B). 

é:a Ta epya auto (pro da ta epya avta) B 229* sah (aeth) 
W-H'* (—avra 24* 157 244 q 7 syrr arm boh diatess verss 
Tert; tavra Paris’). 
THPNGETE BLY[Sod non Lake] 54 73 Sod'2 51 1091 1110 1279 

(= Laura ™) 9 only, with sah boh and arm alone of versions 
and W-H, against tnpyoate of DW and the rest of Greeks 
and versions. See ‘‘ Change of Mood.” 

vpets (—5e) NBQWY [Sod non Lake] 346 [non fam] a 
Paris” Sod™' a b Lucif Auct*** and sah" boh*" after the 
Coptic manner, so W-H Sod txt, and against all else and 

versions, the rest of the Latins, and Did Cyr¥ie and Cyr*!x, 
Toincopuela (pro mornoopev) See under ‘‘ Improvement,” and 

note the sahidic nd&rt “for us’ especially. 

+eyo BL 314 soli et W-H (eyo eerov vay X 33 127 Sod*) 

either belonging to verse 26 jin or verse 27 init. See under 
“Syriac,” but possibly attributable to the first word of 
verse 27 in sahidic = <{Kw for adenue. 
>dwoer vpuy ev Tw ovopate pou (pro ev Tw OVvow. ov Swoe vpty) 

NBC*LXYA 397 Sod!" * 8 sah [contra boh] Orig”* Cyr 1/2 
W-H Sod txt. Opposed by the mass and by DWY Paris” and 

y 2 
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Joan 

xvi. 29. 

xvii. 12. 

CODEX B AND 17S ALLIES. 

the other versions with all the Latins (except 6 following A*) 
and Syriacs. The sense of the varying order is quite different : 
NB etc. and sah wish to read ‘And whatsoever ye shall ask 

the Father, he will give it to you in my name,” whereas the 

mass and all the versions (except sah) read: ‘‘ And whatso- 

ever ye shall ask the Father in my name, he will give it to 

you.” Of course Hort (followed by the Oxford edition of 1910) 
has no option but to follow 8B, supported as they are by 

CLXYA, but is he right and is Soden right? Can we put 
enough confidence in these mss to follow them against all 

the rest and against DW with the syriac and latin hosts an 
combination 2 Apply Burkitt's rule here, then consider all the 

flimsy alterations NB ask us to adopt in St. John, and our 
decision will probably come closer to the truth than that of 
Hort or of the Oxford edition or of Soden. 

+ev (ante mappynota) NBCDW Sod" d and only these Greeks 
against the other fifteen uncials and all minuscules and Cyr 

Chr. The only support is from sah, am ovsnAppHctaA and 
boh Hen OCMAPPHCIA which Tisch neglects to mention. 

Yrobably the ev crept in from the NYN preceding and 
influenced the common base of NBCDW. The only alter- 
native is that they got it from the Coptic. All the Latins but 
d are against them with palam for the in palam of d. W-H 

and Sod have ev. 
[ev tw ovopatt cov] w Sedwxas por BC*LN*W 7 33 64 Paris” 

Cyr'™ cum sah boh arm syr hier W-H [non Sod] (pro ous 88. 
pot DW rell omn it vg syr pesh acth Orig™). Syr sin and S* 

omit @ or ous dedwxas pot. 
The idea is to conform to the language of verse 11 where w Sedwxas 

pot of the great majority is doubtless right. We get a variation in 
verse 12, but these harmonising critical authorities will have none of it, 
and repeat 

xvii. 17. 

xvii. 3. 

34. 

xx. 16. 

18. 

w. (N writes: ev Tw ov. cov > Kat ous edwxas pot epurata). 

See under ‘Coptic and Latin,” and note +7 (ante arvyOea) 

BW Paris” soli cum sah et boh. Tischendorf omits to add 

coptic for this, chronicling B alone for the addition of the 
article. To B we now add W and Paris”, and the Egyptian 

picture is complete, unless we tabulate the Syriac as emphatic 
and add it to the small list. Soden also neglects sah boh. 
Hort does not follow B here as he did not know of the 

support of copt or of W Paris”. 
cat tov dap. (—ex) B” cum 314 [W-H] Cf. sah boh syr 

(not mentioned by Tischendorf). 

See under ‘‘ Order.” 
paBBovve: (pro paBBov) BN soli cum sah 

See under “‘ Change of Number.”’ 
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John 

xxi. 8. a\Aa ws = NABC Sod" W-H tart (pro add ws) [non D hoc 

loco]. Cf. copt. 

11. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

12. ovders (sine copula) BC sah t boh** [tarerTech von Wordsw] 

18. See under “ Order.” 

As to the corrector of B. 

As to the corrector of B (B? or B’) observe: 

xii. 15 where B* has Ovyatnp (pro Ovyatep) B" has inserted H = 7 

Ovyarnp = sah and boh, but no Greeks. Von Soden misses 

this connection with the Coptic, as did Tischendorf before 
him, but Horner has observed it. It should be noted. 

Coptic and Latin sympathy. 

1.42. (Steph. Tisch, ver 41 W-H Sod). mpwtov (pro mpwros) 
BAMT’XX°II Sod" min aliqg copt latt syr W-H Sod txt. 

(Non rell, non LW, non 33 vid, non 892, non Paris*’] 
43, (Steph. Tisch, rer 42 W-H Sod). wavvov (pro twva) NB*LW 

33 ab f f lr vg®¥* (iohanna vgg") sah boh (aeth) Nonn 

Evang Hebr (teste Evan 566 marg) W-H Sod txt, but against 

all else and syrr Epiph Chr Cyr Serap. (wwavva Sod°*") 
(Om dim). 

ii, 1. 1 Tpt7Ty NuEpa (pro ty npEpa TH TPIT) BU Sod fam 13 
127 min’ Epiph'* W-H™ = beqrand sah, against boh and 

the great mass of Greeks. 
iii. 18. 0 yen meotevwv sec loco (—be) NBW ff Ll bok" Clem Orig 

Tert Cypr** W-H [non Sod] but against the mass. This is 
coptic manner, but most boh and all sah have de. The three 
boh Mss involved are FKN. In Tisch’s notes neither boh nor 
Clem appear for the omission nor in von Soden. 

iv. 50. emotevoev sine copula NBDW [non minn exc. Sod! 537] 
cdl gat vg sah boh" Cyr W-H Sod tzt (against «at enor. 

the rest and syrr boh” aeth and Paris”, and emtor. Se by LT” 
213 314 s** 892). 

v. 12. npwrncay (sine copula) NBD p*' Sod ade fl r foss sah 

boh" and syr cu arm W-H [Sod]. (Om vers WEA b syr sin.) 

t Add this to Tischendorf's apparatus. It is coptic (and coptic style) against all 
others, but as the others vary among themselves as to what copula to use we need not 
accuse B of dropping anything. 
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John 

v. 29. of ta gavra (pro o: Se ta gavda or cat ot ta gavra) by B 

alone of Greeks with sah [negl. Sod] and a e ff Tert Aug 

W-II tet. (See under “ Improvement.”) T' extant here and 

otherwise sympathetic has oc Se ta davaa. 

vi. 5. —rov (ante gidermov) NBDNLA 33 892 Paris’ Sod?) K° 

Evst 60 Cyr W-H Sod txt (contra rell omn et W) = lat copt. 

7. —T BD bde filqyr aur vg? W-H [non Sod] (ef. copt). 

What necessity was there for a ‘“‘ revision”’ to add re here? 

See under ‘‘ Change of Number.” 

35. evrev (sine copula) BLTW 113 Paris’? LauraA!4 Sod!" 

a ber foss sah boh, arm syr W-H [non Sod]. 

45. mas (sine copula) NBCDLNSTW min perpauc it” vg sah 

boh arm acth syr sin Orig W-H Sod, against the rest and 

syr cu Cyr. 

vii. 40. See under ‘‘ Coptic.” 

viii. 14. >y paptupia pov adnOns eotw BW53 157 235 314 Sod* 

Evst 60 only of Greeks, with b vg" only of Latins, and sah 

(against boh) Epiph Did W-H™ (non txt) [non Sod*']. As to 

Origen he is divided and so is Chr, while D™ has a special 

form and order peculiar to him. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

59, —SedOwv Sia pecou avtwv Kat rapyyev ovtws NBD latt sah 

syr sin W-H and Sod txt. Even JT (extant here) has it. 

Soden’'s note to this is a caricature. No one could guess from 

it that no minuscules omit, not even Paris”. 

BDT' [non minn] d sah (acth) syr hier W-H 
Sod txt, against 

Ee... Pe by most, all Latins but d syr and most versions, 

but npas...quas NLW boh arab Cyr and Tisch, 

It will be noticed that W now lends its support to NL. See 

'Tischendorf’s note on the subject and full evidence in the second part 

of this book under “‘ Differences between N and B.” The testimony of 

Origen is not satisfactory enough to draw a conclusion as between NLW 

boh and BDT' sah. 

Joho 

ix. 11. 6 avOpwmos & Aeyopevos (pro avOpwmos rey.) NBT' 1 33 

Taura4!™ sah boh W-H Sod txt (avOpwros 0 deyopevos Sod"? 

Paris” al.) et cf. latt. 

24. ex Sevtepov post tov avOpwmov — 

ix. 4. npas... pe 

NBD{LT'W 33 Laura’ 

Sod! 14 [non Paris] bc dt ¢ lq sah boh syr pesh W-H- 

+ Dd substitute avrov and ewm for rov av6pwrov, a8 do only syr sin and arm, while 
: an ” 

pers merges rov avOpwmov os qv tupdov by expressing ‘‘ the blind,” “caecum,” or ‘‘ rov 

tupAov.”” 

: “fl John 

19 

i 26. 

29. 
42. 

xi. 18. 

30. 

. €t TOV viov Tov avOpwrov (pro es T. Uov TOU Meouv) 

x. 14 fin. nat yivwoxovor pe Ta eva 
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Sod txt whereas the rest place the expression after epwynoev 

ouvv (Om. gat). . 
—narkw NBD[non T']W 2° Paris” abcde figlr gat aur 
rq sah boh syr hier (mut syr sin) Nonn W-H [Sod], against all 
the rest all other versions and Cyr. 

NBDW 
Paris” d sah and syr sin Tisch** W-H*t [non Sod''] against 
all the rest including LT' (with them above) and Cyr Tert. I 
do not enlarge on this miserable change. I have commented 
upon it in my ‘Genesis of the Versions,’ pp. 399/400. Soden 
violites what principles he has by opposing NBDW here. 

XB(D)LW it vg sah boh aeth 

syr hier goth Eus Cyr Nonn W-H [non Sod] (cf. Epiph et 

diatess infra) but Kat ywvwoxopat uTo twv enw A rell gr 

omn syr pesh arm Chr Cyr°™ " Thdt. Syr sin conflates both 
these readings (not indicated by Soden). 

(Epiph invertens nat yap ta epa mpoBata ywwoner pe Kat 
ywookw ta eva mpoBata. Cf. diatess arab.) 

This is quite a remarkable place. Not a single recorded 
minuscule [not even Paris] agrees with the five uncials 
NBDLW for the active construction, yet all the Latins go 

with sah boh for it. And as syr sin amplifies and conflates the 

two, both must be equally old. 

The diatess (not inverting) seems to preserve the singular 

exhibited by Epiph: ‘‘And I know what is mine, and what 

is nine knoweth me,” continuing as the Greek ina harmonious 
sentence xcafws ywwoKer pe o TaTnp. 

Again Soden’s text opposes NBDLW. How can he reconcile 
this action with his attitude elsewhere when he follows NB 
or BD alone ? 

init. oxtopa (sine copula) NBLXW 33 157 213 249 Paris” 

Sod“ it [non d] vg [non vg?T] sah arm W-H Sod tart, contra 
rell et Chr Cyr, et syr sin +“ And while he was speaking these 
things.” 

—Kadws ertrov vp NBKLM*I* et W Sod min 

alig [non Paris] ¢ g vg (et sax) gat sah boh arm, W-H Sod tet, 
against the rest most Old Latins and syr sin. 

See Burgon ‘ Causes of Corruption,’ Burgon/Miller, p. 24/26. 
Kat TOAKOL ETLOTEVTAY NBDLX 1 33 157 213 248 249 
Paris” Sod51 19 mCN jt vg sah boh (et syr arm aeth) W-H 

[non Sod] against xae emtatevoav moddor of A and most with 
goth (arab). (aodXot ovy emtatevcay W.) 

BnOava (—7) Only NB Sod’ with Lat and Copt W-H tzt. 

Not even W agrees. 
See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 
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John 

t xi, 32. 

rii. 16. 

xiii. 11. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

> ove av povoaderdos ameBavey 1)* (sah boh). Cf. ove av pov 

ateOavev o aderpos NBC*LAW Sod"* "4 143 33 254 8 W-H 

Sod trt against ove av ameBavev pou o adeddos AX gr plur and 
ove av ameBave o adergos pov 69 [non fam] 397 Sod™® it rg 
arm syr, Yet another variation is: 0 adeAdos pou ove av 

areBavev by i*". Paris®’ omits pov (‘‘oux av ameOavev 0 abeddos” 

simply). It may represent the base, and you have crept in to 
the varying positions. There is so little serious textual 

variation in this much challenged chapter that every little 
thing is interesting. 

tavta (sine copula) NBLQWS3 Sod” sah b e ff gl gat vg 
syr sin WW-H Sod trt. 

This I ain sure is real coptic (sahidic) influence here 

because NB alone write in this verse avrov ot padnrat placing 
the possessive first as is the coptic manner, and in sah it is 
very striking, both as to this and as to the absence of copula, 

for sah heads the verse NECILLAGHTHC : “His disciples” 

proceeding: “knew not these” bringing tavra later, but com- 

pletely abandoning the copula (except one sah ms!) and 

giving great prominence to avtov ot wadntat which NB follow 
against all others. W omits the copula but does not follow 
the coptic method here. Do the critics really mean to tell me 
that I am wrong again and that a common wrderlying Greek 
tert is responsible for avtov ot wa@yrat in NB and in sah? 

Why then does W not doit? Observe W with XB elsewhere 

all around this passage. 
If anything be wanting to show B's real sympathy of eye 

with the sahidic version—(I have shown it previously)—let the 
critics observe the order maintained by B alone two verses 

beyond at xii. 18. 
. See under ‘ Order.” 

5. To pws ev vytv eote NBDKLMXIT and WY minn'"* it vg 
boh Cyr 1/2 Nonn W-H Sod tet, but 

to dws peO vuywy eote A the rest and sah syr arm aeth Chr 
Cyr 1/2. 

+orz (ante ovxe Tavtes KaBapot eoTe) BCLW 33 213 397 
Sod!** 190 541 lO KN 31 q@ be f fF lq 7 sah boh syr Cyr W-H 

[Sod], but against N and the rest, e and Orig. (Paris®’ 
repeats add in this place from the previous verse; but syr 

t In Tischendorf's apparatus change D to D*' (d reads frater meus) and add 8 after 
254, for 8 actually reads meus over pov thus: 

mortuul frar 
AOEL&OC 

n effer mf 
OUK AN MOY - ANE@ANEN - O- 

aes Johu 

xiii, 30/31. 

xiv. 5. 

14, 

19. 
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sin otherwise, for d:a tovro etc: ‘‘ Because of him said he 

this word.’’) 
ote ouv e€y\Oev = NBCDLXW minn non pauc., latt copt Orig, 

W-H Sod trt, but ovy is against syr and the rest of the 

Greeks. : 
Kupte ovx otdapev tov uTayets, Tws (—Kat)... BCLW sah 
bok" aeth and arab with a br and syr sin W-H [non Sod]. Ido 
not definitely accuse this of not being basic (although Tertullian 
is against it), yet the changes by the various authorities in 

the form of the sentence following, where N and B are divided 

once more, shows ancient editing at this place, and the 

absence of copula may be due only to Egyptian influence. 

Yet a br and sy7 sin are of weight, although d and the rest 
oppose. Arab continues the Egyptian traditions for omission. 

Observe in xiv. 7 soon following, another suppression of «ae 
before the amapr: clause by a B group, this time followed 
by Soden as well as by IV-H, against & and the majority, 

and furthermore at :— 
. A second suppression of xat before mws by NBQW 58 Paris”, 

this time with a bce fg foss vg Iren™ Hil and boh™ [not 
sah this time nor syr sin] W-H [non Sod] while aeth here 
with pers and Cyr have mws ovv. Observe D and d are still 

absent, as at xiv. 5, and it is fair criticism that instead of 
“ Antioch” revising by adding «ae in both places, D e¢ al. 
preserve the “‘ true text” with it, since the authorities which 

omit in the one and in the other places are not agreed among 
themselves, or rather disagree completely and it is in the 
Egyptian manner to omit. 
touvto Totnow (pro eyw rotnow) Only BALA? Sod" 33 124 
[non fam] 249 262 397 Lauras!! Sod? MG fam Hyst 16 
eg qr gat vg Aug boh sah aeth (+upw) Cyr W-H™ [non 
Sod]. Add sah to Tischendorf’s and Soden’s apparatus for this. 
(M* reads eyw tovto). It is opposed by the great mass of 

good authorities and looks very non-neutral. In fact the 
14th verse is entirely omitted by some authorities including 

syr sin and syr hier and most codd of arm, and Chr, and 

b and vg¥. 
otav sine copula NBA 2? Paris” el m 8 vg® sah'® boh" syr 
hier pers arab sax Did Chr Epiph Novat Hil W-H [non Sod], 

but against all others and Cyr. 
—otTt eyo vTayw Tpos tov matepa NBDLW 314 Laura 
Sod" abde ffrsah boh" aeth Orig W-H and Sod trt (against 

all the rest and sy7 including sin, and W and Paris®). 

ey sine copula NBDLW 1 [non fam] 33 348 2P¢ Sod'** 1 
abder aur boh” sah arm pers georg (Orig) W-H Sod txt. 





XVil. 

21. 

24. 

. €pxetat (— adda) 

. TEAELwWaAS (pro ETEELwWaa) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

-ott BCD*LNY 42 Sod *¢ [non WY Paris”) b de f 
09 @ gat vg [contra ac r 8] Orig Ath Cyr Quacst, and 

boh (which version Tisch and Soden neglectt) W-H Sod tzt, 

against & and the rest. 
NBC*D*LXYM? and W 1 [non fam] 33 69 

[ron fam] 213 Paris” Sod’ @ b deg gat vg (hine sax) sah 
arm syr hier Orig" Aug W-H Sod txt, but against the rest 

and Orig Ath Cyr. 
NABCLNIL et W 1 [non fam] 33 

42 192 246 Paris” w" b ff Hil 1/2 sah boh aeth Cyr 1/2 

W-H Sod trt, against the rest, whose testimony is strong, 

including that of Ign. [retedetwxa Sod" ut lat.] 
. eto (pro eativ) See under “ Change of Number.” 
. This is a peculiar and interesting place. 

““ayiacov avtous ev ty adnOera” without cou is read by 
&(B)AC*DLIL? and W 1 Paris*’ Sod!” (Cyr and the Latins 

and sah boh W-H [non Sod], but all the other versions have 

cov. The interesting point is that B alone [not sah bok] 

drops tn before ad7Gera, reading like the Latins “in veritate.”’ 
We narrow the matter of the versions here down to Latin 
and Coptic, and since in the same verse B adds 4 before 
ddjOea subsequently with W Paris” only of Greeks but 

both sak boht we are clearly on Latin and Coptic ground 

and in connection with both. Observe Soden’s critical prin- 
ciples or eclecticism here. He holds cov in verse 17 while 
rejecting ereXerwoa above in verse 4 both witnessed to by the 

same group. 
wa «at avtot év nuuv (—ér) wow = BC*DWabeder vg® sah 

arm W-H [non Sod] against the mass. The few Fathers who 

quote without év are also found to have it elsewhere, and Clem 

has it, which should be decisive as against D, Syr sin is illegible 

just at this place. Perhaps the vulgate ms E gives us the key. 

It writes ué ipsi in nobis in (unum...) reduplicating the ¢v. 

Possibly ENHMINENWCIN in the uncial writing caused the 

withdrawal of EN (é) after yu. Both V and Paris” retain 

év with S and the mass. 

This place does not really belong under the present heading. 

I do not know exactly where to put it. It refers to a very 

dificult matter. I will cite the verse in full: 

matep (natnp BAN ; om. et subleg. car syr sin) obs bedwxas pot 

Gedw iva oTroU ELpe EYW KAaKELVOL wWaLV HET Epou Wa Dewpwoty THY 

+ But in view of Coptic methods should be noticed here. 

$ And perhaps the emphatic Syriac. 

Joho 

xviii. 15. 

ibid. 

31. 

abid, 

xix. 12. 

16. 
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Sokav thy eunv, Av Sedwxas (al. edweas) por ote nyamnoas pe 

mpo kataBodns Kocpov. 

Clem, quoting 24/26, does not vary (except as to the tense 

of ‘ gavest’’) and employs obs. So do the other Fathers: 

Eus Chr Cyr Cypr Thdt ete, but RBDW Paris” boh 

[non sah] goth and d (agreeing with D*) and syr sin W-H 
and Sod txt substitute 6 for os. The only key to an 

error in writing would occur if marnp were absent between 

the two verses, as is the case in syr sin alone, and where 
nyannoas would be followed by ous: HTANHCACOYC, but this 

cause of corruption is very unlikely. Clearly here SBDW d 
boh goth syr sin hold the more difficult (most difficult) reading. 

Hort adopts it, but has nothing in his ‘Notes on Select 
Readings’ about it. The Oxford edition of 1910 places obs 
in the margin and Souter gives the evidence in a footnote. 
Soden boldly adopts 6 (although Sod” reads ov [showing an 
original difficulty, but not 6]) notwithstanding the fact that 
the omission which he neglected in verse 21 just above was 

sustained by a rather stronger family group. 
To what 6 refers is difficult to conjecture, and I would only 

remark as to the relative age of boh and sah that it is boh 
which goes with the accepted minority here for the hard reading 
and not sah. Surely if bok belonged to the vi" or vu" 
century this 6 would have been smoothed to ods by then. 

My excuse for inserting this matter here, on the authority 
only of d and boh of the Latt and Coptt, is that it calls 
attention to this matter of date. 
neorovber de ta Incov Sipwv Tetpos «at (—6) adros pabytns. 
Thus: d@Ados without the article X*ABD™' WY 106 c* 2°¢ Ere 
Sod'* 22 [non Paris’ ] with sah boh (KEeg,xA@HTHC) it rg 
(alius) and Nonnus specifically ‘‘ «az veos addos etarpos,” but 

the article is found in CX fourteen other uncials Chr and 

Cyr, and rather specifically in syr ‘‘ et unus ex discipulis aliis.”” 
W-H and Sod suppress the article. 
> yrwotos nv (pro nv yowotos) BW 4 Paris®’ Sod5* it” boh 

(sah) and syr W-H™. 

BC* Sod’ *” soli vid et W-H. Cf. latt boh. 
BC 225 250 sah boh eq vg®® syr pesh sin arm 

W-H. 
o wetAaTtos ante etree «=NBLUMXWY fam 13 33 249 Paris®’ 
LauraA!% Sod*4! 110 1089 [male 1390) KCN 74?! sah, boh Cyr W-H Sod 

trt, against two other varieties of order, while b omits Pilate 

outright. 
mapedaBov ovv tov Incovy tantum sine addit. B(L)X (19) 33 

(42) (61%) 29 abee Ff nr aur boh Cyr W-H Sod txt. 

methatos (— 6) 

—ovy sec. 
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There are a host of varieties here, chiefly of amplification. Of the 
versions, outside of the Old Latins named, all add something except boh. 
Even sah has “ But they when they had taken Jesus, they brought him 
out.”” In such cases, when the critics follow B and so few witnesses, I 
wish to call particular attention to the fact that boh agrees and not 
sah. In such passages then loh has not been smoothed and added to 
as they would have us believe. 

John a 

xix. 20. > eSpatote pwpatote eAAnMoTE BLNXW et & (hiat N* ex 

hom.) 33 74 89 90 234 248 g*" re Paris®? Sod! 1110 1080 6362 
KUN © f sah et boh arm aeth georg syr hier Cyr W-H Sod txt 
[contra rell pl.: eBp. dX. pop.) 

24. —n rAeyouca NB 249 a bee ff r georg sah" [non omn] 

Ps-Ath W-H. 
No others omit, not even WY or Paris”, but cf. pers probably 

representing syr sin still missing. Pers says ‘‘and the Scripture was 
fulfilled,” whereas syr pesh says ‘‘and the Scripture was fulfilled which 
said” (for the usual wa 7» ypadn TANpwOy n Aeyouca). The omission by 

NB sah" is against Cyril although made their own by IV-H, and Soden 
encloses the words in square brackets. Why then oppose as he does 
the larger group at xviii. 21 above ? 

John 

xx. 6. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 
xxi. 20. emsotpaders (—copula) BACI*W 33 265 w*' Sod’? bcegr 

gat vgg" sah arm pers georg. (Simon turned round and saw 
syr sin). The rest have de or «at, and Chr ovv. JW-H and 

Sod trt omit the copula. 
21. tovrov +ovv. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

Traces of Syriac Sympathy. 

Joho 

iii. 25. B alone adds twy after padntwr, reading ex twv pantwy Tar 
Iwavov. This may be reduplication, but cf syr sin and syr 

pesh: ‘of one of the disciples of John.” 

28. It is a little curious that so soon after this B alone with syr 
hier adds eyw after exrov so[W-H], while T° and syr cu sin 
prefix eyw, but the other Greeks all eschew this. 

Again : 
34. —To mvevypa = B* *! (h“* * 2) might be omitted also in syr sin. 

iv. 11. —n yun B cum syr sin et W-H txt (exewn pro n yuvn &). 

Westcott and Hort here followed B alone. This is now found 

supported by syr sin, while & substitutes exen. Cf. the cursive 28 

(sister Ms to W) and dimma at John xx. 15, exetvos pro o Inaous also with 

a a are eS 
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syr sin alone. Won Soden does not mention this at all in his notes, 

although I called attention to it specifically in the Appendix, vol. ii., of 
my ‘Genesis of the Versions,’ pp. 100 and 171, and Scholz had duly 

reported 28 for exetvos. 
The scientific course would be to follow syr sin in both places. Of 

course Hort did not dream of following Evan. 28 at xx. 15. But this 

situation reveals the insecurity of a text founded on preconceived ideas. 
If syr sin be right in iv. 11 why not at xx. 15? The answer is because 
Bis the key. Anything which supports B is greedily availed of, as will 

be a few readiogs of the new Ms W. But let syr sin or W oppose B, 

however much other support they may have, and the Hortites tumble 

over themselves to get away from such readings. 
éxeivos is a word however of peculiar importance in St. John, and 

these passages are well worthy of thought. See John ii. 21, iv. 25 for 

its general use, and xvi. 13/14 de spiritu veritatis. 
Dr. Abbott does not go into this matter very fully in his Johannine 

Grammar (but see § 2381, 2, 2731, 2), and as the Concordances do not 

subdivide the subjects, I append a list of the diverse applications of 
exetvos, exevot, and exevn in St. John’s Gospel. The word is used 

specifically : 

Of God at vi. 29 

Of the Father — i. 33, v. 19 88, vii. 29, viii. 42 

Of the Son i. 18, ii. 21 
Declaration of the Son of God ix. 37 eure d¢ avtw o Inaous Kat 

€wpaxas auTov Kato Aarwv ETA GOV EXKELVOS EOTLY. 

Of the announced Christ iii. 28 30 (testimony of the Baptist), 
iv. 25 (testimony of the Samaritan woman). 

Of the Light of Heaven i. 8 (ef. v. 35) 
Of the Holy Spirit xiv. 26, xvi. 813 14 
Of the Word xii. 48 
Of the Scriptures v. 39 
Of the believer xiv. 12 21, xvii. 24. Also vi. 57 (of 

the communicant) 
Of the angels at the tomb xx. 13 

Of the Healer (in the mouth of the paralytic) v.11 6 wonaas 
HE UYLN EXELVOS plot ELTrEV... 

As well as of Jesus in the mouth of the Jews. vii. 11 ot ovv 
Tovdacor efntovy avtov ev tn €0pTn Kat EdeYoV TOU eoTLY 

exetvos; again ix. 12 mov eomw exervos; again ix. 28 
ov et padnrys execvov; and again xix. 21 eXeyov ovv tw 
midaTw ot apxtepes Tov lovdaiwy pn ypade o Bactdevs Tov 
lovSatwv add’ ote exetvos eve Bacirevs etpt twv lovdawv. 

Of the year of Christ’s death (tov eviavtou exewov) xi. 49, 

Xviii. 13 
Also of John Baptist v. 35 (cf. i. 8) 
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Of John the writer xix. 35 
Of the beloved apostle xiii, 25, xxi. 7 23 

Of Moses v. 46 47 
Of the disciple known to the High priest — xviii. 15 

Of Peter the denier xviii. 17 25 (at xiii, 6 NB b 

Orig Cyr omit exetvos) 
Of the disciples xi. 13 

Of Mary, sister of Martha xi. 29 

Of Mary Magdalene xx. 15 16 

Of the scribes and pharisees vii. 45 
Of the blind man ix. 9 11 25 36 

Of the sheep x. 16 

Of the false shepherd x. 1 

Of another teacher coming in his own name _v. 43 

Of Judas xiii. 26 27 30 
Of Satan vill. 44 

Of the Jews x. 6 35 (add xix. 15 by BLXN*° 
Laura‘ *# Sod! &€ § @ g Cyr W-H Sod tzt f) 

It is even found in the pericope de adult. at viii. 10 avaxvyas 
Se o Inoovs «at pndeva Ocacapevos mAnv THS YyUVaLKOS eLTEev aut] 

“IL yuvn mov evow exeLvot ot KaTHYopoL cou, ovdels GE KaTEKpLvEr;”’ 

Add xx. 15 of him whom Mary supposed to be the gardener 
(testimony of 28 and syr sin), and iv. 11 of the woman of Samaria 
(testimony of &). 

Traces of Syriac (continued). 

John 

vi. TL. ets tov Swbexa (—wv) BC*DL 230 Sod* *'** d aeth [against 

sah boh] and syrr only W-H [non Sod trt] (6v pro év 604). 

vii. B4. + pe See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 
vill. 80. eate...mocecte B ff vg (Orig) pro nre...emotecte. W-H trt 

[Sod eore . . eroterte av] t (Cf. syr sin). 

xi. 2. paprap B 33 syr W-H (Copt latin and the rest papia) 
§19. papiap again BCDLA syr IV-H, here, in another case “‘ rpos 

Map@av cat Mapa” instead of Maprav as N and most. 

t Soden should not include 33 for this. 

+ Soden's notes are so constructed here as to be very obscure. The reading of B roterre 
being relegated to the third series of notes with 183 (my 604) which latter however has 
av which is missing in B, and has nre against eore. The connection between these 
matters is lost in Soden’s apparatus as often elsewhere. 

§ Soden quotes “lat” for this accusative but neglects to speak of syr here, or 
above, or below. 

“ft 1 

John 

(Xi. 20. 

21. 

46. 

( xiii, 22. 

xiv. 5. 

26/27. 
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But here only 33 138 Paris’’ Sod°* and 2"? are recorded for 
Maprap. ) 

The above should be noted as to a kind of indirect Syriac 

influence on B, for at:— 
B (possibly C) and syr sin ALONE omit xupre of all known Mss 

and versions except Evst 54, not quoted by Tisch or Horner or 
Soden; and the omission in Sod edition, relegated to his 
bottom notes as if of no importance! Has Soden not read 

Merz on this (p. 273 of the Schlussband) ? 

. B holds papeay here but with D and ACKLAITI Sod 33 138 

157 Paris’, while & maintains wapiay; the same applies to 

xi. 31. ) 
. Haptap, nominative, BC*E*L 33 157 Paris” syr (uapia & rell) 

. paplap ‘A B 1 [non fam] 33 Paris®’ Sod® ™ syr (uapea 
& rell) 

See below at xx. 16. 
—mas Ba alone with syr sin. Perhapsan error or deliberate 

harmonising with verse 44. Relegated to Soden’s bottom 
notes, where he omits syr sin (cf. Merz, p. 335). 

eBrerrov sine copula BC 16 245 Sod'™® e arm pers (Orig) sah"™* 
et N° W-H. 

I venture to place this here, although the syriacs have a 

copula, since pers and arm are agreed to support BC, and 
possibly the old syriac underlying pers and arm was without 
it, and BC may represent the base here. The more so as in 

verse 25 ovv or de omitted by BC 138 e¢ Orig only, is also 
wanting in syr sin. Soden quotes WV for omission, but Lake 
does not record it. ) 

See under ‘“‘ Coptic and Latin.” 

This is a place of some importance, although involving the 
addition merely of the little personal pronoun eyw. Tischen- 
dorf says: ‘‘upw...Praeterea BL 127 add eyw (sive ad vyw 
sive ad seqq trahitur,” by which he means that we can read 
either at the end of verse 26 wavta a etrrov uu eyw, OF Tavta 
@ erov up, and place the eyw at the head of verse 27: “eyw 
ecpnyny agin vu.” 

Asa matter of fact Evan 127, correctly reported by Birch, 
is misreported by Scholz and Tischendorf, for 127 reads in 
verse 26 tavta a eyw ermov vu as X 33 Sod* and not mavta 
a erov yuv eyw as BL 314 (= Sod“), so that while 127 
definitely places eyw in verse 26, BL are indeterminate as to 

adding it at end of verse 26 or at beginning of verse 27. 

No other Greeks or Latins add in either place! Hort however 

crams it in after vue verse 26 fin [.V. does not, again 
opposing Hort]. Neither of the coptic versions has eyw in 
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John 

xix. 10. 

11. 

txx. 16. 
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either verse, but the first word in sahidic of verse 27 is 

sfkuw (= addins) which might mislead the eye. In aeth 
however eyw is present in the same position asin BL. The 
situation in syriac is as follows: 

Syrves says 26/27 mavta a evrov eyw vpu * erpnyny adinpe 

eyo va, Syr"" (lesson 150) has eyw in verse 27 but not in 

verse 26. Syr™ has eyo verse 26 fin without vu (as Cyr only 

but @abee ff lmr aur omit vas), and syr" apparently has 
vuuv without eye (separately) but eyw separately verse 27 after 

adinut (Lewis ed. p. 254 note ‘‘ Dissimilia” line 4, and 

photograph opp. Ist col. line 4). At any rate the eyo of BL 

seems clearly due to the influence of a version. Tischendorf 

says nothing of the Syriac. 
[W* is wanting from xiv. 25 to xvi. 7 and 892 ceases on 

parchment at xiv. 23.] 
Matter of order and quite important. As to Pilate’s speech 
to our Lord. Instead of ove oidas ote eEovotay exw ctavpwoat 

ce kat e€. exw atodvaat ce, the order is reversed to: 

amodvoat oe...cTavpeca ce by NBAE*N Sod®®™ e and syr 
pesh [hiat sin] only, but with pers (doubtless representing 
the missing syr sin [Tisch forgets pers]) and arab W-H 
{against both coptics]. 
WY all minn. including Paris” give us the usual order 

which Soden follows. 
In this connection observe the order Sedopuevoy coe here of 

NBD’’LY and W Sod" * with syr and it! Cypr Iren'™ 

Orig™ 1/2 W-H Sod trt, against cot Sedopevov of most and 
Cyr. The order in the previous clause cat eyou ovdeyrav of 
NBD’ KLXWYW 1 33 124 [non fam] 138 157 2" Paris” 
Laura’! JVW-H Sod txt is also Latin order. Observe also 

the o wapaSous in this verse of NBEAA Sod%?' mint et 

W-H [non Sod txt] (for 0 mapaéiSous) = it vg syr: qui tradidit. 
papiap (pro papa) B with NLNOM and W 1 33 71™* 

wt Sod 1222 sah boh syr Greg Nyss Sev (Nonn) Tisch‘ 

W-H™' [non Sod]. 
(See above at xi. 2, 19, 28, 32, xii. 3). 

This is quite noteworthy. It occurs in our Lord’s single- 

worded address to the woman—(and is the correct lingual 

antithesis as it were to the answer ‘‘ paSfouv!”’ introduced 

in NB and the majority by e8paore but not by all) ;—whereas 

+ Paris'” breake off at xx. 15, the last leaves having apparently perished, as have 

the last leaves of the Apoc. in some mss, and as those or that of St. Mark where that 

Gospel came last. 

porapen erga See are 
Jobn 

xx. 18. 

23. 

John 

i. 12. 

v. 39. 

vii. 52. 

vi. 22. 

42. 

43. 

viii. 12. 

t 55. 

57. 

BIN ST. JOHN'S GOSPEN. 887 

sah boh do not use papa but papea earlier in the chapter, 

as do the rest. ® however has papray throughout. 
Haptap again = BNL 1 33 2" [Sod teste] sah [non boh] syr 

Nonn 
B (sol inter gr) ae f r syr Cypr 

Orig™ Eus. 

twos bis pro tewwv bis 

“ Form.” 

edaBav B [non W-H| 

epavvate NBN Sod°* (pro epevvate) 

epavvnoov = =9NB*T [non N| (pro epevvycov) ee AE 
The word occurs nowhere else in the Gospels. But at 

1 Pet. i. 10 e&npavyncavy by NAB* while in the very next 

verse 11 epauvverres follows by 8B* but not by A. 

At 1 Cor. ii. 10 epawa by NAB* and C, but at Rom. viii. 27 

only & has epavywy against B and the rest epevvwr. Finally 

at Apoc. ii. 23 epavywr is found in AC (hiat B) but epevver 
here by N and the rest. 

mepa (pro mepav) BY Cf Liddell and Scott [non W-H} 
Soden does not care to record this in his foot-notes, co B 

remains alone. But it is an indubitable “ improvement.” 
ouyxt ovtos (pro ovx ovtos) BT et W-H 

peta adAnrwy (pro pet’ add.) B 157 soli [non W-H| 
Soden did not recollate St. John in 157 so does not record 

it; but he adds Sod Sod™ (presumably ¢ 371 = Eran 4 at 

Paris) and V although not reported by Lake. 

pot (proezot) BT Orig (Until BT were carefully collated 

Orig was always cited alone for this. No others seem to join, 
nor 892 nor Paris’ more recently collated). W-H place poe 
in text and do not consider evo: at all. Soden retains eor and 
has no new evidence for por. 

kav (pro xateav) NBDW Sod soli ct W-H (cf. viii. 14 whi 

xav habent mss°'™ et sah boh, sed Orig c*" wat, cf. viii. 16 

cav & solus) 

e€opaKes B® et W Sod"" (pro ewpaxas) [non W-H] 

x. 24. exuxrevoav B 

xi. 24. ev 77 avactycet B (pro ev tn avactace) [negl. Sod| 

28. eetaca( pro evtovea secund.) BC 

{ By using cay for xa cay at viii. 16 N (alone) shows that this is a ‘ preference.” 
The others do 
xav elsewhere. 

not have it there. Are they right at viii. 55? Observe that Clem" uses 

Z 
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Actually in 1-H text because C supports. No marginal alternative. 
The Oxford text of 1910 restores ertovea. I presume ermaga is a form” 
and not a change of tense, but unless B intended a subtle variation 

between the first and second e:movca in the verse, it is difficult to see 

why he writes thus. Compare the versions. Jatin and sah make the 

Jirst ecrovoa = a past participle, and the second a present participle. 
(errwy sec. loco by the critical codex 213 (= Sod'®*) so often in the B 

group elsewhere.) Boh, according to Horner, conveys a past participle 
in the second place. 

In order to avoid burdening the apparatus in Part II. with a lot 
of minor differences in form or spelling,f I have not chronicled o 
host of places where & or B write ecrav for evrov.t I wish I had 

done so however, as this case arises which might seem at first sight 
to require delicate treatment. But it will be seen, as neither & nor B 

are constant in the use of erav, that it is merely a matter of 
occasional preference with either of them (indeed 1 writes edeyov and 

eXeyav in the same verse, Jobn ix. 16) and that e:raca secund. in 

xi. 28 is not to’ be regarded seriously. Some cursive Mss place a stop 

after aurns’ and before AaOpa ertovca, but I do not think B was 
finessing here. Hort (‘ Notes on Orthography,’ vol. ii., p. 164, col. ii. 
top) says: ‘‘'The participles et7as, eitwaca are rare: the forms in -av7os, 

artes, -avta have no sufficient authority anywhere.” It is regrettable 

that he did not refer to this place at John xi. 28 where eizovca is first 
used and then eizaca, by himself and BC only. He admits that esravtos 

and cases other than the nominative are not recognisable in the N. T. 
Then why admit e:taca in xi. 28? Why not have used exmas at ix. 6 
where the discourse had preceded the act of healing? Cf. some Mss in 
note below at xi. 38. 

John 

xi. 37. avutas _ BD {non W-H] 
§ 38. evBpetpwpevos B*D (Cf. xv. 18 pepeconnev BIX) 

xii. 15. Leroy (pro Sev) B*A [non W-H] 
32. av (pro ear) B 13 [non fam] W-H. Here 157 

Sod’ Orig Ath Bas Chr Caes have ortav. 

(xiv. 13. aetynte pro artnaonte BQ only and W-H™. It may be 
ellipsis or ‘‘ Change of Tense.” See thereunder and also as 
to the same form at xv. 16 by BLY. There Sod does not 
even record a:tnte although he did at xiv. 13. Sod'*® alone 
improvises a:tnonaGe at xiv. 13.) 

+ Thus sometimes B spells rapymia with one p, sometimes it is N who does this. 

¢ Thus taking for example John ix. we find ix. 22 26 emav by & alone, ix. 28 40 

ecrav ND, ix. 20 exravy NBL [not D], ix. 12 23 24 84 anav NBD. 

§ epBpmovpevos NAU al. alig; epBpipopevos plur; sed evBpov W; epSpipn- 

capevos C*X 213 Sod 8 Andre 5 (euBpipwoapevos t'", eu Spipoapevos K). 

BIN ST. JOHN'S GOSPEL. 33 

(xiv. 19. &yoere pro tncecGe BLX 213 only, but adopted by Tisch on 
the ground that at v. 25, vi. 5157 58 toe and Cyoovow are 
found and not tyoerar and fycovra, but, as he points out, 
fyoerat is found, without variation, at xi. 25. I place the 
matter here as it hardly seema right to put it under 
changes in verbal voices; yet a delicate shade of meaning 
seems to underlie one or other of these forms in the 
particular connection involved, and which one the writer of 
the Gospel used we shal] never know. W-H follow BLX 
with Enoere. Soden adds 213 (Sod'*) but does not follow it, 
yet 213 is a regular adherent to and confirmer of the B 
transmission. ) 

xv. 4. (evn pro pen NBL 33*[Sod] 213 Paris’ W-H Sod trt. 
“Form” or change of tense. But Origen eupewn and Eus 
Cyr pewwn ut vid. ) ; 

ibid. ( pevnre pro pewnte NABL Sod* Paris’ W-H Sod trt. 
The same applies here. Above a writes maneat but manseritis 
here, while d above has mdnserit (with most) but maneatis 
here. ) 

5. ovde ev (pro ovdev) B. Cf. CW Sod™! ad xxi. 3 [non B] 
13. ovde evs (pro ovdets) B 

(6. pevn (pro petvn) S*ABD Paris® Sod’? W-H Sod txt. Yet 

another Greek combination for this. d here has maneat but 
not @ nor the rest. ) 

ing Vs BOP | Felt wean Beare 0 TEE be Soa oca cay OeXnte N 

(8. yevnae pro yevnoecOe BDLMXA min pauc Amphil Chr 

W-H [non Sod]. Ellipsis or intentional change?  yweobe 
Paris”. ) 

22. eryooay (pro evxov) XBN*LIP? I[non fam] 19 mg 33 jr 

(negl Tisch Sod) Sod'® [non VY Paris] Origen wvime Cy pter 
W-H Sod txt (ecxav D*). 

24. eryooay (pro eryov) NBL* (hiat N)I? I[non fam] 19 mg 
33 Sod'* 2 W-H Sod txt against the rest and against Cyr 
here (eryav D*). 

xvi. 32. ape (pro xa epe) NBC*LNY I[non fam exc. Sod'*] 
138 Sod*®: Cyr W-H Sod txt against the rest and Const Did. 

xvii. 6. apot (pro «at pot) BY Sod” l[non fam] 33 138 W-H 
[non Sod] against & the rest and Orig Eus Did Chr Cyr. 

ibid fin. tetnpnxav (pro tetnpynxacw) BDLUW Sod® soli vid et 
; W-H [non Sod]. 

We have had imperfects (eAeyav) and aorists (cetrav) 
frequently. This is the first instance to be noticed of the 
perfect in this form. NN 33 substitute ernpyoav. To 
the testimony of BDLW however we should add e f 

2Z 2 
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XIX. 

XX. 

XXxi. 

i. 40 (St. Tisch, ver 89 W-H Sod). oyecbe (pro were) 

». atTnr@av 

. gyaow (pro ermev) 

3. edsd0cav (pro edidour) 

. expavyacay 

. TaxXELov (pro TayxLov) 

+ YEltvouUEevnSsS 

. ™AE€ov (Pro TeELOv) 

CODEX BAND ILS ALLIES. 

which read ternpyxa (e servabi, f servavi). This various 

reading may have come from a copy in which the final » 

of tetnpnxa had become lost before the vv following— 

TETHPHKANYN —but observe eyvoxa in the next verse, by a 
few cursives. is shared by most Jatt vett although no N 

follows there in the next word. 

. edwxes (pro Sedwxas) B' See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.”’ 

. edwKes ( 4, #3 ) BM ” ” ” ” ” 

NBDW I-H (et erecav NBCDELXW3O 1 33 213 

Sod**5 V-H ct Sod). 
NBC*LXWY 1[22 Soden. Teste Sanders 

cr errore| 83 218 2 Paris’? Sod °K © Cyr Chr WH 
Sod txt. 

XBLNXWY 1 22 138 2" 604 (crm LX 

ed:5woav) Paris’ Sod'"* * Cyr W-H Sod tart. 

. o mapadous (pro o mapaéibous) Liither ellipsis or a variation 

witnessed to by NBEAA W-H** [non Sod] Sod? tf? Kee 
min, but not the ones we expect, nor by WY Varis”, 

but = it vg syr qui tradidit. 
BD" WV 33 157 249 w' al" Sod W-H [non 

Sod | a, but this is a change of tense as well. See under 
“Change without Improvement.” 

B al aliq et W-H [non 8] 
({ have neglected the oft recurring differences between & 

and B as to wetAatos and meAatos, ecatyxee and coTnKet) 

. paBBovvee BN sah Evsthmeinesue. 3 JV_H (paBBwve D) 

. aperovtat B (agvovrae W-H™ ; agewvtar W-H' Sod cum 
NADOX Sod" al. Cyr, et agcevtar plur et Orig. 

5. xetpav BW and A c', but (see under ‘‘ Genitive before 

the Noun") BW pov tyv xepav, whereas A c™' thy yxetpav 

pov. (tas xetpas, — pov D d.) 
BA, [non D hoc loco, sed DA ver 5 

tpoopayeov, non B] 

NBCDLSXAND 4 33 122 314 Sod* Chr 

Cyr W-H Sod txt [against the rest and Basil] mov N al ? 
(1 22 2° Sod’ a bce fr aur syr sin omit 7. tovTwv.) 

Synonyms. 

BC*LT'W 
X" (Sod A4) YW fam 1 22 33 Paris” (Orig) W-H Sod tzt. 

This appears rather more euphonious as: epyeoe xat opeode 

than epyeoOe xar wSere. The latter is supported by the mass 
and Nand by Epiph Cyr Chr. As CLT” and WY join B for 

Joho 

[vii. 49. 

viii. 16. 

x. 3. 

xii, 3. 

. eOewpovv 
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ofecOe with 1 22 33 Paris’ it may well be fundamental as 
regards Egypt, but not necessarily as regards fundamental 

neutrality. [See Abbott for particulars as to Johannine 
diction in this respect. ] ; 

. umnutTncav (pro amnvrncav) See in St. Matthew's Gospel as 

to this pp. 24/26. 

BDLNX'¥V(A) 69 185 397 Paris’? Sod! 43% Cyr 
W-H Sod txt for ewpwv (Qewpovvtes pro ott ewpwv W, eBewper 

LauraA'™, ewpaxev Sod’) involves a discussion of the 

synonyms for seeing and beholding etc. in this Gospel (see 
Abbott, ‘Johannine Synonyms,’ § 1598) and would not be 

profitable enough to discuss at length here, so that it need 

not detain us. I will only remark that in this same chapter 

at verse 19 Oewpovery occurs, at verse 40 0 Jewpwv, and at verse 

G2 Oewpnre (or Oewperte), without variation among Mss, 8o that 
a change has been wilfully made here in verse 2 by one party 
or the other. Which is the most likely to have altered the 
word? (At vi. 36 ewpaxate occurs, and at vi. 46 ewpaxev, in 

both places unchanged except for Evan. 28 in the latter place, 
which ms merely adds emreywwoxet » before eopaxer (sic) pr. 

loco. ) 

emapatot (pro emixatapata) NBTW Sod I[non fam] 33 2” 

Sod® [non al. vid] Orig Cyr W-H Sod txt. This may be 
ellipsis, or it may indicate a preference, or it may be basic, 
for ewtxataparot is the expression throughout the LXX from 
Genesis to Jeremiah and therefore may have replaced 
emraparot. | : 

adnOwn (pro adnOys) See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

guwver (pro xarke) NABDLXWY fam 1 33 157 213 249 397 
2re Paris” Sod! 1014 Ke N49 Cyy WV-H Sod txt. It does not 
follow that the rest are wrong with cade. The change may 

have been made by “scholars” for alliterative purposes 
following ¢wvns avtov axove: in the verse. 
ezAnaOn (pro ewAnpwOn) in the phrase ‘7 Se oxta ewAn. Ex 

TS oguNs Tov wupov.” This reading is found in B only, and is 

put aside by Hort and R.V.as not worthy of notice. The 

viciousness of their ‘‘ note” system is shown here, for neither 

Hort nor Souter give the reading in their notes, and the 
ordinary minor student, who is compelled to use these tomes, 

thinks of course that B agrees with the text ewAnpwOn as 

printed. But B deliberately used a word which is practically 
non Johannine (Soden does not add one single new witness 

for erdnoOn), for the wAncavtes of many at John xix. 29 

[the only place in which a form of +A76w or mepdAnue is found 
in the fourth Gospel] does not find any room in NBLX who 
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use a different sentence (smoyyov ovv pectov ofous pro ot dé 
mAnaavtes amoyyov o€ovs xa) whereas: mAnpow is fully 
Johannine, occurring at: 

iii, 29. avty ovy n yapa n Eun TeTANPWTAL 
Vil. 8. oT 0 Enos Katpos (vel o Karp. 0 e405) ouTw TeTANPwWTAL 

xil. 38. wa o Noyos Hoatov tov mpod. TANPwHY 
xiil, 18. add wa n ypadn TWANPwOy 
xv. 25. add wa tXHPwWOD Oo ADYos 

xvi. 6. @AX ore Tavta AeXaAnKA ULV, N AUT TET ANPWKEY Uw THD 
xapotav 

24. wa n yapa vuwv } TeTANPwOpern (Cf. 1 Jo. i. 4, 11 Jo. 12) 
xvii. 12. wa » ypadn wANPwWOH 

13. wa exwow thy yapay thy epny TETANPWLEVNY EV EaUTOLS 

xviii. 9. wa wANpPwON oO AoYos ov eLTEV 
32. wa o Aoyos tov Ionov TANPwOy 

ao oe wa n ypapyn TANPWOH 

besides mAnpwpa in John i. 16 (a word not used by St. Luke, 
who on the other hand uses forms of 1A76w freely). 

Further, 7Anpow is found in St. John’s epistles : 

1 John i. 4. way yapa vpov 7 weTANpwpEVH (Cf. Jo. xvi. 24) 
uJohn ver. 12. wa y yapa vpov TeT@ANPwpEry y (N)Bvg.(Rell 3 werAnp.) 

in the same phrase as in the Gospel at xvi. 24. 
Yet, if the critics could rake up from the Libraries a few Greek 

cursives with ewAnoOy in John xii. 38, upon their own foundations and 
rules they would be bound to insert the reading of B there. Such 
unscientific reasoning cannot affect Scripture harmfully here, since we 
are merely dealing with a synonym at this place. But the example is, 
or should be, a warning and a danger signal as to B’s methods elsewhere. 
If B is ‘‘ neutral’ when he writes Ijcovs for 6 Incovs, even when alone, 

as Hort insists by repeatedly placing the article in square brackets on 
those occasions, why in the name of common logic is B not right when 

he gives us such a fine ‘‘ neutral’ form as ewAnoOn, equally not found in 

other documents ? 

I insist, and I think the public will say with reason, instead of 
repeating tous ad nauseam what a fine man Hort was, and how much 
study underlay his text, that his followers should offer us some explana- 
tion of why they abandon B occasionally when that ns is affected by a 

bad ‘‘sunstioke,”’ and not tbat they should cover up B’s solecisms by a 
conspiracy and a mantle of silence (which I charge to be unfair). This 
remark applies with even greater force to the next place of this kind to 

be considered, viz. John xii. 28, where B and Evan 5 alone are guilty of 
something very serious. See under ‘‘ Hopelessness of considering B 
neutral."" Both Hort and Souter’s Oxford edition abandon B, but cover 

up the matter by another conspiracy of silence. 

tii. 25, 

ix. 7. 

x. 18. 

xii. 35. 

xiv. 22. 
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In view of the foregoing, the next case may be referred with 
some confidence to an internal species of harmonistic effort 
(throwing some light on the other question of eyevey or 
SterpeBev at xi. 54. See under ‘‘Indeterminate."’) I refer to 

the substitution of : 
av noette by BCQY I[non fam] 33 Ps-Ath Bas Cyr W-H"* 

[nil in mg] Sod™® [non trt], or av edn7e L 2°*, or ednte av X, 

or noete av 22 213 314 Sod', for eyywxerte av, which as 
Tischendorf carefully explains may be a reflection of Jobn 
viii. 19. NDW Paris” substitute yowoece which Tischendorf 

receives into his text. av dere seems very likely an im- 
portation from viii. 19. 7 

Homoioteleuton. 

ex Tov pabntwv Twv Jwavov B'*' (but see under Syriac) 
amndOev Bretrwv (—ovy nat evipato car nrOev inter amndrOev ct 

Brerwv) B! 

Syr sin however differs: ‘‘ and when he washed his face his 
eyes were opened,” leaving out any question of 7AGev 

which caused trouble in B. 
The arm is rather graphic here: ‘‘ He went, washed, came 

and saw.” 
TavTny evtodny (pro taurny thy evtoAnv) Bt. This must be 

an error and cannot certainly be referred to any Latin 

influence yet Sod’, a thoroughly bilingual codex, alone 

now comes to join B at this place! Note the only Greek 
witness in xix. 26 for avtov post tv pntepa to join the 
Latins a ¢ nis Sod? with 2. 

See beyond under the caption ‘‘ Historic Present.” It is in 
the same verse that NB alone substitute npev for ape. I have 

directed attention to the tullit of gat at that place. Is it 
possible that Latin (tulit and hoc mandatum) is responsible for 
both npev and tavrny evtorny (—THv)? 

Homoioteleuton with Indeterminate Results. 

Tepimatertews To pws exete. Depending on how carefully the 

original was made and copied must depend the correctness of 

the double variety wepematerte ws or Tepimaterte ews. B favours 
the former. In verse 36 ws stands plainly by NABDLWIIV 
Did Ath. 
KEKAITIFETONEN, xaz has been inserted or dropped here owing 

to the proximity of «é. Nand most have it. BADELX 33 
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397 Taura‘ 14 Sod™ 48 81KN Cyy latt copt syr arm aeth goth 
Arop it as do W-H [nil in mg] but not Soden (I wonder why). 

Homoivteleuton and Homoioarcton. 
John 

xiv. 4. We can hardly attribute to homoioteleuton the shortened 
clause here. It would be charitable to doso, but itis evidently 

to remove an apparent (and not a real) pleonasm that 
NBC*LOXW 33 157 213 (Sod') boh pers aeth™ and only ar 

of the Tatins give us «ae omov (eyo) uvmayw odate thy 
odov with W-H and Sod, instead of «ae omou (eyo) vmayo 
odate, kat tHv odov adate of D and all the other fourteen 
uncials, all the cursives, syriacs (including sin), sah, latt, 

the other versions, and Cyril. Neither V nor 892 follows 
the NB group here, and Paris” has cat omov eyo vmayo 

ove otdate tyv odov. (Observe that it is boh which 
supports NB etc.,and notsah. Further remove “al. pauc” and 

“al” in Tisch Horner and Scholz after 33 157. It is doubtful 
whether any other cursives so far collated have the short form. 

Only the famous Sod’-? (= 213) appears as a new witness. 

Correct MWetstein also who cites goth for it.) oc, not cited by 
Tisch, has cat omov vrayw eyw otdate (—xat THv odov odate). 

xvill. 5. Where Dber (hiat d@) and Origen omit encous in the sentence: 

Aeyet avtots (Inaous) eyw ete * ecatnxer S¢ xae lovdas, B alone 
with a changes the order thus: Neyer avtors eyo eye IC ICTHKEN 

placing Incous after eyw ee and changing the form of the 

address. This i6 crept in from the margin into the wrong 
place, or is an error of homoioarcton from ICTHKE! following. 

Hort cut the difficulty by omitting Inoovs from his text 
(with D 435 minn’ [et Sod*" !°**] b e r Orig) but indicates it in 
his margin as an alternative reading to place it where B does. 

But r (closely related to a) by omitting shows that in «@ 
“ Jesus”’ came in, as in B, from the margin. Why should we 

follow B a then and insert it in the wrong place? a shows up 
the whole thing by writing ‘“ Jesus autem stabat et Judas...” 

Compound for Simple Verb. 
Jobin 

Iv. 15. For pode epyouac (or epywpac) evOade avtrecv of all others and 
Orig 1/5, 8*B and Orig 4/5 (and these alone) write unde dcepy. 
...(Stepyopar B, dtepywpat % Orig) evOade avrrew. 

As to this, Tischendorf at last makes a remark which we eagerly 
avail ourselves of. He says: ‘'(:: epy- st scriptum fuisset, quis tandem 
Stepy- maluisset ?).” 
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After going through St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke, and the first 
three and a half chapters of St. John, that is the best way he can put it, 

“If epyouat or epywyar be original who would have thought of changing 
to &epy-""! But, on the contrary, in the previous hundreds of pages in 
this volume we have seen NB and Orig constantly improving or trying 

to improve. The answer to Tischendorf and Westcott and Hort (for of 

course Scepx- is found in the latter’s text, ‘‘ duepywuae” with &, rather 

than B's Sepyouar, and no marginal comment) is that B often substitutes 
a simple for a compound verb, so that in these other cases an “‘ Antioch ” 
revision presupposes a change from simple to compound which “ Antioch” 
would favor. Why then not here retain the compound if original? 

Further, the context shows that €Px following A€ in MHOE (MHAEEPXOMAI) 
could easily give rise to Ssepyouae. 

The middle-Egyptian fragment (published by Crum-Kenyon in J.T.8. 
vol. I does not have S:epy. (p. 428). 

Dr. Souter in his latest pronunciamento on B (‘Text and Canon,’ 
1913, p. 22) after referring to conflations in B at Luke xii. 47, xix. 37, 

says: ‘‘ But such features are like spots in the sun.” So carried away 

with B—(without real fundamental acquaintance with its pervading lack 

of neutrality, and indebtedness throughout to the ‘‘ Version tradition ’’)— 
was Hort, but Souter is absolutely inexcusable to write in this vein. For 

justification of our remark the reader need only read the previous and 

the subsequent pages in this volume. But on p. 103 Souter fairly eclipses 
anything so far said as to the wonderful labours of Westcott and Hort. 

Now Dr. Souter is a capable and very well read man. Whence this 
fascination for an edition without fixed principles, or rather with an 
invented standard, and whose sponsors withheld (if they knew them) ¢ 
the rules which should govern in identifying readings? It is a strange 
situation. For fear that any student might be independent enough to 

think for himself once in a while, Dr. Souter delivers himself of this 
(p. 117): “In deciding as to which of one or more readings is the correct 
one, the final judgment lies with the trained common sense of the 
scholar. If it be replied that scholars differ, then the answer must be 
that for the untrained man the opinion held by most scholars, or by those 
whose judgment is most highly esteemed by the body of scholars themselves, 

is that which will be most safely followed.” 
This is immediately succeeded by the following : 

‘There can be little question that of all texts now in existence that 

t How about John iv. 46, Dr. Souter? Here B writes nAGev ovy mad ev xava for 

yA. ovv mad. es tov kava. Ie this a sunspot or a sunstroke? ([B is followed by NX° 
(= Sod tremendously Latin) Sod), 

} Hort’s ‘Introduction’ has no adequate foundation for his text in the matter of 
examples. It is throughout “assumption” backed by wordy and pleonastic iteration, 
not by examples. 
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which commands the highest degree of assent among those best qualified 
to judge is that of Westcott and Hort." 

Now the first part sounds logical enough, but it certainly is illogical 
to follow it up with the subsequent renewal of idolatrous admira- 

tion for Westcott and Hort, because Dr. Souter himself consented to 
allow his name to appear on the title-page of the Oxford edition, from 

which many of Hort’s readings are ejected, whether Souter approved or 
not. 

We return to Jobn iv. 15 where the Oxford edition is satisfied to 

leave Stepywuac of NB Tisch and W-H in the text. The Revision thus 

shares Tischendorl’s and Hort’s ideas that it would be folly to suppose 

that anyone finding epxywpae should have revised to Scepyopac. 
Very well. That presupposes that every other Greek Ms (including 

mind you, DLWW Sed" 1 13 22 26 33 127 157 213 604 892 Paris*’ all 
extant here, besides hosts of other important witnesses including Soden’s 
sympathetic codices from Sinai and Jerusalem) have been revised FROM A 

COMMON ORIGINAL, which we happen to know is not the case, because 
most of these mss have a partial base conforming to and B. [Soden 
cannot produce a single new witness agreeing with & or B.] 

It presupposes that every latin base has been revised (for none read 
the equivalent of Scepywpac) although in countless places in the neighbour- 

hood some and often many Latins are found with & or B. 

It presupposes that D has also been tampered with, and W. 
Why this elaborate and terrific difficulty, instead of recognizing that 

our good old friend, the precursor of NB and contemporary of Origen, 
calmly made use of his little ‘improvements "’ or suffered one of his 
“lapses ”’ from homoioteleuton. 

The sah and slav versions have ‘‘and I should not come out,” while 
acth expresses ‘‘et non veniam huc iterum.” vg* adds amplius. Other- 

wise nothing lends its countenance to depx. which is opposed by Origen*-”** 

bimself, and by Cyr two hundred years later, which is a poor commen- 
tary on the “watchfulness of Alexandrian scholars” (Hort) if d:epy- 

had been correct. 
As a matter of fact, but for SsepyerOac in this came chapter (Jo. iv. 4), 

Scepyouae is foreign to St. John's diction, while being exceedingly common 
to that of St. Luke.t A glance at the concordance will show the situation. 

I think therefore that it is not # question of Tischendort’s ‘‘ quis 

tandem Svepy- maluisset,” but that dcepy. is an error from the MHAE 

preceding. 

Dr. Hort (vol. ii. p. 226) explains his decision thus : 

“‘Arépyouat is here used in its idiomatic sense ‘come all the way,’ 

which expresses the woman's sense of her often repeated toil.” 

Exactly. Thus NB “improved” the record. 

+ Twenty times in Acts, ten times in St. Luke's Gospel. 

pare eeen 
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Hort continues: ‘ Being commonly used in other senses, the word 
was easily misunderstood-and assumed to be inappropriate; and the 
change would be helped by the facility with which one of two similar 
consecutive syllables drops out.’ 

We are face to face here with Dr. Hort’s whole mental attitude in these 

matters and with our own. His studies led him to presuppose innocent 
copying on the part of B (p. 237), and a very pure archetype from which B 
was copying. Our investigations reveal a surprising degree of the contrary 
elements pervading B, of which we are giving examples at full length. 
Having established that the B text is full of “improvements,” we can 
only rank dcepyouar as another in the same class. Dr. Hort sees here 
the foundation text, abandoned by all copies, scribes, and versions, 

because the true sense (which be alone appreciates) was “easily mis- 
understood." But the copyists and translators of antiquity did not act 

thus, and there is no trace of this left elsewhere, except in the aethiopic 

version (as recorded above) which once more reduces Hort’s mental 

attitude, and that of Nand B and their progenitors, to Egyptian soil. 
Hort says depy. means “‘‘ cone all the way,’ which expresses the woman's 
sense of her often repeated toil.’ Exactly thus INTERPRETS aeth alone, 
retaining epywpac but adding tterum! And so INTERPRETS Ephr (against 
syr and diatess) ! 

Jobn 

iv. 16. Immediately following this, we find cov tov avédpa by B 
and seven cursives which is the coptic method (for tov 
avdpa cov) and where Orig 3/6 3/6 is on both sides. 

What happened to % here? And W? What science is there in 

establishing Ssepy. as “neutral” and basic in iv. 15 if in the very 
next verse we cannot tell what is and what is not neutral? Of course 

Hort knew, for he had support for B from a mixed lot of cursives: 69 
[contra fam] 71 74 248 254 Evst 32 and 60 [contra Evan 157 its sister], 
(Soden only adds ™ ¥1) so he placed the B reading in his text. But he is 
only following a “‘ version tradition,” one “‘ version tradition,” and that of 

Egypt, insodoing. Naturally, when you establish an arbitrary ‘ neutral” 

text and make it a standard you can be free to act as you wish. This utterly 
unscientific stand (Scepywpas in verse 15) is now found to be adopted by 

the R.V. as exhibited in the Oxford edition of 1910 after thirty years’ and 
more experience since Hort’s text was published. I can only say that 
the “ majority of scholars ” cited by Souter may be right, but I prefer to 
remain with the late Dr. Salmon, Canon Cook, Adalbert Merx and others 

in the minority. ‘Facts are stubborn things,’ as Adalbert Merx quotes 
on the first page of his first volume. I will noé accept all B’s strange 
readings and aberrations because I am told to do so. Souter’s apostle 
Burkitt (see the unstinted praise on p. 129 of Souter’s ‘Text and 
Canon’) himself is on my side with Turner and others against this 
idolatry and even von Soden abandons NB and Orig 3/4 here. 





BAS CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

VERB Form CHANGES. 

Change of Voice. 

ohn % 
v.25. axovaovow B 22 138 357? (257 Tisch) Sod®™ Chr Cyr 

Hipp (Soden) ct W-H txt. 

XLT [non fam] 33 69[non fam] 157 185 213 
BLA Qe ef WW Paris’? Sod?’ 49  e¢ Sod txt. 

(audiunt cf vg") 
DATAATL wne® minn pl et Hipp (Lagarde) 

ibid. Gyoovew NBDL et T'W I[non fam] 22 33 357 2re 2" 
} Laura 41 [Soden non Lake] Paris” [non 346 teste Ferrar] 

Sod?** W-H Sod txt. 

but = Gycovtae ATAATI unc® al" Hipp" Chr Cyr. 
As to the more recently recovered witnesses, W and Paris” join SB 

in both places, but VY has axovswow and leaves Syoovrar alone, thus 

avreeing with Chr and Cyr, and 892 makes no change from the textus 
receptus; the new witness T', of course wholly ‘Jigyptian,’ agrees as 

would be expected with W. 
The suspicious thing here is the position observed in Cyr and Chr, 

which is reversed in ]), while the 1 and 13 families are divided. Would 
it not be better to follow Hippolytus rather than strain at the more or 

less imaginary ‘‘neutral” text here? Hipp is absent in the following 

but Chr and Cyr are on both sides. 

Jol 

AKOVOWOLVY 

but axovoovtar 

BY[negl. Sod] 157 Sod Chr 1/2 Cyr 
W-H txt. 

NRLNA (Sod) 33 213 397 Yaris’? e¢ W 

Laura’ 14 Sod'°* *' Sod txt [non 2] 

but axovoovtat DATATL une rell minn Chr 1/2 Cyr°™ Bas 

Here W again agrees, and T' with B, but not V, and 892 is again 

noticeable by absence from agreement with & or B, Observe that 1 
and 69 do not repeat their change here and Sod’ has axovaovoovtat 
sic. Paris” (with Orig) adds «at ot axovoavtes Snoovow repeating and 

confirming tycover of verse 25, and thus is more consistent than VY which 

abstains from change here. 
John 

v. 28. axovaovow 

QAKOUCWMCLV 

x. 14. See under “ Coptic and Latin.” 

+ Soden does not give Laura1% at verse 28 below (his '*). Has he copied 

wrongly from Lake ? 
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John 

(xiv. 19. S&yoete pro tnoecbe See under ‘ Form.” ) 

xiv. 23. motncopefa (pro mornocopev) See under “ Improvement "’ and 

note very specially. 

Change of Mood. 

xiil. 2, mapado: (pro rapabdw) NBD [non T'W rel! | 
(Cf. xiii. 29 wa te Soe D) 

As to whether o really represents a change of mood or not in NBD 

here and elsewhere, it is worth noting that the new Ms W has eyvor for eyvw 

in xvi. 19, so that oc for » may merely be itacismic in NBD. 
But see Matt. xviii. 30 amodq & (vult!" amodorn) pro arose [not 

cited by Tisch or Sod], noticed by us in Postcript to Part ITI. 
I have neglected all changes of mood following wa. They seem of 

no value in the premises. 
John 

xiv. 15. typnoete (pro tnpnoate) BLY [Sod non Lake] 5473 Lauras 
Sodio sr werner Ke WH [non Sod txt] only and sah boh arm 
future against imperative of the rest and the other versions 
(8 83 Paris’? Sod" and a few tnpnanrte). 

Change of Tense. 

iv. 21. reoreve (pro meotevaov) NBC*DLW 1 22* 138 fam 13 [non 
124] 2r Laura’ Sod! °K (male vid Sod = i] sah Orig 
Ath Cyr W-H™ Sod™® [non] 

vi. 12. We may include under this head ra wepiccevovra by B only 
and 40 63 6471 al’ Sod’ ""C [not indulged in by the real 
sylwpathising cursives] for ta mepiccevoavta of all the rest 
and Cyr (mepeaceupata 3 alig.). Neither W-H nor Soden 
follow B here. 

(A change of number occurs in the very next verse.) 

vii. 19. eSwxev BDHII 210 244 359 hi soli inter omn et W-H™ 

(pro dedwxev & rell) 

In these connections we must consider St. John’s manner. 
He employs the perfect almost habitually. 

39. ot meotevoavtes (pro ot meatevorvtes) BLT (meotevcovtes) W 

Evst 18 syr sin (cf. sah) Chrys! and W-H txt [nil in mg], 
but apparently no others. Soden gives no new witnesses. 

viii. 23. edXeyev (pro ec7rev) NBDLNTXW fam 13 [non 124] 

LauraA' [negl Sod] Sod® "4" C cel og Orig Cyr W-H Sod 
trt. 

This looks like a strong combination, but it is opposed by 
all the sympathising cursives and 1 33 892 Paris’ and W, 
Why? Because emev is right. The small band above 
changed merely in order to conform to edeyov above in verse 
22. Again a question of “pairs.” Ver 22 edeyor ow ot 
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John 

vill, 39. 

x. 18. 

21. 

bo wt 

xi. 27. 

29. 

. oUx emlaTevaate (pro ov mLaTEvETE) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

lovéaror..., then why not, said they, xae edeyev avtots in 
ver 23, There would be no reason to change to ec7rev if edeyev 

were basic. 

See under “ Improvement.” 
The number of cases of change of tense in the Gospels can 

be doubled if we consider the readings of S as well as those of 
B or NB together. ; 

npev (pro ape) NB solicum W-H. See p. 354. 
avokar NBUXX'W Sod fam 1 fam 13 22** 33 157 213 
949* Ope Paris” Sod'8 S41 1119 fim CN Orig Chr W-H Sod txt, 

against avorye by the great mass including D. This avorfae 

must be an ‘‘improvement” to fit the remark to chapter ix. 
where the record is so complete of a cure of the blind. I 
cannot conceive of a ‘‘revision” under all the circumstances 
changing avortae to avoryev. 

B 452 63 71 157 248 259 
Sod Chere" 27 (4+ pot) (33? 251 ove emcorevere) f [non Paris” 
rell). 

Only the above-mentioned change, against all the rest and 
against the Versions. It is quite clear that it is an ‘‘ improve- 
ment” (following e7rov vey) and not basic, and even Hort 

abandons B and does not record anything in his margin! The 
amusing thing is that King James’ translators (although the 

previous editions and Tynedale had the present) have ‘and ye 

believep not,” and Hort and the Revision actually set them 
straight here as against B and company, and of course the 
margin of the Revision is silent, whereas they could have 
mentioned B and ten other “ancient authorities ” for the past 
tense. 

The point to observe is that the transition from “‘ J TOLD 
you...to...and ye BELIEVE not” offended B, and Hort by not 

accepting B's ‘I TOLD you...and ye BELIEVED not” reproves 

B for an unnecessary nicety. Is not our case abundantly 

proved by this? If B is wrong here, he must be wrong in 
many of the other places which we have discussed. Fancy 

accepting npev of NB in x. 18 (vide paullo post) and rejecting 
this harmless reading of B min® in x. 25! 
mistevw (pro memtotevxa) B* c*"(=Sod**) [negl. Sod] sah 

boh (and syraethetc.). Also A.V." again. Not adopted by Hort. 

See under ‘‘ Coptic.” 

€xKEelvy WS NKOVOEV, EYELPETAL TaxXu wat epxXetat T pos auTov. 

So Tischendorf (against his own group)t with the textus 

t “Tischendorf's text is, in my own opinion, right in many places where the text of 

Hort is wrong.” C. H. Turner (J. T. 8. vol. xi. p. 183). 

> a 
1 ne be 

Join 

xii. 13. 

49. 

. axodovberv (pro axodovOnaat) 
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receptus and most, but against Hort's and Soden’s: exeiwy b¢ 
ws nxovoeyv nyepOn tay Kat npxXeTO mpos avtov with 

NBC(D)LXW 33 213 249 397 Paris”? Sod" "™N [d has 
surrexit and venit, D®™ nyepOn at epxertac, clearly a Latin 

influence on his Greek]. 
I suggest that this small but important group is perpetrating 

another ‘‘improvement,” objecting to the transition from the 
past tense nxovcev to the graphic historic presents eyetperas 

and epyerat. So at least thought Tischendorf, no mean judge 

of such matters, and he condemns his beloved & by absolutely 
neglecting its testimony, down to the suppression of the 
connecting Se at the head of the verse. f 
expavyacay (pro expavyatov NB*DLQW et expatoy une rell) 

BY" inter gr cum sah et goth. 

An exception to the rule of “ pairs’ is made here, and instead 
of edadnoa...edwxev, we are treated to ehadnoa...debwxev by 
NBAMX and WY al. pauc. Did Cyr W-H Sod txt, while 
the rest favour edwxev. Now dedwxev may have been intro- 

duced by NB efc. to conform to St. John’s more usual use of 
the perfect, or the other side may have revised to edwxev (but 
observe that DA, the graeco-latins, have the aorist) for the 
sake of the “pair.” We will not insist. For at xiii. 3 
NBKLT'W 188 Paris” Sod* have edwxev. 
meoteunte (pro meotevante) BC Orig 1/2 et W-H txt [nil in 

mg] 

B and C only. This is a 

most glaring change, yet Hort follows in his text without 
marginal alternative. And this amounts to following B alone, 
because he prints axoNovOerv apt, whereas C (the only other 
authority for the present infinitive) has vuy axorovfev. More- 
over the fact of wilful change is shown by C, who alone with 

Evan 96 and Cyr also changes vuv axodovOncar in verse 36 to 

vuy axorovOe. The Oxford edition of 1910 representing the 
Revisers acknowledges that BC and Hort are wrong, for it 
restores axoXov@noat without marginal comment. Upon what 

principle then do Souter and the critics so earnestly commend 
Hort’s ‘‘foundations”? Once more they are shown to be 
imbedded in sand, and to represent the perishing piles of B. 
For the present infinitive is clearly introduced because of the 

propinquity of vuy and aprte both in verses 36 and 37. (Some 
few Mss, viz. 157 with 47 435 and the Latinisers 56 58 61, 

remove aprz altogether in this verse 37. NX W vary the order 

t See my remarks as to this in Part II. under ‘ Versions.” 
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xiv. 10. 

13. 

xv, 4. 

Xvi. 22. 

. aiTnte (pro attnante) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

of the following clause to umep cov tyv Wuxny pov Onow, and 
some would couple apre with this sentence.) 

ov meaTevaes (pro od meaTevers) B**', This is a very pretty 

place, and will appeal to Coptic scholars, if not to my less 
well-informed critics. I know of no other authority for this 

except the bohairic version (all codices) which very definitely 
has the second person singular of the future tense: 9ondact 
An against the transliterated mrmicreve an of sah. 

Could anything be more definite as to the situation as 

between B and the bohairic? 

aitnte (pro aitnonte)  B(attyntat) Q only, is presumably the 

present conjunctive, unless merely a matter of “ form,” but 
both coptics have definitely the future. [In verse 14 B reads 
aitnonte with the rest]. See below at xv. 16. 

. See under ‘‘ Improvement.” 

+ ) In verse 7 pecvnte and pen 

are retained by those who 
change in verses 4 and 6. 

BLY [non Paris” non al. vid]. B is 
the only one to have this both here and at xiv. 13 (see above). 

It may be a version influence, but it occurs here in B at the 

end of a line. It can also be referred here to a continuation 
of the tense in the verse of wa vues vmayyte...pepnte... 
wevn...attnte. This would bear out the general preference 
for “pairs” as explained elsewhere. On the other hand, 

in the actual sentence a:tnte would not square with do 
following (of B etc.). We would have the pres. subj. followed 
by the aorist subj. in this last clause «wa ott av attynte Tov 

Tpa ev Tw ovopate pov Sw vyuv, whereas we might expect S:dw. 
&, some cursives and Cyr force the future dace ft on us to 

square with a:tnonte. Any way we look at it there has been 
forced tinkering with the passage, for others read Sey. As 
none read 8:6 we may look with suspicion on acryte of BLY, 
which Hort merely places in his margin. 

ape (pro atpe) BD*l (epee N) sah boh arm aeth W-H'* 

Sod™*, Cf. Hil et tollet ¢ d & gat aur Aug vg", auferet a ff 
v Cypr (adepee W), aufert e f q; tollit b vg’. See under 
“Improvement.” 

bis in versu See under “ Form 

” ” ” 

. edaxes B, edwxas A I[non fam] 118** a‘ Paris” Sod’? 
W-H™ (pro &5«as rell) 

. edaxes B, unas ACDIT*W minn pauc W-H' (pro Seboxas 
longe plur et Cyr). 

_ marten (pro morevon) N*BC*W Clem Eus W-H [non Sod}, 

t And fam 13 have rovro moira elec. 

fs ee alae 
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but against the rest and Orig Ath Cyr. Probably to conform 
in & measure to motevovrwy in verse 20, for meotevovtwy 
is the correct reading there. 

xix. 12. expavyacav BD“ min" a W-H txt [nil mg]. See under 
“Change without Improvement.” (edreyov pro exp. Aeyovtes 
N; of. NW in xix. 15.) 

15. meoteunte (pro motevante) X*BY (verse number wrong in 
Lake) Orig W-H [nil mg] (Latins credatis) against all the 
rest (Soden adds no new witnesses although printing in his 
text worev[a]nze) including W Paris® and Cyr [e and vg¥ omit 
the verse, but not the Diat’ nor any other authorities (syr 
sin still missing until xix. 41, but pers has it)]. 

xx. 31. meoteunte (pro matevonte) N*B Sod W-H txt [nil mg] 
(Latins credatis) against all the rest including W tbe new 
fragment T° (Amélineau p. 47) and the Evst. in same publica- 
tion (p. 63) and Cyr again [Origen is absent]. Will Soden 
please explain why at xix. 35 he prints worev[o]nre and gives 
H** 8 Op in his upper margin, while here at xx. 31 he 
prints motevonte (against Hort) and places mioreunre H 2" 15 
in his second column of notes, although he adds J°°° ? 

xxi. 6. eoyvov (pro taxucay) NBCDLNANW [non W] 1 
[non fam] 4 15 27? 29? 33 124 [non fam] 262 270 aopw*t 
Laura‘ 1 Sod*! 91° Cyy W-H Sod txt et valebant cg 6 gat 
foss aur dim vgg™ *", poterant a b df r [hiat ff, non e q]. 

$25. ywpnoew (pro ywpyoat) BC* et &* et Sod“! Orig 
1/4 (1/4 ywpev, bis ywpnoa). The fluctuation of Origen 
probably indicates revision and preference by B, for BC*N® are 
not even joined by W or WV nor by a single minuscule except 
Sod"! = Sinai’ (only e* ywpaicev sic). But Hort's and 
Souter’s editions both adopt ywpnoew. Soden does not. 

(Historic Present.) 

As against the frequent change by NB in the other Gospels in favour 
of present or imperfectt over the past tense, there is but little to note in 
St. John’s Gospel. In fact at: 

t Om. verse N*, 
t Obs. 892 but not N or B at ix. 40 qxovop for yxoveay and obs. NX alone at xi. 43 

expavyatev (of the Lord's command to Lazarus) for expavyacev. Only two vulgates ?T 
have clamabit sic, simply an error for clamauit. 

Note also at xi. 3 epirecs for piders by L Evst 29 Sod™ arm. Observe N at xvii. 12 
epudacooy for epvdata. There is a gross error here in Soden's notes. He adds drtoN 
for epvdacyav. They do not read thus. Both custodivi. He has confused their reading 
of custodiebam for servabam as an interpretation of ernpovy earlier in the verse. Perhaps 
the eye of N was similarly misled! 

2A 
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John 

x. 18. 

40. 

xii. 23, 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

XB and they alone curiously enough substitute ypev for atpet 
in the clause ovders atpet avtnv am euov (of trav ‘fpuyny verse 17) 
AXA eyo TOnwe avTny ar evavtov, where NB must be wrong. 
They are opposed by N° and the rest Origen™#r ef Orig" 
Estntmiles” Diqvuwies ef al, and it is scarcely credible, but 
Westeott-Hort, acting on their rule that NB in combination 
cannot be wrong, actually insert npev into their text, which 
has overflowed (‘‘some ancient authorities read’) into the 
margin of the English Revision of 1881. The Greek R.V. 
naturally restores azpee to the text, but could not resist putting 
noey in the margin. The versions and every other Greek 
document are clear for the present tense arpev. 

Instead of ftollit of most Latins I find gat has ¢tullit. Is it 

possible that this ypev crept into NB from a graeco-latin with 
tudlit or tulit ?f 

Soden cannot find a single new witness for this absurd 
reading. Observe that it is in this same verse that B (alone 

with Sod) has taurny evrodrny, “hoc mandatum” or “hoc 

pracceptum” for rautny tnv evtodny of all the rest. 
epevev (pro epecvev) is found in B [apparently alone of Greeks 
with 21 (Sod**")] with a bce fl of Latins [non df r 8]. Syr 
sin apparently alone with pers and Chr" 5° omits nae epevev 
exez, or rather may agree with pers alone, and suppressing 
enevey transfer «at exec to the head of the following verse. 

(Syr pesh has nv or fuit for exewev.) IW-H'* prints epevev 
alone with B, and now 21. 

Here occurs a real Historic present: amoxpivetat (pro ane- 
xpwvato of nearly all and azrexp:Oy of the few) by NBLXW 33 
Sod" and Paris’ IV-H [non Sod] and by them alone. All 
clearly representing one influence and one stem. And absolutely 
deliberate and eclectic as will be shown immediately, because 

two verses below at : 
. we find avodAver substituted for aorece, but only by NBLW 
33 Sod™' ff. Here X and Paris*’ abandon the group. They 
have been “ revised’ if you will, it matters not whether they 

have been revised or hold the true base exhibited by all others. 
The reason NBLW 33 adopt avoddver is apparently because it 

follows so close to depee at the end of the previous verse: eav 
be atofayvn modkvy Kapmov pepet .o pttwv thy Wuxny avtov 
avoAXXvee avtnv. Thus it not only bears on the previous gepet 

but has reference to the harmonising of ¢4Awv with aodAvet, 

+ For npev at John v. 9 eq have fulit, and not sustulit; at John xi. 41 for npav all 
Latins (except pr) have tulerunt, and not sustulerunt. 

Joho 

xiii. 38. 

vi. 13. 
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and thus constitutes another affair of “pairs.” There can be 
no question about it. They do not however change durake: 

in the next clause, which only shows how imperfect, or rather 

personal, was this Alexandrian revision. I speak with some 
confidence—as I draw towards the close of this essay—for if 

“ Antioch’? had been the censor here, besides changing 
amodAvet to atorecet, why did they leave @épee alone and not 
change that to a future oice:? 

As a matter of fact Origen and Nonnus exbibit to us the 
attitude of the ancient minds at this place for they do write 
gvracce for dvdager, and #f with its Egyptian affinity writes 
perdit...odit...custodit (bc f | custodit). 

Will Soden explain why he rejects amoxpierar of NBLXW 
33 Paris®’ in verse 23 and adopts amodAvee of NBLW 33 
Sod*" ff in verse 25? 

Again here, as at xii. 23, we find awoxpeverac substituted 
for arexptOn by a somewhat larger group involving NSABCLX W 
Sod’? fam 1 fam 13 22 33 138 157 213 254 2" Paris” Sod'% % 

W-H Sod txt. Tisch says of the minn ‘ al'’,” but observe 

that only fam 1 fam 13 22 138 157 213 and 254 of the same 
family tendencies swell the chorus of 33 Paris®*’ sung in the 

former place. Sy7r is Aeyee, but all Jatt respondzt as at xii. 23. 
avoxptverat seems clearly an ‘‘improvement” by the few. 
Observe their record in the other Gospels as to Historic 
presents. So far in St. John they had successfully resisted 
the temptation to change. If really basic how is it that fam 1 
fam 18 22 138 157 213 and 254 did not follow in xii. 23 as well 
as in xiii. 38? 

Change of Number. 

eveptacevoay (controlled by 4) BDG*&W 67 Sod’ Evst 60 
(P*") copt lat W-H [non Sod] against the singular eweprocevoev 
by the rest and Amélincau's new Egyptian Evst, see his page 
64, and (amep ereptocevcev Cyr). The plural is more or less 
Egyptian (Coptic) and the Latins use it. When W joins in 
these places with D it is a pretty clear intimation of ‘ version” 

tradition and influence. In the next verse we get an intima- 
tion of which version, for, while the Latins hold the singular 
onuecov With & and majority Greeks and versions, BG*X” only, 
with @ arm syr hier and BoH only, bave the plural onpeta.t 

ft There is great danger of } (Sod8 30 being quoted here instead of ©8), for Soden’s 
symbols read in verse 13 H31 01430 and in verse 14 H®130, By 30. 80 is meant (68) 
whereas 8 30 ia 3. 

2a2 
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John 

Vi. 

but x. 

xi. 

XVIl. 

XX. 

vill. 55. 

ro to 

12 

16, 

lo =I 

ur wt 

» axovovaw (pro axovet) following ta mpoBata 

. Twos bis (pro twev bis) 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

_ doy BA minn perpauc ad f lq (following turbae) sah boh 
acth syr W-H Sod tart (dov LNW) [pro tev TAA unc’, et 
edev ND*X” bc fg 8 vg (following turba) cxomatey Nonn]. 
This is again rather Egyptian. (cdovtes 67 213, erdws Sod!” 
Laura’ ™,) 
€oTw ta tpoBata SABLXW Sod”? min" Const Eus Cyr 
W-H Sod txt (for evow ta mpoBara) but this is exceptional. 
yevnoovrat (pro yevnoera) BDUXWY Ifnon fam] 33 213 

; 2v¢ Sod'™ d f vg) goth sah boh arm Clem 
(Variant Chr codd inter ecerat et ecovtat. Cf. verss). 

SBLXW 
Sod fam 13 33 157 213 249 397 Sod" 9 ™N ¢ et latt Homer ? 
Orig 4/6 Bas 1/4 Cyr W-H Sod txt (axovcwow Paris”) but 
against all the rest and D* and Clem Orig 2/6 Eus Bas 3/4 
That. 

As showing that this must have been changed originally 
from axove: we note that ® alone follows with amoAnrar for 
atoNwvTat, 

. 6(pro a) See under “ Improvement.” 

. ea pro eotw (following mavta oca) NBCLNXY ct WY 
33 157 213 314 Sod" Paris” W-H Sod txt latt copt et d & 

[contra D* Af]. Cyril has eorw against the Egyptian group. 

B (sol inter gr) ae f syr Cypr Eus 
Orig™ Aug Pacian Auct!™™" W-H™*, 

Change of Case. 

This is quite an important place. eaopat opotos vpev yevorns 

by BADW fam 1 52 138 157 254 2°¢ only of Greeks, and latt: ero 
similis vobis mendax (against Tertullian’s genitive cro similis 
VESTRI mendax), instead of ecopat opotos vpwy evotns. Soden 

only adds 138 (B & G add”) to the Greek witnesses hitherto 
known and does not follow in his text, abandoning Hort’s vue. 
The dative after omovos is as legitimate in Greek as the 
genitive, and throughout the N.T. is generally used. There- 

fore in opposing & and the mass here (including VY 892 and 
Paris”) B must be seeking for something. What was he 

doing? Whois right? Which is the harder reading? Was 
B influenced by the Latin, or did the Latins have vp 

and not vywy before them? Well vywy being the harder 
reading is I think distinctly to be preferred, and vue to be 

relegated to the large scrap-heap of attempted ‘ improve- 

nents.” St. John himself near by (ix. 9) says opotos avrw and 
in 1John iii. 2 we find ovororavtw. Butif St. John uses the gent- 
tive vuwy in the fourth Gospel at viii. 55 why not let it stand ? 
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John 

Our Lord was saying to the Jewish crowd: “And ye have not 

known Him, but I know Him, and if I should say that I do 

not know Him, I should be like a liar among you,” or, like a 

liar of your sort, rather than “like to you a liar.” In other 

words the genitive seems to convey that sarcasmf which not 

ft Dr. Burkitt (‘The Gospel History’) has this to say about the fourth Gospel: 
“ There is an argumentativeness, a tendency to mystification, about the utterances of the 

Johannine Christ which, taken as the report of actual words spoken, is positively 
repellent" (p. 227). And again: ‘For we have not done with the Fourth Gospel when 
we have made up our minds that neither the narrative nor the discourses are to be 
regarded as history, as matters of the past fact” (p. 229), And again: ‘Especially am 
I sure that we shall never do justice to this Gospel, so long as we treat it as a narrative 
of events that were acen and heard of men. Itis not a competitor of the Synoptic 
Gospels. But, you will say, what becomes of the truth of the Gospel?” (p. 235/6). 
And once more: “ Then again, as I have already observed, the actual words which the 

Evangelist ascribes to our Lord when the Jews ‘persecute’ Him for healing on the 
Sabbath were calculated rather to exasperate than cither to appease or instruct them” 

(p. 238). And Instly: ' Now, if we look at the form and manner of these words, it is, I 

am convinced, impossible for one moment to imagine that they can represent an accurate 
account of any man’s defence of himself after outraging the religious susceptibilities of 

powerful adversaries. It is not in the least the kind of thing which a phonograph would 
have reported " (p. 238/9). 

But surely the other Gospellists have something of the same kind to say of Christ’s 
manner on certain occasions! And as to deep sarcasm how about Luke xvi. 9“ And I 
say unto you Make to yourselves friends (out) of the mammon of unrighteousness, that 
when ye fail they may receive you into everlasting habitations'’? No satisfactory 

interpretation of these words has ever been made, save that they convey a biting satire. 
In the above quotations from Dr. Burkitt's book (chapter on the Fourth Gospel) I 

do not wish to do him any injustice by quotations perforce divorced from their context. 

He has said, rather unnecessarily, of me that I do not know the difference between a 

dilettante and a scholar. However that may be, I think I can detect the difference 
between an unbeliever and a believer! For in all Dr. Burkitt's writings he distinctly 
disavows his belief in our Lord’s saying, recorded in the Fourth Gospel (xvi. 26): “ But 
the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in my name, he shall teach 

you all things and bring to your remembrance (Jit. remind you of) all the things which 
(xdvra 4) I said unto you.” In the face of this Burkitt writes again and again such 
things as this: ‘It was necessary that the disciples should reverence and love their 
Master; far more necessary that they should remember His phrases. But the conditions 

were not specially favourable for accurate reminiscence" (op. cit. p. 145). ‘I imagine 
it to be one of the most delicate of the problems which confront the investigator of the 
Gospel History to determine how far the sayings of Jesus reported only in the Gospel 
according to Matthew are, in the narrower sense, historical ; how far, that is, they are 

a literal translation into Greek of words which Jesus once spoke... It is not only a 
question whether this or that sentence or illustration comes really from a Inter time" 
(p. 191/2). ‘If the picture presented in S. Mark's Gospel be in all essentials true, it 
will give an essentially reasonable account of the ministry. I do not mean it will contain 
no stories of what are called ‘miracles’ or that we should at once be able without mis- 
giving to accept every incident as having actually occurred in the way related” (p. 66). 
“T have said that our Evangelists altered freely the earlier sources which they used. 
They changed, added, omitted. This sounds, no doubt, very terrible and dangerous. 
Let us put the statement then in another form, a form quite as legitimate, but less 
shocking. Let us aay that the Evangelists were historians and not chroniclers, This 
does not assert that they were trustworthy or even truthful" (p. 21). 
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unoften underlies our Lord's addreszes to those who were 
baiting him and lying in wait to “catch him in a word.” 
The original Aramaic of John viii. 55 we can only surmise, 
but the Syriac is plain, not “like you a liar,” but “a liar like 

you” “mendax sicut vos.” Malan says: ‘I am for myself 

a liar like you,” and adds in a note: ‘the construction is 

But for cold, calculated apostasy, note the following: 
“That the Gospel according to Mark contained the story of the Resurrection of 

Jesus Christ is surcly no reason for questioning its right to rank as an historical docu- 
ment... There is no doubt that the Church of the Apostles believed in the resurrection 
of their Lord. They may have been mistaken, but ‘there is satisfactory evidence that 
many professing to be original witnesses '—I will not say, with Paley, ‘of the Christian 
miracles’: that claims too much, but certainly that Jesus had been raised from the 
dead—* passed their lives in labours...’"' ‘‘ Let us add, what Paley omitted, the abiding 
personal influence of Jesus in the memories of the first disciples, and let us concede that 
like oll other men they may have been mistaken: with these amendments, Paley’s 
famous allegation still stands. Yet no considerations of this kind explain the vitality of 
the Christian religion: we do not know why it lived and lives, any more than we know 
why we ourselves are alive” (p. 74/75). 

Into this last sentence, in my opinion, is compressed a whole world of base denial 
of the great foundation of the Christian religion, and of its founder, whom the writer 

calls “ our Lord.”” The Christian religion lives because, apart from cold historicity, the 

Spirit of God still moves upon the waters of men's hearts and convinces (the original 
reads the future éA¢yée.) them ‘of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment,” as the 

Founder promised when He said it was necessary for Him to go away from them, but 
that He would send the Taraclete to replace Him (John xvi. 7/14). 

Dr. Burkitt, with many others, does not believe in the xi chapter of St. John 
although it is attested by all documents, and in no uncertain manner, for textual 
differences there (quite unlike those of the pericope de adult.), are exceedingly small in 
number and very moderate in scope. ‘For all its dramatic setting it is, I am 
persuaded, impossible to regard the story of the raising of Lazarus as a narrative 

of historical events" (p. 223). This, because ‘there is no room” for it (p. 222) 
in St. Mark's narrative. But upon the same grounds of criticism, both ‘ lower" 
and “higher,” we must excise the long and most detailed ix'* chapter concerning 
the definite healing of the man born blind about whom there was such a stir. 

And these excisions must logically be followed by the suppression of the xi'" chapter to 
the Hebrews concerning Faith. The result will be “shipwreck,” as St. Paul graphically 
foretold in the first chapter (ver 19) of the 1st Epistle to Timothy, following it up in the 
Qnd Epistle (ch. iii. 1/5) by his warning as to the character of the ‘‘ heady” leaders of 
the last times (xporereis, “ headlong, rash’), ‘‘ wrapped in smoke and mist of conceit and 

folly” (rervpopévon), “having a form of godliness, but having denied (so 2.V.; Gr. 
npynuévot) the power thereof.” 

I said to such an one recently in Germany: ‘ But, my dear sir, the trouble with 
these people is that if the good God himself came down and told them that the xi'® 
chapter of St. John were absolutely true, they would not believe Him.” His answer 
was “ Neither would I"! 

Docs not this justify St. Paul’s prophetic ‘ mporereis, rervpwpévo..., Exovres 

pophwow etoeBetas, ray b€ Svvapw abris nprynpevor’t 

As regards the lower criticism I would like to add that in the xi” chapter of St. 

John there are few textual alterations, far fewer than in the succeeding chapters, and if 

on lower grounds the xit® chapter should have to be ejected, then the whole Gospel 

would have to go. 

Joho 

24. 
25. 

xviii. 16. 
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remarkable.” The German version is very explicit: ‘‘So 

wiirde ich ein Liigner gleichwie Ihr seid.” Tertullian seems 

here to be a star-witness against the Latinism of B. 

B and the few are therefore accused here with Hort 

of following Latin, or of making a false grammatical 

improvement to the basic text. The Oxford edition of 1910 

(without footnote) changes Hort’s vue back to vwy, avoiding 

B’s “sunstroke.” I call it a ‘‘sunstroke,” for observe that 

besides the opposition of N and the rest, the new Egyptian 

ms T' (so friendly otherwise) also has vpwv against B. 

. matnp aye sic (pro matep aye) BN soli vid 

. ov Tatnp (pro au matep) BDNW against the rest and 

against Clem. (matep ov Sod”, —marep diatess, illeg. syr sin.) 

matnp (pro matep) BAN only here 
matnp diate sic BAN (écxazaz) only here 

We now come to rather a peculiar case: 

e€nAOev ovy o paOntns 0 addos oO YyYwoTOS TOV apXLEpews 

BC*L 213 (and no others except X Paris®’ os nv yvwotos Tov 

apxtepews) instead of ...05 v yuootos ta apxeeper Of all others 

and NW. [N exceptionally e&nAGev ovv o pad. exwos* os mV 
yvwpiwos to apxtepe.] The genitive does not seem to 

be a version influence, and yet, if correct, implies a change 

by all other authorities! (Boh can be read either way.) 

Besides occurring here (and in verse 15 just before: av 

yywotos tw apxrepet, where the dative is constant in all Mss) 

yvworos does not occur elsewhere in St. John nor in the other 

Gospels, except at Luke ii. 44 («ae tors yvworots), xxiii. 49 

(wavtes ot yvworor) both times in the plural, but it occurs ten 

times in Acts and everywhere with the dative, except at iv. 16 

where it is used purely as an adjective (yuwatov onperov yeyoue 

$¢ avtwv) and at ix. 42 where no case follows (yuwortov Se 

eyeveto xa odns THs lommns), so that St. Luke does not use the 

genitive. We have to turn to the single other remaining 

occurrence of the word in the N.T. to find the genitive. 

I refer to St. Paul's use of the word at Mom. i. 19: 

Sore TO yuwator tov Oeov davepov cot ev autos. Cf. 

Moulton’s Winer, p. 295. 
In the case we are discussing in St. John BCL seem to 

stand absolutely alone with Westcott and Hort (no alternative 

in the margin) and Soden (adding 213 = his'**) although Cyril 

definitely opposes them with the mass. Why should Cyril 

tell ws what to read, or rather what to omit at Luke xxiii. 34, 

and be denied a hearing here? In the very next verse W-H 

accept Cyril's testimony when backing the same Mss BCLX 

for the unusual order Aeyer ovv to Tletpw 7 mardiaxn 7 Oupwpos. 

against Clem. 
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The science in such matters is evidently incomplete, for the 
Revisers disagree with Hort in both places! They agree with 
Cyril for the dative after yrworos and disallow the above order. 

Txix. 81. jv yap Heyarn 1) nuepa exetvn tov caBBarov (pro ...exewvou 
tov caBBatov) B'H 33 69t [non fam sed diserte tov 
caParou exewn] 138 157 247 317 Gre pir 2 al. alig Sod*" 
et Elz" f g gat vqg (instanter >illa dies vg?) pers arab Cyr. 

The versions and ¢¢”' favour exewov, but pers and arab go 
with B* for exewy and syr pesh (sin still missing) has a force- 
ful repetition “ Dies enim erat magnus dies Sabbathi illius” 
as rendered by Schaaf and Gwilliam, but Malan prefers to 
render ‘‘For it was a great day that day of Sabbath” 
(aol comes last in the sentence). Hort only places exesvy 
in his margin, but Cyril proves that B* was the correct 
Alexandrian reading. While pers (in the absence of syr sin) 
reads more simply than syr pesh, for pers = “for that day 
was great” (Malan), ‘et ille dies magnus esset”’ (Walt'™), 
and I think may represent syr sin. 

Change of Person. 

Xx. 18. ort ewpaxa (pro ore ewpaxev) NBNXW Laurat! a g gat 
aur vg sah boh acth syr sin (ewpaxapev 8 33 (of. Lue xxiv. 11], 
but all others and syr7r rell Cyr ort ewpaxev). 

ewpaxa with ore is strange and of course the more difticult 
reading. Hort spaces: paOnrais bre "Edpaxa tov xvptov. 
cai radra, but does not intimate a various reading in his 
margin. There is no particular objection to the receiving 
of this rather strange lection. I would only remark that 
whereas in coptic xe AINA is legitimate, the or in 
Greek and Latin is rather iNegitimate [bede f§ have quod 
vidit, f qr: quia vidisset, only a g vg: quia vidi] and in 
view of our other coptic sympathies [see under that heading] 
NBAW very likely imbibed the coptic and do not represent 
a “neutral” base at all! Even syr sin is not free from the 
reflex action of the coptic versions. Soden brings forward 
Laura‘ as the only new witness, but does not adopt 
ewpaxa in his text. I notice that Amélineau’s Evst (p. 62) 
has ewpaxapé (with § 33). 

t In Tischendorf's apparatus B is not properly quoted. Gregory rectifies the matter 
in his Emendanda, B* reads exe. B? or B? exetvov. 

ft rou caB3arov exewvou TD"? LNY 73 t'' Paris’? Sods32, 

§ fis misrepresented by Tisch and Horner for vidi. 
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Change of Possessive Pronoun. 
John 

xii. 28. ou (pro cov) See under “ Hopelessness of considering B 
neutral.” 

Genitive Absolute. 

As in St. Luke’s Gospel so in St. John’s there is a marked absence 

of any dative absolute. In fact there is no trace of it if we except xx. 19 
where 77 npepa exewwn Tn ya (Tw) caBPBatwy (interposed between two 

genitive absolutes) might be considered as one, with oven understood. : 

The genitive absolute itself is quite rare, other expressions replacing 
it on countless occasions. Thus, whereas at xx. 19 we find ovens ouv 
olas, TH NEpa exevyn TH puta (Twv) caBBatwv, Kat tTwv Oupwy Kexhetopeveov 

..., if we turn to vi. 16 we read ws b€ ora eyeveto, and at vii. 10 ws Se 

aveBnoav ot adedpot avtov. Or ii. 23 ws Se nv ev (rors) Jepocodupors ev To 
macxa, or iv. 2 apnxev ovy thy vdpiav avtys n yun, Kat annhGev. bi where 

we might expect to find genitive absolutes. The same applies to ix. 11, 

xl. 43, xii. 3 14, xiii. 4, xvii. 1, xviii. 1 18 38, xix. 1 and other places. 

Real genitive absolutes are observed and appear to be limited to the 
following places : 
Joho 

iv. 9. ovans yuvatxos Zapapertidos (or > yur. Lap. ovens) 
51. dn S¢ avtov xataBavortos 

vi. 23. evyaptotycavtos tov Kupiov 

vii. 14. 5n Se rns eoptys pesovens 
viii. 80. tavta avtov AaXovvtos ft 
li. 37. tocavta Se avtov onpera TeTTOLNKOTOS EuTpodbeEV avTaV 
Xili, 2. cat Seemrvov yevopevov 

ibid. tov d:aBorou nbn BeBrAnxoT0s... 

but not in xiii. 4. as might be expected. 
Then none until: 

Xvill. 22. ravta S€ avtov errovtos 

xx. 1. oxottas ett ovaons 
19. ovens ovy ofras 

ibid. cat twv Oupwv Kexretoperwv 
again : 

xx. 26. twv Oupwy Kexreropevov 

xxi. 4. mpwras Se 95n yevoperns 
11. cat tocovtwy ovtwr t 

t Instead of as at xi. 43, efc., cat ravra e.rwv. 
t¢ Add vi. 23. For @\Aa nAOov mrotapta, N reads emeMovtwy ovy rwv rrowwy and D 

(cf. br syr cu) adrhov rAorapewy eOovrwr [but d aliae naviculae venerunt]. 
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Now the same remarks apply here as those which I made under this 

head in St. Luke. The supposed ‘ Antioch” revision has made no 

changes in St. John or in St. Luke from genitive to dative absolute. 
Then why should Lucian (or another) be accused of doing so in the 
Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark? Instead, does not the plain fact 

of the case stare us in the face that it was ‘‘ Alexandria'’ which dis- 
approved of certain dative absolutes in Matthew and in Mark and replaced 
them in their revising process by genitive absolutes? The case, it seems 
to me, is proven. 

Genitive before the Noun. 

Referring to iv. 16 (see remarks under ‘‘ Compound verb for simple ”’) 

we find a number of cases in this Gospel, as at: 

John 

i. 15. 

xvi. 6. 

xvii. 6. 

XVI. 37, 

xiv. 80. 

xv. 10. 

xviii, 10. 

xix. 20. 

24. 

34. 

. @uTou €oTly 7 papTupla 

Kat Twv KodruBiotev ekexee TO Keppa (Ta Kepuata BLT WX) 

7 AUTIN TETANPwOKEY ULwY THY KapbLaV 

gov TO OVOLa 

pou THs Povns 
where all ss are practically agreed. And as below where the 

Ms$ are not in exact agreement : 

0 Tov Koopov (Tovtov) apywy Most, but: 

0 apXwv tov Koopou (rovrov) 1 fam 13 138 2re Paris” ¢ ug 
Hipp Orig Bas Ath Cyr. 

xabws eyo Tas evTodas Tou TaTpos pou TeTnpnxa Most and 
Cyr, but: 

xabws Kaya Tov Tatpos (you) Tas evtodas TeTypyea «=NBab f 
g vg Chr Novat. 

Tov Tou apytepews Sovrov the usual Greek construction as 

exhibited by most (pontificis servum g q 6 vg), but: 

tov SovAov Tov apxLEepews NDi 242 Sod'42? abheef 

fr 
ott eyyus nv 0 Toms THs ToAEwS Most, but: 

ott eyyUs nv TNS TOAEws o TOTS txt recept and W 1 13 138 

Paris” al. it" vg copt syr arm. 

Nel cum copt (— pov 127) 

avtov tyv trevpav Nearly all Greeks with copt, but Orig’® 

with 69-346 [non 18-124] 317 348 397 Paris” and the Latins 
and Syriacs have tyv mAevpav avtov. [Eus doubtless read the 

former order, for he writes tov apuvov tov Oeov AoyXN THY 

awrevpav evuke. | 

fou Ta thaTia 

NBW plur Orig’ 
EGKNSUA min™*+, but: 
HYA min® latt™ Chr Cyr 

€oTly AUTOU H PapTUpLA 

€oTlV Hn papTupla auTou 

John 

xx. 25. 

ibid. 

xxi. 24. 

i. 17. 

iv. 9. 

against 

21. 

against 

vi. 17. 
against 

and 

49. 
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> pou tov daxtvrov NDLW 33 Evstamaineaup. © cont (om. 

pov d) 

>pov thy yetpa = NL 33 Eostime against tyv yeipa 
>pou thy yepav BW cope pov rell et Cyr y 
>pov tas yepas =D (om. pou d) (—pov 1 a) 

N.B.—Soden adopts pov tv yeepa with NL 33 Evstimélinesa 
(BW) copt, but rejects pou tov daxrurov of NDLW 33 Hustsméineau 
copt! (Paris®’ ceases at xx. 15 and is not available here.) 
>avtov 7 paptupia eotiw §=BCW 

>eatlv avtov n paptupia «6d «Ef'vst 48) dd aur Cyr 

>avtou cot n paptupia = 33. ? 

but 8 and the rest >eorw 7 paptupia avtov as latt [ praeter 
d aur]. 

Matters of Order. 

See under “‘ Solecisms.”’ 

ates > yuvatcos Sapapitidos ovens NABC*LNT® et WY 

frag gr-copt Crum-Ken et 33 Cyr. 
aitets ovons yuvarxos Sap. the rest and cursives and Paris*’. 

(D d arm omit ovens.) 

This is either an Egyptian improvement, for there would 
be no good reason to set ovens back in any ‘“ Antiochian ”’ 

revision, or the basic text like that of D d arm lacked this 
ovons, which found its way into the text in differing positions. 

The versions—copt syr lat—express it in the position opposed 
to the Greek of NAB etc. 

> mot. por yuvae NBC*L et WY 71 213 253 259 892 [non 

Paris?"] Gre 7P¢ Bre 11P° vid Sod’? 6 1 g sah aeth syr hier Orig 
Ath Cyr W-H et Sod txt. (—yvvae F 124'* Sod}?"*.) 

yuvat mor. wot D the rest, d and other Latins, boh, syr rell 

et cu sin, arm That. 
Here, the coptics being divided, we do not place it under the 

heading of ‘‘ Coptic.” 

> pos avtous ednAvOEt o tnaous BNY 435 Paris” soli vid., 
eAdnrvOet (+0 D) enoous mpos avrovs ND €0 ad aeth syr hier, 
ednAvOet mpos avtous o tnoovs most and boh syr (sah enoous 

mdOev mp. avtous). 
Soden gives one new witness agreeing with BNW 435 

Paris”, viz., Sod, a Ms at Patmos, but adopts the ordinary 

reading in his text. Curiously enough IV-H refuse the BNY 
reading in both text and margin, their text agreeing with the 

majority of witnesses, and their margin agreeing with ND. 
>epayor ev TT Epnuw To pavva BC(D)TW becde ff gat 

vgg'reom" Fus Chr Aug W-H Sod txt (Orig and aur* ev 1 
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vii. 12. 

33. 

on 

vill. 14. 
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epynuw epayov To parva) against N the rest coptics and Cyr 

Thdt for epayov to pavva ev ty epqua. 

[vi. 49/50. tov ovpartov aprov payovtes arrebavoy Clem Teor | 

N reads: «at yoyyvopos Todus qv wept avrov, while BLTXW 
a few cursives and W-H read: car yoyyvapos mept avtou nv 

modus, bringing wodvs last. As far as I can see both 
Tischendorf and Soden make a composition of these readings 
and print: xat yoyyvopos nv wept avtov modus which I do not 

think has any Ms authority whatever except that of 33 and 

Chrysostom (codd. pw. €. 7. 4. % 8. of Matthaei), the majority 
reading: Kat yoyyvopos modus mept avtov nv, and 127 

exceptionally : cat yoyyuopos qv moAus Tept avtou, while 3 and 

goth omit mepe avtov, and the ‘“ neutral” text probably lurks 
inDacde ffl aur arm? which omit rodvus altogether! The 

fact is that modus is probably an addition, injected into the 
text in differing positions. Syr and pers place it early with 

the majority, against the small Egyptian coterie of Greek 
Mss (+b q) followed by Hort. 

>xXpovov puixpov NBLTWX Sod” fam 13e ff q aur W-H 
Sod trt (for pexpov xpovov D and the rest and sah boh Cyr) is 
possibly due to basic omission of ypovey which occurs in syr 
San, 

2. >omov nv Aavetd epxetat o Nptotos BUTWY 33 LauraA! 

[non 892 non Paris®’] ¢ vg syx Cyr W-H Sod txt. This instead 

of orrov nv Aaverd, 0 Xprotos epxetat, evidently to avoid the two 
nominatives coming together. In sah the verse is practically 

inverted, bringing o Xproros epxeraz (but maintaining this order) 

very early in the sentence. Compare carefully all authorities 

here and a lesson may be learned. Itala is against BLTWY. 
. SoTL ex THS yadtNatas Tpopntns BULNTAWVI 892 al. pauc. 
Orig Chr Cyr W-H Sod txt, but against SDW and the great 
mass. 
> paptupla pou adnOns eotw =BW2157 235 314 Sod'385 fam ga 

Evst 60 b sah arm Orig 1/3 Epiph Did W-H™ 

while D® has adnOevy pov eatiy n paptupera (d verum est 
testimonium meum) 

and the rest of the Greeks with Orig 2/3 Cyr followed by Sod 

and IW-H™': ady@ns eotiv 7 waptupia pov as d and the Latins. 

We should refer B’s reading probably to sahidic influence 

[doh is opposed]. The fact that W joins is somewhat 
significant of this and not necessarily of any ‘“neutral”’ 

form, while as 157 is joined by the sister ms Erst 60 it is 
evidently real and basic with them. 314 is Soden°™ a com- 
mentary Ms. 

19 fin. nat tov matepa pov >av noerte (pro...>nbderte av) 

Joho 

vill, 23, 

ix. 17. 

18. 
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BLNTXWY 1 33 213 249 397 892 [non Paris] Laura’! 
Sod*™! 1119 1266 Evst 49 ¢ r aur Origimiouues, Cyr [sed alibi 

contra] W-H Sod txt, but against & and all the rest (D r* 

d be ff om. av), This appears to be a distinct effort to 
avoid ending the verse with av. Why should all the rest 

force the hiatus in néetre av? (D omits av.) 
upels EX TOV KOTLOV TOUTOU EOTE, EYW OUK Elpt EX TOV 

xogpouv tovtov So & and nearly all, but BT (fam 13 Sod") 
latt Orig 1/3 Cyr*** wish to vary the “ pair” of expressions, 
s0 they write: vpes ex TovTOU TOV KOT MOU, Eyw OVUK Etpt Ex 

TOV KOO {OU TOUTOU. 

The only other authority to make a changet is the notable 

Ms W with its well known coptic affinity (it has rested for 

1500 years in Egypt), which places the demonstrative before 
xogpov in BOTH places as does sahidic (and boh mixocseoct.--. 

namocssoc). The lat and vg object also to such an abject 
‘pair’? and so reverse the process thus: ‘de mundo hoc... 

de hoc mundo.” 
>teov(procut) NBLXY [teste Sod, non Lake] soli et boh 

(non sah] Cyr followed by W-H and Soden, against all the rest 

including 'T'W. (Syr: ov te dey. ov, Te eyes gv Sod"). Om. ov 

Sod ff. 
>oTe nv tupros Kat aveBrewev ( pro ote TupXos nv Kat aveBrewer) 

NBLNT'W Sod 157 Paris” Laura*!* Sod'° 14 1266 [7 
and Sod txt (b) r boh (xe naqoot seRedAre me, whereas 
sah xe sevcRrAAE me). This is more important than it 

seems, for D d 1 omit the clause altogether, showing some- 
thing out of the common, which 28 emphasises by substituting 

eyevynOn for nv and eliding cat aveBeWev with b and syr sin 

alone, thus: “ore tupdos eyevunOy.” b has ‘qui fuerat 

caccus’’ without ct videbat; and r has “‘quoniam fuerat 
caccus et videbat.” e varies the missing xat aveBre Wer by 
writing ‘‘et recepit lumen.”§ No Latins apparently use 
eyevynOn, but aeth always prompt to show us that these 

readings of 28 or others are old, conflates with: ‘‘ quia caecus 

NATUS fuisset ct vidisset.” 

Amid these variations possibly D d 1 are correct with total 
omission. 

The eyervnOn of 28 aeth may of course have crept in from 
verses 1, 2, 19, 32, 34. 

t 69 has ex rovrov rov kuopov secundo loco (teste Scriv) as 33 and latt. 

} —rovrov prim as Evst 50 and a few. 
§ Cf. the Georgian and Slavonic versions. 





366 CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

(Interesting Passage as regards Diatess and Latins.) 

John 

"ix. OL. Concerning what the parents of the blind man actually said. 

Ordinary Greck: autos pixcav exer‘ avtov epwtnoate * autos Tept avTov 
(vel eavtov) Aadknoee ANTAA unc? lg 8 goth slav 
pers syre vesh diatess Ps-Ath 

auToV Epwrnoate * nALKLaY EXEL* avTOS (+ ta W157 mint") Tepe 

avtov (vel eavtov) AaANCEL N°BD(erepwrncate 

cum Sod”) LXW 1 22 33 157 218 397 Sod’*! 110 

Paris” ir [ercept. b (vide infra) lq 8] vg boh aeth 
arm georg syr"* Cyr et Fist distess W_H et Sod txt. 

but S* WT! Sod! 15° § sah (syr sin) Chr omit avrov 

epwtyoate, and sah further omits mrcxcav exer. 
Syr sin really merges avtov epwrnoate ‘ avtos mept avtov 

AaAnoet by saying: ‘from him ye can know.” In reality 

the omission should be considered to be of the final clause 

autos Tept avtov AaAnoer (with 1), which gives us the 
variation : cou AeKtav exer’ am avtou Suvate pabew syr 
sin (1), 

We have the itala opposing the diatess. Here it may well be that 

diatess is conformed to syr pesh, for syr sin (hiat syr cu) opposes both 
with a different turn of phrase. But thus it precedes diatess for 8* and 
b, that interesting conjunction, omits one of the two clauses whose order 

is sub judice. N*T'W and b omit “ask him.” 
“ He is of age” therefore stands in all except sah (12 mss!) which 

practically omits both yArcav exes and avtov epwtyaate, saying ‘‘...He 
also, he was fit for to speak about himself,” retaining the avros which 
NBDLX 1 33 it aeth omit, and perhaps covering in intent nAcav exee. 

“ Ask him,” therefore, is the point around which it all turns. The 
inversion of order shows that something was wrong in an old common 
parent. This may account for omission in N*T'W 6 syr sin sah Chr“, or 
it may be basic. The fact however that all other Latins have it militates 
against it. On the whole it looks like the old question of an exemplar 
which had been (properly) corrected in the margin, and led to confusion 

in the minds of the copyists. 
There is no trace of trouble left in Ft tess which agrees with the it 

and N°BDLXY in the order avtov ep. nAtcrav exer etc., but thus opposes 
diatess arab. 

John 
on" ix, 24. See under “ Coptic’ and ‘‘ Latin.” 

31. otdapev ott >0 Geos apaptwdwy < ove axovee BDT'AW [negl. 
WV Sod] a de goth Cypr Conc’ @ d e¢ W-H tzxt (nil mg) 

Jobu 
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[sah boh eos ovk axover apaptwArAwy (apaptwrov salt); 

syr pesh Oeos povny apaptwrwy ove axover (mut syr sin); cf. 
aeth]. This instead of o:dapev ott >apaptwrAwy o Oeos < ove 

axovet which NW with the rest as well as 892 Paris®’ and most 

Latins give us, as also Cyr Orig and Hil and Sod". (Chr is 

on both sides.) The change of order seems to be a clear ‘‘ im- 
provement” by BDAW. The harder order (supported as it is 
by the mass of Latins) is undoubtedly right. The combination 

BDT' is of no weight in such places, given their record other- 
wise, when NW and the mass oppose. (N aeth gat = otdapev 

Se ott > avaptwdwv ovx axovet o Geos.) 

17. See under “ Latin.” 

» 9 “Coptic.” 
» » ‘Solecisms”’ in the first place, and “ Latin ”’ in 

the second place. 

5 » “Latin and Coptic.” 

. >oTt ovtos o avOpwros Todda Trove onnea NABLMWXW 

Sod 1 Paris® sah Orig Ath W-H et Sod tzt. 

ott 0 avOpwros ovtos ToAAa Tote opera 33 et V [Sod, non Lake] 

ott 0 avOpwros ovTos Tova onpELA TroLeEL A. Sod}9? 1054 1094 ga71 
ott ovtos 0 avOpwros ToAAG oOnpeELa TroLEL Une" al. pl ete. Chr 
ott 0 avOpwmos. ovtos onpeta TONG TroLEL Cyr (Sod'*5*) 
outos 0 avOpwios Tolavta onpeta TroLet Dbedeff 

ToAXA Ta onpEta a ovTOS o avOp. Trotet boh 
ott ovTos 0 avOpwros Totet TANGA onuELa sah 

xii. 18. 81a tovro kat unvrncev avtw o oxdos ot... So write most 

xiii. 9. 
10. 
19. 

authorities. (Some omit «a:.) But B writes alone 
> Sia Tovto urnvrncey avtw Kat o oxdos, ott... Now observe 

sah: eTRE MAL on A maannye EF EROA SHTY, xe. 
Sah does not therefore omit «ac as Tischendorf says, but 
places it (“ort”) before ¢ oxXos, as does B, merely displacing 
umnvrncev and giving it after 6 oyAos. Surely a sight of sah 

here influenced B so to write, unless he added xa in the 

wrong place, from his margin. But see boh omitting the 
prior «at. Hort does not record B bere in his margin. Why 
not? 

See under ‘‘ Solecisms.”’ 
» 9, “ Latin.” 

>wa moatevonte (miatevnre BC Orig 3/5 W-H txt [nil mg]) 
otav (cay Paris®’) yevnras ote eyw exe NBIL 213 Paris”? some 
latins sah Orig 3/5 W-H Sod tzt. 

This instead of wa otav yevntat meoT. oe eyw expt of the rest 
and Orig 2/5. It is a very difficult matter to judge who is 

t Some cursives and EUXP have apaprodov, as Cypr peccatorem. 
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John 

xiii. 21. 

xiv. 

KV. 

Xvi. 

XVvili. 

36. 
16. 

20. 

12. 

23. 
2. 

. >upas nyaTnda 

10. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

right, and Origen insists upon being upon both sides as so 
often. I only mention it for this reason and to show how 

impossible it is to reconstruct an “Origen” text seeing that he 
not only gives both orders, but writes emav [observe Paris” eav] 
for orav once,f and meotevnte thrice against meatevonte twice. 
>upmiv eyo  B*" cum pers (ut solet). See the same order 

at x. 1 and 7, noticed under ‘‘Solecisms,” but not thus 

elsewhere. ; 

See under ‘‘ Latin.” 

wa pe vw evs Tov atwva 3} ~=B* and b latin only and W-H™, 

This among three varieties of order, and the exchange of 7 for 

pevn. Old Latin is for 7, but the Vulgates all for evn, and as 
they drew from a text similar to NB such as Paris” it is 
probable that 7 is an amendment, for Paris” has pevy. The 
differing order between B, N, D, and LQX is suspicious. 
>upes yvocedOe BLUM*QX 33 218 Sod? 468 6% F yg Cyr 1/6 

W-H [non Sod] against yowoeOe vpets NDW rell minn omn 
vid et Paris’. I would point out that as A Sod° 249 SodX™ 

Evst 150°™ b dim em gat vgY syr pers aeth Chr Cyr 5/6 Victorin 
omit vyes altogether, the differing order between the large 

ND group, and the small B group may well have its source 
in an addition to the basic text from the margin. vypess 
appears superfluous here. 

. >xaprov wreova See under “Latin” and note specially in 
connection with xiv. 31. 

See under “ Latin.” 
Babe fq aur Novat 

Chi" W-H™. 

> vp eye See under ‘‘ Latin.” 

> Swoes viv ev Tw OVO". pov See under “ Coptic.” 

>ott moAdaKls auvnxXOn inoovs pETA TOV pabntewv exer B, 

This ig rather interesting, because B clearly accuses himself 

of being non-neutral here in placing exe: right at the end, as 

an afterthought (incorporated from the margin? Sod’, with 

syr pesh"™, omits), and this is admitted by Hort, who places 

the B reading in his margin, and has in his text: 

ote ToddaKts cuvnxOn Inoovs exe peta TwY padntwy avtov as 

& and most, but D d it™"" and some versions place exee before 

(0) Inoovs. The Latins vary a good deal, and Hort nearly 

always adopts B when there are several varieties of readings 

or of order. Here he recognises B as absolutely non-neutral 

in its unique order. 

>Tov TaTpos Tas evToAaS (- pov) 

+ Just as at xiii. 27 for rore Orig uses era four times, and omits (with NDL) thrice 

elsewhere. 

John 

xvili. 5. 

17. 

. >yvrwotos nv (pro nv yvwaros) 
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Soden now adduces Sod'” for omission of exec, and supports 
B for exet at the end with Sod*”. [exer is placed after cvyny An 
by D Paris” a r (vg) and syr.] 

Note that in the following verse, where 8 alone omits exec, 

syr sin follows B’s example in verse 2, and in verse 3 alone 

places exe: right at the end of the verse! 
Another matter of order (unique, by B) promptly supervenes, 

and again zon-neutral, and once more relegated to Hort’s 
margin. It stands exactly on the same plane as the matter 

just noticed under xvili. 2 and is due to addition from the 
margin of B’s parent. Here the tertus receptus after ‘twa 
Syrete” says: amexpiOnoav avtw, Incovy tov Nafwparov. Aeyet 

avtots o Incous eyw exe. NS retains this, merely suppressing 
the article before Inaous, but ACLX and the rest of the 
Greeks confirm the tert. recept. Sah and boh say >Inoous 

avrows but neither & nor B are following them. D 435 and 

five minuscules plus Sod*” '* with b er [hiat d] gat syr sin 
and Orig [Sod omits Orig] omit Incovs altogether. When B 
comes to the place he acts thus: 

>Aeyee autos eyo etut Inoovs incorporating Jesus last, and 

changing the method of the address. No trace of this 

lingers in others except in the Vercelli Codex a, which 
has: Dizit illis : Ego sum. Iesus autem stabat et Judas..., 

thus preserving the order of B and incorporating Jesus in the 
next sentence. Consult the original page of B. We find 
€rW EIMI ICelICTHKEl, IC coming before eoryxec. The combina- 

tion D [habet d“"] minn™ b e + syr sin Orig is strong for the 
simple omission of Jesus, which is in fact what Hort adopts. 
Some of his principles here go to the winds in favour of others 
involving the “shorter text,” but the fact remains that B is 

discredited as a “neutral” by adding in the wrong place. The 
combination D be r (hiat d) syr sin is the true Latin base. 
The Oxford edition of 1910 goes back to the textus receptus ! 
This is rather amusing, seeing that syr sin, discovered since 

Hort’s day, lends its voice to the omission of the Latins 
which Hort followed here, and which justifies him. Poor 

B is left alone, all alone out in the cold. This is a sad 

“sunspot.” 

BW 4 Paris” Sod'*? a c f 
Oargat aur W-H™. Cf. syr et boh. 

>Deyet ovv tw Tletpw n matdioxn n Ouvpwpos = BC*LX 33 213 
397 [non al. gr] b ¢ f g r gat vg Cyr W-H « Sod tzt 
[Hiant de]. 

See as to BCLX just previously under ‘‘ Change of Case ” 
where they oppose Cyril. 

2B 
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John 

xviii. 18. 

34, 

38. 

xix. 4, 

28. 

33. 

xx. 17. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

BCLX remain together here for another change of order with 
(Cyr) but have the additional support of NW and a few 
cursives with a. 

_ >els Tapectnkas Tay uTNpeTwY (pro Els TwY UTNP. TapETTHKwS 

A plur) S*BW Sod a ff g gat vg Cyr W-H & Sod txt, 
while N°C*LXYY 33 213 604 Laura‘ Sod" b ¢ f r vary in 

a third manner with els tw» mapectnxotwy (vel mapertwtwv) 
umnpetov and Paris” eis tov mapertykoTwy TwY UTTNpETaV. 

BC*D™’LW [non Sod] sah boh syr Cyr 
vg?"4 IV-H [non Sod]. 

This against the usual 7 adAoe coe etov of N and most as 

Sod, or 7 addXos cot ecev of (M)NSII and a few, and 7 adrou 

cot Tepe Enou evrov 4 Sod'***, 

See under “ Latin.” 

> ovdepiav artiav evpicxw ev avtw = B_ 1 33 73 Sod'#9 49 5 400 
acth vg® Cyr et W-H & Sod txt (of. largely differing orders 
in others.| Sah and boh grouped by Tisch here do not agree 

exactly). 

> adXol ErTov cot 

. Large variety of order here. 
11. Important. See under ‘‘ Syriac.” 

2. Great variety. See under “ Coptic and Latin.” 

. See under ‘‘ Coptic and Latin.” 

. >Baatrevs twv lovSatwv expe BLUXYV 33 314 Sod" (aeth) 
[non W non Paris” non al. vid.] W-H [non Sod]. 
espe is omitted by syr and vg®. Possibly it was missing from 
the B* exemplar and carried in from the margin. 

See under “ Latin.” 
>7dy avtov teOvnxota (pro avtov nbn tev.) BLW Orig 
W-H [non Sod]. (Tisch :: qui ordo corrigendus videbatur.”) 
The mass with Cyr have avrov 75n teOvnxota, bute f gr 

vg? arm aeth georg (sax) Auct’™™ do not express 757. This 
may possibly be basic, owing to the differing order as between 

BLW Orig alone and all the rest (including all Soden’s new 

witnesses) with Cyril. In St. John r of the Latins is quite 

important with a very old text. It is notable that the 

“Egyptian” Latins ¢ and # also omit, while vg" is as old as 

any of them in base. Is it the Latins who once again 

preserve the base ? 
> pn antou pou (pro fn pov amtov) B*" with Tert™* (‘‘ ne, 

inquit, contigeris me’’) and some versions ast syr arm aeth 

copt, but against every other Greek including the new Egyptian 

+ For further particulars see the ‘ Morgan Gospels,’ pp. Baz/oeh 
+ But some exchange “ touch me not” for ‘draw not near me.’ 
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Lectionary, Amélineau p. 63 [Evst 47 only omits povf] 

against the Latins expressly noli me tangere, and against the 

host of Fathers Iren'* Resp" Origs* Orig Eusties 
Eustath Epiph Chr Cyr Thdt Sever al. 

B does not even substitute poe (Pindar) for pov. Hort 
carries wy amtov pov religiously into his margin, but no one else 
considers it seriously and the Oxford edition of 1910 rejects it. 
Another ‘‘ sunspot’ I suppose. There are many recorded in 
these pages. 

xxi. 17. >mavta ov (pro cv wavta) NBC*DNW Sod’ 33 [non al. 

minn Sod] a de ff m aur vg‘ syr W-H Sod tzt. 
$18. > lwo. ce (pro ce Swe.) NBC? Cyr [non al. Sod], ef. copt 

(syr) [non lat] W-H Sod txt. - 
22, 23. See under “ Latin.” 
24. See ‘‘ Genitive before the Noun.” 

Hopelessness of considering B neutral, when he can never understand 

Christ’s character. 

xii. 28. We have here to indict B on a frightful count. We indict 

him for mutilating scripture without the shadow of excuse, 
and this in a most important place. Huis changes of tense, or 
suppression of the article, or niceties of expressions by 
“pairs are nothing to this. In the short expletive prayer 
of our Lord, introduced in verse 27 by the words vv 7 uy 
fou TeTapaxtat Kat Tt eww; Our Lord continues: matep cwaov 

be €x TNS wpas TavTns* adda dia TovTo nAOoY Els THY wpaY 

tavtnv. Tlatep S0tacov cov To ovopa. 

The reply is reported swiftly in the words following: \Oev 
ovv dwvn ex tov ovpavov’ Kxat edokaca nar rarw S0tacw 

without mentioning any ‘‘ object.” Therefore B was free to. 

alter the record in the prayer itself, and he does so. 

ft d'' is wrongly quoted by Tisch for omission. It omits the second, not the first 
pov. Soden commits a bad blunder here, citing XN and D, W and 848, “af” and Orig for 
the omission of this first pov. They all omit the second only (post marepa prim.) with 
the possible exception of 848 (Sod') whose actual readings Soden is the first to report 
fully. Soden does not mention dsr here (his'*™'’) and so does not repeat Tischendorf's 
error, but places it with the others for —pov post marepa prim. He neglects however the 
only ms which does omit outright, viz. Evst 47,3 he mokés a practice of avoiding the 

testimony of Lectionaries nearly everywhere. (Zvat 47 is a most important document in 
every way and will bear the closest watching. Its absence from von Soden's apparatus 
is most regrettable. It is often alone with very ancient and important witnesses, ¢.g. at 
John ii. 19 with Ignatius alone.) Matthaei refers to Origen’ where he would seem 
to exclude pov with Eust 47. 

} But B has xa addos (woei ce alone, as sah boh, while NC? have xa: ardor (woovew 

oe, and syrr add to gird: ‘thy loins.’ Therefore B remains alone with certain versions 
(against the Latin). 

2B 2 
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John 

xili. 26. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

B writes: Marep S0facov pov 0 ovoza. He has the support 

of one minuscule (of which we rarely hear), viz. Evan 5 

[neglected by Soden]. Hort and the R.V. do not exhibit 
a trace of this in their texts. In Hort’s margin is found 
“Ap.” In the Appendix is found “xii. 28 10 dvopa] tov 
viov,”’ nothing more. So we turn to vol. ii. ‘ Notes on Select 

Readings,’ p. 89, col. 1. Here we find the variation tov voy 
for to ovoya described as Alerandrian, but—would it be 
believed 2—not having the grace or the face to refer to the B 

reading at all! Now whether we read with L[negl. Sod.JXX” 

and slthanasius matep dokacov cov tov vor, or with B watep 
Sotacov pov To ovopa [instead of matep S0£acov cou to ovopa] 

the result is the same, and we find this most Alexandrian 

reading in B (which we were told was absolutely free from 
such things). Hort’s silence is not dignified. It is worse. 
For he has said that he could find no trace of any Alexandrian 
reading in B in any book of the New Testament. Therefore 

it is specious here to hide behind the view that wou for cov is 

amere error. Cyril has said ete So£acov cov tov viov exer 7 
ypagn, ete S0Eacov cov to ovopa, TovTov ect Tn Tov Oewpn- 

patav axptGea (xii. 28, xvii. 1), so that he brings together both 

readings. After the correct reading here: So0facov cov to ovopa 

D adds ev 77 S0En 9 etxov Tapa cot Tpo Tov Tov Koopov yeverOat 

which is a phrase erroneously brought back from John xvii. 5. 

D would therefore really like to read with B or Alexandria, 

for in xvii. 5 the previous clause reads cae vuv Sokacov pe av, 
martep, (continuing) mapa ceavtw ty d0&n 7 etxov Tpo Tov Tov 
xoopov evat mapa cot. [At xvii. 5 D has yeveoOat tov xoopor 

for TOV KOO HOV evvas. | 

We have here then a clear case of Alexandrian editing by B. 
Foolish editing too. Because, when our Lord quickly adds 
“But for this came I to the selfsame hour,” he debars any 

thought of “ Glorify me” or “ Glorify my name” or “ Glorify 
Thy Son,” and the editors have properly accepted the wording 
of the prayer to be “ Glorify Thy name,” in Him if you will 
(as Tert once: glorifica nomen tuum in quo erat filius). 

pov is not a mistake or a slip made by B. It is most 
deliberate. If it is wrong why did not Hort own up and say 

so? And as his silence says it is wrong how can such a text 
be ‘‘ neutral ”’ ? 

Harmonistic. 

+rapBaver wat (ante S8worw) BCLMX et &* 33 213 892 

Sod'*3 351110 qeth Origt W-H & Sod trt against NDWY 
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Paris” and the rest and the versions and Cyr. The opposition 
is so strong that this may have come from the Aafwr in all 

three of the synoptics (Matt. xxvi. 26, Mark xiv. 22, Luke 

xxii. 19). In 1 Cor. xi. 23 it is eAaBev. ; 

xix. 41. nv reOetpevos (pro eteOn) NBW Paris” LauraA™ Cyr but 

these only, miserable band of Alexandria contradicted by 
Origen. Cf. positus erat latt here, and ¢f. Lue xxiii. 53 qv 

ovders ovderrw xetuevos. In fact Tischendorf says ‘‘ ex Luc 23, 

53” and refuses to displace ereOy from his text. older (and 
stupider) is Hort, who places qv teOetpevos in his text wethout 
marginal alternative. The R.V. more wisely follows in 

Tischendorf’s footsteps and retains ereJy (but the Oxford 
edition of 1910 has no note on the evidence). Soden’s text 

follows Hort and NBW Paris’. He adds Laura4!™ to the 

small group. 

Example of Conjlation exhibited only in this “ Neutral” tect of B. 

vii. 39. ovrw yap nv mvevpa without addition by NKTIIV Sod? 42: 
91 280 w*" (boh sah) arm Origiter Dion™* Cyraster Hesych 

Orig" 1/3 Rebapt Tisch & W-H txt. 
LNXW une? & rg** Did Ath Chr Thdt Orig 1/3 Txt. rec. & Sod 

tzt add ayov. 
Eus andabe ffiglr aur gat vg™ syr pesh cu sin add dedopevov. 
D df goth (acth) add ayov em (in d f) avtots. 

But it is left for Bet q syr hier Orig'1/3 to conflate by 
adding aytov deSopevov. B has no Greek support ¢ but 254 = 

aytov So0ev, which is distinctly a critical codex, its corrections 
being only used by the critics when they favour 8 or B 

Now the situation is quite clear here, and Hort recognised 
it by following & and the Fathers against B. What becomes 

-of his “neutral” text in B then? This is worse than a 
“sunspot” or “sunstroke”’ as regards B [sce Souter], for it 
is deliberate tampering with tke deposit. Nor does Hort 
himself conduct his enquiry into this matter better than B. 
In the margin of his text opposite mvevya (tantum) is found 
“Ap.” and we therefore turn to the Appendix (p. 574). But 

there we find no word about the misconduct of B. Instead we 
find this, and only this: 

“vii. 389] wvedpa] + Sedopuevov; also + ayov: also + ayov 
én’ avtois: also + ayov dedopevov.” 

t What does von Soden mean by citing e (before ‘it**° q f"’) for omission of ayov? 

True, Hans von Soden's “African” text lacks it, but e reads: ‘‘nondum autem sps erat 
sanctus datus.” 

t Soden adds A‘ (= X”). 
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That is absolutely all. Not a word as to the culprit B who 
perpetrated the addition referred to lastly. In vol. i. p. 82 
(‘Notes on Select Readings ') he goes into the matter a little 
more fully, but as usual cannot recognise what the readings 
mean. Under +ayov he has ‘‘ Pre-Syrian (? Alexandrian) 
and Syrian,” under +ayov SeSouevov he has no remarks. 
Well, of what family is it? I have said before that Dr. Hort 

could not recognise his own children when he saw them. I 
repeat the accusation here. And if he could not, how can 
his followers ? 

This is his illuminating remark on the subject : 

“The singular distribution of documents is probably due in 
“part to the facility with which either dyov or SeSouévov or 

“ both might be introduced in different quarters independently. 
“Text” [i.e. ‘ wvevya'] “explains all the other readings, and 

“could not have been derived from any one of them.” Thus 
he utterly condemns B here. 

Well then B's usefulness is destroyed? Not a bit of it. 
Hort seizes the first opportunity to follow B again in the next 
verse +[o7e] where B with only D (against the rest and Orig 
Cyr) inserts this in the coptic method. 

General Improvement. 

i. 13. (omission). B and one cursive (17) omit the second clause 

ovde ex OeXnuatos avdpos. This is either because of homoio- 
teleuton,t or more likely because there seems something 
of tautology in “‘ ovde ex OeXnpatos capkxos ovde ex OeAnpatos 

avépos.”” But for B’s bad record previously we would not 

select this against him. The omission is opposed by all else, 
by W 892 and Paris’, by all versions,{ and by Tertullian and 
other Fathers, except Athanasius and Eusebius, who omit with 
B, and Ath appears deliberate. This is another Alexandrian 
reading as witnessed to by Ath, which is shared by B, and the 
existence of which Hort denied. 

ii. 15. ta keppata (pro to xepya) BULT*XW Oryr*” 33 213 314 
Paris’ b q copt arm Origes Kus W-H txt [nil in mg] Sod™ 
against all others and Nonnus. This seems to be an effort 
at (mistaken) improvement, and has support of Oxyr*? W 

{ E* and a very few omit the first clause ovde ex Oe. wapxos. 

t Sah has it, but alone changes the beginning, writing ‘‘ These were not out of the 
wish of blood and flesh, nor out of the wish of man,” for o: ove «£ atparav ovde ex 

OeXnparos capkos ovde ex Oednparos avdpos. If sah considered the matter we may 

be sure that B did, although B adopts a different plan. 

ea, 
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. and copt as well as Origen fully. Hence it is certainly 

Egyptian. As to the neighbouring places in the same verse, 
observe following, where & 157 and Epiph, almost alone, 

have xateotpewev, and most Greeks with Origen (over 1/2) 
aveatpewev, BWXII? 61 108 234 247 251 252 435 g*" rt (Sod 

only quotes 251) Sod?#2.%116 99 with Cyr and Oxyr*"" W-H 

txt for averpeyrev, The Old Syriac only begins again at ii. 16, 

so we do not know if it employed singular or plural for to 
xeppa or for ex axowwy, but we may note that 33 and 71 

Sod “@ #F and q use ex axorvov alone here. 
iii. 84. —o Oeos sec. NBC*LT°W 1 33 213 2”* Paris” be fl Cyr 

(syr cu) W-H d& Sod tat, against all the rest and syr copt 
aeth Orig et Orig Chr Did Cyr™e Ang", This seems to be 
an endeavour to remove redundancy. 

iv. 51. (Indirect for dramatic direct oration). Xeyovtes ote o mass 
avrov & by NABC and W 185 Sod cdf fg lr gat aur vg 

arm W-H & Sod txt and the inevitable textual muddler 
Origen in the proportion of 1/3. 

This is opposed by D* LIAAIL wre? minn omn rell (et N ote o vtos 
cov tm) abeg syr cu sin pesh hier sah boh aeth Chr Cyr with direct 

oration, employing gov for avrov. It is confirmed by Orig?” (on the 
next page following the quotation avrov‘:?”) plus Origen (ex Heracl."?"). 

Tisch misquotes 13 for cov. In Ferrar’s edition 13 reads: 0 wars cov 

o vtos avtou (but the rest of the family cov with all other minuscules). 

In a question of this kind when the Semitic versions are so strong 
for direct oration, the minuscules should be decisive. What is their 
verdict ? None uphold avrov.t Not even 892 nor Paris” nor 33 (the old 
‘queen of cursives’’ before discovery of 892 and Paris’’) nor 28 which 
here opposes and neutralises the testimony of W. 

May L ask, if it is a question of revision, who would revise back to 
direct oration? The thing is unimaginable. If avrov were original, the 

whole series of ‘‘ Antioch ’’ revisers (and they are represented by other 
Egyptian Mss) could never have put back cov so successfully. 
Joho 

iv. 52. eerov oy BCLNWY 1 33 50 213 291 2°* Sod’ Paris 

W-H Sod trt but no versions except arm. The others and 
Cyril have «at evrov with &, but T" Sod’? ¢ foss with sah boh 
and the middle-Egyptian version, and the syrr omit the 
copula. The “neutral”’ text is therefore with copt syr, and 
the ovy of BCL is a sheer improvement. 

58. Similarly exewn +) wpa ev y by NBCT" 1 minn aligh@ 

t Soden now alduces two critical codices for it, his"' at Patmos, and his‘? = 185 

at Florence. 
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f Really in all these matters Hort surpasses himself. 

vy, 29. 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

WAIT & Sod tut for ev exewn 7 wpa ev 7 should be compared 

to Latin, but it avoids a double ev. 

A little “nicety ” of B alone: 

ot Ta ayatla motncartes ets avactacw bwns ot (— be) Ta Pavra 
mpakartes ets avactacw KpicEws. 

This is another of those “ pairs” which B always gives his 

(Alexandrian ?) attention to. No other Grecks support the 
omission of Se. Suden does not add one single witness to B. 
Not even the faithful 213 (Sod). Nor do V 892 or Paris” 

add their voice for omission. W indeed writes «at ot alone of 

Greeks with m boh" syr arm Ircn'. The support for B's 

reading (which JV-H adopt) t is Latin, viz. Tert Aug ae ff 

and sahidic.{ I add this therefore also under the heading 
“ Latin-Coptic.” 

Joho 
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vii. 8. Although B has large support here for ov7w avaBaww, the 

consensus of opinion of antiquity (Porph Epiph Chr Cyr Ephr 

Aug Auct quaest) is with NDKMII t it™ vg boh (diserte) arm 

acth syr cu sin georg slav pers for ove avaBava, which Hort 

only places in his margin, retaining ovrw ava. in his text. 

Can anyone suppose that if B had been on the other side it 

would not have turned the scale? Yet here, although 

supported by sak and W, it is manifestly an ancient 

“improvement” which D and the good Latins, syr boh and 

the bulk of the versions, will have none of. I regret that 

the Oxford edition of 1910 follows Hort with ouvmw in text 

and ovx in margin, instead of reversing it. In this connection 

I would like to remind Dr. Souter of his own words quite 

recently expressed (‘Text and Canon,’ p. 129): “ The readers 

vi. 9. -ev (post rardapiov) NBD[contra Sod'"|LNU*WY 1 157 al® of the present work would do well to ponder every word he 

Sod" ab del syr cu aeth Orig Chr Cyr et W-H & Sod trt. writes on the subject of New ‘Testament textual criticism, 

Apparently to remove a superfluous word. Why should any for no authority of our time surpasses him in learning and 

add? (Coptic emphasises with the indefinite article OSWYHPE judgment.” This sentence refers to Professor F. C. Burkitt, 

sah, O&XOre boh, eliminating the év following). and this is what he has to say of situations exactly such as 

42. Yet another case of “pairs.” The second ovtos is removed the evidence indicates in St. John vii. 8: “The question at 

from the verse by BCDLTW Sod min. pauc. W-H & Sod txt issue is what right we have to reject the oldest Syriac and 

ad ff q sah boh syr cu sin arm aeth Chr Cyr, but against the oldest Latin when they agree” (F.C. B. ‘Introduction’ to 

all others. Why should it have been added? It is pleonastic Barnard’s Clem"), because, as he says elsewhere (op. cit.) : 

" in Greck, but not so semitically speaking. “With Clement's evidence before us we must recognise that the 

vil. 4. See under ‘ Latin.” EARLIEST texts of the Gospels are fundamentally ‘ Western "ain 
6. Another question of “pairs.” For: ‘0 «atpos o Epos ovTw every country of which we have knowledge, even in Egypt.” 

Tapeativ o b€ Kalpos oO UpeTepos TMavToTe EaTLY ETOLHOS” 
B substitutes in secundo loco mapestw for eotw to make 
the antithesis euphonious or perfect. It appears to be in 
very questionable taste, and presupposes that every other 
MS changed the second wapeotiv to eatery for opposite reasons. 

Not a single other Greek does this, nor 892 nor Paris”? nor 
any of Soden’s otherwise sympathetic cursives. Some vulgates 
(EFKMQVX‘Z*), but no vett, have adest for cst here, but all 
rvett carefully distinguish, having venit or advenit or adest (e) 

in the first place, and est uniformly in the second place. Sah 

and bok both differentiate and so do syrr. W-H keep a 
discreet silence, printing eotw. 

The evident reincarnation 

of an Alexandrian critic of the third or fourth century, he has managed to mislead 

I have already used these remarks of Dr. Burkitt elsewhere, 

as headings to my study of the books of Dimma and Moling, 

and Dr. Souter will please to recognise that I ‘ ponder 

every word” of Dr. Burkitt on the subject. Perhaps more 

than he (Dr. Souter) does, for if Dr. Souter (op. cit., p. 138) 

approves the addition of the words ai rijs v¥ppys at Matt. xxv. 1 

which “has now received the support of the Old Syriac 

version and is therefore proved to be ‘ Western’ in the 
widest, and not merely in the geographical sense,” he must 

apply the same canon of criticism to other places, irrespective 

of B and NS. As a matter of fact this addition of xal ris 
viens stands upon another footing, and I am not at all clear 

that we should receive it. The valuable cursive 892 reads 

alone tay vupdiwv for tob vupdiou Kal tis vdudys, revealing 

a situation which calls for very detailed examination.§ This 

modern “scholars” into thinking that all these little ‘ niceties’ were basic, and that a 
“revision ” forsooth ercluded them all! 

t Boh strongly opposes, some bok having pleonastically OTOP, NH AE. 

t Add 17** 389 ptt wser Pser Laurad 104 So@410 1001 1246 § 371 8 469, 

t Soden does reverse it against Sod’, having ovx avaSawe in toxt and ovme in margin. 

§ rw vuppiw C 157 soli, ut latt sponso. 
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reading of 892 I have not seen referred to anywhere, and 

Dr. Souter himself has not used Dr. Rendel Harris’ very 

interesting collation of this valuable British Museum codex. 
But the proposition holds good, viz. if we are to believe DKZN" 
latt syr arm Orig™ Tichon Arnob Op"? Hil for +xae rns vupdys 
in Matt. xxv. 1 against Aug and the rest, how much more are 
we to believe D latt syr strengthened by NKMII arm aeth 
georg slav pers boh Porph Epiph Chr Cyr Ephr Aug Quaest 
at John vii. 8. 

In such connections we can profitably study matters of 
order, such as vil. 12 33 (see under ‘‘ Order "’), where perhaps 
the basic text omitted the word subsequently added in 
different positions. 
Another question of “pairs.” To: “&qrnoete pe kat ovy 

evpnaete”’ BNTX [non fam 1 teste Lake] 213 258 20° wt 
Sod'® 18° sah boh syr aeth W-H [non Sod] would add pe to 
complete the “pair.” It is difficult to suppose that all others 
including DW Sod’ 892 Paris” removed the second ye. Rather 
is it a ‘‘ version ”’ influence on BTX. 

Observe in the same verse fin. that B alone (cf. georg arm) adds 
exe, Which can be traced to the unique addition by the sahidic 
and bohairic here of epoc (“ to it”’). 

B[non N|TX sah boh syr aeth, with G 1[non fam], 892 2°° W-H 
this time, again add a second we in the same phrase as in 
vii. 34. 

In the latter case G 1 892 join, and N 213? 258 w** Sod'* ? 
abandon BTX and the four versions which remain constant 
in the error with Westcott and Hort. 
6 (pro ov) B and EKMSUVASI min® and 604 [non 892 
(Harris ed.) non Paris*’] but againss SDGHLNTWXI4ATL al. 
pl and Cyr" Chr Thdor#e™| Cyr (Nonn) That; in other words, 

13 has no Patristic support. It is rather a difficult construc- 

tion, and B with LTW Lust 18 proceeds to change the tense 
of mectevovtes following, to meotevoavtes, and then conflates 

with ayov Sedouevov as against omission of both words by 
NKTI Orig Cyr, while some add aycov and some add Sedopevov. 

It will be observed that B’s supporters LT and W are in 
varying positions in this verse in the three changes under 
review. [See ante as to addition by B.] 
In the “ pair” of expressions adAor...addor it is to be noticed 
that some and 1 38 248 al. acf ff vg sah boh arm (aeth) Orig 

Cyr add Se after the second adAo, which is found also in 

textus receptus and in sah against its usual method; 
(BLNTXW Sod" substitute of Se). 
Now St. John’s method seems to be against this, for at 

Te ee 
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ix. 9 addot eXeyov...aAXoe eXeyov remains without copula and 
only % and a few add &e, while B and the great majority 
abstain. I mention it because there are other places involved, 
all in the same class, as, in the same chapter vii. above at verse 
12: ot pev edeyov...addor eXeyov, where BTXW Sod™ sah boh 

Cyr and a number of Old Latins (with textus receptus again) 

add Se. I had not intended to mention this place, supported 

as itis by cf fg l vg (although observe that bde qtr 8 foss 

oppose),f but- when comparing vii. 41 and ix. 9 it became 

evident that the +Se on behalf of all those who add is 

probably anti-neutral and in the nature of revision. 

vii. 46. Following a variety of changes of order in the phrase ovderore 

edadnoev ovtws avOpwros (order of BLNTX Orig Cyr), it is to 

be observed that BLT W 225 229* boh and Cyr Orig drop the 

clause following (against & and the rest) of “ws ovtos (Aanet) 

o avOpwmos.” The semitic doublet was objected to. Tischen- 

dorf remarks “offendebat scripturae prolixitas, hinc addita- 

mentum vel in brevius contraxerunt vel totum omiserunt.” 

viii. 16. 9 xpiots 7 enn adXnOLvy eory BDLTXW 33 213 892 Sod° 

Orig 1/2 W-H & Sod txt, against the use of ad76ns by the 

others. d and the latins use verum. Only gat vg® vary with 

justum as Sixaca c%* Sod®? 4 2 Eyst 60 [Evan 157 does not 

join Evst 60] Cyr Chr 2/3. It does appear as if adnOwn 

were more in the nature of an “improvement” than other- 

wise. Why should the rest abandon it? It would have 

been a welcome variation from the use of ad7Ons above, if 

correct, and certainly not tampered with by all the rest 

including VW and Paris’. (D has adnOeuwy alone at viii. 14.) 

19. See under ‘‘ Order.” 

88. Kae vets OY a NKOVTAaTE Tapa Tov TaTpOS. This (instead of 

.. ewpaxate...of the rest), by BOKLX and NW 1 (131) [non 

118-209] 4 5 fam 13 [non 124] 15 33 42 68 91 116 122** 145 

213 229"* 249 299 dpiw*' and 892 Sod" f goth boh aethal 

arm OrigPitles diserte Cyr [non rell, non V, non Paris®’, not even 

Laura’ ™]. This is of course to avoid the difficulty, hence 

against the canon of the “ harder” reading to be preferred. 

_ Hort swallows nxovcate and his margin is silent. Soden acts 

similarly. Clem*e* is silent, but NDTY Paris’? and eleven 

other uncials are not, nor the Latins nor sah nor syr sim nor 

Tert, who all witness to ewpaxate and vidistis§ as Tischendorf 

{ Tisch misquotes q on the other side. 

t a =e alii,'for which Soden also quotes 7, but 7 in Abboté's edition has plainly 

...at (for est) alii dicebant, Soden's collator seems to have misread et for ...sf. 

§ f only of Latins with goth join B in improving. 
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diligently explained by quoting 4 pollin™ °° in full ‘ ewpaxevar 
Kal Tapa Tw TaTpLAEywY ovK OPOarpwP Tiva opacty ednAwaeEV 

ara yuwoty duatkny, emer Kat Eexetvos Packwy ewpaxevar 

Tapa Tw TaTpt avtTwy ov« oer SyTouiev ewpaxevar Aeyet AAG 

7 Evotxovay Tovnpia...’’ Yet we persist in receiving Origen’s 

third century ‘‘improvement” against this fourth century 
witness diserte and Tertudlian earlier. The Oxford edition of 

1910 follows Hort here to its discredit. ‘Will the critics not 

kindly apply Burkitt's canon at this place also, and see in the 
consentient voice of syr sin and syr pesh pers arab (cu is 
wanting) with the diatessaron (quoting Jno viii. 12/60 in full 
sequence) and all the Latins [but f] with sah georg slav and 

Apollin and Tert a full rebuttal of the “improving” voice of 
Orig and his minions, even with syr hier added to them? 

Here is Hort’s weak note, in ‘Notes on Select Readings,’ 

p. 88: 
“vill. 38. & éya...matpos] dey & éwpaxa Tapa TO Tatpi pov 

[tadta] Aar@: Kal bpeis obv & Ewpdxate Tapa TO Tatpi bpovr™ 

Western and, with 6 twice substituted for 4, and taita 
omitted, Syrian (Gr. Lat. Syr. Aeth.): but aeth omits nov and 

ipov.”’ For later and better information [von Soden to the 
contrary notwithstanding] cf. Merz pp. 208/212 in the Johannes 
volume, and note (on p. 209) his expression: ‘‘und es ist 

Wilthiir zu sagen, B hat tiberall hier das Richtige.” 
Another very important question of ‘pairs’’ or more than 
“pairs.” ex texva tov ABpaap eate ta epya tov APpaap 
movecte. So B* and the vg alone followed by W-H txt. 

Origen is on both sides, quoting very often. Now most 
authorities, with Eus Epiph Cyr@*" Did Bas Cyr‘ have nre 
and emorette, while those who join B for eote, viz. NDLT 
Evst 60, still follow with ezrorerte, and some have eroterte av. 

The cursives are practically all for nre and evovecte or emoretTe 

av, True G04 has wovecte, but retains av. Paris’ has re and 
emovette av. The Coptics and the Versions oppose B; syr sin 
appears to support. I hardly think B has preserved the 

“neutral” text. If so, why do sah and bok not follow? It 

looks rather as if B and Origen here were playing a part, for 

Origen knows and gives both readings. The Old Latins, with 

the exception of ff, are against B, while b and Orig" add 

utique. 

The matter has no importance in one sense, and yet in 

another it has a very great importance. The record of B as 

exhibited in these pages is not sufficiently good to trust him 

without better support. D and the supporters having eore 

follow with emote. The transition from eore to emorerte 

ae ge eee 
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offends apparently, yet they retain. While exe may therefore 
be basic, worerte seems to be the reverse; te may indeed be a 

revision, but emoverte rather than zroverte appears basic. 
Note.—In case it should be thought that I had gone crazy over 

questions of “ pairs,’ I would like to exhibit another place in St. John 
quite in the heart of these changes by B, where & indulges in this, in 
order to show that the changes were either premeditate on the part of 

both mss or were influenced by a version. Observe then that at 
John vii. 22 in the clause: ovy ott ex Tov pwucews ect add ex Tw 

matepwy, an additional ots is supplied by NS after add. This is shared 
by syr cu sin, but Not by sah boh, as might have been expected, nor by 
the other versions, and is found in no other Greek or Latin witness. 

My point therefore appears to be well taken that the changes were made 
to “improve.” It is extremely unlikely that such complementary 
expressions should have been removed by any revisor. Why, for 
instance, should V or 892 or Paris’ or Laura‘, all derived from a 
similar Ms to the parent of & and B, cut out this second or? Why 

also should they all have ev ca8Batw while B with b e r quite alone 
omit ev in this same verse? Do they not preserve the true text as 

against B and & respectively in BOTH places ? 

John 

viii. 51/52. We now come to one of the grossest disfigurements of the 
text in the whole of the narrative perpetrated by B. The 
facts are so clear that Westcott and Hort abandon his 
testimony completely and do not even give the reading a place 
in their margin, although B has the support of Hust 32 and e, 
to which now add Paris’. It is not discussed in Hort’s 
‘Notes on Select Readings,’ for it would have been exceed- 

ingly distressing to him to discuss it. But was it honest to 
pass it by in silence? Let the facts speak for themselves. 
Burgon omitted to comment on this because Hort and the 
Revision mercifully left the record alone. But in an arraign- 
ment of codex B it is my duty to record the shameful 
mutilation of scripture here, justifying all I have previously 
said of B as to “‘ pairs” of expressions. ~ 

In John viii. verse 51 the Saviour says: ‘‘ Aunv apny Aeyo 
vp eav TLs Tov Eov Noov (OF TOY NoYor Tov Epov OY TOY Aoyov 

pov) tTypnon, Oavatoy ov pn Oewpnon ets Tov atwra.” 
In verse 52 the Jews reply: “‘vuv eyvwxapev ote Satpoviov 

exes. ABpaay ameBavev cat or mpopntat, Kat ov reves’ EaY TIS 

Tov Aoyov jou (Or ov Tis TOV AOYor, OF TLs ov Tov AOYov, OF 

[383 Orig] tis tov epov Aoyov) TypNGn, OV LN yEevonTat 
Oavartou (ets Tov atwva om. D be d ff l syr sin).” 

t Souter also ignores it in his notes to the Oxford edition of the N.T. 1910. 
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In verse 52, however, B calmly substitutes @avatov ov un 
Gewpyay for ov py yevonrar Oavatou, repeating the form of 
verse 51 in order to make no difference in the wording of the 
Jews’ reply to the actual words spoken by our Lord. vst 32 
does the same, so does ¢ latin, and so does DParis*? unknown 
to Hort, and a new witness 213 (1%) adduced by Soden. 

But this last support only justifies all I have said as to 
such particular cursive testimony not helping B but re- 
accusing his text of an ancient error. No other authority 
changes, for the simple reason (as Hort and the Revisionists 
adinit) that the record is perfectly plain that the Jews in 
their excitement repeated the phrase of verse 51 in slightly 
different language. Origen is a witness to this effect, which 
Hort here dared not put aside. Neither Tisch nor Tregelles nor 

Hort nor the Revision nor Souter nor Soden then follow B, 
although it had both Greek and Latin support. If we look 
into the matter still more closely we shall find that syr sin, 

some MSS of pesh (but not diatess) and aeth, while holding 
“shall not taste of death” in verse 52, put taste back into 
verse 51, replacing Oewpnon there by yevonrar, exactly for the 

same purpose of harmonising the records in verses 51 and 52. 
What a clear picture of these critical authorities dealing with 
scripture.f 
Now such absolutely unpardonable handling of the record 

by B here, raises afresh the whole question of the readings 

of this ms elsewhere, which Hort asks us to accept in so 

many other places, as does Dr. Souter. The latter in his 
‘Text and Canon’ (p. 103 seq) has this to say of Westcott and 
Hort: ‘Their work is held in the highest esteem in all 
civilised countries, and on the foundation they have laid the 
Juture will do well to build.” But if the foundations are 

insecure, as I claim to have shown in this volume, is it not 
an unfortunate myopia from which Dr. Souter and others are 
suffering ? Do they really know B? I cannot believe it 
possible, or Dr. Souter would not write on p. 22 (op. cit.) after 

citing two of the ‘secondary traces here and there in its 

text’: ‘But such features are like spots in the sun.” 

The features to which I have drawn attention, of this con- 
stant striving for “consistency,” for running the narrative 
in “pairs,” for general linguistic or grammatical “ niceties” 
or “improvements,” with occasional ‘‘conflations”’ or bold 

} The omission of es tov auwva at the end of verse 52 by Dd be ff I and syr sin is 

not perhaps on the same footing. 

Joho 

ix, 14. 
16. 
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“ harmonies,’ t culminating in this passage in John viii. 51/52, 

proves something quite different, and it is evident that 

textual theories and a text built upon B are liable to be swept 

away owing to the foundations being quite insecure. As to 

“spots in the sun” they may not perceptibly dim the bright- 

ness of the luminary to eyes some millions of miles away, but 

studied a little more closely they are indications of grave 

danger. These spots on the sun of B have had as 

disastrous an effect on our N.T. studies as have bad real 

sunspots on our agricultural situation on many occasions. 

Souter’s simile is unfortunate. Perhaps it is prophetic ! 

This matter of harmonising by B in viii. 51/52 is dolowes 60 

closely by another peculiar matter (viii. 55), see under ‘“‘ Change 

of Case,” that it should be consulted by the student at once. 

There Hort and the R.V. will be found in disagreement, Hort 

following BADW Sod’ minn® contraro™, while the hk. V. 

restores the usual genitive and tacitly accuses Hort’s foundation 

of being wrong. [A somewhat similar case to that of John 

vill. 51/52 may be seen at xvi. 16/17, concerning which note 

Burgon’s remarks in ‘ Causes of Corruption,’ pp. 105/106.] 

See under “ Latin.” 

Another “pair.” The verse begins edeyov ovy... Later for 

andor ereyor, NBDT'W fam 1 fam 13 
22 2"° Sod? ¢ dr, sah boh 

syr [non pers] (acth wat), have addov de eheyou, against the great 

majority without copula. ff (Buchanan) is against it, not for 

it, as Tischendorf says from an uncertain phrase of Sabatier. 

Tisch. also errs as to the vulgates by saying “ vg‘e ct! ™ 

but only vg®" recorded by Wordsworth have a copula. 

Tischendorf claims ten cursives, but none of Matthaei 8 or 

Scrivener’s cursives have it, and it seems to be limited to 

fam 1 fam 13 2" and ‘‘Colb” (22, confirmed to me by 

Sanders). Others seem to lack it completely and it does not 

appear in 892 nor in Paris’ and only in Soden’s "* of all his 

cursives, but he accepts it openly, although Hort only took it 

into bis text in brackets. 
: 

init. amexpiOnoav + ov NB 2" [teste Sod.] Evst 159 q 

vg® dim Tisch W-H [nil mg] only against no copula 

DGLTUWXTI 1 33 al. latt® sah boh arm Cyr, and +5¢ the 

rest and Sod txt. 

T would not call attention to this, but that the whole graphic 

narrative, abounding in repetitions, must be examined most 

closely (much more closely than I can do in these few notes 

on ch. ix.) and that in ix. 10, ix. 17, 8 or B or 8B add an ovy 

t Sce ante and post undey all these heads. 
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which probably does not belong to the text. See also ix. 26. 
The matter is settled as far as Iam concerned by observing 
that in-ix. 27 B alone with aeth and georg adds an ovv after 7 
(appearing in Hort’s margin). Observe the variatione as to 
ouv, de, cae (NB sah), and the absence of the copula here by 
the mass. 

+70 (ante Oavpaotoy) NBLNT'31 [non fam, although Soden 
quotes 118, which Lake specifically denies] 22? 33 397 
Laura‘! Sod" sah Chr Cyr W-H «& Sod trt against 
omission by all others. JIWhy should the others omit if vo 

were basic? But this should doubtless be referred to coptic 

(sah xe TAL pw Te Tegmupe, bok xe eAI pw 
Te stajbupt) reproduced by arab alone of later versions. 
Syr has ‘‘ to wonder ” or “ mirandum”’ as a r, for ‘“ mirabile,” 
and Paris” substitutes eOavyatov for ro Oavpactov ect, while 
all the others with WD and YW hold @avyacrov “a wonderful 
thing.” 

See under “Order.” In this the following verse,-B again 
follows coptic (against &) apparently disliking the position of 
apaptodov after ort, which word would hardly have been found 
there if this order were not basic. 
Another “pair.” See under ‘‘ Change of Tense.” 
See under “ Change of Tense.” 

‘“oumw S¢ edndruber o tnoous ets THY KM@ENV adr Nv EV TW TOTM 

omov uTnvtncev avtw 7 Map@a."" In this quiet and dignified 
sentence, witnessed to by ADLTAAII une al’ min permult 
and syriac, NBCXX® 1 33 213 242 249 Sod“ some Latins 
and boh introduce ere after nv, while F ae and sah add it before 
nv. The addition in different positions is suspicious in itself, 
but this has never influenced Hort apparently nor the school 
of Hort, for he and the Oxford edition and Soden diligently 
add it. Yet why should the other school have dropped it? It 
savours distinctly of officious “improvement.” Observe that 

sah has ANAK ETI NEAR Maer and 
boh has ANAK NACH Ow NE Hen mised. 

Another question of “‘ pairs ”’ in the final clause : 

“Avoate avtov kat apete avtov vTayev.” 
BCL Sod’ 33 157 Paris” alone of Greeks, copt Orig!" 

Where are the Latins and the Syriacs? All the Latins (except 
ff with its coptic affiliations) and the Syriacs (except hier and 
diatess) are with S and the mass without the second autor 
against Messrs. Hort and [Soden]. 

It is possible that this is a common error of base, however, 
between B and copt, for it is opposed by W as well as & al. 
It might have occurred from misreading yn in vrayew after 

Joho 

xi. 45. 

xii. 12. 

13. 

xuli. 18. 

. evtoXas (pro evtoAny) 
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agerat (for adete). Thus in W you find awetaiynarein. It 

is important as placing W behind the diatessaron. 
cat Oeacapevor & enornoev N and the great majority, with 

Origen six times (and oga 314 d*") W-H™ Sod™, but 6 BC*DA? 

(also C?** 0 em. onpetov) 1 244 249 Sod!™f™CX ¢ goth sah acth 
W-H'' Sod, This seems to be an absolute ‘‘improvement ” 
referring to the miracle of the raising of Lazarus. It 
occurs immediately after verse 44 which recounts the actual 
resurrection, and § is so absolutely natural after Oeacdpevor 

that no one would have changed 6 here to @, while there is 
every reason to change @ to 6 as do Banda few. W does not 
do it. Here observe Origen absolutely opposed to B's “‘ easy ”’ 
reading. Origen, &, and Tisch prefer the ‘ harder ” reading. 

In verse 46 following evrov avros CD 249 397 with M 
Sod44 fm b ¢ goth aeth repeat 6, but NB and most, this time 
keeping with Origen, have &. I have no doubt @ is right 
in both places. The bohairic shows that criticism of these 
verses was in vogue, for it reverses the whole process, having 

in verse 45 Oeacapevor & and in verse 46 e:tov avtors 6. 

NBIMW fam 1 138 254 7° Paris” 2" 
[teste Sod] Sod Orig". A clear ‘improvement ” adopted 
by Tisch W-H and Soden.t See sub voce ‘‘ Indeterminate,” 

after remarks on xi. 54. 
See under “ Solecisms of B.” 
Apparently another question of “pairs”: 
EpXouevos ev ovopate Kupiov xat o Bacthevs tov Icpanr. 
Only NBLQ bok aeth and Orig and the editors Tisch W-H 
and Sodent indulge in this second «az o or at any rate they 

alone add the «ae to make the two parts. Some and sah have 

6 before Bactrevs. 

twas (pro ots) Undoubted correction, thinking to improve. 

It occurs in the phrase eyw (yap) o1da ovs e€eAsEauny, and tivas 
is only found in NBCLM 33 157 213 397 Socl09 109 1110 1443 b4v0 
Orig" Cyr adopted by the editors Tisch W-H and Soden.t 
Indeed Orig seems to have a patent on this: “‘tuvas efere- 
fapny, oTrep am ova TEepov HEV TOLOUVTOV EOTL TLS EOTLY EXAOTOS WY 

evdoynuevos 0 

t Imention the three critical editions specifically at these four places to emphnsiee 
what Burgon said long ago. The critical editors considered and Soden still considers that 
these minority mss are of paramount importance irrespective of the fact that the grouped 
Mss represent hardly more than one tradition. Tocombat this view I am presenting these 

pages. Because Hort supports Tischendorf, and Soden supports Hort, it does not follow 

that they are right. The English Revisers oppose in xiii. 18 and Scuter does not give 
the evidence for twas in his notes! If Souter believed Hort was right it was his duty to 
his readers to give the evidence. Does Souter believe NBCLM 33 157 Orig Cyr and 
Hort to be wrong here ? 

Le: 
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efereEauny oda.” At first sight twas being the “harder” 

reading might appear justifiable, but it is almost certainly 

editorial. It is contradicted by all others including WY and 

#92 Paris so much in accord with the group elsewhere. It 
is also contradicted by all the versions. A trace would surely 

remain elsewhere if twas were correct. As I plodded over 

document after document I was amazed to find no other trace 

of twas until Soden produced two Sinai codices, two at 

Jerusalem, one at Athos. 

Baas ov (pro car euBayas) NBCLX 33 213 892 Sod!1!0 fam c 

a Orig 2/4 and Cyr with the editors Tisch W-H and Soden 

against the rest.f 
axodouvGerv aptt (pro axodovOnoa: aptt)  B(C*). A sheer 
“improvement.” See under ‘Change of Tense.” Hort 

follows B alone here. 

. This is another question of ‘‘ pairs,” but different from most. 

Here, for (ac) amapte yivwoxete auTov Kat ewpaKaTe avTov 

by the great mass supported by all the versions and Tertullian, 

BC" and they alone with IV-H™* [and they are often guilty 

of other tricks together; see many instances in St. John 

elsewhere in these pages and just previously] would suppress 

the second avror, reading amapts ywwoxeTe avTov Kat 

ewpaxate. It is a perfectly fair criticism that this is editing, 

cven if here it be a question of the suppression of one 

of the “pair,” because the place troubled some scribes and 

translators. Thus 33 68 250d" Evst 47%" 60 and some arm" 

suppress kat ewpaxare avrov altogether,t while the slav version 

with X® (= Sod A‘) suppresses the first avrov, writing 

“Ye knew and ye saw him,” as does the book of Dimma: 

“cognoscetis et vidistis eum.” While r (not reported for 

Tischendorf) and vg are to be added to the Greeks BC for 

the elision of the final avrov. These authorities should be 

added in Tischendorf's apparatus. Horner does not give 7, 

citing only BC, because unfortunately he does not quote 7, 

a very important witness, especially in St. Luke and St. John 

but Soden gives here. (See beyond again on xiv. 17.) 

Yet another matter of a“ pair.” Instead of 6 Se marnp 6 ev 

enor pevov of nearly all Greeks (and a@ ¢ df qv foss qui in 

me manet) BLY [negl. Sod. VW] Sod!" Orig Aeth Did 

Cyrt*t etoom elide the second 6, reading 6 de marnp ev enor pevwv 

(= no doubt rg with b e ff g in me manens). That this was 

+ See footnote on page 385. 

+ Attributed by van Soden to homoioteleuton | 
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the Alerandrian way, the unusual consensus of Orig Ath Cyr 

with BLY most freely attests. No cursives appear to join 
(except the two new ones of von Soden mentioned above 
which are quite ‘of the family”), not even Paris”, and W 

goes with D and the rest against it: But whereas B prefers 
‘« pairs,’’ here he seems to dislike the double o on account of 

the Se—present in most copies, only absent from a few 
cursives. Had the de been absent: ‘‘o marnp 6 ev enor pevwy” 

would not have offended, but in 6 de warnp 6 it seems to 

have appeared redundant. The other versions seem clearly 

to have read a second 6. It is not trifling to mention this 
matter, for B shows us four variations in this one verse: 

(a) meorevoets for meotevets with the bohairic alone [boh 

neglected by Soden], (b) —Aeyw alone, (c)—6 ante ev exor with 
LY and Alexandria as above, and finally (d) moe ta epya 
avrov with ND as against move ta epya avtos LX and W 33 

213 Sod"? Paris” Cyi™" and avtos mote ta epya A and the 
rest with Orig Ath Ps-Ath Chr Cyr**, while e and Tert omit 

_ autos or avtov altogether, and are perhaps basic. 
Now B cannot be right in all four places. Hort neglects 

the first two (a and b) as errors, but accepts the other two 

(c and d), thus in the last case (d) opposing Alexandria, as 

represented by Orig Ath Cyr, while going with them in the 
third case (c). This is properly in accord with his principle 
that it is B which is “ neutral,’”’ however rough the fourth 
case may seem. But what about the first case (a)? Why 
should we lose the mectevoers Of B? It is supported by all 
the bohairic. Is it not neutral? |§ But I can assure you that 

there is nothing “neutral” in B. Having written avrov 
(= eavtov no doubt) in this verse, he proposes to amend the 

next verse in accordance therewith. Therefore we find B and 
229* (aeth) only writing in verse 11 dca ta epya avutov 
matevete pot against Ath and Cyr, who with most have da 
Ta epya auta mtorevere pot, Whereas Tert 157 and some 

cursives omit avra and avrov and have only é:a ta epya 
aot. Which is very possibly basic and both the additions 

of later date, since q r and syr arm pers diatess and boh also 

omitavta and avrov. Hort has avra in his text and accepts the 
avrov of B in his margin; but neither I think are “ neutral” 
or basic. True the sahidic says ‘‘ Believe because of his 

works,” but this does not agree with B, because sah destroys 
the zoe at the end of the sentence (as NDL 33 etc.) which B 
holds. B is left absolutely alone with 229* and acth: ex 
opere ejus credite mihi. 

| Scrivener’s z (semel) with Paris” bas tavra for avra, while 
2c2 
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the new ms W goes with NDL d:a ta epya avta moar. absque 
pot fin. | 

siv. 17. The same thing as at xiv. 7 occurs here as to “ pairs.” For: 
ott ov Oewpet auto ovde ywwoxer avto, NBW Paris” and 

a dim Lucif W-H™ [nil mg] alone suppress the second auto 

against all others, all versions and Did?"e, and as showing 
how the matter affected others, Evan 287 vg™ Auct™#* elide 

the jirst avto (Soden does not notice this) writing quia non 

videt nee cognoscit eum, exactly as the slav version with X” 

and the book of Dimma acted in verse 7! 
ibid, This is followed by the elision of the copula Se between vpes 

and ywwoxete avto by NBQW 346 a‘ Paris” Sod™ a b sah 

bh" Lucif Auct™ W-H d& Sod txt only, after the coptic 

manner [Sod neglects the coptic witness and adds V (against 
Lake)], again not only against the mass and the versions, but 
against Did"* Cyrter and CyrAles, 

ibid. And again in this verse another “ pair” of expressions is 
involved. Most Mss have peve: and eoras (oTe wap yy weve 
kat ev vpiv eotat). Some read pever=g vg arm Nonn 

(wevéer) and sah [non boh]. It is clear that B understood 
Hever [it is so accented in B to-day] for he follows it with 
eotev for ectas alone of the uncials with D* (corrected by 
>’) W and a few cursives (1 Sod! [non fam] 22 69 [non fam] 
251 254 291 2Pe Sod’ 35) and ie?! syr goth Lucif W-H™* 
Sod, but in view of B's record which I think I have 

fairly exhibited in the previous pages, it is not absolutely 
certain that we can accept eorv as original. eoraz is difficult 
enough in all conscience following vpers ywwoxete auto, but 
if pevet was intended, ectac would be in order. Sah actually 

reads ‘ Ye, ye know him because he will remain with you and 

he will be in you.” Paris®’ here reads esta: and does not go 
with B, but W does so. 

23. Now comes a fitting and most lovely specimen of the manipu- 
lation of voices to obtain a perfect ‘‘ pair,” which is not only 
an illustration of what we have contended for, but operates as 

a climax to all that has gone before. 
In the verse azrexpiOn (0) tyoous Kat evmev avtw ‘ €ay TIS ayaTTa pe, TOV 

Rovyov Hov TipnoeL Kal O TTaTHp Pov ayaTnoel aUTOV, KAL 1 pos autTov 

eXevcopeda Kat pwovny Tap avtw Totnoopey, nothing virtually is 
changed [except by D, vide infra] until we reach the last word. Here 
instead of momoouev (or wotnowpev) we are offered tornooueba by 

NRBLUXWIP 1 Sod'™ [non fam] fam 13 [non 124] 33 213 249 254 Qe Paris”? 

Sod'"4 "SX" This group is practically one, as our presentation of evidence 
elsewhere will show. They offer us then in the final clause the very allite- 
rative sentence: ‘kat zpos avtov ehevaopmeda Kat povny map avTw 
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motnaopeda.” May I ask on what grounds any “ revision’? would 

have desired to displace the middle (given the sense) by the active voice 

here and so to destroy the alliterative assonance? If mosnooueba had 

been basic, who would have wished lo change it to wormoouev?t On the 

other hand, our repeated exhibition of the views entertained as to “ pairs" 

by this very group, headed by B, is most illuminating as to the practical 
certainty that the B group base changed 7rosjaopev to TornooueOa. And 
the proof is not far to seek. 

How do the Fathers stand? ‘For they surely represent other codices 
long since perished which have not reached us but which are coeval with 
or anterior to the date of B. It is observed that Origen is on both sides, 

but with a large preponderance for rornaopeBa. Athanasius is on both sides, 
Didymus is on both sides, Epiphanius is on both sides, while Husebius 

Marc?"4 and Cyril, the latter only quoting once, remain on the side of B. 

Hence tonoopefa in the fifth century was standardized in Alexandria on 

the evidence of Cyril, but in the third and fourth centuries the Patrist‘c 

evidence wavers. What was the reason? The reason appears self- 
evident on its face. Consult Tischendorf's exhibit at this place, and one 

cannot help realizing that while codices used by Origen, Athanasius and 

Didymus surely exhibited wormoopev, in quoting either from memory or 
from other (manipulated) codices, these Fathers fell very naturally into 
the course of following eXevooueOa by mornooueOa. Not that ronoopea 
was basic, but that it was tuneful, assonant, and admirably fitted the 

sense “and we ourfelves will make abode with him,” and hence followed 

by all three critical editors, Tischendorf Hort and von Soden. I cannot 
conceive it possible that ‘revision’ changed wonoouePa to Tonoopev. 

What does the jury say? And what is the secret then of the middle 
voice employed here ? 

In summing up for them I must not omit to draw their attention to 

the sahidic version: AwW NAEIWT NMASEPITY ATW THN 
WAPO  NMTNTALIO NAN HOwRA Mayne BAST. 

Whether the sahidic spagy—‘‘ us ’’—be the source or the reflection t 

of the B group base, it is most noteworthy. Horner translates : | 
And my Father will love him, and we come unto him, and make vor 

us an abiding place with him. Therefore, although the future tense is 

not emphasised, the middle voice is emphasised, and we are to read as 

t Soden adds only 213 Sod'%*'%4 but also his commentary families KiC and N, and 
excepts from his H family ¥A and 6°", This is interesting as bringing against each 
other 218 (his '”) and his 6371, as above concerning fam 1 and fam 13, and in emphasising 

the commentary support. Soden adopts momoopeda in his text, just as his critical pre- 

decessors had done, but that does not give us the “ true text.” Sod'"' has roinooper. 

$ As to B and sak consider most carefully in this connection the passages under 
Coptic previously tabulated at iv. 16, vii. 8, xii. 16, all of the same character; also vii. 40, 

viii, 28, ix. 11 27, and especially vii. 34, x. 22, xi, 27. 
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from an original worovper nuas or nuev, sah supplying nam or equating 

motovpeda, (Cf. John v.18 tov eavtov towy two Oew. Sah renders 

Ey KAKO] et TINOwTE, doh ECP! ALeeOCY Hetcoc 
mexe bsp). 

In Egypt then John xiv. 23 was read with emphasis on Tonoopeba 

or totoupeOa, which does not imply that the real ‘‘ neutral ’’ base was this, 

but that in translation it assumed this force and possibly reacted on the 
Greek. It did not react sufficiently to change the Greek tense, and on 

the other hand the Greek did not act on sah sufficiently to force the 

retention of the future tense. 
My good friend Macarius of Egypt comes once more to help us out 

bere. He quotes four times. In hom‘ he has woenoopev. In 
how" he mixes 21,23: xaOws Aeyer oTe eudavicw avtw eEpavTov 
Kat povyy Tap avtw Tornow (just as D zomooua: with e syr cu 

pers), but Macar? “ig very clear, separating 21/23, and quoting 23: 

ey Kat o TaTnp edevaopefa Kat povyy Tap avTw Totnaopev. Again 

Macar® eerec mts Gg just as positive although slightly varying the 

beginning. He writes thus there...«ae o Kupios: ehevoopeda eyo te kat o 

TaTHnp pov Kat povny Tap AUTW TOLNTOPMEDV. 

This is brilliant side-testimony contemporary with the oldest codices 

which oppose with tocyaopeda. And if Macarius was not influenced 
by the mast of the Coptic, I think we may rest fully assured that 

motnoomey (and not morncopueGa) is the basic text, and was changed to 
motnoopeba by the family of codices under indictinent. 

My friends of the Opposition will find it hard to debate this question 
against Macarius. The jury will not lightly put aside his triple sworn 
testimony. If then the jury is satisfied with my new witness (whom 
Tischcndorf did not bring into Court) I see no outlet but for a favourable 

decision at their hands on this and on the similar and cognate counts 

which are sub judicibus. 
Notwithstanding Macarius’ testimony and that of the mass, and not- 

withstanding all I have said above, I have no doubt that critical editors 
will retain torn cope@a till the end of time because it is such @ 
“goon” reating! And that tells the usual tale of preferences versus 

scientific princip‘es. 
The usual intimate relations of the latin ms ¢ to the Coptic are 

however maintained here; for ¢ alone writes ‘‘apud eum manenus" (ef. 

slav goth and saz), for ‘ aput eum manebimus” of a, which mss do not, 

like the vulgate and it'", use the literal ‘‘ mansionem apud eum faciemus.” 

[Note. D* substitutes ehevoopae and ommoopar with only d eé 

veniam...faciam, supported by syr cw and pers, but not syr sin nor any 

other. The adhesion of pers is interesting as making this change on the 

part of D securely attributable to syriac influences, but otherwise 

apparently not seriously basic, and influenced from half the clause at verse 

21 previously |. 
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xvi. 7. Another very distinct ‘“ pair.” 
Instead of eav yap un atreXOw, 0 mapaxrnTOS ovK EhevaETAat 

mpos vuas, BLY (33?) LanraA! Chr, but these alone, sub- 

stitute ov un €XOn for oun eXevoerar, reading : 
€av yap 17n aTweEXOw, 0 TapaxAnTos ov wn EAON TpPOS UHAS. 

Comment is unnecessary, but Hort swallows it whole (without 

marginal alternative, Soden only has it in his margin), while 
the Oxford edition of 1910 disallows it and returns to ov« 
edevoetar (with Soden‘) but without a word in the margin or 
in Souter’s notes. [The mass and Paris” are with the 
Revisers against Hort. Both Cyrils and Did Thdt are observed 

to improvise with ov yn epxetat, as some versions. | 
(Obs. the Ms 33 in verse 10 substituting mopevoya: for vrayw 

alone with i v*" Sod*+ Chrt because of topevOw in verse 7 
above, and the secret of ‘accommodation ” is laid very bare.) 

16/17, See in ‘ Causes of Corruption,’ by Burgon, pp. 105/106. 
22. aper (pro ape) BD*Y W-H' Sod™ [non minn vid] epee N. 

See under ‘‘Change of Tense”’ for Latin evidence, but the idea 
of B (with copt) is apparently again a question of harmonising 
pairs or triplets and by achange of a letter (not writing atpnoer) 
he makes a harmony of radu &€ owopat vas, Kat yapnoetat 

vpwv n Kapdia, Kat THY YapLv vpwy ovdes aper ad’ vpwr. 

xvii. 11. xaOws nae nyets (pro xabws ques) B*MSUYII? Sod min 

fg gat vg syr hier 1/2 arm Ath [against Cyril]. The group is 
feeble and savours very much of improvement: ‘wa wow & 
xabws (+xar) nues.”” NDW[Soden misquotes W on the other 
side] and all the rest and the versions oppose B and this 
small company. (Syr sin witha bce ff r omits the whole of 
the last clause in verse 11 from w Sedwxas por to the end). I 

should like to know however upon what principles Hort and 
Soden refuse to take up this addition of «ae by B supported by 

five other uncials and Ath. 
W 33 al et Sod"-® add after ev caOws nuers tev ecopev. (+ev 

X Sod’®? 213). 
12. See under “Coptic.” In order to support w for ous, approxi- 

mately the same authorities add «ae before efpvdata. This is 
a much less difficult place to adjudicate than many, and secms 

to me to be very clear manipulation. In verse 11 we have: 
mTatep ayle THPNTOV avTOUS EV TW OVOLATL Zou w bedwxas pot. 

But in verse 12: ote nunv pet avtwv {ev Tw Koopw) eyw ETNpOUV 

autous ev Tw ovopaTe cou ods bedwas por epvdraka, xat 
ovders e& autwy aTwreTo... 

t Tischendorf neglects Scrivener's codices and Chrysostom (but see Matthaci 
ad Icc¢.). 
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The latter is manipulated to...eyw ernpovy avtovs ev Tw 
ovoparte @ Sebwxas por eat epvrata... by BCLW 7 (0) 33 64 

Paris” sah arm syr hier Cyr W-H [nil mg] non Soden. As to 

boh while giving & it does not have «ae before epvdata, while 

d Hil, who hold obs, add «az before epvraka. The presence 
of Cyr in the combination shows that it remained an Aler- 
andrian tradition until his time. & hesitatingly writes: ove 
DENY NET AUTWY eyo ETNPOUVVY AVUTOUS EV Tw OVvOpLAaTt K gov Kat 

epuraccov cat ovdis cE autwy atwreTo... St omits w dSedwxas 

poe with syr sin; N° inserts, with o for w (a3 Eran 7 and sah 
boh), and modifies cat epvracaov [Male Sod de d r cum X*] 

to «at epvdaka retaining «az. 

The Syriacs and Latins grouped are against this interpreta- 
tion in verse 12. In verse 11 syr sin and the majority of it 

omit the last clause involving w SeSwxas pot wa wow ev xabws 
nels. 
meatevn (pro meatevon) N*BC*W Sod* [non al.] Clem Eus 
Tisch V-H, against the rest and against Orig Ath Cyr and 
Sod™. See under ‘ Change of Tense.” This is probably 

‘improvement’ to agree with the form of motevovtwy in 
verse 20. If so, it is another rather forced pair. amorevon 
is undoubtedly right. 

So (%)BC*DLW 1 [non fam] 33 
397 (Paris™) de syr hier sin aeth Clem Hipp Eus 2/4 Cyr 2/8 
W-H «& Sod txt suppressing ecuev. This may possibly be 
basic, but N and Paris’ are observed to manipulate a little 
further, which is suspicious. S and Paris’ write: wa wow 
év xaOws nuets suppressing the final év as well as eopev, while 
Chr suppresses the whole clause. 

a adds «az before nyers and P omits ques. c inverts : sicut 

sumus nos wun. (Soden neglects this testimony]. The 

Coptics retain the verb. All this points to a rather equivocal 
position for the minority, although ecey may be an addition. 
Observe that the testimony of Eus and Cyr is on both sides. 
I fear that we must once more accuse B of an “improving” 
tendency here. Among the following varieties B has only the 
countenance of his friend L and of W, yet Hort and Soden 

follow suit. : 

€t Ln NY ovTos Kaxov Toinaas = N* cf. syr sah pers|e mali aliquid 

BLN'WIV-H Sod faciens yyoay sy ” KQAKOY TTOL@Y 

tue ae) KAKO TOLWY C*¥ 33 Evst 63 a (r) male faciens 
oa ae KAKOTOLOS AN Gi" Sod et Paris” Latt pl 

(malefactor) verss Eus Chr Cyr. 

It docs not look favourable for B when Cyr is against him 
in such a place, and when even NS changes the tense (rather 

John 

xviii. 34, ato ceavtov av tovTo Reyes 

xix. 26. We have been quite a while without an example of a “ pair.’ 

XX. 
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happily here although Tisch abandons X* and goes with 
&BLW and W-H Sod), and when Ath improvises (xaxoupyos), 

and Nonnus paraphrases unnecessarily with es un env TedXeoas 

adarov xaxov. It shows a little too much consideration of the 

passage. None of Matthaei’s or Scrivener’s or Soden’s cursives 

know anything of any variation nor does Paris so close to XB 
hereabouts. 

BC*LNY Paris” Cyr 
W-H « Sod trt (Chr aro cavtov...) 

avo GEAVTOV TOUVTO ELT AS & 

_ All the rest including W and all reported cursives (but 

Paris”) have a eavtov... followed by Tischendorf. 
Surely, surely, if ap eavrov were the revision, a trace of amo 

ceavrov would remain in some cursives. WN has an excuse for 

revising because his text (with D™" and some cursives) lacks 
ov, but with BCLNY and Cyr it seems to be a case of pure 

revision, 

But the opportunity offers and B avails itself of it. We read 
Incous ovy (or de) thw THY wyTEpa Kat Tov paOnTHY TapecTwTA 

ov nyaTa Neyer TN PNTPL AUTOV.... 

Here NBLXWY 1 22 138 2°* Paris’ Sod!"!°5#" 6 ¢ arm Cyr 

W-H & Sod suppress avrov against all others and against 
Origen. Tbe reason seems to be because in the first part of 
the verse cOwy tv pntepa is without avtov, therefore avrov 
should be absent on the second occasion. For a similar 

reason the latins ac and most versions (but absolutely no 
Greeks but 2 and Sod now first adduced by von Soden) 

supply autov after tv prepa in the first place. My critics 
will please observe the advent of © and Sud" and the 
company which they keep. 

29. +rov (ante o€ous secund.) BLWY Sod" 1 33 138 2° and 
N° with the Georgian version, but these only followed by IV/-H 
and Soden. It seems to be a sheer “improvement” em- 
phasising the matter upon the second mention of the vinegar : 
““ gxevos exetto ofous HETOV * aTOYYOY OVY peTTOV Tov ofous... 

It is in reality another question of the consideration given to 
“pairs.” (Soden says ‘“xat 1 tov H*,” but Schmidtke's 

edition says nothing of the kind, printing pearov ofovs without 
sov and without any «az). 

6 init. epyetat ovv Kat Xipov Metpos tBLX et NT’W 33 56- 

58-61 397 Sod™! vg®" W-H Sod trt. 

t Wordsworth omits B*, and does not record that r (which he mentions) reads 

exactly with the coptics autem cf and not ergo ef as vg®M, 
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(a) and arm substitute «ae for ovv, but none add exactly as 
the above (except vg®) besides the sah and boh versions 
which have epyerae Se xac as 7 alone of the Latins, so that 
I cannot place it exactly under “Coptic” or ‘Coptic and 
Latin.” It seems to be undoubtedly an “ improving ” 
accretion in common with sah boh and could not have been 
dropped by all the others if basic. Syr pesh and sin (now 
available again) have Se without «a: as the latin fragment v.t 
The coptics preserve this Ae but add ewe (boh), 2Qwue 

on (sah). This @w¢, and not on simply, implies improve- 
ment to the narrative and equates etiam ipse as to Peter. 
Hence it is an accretion in sak bok which overflowed to 
BLXW. The others ignore it, including VY and Paris” and 

: Cyril (Pers and Georg have no copula at all). 
xx. 13. I cannot let this little matter pass without remark. The text 

runs with great simplicity :— 

“Kat Neyouow avtn Exetvot * yuvat, TL KNaLELS ; NEEL aUTOLS * OTL 

Npav Tov Kuplov pov Kat ovk oLda Trou eEOnKay avTov.” 
‘I'wo slight changes of the same nature are here made respectively 

by S and B. 

N clides the initial «ac, alone of Greeks (with 397 [Sod°]) and against 
the weight of evidence, but in the coptic manner with sah syr sin pers 
and some Old Latins. Not so B. 

B, on the other hand, alone of Greeks, ADDS xat ag an introduction 
before the woman’s reply, reading «as Neyer autos . ort Npav.... 

This seems a small matter, but it is really of the utmost importance. 
At such a place an examination of the versions is immensely profitable. 
First then how do the Latins stand? None add any copula in the second 
place, but the reviser of g shows what he thought about it by improvising 
“quae dixit” alone of Latins for dicit cis, actually suppressing autos as 

Eus" when reporting the matter ‘7 Se eetev” supplying an autem. Has 
B then no support from sah boh syr? No, none at all. They do not 
provide a copula, and pers beautifully says e:ev without avtors. When 
our investigation reaches acth and arab they follow B’s intuition and add 
with him a «az. Turn now to georg and the later sax and they also 

find it necessary to add something. But they add Tunc. 
When Dean Burgon characterised % and B as “‘ two false witnesses ”’ 

was he so very far wrong? Is the evidence at this place not absolutely 

conclusive of the non-neutral character of their thinking process? . 
[In this conversation much more may be learned. Observe & in 

verses 15 and 16 again. ] 

+ Correct von Soden as torand v. rreads autem et but v only autem. Therefore 
wy 

substitute v for r in Soden's apparatus under “om. xa’, 

Joho 

xx. 19. 

20. 

xxi. 11. 

21. 

23. 
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omov noav ot padntat (—ovvnypevor) N*ABDIWA* 44° 95 

122* 246* kt" o* Sod’? 3 [ambo in Sinai] a? dq pw dim 
gat aur vgg 1/2 Vigil Taps syr pesh sin et W-H. 

This aggregation may look strong, but we miss the usual 

supporting cursives for such an omission, if basic. We miss 
LXY among the Greek uncials, while syr hier sah boh aeth 
arm georg slav (hiat goth) all have ouvnypevoe with Eus Cyr'* 

and beef fg r 5 of the Latins. 
The followers of Hort are requested to place evyyyuevor in 

the margin. Soden retains it in his text! 
It is not as if B were not given to ‘“‘improvement.” In the 

very next verse we have another “ pair”: 
kat tas yelpas Kat Thy Trevpav by BA apparently quite 

alone, where the first <ac has been inserted to ‘‘ rhyme’ with 
kat thy wAevpav. No others do it, not W nor L nor VY nor a 

single minuscule, nor can Soden produce onc new witness 

among all his sympathetic codices. No Latins do it, no other 
version reflects it, yet Hort calmly includes it in his text with- 
out a syllable in the margin to indicate that only two Mss out 

of thousands read thus. The Oxford edition of 1910 rejects it 

without comment. But if ever anything were deliberate and 
not “ unconscious ” (as Hort says) on the part of B, this small 
matter is an example of deliberation. And observe that Hort 
rejected the reading of B above at xx. 13. He takes the «az 
here because A (alone) supports. Can foolishness go further ? 

aveBn B ete., or even NLWY, +ovv NBCLNXIVWY Sod’? 

1 [non fam] 22 33 91 138 239 2r¢ Laurat™ Sod! 4 449 y ygis 
boh sah syr hier Cyr (and c vg? slav tune adscendit, syr pesh 

sin aeth et adscendit). 
This is against D and the other twelve uncials plus II*, all 

the other minn, all the Latins except c, arm gcorg and pers, 

and looks very much like an addition to improve the sense. 
Notwithstanding the imposing array for +ovv I challenge it, 
and when the supporting testimony is analysed it proves to be 

weak, and not homogeneous. 
tovtoy + ovy NBCD [non Sod] 33 it rg boh sah Orig Anast 

Cyr W-H [Sod]. 
[ However in various endeavours elsewhere, in between these 

places, to be graphic in this chapter, the matter of copulas is 
manipulated by many of our documents, and it would not be 
wise to be didactic as to any of the numerous changes which 

follow.] 
ove ectev Se (pro xat ove ectev) NBCW 33 Sod®® c boh 10/20 
sah 2/3 syr pesh hier sin verss al. alig. Orig Cyr Chr ata 
W-H [non Sod] (Om. copul. sah 1/3 boh 10/20 [hos negl. Sod.]). 
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This is distinctly what one would expect. ‘‘ This word then oe at the Coptic, must have written it in from the Latin, as 

ce ast oa brethren that that disciple would not probably N. At any rate it is not only at the opposite pole 

; but Jesus did not say... “ tral” reading, but it shows carelessness due to @ 

whereas the majority of Greeks, with the Latins, arm, and an . os ee. ee things have previously tended in 

aeth oe os latter is negligible] Say at UK elmer, which this direction. Must I go further than this to prove my point? 

pir ar pe Spee Gul that is just the point. if de The critics certainly cannot fall back here on a joint common 

a an eae baie eee Greek base being responsible for readings sei in B and 
¢ arly, § ,W ge agal Coptic, or B and Latin, as they are never tired o: inning into 

the B group—whatever its subsidiary company may be—of eos anal ie: to she me appear eo or 
manipulation of the record. The translator of pers saw 80 foolish. "tt the sald imaginary lost Greek base influenced B 
clearly how the sentence should run, to convey its full sense, why do the editors not adopt the reading ? 

that, going beyond the syriac, he says: “‘haud (tamen) quod One word more. In verse 47 (following) B, with NCLT® 
sages Base dixit (Jesus), SED si voltae” bringing and DW with frag gr-copt (graeco) Crum-Ken, 33 69 [non 

: se i Be late. - ae filgabeag though he did fam] 213 314 892 Sod'® [non Paris] only of Greeks and a d ¢ 

not say that he may not die, but if I wish...” lq foss Orig, writes Kat npwra sine avtov with W-H Sod txt 

I do not fear to be accused of straining a point (and observe enh ‘at the rest of ihe Greeks, the Syriacs, the Coptics 
nies a ee nea fe pale ye Hi and ae ae mek ney met it was a Graeco- 

oO), verse octors the Latin which doubtless misle in verse 46. 

xxi. 24. record by adding «ae (see under “‘ Solecisms") and generally In verse 50 again B with only NDW Sod’? 55 sah c dl 
shows a desire in this chapter to emphasise matters. Because vg Cyr W-H & Soden writes emotevcey without a copula, 
Cyril joins B and the new ms W (the complete group for 6 against all the rest «as emor. and LT” 213 314 892 s emor. 
nee gill a a BW Cyr [Soden ia a : does st ée. Although this sae is Coptic, none but two boh ees 

'S. very same point appealed to a sma suppress the copula here. It is again Latin or Sahidic 

minority of late Latins, who add ille and write ‘“‘ Hic est arenes : : 
discipulus ile qui testimonium... .” vi. 23. BNW only of uncials and 71 127 with ten other cursives and 

a dozen more of Soden add rns before TiBeptados. It does not 
Change without Improvement. seem to be called for nor do Tischendorf or Hort or Soden 

iv. 46, ev kava (pro es tyv xavav) BN soli.t Is this neutral? Is eae br has rgd mae eae Z by mre pac jes 
it? I insist upon an answer, for it is either deliberate or the eaGdincae ey 

ae ape eRe ape maealid Romana ae xiii. 18. The whole spirit - the Gospels is lost on B and on his 
2 $ L. H i se. For: ‘adr 

texts, nor could they do otherwise. Well, then it fulfils the iat iear enon a tiegaee ae poise 

oes ore pgereal Oana ge ape knce atgrrr eg ASH oe : ErStONs : BCL and four cursives (127* 249 b*" 892) f vg™ [against all 
5 oo. giria oe sade of motion after Latins and Tert] aeth sah [non boh] Eus’™ [but not Eus"™] 

Rava bate treated [ ‘ndcelinabls the Latin an in ial Bak Cie [bate OOF 1) nae alee hinee}t lone 

the Geptte ETKANA (to the Cans) ; eae asliele S isi ss as be ee pe ae rear 
u . . h o i xi. 

it and avoids any chance of difficulty by writing ess tyv xavav : eee ee a bs . : > ae scare a pes 
(cf. some v9). a, unless he was somnolent while looking nrepvicuov. But our Lord did not say “as it is written” 

fain unset asin iubin Hes acest an Wietecatld ered ppl oka ee but ‘(in order that the scripture might be fulfilled,” and if he 

ev xava X" (his A‘) and Sod" the former at Sinai, the latter now at Athos, but both Tr ieee isaac reen on. othe Me ie 
t plus 213 (Sod!) Sod 91 48 fm <N (and Soden txt epov without per’, evidently an largely sharing version influence elsewhere, as does 348 most distinctly and a real 

error for pov [see his note “ per epov } pou etc.”]). adherent of the B family. 
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chose to utter prophetic words, or John wrote down a wording 
agreeing with the fulfilment of the prophecy, would not BCL 
Orig have done well to hold to it and not to turn up the 
Psalm for “control.” As a matter of fact B bungles another 
matter, for he (and he alone) writes ewe for em eve in the second 
clause, against the language of the Psalm. I fear Origen is 
implicated in the first misquotation, for he (once) is against 
himself (thrice) for wet exov with ND wre? and WY all 
minuscules (but those named), and Paris’ i¢ vg Eus'™ 
Chr™ Cyr’ Thats and all versions but aeth sah. In the 
Latin, mecum panem might easily have become meum panem 
with some, but it has not. Only rg™ (possibly vg") have this, 
while g has mecum panem meum as E* and four boh mss. 
I cannot enter this under Coptic, for boh so positively opposes 
sah which goes with BCL. It must remain a lamentable 
exhibition of a non-neutral text, which Hort has foisted on 
to us, printing the sentence in capital letters as a quotation, 
which it is not (for it does not even say “that the scripture 
may he fulfilled which saith,” but merely “that the scripture 
may be fulfilled”), and failing to see the beauty of the 
application of the words to its fulfilment. Hort has no 

marginal alternative and no note in ‘Select Readings,’ but 
Souter does not feel perfectly happy about his master’s 
wonderful methods here. While his Oxford edition of the 
R.V. keeps pov in the text it gives us not only per euov in 

the margin, but Souter jots down the evidence besides in his 
note. Will he please observe now that while 892 goes with 
B, which he forgot to note (covering the three mss by “al. 
pauc.”) that W and Paris® oppose, as well as Tertullian. And 
will Soden please to note that his text “ezov”’ is without ms 
support. 

(The only authority to strive after verbal conformity to the 

LXX is e, which has adampliauit = eweyaduvev for the ernpev 
or ennpxev of the rest. This Tischendorf does not mention 

nor Soden.) ; 
In a case of this kind the supporting cursives should be 

carefully examined. He should not say “min paue” but 

specify them. Sometimes a mired band of cursivest join 

& or B for a reading in which some common change is judged 

desirable, or is the result of a common error, but this lot, 

127 249 892 b'', is not a common lot. In fact the only 

+ This is another point which Soden does not appreciate, for he omits cursives 

reported by Afill, Wetstcin and the older collators even when B has no other support but 
that of these. 

Sete 

John 

xvi. 13. 
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semi-outsider is b*'. The other three have definite affiliations 
with the B stem and the B traditions.f They have weight 
merely as confirming that B or the prototype of B read thus. 
They do not represent a separate line. 127 is o very critical 
codex (sometimes alone with Origen), 249 excessively so, and 

892 is about as close a late document as we can get to B. 

Soden's added uss will also bear investigation. 
Observe next that when Hort prints this as a quotation in 

capitals, following the form of BCL, it does not yet agree 

with the LXX, the printed text of which (exactly as in B's 
own Old Testament volume) has aptovs pov and not pov tov 

aprov, s0 that it should not be dignified with capitals. 
Another point remains to be noted. The LXX quotation 

closes ‘em enue mrepvicpov’ as against ‘er eve tyv mTepvay 
avrov.’ Where was 33 above? Absent from the B ranks. 
But here, with 69 [non fam] 71 248 253 259 7°* Sod" and 
Origen 1/4 Eus’** it suppresses tyv before mrepvay to get as 
near the O.T. quotation as it can. The testimony therefore of 
33 here is important against B in the previous matter. Finally 

the Chr codices vary much among themselves, some following 
the LXX for mrepvicuov, showing how all turned up the 
passage for control. Yet none but BCL, those cursives named, 

aeth sah, one latin codex, Hort, Soden and the Oxford edition 

propose to mutilate the N.T. record. 
Similarly B is implicated with all other Greeks (axovce: or 
axovon) in apparently changing the axover of NL [negl. Sod 
L] 33 Ath 1/2 Cyr 1/2 b el foss Ambr 1/2 slav goth saz; as 
Tisch says ‘‘offendebat axove: et propter AaArAncee mutandum 

videbatur.”’ One boh ms and aeth georg have the past tense 
nkovoe, which here properly ranks with the present as against 
the future. OFf course it is possible to argue from a doctrinal 
point of view that the more authoritative present tense in 
speaking of the Third Person of the Trinity has been put in by 
NL 33, but no one of these Mss is given to this kind of thing, 

and it may well be basic, particularly as 6 supports. I have 
great confidence in b in cases of this kind.t Compare the 

t Observe 127 at xiv. 26/27 +eyo with BL alone, and note 249 in countless places. 
t Observe in xvi. 18 the “ shorter text’ in NDW fam 1 fam 18 al. pauc. and Paris” 

of! —6 Aeyer with bade ff syr hier arm sah georg, whereas B with the lonely company 
of 213 397 acth omits rc Xadet at the end of the verse, which Horé proceeds to place in 
square brackets, leaving the previous o Aeyec to stand. What kind of ‘ neutral” is this 
with only these in support? The Oxford edition removes the square bracket and scouts 
the idea of B’s “ neutrality.” Another sunstroke of B, no doubt. Soden produces the 
two cursive witnesses named, viz. 213 and 897. Observe them elsewhere with B. But 

Soden does not remove mr: Aader on their added authority, recognising that they are of 
one plumage. 
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amplification in verse 15 é:a rovto ermov ott ex Tov e“ou 

AapPaver (corresponding to dover) Kat dvayyeret vv 

hy B and the mass. 
(N lacks all verse 15 from an error of homoioteleuton ; N° 

has Anpyerae and avayyernrer). 
expavyacav deyovtes (pro expavyatov Arey. vel expatov rey.) 

BD’¥ 83 131 157 249 435 604 al. alig. et Sod™ et a. 
Westcott and Hort adopt this change of tense although 

Aeyovtes follows, and they do it against the vast majority and 

against Cyr (expafov) and against Origen (expavyatov). Wiser 

far are the Revisers who recall expatov Aeyovtes, and Soden 

with expavyafov Neyovtes. 
N has eAeyov for exp. Neyovtes and Paris” expavyatoy without 

Aeyovtes, and 71 expatov without Aeyovres, none apparently 

expavyacav without AeyovTes. 
edryua (pro prypa) N*BW soli (e malagmam). N° corrects 

this. It cannot be right, although Hort has to adopt it in his 
text. B then substitutes a roll for a mixture. (With and W 
the case is not quite the same; see below). And e adopts a 
kind of half-way house with malagmam for mizturam. As to 
prypa it is itself an &a& Aey. in the N.T.: edvyya does not 
aceur at all, and forms of edtcow only twice (Heb. i. 12 edrEecs, 

Nev. vi. 14 edzocopevov). A few Mss read opeypa, but Soden 

cannot find any additional testimony for edrypa. 

Now, while B alone has gepwv edrypa, N and W have 

exov edrypa. This exov is pure bohairic [against sah 
ACIEINE = MVeyKe a8 SYT pesh and other versions]. How exov 

of boh (which has owgetT aed, a8 sah Fowssir sed) came to 

be tacked on to eAtyza and replace ¢epwv prypa of all other 

(4reeks and all other versions would be a mystery if I had not 

already shown the extraordinary and hitherto unappreciated 

close inter-relationship of the versions with the Greek mss of 

Keypt. Incidentally this very exov of NW boh (soli inter 

omn.) ig ample proof that boh is as old as NW. They must 

have got it from boh. Boh could not have got it from them 

not being in close enough sympathy in the neighbourhood to 

warrant any accusation that boh had used & or W in trans- 

lating. And observe the exw (lit. cui est) is used by boh°™ t 

and is basic. As to edvyya substituted for peyya by NW, 

taken in connection with eywy substituted for depwv, it is clear 

that both & and W were using some critical helps. Possibly 

some early Egyptian commentary explained that prypya 

f Only the Leheatena® has “and he brought " OCOE, ACNE as sahom ACHEINE- 

sie 

of printing the readings of B alone. 
Note. 
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involved a package of some kind and used the word edcypa. 
But edcyza must be wrong or it would have overflowed into 

the coptic. The coptic words corresponding to prypa (bere 

transliterated plainly from the Greek) are quite different. 
It has often been said that IV-H have been unfairly accused 

Yet here is a case in point. They 
print gepwy edvyya, which is only read by B. 

John 

ii, 6. 

vi. 45. 

Indeterminate. 

>AOwar vdptat (pro vdprat ALGwat) NBLXYV 33 185 314 

Paris’ Sod" only of Greeks, plus arm? only of Versions, 
plus c only of Latins and vgg aur IV-H and Soden texts. 

This order of the ten Greeks is opposed by all other 
Greeks and 892, by both Coptics, by the Syriac [hiant syr cu 
sin], and by all Old Latins but c. 

It is very clearly a question here of a real “‘ neutral’’ text 
for XB (since they are agreed and supported by the subsequent 
copyists LX) or of a deliberate change, for a reason which I 

do not understand.{ Malan makes his arm codex read with 
them, and it is the way the sazon expresses it, but this is 
merely following vulgate order, which St. Jerome obtained 
from a codex similar to NB. The suspicious part is the 
solitary adherence of ¢ [D d are still missing] with which even 
the Aethiopic does not agree (= hydriae sex lapidiae), for c 

has been tinged with much Egyptian revision. How is it that 
all the rest are opposed to these ten Greeks and c? 

Note that N with a e arm subsequently omits xerpevar. 
This shows that the foundation of the arm text here is similar, 
as well as old. 
The textus receptus reads 0 axovoas and padwy (mas 0 axovaas 
Tapa Tov Tatpos xat padwy epxetat tmpos pe) in which it is 

supported by NABCKLTII Sod al. c f ft vg Orig’ Cyr, 
but opposed by o axovwy of the rest anda bdeg q foss gat 
Hil cte. Who is right? Tert seems to show that he read 
axovoas, for alluding (Prar) he says Omnem qui a patre 

AUDISSET ef DIDICISSET venire ad se. Here it is true he reads 
didicisset into pafwv, whereas padwy seems to imply a con- 
tinuance of action. 

It is a pretty place to try and settle. 

t Observe that 71 348 omit Ardwae and Gre omits AcGiwar e€ [neither mentioned by 
Tisch}. Does this cursive (so important often elsewhere), not mentioned here by Soden, 

perchance hold the original base ? 
t ris mutilated here, although Soden quotes it with ¢ f ff. 

2D 
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xi. 54. T confess to the feeling of being on very tender ground here. 

In the final clause canes Stet psBev peta twv padntov of most 

and ), with laté, SBLW only with 249 397 Paris" Sod! r Orig 

substitute ewecvev for SeetpiBev. This is also clearly shared by 

sah boh (acth ?), using aAcjuguune here (as against a different ex- 

pression in ili. 22), although Tischendorf does not mention it. He 
remarks ‘‘ SterptBev vero practer hunc locum in N.T. non legitur 

nisi Joh iti. 22 et passim in actis.” We have had S:etpeBev 
before then in St. John at iii. 22 in exactly the same kind of 
phrase: ‘‘xat exer SretpiBev pet avtwy xat eBanriter,” but 

we have also had eyecvev several times (iv. 40 car epervev exer 

Svo nuepas, li. 12 kat exer epervav ov Toddas qyepas, x. 40 Kae 

evervev exec, and in this chapter at xi. 6 tote pev epevev ev w 
nv toT@ Svo nuepas). 

The double argument can therefore be drawn, first that 

the mass of authorities borrowed derpeBev from John iii. 22 

by way of improvement [but why should they want to im- 
prove here?], or secondly that SBLW recollected, preferred, 

or borrowed evevev from the other passages cited. SverpsBev 
does not occur again in St. John, whereas péve occurs many 

times (notably at xiv. 25 ravta NeAaAnKA vpLY Tap YY pevor) 
and is a word whose parts occur over thirty times in St. 

John’s Gospel with a variety of subjects (of the Spirit at 

the Baptism, of the body of Jesus remaining on the cross, 

of the beloved disciple remaining till he came etc.) besides 
being of frequent occurrence in St. John’s epistles. Therefore 
speaking in a Johannine way eyecvey would be much more 
familiar to the ear than ScetpeBev. As 249 joins the little 
hand for evevev, and was with them in other questionable 
changes in ch. xi., I incline to think that emecvey is revision 
of the basic text, for what purpose it is difficult to say. 

Certainly dcerpiBev is the proper antithesis to meprerate: at 
the beginning of the verse rather than the colourless epewwev. 
A solid consensus of syr and latin here for SserpsBev opposes 
the few Greeks with copt for ewecvev, and Burkitt’s canon here 
can be applied in favour of syr and lat, the more so in view 
of the rest of the bad record of those favouring epecvev. 
IT have a feeling that evewev is due to Origen’s restless activity. 

He quotes thrice, each time with NBLW epervev, just as, a 
little further on, at xi. 57, Origen™® with only NBIMW and 

eight cursives (so W-H « Soden texts) countenances the 
substitution of evtoras for evrodny of all other mss and all 

versions. NB Origen here mean to imply the giving of com- 

mands right and left to take our Lord, and were not satisfied 
with evrodnv. Lest I should be misunderstood in saying 

EEE DEST 

Jobn 

xvi. 28. 

vi. 9. 

vii. 39. 

viii. 52. 

t Ihave 

. anoOvnoxn  B Eus soli et W-H™, 

+ TV GapKa autou 

» AXX ovK 
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that I have a feeling about Origen deliberately making the 
other change, I would add that Chrysostom" gives away the 
mental attitude involved, by confirming my views as to the 
second case, as he writes car edwxav mapayryertas [non cit. 
Sod], varying the word but expressing the plural. 

Westcott and Hort say nothing in ‘Notes on Select 
Readings’ about d:etpeBev/ewervev—which surely is a key-note 
to revision on one side or the other—although in these notes 
on the very verse they discuss the locality of the place 
mentioned. Observe my remarks on xiv. 7 under “ Synonyms,” 
which throw a strong sidelight on the matter. 

[Another substitution occurs at xiv. 16, of the Paraclete, 
where & and B and LQX, but in differing positions, substitute 
7 for pévy of most, but pyévy here may have crept in from the 
Héver used in verse 17 following]. 
€k Tov TaTpos BC*LXW?[Sod contra Lake]t 33 249 

Sodivt 0 fam KWON Binh W-H & Sod txt. 
NS rell et V? minn Cyr (Chr amo) (Cf. verss). 

(—e&\Oov mapa tov matpos DWbd (e ff) ) Cp. verse 27 and 
the end e€nd4op, reduplicated at the beginning of verse 28. 

Tapa Tov TaTpos 

B and Origen in Conflict. 

¢ 
os = BAD*GUAWY min® W-H & Soden, but Orig Cyr 6 

with S Sod and the rest. 

Orig arofavn as all 
others (but V amrorntas, and reOvnterat ClemTheototy 

BT 892 (¢ but opposed by Orig and 
Sod'4* 5469 (tam 8) sah, boh acth Cyr who read with the large 
arm syr it”! Orig [IV-H txt] © majority tyv capxa. 

taytov SeSouevov BX” (254) € g syr hier Orig 1/3, but 
distinctly against Orig™ er and Orig elsewhere, who with 
NKTII Sod’ Cyr Hesych add nothing. (See under “Con- 
flation ” for further remarks.) 
Oavatov ov pn Oewpnon (pro ov un yevontat Pavarov) B 
213 Paris” Evst 32 e (saz) contra mundwn et contra Orig", 
See remarks under “ Improvement.” 

B omn, (adXa ove DX) but Orig thrice «at ove with 
bers only and wg**, Soden does not deign to notice this thrice 
repeated reading of Origen. Why not? Pers [not mentioned 

grave doubts as to Soden’s correctness in such places as to ¥. Notice here 
in his upper notes that he adds D (155) for ex rov marpos whereas in the lower ones he 
admits that D with W omits the clause altogether ! 

2p2 
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Jobn 

xii. 

xiii. 

XVI. 

XViil. 

XIX. 

. npev 

. > ETotnoev onpeEtov ovde Ev 

. Kat Geacajtevot $ ET OLNOEV 

. Ovyatep 

. Origen is on both sides many times, but, as edited, hay mapadw 

. tore before ovye mavtes 

. > up Aeyw 

5. epxetat (— adda) 

. expavyacay deyovTes 

CODEX B AND ITS ALLIES. 

by Tiscnendorf (never quoted by Soden)] is 1 most important 
witness, perhaps going back of syr sin here. 

NB soli ct W-H txt, but Orig?" es with all the rest arpee. 

Orig with KLMXII and WY 157 
and a few against onetov erouncev ovdev of B and most. 

BC*D IW-H™ & Sod‘, but & 
Orig?"es with the majority. 

. oTt cupdeper tva ets avOpwros atrobavn umep Tov Xaov So XX?” 

sah™ 252 Thdt Chr, as in xviii. 14, without vue or nu; but 

BDLMAI add vyev after cupdeper with Orig', whereas 
Orig*rties with Eustath and Cyr is for the addition of nev, 

as are AEGHIKSUAAIIWY Sod minn?! c fg r etc. sah 
syr arm aeth and all other versions except the itala. As to 
W that Ms joins the latter company and Origen. 

. For cuveBovrevcavto Origen witnesses twice with the mass, 
and but once for eBovrevcavto of NBDW Sod’*- Ath 
(Paris reads cuveBovdevearto). 

N mult et Orig’, Ovyatnp = B mult. 

against mapabor of N*BD* soli cum W-H tzt [nil mg]. 
. Origen 6/7 confirms & and ¢ vg Hier Tert for vacOat with- 

out any addition. 
BCLW 33 213 Sod** Cyr W-H & 

[Sod], but not Orig. 
B*" pers (pro Aeyw vyev rell et Ath Orig"). At 

x. 7 where B does the same thing Orig is not available; at 
x. 1 Clem Cyr Chr Lucif and Orig" oppose B. 

NDL 2" Paris* Sod® at?! syr sin boh 1/3 sah Cyr » —™ TOTE 

and Origen 3/7. When he does add he says evra. 

. eos av 251 and Origen [Sod does not mention Origen], but 
ews ov NB and all except X = ews (—ov). 

(Origen’s looseness is seen at xiii. 19 where he has ezrav for 
otay once, and xiii. 27 e:ta for rote). 

. wewn most and Eus Cyr, and eppevn Orig, but pevn NBL 

213 Paris” W-H Sod. 

NBC*D*LXYIP’? and W 1[non fam] 33 
69 [non fam] 213 Paris Sod’? '"° sah etc. (see under ‘‘ Coptic 
and Latin”) but against Orig Ath and Cyr, who have 
andra. 

. meteun = N*BC*W Clem us W-H, but miotevon all others 

and Orig Ath Cyr and Sod tzt. 

. sore NBADLNXITWY Sod but against Orig and Cyr. 
BD\Pw min" @ W-H, but Orig 

expavyatov Ney. with W and many, and expatov Arey. Cyr and 
many. 

John 

xix. 26. 

34, 

41. 

xx. 17. 

23. 

xxi, 23. 

t Tisch omits 258 and Evst 53. 
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—avtov after 7m untpe NBLXWY 1 22 138 Paris® Sod! 

be Cyr W-H «& Sod trt but none of the others nor N nor 

Origen. 
> Thy wrevpav avtouv Orig"* and 69-346 258 317 348 397 Just 

53 bis Paris®’t only of Greeks with lat sy1, against avtouv tyv 
mAeupay all other Greeks, Coptic and (Eus). 

eteOn nearly all and Origen, but SBW Paris” Laura‘! and 

Cyr nv reetpevos. 
> pn antov pov B Tert et verss alig but Origen with 

all others and a host of supporting Patristic testimony p 
fou atrrov. 

twos bis B (sol inter gr) ae f syr Cypr Orig™ Eus Aug 
Pacian Auct"™, but against the other Latins, against all the 
Greeks [but B] and against Origen’ t Bas Cyr" Novat ete. 
—ovtos 3 250 c'? y al.? and Origen with Chr 1/2 Cyr 1/2, 

while SBCDW 1 33 2" latt syr copt place ovtos before o Aoyos, 
and the rest after it. Origen therefore is the most ‘“ neutral” 
of the three groups. 

Paris” is new testimony. 
t Unless Tisch has greatly erred. Soden quotes Qp as if Origen's Greek on the side 

of B where Orig’ only seems to belong. 
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CHAPTER X. 
\. 

“The real text of the Sacred Writers does nob now, since the originals have been 
10 long lost, lic in any ms or edition, but is dispersed in them all. "—Bentley. 

“No authority has an unvarying value, no authority is ever hemegeneease a 
Westcott (‘ St. John's Gospel,’ p. xc.). : 

EPILOGUE. 

Tut foregoing pages leave much unsaid. Many grave passages 
have not passed under review, because they have often been dealt with 
elsewhere. But the composite picture left seems absolutely opposed to 
® superior claim first for the shorter text; secondly for the neutral and 

unprejudiced text; thirdly for a text free from local preferences of 
grammar and syntactical structure. On the contrary, Hort’s description 

of the Ms B is contradicted again and again, and I have found him follow- 
ing B with additions more often than with subtractions. But enough 
has perhaps been said about all these matters. 

What I wish to emphasise in this Epilogue is that the assumption 
{upon which the text of IV-H is absolutely and indubitably founded), 
viz. that a conjunction of NBL must be right, carries with it the corollary 
that everything else—twenty uncials and the versions combined—is wrong 
if opposing. It seems like an unnecessary truism to state this at all. 
But the point involved is a grave one. It lies at the root of the whole 
question of textual criticism, of textual principles, and of the next 
revision of the Greek and English texts. To suppose that these twenty 
uncials and versions are wrong, when opposed to NBL, presupposes 
a most extraordinary thing. It predicates no less a theory than that 
they all proceed from one erroneous revision of the basic text of NBL, 
which is manifestly and absolutely impossible when one consults the 
documents themselves. The reverse is what I claim. The reverse is 
what I am here contending for. And the reverse is so much easier to 
understand. The aberration of NBL from the mass involves but one 
recension, and the character of that recension I have tried to indicate 
in the foregoing pages. Where NBL try to “improve,” it must be 
shown that the other side, that the great mass of our other witnesses 
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have been deliberately revised by some onc to give us a poorer Greek 
text. On the contrary, the simple testimony of these shows that the 
recension they represent was not striving after classical Greek expressions. 
Again, the other theory: presupposes an introduction of pleonasms, which 
NBL try to remove. This carries veritable foolishness on the face of it. 

When NBL make an addition to improve the sense, it involves the 
other theory, the assumption that the mass deliberately (one and all) cut 
out these additions. 

The foregoing pages have been wrung from me by the persistent 
refusal of the critics to see that an Antioch “‘revision’’ such as they 

suppose would have been a crazy one indeed to remove all the ‘‘ good” 
things in 8 and/or B; and by their failure to appreciate that Greek- 
Egypt was the hot-bed of zevision in the third century, continuing 
throughout the fourth, while poor “‘ Antioch " pursued the even tenotr of 
its way. 

I have therefore tried to sketch, in a military way, the strength and 
the weakness of certain strategic positions, in the hope that light may 
break in on the’ whole position of modern criticism, so resolutely 

defended for 100 years by repeated obiter dicta but by very little else. 
I had not intended at first to extend the enquiry so as to cover 

the history of N separately. But this will be found completely done 
(if not quite exhaustively down to every minute detail) in Part II. 
This study has involved over a hundred thousand checking references 
and the work had to be done very rapidly so as not to lose the threads 
and cross-threads. Personally, I have been more than repaid for the 

six months of hard work expended upon it, and everything I have ever 
contended for has found ample confirmation in the pictures painted. 

But all these minute mattefs, handled in both Part I. as to B ard 

Part II. as to NS et rell, only lead up to the larger questions still sab 
judice as to the omissions at Luke xxii. 43/44 and Luke xxiii. 34 which . 
I have not discussed at all. 

The minute examination however of the idiosyncracies of 8 and B, 

and the sides which they take in combination otherwise, form the 
necessary foundations for any deductions which are to be drawn in certain 

other weighty matters. 

Luke xxii. 43/44. 

The omission of the account of the bloody sweat from Luke xxii. 43/44 
can safely be attributed to the transfer marks in early Lectionaries (01 
I should say Gospel books marked as Lectionaries) which misled somc 

t I have amalgamated some of Tischendorf's notes, thus, I hope, making matter 

much clearer in many places. Soden carries the separation of readings to such a poin 
that it is almost impossible to regroup the passages. 
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scribes whose copies were already covered with textual notest if not 
pas ae to the influence of the docetists of Alexandria. 

To this day Burkitt speaks of St. Luke xxii. 43/44 (the bloody sweat) 
as among ‘the Greater Interpolations”” [‘'The Old Latin and the Itala,’ 
p. 47]. The facts are all against this being considered as an Interpolation 
at all. But recently the Iishop of Ely (J.1.8. Jan. 1912, pp. 278/285) 
has provided a fresh argument for the reception of these verses as being 
entirely genuine, part of the record, and in the handwriting of St. Luke.t 
The Bishop has argued at length for mpnvts yevdpevos (Acta i. 18), as to 
Judas, being a medical term employed by St. Luke, meaning that “ he 
became swollen up” as opposed to the general translation hitherto in 
vogue, and his view appears largely justified by the facts which he 
wlluces. If this be the case then cal yevdpevos ev dywvia stands 
in the sam position as @ medical term in Luke xxii. 44. 

This expression medically for ‘‘ becoming ” is prevalent in St. Luke, 
just as we say “He is becoming better (or worse),” ‘he is becoming 
weaker,” ‘he is becoming feverish,” ‘he is becoming deaf,” “he is 

becoming mad,” ‘he is becoming unlike himself,” ‘he is becoming 

nervous,” ‘“‘he is becoming crotchety,” ‘he is becoming saner,” “he is 
becoming tired,” ‘he is becoming anxious,” “he is becoming stupid,” 
“he is becoming hungry” [cf. Act x. 10 éyévero 88 mpoometvos nal Here 
yevoas@a of Veter], ‘he is becoming more free from pain,” “he is 
becoming cruel,” etc. ete. 

Examine St. Luke’s diction for a parallel to yevopevos €v cryovia 
besides the well known one in Acts xii. 23 cal yevouevos cxwrAnxoBpwrtos, 

and we are struck at once in: 

Acts xii. 11, of St. Peter, by the expression: «ai 6 Ilérpos yevo pevos 

év éaute “coming to himself,’ and in: 
Acts xvi, 29, of the Jailer: nai évtpopuos yevopevos, ull three 

expressions involving a mental attitude. Note Acts xxii. 17 yeveoOae 

pe ev €xoTucel. 
This is also singularly illustrated in Acts xv. 25 yevopuévors 

6uoOvpadov, of the Apostles and elders of the Church being mentally 
“in accord.” 

The peculiarity of St. Luke’s use of éyévero is well illustrated at 

Luke xvi. 22 of the death of the beggar in the parable of Dives and 
Lazarus: éyéveto dé dmoOaveiv tov mrwyxor, as it were “finally came 
to the point of death” from exhaustion, whereas the rich man’s death 

(xvi. 22) is dismissed with dwéOave 5€ kai 0 mrovatos. 

t For these obcli, indicative of various matters, were very liable to confusion. See 

p. 304 note. 
tI am indebted to Professor Rendel Harris for pointing this out to me. 

Dr. Harris in his pleasant and modest manner accepts the Bishop's interpretation of 

mpnvis yevoperos against his own previous view and applies it to yerdpevos év dywvig as 

another Lucan medical expression. Since this was written Dr. Harris has published a 

short article on the subject in the ‘American Journal of Theology ’ for Oct. 1918. 

eee ee 
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Again, in Acts xxviii. 8 we read: éyévero 5€ tov matépa Tob NozAtov 

mupetois Kat ducevtepia ouveyspevov xataxeicOar. Here again this 

“becoming” distinctly employed in connection with the medical terms 

“fever” and “dysentery.” Observe that in Luke xxii. 44 «al yevopevos 

ev dywvia is followed by éyéveto 5é 6 iSpas abtod daei OpdpBor atpatos 

xataBaivovtes emi tHv yiv.t 

St. Luke uses this of our Lord’s age (ji. 42) xal dre éyéveto érap 

Seca, ‘and when he reached the age of twelve.” 

_ Even of Judas the traitor, St. Luke says (vi. 16) &5 wat éyéveto 

mpodotns “who became o traitor,” whereas Mark (iii, 19) = b5 Kab 

nmapédwxev avrov, and Matthew (x. 4) = 6 «at mapadovs avrov. 

Another apt Lucan illustration (Luke vi. 36) is the graphic ylvedde 

oixtippoves...xadas Kai o martip tpdv oixtippwy €or. “ Become ye 

merciful.. even as your Father is merciful.” This involves the whole 

Lucan vocabulary as to this medical term of becoming, whereas in 

St. Matthew (v. 48) (no exact parallel to this passage in the synoptics) 

the less careful expression dominant is éseaOe obv ipeis réderor ws 6 

mathp tov 6 ovpdvos tédeds eotev, missing St. Luke's beautiful 

antithesis. Similarly St. Luke at xii. 40 says cal tpets (ov) yivecbe 

rotor, which is also the expression in St. Matthew. 

Another mental process is involved at Luke xv. 10 oftw A€yo Uwiv 

yiverar yapa (or xapa yivetar) évamtov TeV dyyétwv tod Oeod... And 

of. Act vill. 8 cal éyévero yapa peyddn ev TH moder exetvy. 

The opposite? is indicated at Luke xviii. 23, of the rich ruler: 

6 8& dxovoas tadta wepidumos éyévero,§ while St. Mark’s account 

runs: 6 8& oruvydoas emi TH AOyo amH|rOev RuTovpevos, and St. 

Matthew's: dxovcas 8¢ 6 veavicxos dwGXOev AUTOUMEVOS. 

Again, where another parallel is involved in the matter of the 

talents, St. Luke says (xix. 17) eb dya6é SoiXe * bre ev ChayioT TLGTOS 

éyévov,... whereas St. Matthew xxv. in both verses 21 and 23 says: 

eb Sodde. . .€ml GAtya Hs WLI TOS. 

Therefore at Luke xx. 14, where C fam 1 substitute Eora 9 

KAnpovonia for yévntat 7 kAnpovopia they show an ignorance of 

St. Luke’s Greek and have merely followed syr. 

t Cf. Hippocr'e: ipas movdis dxpyras yevdpevos Uyaivorte vocov onpaiver. 

Hippocr®™'; éydoaip pas éyévero cai madw éreOépunve i made Bpas. Aristotie rart animal 

8n 8€ teow iSpoca ouvésy aiparader neperrapare bia eayetiav, rod pév oa@paros puddos Kai 

pavov ytvopévon, Tov b¢€ aiparos e€vypavOevros 8’ amewiay, dduvarovons tis ev rois PrcBinrs 

Oeppirnros méooew, Se ddrysryta. And again: (aiparos) égvypawopevou 8€ Aiay vecovow 

yiverat yap lywpoedés rai Bioppodrar oitws dore fn Twes iBioav aipatady para. 

t Observe below the contrast between gofos eyev. and ¢idovexia eyev. in Luke 

and Acts. 
§ NBL and Paris” only say ¢éyevi6y, probably an ‘ improvement.” It is followed 

by Soden however (without new witness) as well as by W-H. 

In this connection note St. John's (xvi. 20) dd’ 9 Avan tpav els xapay yernoerat. 
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And at Luke xx, 83 where we read év 1) odv dvaordaet tivos abrav 
yivetae yur}, NDGLSI min™® show themselves in error by reading éorat 
there, as St. Matthew xxii. 28 and St. Mark xii. 23. 

Yet another parallel emphasises the matter: Luke xxii. 26 we read 
tpeis b€ ovY obtws * GAN’ 6 peltav ev imiv yeverOw ws 6 vewtepos, whereas 
St. Matt. (xx. 26/27) and St. Mark (x. 43/44) writing more amply apply 
yevicOat to peyas, but efvar both to Sudxovos and SodX05. | 

Once more, we can point to a very exceptional passage in Luke 
xxii, 248 to Pilate: 6 8€ Hitdtos éméxpwe yevéoOar 7d alrnua adtav, 

again involving @ mental process and not very easy to translate. A.V. 
has: ‘‘And Pilate gave sentence that it should be as they required,” 
R.V.: “And Pilate gave sentence that what they asked for should be 

done.” The Isucan phraseology covering the transaction is utterly 
different from that in Matt. xxvii. 24 26, or in Mark xv. 15, or in John 
xix. 1468 12 14 15, and in the finale at 16. 

Another peculiar expression is at Luke xxiv. 22 adrd xai yuvaikés 

tives €& tay éEeatnoay pas yevouevat opOpwal ext Td punpeiov. Quite 
different at Mark xvi. 1 xal...épyovrar éwi To pvijua, or Matt. xxviii. 1 

HrAOev.. .Oewpiioat tov tapov, or John xx. 1 épxetrar...eis To pynuetov. 

(The exact Lucan parallel to these other passages is Luke xxiv. 1 #\@ov 
éml To pvijpa.) 

For the rest observe carefully the following : 

Luke 

xxiv. 15. «al éyévero ev TH dptrheiv adrovs of the disciples going to 
Emmaus. 

51. wai éyéveto ev TH evrNOYetv auto of the ascension: 
Act 

xxvii. 36. ebOvpor b€ yevopuevor 

xv. 39. éyéveto 6¢ rapokvaopos 
xix. 28. yevopuevoe wArjpers Oupod 

(xiv. 5. o¢ 8é éyévero opr) tov eOvav... 
: ey oe ae x 

vi. 1. éyéveto yoyyucpos tov ‘EXAnuatav... 
xix. 23. éyévero 5¢ ata Tov Katpov éxetvov Tapaxos ox ddLyos TeEpi THs 

0500 ) 

xxiv. 5. éupoBwr 6 yevonevwr altar 

37, wal EupoBor yevouévor 

x. 4. EupoBos yevopevos 
i. 19, ix. 42, xix. 17 yoworor éyéveto 

xxvii. 42. Boud1 éyévero 
xv. 7. woddijs 5é cubytijcews yevouévns 

xxi. 40. ordre 5é ceyijs yerouevns 

Xxili. 7. éyévero atdows Tov papi. 
9. éyévero 5é xpavy! meyadn 

10. moAXijs 5é yevonévns otdcews 
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Then contrast Luke i. 65 nal éyévero én mavras $oBos 
and Act ii. 43 éyévero &€ don Wuyi poBos 

v. 5 11 éeyévero PbBos péyas 

with Luke xxii. 24 eyévero 8¢ nal fidovernia ev adrois 70 Tis 
abrav Soxei elvar peitwv 

All this has reference to mental processes. Add: 
Luke 

xxiii, 19. Sozes Hv dca otdow Twa yevoméerny ev TH TOE 

(the other accounts differ) 
Act 

xi. 19. dad tijs OAbpews Tis yevoperns 
Luke 

vi. 48. mArnuprpas Se yevouevns 
iv, 25. éyévero ALucs péeyas 
xv. 14. éyévero Aipos laxupos (or toxupd) 
Note Act xxvi. 19 Baotred "Aypinma ove éeyevouny ameOyjs again of 

the mental process; and, of time involved : 
Act 

xx. 16. Expive yap 6 Tlabaos (cf. Luc xxiii. 24) rapardeboar thy “Edecor, 

bras 1) yevntat avT@ YpovoTpiBijoa ev TH Acta. 

As to the proportionate use of yivowa: and its parts in the Four 

Gospels and Acts, note that it is used approximately 125 times in St. 

Luke, and about 110 times in Acts, as against about 70 in St. Matthew, 

not quite 50 in St. Mark, and about 45 in St. John. 

As regards the use by the others covering a mental process the 

occasions seem to be limited to the following : 
St. Matthew 

x. 16. ylveabe obv dpdvisor... | Cf. Rom. xii. 16 uh yiveobe ppdvepor 

xxiv. 44. yiveoOe Erorpor map’ éavtois 

viii. 13. &> eriatevcas yevnOnte cot 
ix. 29. kata tiv miatw buov yevnO ite bpiv 
Kv. 28. peydAn cou  mlatis * yernOnTw cot ws Oéders 
xxi. 21. eddy éynte wiotw.. .yevijoetat 

vi. 26. «al mepidumos yevopevos 6 Bactrets 

xx. 27. pi yivou amotos 
tAnd as a semi-medical term: 

Matt | vue ely , o> , . , 
xxviii. 4. nal éyévovto wael vexpot (or Kal éyevnOnzav ws vexpot) 

Mark * . é e a] € 

ix. 26. «ae éyéveto wael vexpos 
John eat a ? 

v. 6. OérEts vytNs yeverOat ; 

9. evOéws éyevero bytns 
14. iSe tyzis yéyovas 

ix. 39. «al of Brérovtes tupAol yévwrtar. 

+ Cf. Rom, vii. 13 13 odv dyaddv épol yéyove (or eyévero) Bdvaros ; 
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As to the Mpistles, notice 

Rom. xi. 34. ris yap éyrw vodv Kupiov; i} ris aiBovros abtod ey éveto; 
1 Cor. xiv. 25. 1a «punta tijs xapdias avrod pavepa yiverat 

and perhaps as a semi-medical term : 
Phil. i. 7. év 6potepare dvOpwrav yevopevos 

1 Cor. i, 3. nai eyo év dobeveia cai ev poB8w Kat ev Tpop@ TOAAG 

€yevouny mpos vwas 

27Tim. ii. 11. ...tois Seoypots ois madjpacw old por éeyevero ev 

’Avtioxeta ev 'Ixovig ev Avotpots. ‘ 
I have been at the pains to exhibit thus fully St. Luke’s partiality to 

the use of éyévero and yevopevos in connection with Kaz yevouevos ev dywovla 

for this pbrase in xxii. 44 is a link of undesigned coincidence with his 
language elsewhere. 

Other medical writers seem to prefer dywav or dywvicas. Thus, 
Aristotle: 84 7 of dyavtdvtes iSpodce tots Todas, Ta Sé Mpocwrov dv 

.) 676) dyovia... 10 Kal @Xpidor TA TpdcwTA Of dywVLaYTES..- 

Tolodal Yap TODTO OL MYWVLOVTES «+. , 
And Theophrastus” “''"S 610 of dyavidvrTes Tors modas iSpaor Td 

58 mpuowrov ov... Kai dywvidrvrtes 8& ob 8a poPov todTo wacxovcw, 
GdAG bia TO PAOD exOEppaiverOar... 

And Galen? 2%. ex Puls. giynais jricody Kab waOos yuxtxov dpyicOevtwy 

} hopnbévtwy 1) dywvicadvTOV.... 
So that a forger would have written at the opening of verse 44 

probably «at dyeudy or «al dyevedoas instead of cai yevopevos év dywvia. 

Further, note that St. Luke's évoyvew in verse 43 in the transitive 
sense (pn 5€ abTé dyyedos dm’ ovpavod éviaxyvwr ator) is confined to 
himself and Hippocrates (6 8€ xpavos taidra évicxvoe wavta). 

Also note that Aristotle, in speaking of bloody sweats, uses yiveraz ; 
and that St. Luke’s expression in verse 44 of cataBaivovres of the 

drops of blood agrees absolutely with Hippocrates’ language repeated 
often on such subjects (see Hobart, ‘Med. Language of St. Luke’ 

pp. 50/84). 

Luke xxiii. 34. 

The second passage, as to the omission of the first Word from the 

Cross, is in a different class. And I protest most earnestly against 

the obiter dictum of C. H. Turner : f 

“Lk. xxiii. 34 the first Saying from the Cross is 

not part of the genuine text of St. Luke.” 

It is cruelly misleading the younger generation to state the matter 

in this offband, not to say light-hearted way. 

} J.T.S, January 1913, p. 167, note 1. 
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t Because BDT'W8* 38 435 597 and Paris” a d b** sah boh 1/2 syr 

sin Cyr omit our Lord's prayer for his murderers, Turner makes this 

deliberate statement, which merely revives the decision of an Alcx- 

aodrian school which flourished some time between 200 and 450 a.p. 
After Cyril of Alexandria the Church decided that the Alexandrian 

school was wrong, and it had rectified the matter before the time of 

Oecumenius.t Because Hort, basing himself on a wrong foundation, 

printed a text without this ‘Father forgive them for they know not 
what they do,” Turner would assure his world through the ‘Journal of 

Theological Studies’ that the ‘“ genuine text” is without it. 
It is quite unfair to render a decision or to claim a decision in this 

matter when the witnesses upon whom the judges rely are still under 
indictment for false witness in a multitude of other matters. I have 

put B in the dock now and accused him definitely and legally of 

false testimony on hundreds of counts. Let those who accept Hort’s 
teaching get an intelligent jury to acquit B on all these counts before 
we can pay any attention to a claim for that ms to be heard as an 
authoritative witness when in a very decided minority. I wished to 
put my latest researches in this matter of Luke xxiii. 34 before the 
readers of a Theological Journal, but I was informed that if I thought 
that I could teach its readers anything which Hort, Swete and Turner 

had not taught them I was very much mistaken. Thus the Editors con- 
fessed that the matter was prejudged and that new evidence (which was 
what I offered upon this and upon another point) did not interest the 
critics. This surely is nothing short of a riot of pride and self-confidence. 

As to the support which B now occasionally finds in the new ms W, 
it is to be remembered that W also supports & alone in equally important 

t Add Sod°50 and Sod8371, I think this is the full evidence to date for omission. Soden 
still cites 6 as if 6* omitted, whereas he should know and probably does know that 
Buchanan discovered in b* the prayer itself, and that it was 6** who had suppressed it. 
Further 6* seems to give a very early and beautiful form of that Divine appeal, for b 
alone omits yap, saying : : 

“Pater dimitte illis! Nesciunt quid faciant,” instead of : 
“Tidrep dges abrois, ob yap ol8acw ri motovow.” 
Soden" has: _— 
“Tldrep des atrois ti mowvaw" (—ov yap odaci), but otherwise the documents are 

agreed as to the regular form. Only A and syr hier© omit Marep. 
Const. has & rowtew for ri rowvow. Some Fathers (with pers) apes atrois tiv 

dpapriay ravrny or ras dpaprias avray, but retain yap before of8acw. 

Jacob’ ig reported by Euse* Hesesipr ag: mapaxddw xvpee Ode mairep tides atrois* ot yap 
oidact rt rotovow, 

¢ Oecumenius’ date is now fixed definitely circa 600 a.p. from his full commentary 
on the Apocalypse in the Messina ms No. 99. Von Gebhardt planned an eilition of this 
but his death frustrated it. I have been instrumental in supplying Dr. F. Dickamp 
with photographs of the ms, and he will shortly publish an edition of it. In this 
Occumenius, while using a text of the Apocalypse thoroughly Alexandrian, explains in 
his commentary that although Cyril disallowed Luke xxiii. 84 yet in his day the verse 

* was authoritatively transmitted as genuine. See my article in the ‘American Journal of 
Philology’ for Oct. 1913. 
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matters, ¢.g. at John ix. 38/39 WS and b (J), only, omit o S€ edn 

MLaTEUw KUple KaL TpogeKvYNoEY avTw@ Kat erTev oO tnoous. The support 

of b is very important here. Our Lord’s speech in NW 8 is thus 

uninterrupted : (37) esmev avtw o Inoous Kat ewpakas avtoy Kat 0 Aadwy 
feta gov exewvos eat (39) ets pia Eyw Els TOY KOTMOV TOUTOP mrOov... 

Therefore, as Hort said, N and B go apart a long way back, and neither 
of them is neutral. 

Enough has been said, I think, to justify my contention that B is 
not “‘ neutral.”’ 

I do not pursue the matter beyond the Gospels in all its detail, 
although many of the same features are visible in the Epistles, cbiefly 

because, pending Mr. Horner’s and Mr. White's labours on the Coptic and 

the Latin respectively, my materials are not complete, nor have we a com- 

plete ‘‘ Old Syriac,” but we can illustrate the same points, as is done beyond. 

One word more here as to W. This new witness is going to take a high 
place among our Gospel codices and rank with D to control & and B. 

I would warn the public against a feature connected with this. 
When the critics who will sit in judgment on me find a place 

where W agrees with B, as at Luke xxiii. 34, they will exult and say : 
“There! You see, Hort is vindicated. W agrees with his omission 

which was based on &*BD sah (boh).” And they, being more con- 
vinced than ever themselves, will seek to convince you. But, be not 

deccived! This is merely an Egyptian excision involving W_ here 
(for observe that the only new witness lately to hand is yet another 
Kqyptian codex T'). W is a weapon just as sharp to cut their theories 

and their readings as to support them. 

When, for instance, the critics will say to you that é¢' juas by NB 892 

Sod" JV-H'' for “ mpos twas” in Matt. x. 13 is supported by W, and 
therefore poor Hoskier is wasting his time talking of “pairs” in this 
connection and seeking to convince you that NBW were “improving,” 
you, benevolent reader, being an independent observer, should look 

further, and you will then see that W does nof support & immediately 

thereafter at x. 15 for ++ before youoppwy, nor does it pis DEOr B at 

x. 16 for ef weoov instead of év peocw. 
In fact W generally goes against N and B much more than with 

them, and when it is for them the same reasons generally apply of 
revision of W in Egypt which caused these readings, but which did 
not extend to the other more radical ones. 

Hesychius and Origen. 

Whether Dr. von Soden and Professor Sanders are justified in 
adopting “‘ Hesychian” as the true name for the Egyptian recension, or 

whether Origen is the more responsible for it, cannot be determined with 
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accuracy. In some respects however ‘‘ Hesychian’ is a misnomer as 
we have no data to go by, whereas Origen's writings give us data, and 
the cursive mss 33 and 127 confirm the fact that Origen altered texts, 

for these two mss sometimes agree alone with Origen against XB and the 
rest of the Egyptian group. 

als to Dean Burgon. 

In closing let me say that Burgon’s position remains absolutely 
unshaken.f He did not contend for accaptance of the ‘ Textus 

Receptus,”” as has so often been scurrilously stated. He maintained 
that NB had been tampered with and revised and proved it in his 

‘Causes of Corruption.’ He sought the truth wherever it might be 
recovered and did not stop at Origen’s time. The material discovered 
since his day has not shaken his position at all. We seek the truth 
among all our witnesses, with unnecessary subservience to no one 
document or congeries of documents, deriving patently from a single 
recension. Nearly all revision appears to centre in Egypt, and to 
suppose all the other documents wrong when opposed to these Egyptian 
documents is unsound and unscientific, for we must presuppose not only 
“Syrian” revision but a most foolish revision which did away with 
these “improvements” of the Egyptians and Alexandrians, or which 
destroyed the ‘neutral’ text without rhyme or reason. Have I made 
myself clear ? 

What Dean Burgon was chiefly concerned about was the lack of 
a scientific basis for our textual criticism. It is absolutely necessary to 
grasp this fact for a proper understanding of the whole matter. 

A scientific basis can only be obtained after we have made ourselves 
masters of a scientific knowledge of the real history of transmission, and 

of the interaction of the versions upon each other and of the versions 
upon the Greek texts. 

It is impossible to “ revise ’ or compile a text from documents about 
which we have known s0 little. Every new document published helps to 
shed light on the ones already known. Few as have been the new 
editions of Greek documents, we have already been able to learn a good 

deal from them. Much more can be learned if we will extend our 

examination. It is useless to cry for more light from history, or to 

deplore the lack of more data than we have got from the historical 
writings. It is also useless to sit down and say, like some critics, that 

“i Upon two matters we must revise his position. His critics refuse to be 

influenced by any array of Patristic testimony against B, so that we must convict B, 
as I have done, in another way. Secondly, Burgon did not correctly estimate Codex D. 

Notwithstanding all tho curious harmonies in this us its base is profoundly ancient and 
important. The Latin us 6 must in future be considered much more carefully than 
heretofore. 
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as history is silent on certain points we can never know more concerning 
these matters unless further historical documents are brought to light. 
Jixisting Sacred Manuscripts teem with information if we will only dig 
below the surface. 

It is now 25 years since Dean Burgon passed away, and I ask myself 
what progress his opponents have made. 

The answer is that after 25 years they have discoveted some flaws 

in the Hort textual theory and have partially dethroned B from the 
paramount position it occupied in the Hort text. 

There are further steps to be taken in this process, if I mistake not, 
and I hope that what I have written will tend further to clear the 
ground for a more intelligent view of the situation. The weight assigned 
by Burgon to Patristic testimony has been disallowed, but his indictment 
of B as a false witness is abundantly proved. 

Codex B outside the Gospels. 

When we pass from the Gospels to the region of the Acts and the 

Fpistles we subside at once into smoother waters, yet the self-same 
features as to B are to be observed there also. It would perhaps be 
tedious, although quite profitable, to follow B over all this ground. For 
the sake of brevity I will confine the examination to the Epistles of St. 
James and of 1 Peter, the latter so largely attested by sub-apostolic 

Fathers. We find, as I say, the same features. 

As to “ forms” and “synonyms” we find at : 
James 

ti. 26. yadwev (pro xadwvaywyov) B only, and have to assume, if B 

be “neutral,” that all others, even the closest supporters of B, 

use a longer synonym. ‘The word recurs at Jas. iii. 2, yadiva- 

ywynoat, but nowhere else in the N.T. Observe however that 

Polycarp (Phil. 5) uses yadwaywyouvtes. 

iv. 9. peratparynte (pro. petactpapyte) BP ac Thpyl W-H a 

v. 4. advortepnpevos (pro ameatepnpevos) NB* solt et W-H [nil 

in mg !] 
1 Peter 

i. 7. xpuvoov Tov aTtoAdupEvou B only, for xpuorov tov 

amoAX., against all the rest and against Clem Orig. This 

tendency towards “ finessing’’ remains with B to the last. 

ii. 8. amorouvres (pro ameBouvtes) B only. (Cf. lat). 

iii. 13. e¢ (pro eav) B 3101 [non IV-H], against the rest and 
against Clem Dam. (Soden only mentions B). 

ibid. yevotcOe (pro yevnaGe) B only 

} In this very verse we find the Alexandrian preference for eavrcv over avrov 

{referred to elsewhere) exhibited by BP c** and a few of Soden’s codices. 
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1 Peter 

iv. 5. xptvovte ( pro exovre xptvat) BC*? 69 137 a and more of 
Soden. This is adopted by W-H without marginal alternative. 
The Revisers refuse to follow. 

15. addotptemicxomos NB d* and more of Soden and 
W-H Sod txt (for adXotpio- or addorpiog emtoxoros) 

17. azo nw (pro ad’ nav) BY and one cursive only 
(non W-H]. 

When we look further for Coptic sympathy, we find it at: 
1 Peter 

1.16. Stott yeyparrat (ort) ayo ececbe B31 70 syr copt[W-H] 
(‘ ex ingenio linguae ’ as Tisch says) 

Consult also : 
v. 2. adda exovotws pro ard’ ex. NBYW 68 Sod" W-H. 

James 

iii SB sah W-H [nil mg]. il. 4. omov (—ayv) 

If we seek Latin sympathy, we find much of it: 
James 

lv. 14. —7 (ante Gon) B only 

ibid. —n (ante pos) BP minn’ W-H. 
1 Peter 

i, 21. mictovs BA vg Auct'® W-H against miotevovtas 
rell", meotevoartas aliq, et mestevaavtes Polyc. 

22. —xadapas BA Sod" vg Gild W-H [nil mg]. 
iii. 7. —ot (ante avdpes) B only [non W-H] 

22. —-rov (ante Oeov) N*BY and W-H 

v. 12. ot Bavov (pro otAovavov) B only 

For further polyglot sympathy, consult : 

ii. 7. pn eveottecOat tats mpocevyars (pro un eveomt. tas ™poaevyas) 

B only (W-H marg) with syr lat copt. 
iv. 1. apaptiats (pro apapttas) BN’ W-H trt with aeth vg syr. 

If we seek change of tense, it jumps to meet us at: 
1 Peter 

i. 12. emomtevovtes (pro ewomtevaavres) NBC aliq (vg Cypr) W-H 
[nil mg] against the rest and against Clem. [Observe at iii. 2 
eronmtevovtes by N* only (Soden now adds some cursives.) | 

Or as to change of mood, note: 
James 

Hi. 10. typyon...aracon N(A)BC Sod" W-H against the minn. 

2E 
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Consult also, as to voice: 

1 Peter 

i. 8. ayad\date (pro ayaddacbe) BC* Sod" Orig W-H, against 

rell omn Polye Clem Cyr Thpyl in the phrase : ‘‘ 6v ove edovtes 

ayaTaTeE Els OV ApPTL MY OPwYTES TLOTEVOVTES be ayad\acbe Yapa 

avecdadyta xat SeSoEacpevn,”” where ayaddate has apparently 

been substituted as present indicative or present imperative 

active to harmonise with ayamate and opwytes and meoTevorTes, 

as against ayad\acGe as present indicative or subjunctive or 

imperative of the middle voice. Origen is implicated here 

against the other strong Patristic testimony. 

For another case of Origenistic influence, observe : 

1 Peter 

v. 8 —twa BY Sod" only with Orig™ and W-H tzt, against the 

rest, Orig himself and many Fathers. 

Choice crercised by W-H as to the B readings. 

The choices of Hort when B is alone are quite curious. He 

follows above, and at: 
1 Peter 

tiv. 19. tas wuxas (—avtwy) B only and W-H tzt [Soden adds 

nothing], but refuses to follow lots of other peculiarities 

of B, as: 

nee 4. —ov B* Sod" ff (an “improvement”’ ? 

, against Mss and versions) 

iii. 4. +70 (ante tn\txavta) B only (“ Improvement ”) 

v.14. —ov kuptov B only, which might possibly be 

“neutral” [yet more probably to be considered an amendment. 

Cf. Acts v. 41 “to suffer for the name”] which W-H only 

include in square brackets. 

TPs 1 nae Bumas B* only with Sod” 
ii. 1. dovovs (pro pOovovs) B only with Sod™ 

6. -—em auto B only ; casei : 

24. vpov (pro nuwr) B Sod" (W-H m9) aca : ae 

25. —nTe yap B only and q. 

iti, 18. —To ew B only 

+ Observe here against all the rest ras Wuxas aurwy as N plur, or ras uxas eauroyv 

as some minn, or Tas eauT@Y Wuxas in the coptic manner with 5 31 ond Athanasius. 
se ’ 
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Not even in @ doctrinal matter do W-H iollow B at: 

1 Peter 

i. 11. mvevpa (—xptotov) B only with Athanasius according to 
Soden (but Xpeorou is not omitted in the Benedictine edition 
of 1698) (against all and Ignat). 

But if B is right at 1 Peter iv. 19, v. 8, why not in these 

other places ? 

Further, we can show you here even (cramped as we are by our 

self-imposed limitations) harmony and accommodation to 
the L:XX on the part of B. For, observe: 

1 Peter . 

ii. 6. axpoywviatoy post exrextov BC 31 Sod*4 copt arm Barn Cyr 

W-H = order of LXX against our other New Testament 

witnesses which place it before exrextov. 
ibid. -er avrw 3B (which IV-H refuse to follow) is against the 

rest, and against Barn em avtov, and Eus Cyr es avtov. 
Again possibly from his text of the LXX. 

iv. 18. 0 de aceByns B* 137 Sod" (W-H]. Cf. LXX. 

A matter of order further concerns the Latin: 
1 Peter 

iii, 4. >novytov Kat mpacws (pro mpa. Kat navy.) B only with mq vg. 
Aug Ambr and W-H tzt. 

But in adopting this did not Hort see that he was using 
verston support and that it was not the ‘“ neutral” text? 

These few words must suffice here to indicate that the general 
character of the B recension remains the same outside the Gospels as 
inside. The same desire for individuality at the expense of truth, the 
same ideas of finessing, the same ideas of harmony, occasional bold 

excisions, and distinct version sympathy which is clearly zon-neutral, 
against Barnabas, Polycarp and Clement of Alexandria. 

Ignatius, Clement of Rome, Hermas, Polycarp, Justin, opposed to B: 

Even as to the bold excision at 1 Peter i. 11 as to the spirit of Christ 
dwelling in the prophets of old, observe that B doubtless opposes the 
copy of the scriptures in Ignatius’ library [this name is not mentioned 

with Did Ath Cyr" * and Cyr*'** by Tischendorf nor indeed in Jacobsen's 
edition of Ignatius] for Ign" says (ad Magnesianos § viii.) of yap Oetorator 
mpopitat kata Xpiatov “Inooby Enoav. Ara tobto Kai imxOnoav, 
é€vmveopevoe UTO THs YXapetos avtov, Els TO TANpPopopnOivar Tovs 

252 
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dmefotvtas... Here von Soden now adds Athanasius to B for omission 

of Xptotov. If this be so as to Ath" it is a wonderful commentary upon 

the junction of B and -tlecundria. (In the Benedictine edition of 1698 
of Ath, Npiotou is found.) 

Again when we consult Clement of Rome (1. 34) we find that he 

quotes the passage in 1 Cor. ii. 9 as ‘ Adyee yap * dfOarpos ode elder, Kal 

ovs OK ijKovcer, Kal emi Kapdiav avOpwrou ove dvéBn, 60a Hroipacey Tois 

UmTopMEevovGaLY avtov.” 

While ABC agree as to the oca of Clem®™ for a of the rest, they have, 
like the other Mss, @yam@ow and not Umopuevovaw., Had B exhibited 

uTopevovaly we might have thought indeed that the conjunction of B and 
Clem? indicated a ‘ neutral” text. 

In the reference to this passage in Polycarp™" the matter is as 

follows : 

Tlpo ofOarpev yap elyov puyety Td alwviov Kal pydémote oBevvipevov 

wip, xa tois THs Kapdias 6POarpois dvéBreTov ta Typovpeva Tots 
vropetvaciy ayaa, & ovte ods HxoUGED, obTE GPOarpos iSev, obTE emi 
kapdiav ivOpwmov dvéBy (leaving out the last clause here, as in Clem®° 
11. 11) éxe‘voes 5é Uredeixvuto bro tod Kuptov, otmep pnxéte dvOpwrot GAN 
48n ayyedoe joav. The passage continues: ‘Opotws S€ nal eis ta Onpia 
xplevtes UTE petvan Seas Kardoets, Kijpuxas pev UTootpworvupevor Kal 
@Arats roxirats Bacdvos... where it will be observed that the expression 
umepervay finds a place. 

Similarly at 1 Cor. iv. 4 where the phrase dX’ ovx év rovT@ 
SeScxalwpar is quoted by Clem®° as ddd’ od Tapa ToDTO Sedixalwpar we 
do not find that B agrees. 

Or at Hebr. i. 4 for tocovtw xpecttwy Clem"? (1. 36) has tocovtw 
pectwv. Not so B, although B elides twyv before ayyedwv with Clem®, 

Or at Hebr. iii. 5 if B added Oeparwy as does Clem®° after motos as 

to Moses we might presuppose a common “neutral ’’ original. 
(Of course we have to make allowances for Clement's fusion of 

different parts as in 1.36 Heb. viii. 1-3 is merged with Heb. iv. 15 
quite libere.) 

At Matt. x. 16 B finesses with es wecov Avewy for ev pecw AvKwv of 

the rest, undoubtedly because the words follow the verb of action 
dmoctAAw tbuas. He does not do it in the parallel at Luke x. 3, but 

there D is found with peoov for ev peow. A reference to Clem®° (Epist. 

Ul. v.) would seem to show that his copy of the Scriptures agreed with 
our general authorities against both B and D. Hence B and D are 
opposing the “neutral” text instead of preserving it. 

Again, for accor in 1 Cor. vi. 9 we find of oixop@dpor in Ignatius 
(ph. 16). There is no trace of this in B. 

At Ephes v. 25 where we read of dvépes ayaTate Tas yuvaixas xabus 

cai 6 Xptoros nydancev THY éxxrnolav, we find the counterpart in Ignatius 
(ad Polye 5) but Ignatius substitutes tas cupBlovs for tas yuvaccas. No 
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trace in B. Further,if B, as Polycarp, read adov for Gavarov in Act ii. 24, 

we might infer a “neutral” text for B. But it is D and latin which 

agree with Polycarp as also Iren' Epiph Pseud-Ath Thdt and Fac. 

Again, Act xxi. 14 Polyc™" has to OeAnua tov Oeou yeverOw, which is 

the reading of D* [neglected by von Soden] and Tert 1/2, while most 
read with Tert 1/2 the same order to OeAnpa Tov Kuptov yeverOw, but SABCE 

are furthest away with the order tov xuptov To Oednpa yuverOw. 
Again, B opposes Polycarp at 1 Jo. iv. 3 omitting ev capa edndvOora, 

whereas Polycarp distinctly says: mas yap 65 av ph dporoyn ‘Inoody 
Xpiotov év capxi ernrvOevat, avtixptotos éott. Notwithstanding thie, 

W-H omit [without a word in the margin] and Soden brackets it in his 
text and does not say a word about Polycarp in his notes. 

As showing that Polycarp was really quoting 1 Jo. iv. 3 as it stood 
in his copy of the Epistle, be follows it by quoting part of 1 Jo. iv. 9 in 
the very next section (viii.) of his letter to the Philippians. 

Hermas, close to James iv.7 ‘“ dvtiotnte (5é) TO StaBorw xal hevkerat 
ad’ tpav,” says: €av ovy avtiotas avtov vinnOeis peverar amd aod 

KaTnoXuppEevos. 
Had we found catnoyuppevos in B we might certainly think we had a 

separate relic of an ancient text, but such evidences are not forthcoming. 
Justin’, referring to Matt. vii. 15, says: ele yap oAdol 

éXevcovtat emt To dvowati pov, EEwOev evdedupéevor Sépuata tpoBdtwr, 

Eawbev 8€ clot AUKOL GpTrayes. 

If we found efw#ev in B we might consider it ‘‘ neutral ’’ or basic, 
but we do not find it. For Justin repeats the full verse (after interposing 

1 Cor.’ xi. 18): mpocéyete dro trav WevSorpopytav oitives édXevoovtar mpds 
twas EEwOev evdedupévar Séppata mpoBdtwv écwbev Sé eior AvKor GpTayes 
again using éfwev. In both cases Justin uses évdedupévor Séppata 
mpoBatwv for the usual év évdvuacw mpoBatwr. 

Notice that Justin seems to be quoting from his copy of the 
Scriptures and not entirely from memory, for when he deals with 
Mark viii. 31, which he does twice at considerable intervals, he substitutes 

in both places cat atavpwOiat for xal dmoxtavOjvar. The same remark 
apples to Justin’s twofold quotation of Mark viii. 11/12. 

Also at Luke xi. 52 notice exeve of Justin. If we found this 
(instead of nparte, or expupate D 157 ac dsyr cu sin diatess) we might 
then recognise it as a ‘‘neutral,” for Marcion and Tertullian appear to 
agree with Justin, and it is repeated by Ambrst Aug and Auct™*, 
although not exhibited by Tischendorf or Soden. 

“ Higher” and “ Lower” Criticism. 

Finally, observe that up to the time of Westcott and Hort the 
“lower criticism" had kept itself quite apart from so-called “higher 
criticism.” Since the publication of Hort’s text, however, and of that 
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of the Revisers, much of the heresy of our time has fallen back upon the 
supposed results acquired by the ‘lower criticism” to bolster up their 
views. ly a policy of indecision in the matter of the fundamental truths 
of the Christian religion—truths specifically set forth by its Founder,— 
and by a decided policy, on the other hand, of decision in the matter 
of heresy in the field of lower criticism, the beliefs of many have been 

shaken not only to their foundations, but they have been offered free 

scope to play the Marcion and excise whatever appeared extra-ordinary 
or unintelligible to them. Many, who should have raised their voices 

against the mischief wrought, have sat by in apathy or have wilfully 
fostered these heresies. Or, if not wilfully, they have assumed a faltering 
attitude which caused their own students to misinterpret their masters’ 
lessons. Thus we have the spectacle of Thompson and Lake saying to 

Sanday: ‘‘ We learned that from you,” and Sanday retorting: “I never 
meant to teach you that.” 

A man like the Dean of Durham, not content with preaching Christ- 
mas sermons at Westminster attacking the Virgin-birth, and vapouring 
in the United States about the close atmosphere of theological seminaries 
which he would like to burn to the ground, has nowt decided to introduce 
the “‘ Revised Version "’ officially into the lectern of the ancient cathedral 

of Durham. I am therefore correct in coupling these matters. 

Reiteration of Hort’s dicta by his followers is not proof. Let some- 

one take the dozen ‘“‘ Alexandrian ” readings of B which I have adduced — 
the existence of which in B was denied by Hort—and prove that they 
are in no wise Alexandrian. Then we can discuss the matter further. 

Mr. Horner asked me why I had neglected Athanasius’ testimony in 
my volume upon the date of the Bohairic version. I told him, first 

because the editions of Athanasius were unsatisfactory, and secondly 

because the matter of Athanasius and Alexandria belonged as much or 

more to B as to. 

Let somebody explain how B comes to oppose the ‘sub-apostolic 
Fathers, deliberately in places, if we are to accept Hort’s assurance about 
B being “neutral.” Until that is done, let us away with “dicta” and 
go by proof. 

Further Test of a Neutral Text. , 

ARISTIDES. 

The previous exhibit has carried us up toa certain point, but the 
study would not be complete without a few words more as to what 
would really constitute a “ neutral” text in B or &. 

+ “ Dean Hensley Henson, just promoted to Durham, has announced that the Revised 
Version of the Bible will in future be used in the Cathedral.”"—Public Opinion, 
April 4, 1918. 
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And first, let us assume that B or & exhibited a foundation text 

approximating the quotations from or wording of such a document as the 
second-century .{pology of Aristides, for the Greek of which see the 

Dean of Wells’ edition in ‘Texts and Studies,’ vol. i., No. 1. Were 

that the case, we should be compelled to look upon the matter very 
differently. If, for instance, at 2 Cor. ix. 7, we found averifOovest for 
(un) €& aviryens we might well say that we had found a “neutral” text 

quite different from later ones, but such a thing is not found in & or B. 

Similarly if in Titus ii. 12 we should read in B ootws xai S:xalws 
favres as Aristides (§ xv. 18)t instead of cwppovas cal dixaiws Kal evoeBas 

Sjowpev we should certainly see a foundation text of the time of Aristides, 

but we do not find this. |] 
The only result of such a comparison is the wonderment which it 

engenders in us that Christianity had already so filled men’s minds that, 

having read the Christian writings, as he says he had (mentioned in 
close connection with these passages), such language, close to but not 

exactly scriptural, should issue from his mouth.{/ The picture from 
Aristides’ pen (or that of his chronicler) is one of the most beautifal in 
the world as a comment on the early Christian order and the execution 

by its votaries of the Master’s maxims and of the words of his apostles, 
and it goes far to explain the mental attitude of the apostolic and 
sub-apostolic Fathers and their circumlocutory quotations of New 
Testament Scripture. They were so steeped in the maxims and prac- 
tices of the cult that words flowed from their lips and their pens 
close to but not verbally exact as to Scriptural diction. They were 
permeated with the spirit of Christianity and ‘‘ the letter’ was flexible in 

their hands. 

THEODOTUS (circa 190). 

To take a more positive example, after the above negative exhibition, 
let us consider other early witnesses, and first as to Luke ix. 27, always a 

difficult text, and a ‘‘rock of offence” to many. We will ask what 
Theodotus read there. Tischendorf does not give his testimony under 
Luke. I extract it from Theodoti Eclogae (Fabric. Bibl. Gr. vol. v. p. 136) 
where we read : 

{ Aristides (§xv. 12) is speaking of: ‘‘and he who has gives to him who has not 
without grudging.’ He is referring to what he saw as the outcome of the Pauline 
maxim in 2 Cor. ix. 9 (Ps. exii. 9). 

t The preaching of Peter (Clem Strom vi. 39) has ootws xat dixatws pavOuvorres 
which is not as close to Titus as Aristides. 

|| Soden quotes Aristides’ order: ~cvo.. .buq. I*?'% Kul.” 
{ Had the apology been forged it is impossible to conceive that the late forger 

would not have incorporated actual phrases frcm the N.T. instead of the smoother 
picture conveyed by the Athenian philosopher. : 
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: cia Ties Tow &be earnedtwy b (sic) od Hi yevoortar Oavdrou ews dv wortov bidoyv tod dvOpenrou év S0£&n. 
NB do not read thus, but D and Origen (tov 8¢ Xovna:—) read tov vtov Tov arbpwroy EpXopevov ev rm Sok€n avrov. SD therefore oppose Origen here and D. Origen seems to be definite as to his reading being from Luke. True, we read wée for avrov [the regular text is efaiv Teves Tov avTOD EornKdtay of ov ph yevowvrat Oavdrtov €ws av iSwour tiv Bactrelav Tod Geos in Luke] and we is read in Matt xvi. 28 (but Epiphan there avrov and Mark ix. 1), but ectwrwy or eotwres is the regular reading in Matthew. 
In Matthew Origen reads epy. ev ty Bacthea avtov (n) ev ty b0F avtou bis. 

’ The regular text is (ror voy tov avOpwmov) epxyouevov ev tn Bactrera 
auTou. 

N° 38 113 245 435 y*" @ copt Basil and Epiph™ read epy. ev tn S0En 
auTouv. 

The Theodotus or Valentinian quotation therefore remains the shortest, being without epyopevoy and without avrov J, and conveying a very different sense.+ 
. 

Now elsewhere Origen has said that “he knows of no others who 
have altered the Gospel save the followers of Marcion and those of 
Valentinus,” but here he goes with the very text as upheld by the latter. 

Have we got the true text in N*B? We have certainly not re- 
established the Origenian reading. 

HERACLEON$ (circa 170). 

Or consult John iv. 18 as to the woman of Samaria, where Heracleon 
would have it that she had had siz husbands instead of five. If B showed 
this we might say it was certainly a second-century text. 

ATHENAGORAS (circa 175). 

Or, consult 2 Cor v. 10 in connection with Athenagoras® =" 
Upon opening Tischendorf a wide difference of opinion is visible, not only 
among the Fathers, but between & and B, for & prefers ayadov etre 
gavrov with Orig" while B writes ayaOov ete xaxov with Orig’, but 
Athenagoras says neither; he writes: 
; Eeaoros kopiontat Sixaiws & dea Tov cépatos émpakev, eire dyaba 

ELTE KAKA, 

tsIn all three synoptics the account of the Transfiguration immediately follows. 
So that Theodotus follows his quotation by saying: el3ov ody xal éxousnOnoar 6, re mérpos 
kat lixaos Kai todvyns, without the slightest discussion of a various reading, except what 
might possibly be inferred from “ kai rd €vratOa dpOév oby’ Darepov roi dvw x.t.d.” 

t Sce beyond under the heading of ‘ Marcion "' for further examples, 
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This seems rather an interesting place, for Tischendorf does not refer 
to the addition here of S:calws by Athenag. It should be considered in 
connection with the variety of reading of ra 8a tov cwyatos of the 

ordinary text and Clem Orig" “ ™ gl. on the one hand, and ra td5ca 
ta owpara on the other hand of d e fg vg goth arm Orig * ™ al. 

and Zeno “corporis sui merita.” 
(Athenag has a curious addition also in 1 Cor xv. 53 for which I 

know of no other authority: ‘‘é7c Sei (xara tov dmdctodov) rd POapror 

todto Kal d:acKxedaarTov evdvcacbat apOpaciav..."’) 

In that very difficult text Matt v. 28, in which to know what was 
first written seems impossible, N and B divide. 

70 erOvpijoat N* 236 Clem Orig'® Quaest'™ Isid Tert?! 

70 émeOupica avtny §=B mult Thpl Orig*™ Eus Const Ps-Ath 

76 émeOupioa aitas =N°M al. Just Athenag Orig"™ 

and we find &° with Justin and Athenagoras (latt) but Ephr goes with &* 
and Clem. (Ephr quicumque aspicit et concupiscit tantum). (Athenagoras 
alone seems to use the perfect here peyotxeuxev for éuoiyevaev.) 

In this verse for the varieties BreTwv, euBreTwr, BreWas, evPreWas, 
ootts euBr|eT eI, os av evBreyn, it is Theophilus, another second-century 

witness, who exhibits the simple swv. 
In Matt v. 44/45 on the other hand we find Athenagores solely with 

latin [not d k] syriac Naass Clem Iren™ and Tert, against NB and the 
Greeks, giving us a serious variation in verse 45 of dws yévnode trol Tod 
Tatpos tpav Tov ev ovpavois, 65 Tov HALov auto dvarédreL K.T.Xr. 

This 6; of Athenag replaces the ére of the Greeks and d k, and 
with Naass (both second-century witnesses) quite neutralises the witness 

of the rest. 
(Justina! has...cal tov frAtov avtoo dvatéAdre. . . (libere), but 

Tust'9°, , .rév Atov avtov avatédXovTa.) 

Here the new editor ron Soden springs a surprise on us; he makes 
a warranted and rather welcome, if bold and unusual departure from 
recent critical rules, by taking os into his text (to the exclusion of oz) 

without Greek ms support for 65. He says in his upper notes: “ore 
los I-H-K gg Mp lov Ta A@nv Ir YKa Tert Np Hil Luc Naaoo Man sy 
pa? latere®, oores Jt 5398 30 483 Kyg,”’ supplying Greek ms witnesses for 
oats but not os. Tertullian should be consulted in full however for he 

quotes in different ways, and once (contra Marcion 1/2) “ pluentem..." 

exactly as Justin™?"° avateddovta, 

THEOPHILUS OF ANTIOCH (circa 180). 

Theophilus’ tol". x, after a quotation from Isaiah, adds from 
Matt v. 44/46: 1d S€ evayyédov: dyarate, dyai, tors eyOpors tuav, cal 

ampocevyerOe imép Tav éernpeatovtwy tas * dv yap dyamate ToUs dyaTa@vtas 
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vuas tmotoy puaOov éyere; So far, observe, with the general run of 
authorities, except for ayamate (instead of ayannonte) with 1 some 
cursives Justin Athenag (as Luke), and zojov (for twa, so Athenag) with 
no others apparently, but compare Luke vi. 33 mola as Evst 50 here in 
Matthew. 

But now he continues: todro «al of Anortal nab of Teda@var ToLoder. 
The exact wording docs not matter so much as that instead of the 
question of most: ov'ye xal of teXvat ovtws Totodct, with Theophilus it 
assumes the form of a statement. 

Docs B avree? No, B does not. But & docs, and so does boh 
(that despised late boh!) and so does syr sin and practically sy» cu, 
confirmed by Aphraates, and by the persian version as well. 

This form obtains in Luke vi. 33 «ae ot aApaptwXdot To avto ToLovaly, 
but 8 does not draw from Luke since he uses the rest of the Matthaean 
terminology. Cf. Merx ad loc. pp. 107/119 and note what he says on 
p. 119. Merx neglects Theophilus but mentions Justin's «at yap ot Tropvot 
Tovro motovor, also deliberately in the form of a statement, quite neglecting 
the ovyt. Observe verse 47 in this connection whence ovxe probably 
ascended to the verse above. 

NAASSENI (circa 200). 

Or take another early series of witnesses. In John x. 9 Naass#''? are 
reported for ‘‘ dra tovto dnote Aeyet 0 tnoous * Eyw Ett N TYAN 7 arnOevn.” 
Had this attribute of wvA7n been found in B we might think we had 
recovered something ancient. 

Hirrob.ytus (circa 220). 

All this may be said to be very fragmentary evidence and open to 
the objection of memorial quotations. 

Very well. Let us take another most interesting witness, viz. 
Hippolytus, who, like Lucifer, frequently quotes at such length from 

both Old and New Testaments that it is absolutely beyond question that 
he was copying from his exemplar of the Scriptures. 

Hippolytus cites 1 Thess. iv. 13-17, 2 Thess. ii. 1-12, in full.t 

t It is a remarkable thing that Hippolytus has transmitted to us his text of 
2 Thess. ii. 1-12, for these verses contain a detailed prophetic utterance by St. Paul 
concerning the history of the last times and of Christ's coming again to displace the 
lawless one (6 dvopyos), and every word therefore is precious, down to the important 
néprrer or mene Of verse 11. Hipp. maintains répyer, against NB, and has the support 

in another language of Cornelius (Pope a.p. 252) and of Victorin (a.p. 294), both writing 

at length on the subject, with mittet. Similarly Victorin confirms rns apapreas of Hipp. 
with peccati in verse 3 where Cornclius does not quote. 
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In the face of these quotations it is seen how loosely Turner argues 
when he says ‘ Hort was the last and perhaps the ablest of a long line of 
editors of the Greek Testament, commencing in the eighteenth century, 

who very tentatively at first, but quite ruthlessly in the end, threw over the 

LATER in favour of the EARLIER Greek Mss, and that issue will never have 
to be tried again.” 

But permit me to ask what Mr. Turner means by this light-hearted 

sentence. What does he mean by earlier and later Manuscripts? He 
cannot mean that Hippolytus’ manuscript was later than that of B? 

Yet, allow me to state that in these long passages, comprising twelve 
consecutive verses from one epistle and four from the other, Hippolytus’ 

early third-century mst is found generally on the side of what Turner 

would call the “later” mss. Has he ever consulted these important 
passages before writing down s0 positively statements which seem to 

me to be extremely misleading ? 

The matter, in detail, reduces itself to this: 

1 F 

pte 13. It is the cursives 31 and 73 with demid which omit aded¢oe 

as does Hipp. 
ibid.” Hipp has xexotunuevoy with DEFGKL plur and other 

' Fathers, against the coipwpevwr of NAB etc. 
ibid. Hipp(?) has &> with X'D*FG 47 Orig Bas, against «aOws of 

N*B rell. 
14. Hipp has «at o Geos with the mass, against o Geos xac of B, 

now supported by other of Soden’s codices. 
17: Hipp has mepiderropevor with the mass, against B's cepe- 

€LPEVOL. 

ibid. Hipp has ovv Kupiw with the mass and Orig Eus, against B's 
improvisation of ev Kupiw. 

2 Thess. 

ii. 1. Hipp has tov Kuptov nuwr with the mass and Orig Tert, while 

B omits nw. 
3. Hipp has tys apaptias with ADEFGKLP minn™ verss! 

Orig 4/5 Orig™ Eus Chr Thdt Dam Iren™ Aug, against ts 
avontas of NB minn® Sod™ sah boh Orig 1/5 Tert (Ambr 

Ambrst). 

The non-agreement of Origen'’s quotations, with preponderance 
against NB, the adhesion of the Coptic versions, and the way in which 

Epiph turns it (0 vos tys avoptas o avOpwros tys aédixras) taken in 

connection with avouas and avoyos in verses 7 and 8, all point to 
revision by NB, in which Hipp does not share. It is the usual 

‘Egyptian ” revision, for Latins and Syriac Goth and Aeth go with 
Hipp and the mass. 

t Or very likely a second-century text. 
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Note in verse 12 NB with Origen write adda evdoxnoavres, instead of 
is conforming to the usual Coptic or Egyptian method. 

ne. 4, Itipp with FG Orig 5/7 Procop 1/2 has «at ET ALpopevos, 
against «ae vrepatpopevos NB Orig 2/7 and most (N* omits). 

&. Hipp has o xvptos Incous with NAD*E*FGL"'P etc. and most 
Fathers, against o xuptos of BY E**KL* etc. 

10. Hipp has tng adteras with NDEKLP al, pl, against adi«ras 
of N*ABFG al. paue. Orig ete. 

ibid. Hipp has ev tow awoddupevors with ND'EKL al. pl, against 
Tas aro\r. of N*ABDFG (Orig is on both sides here, as 
so often). 

11. Hipp has ewer with N'D°EKLP ail. pl and other Fathers, 
against renee of N*ABD"F* (Orig again divided). 

; Thus, there is no such thing as ‘‘earlier” and “later” mss in 
this connection. Hippolytus’ ms was ‘early ’’ enough to be of service 
here and to indicate that what Turner (and others) would designate the 
readings and leanings of ‘the later Mss” are not “later” at all, but 
go to the second century or at latest to the first quarter of the third 
century. The question is not at all of “earlier” or “later” Mss, but 
as to which of two readings current in the second century was the correct 
one. And as to this B evidently has no more to say than F. 

Tf we seek a “neutral” base in B, why does B not convey the 
“shorter text with Hipp, as at 

1 Thess. iv. 16 where he omits apyayyeXou, or 

2Thess. ii.10 ,, 4, 4, €ts To cwOnvat avrovs ? 

MAncion. 

Let us enquire for a moment further in a region where Marcion's 

testimony is available what the situation is there. We will take the first 

half of St. Luke's Gospel so as not to be too wordy, ch. i.-xii. Let us 
see how far any proof offers of B being really ‘‘ neutral.” Hereabouts 
also Clem" and others offer valuable testimony. 

And first : 

If with NL at Luke ii. 44 B omitted «ae tows yrworos, we might call 
it “neutral,” because Fv Thom also omits. 

Or at iii. 16 if B omitted avros as do N* and Heracl (ez Clem), 

For observe that NBaeagree with Heracl (Clem) in the next verse, iii. 17, 

for S:axa@apac instead of cat S:axadaprer. 

Or at iv. 19 where the quotation from Isaiah is cut short by Evst 34 
Origen and Athan (these not noticed by Soden) who omit azocrethat to 

Sexrov, but not B. Had B cut this short, we could presuppose a 
shortened basic “neutral” form reproduced by B and added to by 
others, but it is not so. 
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Or at v. 14 fin. where Epiph and Tert disagree as to Marcion’s text. 
Had B given us vyev before ets paptupioy avtots of most as Epiph™ (or 

wa ets paptuptoy n vpetv tovto as D* and other Latins and T'ert™"*) we 

might consider this neutral. 
Or at v. 36 where Dial twice gives (emt) ywatiw madaw confirmed by 

Epiph™" to which agree MI 122 (elsewhere 122 goes with B) 301 

406 £° a b Tert™™,t but not B who has ewe tpatiov madarov with most. 

As to em: with the dative consult Winer, Eng. edition, pp. 488 seq. 
Or at vi. 9 where Tert™” has ‘‘ Licetne sabbatis benefacere anon” 

for « ekeotw tw caSBatw ayaboronca y xaxorotnoar, but B 

shows no sign of this 7 ov. 
Or at vi. 22 where Clem4'e* has a shortened and graphic form, 

“ paxaptoe eote oTav ot avOpwrot pLonowotv vpas, oTay adoptowaty, oTav 

exBadwot TO ovopa vpwY ws Tornpoy evexa viov avOpwrov,” but not so B. 

There must be some basis for the omission of «az overd:awow, for the 
order varies in others, Tert™ confirming ovesd. xaz exBar. while D latins 
and Cypr have exBand. nat overs. 

In other words the shortened form of text in B proves upon examina- 
tion to rest upon an insecure foundation, for the ‘‘ make-up ”’ of it inclades 

a number of passages [see under “‘ Solecisms of B”] where B not only 
stands alone, but which JV-H do not consider to represent the ‘‘ neutral”’ 

text, whereas in the examples given above (for argument’s sake) the 
adhesion of B might have lent colour to the Hortian theory. 

Or if, for instance, B omitted in Luke vi. 48 teOenedtwto yap ene thy 

metpav as G04 syr sin, for observe that in this same chapter: 
vi. 26. —ot matepes avtwy is omitted by B 604 only with sah syr sin. 
So that what is possibly basic here may well be also exhibited by 604 

syr sin only at vi. 48. 
The whole of chapter vi. deserves fresh study. 
Observe vi. 81. —xaz vpets B 604 Paris” a ffl vg? Tren 

34. —eote B 604 e aeth 
In ix. 20 observe —e Aeyete exvae 604 Dial (aeth) but not B. 

Similarly at 1.21 —ev tw vaw by 604 with the important cursives 
108 142 al? Sod'** might with propriety be observed in B for the ‘‘ shorter 

text’ if really an exceptionally ‘‘neutral”’ text. Here syr sin is wanting. 
For at this place we note the usual change of order, a barometric pressure, 
indicative of addition to a basic shorter text: 

ev To xpovite ev Tw vaw avrov §=BLWEY 2? Paris” soli 
iS e avtov ev Ta vaw =: Nrell (praeter min’ om. ev tw vaw) 

and a b d do not express avtov. 

t Tertullian’s Latin (against Iren'"), “ novum additamentum inicit VETERI VESTI- 

MENTO” agrees with Epiphanius’ Greek, which neither Tischendorf nor Soden have 
noticed. 
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Similarly, as regards other cursives. Observe 
Luke 

i. 44. -—ev ayadXtacet 
xii. 12. 

by 33 but not B 
—ev avtn tn wpa by 83 and Origen but not B 

xviii, O44. to pypa (—tovto) D fam 1 25 157 291 7é?! coupled with syr cu 

John 

vill. 52. 

and sin, sah 1/7 and boh"' and arm, but not B. 

83 Origen soli, but not B. TLS TOV EMOV oyov 

If B omitted trys Lupeas at Luke ii. 2 as does syr hier we might think 
it basic. 

[neglected by Soden] and diatess we might talk of neutrality for B. Or 
at Luke iii. 1 where & omits ts covdaras after movtiov mXarou as does 
Dial. 
Luke 

Or if B omitted ty5 lovSaras in Luke i. 5 as do Evan 255 

vi. 27, 28, 29, 30 (cf. also verse 31). Had B shown us either Justin's 

Vil. 

vill. 

46. 

20. 

25. 
Q7 fin. —eumpocbev cov 

38. 

39. 

24. 

27. 

or Clement’s forms of these verses we might think B were 
neutral, but B does not offer us their text. 

. Dial [negl. Sod] omits with ff [negl. Tisch] rns xapdcas after ex 
tov ayalou @ncavpov. Notso B. [At ix. 2 where Dial omits 
tous acOevers with B Hort follows. ] 
tt pe Aeyere D 28 Clem™** et d Iren'™ bis Orig™ dicitis, 
while B and most have re de pe xadrerte. (K 259 2 Aaderte.) 

Very noticeable hereabouts in chapter vi. and chapter vii. 
are omissions of 8 not shared by B. Among these note: 
—oravépes &, whereas B and most have mpos avtoy ot 
avépes, while D 33 a dr sah (aeth syr hier) have ot avdpes mpos 
avtov, the varying order suggesting that N’s base may be 
original. Gf. syr sin syr pesh. 

Siayovtes (pro vrapxortes) of Clem DKTI al. finds no echo in B. 

D 122* [negl. Sod] ad lr Tert™ 
(non liquet Epiph™*") but B and the rest have it. 

eBpete (pro np~ato Bpeyew) Epiph™ bis [negl. Sod] and D 
[male Sod'** de 604] it! syr cu sin but not B. 

Had Hort found » amroyevyn for nrts amtetar here he would 
surely have thought it ‘‘neutral,” for so writes Origen, 
confirmed by D*. 

3. Had B and any cursives read era:pas for erepar here, as does 

the codex Alexandrinus repeated by Sod, we might even 
have had this forced into the new printed text as ‘‘ neutral.” 

1 Oaracon pro tw Krdvdwrt Tov vdatos Epiph™ bis, while D 

omits tov vdatos. Notso B. (Sod! 4 add «ar tn Saracen 

before tw xAvdwvt.) 
D ad y** H** vg™ (copt) diatess omit tes [Sod neglects all 
but D and a], but while most write avnp tes, B has tes avap, 

as if rus had been supplied from the margin of the archetype 

and placed in a doubtful position (cf. copt). 

16. 
. Is there anything neutral about SeSwxa by NBC*LX al. pauc 

xi. 13. 

xii. 2. 

. —olTives NoaVv 

+ — 7pwTov 

. Barew (pro euBarewv) 
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. reyouew ot pabnrar (pro o Se aroxpievtes evmov) Dial 

simpliciter et of. syr sah contra B rell. 

2. Had B used ctavpwOnvar (for aroxravOnvat) here as do Justin 

Theodot and Dial we might have thought this ‘‘ neutral.” 
Epiph™® bis (non liquet accurate Tert) and 

syr cu sin, not B, while D a a Arnob have nv de as most 

Latins, showing something fundamentally different in the 

original base. 
. —ot opOevtes Epiph™* bis. 

. —xat Seotpappervn Epiph™** bis Tert™* and a [negl. Sod] e, 

but not B. 

[Here Epiph and Tert agree, while below Tert has quousque 

ero apud vos (—xat aveEopat vuwv), while Epiph bis has ews 

mote avefouat vpwy (— ews ToTE ETopal TpOS vpas).] Syr cu sin 

reverse the order from amtortos cat Seotpap. to dveatpap. Kat 

antctos, as another barometric indication, while diatess-arab 

quoting from Matthew xvii. 17 holds the Matthaean and 

Lucan order amiotos xat Stectpay. Syr cu in Matt reverses 

the usual order there to Stectpap. kat amtotos as syr cu sin 

in Luke. 
Tert™* Orig" et Const cum Paris” d r et D®*? (ef. 

D®"* rpwrov ante ocxcav). Non B. 

Cf. Ignat Hipp Cypr against B and the rest. 

itt! Orig ete., against the express Sides of Justin Tren'™ Eus 

confirmed by D ¢ d syr cu sin [against Aphraat Ephr] syr 

pesh diatess and the rest of the Greeks? Soden actually sup- 

presses the witness of Justin. 
. —xat Bactrers Tert™' confirmed by D d andae fil Method. 

Not B. 
ovtes Dial and Epiph™** Cyr Ath with NDKMXII and 

several notable cursives including 157 and 213 (= Sod™), 

against B efc. urapxovtes. 

. Of. Tert™® [which Soden neglects] and D 130 251 latt syr 

cu sin against B and the rest. 

ov havepwOncerat (pro ov anoxadvgOnoerat Breil) D (et da 

non revelabitur) Teré™* non patefiet. 
DW Epiph™” "© ClemTectt contra B 

rell euBarev. (Is not Soden wrong in quoting Justin for 

Baretv ?) 
. —Tev ayyekov &* 259 Epiph™? Tert™™, 
. gepwoew Clem Origen Cyr" confirmed by D 0b q against 

eopepwow NBLX al. pauc. and mpoopepwow A rell. May 

I ask why eodepwor should be ‘neutral’ rather than 

pepwow ? 
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Luke 

thid, 

xii. 14. 

19. 

20. 
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This is followed in DNR (latt) and Clem by es tas 
ouvaywyas for ere tas ovvay. Cf. Tisch ad loc. 

—nteprim. Clem Orig Cyr" confirmed by D 157 latt syr 

acth (cf. copt). 

xpitny tantum —n peptotny Tert'' confirmed by D d ¢ 28 
33 syr cu sin, while the others vary as to their amplification of 

xpitnv, 157 going so far as to substitute apyovta nae Sixacrny 

for Stxactny n peptatny or Kpitny n peptotny. And sah 1/6 has 

Heptatny without xpitnv or dcxactny, while aeth reverses the 

order (always a suspicious sign) giving “divider and judge.” 
Surely Marcion and D look more “ neutral’ than B. 
—avanavov 36 [negl Sod] and Clem” cat ox (ff, sed aliter ff) 
against the rest. 
twos (pro tut) Tert™'® confirmed by d@ and latt (cujus) 
Tren'™ Cypr, and in Greek by D Clem 1/3 Antioch, but as 
the Latin lends itself to this, although cwi is possible, and 
Clem has twos once and tw twice this passage cannot be 
emphasised. 

21. D ab d omit the verse and Clem does not quote. 

46. 

. 0 TaTnp (—vpwv) 

. mas ovte vyOer ovte udatver Clem confirmed by D a d syr cu 
sin Tisch Sod’ against mws avEave: * ov xomria ovde vnGer of 

NB and most and IW-H tzé. 
. Gree =Tert™™ Clem, confirmed by D (d Tert quaerunt), 

against emitnree of A unc” Bas Ath, and emfnrovow of 
NBLTX fam 13 33 Paris” fl rand f Tert™. If we seek 
a neutral, fy7ee appears the more probable. 

Epiph™™ bis. 

N has vywy o twatnp as sah boh. 

B rell o matnp vpwv. 

3. xat cav €4On ty eoreptivn guraxn D(faml)bced Fil 

confirmed by Epiph™’ and Iren'", as against «at eav €AOn ev 
1 Sevtepa pur. car ev ty TptTn gud. of most, or Kav ev TH 

Sevtepa kat ev ty tTpiTn pur. of NBLTX 33 131 Cyr" sah etc. 
Had B exhibited Marcion’s and D’s version Hort should 

surely have acclaimed it ‘‘ neutral,” whereas there are two 
separate recensions apparently outside of Marcion and D latt. 

Clem does not quote. 
Order: kav to pepos avtou Once peta tw amiatwv Dial Caes 
supported by D d 12 gat vg® sah boh syr, against az To pepos 

avtou peta Tov amtotov Ono of B and most. This is not an 
uninteresting place, for while the Latins go with B® here in 
Luke, it is to be observed that in Matthew xxiv. 51 although 
Once follows v7oxprtwy there in Greek, D and most Latins 
place ponet before pera as Dial in Luke. That Dial and Caes 
are from Luke is proved by their holding amsctwy against 

Luke 

xii. 48. 
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utoxpitey of Matthew which only X fam 1 and a few cursives 

substitute in Luke, while the diatess conflates. 
anatnoovew Justin Epiph Clem Const Mac Bas” 
Antioch [Soden only mentions Basil] confirmed by DU al”, 
against actnoovow of the rest. See under ‘‘ Improvement” 

at xii. 20 further as to attovor and amartova. 
Besides if we wish to enquire what text was actually in use in 

Antioch in the middle of the fourth century, it would not, as regards the 

Acts at any rate, seem to have been that of NB or of what has been 
called the Antiochian or Constantinopolitan recension, but that of D! 
For Eustathius quoting Acts xvi. 16/19 has in verse 19 a text approxi- 

mating D in quite an exceptional manner [Sod neglects Eustath] : 
Eustath : Ocacapevor ovv ot xvptoe tys Oepatrainidos ws exTrodwv wyeTo 

TNS Epyacias avTwy 7 EXTIS. 
D: as Se esdav (= sy) ov upioe THs TedtoKns oTL aTecTEpna bat 

TNS Epyactas auTwv ns evyav bs avTns. 

ordinary text: edovres det os xuptoe autys ote e€nrOev y edmes THS Epyactas 
auTwy. 

The full quotation is subjoined. 
Act 

xvi. 16/19. (éyévero 5 masdicxnv) dravticar tid (pnow) Exovoav 

$16. 

17 

Tvetpa TUOwY os AmEp epyaciay ToAANY Tapéyertois Kuplols adTiS 

pavrevopevn. 17 Toryapody aitn Kataxorov0écaca 7H Ilathw 
cal ipiv Expate A€youca obtTws Odror of avOpwrot SoirAoL Tod 
Oeod tov inpiotov eiat oitives KatayyéAXovow Auiv ddov 
gwrnpias. Kai TovUTO éml woddas Expatteyv ipépas... 
TmapayyérArw cot (Néywv) év dvopate ‘Inco Xprotov eEeXOeiv an’ 

avtijs (elra to mpaypa Sinyovpevos 6 ouyypadpeds emipéper) nai 
eEjrAOev abt tH Gpa. 19 Oeacdpevoe odv of Kuploe Tis 

Ocpatrawi80s ws exTrodwv wyeTo THS épyacias abtav 7) édmis ém- 
AaBopevor tov Tladdov nal tov Tirav eidrxvoay els tiv dyopav 

émt tous apyovtas... t 

xac ovres B.  dovres (copula) Ad, 

mvdwvos C'DPEHLPS Cyr Did Lucif e gig mv0eva NABC*D* 

33 61 vg Orig. 

aravrnaat ADHLPS vmravrngaa «= NBCE min* Orig. 

nrep (pro ntts) new 

mapexet Galland (al. napecxev) Eustath. C mapetyero, rell omn 
mapetyev 

init. + rovyapoty new, prob. addition of Eustath as he narrates frecly. 
ACEHLLP kxaraxodovnoaca ; rataxodovbovga NBD 

180 ; mapaxod. aliq. 

+oavras (post Neyovca) new? No others apparently. Only copt +xe 

nut (pro vp) AC?HLP al. ¢ sah? copt aeth Orig Lucif? Chr; vpw 

NBDE"S vg syr arm acth 

IF 

xaraxoAovbecaaa, 
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REGARDING our “JuNIoR”’ DocuMENTs. 

I would like to make an observation here. 
It is of no use thinking we:can hope to prosper in these studies by 

changing and re-changing the numbers and symbols attaching to our 
critical authorities. It only discourages the student, and leads to endless 
confusion and inaccuracy. Symbols do not change the value of Mss or of 
groups. The time spent upon re-cataloguing and in deciphering and 
reducing to order the new catalogues were better spent upon such studies 

as Itendel Harris’ monographs on D d and A 6, or Adalbert Merz’ three- 
volume digest of syr sin. 

Before many more years have passed I expect to see much greater 

attention paid to certain features of the testimony of our important 
cursive documents. These have been put aside because junior in years to 
certain Mss written in uncial characters. I do not mean that attention 
will be given to the testimony of certain cursives as entities, but to 
certain features of their testimony which have probably preserved the 
truth against the mass. No one has ever listed these places. I submit 

tentatively a list of a few of these places involving omission or substitution 
or turn of phrase which seem to me to be of very great interest. The 

list can be added to by other students and so made to grow from a 

mustard seed into a tree the shadow of whose critical branches may 

spread beyond our dreams to-day and help elucidate many matters in 
connection with the early text. The point is that when one of these 
cursives joins B, if only alone, it has been considered as strengthening B, 

but when alone with the oldest versions such a cursive has been utterly 

disregarded. 

(Cont" from last page). 
18. «ae rovro (pro routo de) Orig syr not Gr Latt capt. om. 8 sah and 

H* gig 
empatrev (pro erotet) new 

+reywr replaces evrev belonging before in the clause. 
19. Oeacapevor ovy (pro wovres 5e) new. No authority. 

As to clause following compare only D d with Eustath: 
D as be etday (= syr) ot xupioe ros medians ore amertepnoGat ths epyactas 

avrav ns etxav de aurns 

d cum vidissent domini ejus puelles quoniam ispes et reditus eorum quem 
habebant per ipsam 

Eustath Oeaoapevor ovy ot xvpioe trys Oeparrauvidos ws extrudwv wxeto THs Epyaoias 
aura 1 eAmis 

Gigas is blissfully ignorant of this recension but with Lucifer uses 

reditus for quacstus of all others, except ¢ operationis. 
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Possible “neutral” base to be observed in some cursives 

as against & or B. 

[In the following passages I have used the Textus receptus in giving 
the context, which seemed simpler than any other way to exhibit a base 

with which the variations can be compared. 

The examples are nearly all of necessity omissions from the narrative 

as we have it. This does not commit me to the “shorter” text theory in 

its fullest sense. | 

Matt. vi. 16. Of fasting : 
agavitovet yap Ta Tpocwra avtwy oTws pavwor Tots avOpwrots 

VNOTEVOVTES. 

N* 244 with g, & syr pesh and pers have the singular to tpoow7ov. 

Matt. xvii. 20. 
Concerning the wording of the command of faith for the removal 

of the mountain : 
O &€ Incovs evmev autos * Ata thy amiotiay vp’ any yap NeEyw 

UMLY EV EXNTE TLOTLY WS KOKKOV GiVaTEWS EpetTE TW oper ToUTW * MetaBnOr 

evtevOev Exel, Kat petaBncerat * xat ovdev abvvatycer vit. 

exet ig omitted by 33 892 Soden! fam ¢a 8302 g) J ygg"t?°™" Hier™e and 

syrr acth. 

Syr sin and pers omit both evrevOev and exec. 

Matt. xvii. 25. Of tribute: 
Kau ote evandOev evs thy orxiav tpoepOacev avtov o Inaouvs Neywr * TE 

oot Soxet Typev; ao Baotres THS YNS ATO TLVWY AapBavovat TEAN 7 KNVOOD 5 

aTO TWY ViwY Aa’TwY 7 ATO TwY adXoOTpLUD ; : 

Here 604 with A 28 [negl. Soden] and Evst 47 [negl. Sod. passim] omit 
auT@yv. 

Tischendorf only records A. Soden only records A 604. 

Evst 47 here is an exceedingly important witness. Neither Tisch. 
nor Sod. quote Origen, but Matthaei has occasion to quote him, for his 
MS 238 (not mentioned by Soden) reads azo rwy tdiwv avtwy and Origen 
remarks: aro twy idiwy viwy 4 ato Twy adXoTpLwv avTwy; and again on 
verse 26 he repeats: ov« aro twy Siwy viwy AA ato TwY aAOTPLOY aUTwD. 

This emphasis on his part lends colour to the absence of avrwy in the 
real base since he has to repeat and emphasise sé:ov. 

Matt. xviii. 25. Of the debtor: 
Mn EXOVTOS be auTou atrodouvat €KEAEVTEY AUTOV O xuplos auTou 

Tmpalnvat, kat THY yuvatka... 

2Fr2 
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Here (04 omits 0 xupios avtov outright with fam 1 the Latin g, and 
syr cu sin, both being extant here, and most of Chrysostom’s codices, 
while NBDL and some Latins retaining o xuptos omit the avrov. Tischen- 
dorf says “Or'’'™ 09 Baotdeus,” but is this correct? Does it not perhaps 

signify that in Origen’s copies o xuptos avtov was absent and o Baotdevs 
supplied by him, as 0 xuptos or o xuptos autov by others ? 

Matt. xx. 12. Of the labourers : 
Aeyoutes (oTt) ovTOL OL EoYATOL Lav wpaY eETOLNOAaY, Kat LoOVS NpLY 

aQuTous €Totnaas, TAS Bactacact TO Bapos TNS npEpas Kat Tov Kavowva. 

Here 604 (with 220, an important Ms, and 242*) omits rns nepas. 

No others apparently, yet there are subtle variations which point to 

something amiss, sy7 cu saying “the weight of the whole day and the 
heat,” syr sin: ‘the weight of the day in the heat,” Z'hos: ‘that have 

borne the weight of the whole day at noon.” 
Why supply odns? If7ns nepas was absent in the base it would 

account for some supplying ts nuepas and some oAns THs NHEpas. 
Besides, 251 (another important cursive) writes to Bapos xat tov 

Kavowva THs Nuepas as does aeth, suspiciously adding tys nuepas in another 
order, as does Origen once; while pers with syr pesh has: ro Bapos 77s 

nuEpas Kal TOV KAVOWVA auTys. 

Matt. xxi. 27. Of Christ’s answer to the chief priests : 
Kat avoxpiOevtes tw Inaou eto ove otdapev * Edn autos Kat autos 

oude Eyw Aeyw vu ev Trova e€ovata TavTa ToLW. 

Here 604, with another important cursive 243 and the latin ms J, 

omits «at autos, while c ff, substitute car emoous, and Ne ff h syr cu pesh’ 
and pers enaovs. Augustine substitutes Dominus, and in another place et 

Dominus. 

Matt. xxv. 11. Of the virgins : 
Tortepov S¢ epxovtat Kat at AorTrat TapHevot Aeyoucal .. . 

alone leaves out apOevor. ‘ 

You may ransack syr aeth copt and the rest of the Greeks with the 

Latins and not find the omission agreed to. Yet the persian version 

omits ! 
This is really very striking and bears upon my contention that the 

base of pers although Greco-Syriac antedates syr cu and syr sin. 

A reference to Dd will show an extra long line here, Xeyovoa: and 

dicentes being squeezed in. Possibly wapQevor absent very early was 

already just supplied before the D d parent was executed. 

Here 604 

Matt. xxvi. 33. 
Concerning Peter's confession of attachment to our Lord: 

AmoxpiOets Se 0 Werpos etrev avtw * “ Eu nae mavtes oxavdadic- 

Onoovtar ev cot, eyw ovdeToTe oxavdadtaPyooua.” 

Sram oe 
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Tischendorf does not admit us into the inner sanctum of textual 

criticism here, for the important little word av7vé is omitted by («) bc ff, 

B [hiant ek] vgg®? Reta wilt Chyyostom and Hilary, and the omission is 

confirmed by sah'" sy sin with its faithful ally pers and 604 with f° (in 

Advers. Crit. = 503 Scrivener or 517 Gregory). 
Tischendorf had no Greek witnesses at the time, for although 503 

had been collated by Scrivener in 1863 it was not published until after 
Scrivener’s death. Soden adds his large fam? in which is included 503 
[see this family again in the combination at Matthew xvii. 20 above]. 

Horner only quotes sah" and syr sin for omission, neglecting Greek 

Latin and Persian witness. 

The point is whether Peter announced this to those assembled round 

our Lord or to our Lord directly, and there is a vast difference between a 
quiet asseveration and a noisy and popularity-bidding public address to 
the crowd generally. There was sufficient authority without the Greeks 
for Tischendorf to mention the omission. Merz cannot have noticed the 

large support for syr sin for he does not dwell upon the point at all. 

Matt. xxvi. 49/50. Of Judas’ betrayal : 

Kar evOews mpocerOwv tw Inoou eve Naipe paBBr wat xatedirnoev: 
avtov. O b¢ Iynoous evrev avtw Etarpe ef w mrapet ; 

Here 604, with the rather important cursive e“’ and Soden’™ (a Ms. 

at Sinai), omits avrw as does syr hier. 

D says Errev de avtw o ina ef 0 Taper etepar and 

d dixit autem illi ihs ad quod venisti ame (another mixture of ellipsis 
and suspension for amice, noticed elsewhere as to D’s greek, for which 

that document is famous). N and z*" omit Inaous [this is quite neglected 
by Soden] writing ‘0 S¢ exter avtw.” 

Matt. xxvi. 71. Of the damsel’s identification of Peter: 

Efe Oovra Se avtov ets tov mudwva etdev auTov aAXn, Kat AEYEL TOS 
exet Kat ovtos nv peta Incov tov Natwpaiov. 

157 writes xat Neyer avTots exeww7. 
Now syr sin and pers omit exec here and thus agree with 157. 
The rest have avrois or tors but with exec. 

Here is a pretty puzzle. How did 157 get exewn if exec did not stand 

in its exemplar (otherwise close to syr and pers)? But if exeevy were basic 
and autos became mutilated and read as tows, tots exervn Would become 

intolerable and therefore be changed to ross exee. 

Cf. syr sin ~_em\ wisowa (—exer) as against: 

syr pesh (exer) ewolr coors ];S]o. 

Herman von Soden refers to syr sin’s omission of exe in his upper 
notes but does not refer to 157 (he never cites pers) and Tischendorf cites 
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neither pers nor 157 although Scholz (p. 99 N.T.) had recorded 157 
correctly and reported pers. (Cf. Part Il. note on —exee at Joho xviii. 2). 

Then consider the +xar Oedw of 157 at Mark v. 23 with pers alone 
+ ew or +peto, and this reading will strike us as not very young after all. 

Then, after this addition, consider the important omission by 157 
alone at Mark xiv. 57 of kat avtou Aeyovtes Which may well be what Merr 
calls Wanderwérte and the xar avtov supplied by an over-zealous person 
in editio 1 of the sacred narrative. Pers omits xar avtou, Writing 

‘‘quidam alii subornarunt testes falsos et dicebant” instead of “ ad twes 
dvaotuvtes éyrevdopaptipovy kat’ abtod Aéyovtes.”” Now k also omits xat 
autov writing “et alii surgentes commentiebantur et dicebant...” 
Whether Aeyovres is a“ Wanderwort” or not remains an open question, 
but xat avrov would seem to be wander-words. Upon reference to the 
passage it will be seen that «at avrov is not necessary; would hardly have 
been excised if present, but readily supplied in an “improved” edition. 
Remains syr sin, which says ‘‘ Now some rose up against him and say,” 
eliminating eyevSouaptvpovr. This text looks to me younger here than 
pers and 157. There has been a change made in early times, and the 
methods employed should be able to teach us something. D dc ff insert 
xat avtov after edeyov as an afterthought as it were (from the margin ?). 
That good old witness aeth also omits xat avrov (against sah boh), but 
something bothered him for he duplicates the Aeyovres or conflates Aeyovres 
of most with the ereyov of D (syr sin), for he writes “et surrexerunt testes 
falsi et loquati sunt et dizerunt.” 

For —xat avtov we have now 157 k pers aeth. 

Can you find that combination in Tischendorf? Tisch is silent. 
Or in Soden ? Soden is blind to it, for he simply says “Om «ar 
FL8511 (om ear aviv)” TT presume we should now add that very important 

document 6 371 (= B elsewhere) for — «at autov. 

Pers comes in again with 157 at Luke ix. 13 for the omission of es 

mavra (before tov Xaov) and Paris®’ witnesses to mavra being an addition 

or “ Wanderwort” by omitting it and writing es tov Aaov. (Three boh 
codices confirm 157 pers). 

Norr.—Neither Tischendorf’s nor von Soden’s apparatus cover many 

curious things exhibited by individual Greek mss, although they have 

Version support. A critical edition, however, which neglects these things 
in our day is faulty and not up to date. It forces the student to hunt 

over the older authorities from Mill to Scrivener, which should not be 

necessary. The text-history can be rewritten in a measure from detailed 
observations of the kind indicated above. 

Observe further, as regards the “shorter” text, that an omission 

such as that of & in Mark xv. 8 of both avaBas and avaBonoas points in a 

different direction to that of other omissions, for here k avoids a very 

diflicult choice between the two words, and his omission does not indicate 

that the omission is basic. 

See. 
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Mark i. 35. Of Christ's withdrawal into a desert place for prayer: 
Kar mport evvvyov Nay avacras e€nrOe nat amndOev ets Eepnpov ToTov 

KQXEL TPOTNVYXETO. 
The primitive text here is in doubt, but 226 with Sod'* a (exiit et 

abiit) c (exiens inde abiit) and syr sin omit avactas while D does the same 

but opposite efyAfev wae arndOev has “exsurgens abiit.” Syr sin has 

“came forth went” without copula, but syr pesh “ antevertit et surrexit 

ac abiit,” while pers is “ surrexit et in locum desertum abiit.” 

B* and a few important cursives such as 28 213 2" Sod!" have 

avaatas e€ndOev without «ar awydOev [but 604 Paris’ and most agree 

with fert recept], while W has avaatas am7ndOev without e&ndOev Kat. 

be qsurgens abiit d (as above) f rg exsurgens abiit 

5 surgens egressus et abiit 
f ogg surgens egressus abiit / surgens egressus est et abiit 
Goth holds the three expressions: usstandands usiddja jah galaith ana. 

Sah is wanting. Boh"! express ‘‘ Kat avactas mpwt evvyyov Mav eEndOev,” 

Lut some vary. 

Mark ii. 26 fin. 
Of Christ’s reference to David's action in the House of God: 

. Kal EOwKe Kal TOLS GUY auT@ ovat. 

G04 and 2! omit the final ovow. To these now add W Sod and 

Sod“ with aeth. 
801 Evst 31 44 150 omit the whole clause, as does pers. 
Observe that W Sod°®° 2°* and 604 invert: «at edwxe Kat To1s eT avToOU 

(— over) ovs ove e€eatw faye ev pen Tos tepevow (pro ous ove eeoTe... 

Tots avy avtw ovat) so that the ovs here might have caused the loss of 
over, but not so aeth, which maintains the other order, yet loses ove at 

the end. 

Mark iv. 1. Of the crowd at the lake-side-teaching : 
Kar radw nptato Sibackew mapa tnv Oadaccay * Kat cvvny9n pos 

autov oxXdAos ToAus wate avTov euBavta ets TO TAoLOY KaOnoOaL ev TH 

Oaracon * Kat Tas 0 oxAOS Tpos THY Gadaccay emt TIS yNS NV. 

Here 60% alone leaves out zpos tyv Oadaocay altogether, but is 
supported by acth. 

D reads repav tys Oatacons as ad gq and the Syriac, omitting em: 
7s yns, and W ev tw aryradw as the Latins b ce f fg 7, while the versions 

vary, pers sah and most beh expressing ev tw aryadw ts Padacons. The 
other boh codices vary, and arm expands to ‘‘on the shore they were 
keeping to the dry land.” 

fam 1 read rapa tv Oar. ere tys yns nv and 

A reads es ,, » oo» » a noav (8 in vel circa mare super 

terra erat sic) 
apparently em: ,, ,, mpos ,,  ,, mv (or nav) 
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Laura‘ changes the order of the end to mv eme ts yns, and 
NBCLA d (erant sic) 892 with Evst 49 and y“ and a few substitute noav 
for nv, while some Latins as syr have stabat or sta¥et (c) or sedebat (e). 
Some have ewe tyv ynv nv. 

In the midst of all this confusion (with @ going against D with A, 
and 6 going against A with D) 604 stands out with a simple omission and 
has support of acth. 

Mark iv. 20. Of the parable of the sower: 
Kae outot etow ot ere ty ynv Thy KaXnV oTapertes... 

28 2" and pers [mut. syr cw sin] omit ovtoe. 
Add to these Sod’ and deduct 157 which I find does not omit 

[confirmed to me again by Monsignor Mercati] although Scholz reports it 
for omission with 28. 

Observe that NBCLA substitute exewvor. 

Mark v. 23. Of Jairus’ speech to our Lord: 
Kat mapexader avtov todda Aeywy ott to Ovyarptoy pov eaXaTws 

exet’ , wa edOwv entOns avtn Tas yetpas oT ws owOn Kat CnoeTaL. 
157 inserts «ac Oedw before wa ed@wv = pers (Obs. the extraordinary 

base of pers in the later examples]. 

Mark v. 43. Of Christ's injunction for silence following the healing : 
Kaz SrectecXato autos ToAAG wa pndets yyw TovTo * Kat ere SoOnvar 

autn gayewv. ei 

Here 604 alone [now joined by Sod’, a very important witness], with 
d (which Soden neglects and he does not mention ¢ f) and c fq with aeth 

and pers (replacing syr cu and sin which are wanting), omits rovto 

altogether. The diatessaron quotes ex Luc viii. 56, which brings in zo 

ryeyovos (0 €€ mapnyyetdev autos pndeve ectety to yeyovos), and therefore 
Sod GOL aeth pers c d ff and q are quite unaffected by a harmony here 
in Mark. : 

Gregory will please note this and bring it into his new apparatus, for 
Tischendorf neglects the omission altogether, not even recording d which 
has: wt i nemini dicerent although D has wa pndets yvor tovto, the tovto 

occupying a place on the line below, opposite which d@ has nothing. 
—routo may well be basic, and have been supplied to round out the 

sentence. 

As a matter of fact the Latins vary the expression, J 6 and vgg having 
id, e having illum, a f having hoc, and b having istut, while c df ¢ omit. 

Mark vi. 39. Of the feeding of the multitudes : 

Kar eweta€ev avtots avakdivat mavtas ovptocia cuptocia... 

604 with arm and pers (this conjunction here apparently antedating 

the syriac of syr sin) omit wavtas, while Origen with 2"° and Soden°®° 
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chauges the order (barometric sign) to tavtas avaxduvat, and the important 
minuscule 33, with all Joh mss but one, elides wayras and substitutes 

auTous. 

33 604 therefore with boh arm and pers form no mean combination 
here for oinission. 

{{n wy collation of Evan. 604 p. Ixvi delete 473 (= 2?) and place the 
reading of G04 on p. xxxii. under “ Unique.” | 

Mark vii. 6. OF the quotation from Isaiah : 
O 6b amoxpifes evtrev avrtots (ott) Kadws mpoepytevoev Hoaras mrepe 

UL@Y TWY UTOKPLT@V ws yeypantat Dee. 

For ws yeyparrac G04 substitutes Xeyov with ¢ ff dicens, D di Kaz 

evmev, fam 1 2" arm ws ecmev, Sod"™ os eev as ab: qui dixit, while syr 

sin conflates: ‘as it is written that he had said.” 

Clearly the reading of 604 c ff is the simplest of all, and syr sin knew 

both readings at the time that document was prepared. 

Mark vii. 8. Of the ceremonials of the Pharisees: 

Adevtes yap tyv evtoAny tov @eou, xpatette tHv Tapadoow twv 

avOpwrewv Bamticpous Eeotwy Kat ToTnpiwy Kat adda Tapopola ToLavTA 

ToAXG ToLeLTE. 

28 and 2" (to which now add Sod”) omit zona. 

Observe great variety among others: toravra moAXa Tapopota, TOAXA 

Tapopoia TolauTa, Tapomola ToAXKa TOLAUTA, TAPOHOLA TOLAVTA TOLELTE 

modXa, Tapouora Tote Toravta TodAa, always shifting woAda about, 

while a few drop tocavta in the process. 
Om. vers. syr sin. Cf. diatess. Ezplic. SBLWA ad verb. av@pwrev. 

(Soden neglects 28 for omission of 7oAAa.) 

Mark vii. 23. | Of the wickednesses of the human heart: 
TavTa TavTa Ta TOVHpPAa eawbev EXTTOPEVETAL KAL KOLVOL TOV avOpwrov. : 

This follows the long list of evil things in verse 22, and ta 7ovnpa is 

therefore not necessary in verse 23. For this reason it may have been 
removed as an “improvement” by 1 2"* and 604, who omit, but it is 

rather a strong combination among the cursives, and might be basic. I 

say ‘‘might”’ at a venture, but upon turning up the persian version, there 

agaio in that marvellous document, so pregnant of “base,” ta 7ovnpa 
does not find a place. It is quite striking. 

(Some omit wavra, som® tavta and some ta ante movypa.) 

Mark viii. 25 fin. 
Concerning the wording of the final clause as to the blind man’s 

restored sight: 

. Kat eveBEYrev THAAUYWS aTAaVTAS. 

Some read avavta (and DW zap7a), and some dyAavyws, and some 
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aveBXerev, and some vary the order in which aravtas or amavra finds a place, and acth copt syr have may or omne, but it is left for 33 alone of Greeks with ¢ k alone of Latins to omit azavta or omnia outright ! Pregelles, confirmed by Soden (I suppose by independent collation), mentions 33, but Tischendorf has not mentioned 33 in his virtth adition: confining himself to the enumeration of ¢ k. In such a place as this omnia might well be an addition, and its omission be basic. 

Mark x. 8. OF the clos2 union of husband and wife: 
woTE ovKert erat dvo adXa pura capt. 

28 (neglected by Soden) 71 Evst 222, now joined by W and Sod™™ with d [contra D"| fh syrr (pers) sah aeth (boh™"°) have ov« for ovxert. Notwithstanding this large testimony, Tischendorf does not even mention this variation. In his day only 28 71 and Evst 222 witnessed to it. But now add W (confirming 28) and Sod™® with d ff k and versions. 

Mark x. 21. Of the righteous young man: 
O & Incous eupBre~as avtw yyaTycev avtov Kat emev avTw aus 

auto, after euBreyras, is omitted by 28 and Clem. Tischendorf did not know of 28 when citing Clem. Sod 1337 algo omit. 

Mark x. 47, - Of blind Bartimaeus: 
Kat axovoas ott Incovs o Nafwpatos eatw npEato xpatew Kat 

Aeyerv HX 
_ 

; 28 omits Kat deyev With sah (Horner overlooks the agreement of 
Greck 28 with his sah MS). 

Upon turning once more to the persian (oh wonderful and neglected 
monument of antiquity for control of such readings) it is found that pers 
also omits the xa: Xeyewv or Aeywv of the rest. Pers us interpreted reads : 
et clamore sublato vociferatus est without any mere “‘saying”’ about it. 

Mark x. 51. 
Kat aroxpiOers eyes avtw o Inaovs tt Oerets tronow go; O be 

TudXos ermev avtw paBBor wa avaPreYo. 
28 with 892 (omitted by Soden) omits this second aura. They are 

supported by ¢ acth and once more by that wonderful pers (against the 
syriacs which we know): ‘ Caecus respondit.” 

Mark xii. 4. Of the parable of the lord of the vineyard : 
Ka TAA aTeaTetXE Tpos avTOUS aAXov SovAoV. 

This «ae init. is omitted by 26 and ce sah 4/6 arm, and turning to 
pers the omission is once more confirmed by that version [syr sin omits 
the whole verse]. 

On the other hand wadw is omitted by W (sister of 28) with X and 
one sah ms", not all as would be gathered not only from Tisch but from 

2S eer eager nn 
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Soden, for the rest substitute ‘“ Afterwards" except sah'** which has both 
saititcuuc and ort. 

Observe that arm pers quite replace the old syriac here, which omits 
the verse. 

(Note.—The viciousness of the elder Soden’s practice of quoting “af” 
instead of ¢ or k or e k is illustrated excellently here. He says ‘om «at! 

I*' afc.” He means “om. 28 ec”’ for k has it “ Et iterum.”’) 

Since W reads Kaz and 28 [aw for Kae radu thus opposing the text 
of the majority, but each in a different way, it is clear that a mark of 
deletion stood in the margin of the common parent and was applied by 
one of them to the wrong word. 

Mark xii. 26. Of the resurrection, referring to Exod. iii. 6: 
Tlept Se tw vexpwr ott eyeipovtar ove aveyvwte ev Tn BiBrtw Macews 

emt THS Batov ws ettev avtw o Geos Aeywv eyw o Geos ABpaap... 

Aeywor is omitted by 28 b aur vg¥ diatess-arab sah 1/4 and syrr with 

pers and arm. 

Mark xii. 30. Of the first and second Commandments : 
auTn TpwTy evToAn * Kat Sevrepa opola avtn... : 

There is very great variation here, but 28 2", joined by W Sod’ k 
Eus™"t simply omit evtody while having aity mpotn which is omitted 

together with evrodAy by NBELAYW copt. The syriacs retain avty mpwrn 
€vToAN. 

Mark xii. 34. Of the silence imposed by Christ's answer: 

Kaz ovders ovxete eroApa avtov , eTEepwTnaat. 
Here 28 with pers once more adds 7¢ after avrov and before ewepwtnoat. 

So do bq at the end: Et nemo iam audebat ewm interrogare QUICQUAM. 

This wording (without guicquam) is exactly that of d which retains jam, 
while the Greek of D opposite lacks ovxere as do VW 124 Sod'** and sah 
boh. b-q especially in conjunction are very important in Mark. How did 

ve get in or out of the text? The secret seems to lie in the ovx/ere, for 
instance 61 c“" reading ov« without eve but not supplying tz later. x 
places ovxere last, writing: cae ovdets erodkwa avtov emepwtynoat oveert. A 
few and a merely reverse ovxere eroApa to erodpa ovxett, N Paris’ Sod" ¢ 

merely reverse avtov evepwrycat to emepwrncat avtov. It remains for W 
to supply a key, for W writes: «ae ovders erodkwa avtov oveete evepwrap, 
bringing ovxere before evepwrav, which in a close uncial supplies the 
missing te exhibited by b and q and 28 pers. The closest relationship 

between W 28 and some common parent is thus shown again here, for 28 
also writes evepwrav instead of emepwrncat. (Evan 433 boh supply ere after 
emepwtyoat, omitting ovxere previously.) 

“ft Diserte “cura Mapxov"... totum locum exscripsit et in fine ita: avrm mpary - Kat 
Sevrepa opoca ruvty (sic). 
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Mark xiii. 2. OF the great buildings of the Temple 
Kar 0 Inoous anoxpies evtev avtw Brees TavTas Tas peyadas otxodopas ; 

0 Incous is not found in 2" 604 a b i 7? and rgk*, Add also W and Sod" which are observed also to omit. 
There exists quite some variety as to the form of the sentence, and there is hardly any reason to remove o Inoous, while there is every reason to insert it, because the Greeks do not mention Jesus by name in verse 1. 
Horner neglects 2"* and 604 while giving a bi. 

Mark xiv. 35. Of the agony in the garden: 
Kat rpoer@wv MIKpov ETTegEv ETL TNS YS KaL MpoonuyeTO... SO 

most, but DGS Sod'* fam 1 fam 13 gre 604 al” latt arm syr sin add 
emt Mpoownoy OF emt TpoTwToV avTou, retaining em Ts yns. 

28 alone substitutes ee Tpoowmov avtou for ere ts ys with c: in 
faciem (—ejus), for & syr sin and others have in Sfaciem super terram. 

Pers opposes 28 here and has merely in terram as most Greeks. 
The conflation is old. 28 must have chosen the wrong half of it, 

unless by some chance 28 and ¢ alone retain the right half. 

Mark xiv. 46. Of the capture of Christ; 
Or Se eweBarov EM QUTOV TAS YElpas AUTwY KAaL ExpatnoaY avToV. 

892 (and now add W Sod also) d ff aeth pers omit ex avrov. This 
amid a great variety of readings by the others. 

Mark xiv. 57. OF the trial of Christ : 
Kar TLVES AVATTAVTES exrevSouaptupouy Kart auTou Aevyovtes OTL. wo 

157 (and now Sod5*"! a very important witness) with & pers and aeth 
omit «at avtov. 

Observe the manner of treating this in some others. See p. 438. 

Mark xv. 36. 
In connection with him who tendered the sponge of vinegar: 
Apapwy S¢ eis nat yentoas omoryyov ofous tepiOers Te Kadauw erotitev 

autov Neywu Agere iopev er epyerar Hrtus xabedeww autov. 
This is a difficult place. As W is lacking here (hiat xv. 13-38) and 

28 exhibits a rare reading I will cite it. 
28 alone substitutes for Aeywu ‘ or Se Nov7ror Edeyov’” which may come 

from a reference to Matt xxvii. 49 “ov Se Xoumox edXeyov"” [B and a few 
there emov]. In St. John xix. 29 mepievres (and mAnoavtes previously 
of some Mss) makes the action that of more than one man. 

The fact remains, although the diatess follows Matthew’s wording 
“ But the rest said,” yet using all the Gospel accounts (6 lii.) that syr sin 
and pesh turn Aeywv into the plural supplying a copula, while pers merely 
has a stop after evrorsfev avrov. and continues “ dicebant.”’ They therefore 
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read the plural without supplying Aorroe of Matthew. D* cuts the knot 
by omitting Aeyor altogether. Fam 13 substitute Aeyovres for Aeywv, but 

do it in an ampler way, turning all into the plural. Is Aeywr of most 
really basic in Mark or an error, and did the original read Aeyovor? Or 
was the original Latin dicunt or dicebant and not dicens ? 

Luke i. 21. Of Zacharias’ delay in the Temple: 
Kaz nv 0 Aaos tpocdoxwy tov Zaxaptav * xat eOavyalov ev tw yporeterv 

QauTOV €V T® VAD. 

ev Tw vaw is omitted by 604 and Soden’, as well as by 34 39 108 
142° and k' (these Soden neglects). 

Syr cu and sin are both missing. 
BLWWE and 2? Paris” change the order. 

Luke i. 29. Concerning Mary’s wonder at the salutation of the angel: 
H &¢ tSovea SterapaxOn emt Tw AoYw avTov, xat Siedoyilero woTATOS ELn 

0 AGTAGHOS OVTOS. . 

Here the famous cursive ce’ omits etn with I Sod! 2017 fam y exe, b 346 t 
Syr cu sin are wanting. ; 

L and a few substitute es. D Sod’ Sod'® emphasise av etn, but —exn 
might well be basic. 

(Observe e ‘“‘ recogitans quia sic benedixit eam.”’) 

Luke i. 66. 

Of the wonder engendered at the baptism of John Baptist : 
Kaz eGevto mavtes ot Akovoaptes EV TH Kapota autwy, NeyovTes. . 

Here 604 omits ot axovaavres with e syr pesh®, while syr sin omits 

mavres and ot axovaavtes. Soden now adds 348 (his™, quite an 
important Ms) for omission of ot axoveavtes, while neglecting to 
record 604. 

For ot axovcavtes CD* 118-209 130* 234 892 al. et Sod™™ 3% (cf. 
Ff goth arm) substitute o: axovovtes, while pers (as rendered) = Et qui- 

cungue audivit, and aeth (as rendered) = Et custodierunt in cordibus 

suis omnia quae audiverant, showing an apparent basic difference to be 
compromised. (See p. 454 Mark vi. 2). 

Luke ii. 3. Of the enrolment or registration : 

Kaz eropevovto mavtes avoypapecbat, exactos ets Thy edtav Todt. 

Here c™ omits exaotos. Tischendorf fails to report this and Soden 

refuses to give the omission a place in his apparatus, but it is important. 

Observe that Burkitt for syr sin has to supply ‘each one”’ in italics [he 

uses very few italics thus]: ‘‘ Now every one (-zsw Jaa) [was going] to 
be [enrolled] even from [his] city was each one going to his place that 
there he might be enrolled.” 

Notice also that & omits wavtes with Sod! N* writes «as 
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evopevovro (retaining the plural verb) exactos avoypageobe es THY EauTwY 

mohuv, shortening, as pers and diatess: “Et unusquisque ivit ut in urbe 
sua describeretur,” and sy" “ Et ibat quisque ut describeretur in urbem 
suam.” 

There is something to ponder over here. 

Luke ii. 11. 

ott eTeXON vpLY anLEpOY owTNp, OF eate Xptatos Kuptos. 

onpepov is omitted by 604 with 18 50 55 62 116 201 n*" Evst 52. 

Soden adds **§ but neglects GOS and all the rest. (What is the use of 

such notes ?) 

The important witness Sod’ *"' of the NB family changes the order to 

owtnp onpepov (as boh*) and may have imported onpepov from his margin. 

Of the angel’s speech to the shepherds: 

Luke vi. 10. Concerning the man with the withered hand : 

Kaz weptBreWapevos tavtas avtous, ete To avOpwrw * Exteivov thy 

n arr. 

This passage is practically in the same class as the one noticed 
toward the end of this chapter at vi. 48 jin. 

Instead of o Se exornoev, NDX al. it vg copt syr pesh arm aeth 

substitute o & e€erecvey (compare Matt. xii. 13, Mark iii. 5), and a 
minority have o de evomoev ovrws. The detail will be found in Tischen- 
dorf, but he neglects to state that c" omits the phrase altogether! Soden 

having found another ms (Sod'") which omits, does mention this in his 

notes. é 
Syr sin is missing here, and therefore we have no check on the 

critical codices c’" Sod'#?, Yet the situation is suspicious and reminds us 
of vi. 48. There, we have two alternatives: :a to kadws orxodopnobat 
having no reference to the parallel, and teOeyedtwro yap emt tHv TeTpay as 

in Matt. vii. 25, while syr sin and gr. 604 show us a blank. Here we 
have o S¢ emomncev (ovrw) having no reference to the parallel, and o de 
eferevev a plain verbal importation from the double parallels in Matt. 

and Mark, while ec and Sod" exhibit a blank in Luke. 

The matter should be carefully noted, for the supplementary matter 

interjected in alternative phrases is not at all necessary at this place. 

Luke vi. 48 fin. 
Of the pans of the house whose founditions are secure : 

“ reBepedtwro yap emt THY TeTpav"’ of most, 
“Sia to Kadws otxodounodar avtny” of the few [neg 

autny Tie"), 

but entirely omitted by G04 and syr sin [Pers has the upper clause with 

most]. 

Aeth already conflates both readings. 
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Luke vii. 9. Of Christ's appreciation of the centurion’s faith : 
Axovaas &€ TavTa 0 Inaous Bavpacev avtov * xat otpadets Tw aKoXou- 

Oovvte avtw oXrw ELT . 

604 alone of Greeks, to which now add Sod™! 1**3, omits tavza. 

With this syr sin and syr hier agree, as also acth and one boh msk, 

while one sah Ms® says etTReE mAs ‘concerning these things.” Horner 

omits to chronicle syr hier (all three codices) which agree with syx sin. 
Observe that while syr pesh has tavta it changes the order, and C* 

has Axovaas Se 0 Inaous tavta. 

Luke ix. 9. 

Concerning Herod's speech about John Baptist (see Matt. xiv. 2 and 
Mark vi. 14): 

evvev S¢ Hpwdys * lwavyny eyo amexepadica’ tts Se eatwv ovt0s Tepe 

ov axovw Totavta; Kat eCnret dev auTov. 

For tts S€ eotev ovtos Evan 248 substitutes tis eotw ovtos alone, 

dropping de, but with ce: ‘quis est hic,” and: “hic quis est” by b falqr 

(cf. 243 >11s S€ ovtos ete). With the Latins without copula go syr cu 

sin pers and diatess (and sah 1/5 boh*’). 

The diatess interlards Luke ix. 9 between Matt xiv. 12° and xiv. 13°, 
but is clearly from Luke, avoiding Matt xiv. 2 here. See diatess § xviii. 

20 and its beginning. 
Alone, with aeth, Evan 157 substitutes ovy for de in Luke ix. 9. 

Luke ix. 13. Of the loaves and fishes and the multitudes : 
Eure S¢ mpos avtous * Aote avros vpers payer. Or be exrrov * Our 

eto nv TrELoY n TEVTE apTor Kat Sv LXOvES, EL NTL TropevevTES NwELS 

ayopacwpen ets Tavta Tov Aaov TovTOv Bpwpata. 

157 (with Paris” ess tov Aaov tantum) and pers with boh'"" omit es 
TavTa. 

Luke ix. 20. Of Christ’s enquiry for the testimony of the apostles: 
Eure S¢ avrots * upets Se twa pe Aeyere etvar ; 

604 omits pe Neyere evar altogether, alone with Dial. As to syr sin 
it is mutilated, but Burkitt says ‘‘ there is not space for all the words.” 

Pers, observe, slightly alters, saying ‘‘ Vos de me quid dicitis.”’ 
Some aeth mss I believe omit pe ecvar. 

Luke x. 5. Of the salutation due on entering a house : 

Els nv 8’ ay otxtav eroepxnabe Tpwtov NeyeTE * Ecpnvyn tw ovxw tovtw. 

Paris” and D? with d* r Orig and Tert™* omit mpwrov. (Tert™®: 
“quam introissent domum pacem ei dicere.’’) 

Luke xii. 34. Concerning the proverb of the heart and its treasure : 
oTrov yap €oTlv O Onaavpos UL@V, EKEL Kat 7 kapdia ULOD €oTal. 

ce omits estat outright with Sod'**. 
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Of the Greeks LA substitute eotiv. 

D and some place it between exee and kat. 

The word may not originally have completed the sentence at all, 

which is complete without the second verb. Tischendorf, as so often, 

does not report c** here. 

The reason for which I emphasise the witness of c“" even when alone 
is that elsewhere this Ms lends its voice to very powerful minority 

groups, as at xix. 28 —«ae init. Of course c" is quite a critical codex as 
may be seen in its graphic efedOew for ede at Luke xiv. 20 fin. or at 
Luke xxiv. 32 fin. 

(Cf. c* at Luke xiii. 30 ot exyator pro etowv ecyartor. Paris” supplies 
ot but has eso which c lacks.) 

Luke xiii. 15. 
Of our Lord's personal application in his answer to the épy:cvwvaywyo 

as to healing on the sabbath : 

AmexptOn ovv avtwa o Kuptos, «at errev, Troxpita, exactos vw Tw 

caBatw ov Aver Tov Bouv avtou 7 Tov ovov ato THS PaTVNS Kat aTayayov 

moriter; tautny de, Ouyatepa ABpaap ovoay... 

The authorities cannot agree whether our Lord said Umoxperd! or 
imoxpitai! and are very much divided. As the record says dmexpiOy obv 
aitG 6 Kuptos cal elev (and not dmexp. obv 5 Kupsos xal elwev abrg) it 
may well be that the less personal tvoxperai and not d7oxpitd was the 

apostrophe. 
But c'' alone shows us a blank here, and has neither. 

Tisch again fails to exhibit here the omission of ¢'". Sabatier calls 

attention to Tertullian™*"e which (although non liquet) has no introduction 

and begins “ Unusquisque vestrum sabbatis non solvit” .. . quoting in full 

to worite. Certainly cS and Tert should be coupled and mentioned 

together. 

Luke xiv. 8/9. Of the place at the wedding feast :. 

Mnyzorte evtipotepos cou 7 KeKXnpevos UT’ avTOV Kat EOuwv o ce Kat 

autov Kareoas, epet cot’ Aos TovTw , ToTOV".. - 

Here 157, with copt and syr, supplies tov before towov. This may 

have been lost immensely early. Observe aeth: ‘ Cede hnic personae ” 

(‘« the place "’ understood). 

Luke xvi. 12. 

What Christ said in his comment on the parable of the unjust steward : 

Kar es ev tw addorpiw ToToL ovK eyeverOe, TO UpETEpOY TLS UpLY 

Swoet; fo 

157 and cil with Tert™" are definite as to the substitution of enor 

for vpetepov. 

(nnerepov by BL Sod" and Evst 21 Orig.) 

Senet 

spies oe oe 
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Luke xvii. 23. What action to take when the Son of Man is announced : 

Kat epovoww vpuv * Idou we 4 dou exer, wn amedOnte pnde Stok nre. 

157 with syr and pers omits nde SiwEnre. (Cf. B and sah.) 

Luke xviii. 2. 

Of a judge in a certain city and the importunate widow : 

Aeywn * Kperns tes nv ev tevt Toke... 

ce and o*" with pers" omit tes; but then syr sin thereagainst omits 
tut, perhaps for the same purpose of destroying the pleonastic “ pair"’: 

“A certain judge there was in a certain city.” But note that the 
important Ms Paris” also omits 7s with c**. 

(Some have tn for tev, and 33 has ev tive Ty TroAet.) 

Sah very simply ‘‘ A judge in a city’ with two indefinite articles : 
OwKpITHe on Owmoatc, and boh also, which does not however trans- 

literate the Greek words. 

Luke xviii. 9. 
Of the introductory clause as to the parable of the publican and the 

pharisee in prayer : 

Eutre Se Kat T pos TLVvaS TOUS mreTvrowoTas ep €AUTOLS OTL ELOL Sixatot Kat 

efovSevouvras tous Aottous * thy TwapaBornv tavtnv * AvOpwror fdvo 

aveBnoav ets To tepov mpocevE§acOa . . . 
c“' leaves out t_v mapaBornv tavtyv. So does D* and d. No others 

apparently. But observe that the syriacs sah and pers bring it in quite 

early in a peculiar place and order before zpos tevas, “‘ And he was saying 

this similitude (or parable) against (certain) folk that trust in them- 
selves. ..,’ while the Latins, even those which have similitudinem for 
parabolam, keep the Greek order. 

Tischendorf should certainly have mentioned c“'. He only says: 
“Dom.” 

Luke xxii. 15. 
Concerning the last supper and the mention of the Passover : 

Kae evrev mpos avtous * emtOupia emtOvpnoa TOUTO TO Tacya payew 

ped upwv mpo Tov pe Trade. 

In this very important passage (uncomplicated by the accounts in 
Matthew and Mark) the noteworthy cursive 71 with vg? and syr cu sin 

boh™ with Tert™"¢ very definitely: Concupiscentia concupivt Pascha edere 
vobiscum antequam patiar, completely suppress tovto or hoc, against the 

other Greeks and Latins, against syr pesh and the diatess (quoting Luke 
xxii. 14/16 continuously). The only Latins besides ry” to throw light on 

the matter are ¢ and Hilary. In c “hoc” is present but ‘‘ Pascha”’ 

absent; thus also in Hili P03: desiderio cupivt WoC manducare, but 
Hil'9 F. neglects hoc and introduces Pascha without hoc: ‘ desiderio 

26 
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desideravit cum discipulis Pascha manducare.” Possibly in c’s copy a 

mark was present for the deletion of hoc which that ms applied to Pascha. 

Tischendorf and Soden completely ignore the omission of tovro, and again 
refuse to let us enter with them the arcanum of textual criticism. 

Luke xxiii. 15. 

Concerning Pilate’s speech to the assembled multitude about our 
Lord's apparent guiltlessness : 

. aveveua yap vpas mpos avtov [al. avevepyev yap avtov mpos 
nas] «at dou ovbdev aktov Oavatov cote TeTpaypevoy avTw. 

Here céov is omitted by e|I wonder if this should not be c*"] and 
D* d with vgg”® [hiat r2] syr cu sin pers and diatess. 

Tisch and Soden report this because Dd also omit. I introduce it 

to show the omission upheld by one cursive. The diatess quotes con- 

tinuously Luke xxiii. 4/16. There is an cdov in the previous verse 
xxiii. 14 not modified by syr cu sin pers, but for xa tov eyw there D 

writes: xayw Se, and d: et ego autem, and diatess also without ecce 
there. 

Luke xxiv. 39. 

Of Christ’s request for identification after the resurrection: 

lSere tas yetpas rou Kat Tous Todas pou ott autos eyo erp * ynragn- 

cate pe kat Werte" OTL TEVA TapKa Kat OOTEG OVK EXEL KADWS Ene OewperteE 

exovTa. 
The Greek cursive 300 omits autos with «@ r? 1. Syrr copt omit 

autos altogether, while the rest vary the order and form of autos eyw ecpe 

considerably. (Pers omits altogether). avros probably came in for 
emphasis from the margin. Soden adds *"', presumably «%7! = 4 (Paris 

nat. 84) for plain omission of avros, and indeed an addition to the basic 

text would be quite likely here. 
(Soden, as usual, neglects the witness previously reported for omission, 

viz. Evan. 300.) 

John i. 15. 
Concerning the wording of John Baptist’s witness to Jesus: 

Iwavuns paptuper Tepe avtou, Kat Kexpaye eywv * OvTos qv ov eLTrov 
O omtow pov epxopevos, eutpoabev pov yeyoven. 

314 (= Sod“) reads eote for nv. The Latins vary between est (a bc 

efqrpaur vgg*) as (syr), and erat (h & [hiat d] rgg™ Lren Aug), but 
Hust 54 omits outright. 

This is interesting because & alone of Greeks omits ov ecrrov following, 

with arab, as if between my and ov erov a mark had perhaps been set 

indicating omission, and 8 had omitted ov eemov and not yy. 
The bohairic really seems to omit mv (xe dAt PH eTAINOG 

eehuTo). 
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Jobn ii. 19. Of the rebuilding of the temple (of His body) : 
AmexpiOn 0 Inoous kar etmev avtois Avaate tov vaov tovtov Kat 

€v Tpltolv NHEpats eyepw auTov. 

Evst 47 reads with Ignatius 8a tprov NMEpwv. 

John vy. 27, Of the Father's great gifts to the Son: 
... Kae eEovorav eSwxev avtw xat Kplolv Tole... 

Now ebdwxev is omitted outright only by Evst 47 and diatess, making 
edwxev of verse 26 serve here also. Observe that the syriac and pers 
substitute fecit for dedit in verse 27. Neither Tisch nor Soden notice 
these readings. 

John vi. 22, Concerning the departure of the disciples : 
Tn erauptoy 0 oxdos 0 esTNKWS mepav 73 Oadacons tSwv ott TAOLApLOV 

aXXo ovk ny exet et 17 EV ExELVo Ets 0 eveRNoaV oL padnrat avtov, Kat ott ov 
cuverondOe tois paOntrats avtou o Incous ets to TRotaptov, ara pLovot oF 
padnrat avtou ar7nOov. 

Neglecting other variations, observe that the syriacs t with pers omit 
the last clause, as do the diatessaron and Evan 220 and Evst 222 (z*), 
Tischendorf mentions 220 but neglects z*', while Soden calmly ignores 
both Greek manuscripts. 

There is no break in diatess between verses 22 and 23 (proceeding 
with 23/60 continuously). Observe that the Latins (so intimately 
connected with the syr and diatess) apparently do not recognise this 
omission. 

(8 56-58-61 ff 2 omit am7AGov in this clause.) 

John vi. 23. 
Of the ships from Tiberias, whether they came, had come, or were there: 

Adda be nde mAoiapia ex TiBepiad0os eyyus tov tomou oo eparyov 
TOV apTov evyapiatnaavtos Tov Kupiov. 

892 and Sod' with the diatess have nv for nd6e. 
Some have ov for 7AGe placing it in various differing positions. 
N has ereXGovtwv ovy twy mrowwy for adrra de mde (or ov) mrocapta 

and ovons instead of rov torov. D has adAwy mAoLaptwy eXovtwy (d aliae 
naviculae venerunt). Cf. br: et cum supervenissent aliae naves, cf. syr cu. 

The vg has: aliae vero supervenerunt naves. (Supervenerunt is 
favoured by the Latins, but not by a de f.) 

Anong all this variation, 892 Sod'“4 diatess substitute nv. It seems 
to me that, including this 7, it all savours of retranslation. 

t Syr sin is said to be illegible here, but syr cu agrees with syr pesh and pers to 
omit. (Pcrs doubtless replaces syr sin.) 

262 
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John vi. 42. 

Of the murmuring Jews’ speech concerning the parentage of our Lord 
and of his strange speech about his descent from Heaven : 

Kae edeyov ovx ovtos ertiv Incous 0 vios Iwond, ov ques oSapev tov 

TaTepa Kat THY HNTEPA, TWS OUY eryer OUTOS OTL EX TOV OUVpaVOoU KaTa- 

BeBnka ; pm 
There is found to be a difference of opinion as to whether ovv or uv 

should follow ras. 

BCTW Sod boh arm syr hier Ath" supply vuv. 

NS and D on the other hand, with the other Greeks, most Latins and 
sah 4/7, prefer ovy. 

The peshitta does neither, but prefixes «at. 
The editors are strangely enough agreed here; Tisch and Hort on the 

strength of BCT, and Soden on the strength of BCT and the additional 
W Sod’, print tas vv. But are they right? Does not perhaps little 
v'" here hold the key, which cursive Ms writes mas tantum ? 

The point is that syr cw sin and pers with arab and the latins ae 
and sah.3/7 are agreed to omit in the same way as v"", merely saying ras. 

Still the editors might be right; but when we find Paris” backing up 
v", the syriacs, a e, the persian, the arabic, and sah 3/7 for omission we 
must pause to ask the reason why. 

Since therefore once more N and B are not agreed (and aeth bohw"™ 

vg?® conflate) does not Paris hold (with v') the true base behind NB, 
and are not syr pers with sah 3/7 and Paris’ v*" the purveyors of the 
“true text ”’ ? 

John vi. G4. Of Christ’s speech to the disciples on a certain occasion : 
AAA evaw €& vpwv TLVES OL OU TLOTEVOVOLD. 

Here teves is omitted by 157 alone, and indeed may well be an 
addition. Tischendorf, recognising this, chronicles the omission, but 
Soden does not think it worth while, although a reference to syr sin and 
aeth appears to confirm it. Observe here that the order of most: e£ vpwy 
tuves (so also syr cu) is varied by STX°) and some very important cursives 
(plus syr pesh hier) to teves e& vpwv. 

Jobn vi. 70. ‘The apostrophe as to a traitor being among the twelve: 
ArexpiOy avtots o Inaovs * Oux eyw vpas tous bwbexa ckereEapnv 

cat €€ upwv eis dtaBodos eotiv. a 

Evan 28 omits tous dwdexa. Cf. syr cu sin. 
Note that 185 (Sod and a very critical codex) omits efedeEapny, 

having evidently mistaken the word to be deleted. Thus again 185 
alone omits e£& before vuwv, intending probably to omit eis with N*; and 
thus 2"° omits «at e£€ var, retaining ets. 

John xiii. 14/15. 
Of Christ’s example in the washing of the feet: 

Ke ovy eyw evra vpwv tous mobas, 0 Kuptos Kat o di8acKados, Kat 

Be gts 

oe 
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upers operrete adAnov veTrTEtv Tous Todas. Trroderypa yap eSwxa vty, 
wa xabws EY@ ETOLNTA UVULLV, KAL UPELS TOLTTE. 

Now this yap is omitted by 604 and the very important cursive c**. 
The saying is more stately thus. Not “For I have given you an 
example,” but very simply and majestically: ‘I (your Lord and Master) 

have given you an example.” 

Does syr sin omit? No, it has &. Do any others? Apparently 
none except the diatess, for Soden says ‘‘om yap Ta I* 7/3." Now 

the diatess is a good witness here, for it quotes continuously John xiii. 1/20. 
‘There are no other witnesses then for this stately phrase? Yes there are, 

and important ones too. Soden’s notes in such cases are too maddening 
for words, for when he supplements Tischendorf (as here, Tisch neglecting 

the omission of ce’) he cannot even get the matter right. 
Observe then that syr hier®° also omit. Is that all? No, for pers 

(wonderful witness!) also omits [against syr pesh and sin]. Is that all? 
No, not yet, for d, that other extraordinary witness, also omits, against 

D* opposite. Such opposition between d and D* invariably means a 
great deal. I discover these omissions of von Soden by chance, but. 
Sabatier had already called attention to the reading of d. Students 
cannot possibly see these things in Tischendorf or Soden. Aeth'™ 

reoders ‘‘ Quia exemplum dedi vobis” without yap which the Coptic 
versions hold. Is this quite all? No, because Aphraates opposes syr 

sin and also omits yap altogether. For omission then, instead of 
Tatian 604 and c*™ as Soden tells us, we have: G04 c’ d pers syr 

hicr® diatess Aphraates and (aeth). 

John xix. 40. Of the custom of the Jews at burial: 

EXafov ovy to awa tov Inoov nat ednoayv avto ofovtiois peta Twv 

apwpatev Kafws eos ete rors Joudarors evtraguaterv. 

Paris”, with sah boh (aeth), omits eat. Sod’ (ed. Bc: G) Sod'** 

omit eos. 

Observe NW Greg*¥* substitute nv for ectt. (>eotw eBos X" 185 4c 

Gn ¢.e. 

John xx. 15. Of the risen one’s speech to Mary m the garden: 
Aeyet avtn o Inaovs * Tuvat, te krases; tiva Enters; Exewvn Soxovea 

ote 0 KnToupos eatt Aeyer avTw@ Kupte. . . 
28, with syr sin and dimma, omits o Inaous. 

So, among the Latins, observe : 
Jobn xxi. 13. 

Of Christ’s post-resurrection action at the lake-side : 
Epyerae (ovv 0) Iyoovs cat XapPaver tov aprov xat Sidwow avtoss. 

¢ with syr sin omits this epyerar. 
c reads merely: Tunc Jesus accepit... 

syr sin merely: Et accepit Jesus... 
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Luke vi. 45. 
0 ayalos avOpwmos ex tov ayabov Oncavpov ts Kapdias avtov 

mpopeper To ayadov * Kat o Tovnpos avOpwros ex TOU Tovnpov @naavupou Tn 
xapS:as avtou mpodepet To Tovnpoy. 

ITere ff, alone elides the first ts xapdcas, writing: Bonus homo de 
bono densauro suo proferct bonum . . . thus alone agreeing with Dial™', 

Mark vi. 2. 
Kal YEVOpLEVOU oaBBatou npEato €v T7 ouvaywyn bt8acKety ‘ Kat Todo 

QKOUOVTES efewANaaorTo, ReyorTes : troOev TOUT TAUTA 5.... 

As against axovortes of textus receptus supported by NABCW unc? 
aland df f gailqyr8vgg with audientes, D*FHLA"I13 Sod some 
minn, including some interesting manuscripts (and a with cum audissent), 
prefer axovoaytes, but b c ¢ have neither but exhibit a blank. It is 
eminently a place, as will be seen upon close inspection, where a word 
could naturally be added, and the fact that the authorities vary as to its 
form or tense shows that it may be an early addition. The Greek ms 
W would probably have omitted with b c e had it continued this 
recension beyond Chapter V. I mention the example particularly 
because W ceases to convey this type of text before the end of ch. V. 
[Tiant syr"*", sed habent syr®""™" pers et diatess]. Cf. Luci. 66, p. 445. 

Lastly, consider Matt. iv. 1 —u7o tov mvevpatos 892 P* soli, where 

the order is changed by NK 157 syr acth, suggesting something amiss ; 
and Mark ii. 11 —cot Aeyw eyetpe by Paris” alone, while W 40 46 61 252 
y" Sod° bc e omit coe Aeyw, and 7, sah 1/2 omit eyeipe, and N [not 
reported by Tisch or Sod] varies the order >eyerpe cot Aeyw [ Hiant syr""]. 

Von SopEen’s New TrEstaMENT, issued July 1913. 

The crowning volume of von Soden’s labours, viz. the New Testament 
volume itself, reached me after nearly all of Part I. of this essay was set 

up. I have used it for Part II. although this necessitated resetting a 
considerable amount of type, but for Part I. I was afraid I would not be 
able to use his work except occasionally in St. Luke and St. Jobn, 
but I have managed to work in most of the evidence throughout. 

I shall attempt no thorough review of his system or of hid work 

at this place. Occasional notes will be found where it is desirable to 
correct his apparatus or to supplement my own. 

I said at the beginning of this essay that the readings of Westcott 
and Hort, that is those of the ms B, had been generally accepted in 

England and nearly as much so in Germany. I am told that in Germany 
this is not the case. Let us look at a passage in von Soden’s new 
edit‘on for information. 

Upon the strength of B, Westcott-Hort have printed at Matthew xiii. 4 
kat e@ovta ta TmeTewa Katepayev ava, instead of kat ndOev (or nrAOov) ta 
metewa Kat xatedayev avta. B had support only from f>atthael pFyrer 

tain acca ae ae Ine 
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y (not mentioned by Tisch) and fam 13 but they add tov ovpavov after 

TWETELVA. 

I was surprised to find von Soden follow suit for this reading of 
eXOovta ta Tetetva (—xat). His note on the evidence is not absolutely 
clear, but one is to infer that besides B, these other mss have been found 

to have the reading, viz. 050 (Ms at Tiflis related to the D text, which 
latter here has the ordinary text) 6 30 (= 3, otherwise more related to &, 

which does not have it) e 1444 (Athos, Pantel. 101) « 1413 (Athos, 
Pantocr. 34) e 1333 (Athos, Pantocr. 60) ¢ 1216 (Berlin 55, Greg 659); I 

suppose a little iota must stand for family 13, but he does not mention 
the mss by name nor do we know definitely whether the whole group 

of twelve Mss: 

13-69-124-174-230-346-543-788-826-837-983-Serres 
Ser. 556 . 

has the B reading. 
Scholz and Tisch after fam 13 had said ‘ alti,” but von Soden’s list 

does not bear this out, his witnesses being mss unknown to Scholz and 
Tischendorf. Tischendorf neglected to mention the other witnesses 

represented by ‘‘a/."" They seem to be confined to the Lectionary class 
‘and are f of Matthaei (Evst 49) H*' (Evst 150) y*" (Evst 259). It would 

have been better for von Soden to mention these additional witnesses. as 

his choice of reading needs defence. It presupposes, like Hort’s, that 7rGov 
Ta Terewa grew out of a basic eXOovta meteva, but then B has eddorta 

ta mereva, and how account for the suppression of xa: seqg.? If B and 
the others read eX@ovra weterva there would be some force in thinking 

that the other readings had sprung from this, but does not ed@orra ta 
metewa merely indicate misreading or revision. 

Where are XL and D and W and Z? Opposed to B. Where does 
Origen stand? Opposed to B. [This von Soden’s notes do not indicate, 

as he merely reports A’ (Koen) for the regular reading.] Where are 33 

and 892? Opposed to B. And so areall the rest of the mss, and the 
versions. I mention this to show that B is still regarded too highly in 
Germany as a basic or neutral text, and von Soden's text probably per- 
petuates an error of B and of his small following. 

There is no trace of this in any of the Latins, and e /, both extant 

here, support the usual Greek text against B. 

—«at is however found in sah and boh 1/2 after the coptic manner. 

“Came the birds (of Heaven), they ate them.” 
Is this the secret? The other versions do not omit cas. Must we 

trace this matter also to coptic influence on B? Very possibly; and B’s 

forerunner, not liking 7A@ov...catedayov without copula in Greek, 

although the coptic admits of it, changed the first Greek aorist to the 
- participle. 

I claim that the versions have been unduly magnified sometimes to 

support a Greek readiug, but a'so, as in the present case, unduly relegated 
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to the background when their joint testimony is of considerable value. 
If von Soden had properly grouped his evidence, and instead of saying : 

W gegen IT ete, 
he had said 

Ky, Ie", veld et latt syr verss et Patres gegen II* ete. 
we would have seen the real evidence. 

Had he intimated that sak and part of boh omitted the copula «az, 
while holding ov, we should also have got a glimmer of the probable 
reason for the B reading, but he is silent on this point. 

This is not intended to be unfriendly criticism of von Soden, but 
only meant to indicate the lines along which we must work for a true 
grasp of the problems involved before printing new texts. After going 
through von Soden’s apparatus to supplement my own, I have however 
come to very serious and disparaging conclusions as to his work in 
general. His notes are exceedingly inaccurate, his text is not founded 
upon any consistent method of using evidence, and I regret to say that 
he has repeatedly invented Scripture in his text without manuscript or 
Patristic authority. The proof to this effect shall be submitted separately, 
but some of it will be found noticed in scattered places in these volumes. 

As to the Koevy. 

There remains one argument to be dealt with, and that concerns 
the possibility of someone saying that, after all, the variations in B are 
few tm number and probably less than in most mss. That is hardly so. 
If the reader wants a tenth-century example of a Ms true to the Church 
type Ict him examine Matthaei’s k, a most beautiful and neat MS, one 
of our very early cursives, and in this ws will be found a true exponent 
of the Kowy. Had Erasmus used this, no fault could have been found, 
and yet but little difference is to be found between k and the textus 
receptus, while B and his group differ infinitely more among themselves 
at a period much more remote. 

The Kowy probably preserves “ the true text” at Luke xxiii. 8: 
my yap Oedwy e€ txavov (— xpovov) ide avtov ... or, a8 reported by 

W [teste Lake] 241 Evst 48 49 54 63° 2°" HY": qv yap cE ixavov 
(—xpovov) Oerwv Sev avtov. .. 

This is a peculiar construction, but, being the more difficult or 
idiomatic without xpovov, is probably to be preferred. 

Soden here abandons the chief uncials, which have e£ :xavwv xpover, 
and prints e€ cxavov Oekwy without giving any authority for the K (Kown) 
which he quotes, for the K has >6edwv e€ txavov. 

It so happens however that not only W [teste Lake contra Soden] 

agrecs with Soden's text of e& txavov GeXwv, with six lectionaries, but 
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that 241 (Matthaci’s k), the very MS under consideration above, does 

this also. I wonder if Soden has stumbled on the ‘‘ true text’’ here as 

confirmed by 241. For notice that the genius of all the versions 
requires the expression of ypovov. Hence the versions very likely 

reflecled on our earliest Greek mss as seen already so often elsewhere, 

and led to the addition of xypovov, or substitution of xavwv ypovwv, while 
the maligned tertus receptus may hold the base here, and Soden and 
241 preserve the true order! It is more than curious, for Soden appears 

to do so quite innocently, and ignorantly of the true evidence as to the 

Kouvy). 
Winer has a brief reference to the passage on p. 459 (English edition, 

1882), but Moulton in his translator's note 3, while saying ‘‘ In Luke xxiii. 8 

quoted above in the text, ef cxavwv ypovwy is no doubt the true reading” 
oes quite beyond his province, and is merely bowing to the authority 
of the company of NBD(L)T etc., whereas there is no such certainty 

about ‘‘ the true text’ here, and the indications seem to me to point the 

other way, and xpovov more likely to have crept in than to have slipped 

out or to have been suppressed in an ‘‘ Antioch” revision. 
As this brings up again Turner's ex parte obiter dictum of the oldest 

Mss against the later ones (‘‘ which issue will never have to be tried 
again’’) I make free to go into the case as to exavos a little more fully 

than Winer or Moulton (Blass is silent), for it is a very pretty test 

passage indeed. 
Now that we have seen that the ‘‘ oldest’ Mss were affected already 

by the versions or by the Greek text underlying the versions (whichever 

way the critics prefer to have it put), we can the more readily see the 

bearing of the present case as to the untrustworthiness of the “oldest” 
Greek Mss in just such a case, and realize perhaps that, although 
mutually supporting each other, NBD(L)T 157 ¢ d sah +T' Sod 892 

Paris” Laura*!™ are wrong, and that the Kow and 241 are right at 
Luke xxiii. 8. 

The justification for this view is to be found in the classical example 
at Acts xx. 11 where the writer (doubtless St. Luke) in telling of St. Paul's 

long preaching at Troas, after the revival of Eutychus, says: 
“avaBas Se kat kXacas Tov aptov Kat yevoapevos, ef tkavov TE outhnoas 

ayxpt avyns outas Ener,” 

Here ‘‘until break of day” qualifies e¢ exavov sufficiently to give it 
its true Lucan meaning. 

This ef exavov then at Acts xx. 11 (not noted by Winer) is the 
complement of e€ txavov in Luke xxiii. 8. 

Besides, if we look further, we find that cxavos is used by the writer 
of the third Gospel and of the Acts no less than 25 times, whereas it is 

found elsewhere only six times in St. Paul’s Epistles and three times in 
St. Matthew and St. Mark. 
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That St. Luke used exavov without xpovov in xxiii. 8 is probable, 
because he so thoroughly understood the technical value of the word in 

Greek. Thue at Acts xxii. 6 besides using gas exavov of the “ great” 

light (an ‘eafolding’ light, see Acts ix. 3) at St. Paul’s conversion, at 

Acts xx. 87 exaves b€ eyeveto KravOuos mavtwy ‘But they all set up a 

great weeping,” at Luke xxiii. 9 (in close proximity to the passage under 
review) exnpwra S€ avtoy ev Xoyors txavots ‘“‘ But he questioned him in 

many words” (a sufficiency of words), we find in Acts xvii. 9 of the 

taking of bond or security from Jason : 

“cat XaBovtes To txavov,”’ simply, 

which is the correct technical term (not referred to by Winer or Blass). 

Therefore when we read at: 

Acts xii. 12 ov noav txavor ovvnPpotopevor Kat Tpocevxoperot 

or ,, xix. 19 exavor Se... tas BtBdAous KatTexatov evwrioy TavTwY 

we understand that many were gathered together, and that many burned 

their magical books, and not only that certain did so. 
So again at Luke xxii. 38, of the two swords before the betrayal, 

our Lord's coniment is reported thus by St. Luke: “‘o Se etmev avtors 
txavov eotw.”” That is to say not only “they are sufficient” but ‘it 

is plenty.” (Cf. 2 Cor. ii. 6 txavov tw Torourea » emetipta avtn). Re- 

turning to Luke xxiii. 8/9 observe that we meet with the use of sxavos 

alone in both verses to signify “much” or “ many”: 
xxiii. 8. O Se Upadys Sev tov Inzovy exapn Atav * nv yap Oedwv e& txavov 

Serv avTov.... 
xxiii. 9. emypwta Se avtoy ev Aoyots txavots * avtos be ovdev atrexpivato 

auT@. 

The genius of the versions then permits of the translation of cxavors 
in verse 9 by “many,” but requires in verse 8 the addition of “time” 
to ccavov. The versions then can only be used to trace the matter in a 

subsidiary sense. 
To e£ cavov HMX¢ IT minn*" and W add xpovov as most Latins, 

the Syriacs, Aeth and Boh. 
While e& txaver xpovev is substituted by SBDTT' Sod 157 892 

Paris™ Laura‘! and ¢ d of the Latins: ‘a (or de) multis temporibus.” 

Thus also the armenian apparently, and the sahidic errh eennos 

Hovcoety (against beh ICKEN OTRLHLY STOCPOMNOC). And ARPAA 
une rell® most Greek cursives have with the textus receptus Oedwv e& 

txavov, While Soden’s text prints e€ cxavov Oehwv. He recognised then that 

xXpovov or xporev had probably come in from the outside, but in adopting 

this order I hardly think that he recognised that it is supported by V 

[teste Lake contra Soden] and by 241 Evst 48 49 54 63 and 2" H‘. 

I have not mentioned L. That ms, while having e& cxavwy ypover, 

drops the @e\wv, which is necessary here, and affords a slight clue that 

t X has the order: €& txavov xpovov Oedov. 

op Seek oe Be 
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there may have been a mark set in text or margin for redeletion of yporwy 

which mark was misunderstood. Some difficulty also confronted the Latin 
MS a, for it omits altogether, having only: erat enim cupiens videre illum. 

That the four great cursives 157 892 Paris Laura4! go with 
NBD(L)TT' Sod”, and that T' supports T, and Sod’ supports D, with 
the adhesion of the sahidic, shows that this is a fixed reading early. Yet 
it is absolutely circumscribed as to cursives by the consent only of the 
four named as far as I know. 

The rest of the documents evidently lacked ypovou or ypovwy, for of 
the uncials which add ypovov, viz. HMXIW, most have strong Latin 

affiliations, certainly X and W, and the forty or fifty cursives which add 

are a mized lot and some add only in the margin. 
It is therefore an equally fixed tradition outside of these—that is to 

say with the remaining eleven uncials headed by A and with the great 

majority of cursives—that ypovou was not in the original text. 

It is just here that WV [teste Lake] and that remarkalle exponent of 
the Kowy, viz. 241 (Matthaei’s beautiful tenth-century cursive k), with 

six lectionaries as named above, give Soden’s order of e£ txavov Perwy 
(without ypovov). 

The textus receptus then positively denies ypovov a place. This, 

according to Tischendorf, Hort and Moulton etc., simply shows that the 
textus receptus was ‘‘revised.” But was it? 

Have we not clearly indicated by the undesigned coincidences cited 
from elsewhere in Luke and Acts that :savov without ypovov would be 
eminently Lucan, that the revisers of Antioch (if there were any) would 
not be any more “classical” than Luke himself, but that more probably 
Alexandria (to prevent any ambiguity) not merely added ypovov, but 
changed e& txavov to e€ txavwy ypovwv, and that this was done at so 
early a date as to mislead Moulton and other followers of Tischendorf 
and Hort into thinking that it is ‘the true text.” It would certainly 

have been passing strange for ‘‘ Antioch" to change the plural e£ exavav 
xpover to the singular e£ cxavov without yporov. 

At the end of our journey we can now afford to call attention to 
such a passage. No matter whether a consensus of NB(L)TT'D Sod" 

157 892 Paris Laura‘! (Sod**’) read one way, their reading is 
improbable as an original one. Merz is silent on this passage, but 
Soden, notwithstanding additional testimony of T' Sod®° 892 Paris 
LauraA™ (Sod'5"!’), all unknown to Tischendorf and Hort, is content to 

oppose NB(L)DT 157 and these added authorities, and not only content 
to oppose them, but, unconsciously apparently, gives us the reading and 
order of 241 :-— 

nv yap cE txavov Oedwy tderv avtov... 

and vindicates the Kowy as reported by its best representative (as I claim 

it to be) the ms 241. This Ms it will be observed gives the order of NBT 

without the addition. 
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: The reading of 241 and the Kou» needs no defence, whereas the 
Egyptian” reading has to be explained. I stand once more on the 

“harder” or ‘‘ simpler" reading which I believe to be Lucan. 
[In my review of Soden in J.T.S. April 1914 I have criticised Soden, 

not for adopting the reading of 241, but for failing to see that he had 
done so. ] 

Mernrx, Ramsay, anp SopeEn. 

«ldalbert Merz, daring but thoroughly competent scholar,t has arrived 
ut the same conclusions that I have through an entirely independent 
channel of thought. His ‘Die vier kanonischen Evangelien’ (3 vols.) 
should be read by everybody who professes to understand these studies. 
This is a thorough digest of the Sinaitic Syriac with its bearing on a 
foundation text. His conclusions, expressed in no uncertain terms, are 
that N and B are thoroughly unreliable witnesses as exponents of a 
neutral and pre-syrian text. 

There are flaws in syr sin, and in many passages we are still seeking 
for more light, but Merz has placed the study upon a higher and a 
simpler plane, and I could wish that von Soden had shown a willingness 
to sit at Merz’ feet rather than air his own exceedingly questionable 
eclecticism. Soden opposes Mere at Luke xii. 14, Mark xvi. 4, where he 
certainly should have bowed to his countryman’s greater skill. 

For assistance in controlling syr sin we turn to the Latin witnesses 
and more particularly to the Codex Bezae. I have considered its text, 
in something like its present form, to be older than a.p. 200. Sir William 
Ramsay, attacking the problem from yet quite another standpoint, has 
arrived at the conclusion, from his studies in Asia Minor, that as regards 
the Acts we cannot date the corrector of D d later than approximately 
A.D. 150-160, and that the foundation text is much older. 

I recognise one or two very early correctors in the Codex Bezae, 
acquainted with Syriac, which of course complicates the problem of the 
ultimate base, but Bezae, being free from extraneous text influences, has 
a large value when used in connection with the Syriac documents. 
Occasionally we find the persian, with or without the armenian, suggesting 
the lost syriac base, not present even in syr sin or syr cu. This has still 
to receive scientific treatment. 

When we reach von Soden, instead of finding an advance on Merz 

and Ramsay's studies, we find a different state of things altogether. We 
find that Soden is in another class as an investigator and a student, and 

+ His mind worked with great rapidity. Thus he hardly ever italicises or places 

within inverted commas the frequent Latin or English or French quotations which occur 
to him as he writes. He quotes, for instance, ‘ Facts are stubborn things,” or ‘ Be bold, 

be not too bold,” in the middle of a German sentence without any indication that these 
are quotations and in another language. 
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that his vision is circumscribed and Alexandrian. His text is 2 real 
mixture and quite unscientific. He is incapable of arguing on the lines 
of Merz, and apparently too much of a schoolman to see with Ramsay's 
sharp and clear vision. The truth is that some half-informed people of 
an Alexandrian turn of mind, who have never made a study of the 

idiosyncrasies of documents (except at second-hand), have stampeded the 

Professors into a belief that the ztimwm verbum in textual criticism has 

been said,t and that the wltima ratio has been reached. Soden suggests an 

Alexandrian redivivus such as Hort was. Soden’s text is so thoroughly 
Alexandrian that it falls into line with Hort, irrespective of Ms evidence. 
Among other things, it favours the imperfect over the aorist, just as the 
Alexandrians did, and favours the historic present on countless occasions, 

see Matt. xv. 12 etc. etc. As to the imperfect, observe Matt. ix. 9, 
nrorouder (pro nxodovOncev) Soden‘ following H®? 11% [6 286 de 1206 1353 1145, 
Yet two verses below, at ix. 11, Sod'*t refuses edeyov (pro etov) against 

a larger combination, viz. ‘all Heese 7 (3) [600 % pbs 167 FP 1208 pP 1043 1553 M416 
1443 541 7¢ yg,” including this time not only the Latins, but the very Mss 

followed above, which I have underlined, and the second combination 
includes BCL Cyril actually missing from the first, where only & of the 
H family is present. (In the second combination Soden should have 

said ‘exc. d k"’ after ‘it vg.’’) 
Could anything be less scientific ? 
So, also, as to the partitive genitive. Observe several places, and 

note Luke ii. 37, ove agsatato tov tepov, Soden with Hort, and the small 
group BF*LEW 131 604 Paris’, to which add of Soden’s codices only 
Sod"?, against everything elee for amo tov tepov (except D*™ rou vaov). 
Even & has ex tov tepov. If ® found the preposition absent from his 

copy, a8 is probable from his adopting ex and not azo, he undoubtedly 
referred to Latin or Coptic or Syriac, and added the ex from those 
sources. If he had consulted other Greek copies he would have added 
ano. This is a pretty place as to my contention as to N and polyglot 
influences. Horé at any rate had the merit of simplifying matters 
by elevating Codex B to the dignity of an all-powerful arbitrator in 
any complicated passages. Von Soden’s text, while evidently enjoying 
certain solecisms of B or NB, is so eclectic that its methods are not easy 
to follow and in certain cases scriptural terms have been invented by 
conflation or mixture of various attested readings. The text is of no 
use to the real student. 

As between Hort and von Soden t there is no doubt that [ort chooses 

+ Thus Dr. Moffatt in his English translation of the N.T. adopts Soden’s text as a base. 

t As these last pages came to me for revision, I received the news of Hermann 
von Soden’s sudden and untoward end. I regret that there has been so much to 
criticise as to his work. I wish I could have seen any way to modify it. 
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the short-cut to “get there” by electing to adopt B readings in cases of 
doubt. It is not the royal road; in fact it is the disloyal road, when we 
consider how many other witnesses he has to put aside. But it has a 
singular fascination for scholars. It is ingenious and ingenuous, but it 
will never solve our problems. 

Thus, in a variety of three or more readings or orders, Hort almost 
invariably fell back upon B, even when quite alone, so that we know 
what to expect. It is otherwise with von Soden’s text. One does not 
know what to expect, and it ends frequently by gelting muddled and not 
following any document. 

Soden’s notes, by whomsoever put together, without any exaggeration, 
are full of every misdemeanour known to textual criticism. Even Evst 28 
is confused with Evan 28 (Jobn ix. 27). 1 knew this must happen when 
people rushed in apparently armed cap-a-pie for the fray, but forgot the 
stringent rules of preparation which govern such bouts in whatever 
connection undertaken. 

Ido not laud Merz because he agrees with me or I with him. But 
Merz reminds one of a mettlesome and blooded horse well and appro- 
priately girded for the tourney, whereas Soden’s charger is ill accoutred, 
with his harness indifferently patched, and in danger of its breaking and 
coming apart, before his rider has crossed a lance. 

Merrx, Voces, AND Burkitt. 

Vogels has done, and is doing, good work, but seems to harp too 
much on a consanguinity (not necessarily of origin) between D*t, some 
latins, and syr cw (sin). 

In the Syriac-Greek text, thus brought into clear light again by him, 
we have to differentiate between three things :— 

1. Glosses, or additions to the narrative. 

2. Harmonistic matters, which he traces entirely to Tatian. 
3. The real base. 

Vogels drives this second horse very hard, and may kill him. 

I would liken this matter to a unicorn team of horses, which, as I 

know by personal experience, is the most difficult of all combinations to 

drive ; and we can, for convenience, label the horses or their postilions 
Burkitt, Vogels, and Merz. Thus: 

Burkitt seems to have confused glosses of the ‘ Western” text with 

the so-called Western text as a whole. This lead-horse has a very tender 
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and sensitive mouth, is difficult to drive, and rushes his corners. As in 

every spike-team, one or both of tbe wheelers (owing to the close coupling 
of the lead-bar to the crab of the pole, in the case of a single leader) 

will frequently follow the leader too quickly when the lead-reins are even 
slightly touched or looped to make a turn. The near-wheeler with his 
postilion Vogels is apt to do this. 

Fortunately Merx, the postilion of the off-wheeler, is steady-going 
and experienced, and on him we depend to arrive safely at our destination. 
He refuses to be stampeded on the one hand by the baulking, or on the 

other hand by over-anxiety on the part of the leader, and tries to quiet 
the anxious demeanour of his wheel-mate, who wants to pull the whole 
coach himself. 

In other words, apologizing for my mixed metaphor, there has heen 
great confusion between glosses, harmonies, and base in the Graeco-Syriac- 

Latin unicorn coach. But the three things are absolutely distinct, for: 
(3) The Graeco-Syriac text is often the shortest, irrespective of 

synoptic accounts—hence very likely basic. ferx has done good work in 

his running commentary on syr sin, and must not be denied the proper 
hearing as to this and other cognate matters. 

(2) The harmonies visible which Vogels insists upon are certainly 

present in the Graeco-Syriac text, or in that part of it represented by D d 

and syr cu diatess, but we must not look at this alone. Behind these 
diatessaric harmonies rests a most ancient base. 

(1) The glosses of one or another or of a group of these “ IVestern”’ 

documents represent frills and clothing assumed much later than either 

(3) or (2), and are to be kept absolutely distinct and not confused with 
harmonies or base. 

The Version Tradition. 

Reduced to its simplest terms the question of the ‘‘ Version tradition ” 
seems to resolve itself into these propositions. 

A heavy Syriac influence is visible acting on the Latins (even 
extending in places to Tertullian t), but much more lightly on the 
Greek mss. It can also be seen extending to the Coptic versions. 

A heavy Coptic influence is observed acting on some of our Latin 
Mss (e f 2) with nearly as strong a hand. 

A Latin reaction of the earliest is visible on all the Greek mss, and 
can also be traced to some extent in the Coptic and Aethiopic versions. 

t eg. Readings: Luke xx. 5 Er quare, inquit Christus, non credidistis ei. 
Tert™™, This + Et is Syriac. Luke xii. 58 dividetur Tert™* with r and syr against 
the Latins dividentur and Gk NBDTLU bd:apeproOqoovrat. 

Renderings: John v. 39 ‘Scripturas in quibus salutem sreratis TertPraercr.6 

= Burkitt's translation of syr cu (hiat sin), although of course the Syriac Wiae is 

‘anceps’ or hydra-headed, but Tert's speratis is against the Greek doxerre and against 
all the Latins pufatis (a = existimatis a8 Gwilliam’s translation of syr?* which he 
changed from Schaaf's * putatis"’). 
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Vogels and others would attribute the Syriac element in the Latins 
solely to the influence of Tatian’s diatessaron. Historically speaking 

there is this much foundation for the opinion in that Victor of Capua 
seems to have found a Latin version of the diatessaron, and so far no 

traces remain of a Greek Ms of the diatessaron. But there are objections 
to this view, for the diatessaron does not seem by any means the only 
responsible factor in the matter of Syriac influence on Latin, and it 
seems more probable that Tatian’s foundation text, upon which he 
formed his Syriac diatessaron (if it was originally in Syriac), was a 

bilingual or polyglot embracing Gr-Syr- & Lat, which was current in 
Rome A.D. 150. 

It is rather to the credit of the Latin versions that they bear traces 
of Syriac influence, for it shows that the second-century scholars referred 
to a Syriac version for elucidation of Aramaic points when in doubt as 
to correct Greek or Latin rendering of the phraseology of and of the 
points connected with a story whose background was essentially and 
inseparably Semitic. The story having been given to the world in a 
Greek form and dress, the Greeks themselves were no doubt content to 

hold to the Greek text, as do more modern scholars, but the Latin and 
Graeco-Latin mss exhibit a different attitude. Hence the ‘Western’ 
text links up with the ‘ Eastern’ or Syriac, and the Greek text goes over 
to Alexandria and Greek Egypt to be remodelled. 

In the earliest times the written Gospel was not planned. St. Peter, 

when he heard of Mark's work (we are told), ‘‘neither approved nor 

disapproved of it.” In St. Peter's lifetime then he had not foreseen the 

need for it. The preaching of his eye-witness seemed sufficient for the 
times; but that was in the early stages of the ministry, and the people 

were soon clamouring for the records in written form, and we may be 

sure (although history vouchsafes nothing on the point) that in that 

misty period of the apostolic-sub-apostolic age, between a.p. 60 and 120, 

men were comparing the records,t people of different languages were 

+ This is not the place where I can discuss the “‘ earliest stratum of the Latin text.” 

A key passage like John viii. 65 xa eav erm@ ort ovx oda auTor, egopat ops YoY Yevorys 

vields however this amount of information, that Tertullian?™™™ has it thus: “ Ht si 

Wicam non novi, ero similis vEsTRI mendax,” whereas all other Latins have vobis with 

vpw of ABDW and a few minuscules (limited to 1 52 188 157 254 2") to which add 

Sod" (test. Becrmann et Gregory). This may or may not signify that all the other 

Latins post-date Tertullian, but it reveals Tertullian's Latin version (for I cannot 

consider that he made the translation himself) in accord with the majority of Greek 

evidence. ...‘‘Since, moreover, you are close to Italy you have Rome, frou which 

there comes even into our own hands the very authority " (of these “ authentic writings,” 

see above) Tort Pracser. w. na ; ; 

$ Cf. all of Tertullian's forty-four chapters in his “ Prescription against Heretics,” 

and note (iv) “ adulteri evangelizatores,” (vii) ‘ whence spring those ‘fables and endless 

gonealogies ' and ‘unprofitable questions’ and ‘words which spread like cancer’... 

Away with all attempts to produce a mottled Christianity of Stoic, Platonic, and 

dialectic composition...'" See also ch. viii. and all the following. 

— 
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insisting upon being fed by the Word in their own speech, capable 
translators were at work, and scholars were immediately engaged in 

comparing these versions. 
We are apt to think, in our pride of twentieth-century scholarship 

and achievements, that things are different now to what they were then. 

My mind, however, conceives of just the same criticism in vogue then 

as now (large traces of which have come down to us in the sketches and 
remnants of the diverse heresies of the second and third centuries, into 

which Tertullian enters fully) and doubtless the criticism of the written 
Word was keen and the comparison of the versions extensive. Hence 
also, from the marginal annotations of the disputing factors of the early 
second century, have descended to us many various readings which had 

their origin in that early age and not in any other. 

The Verdict asked. 

We have now completed the arraignment of Codex B in the Gospels, 
referring to a similar condition of the B text elsewhere, and have 
presented the facts upon which the jury should base their verdict. My 
arguments have been cumulative rather than exhaustively elaborate. I 
could have elaborated and gone into much greater detail as to many 

matters simply mentioned or only sketched. I have preferred to write 
for those who can appreciate a cumulative argument, which I hope I 
have at least outlined to their satisfaction. The verdict asked is whether 
B represents a ‘“‘ neutral” text or not. The claims put forward by us 
are that B does not exhibit a ‘ neutral” text, but is found to be tinged, 
as are most other documents, with Coptic, Latin and Syriac colours, 
and its testimony therefore is not of the paramount importance pre- 
supposed and claimed by Hort and by his followers. That B is guilty of 
liiches, of a tendency to “improve,” and of “sunstroke’’ amounting 
to doctrinal bias. That the maligned texrtus receptus served in large 
measure as the base which B tampered with and changed, and that the 
Church at large recognised all this until the year 1881—when Hortism (in 
other words Alexandrianism) was allowed free play—and has not since 

retraced the path to sound traditions. 
In addressing the jury for the last time, I would remind them of 

the salient features in this investigation, and ask them to bring to bear 
upon the situation their good common sense. 

Von Soden has divided the Greek Mss into certain families : 

H family (headed by B, but including NCLWZ, AY, and the 

minuscules 33 892 Paris’ and Sod§3"), 
I* family (headed by D and including W (in Mark) Sod 28 372 2P¢ 

604 and Sod*? '%"), 
the fam 1 (Sod I", subdivisions *"), 

the fam 13 (Sod I', subdivisions *"‘). 
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A large family I*, subdivisions °"*' (headed by 4 and including M, the 
important cursive 71 and over twenty others). 

Family [*°°""" headed by the important minuscule 348. 
96 I° headed by U and 213 and including Laura‘! and Soden's 

critical codices °°! 1°, 

» I" covering the four purple uncials N2® and 7. 
» 1% headed by 157 and including four others. 

»  JI**"¢ headed by the Codex Alexandrinus with KII and a 
dozen cursives including the important 270 (Sod) and 
280 (Sod?*). 

‘i I covering .\ and four cursives. 

a I' covering ['3, a very critical family, including c' Sod'"® t 

Sod" Sod'*” and eighteen others. 
The commentary families A (= XX"E), KY (of several mss), C (of at 

least five members), N (of at least five members). 

Also fam K' headed by © with V and five cursives. 
Also fam K' composed of the uncials EFGH. 
I am sorry to bother the jury to carry so much in their heads, but 

cards can be obtained by them with this information printed in detail, 

which they can hold in their hands and consult while considering the 
following very simple questions : 

When &acagnaov (pro dpacov) Matt. xiii. 36 
and Sdrepyopuar (pro epxopar) Jno, iv. 15 

were found in NB, the readings commended themselves to Tischendorf, 

Hort, and von Soden t as being excellent, neutral and basic. 
These expressions convey an ampler and fuller sense as to explaining 

the parable of the tares in the wheat, and as to the woman’s repeated 

toil || in coming to the well. Origen used both these expressions. 
According to the critics, when Lucian engaged in an ‘‘ Antioch” 

revision of the text, he came across these words and thought they were 
too explanatory, so he substituted ¢pacov and epyouat. In other words 

he abandoned the better for the worse (or simpler) expressions. 

Now turn to the card and observe that Lucian and the poor teztus 

receptus are not alone involved in this absurdity, but all the rest. 
Of the H family all other members oppose. 
Of the J families all oppose except Sod? *™' # which have &:acagdnooy 

in Matthew, but these also have epyouat in John and not depxopas. 
We have therefore to assume, if S:acag¢noov and Stepyouat are basic, 

that all the stupid scribes who copied the rest of the fam H mss, all the 

originators or scribes of the recensions I*, I", I‘, (I*), 1°, 1°, In, I7, Is, I', 
I', fam, fam’, fam™, K', K', when they came to these places made 

t This really belongs with Sod" in family Ie. 

$ Soden adopts the first but not the second. 
|| So the twenty scholars who made the ‘Twentieth Century New Testament’ from 

Tlort’s text translate ‘nor have to come all the way here to draw water.” 
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identically the same ridiculous alterations and reduced the good, expressive, 

and ample ‘‘erplain” and ‘“ come repeatedly” back to the simple “ tell” 

and “‘come."" No trace remains, it may be remarked incidentally, of any 
half-way-house interpretations. 

It seems unnecessary to call your attention again to other cognate 
matters. The plain fact will appeal to you and enable you to render 

& proper judgment on tbe other issues when you have reconsidered 
these two simple matters, and recovered critical judgment, which Origen 
abused, for he doubtless was responsible for Siacapyoov and Siepyopar 

which impressed Hort as being ingenuous, forcible, and basic, instead of 

being disingenuous, and merely of an ‘ improving’ tendency. 
You will therefore absolve Lucian of the crime of bad revision of 

the neutral text in these and in other places, and render a verdict that 

‘“‘ Antioch” holds the true base in many places, where a few ill-advised 
but well-meaning Alexandrian “scholars” tried their hands, all too 
successfully, at this same task of revision, which has appealed to modern 

Alexandrian redivivis with such strange persistency. 

For you must render a verdict on my appeal to a Court superior to 

that of the Revisers of 1881, as they are found both to enjoy and to 
have perpetuated in the Revised Text dS:acagpyoov and Sepyouar. 

In rendering your verdict it would be interesting to have your views 
upon the character of Hort’s foundations, theories, and critical principles. 

They are deeply involved in a consideration of these two substitutions. 
For instance, Soden refuses Srepxouat, but falls into line for d:acapyoov 
and other kindred alterations upon identically the same authority. T'he 

Revisers and Soden refuse jpev (for atper) in Jno. x. 18, which Hort had 

adopted upon the joint testimony of Nand B. Where is then the solid 
foundation of Hort’s system? What becomes of the theory that 

B pre-eminently holds the ‘‘ neutral” base as against others ? 
Again, if 8 and B went apart ‘‘ close to the autographs,” how much 

closer to the autographs must some of our cursives have gone apart, for 
they retain in places an apostolic and sub-apostolic base when they 
agree with Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Justin, or the Old Syriac against 
NBD and the rest of the H or I* families. 

Lastly, as regards what influenced NB to engage in certain revision, 
we must consider Version influence upon them. If this is seen and 
recognised, the ‘‘ neutral’ foundation falls away, the props are withdrawn, 
and the theories as to this foundation melt into air. 

Leaving aside the possible version influence upon them of what they 
saw opposite ¢pacov to influence them to substitute d:acag¢yoov as an 
amendment, you have only to turn the pages of my brief to be convinced 
that concurrent version influence is visible all along the line upon & and B. 

What of xavavaios (pro xavavirns) Matt. x. 4 by BCDL (ef. lat); of 
vatapnvov (pro vatwpatov) Luke xxiv. 19 (cf. lat); of Huye (pro Ev) 
Luke xix. 17 (cf. lat); what of acree (pro €nte) Matt. xvi. 4 by B? 

2H 2 
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What of the syriac papray (for papa) found in B ? 
What of Luke xvi. 3 cxamrtew ove toxvw Kat emaitew atoyvvopat 

found in B only of Greeks but with syrr sah boh and aeth ? 

What of the Coptic sympathy at: 

Mark xiv. 18 twv esOrovtwv 

<i xii, 82 ayyedos 

Luke x1. 86 +ev (ante tn aotparn) 

» Xx. 50 ayados Sixatos (— Kar) 

Consult also in places pure syriac, coptic, or latin order adopted 
eclectically as the mood seized B or its parent. 

As to & you will find in the appendix to my brief (Part IL.) ample 
matter for reflection. The instances are too numerous to be mentioned 
here. 

The Version influence affects % and B in different places. 

Perhaps you have not given sufficient attention yet to this feature. 

Observe then the same character of influence on the text of C or W, 

L or V, 1 or 18, 4 or 7, 21 or 22, 28 or 157, 33 or 218, 348 or 604, 892 or 

Paris”, c* or Sod’*", Sod or Sod, all in differing places, and you 
will open your eyes, and by your verdict the eyes of the Professors 

and of the Public, to a state of things unrecognised hitherto, and 
which must be considered in dealing with the basic text. I leave the 

matter confidently in your hands, relying on your sound common sense. 

B quite alone with Coptic. 

Hortian “heresy.” 

“Nisi quod humanae temeritatis, non divinae auctoritatis negotium est haeresis, 
quae sie semper emendat Evangelia, dum vitiat.— TertMare. tv. 

Upon the first page of this book I spoke of the ‘‘ Hortian heresy.” 
Upon this last page I would fain explain what it is that I accuse of being 
a heresy. 

The text printed by Westcott and Hort has been accepted as ‘‘ the 
true text,” and grammars, works on the synoptic problem, works on 
higher criticism, and others, have been grounded on this text. If the 

Hort text makes the evangelists appear inconsistent, then such and such 
an evangelist errs. Those who accept the IV-H text are basing their 

accusations of untruth as to the Gospellists upon an Egyptian revision 
current 200 to 450 a.p. and abandoned between 500 to 1881, merely 
revived in our day and stamped as genuine. 

It is not as if we do not know what to expect from these Egyptian 

documents. We do know. I have open around me, as I write, the 

different authorities. When I am dealing with St. Mark's Gospel I 
know perfectly well what to expect when I consult A. I know that A is 

going to fall into line with SB right through the Gospel, and I am 
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hardly ever disappointed. It is practically the same document. When 
I look at &@ I know that in the main they are against NB here. L goes 
with NB generally as elsewhere. C, I know, will sometimes go with 

them and sometimes not. When I turn to V I am hardly ever mistaken. 

It runs almost invariably with NB. But when I look at W I never 

know what to expect. I know @ will bear away from the other Latins 
and show positive Greek reaction. Of syr sin I am never sure, while } 
nearly always helps me to good basic traditions. As to sah and boh they 

are not certain as allies of NB, so that in some cases one knows what to 

expect and in others one does not. 
The plain fact is that NBCLAY really represent but one document, 

and that one at variance with all others; but, as explained elsewhere, it 

is anything but a ‘‘ neutral’ document. 
I can almost hear the opposition saying ‘‘ Why here he admits the 

steady flow of a ‘neutral’ text.” But it is not “neutral”; it is purely 
Egyptian. Every new document recovered from Egypt points the same 

way. The new fragments published by Amélineau grouped under the 
letter T are proof positive. Let those who do not agree with me take 
the fragment T' and compare it with NB and Co. It falls into line as a 
regular adherent, yet in some of their sub-singular readings it refuses to 

follow, showing exactly where the sub-editing took place in % or B. 
The ‘“Hortian heresy ” opened the way to endless other pseudo- 

scientific heresies. Thus Robinson Smith, dating from Iffley near Oxford, 
has written a paper for the October 1913 number of the ‘ American 
Journal of Theology’ concerning St. Luke’s dependence on Josephus. 

The case as to this is most unconvincingly stated, but on the last page 
he goes out of his way to fall foul of St. Luke in these gracious and 

conservative and helpful terms: 
“That is not Luke’s method of paraphrasing. On the contrary, be 

usually, or at least frequently, lowers, not heightens, effects; his sole 

aim apparently was to tell the story in his own words, and his sole 

method was to change his originals, result as it might . . . I think it 
can also be shown that the resemblances between passages of Luke and 

John are not, as has been held, corrections of Luke by John, but dilutions 

of John by Luke: that the order of the Gospels is therefore Mark, 

Matthew, John, Luke; and the dates I place, tentatively, at 60, 80, 95, 
and 100 a.p. But the present task of the higher critic is not to fix 
exactly the dates of the Gospels, but by the elimination of Luke to see 
exactly what they tell us... Luke has indeed much to answer for; 
indeed, it is an axiom of scholarship that when a historian is found 
wanting in reasonable accuracy he is not to be trusted at all. But it is 

an axiom of common sense that ‘we should not try to get more out of an 
experience than there is in it,’ and we should err grievously if we threw 
all of Luke's writings overboard simply because, where we can watch him, 

he so often flees from the truth.” 
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Previously Smith had said :— 

“First, and in general, this: that precisely as Luke has been 

clininated as historically worthless and untrustworthy in all of his 

palpable derivations from Mark, so must he be eliminated in all that he, 
and he alone, has in common with Matthew, such as the distorted and 

widely scattered sayings found in Luke of the Sermon on the Mount. 

About three-fourths or three-fifths of Luke is thus set aside as negligible if 

not actually harmful, and our knowledge of Christ becomes at once more 

definite, if also to some extent more circumscribed.” 

The author of this tirade [another Marcion come to judgment] has 
the effrontery to close his article, after accepting in toto the parables of 

the Prodigal Son and the Good Samaritan, with these words: 

‘And in thinking of his writings as a whole, we do well to remind 

ourselves that if we possessed only the Gospel according to St. Luke, 
every Christian knee would still bow.” 

And this is offset oniy ten lines above by the statement previously 

quoted: ‘that when a historian is found wanting in reasonable accuracy 
he is not to be trusted at all.” 

The accusations as to the detail of St. Luke’s misdemeanours [outside 
of the ridiculous rehashed nonsense about Josephus] are to be found on 
the first page of the article, and resolve themselves chiefly into these 

trivial, not to say pitiful, selections. I quote the learned author : 

“ Proceeding, then, with the other lines of evidence that point to 
Matthew's priority over Luke, we shall consider first such Markan 

phrases as were changed by Matthew, before they were again changed by 

Luke. (1) Mark 6: 3: ‘Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary?’ 

becomes Matthew 13: 55: ‘Is not this the carpenter's son ? is not his 

mother called Mary?’ which in turn becomes Luke 4: 22: ‘Is not this 

Joseph's son?’ (2) Mark 6:4: ‘A prophet is not without honour, but 

in his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house’; 

which is shortened to Matthew, 13: 57: ‘A prophet is not without 
honour, save in his own country, and in his own house’; which in turn is 

shortencd to Luke 4: 24: ‘No prophet is accepted in his own country...’ 

What such shortening by Luke has to do with his accuracy as a 
historian I do not see. Besides which the longer phrase in Mark vi. 4 is 
not certain, textually speaking. 

As to St. Luke's general reliability, we have a better witness than 

Robinson Sinith, for St. Paul, the fellow-traveller of the beloved physician, 

not only seems to quote St. Luke's words rather than St. Matthew's f as 

t See Knox in ‘Some loose Stones’ (p. 45) for a cogent and delightful bit of 
argnment here as to the untenable character of the modern scholars’ whole hypothesis, 
which is shown to contain complete self-contradiction. 

$ 1 Tim. v. 18 Acyee yap 7 ypady + Bobv drowrra ob drpwoas (= Deut. xxv. 4) 

kat GEtos 6 epyaryas tov piaOor abrod 

= Luke x. 7 fins yap 6 épydrns rod pioAod avrot 

whereas Matthew x. 10 = dos yap 6 épydrns tis rpodis atrot. 
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Scripture, and has thus set his seal upon Luke (before 65 A.D.), but in his 

second epistle to the Corinthians (viii. 18) has these commendatory 

remarks : ; 1 pescehcratsancs 

“ guveméupapev 5€ Tov abeApov peT avTOV ov 0 ématvos ev 

TO evayyedrio S14 Tagay THY eKKANTLODY, 

which have generally been taken to apply to St. Luke. ; 

And Tertullian. 5 says: Nam et Lucae digestum Paulo ad- 

scribere solent...Lucae autem quod est secundum nos. 

It is easy enough to turn the tables on the hypercritics by pointing 

out that it may be St. Mark who “ flees from the truth’’ by amplification 

rather than St. Luke who “distorts” Scripture by a shortening process. 

St. Luke writes in iv. 40 Avvovtos 8é Tov HAlov ee 

St. Mark 4, » i 32 "Oyias 3é yevopevns Ste Edu 0 7ALoS 

St. Luke v.15 Suépxero Se padrov 6 Aéyos epi avTov 

St. Mark ;. 45 ‘O 8€ eFerOav ijpEato Knpvagely TONKA cat Siahnptterr 

Tov AOyov . .- 

St. Luke vi. 3. érére éreivacer aitos Kal of pet’ abrob Ss caeny 

St. Mark ii, 25 bre ypelav exer Kai éwe(vacev avTos Kat OF HET autov 

St. Luke xi. 18 ¢? 88 Kal 6 caravas é¢” éavtov SrepepioOn mas otab)- 

cetat f) Bactreia avtod ; seri oot re 

St. Mark iii. 26 kal ef 6 catavas dvdatn ep eavTov épepic@n Kal ov 
B ater 

Suvatat otivat adda TEAOS EXEL 

er ¢. p Go Oi ay 
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TONY 
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; 

x » 

St. Mark iv. 8 Kal édiSou Kaprov dvaBaivovta Kat av&avop 

eee A * i a ae uv 

St. Luke vill. 24 al emavaoavTo Kat eyévero a a) Bianca 

St. Mark iv. 39 Kai exomacev 0 dvepos Kai eyeveto yahyvn HEY 

see Ly * x 1 

St. Luke viii. 39. broarpede exs nee oikdy cou : 
ae ; ‘ 
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es aw ’ t e e 
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ibi umd UT OU KUpLOS TOL TE ' 
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erenoev GE 
; 
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 ejay 6 
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We have been taught that the “sborter"’ text is not only the more desirable but must represent basic conditions of Aoya or of *Q.” 
Why should St. Luke then “ flee the truth” here because he gives us the shorter accounts? Why should not St. Mark have amplified 

the accounts? Why are we to he forced into acquiescence in the theory 
that Mark formed the basis for Matthew and Luke in these syno tie 
passages, if it was not the imaginary “ Q”? . 

As to St. Luke “fleeing the truth,” as against unnecessary Semitic 
redundancy in Mark, the matter is ridiculous. Supposing St. Luke did 
use St. Mark, was it necessary for him to copy word for word. I suppose 
St. Luke could have employed someone to copy Mark had he wished to do that. He simply supplements Mark, giving us those wonderful 

a et 
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parables that all the critics accept. Why cannot they leave the beloved 

physician alone, if, writing for Greeks, he prefers his own language as a 
historian ? 

As to the Josephus business it is not creditable to seek to make 
Luke dependent on Josephus, when on similar occasions we are assured 
that sub-apostolic Fathers are not dependent on the N.T. writings but 
on a “lost source common to both.”” We cannot argue both ways. If 

this be true of sub-apostolic Fathers we must allow St. Luke and 

Josephus also to be dependent on a common lost source. 
As to the Gospel of John,t Burkitt treats it as of no account whatever. 

But the grounds of this disbelief apply equally to the Gospel of Mark, 

for quotations from Mark are practically nil in the earliest times. The 
critics first sought to destroy St. John’s Gospel as a historical document. 
Next they decided that St. Matthew’s Gospel {t was not prior to that of 
St. Mark, although the earliest Patristic testimony is all in favour of St. 
Matthew. Now Smith tells us that St. Luke is an absolute liar. We 
are left with Mark, the shortest in matter, the most ample in substance. 

Yet it has not as great claims to historic priority, as evidenced by early 
quotations, as the other Gospels. Are we eventually to be left with 
nothing? Is all this fine criticism simply bent upon pulling the house 
down upon its ears ? 

I take the liberty of speaking out thus without mincing matters 
because no one else seems to care to do so, and to handle the matter 
with gloves and soft phrases seems to me would be unfaithful. 

Shall we not do well to attend to the fertual side of the problem 
before indulging in the vain imaginings and superficial flights of the 
“higher” criticism? Are we really better and more capable critics than 

Tertullian? Tertullian does not consider that &t. Luke “ distorted ”’ 
the sermon on the mount. : 

t Yet Terlullian's order is (1) Jobn, (2) Matthew, (3) Luke, (4) Mark (cf. Scrivener's 

and Gregory's Introductions) and Tertullian’s worda (against Marcion iv. 2) are: 
“ Denique nobis fidem ex apostolis Johannes et Matheus insinuant, ex apostolicis Lucas 
et Marcus instaurant.” 

t But see the refutation of this in ‘S. Mark's indebtedness to 8S. Matthew,’ by 
F. P. Badham (T. Fisher Unwin, London, 1897), and note the lists in chapter iii. 

Then read the words of introduction there and run on to ch. iv. p. 38 for the continuation 
of the author's summary, as follows :— 

“Of course in many of these cnses, considered separately, the obligation might be 
in either direction—S. Matthew might have pruned, toned down, &c.—but considering 

them all together one can see that there is a unity on the positive side and not on the 

negative. To suppose that S. Matthew had predilections exactly antithetical to those 
of 8. Mark is to suppose a literary miracle...What an extraordinary conception of 
S. Matthew we are driven to by the hypothesis that the precise vivid details of S. Mark 
are original! For these details are absent from S. Matthew one and all, and if the 
Matthaean narratives are to be derived from those in St. Mark, the conclusion is 
inevitable that the author of the former was unprecise, unpicturesque deliberately!" 
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Dean Inge on St. Paul. 

“ How da ye say we are wise and the law is wi 2 are of the Lord is with us? Lo the false pen 
of the scribes hath wrought falsely” (Sept: “In vain hath wrought the false pen of the 
scribes ').f—Jerein. viii. 8. 

-y aes ee I wish to pass in review a still more recent article 
an. in the English Quarter 7 es Be oe a g Quarterly Review on “St. Paul” by the 

In the list of authorities under review heading ‘his article I miss the 
German writer Drews’ scurrilous and unscholarly volume entitled THE 

Cunrist Mytu, in which he wrote (3" ed., p. 207, on “the Pauline Jesus "’): 
“At the present day it will be acknowledged by all sensible people 

that, as id. von Hartmann declared more than thirty years ago, without 

Paul the Christian movement would have disappeared in the sand just as 
the many other Jewish religions have done ;”’ 

yet Dean Inge takes precisely the same line as Drews, and, while 

perhaps he may not be pleased to be coupled with Drews, it is clear that 
the same school of thought animates the infidel and the Churchman 

Dean Inge sums up thus (p. 68): 
“Tt is impossible to guess what would have become of Christianity 
if he (Paul) had never lived ; we cannot even be sure that the name of 

Jesus would still be honoured amongst men.” 
Thus the same view is held by the atheist and antichrist Drews as 
that put forth soberly and solemnly at the close of his article by a high 

dignitary of the Episcopal Church. 
Is it true then that without Paul Christianity would be dead ? 
To accept this view is to deny the Paraclete’s presence, to deny the 

Saviour’s Godhead, and to belittle God the Father to a degree! 

If instead of following Drews, it had been said by Dean Inge that 

Taul happened to be the Master's ‘‘chosen vessel” to convey the 

message to the Gentiles, that his letters had been inspired by His grace, 

and preserved to us by His agencies, it would have been sufficient. As 

it stands the Dean’s expression seems to point to the survival of 

Christianity depending fortuitously upon Paul’s personality—surely a 

yery travesty of the Christian verities ! 

Unfortunately modern “scholars” delight in the crudest and most 

irreligious utterances, if they can only thereby show that they are free 

and untrammelled thinkers. 

There were many others besides Paul. In the Didache for instance 

(that ante-Barnabas document) occurs a sentence even more noble than 

any appearing in 1 Cor. xv., viz. (Did! §) : 

el yap év 78 dOavat@ Kowvavol cote, TOTH HAANOV €v Tois Ovntots. 

The trouble is that the ‘scholarship’ of the last few years is 

+ A-V is apparently ‘ conflate.” 

oe ee 

as Sea 
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painfully arrogant and seems to think that it has made great discoveries. 

All this appears in the Dean’s article again and again. He says: 

(p. 46) “It ts only in our own day that the personal characteristics 

of St. Paul have been intelligently studied... It has been 

left for the scholars of the present century to give us a 

picture of St. Paul as he really was...” (Then he goes 

on to describe the picture: ‘—a man much nearer to 

George Fox or John Wesley than to Origen or Calvin.” 

This is almost laughable. Have ‘modern scholars ’ 

discovered this indeed? The only suggestion I would 

offer is that the comparison is a little inverted. George 

Fox and John Wesley were men much nearer to St. Paul 

than to Origen or Calvin. Why should St. Paul take the 

low place in the form of the comparison ?) 

(p. 47) ‘The ‘ Pastoral Epistles’ are probably not genuine, though 

the defence of them is not quite a desperate undertaking.” t 

(p. 52) “A curious indication which has not been noticed is that as 

he tells us himself he five times received the maximum 

number of Jashes from Jewish tribunals.” 

(p. 63) ‘The Evangelist whom we call St. John is the best com- 

mentator on Paulinism. This is one of the most important 

discoveries of recent New Testament criticism.” Indeed! 

(p. 66) ‘..though é ts only recently that this character of the 

Pauline churches has been recognised.” 

(The Dean has been fondling the word ‘mystery-religion’ and apply- 

ing it to St. Paul's Christianity and Churches; one sentence runs: 

“Second, the promise of spiritual communion with some Deity.” 

Observe the calculated subtlety of the comparison here between the 

nystery-cults of the Greeks and the mystery-religion of the Christians). 

As to the quotation from p. 47—“ The Pastoral Epistles are probably 

not genuine ’—who says 80? Only some critics; | and these gentlemen 

are never agreed among themselves on other matters. Yet the Dean 

reads from these same pastoral Scriptures in public, and accepted them 

(1, 2 Timothy, Titus, Philemon) when ordained, which ordination 

embodied a continuous declaration, not to be put aside at will by anyone 

while still within the Church. The question is ‘Do you unfeignedly 

believe all the Canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testament ?”’ 

Answer : ‘I do believe them.” I am aware that a movement is on foot 

to modify this declaration (which would indeed open the way to a grand 

muddle), but the adage of a great churchman— 

“ Philosophia quotidie progressu, Theologia nisi regressu, non crescit ’— 

tt Ramsay: ‘ The Church in the Roman Empire,’ pp. 248 and 365 note, accepts them 

asgenuine. How thencan Inge write as he does when a modern scholar such as Ramsay, 

of surpassing eminence, endorses them? Dean Inge himself, speaking at the Lyceum 

Club (circa May 10, 1914), is reported to have referred to “ the advice which St. Paul 

gave to Timothy,” and then to have quoted 2 Tim. ii. 3! 
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may be recommended to these progressive churchmen. If we abandon 
the Fpistles to Timothy today, the critics of tomorrow may restore 
them.t If we abandon Ephesians { today, its Pauline authority may 
he fully established tomorrow. 

In order to accept the views which ‘modem scholarship ’ presses 
upon us in so cavalier a fashion, we must believe that Tertullian and 
Trenacus hefore a.p. 200 were worse judges of the Canon than critics of 
today. Tertullian does not hesitate to use Ephesians || as a Pauline © 
epistle and sets his seal on both epistles to Timothy as Scripture in 
many places. 

In Tertullian’s treatise de pudicitia he quotes from 1 Tim. i. in 
chapter xiii, several times. Then follows this up in chapter xiv. by 
using the apostle’s own description of himself in 1 Tim. i. 1 and 
2 Tim.i.1. He writes Pudic xiv. near the end : 

“ne scilicet Paulum apostolum Christi, doctorem nationum in fide 
et veritate, vas electionis...” 

He also quotes from Titus and has confirmed Philemon in Mreton v. 21, 
‘To this epistle alone did its brevity avail to protect it against the 
falsifying hands of Marcion. I wonder however when he received [into 
his Apostolicon] this letter which was written to but one man,§ that he 

rejected the two epistles to Timothy and the one to Titus, which together 
treat of ecclesiastical discipline.” 

Is Tertullian then not a better witness than Marcion? Must we 
class Dean Inge also with the Marcionites? What better proofs do we 
require than Tertullian’s express testimony ? Can the ‘modern scholars’ 
give us anything as ancient against the Pauline authorship? For 
Marcion is clearly out of court and always has been. 

Or is it that ‘modern scholars’ are impatient of ‘ ecclesiastical 

discipline,’ referred to by Tertullian as contained in the letters ? 
To whom but St. Paul himself can 1 Tim. i. 18 refer ?— 

‘*, formerly being a blasphemer and a persecutor and 

an overbearing ungovernable man. But I obtained mercy 
because I did it ignorantly in unbelief’; or again: 

2 Tim. i. 16,17 ‘The Lord give mercy unto the house of Onesiphorus, 

for he oft refreshed me and was not ashamed of my 
chain, but when he was in Rome he sought me out 
very diligently and found me”; or again: 

a3 i. 9 ‘ Wherein I suffer evil «unto bonds as a malefactor, but 

the word of God is not bound”; or again: 

A iii. 11 ‘‘ Persecutions, afflictions, what things befell me in 

{ The arguments against them are absolutely inconclusive. 

t TP. 47: “ Of the rest the weight of evidence is slightly against the Pauline authorship 

of F:phesians.” 
|| Whether this epistle was addressed to those at Ephesus or elsewhere matters not. 
4, Sce Bishop Wordsworth's very beautiful remarks about the letter to Philemon. 
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Antioch, in Iconium, in Lystra, what persecutions I 

: endured. But out of them all the Lord delivered 

me”; or again: 
2 Tim. iv. 11 ‘Only Luke is with me” ; 

an iv. 14 “ Alexander the coppersmith did me much evil.” 

Again and again in the pastoral epistles there are exhortations to 

avoid foolish questions, babblings, endless genealogies, profane and old 

wives’ fables, ‘ for (2 Tim. iv. 3) the time will come when they will not 

endure sound doctrine.” 

Is that time upon us ? 
In order that readers may not think that I am unaware of any 

“new” arguments against the genuineness of the pastoral Epistles 

and that such exist, I will frankly confess that I know of no ‘new’ 
arguments against them, and I venture to say that neither does the 

Dean of St. Paul’s. Threadbare arguments there have been, briefly 

referred to by that excellent critic Bishop C. Wordsworth in his N.T., 
p. 434, as to the peculiar phraseology of the Epistles—arguments which 

he dismisses in a few well-chosen words; but of ncw arguments against 
them by ‘modern scholars’ where are they, Mr. Dean? I think they 
are in Marcion’s locker. Certainly the suggestion that the heresies 
referred to in the Epistles are of later date than St. Paul's times is 

absolutely inconclusive and not even probable.t 
We cannot afford to be divorced from the ‘ Pastoral Epistles’ in this 

summary fashion. We regard them as some of St. Paul’s most inspired 
utterances against the wicked unbelief and misbelief of ‘the last times.’ 
Thus the closing admonition of the 1st Epistle to Timothy covers the 

ground magnificently in one sentence : 
“O Timothy, the (sacred) deposit guard (carefully), turning away 

from the empty babblings and oppositions OF SCIENCE FALSELY so 
CALLED, which some professing, have failed (‘missed the mark’ 

R-V marg) t concerning the faith.” 

('Q Tipcbee thy wapabijxny (or wapaxataOneny, the meaning is the same) 
gurakov, extperopevos tas BeBijXous Kevopavias cai dvTéces THs Yevdw- 
vUuou yooens, i tives emayyeAXRopevot Tepl THY TicTLY HaTOXNCAY). || 

Has the Anglo-Saxon race outgrown its Bible and the four-fold 
Gospel narrative? To hear the Dean one would think so. He writes 
(p. 45) : ‘“‘ We know very little in reality of Peter and James and John, of 

Apollos and Barnabas. And of Paul's divine Master no biography can 
ever be written.” 

t See Dr. Lindsay's explanation of the weakness of Harnack’s position (p. 140 note, 
‘The Church and the Ministry in the early centuries,’ London, 1902). 

t joréynoav A-V ‘erred,’ but the meaning is stronger: ‘failed.’ Thrice is this 

word used in Timothy. Elsewhere at 1 i. 6 and at 2 ii. 18. 

|| he verse has been challenged as a later addition, but on flimsy grounds. 
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Observe the absence of the word adequate. The Dean does not 
say “‘and of Paul's divine Master no adequate biography can ever be 
written,” but simply “no biography can ever be written.” We seem 
to feel that he means ‘no biography has ever been written.” 

What is he trying to teach? That the Gospel-narrative is untrue, 
or only so imperfect that it is useless to ‘modern scholars’? Why 
always harp on the insufficiency of our documents to portray all that 
went on in those days in Galilee? This spirit of unrest is not scholar- 
ship ; it is simply ‘‘ denying the power.” Oh, for wingéd words to combat 
these stupid heretical suggestions ! 

For suggestions they are. Suggestions full of guile, emanating from 
the false teachers,t false apostles, t false brethren, || false prophets,f in 
our classrooms ; suggestions that Peter's memory failed him, that Mark 
suppressed things, and John introduced questionable stories; that Luke 
changed and embroidered, and that none of the Gospellists told the truth ! 

‘Modern scholars’ love to touch on the forbidden ground of the 
speculative philosophies which St. Paul so often condemns in his 
pastoral epistles. They touch upon it and withdraw, but the harm for 
the reader is done. Thus on p. 60, of course the Dean does not mean 
that he approves of any idolatry, yet here is the wording of :the sentence: 
“Tn addressing the Gentiles, we may assume that he followed the 
customary Jewish line of apologetic, denouncing the folly of idolatry— 
an aid to worship which is quite innocent and natural in some peoples, 
but which the Jews never understood.” 

Reduced to plain English what does this mean ? 

Does it mean that although the Jews did not understand it (is 
“never” quite accurate, by the way ?), idolatry is nevertheless helpful ? 

Again, pp. 66/67: ‘It is useless to deny that St. Paul regarded 
Christianity as, at least on one side, a mystery-religion . . . It was as a 

mystery-religion that Hurope accepted Christianity . . . And students of 

the New Testament have not yet realised the importance of the fact 
that St. Paul, who was ready to fight to the death against the Judaising 

of Christianity, was willing to take the first step, and a long one, towards 
the Paganising of it. It does not appear that his personal religion was 

of this type. He speaks with contempt of some doctrines and practices 
of Pagan mysteries, and will allow no ‘rapprochement’ with what he 
regards as devil-worship. In this he remains a pure Hebrew. But he 
does not appear to see any danger in allowing his Hellenistic churches to 
assimilate the worship of Christ to the honours paid to the gods of the 

mysteries, and to sct their whole religion in this framework, provided 

only that they have no part nor lot with those who sit at ‘the table of 
demons '—the sacramental love-feasts of the heathen mysteries.” 

t 2 Peter ii. 1. t 2 Cor. xi. 13. || Gal. ii. 4, 
4] Matt. vii. 15, xxiv. 11, Mark xiii. 22, 1 John iv. 1. 
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Now what in the name of common sense does all this mean? Of 
course ‘ modern scholars ' understand the tone, the wording, the lesson 
(is there one?) pervading this kind of high-sounding talk. But from a 
churchman to churchpeople it is un-Pauline and un-ecclesiastical. It 
is walking unconcernedly on dangerous ground. It is hinting always at 
an undercurrent of unbelief latent in the ‘ modern scholar’s’ inmost soul. 

Either we have God's true religion and our mystery-cult is absolutely 
un-pagan and unlike any other in the world, or for Deus let us substitute 
Dit and be done with it, and wipe out all Paul's striving to inculcate the 
lesson of ‘‘ the one true God.” 

But this is not nearly all. For close after this comes another 

astonishing sentence : 
“There is something transitional about all St. Paul’s teaching.” 

This curious Adyov is left unexplained and followed by a perfectly 
harmless ten lines (bottom of p. 67), but the sting of the word remains. 
There is nothing permanent then about the foundations of Christianity as 
preached by Paul? What does the excellent Dean mean? That things 

which might offend the modern feminine suffragist are to be found in 
Paul’s teaching? But he has just disallowed the Epistles in which the 
major part of this teaching occurs! We have to give it up. 

But the Dean is not a consistent writer anyway, for on p. 60 he says 

first of Paul's language: ‘‘ His Greek, though vigorous and effective, is 

neither correct nor elegant'"’—and then a few lines below: ‘‘ Regarded 
merely as a piece of poetical prose 1 Cor. xiii. is finer than anything that 
has been written in the Greek language since the great Attic prose writers.” 

And is this also a modern discovery ? 
I have said that Dean Inge is not consistent. We find another 

instance on p. 50. Under verbiage and somewhat elaborate language he 
seeks to impress us with the scholar’s profundity, yet his study of 
Ramsay (cited among his authorities on the first page) is not profound 
enough for him to avoid direct and unnecessary antagonism to Ramsay's 
views as to St. Paul’s family.{ Dean Inge writes (without in the 
slightest degree indicating that this is opposed to Ramsay, whom he is 
reviewing inter alios) : 

“St. Paul did not belong to the upper class. He was a working 

artisan, a ‘ tent-maker,’ who followed one of the regular trades of the 
place.” 

Ramsay accounts quite otherwise for St. Paul's poverty, and I 

cannot but think that Ramsay has the better and more solid foundation 
for his views. In as fine a passage as one can find in his works, and 
with an almost unerring instinct for happy solutions and inspiring views, 
quite above the clap-trap of the schools, Ramsay describes the scene at 
home after St. Paul's conversion, the bitter words which must have passed . 

t Succinctly stated on pp. 31/37 of ‘St. Paul the Traveller.’ 
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from father to son, incidentally exhibiting, by an ‘e silentio’ method, the 
reality of St. Paul’s conversion, the certainty of his heavenly vision, and 

the permanence of his new views as to religion. He pictures the final 
break with home ties, and our apostle become wanderer upon the face 

of the earth; then, and only then, driven to take up a trade for his 

living. Not that he learned the trade then, for in accordance with 

custom he had doubtless learned it at home, bet that after leaving a 
comparatively affluent family ‘milieu’ he had to face the world alone 
for the first time. 

Again, a cruel and subtle endeavour is made by referring the ‘ thorn 

in the flesh’ of St. Paul to a predisposition to epilepsy—here ugain our 
good Dean is following Drews—to account for his ‘visions’ and the 
matter of his conversion. 

It is as subtle as it is cruel, and as cruel as it is subtle, for it is 

introduced some distance away from the main theme of the conversion, 
which is discussed as follows: 

‘“What caused the sudden change which so astonished the survivors 

among his victims? To suppose that nothing prepared for the vision 
near Damascus, that the apparition in the sky was a mere ‘ bolt from the 
blue,’ is an impossible theory. The best explanation is furnished by a 
study of the apostle’s character” (observe the subtlety of the allusion) 

‘‘which we really know very well. ... 
“The vision came in the desert, where men see visions and hear voices 

to this day. They were very common in the desert of Gobi when Marco 

Polo traversed it. The ‘spirit of Jesus,’ as he came to call it, spoke to 

his heart, and the form of Jesus flashed before his eyes. t Stephen had 
been right; the crucified was indeed the Lord from Heaven. So Saul 
became a Christian; and it was to the Christianity of Stephen, not to that 
of James the Lord’s brother, that he was converted.” 

Here the Dean comes out more into the open. Reduced to plain 

English it is this. Paul was an epileptic. The vision he saw took place 
during such an attack. He imagined that Jesus had appealed to him, 
but the vision was no more real than any other which other men from 
that day to this have experienced in the same neighbourhood. He was 

really converted by pondering over Stephen’s attitude and steadfastness. 

Turning back to p. 51 you will find how the Dean falls into line 

about this epilepsy theory. He guards the matter slightly. ‘‘He was 
liable to mystical trances in which some have found confirmation of the 
supposition that he was an epileptic.” That sounds mild, but close by 

he goes on to add that the belief of ‘some’ is also his belief; for he says: 

“He suffered from some obscure physical trouble, the nature of which we 

can only guess. It was probably epilepsy.” He then proceeds to say: 

“But these abnormal states were rare with him; in writing to the 

+ The Dean means as an epileptic. 
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Galatians he has to go back fourteen years to the date when he was 

‘caught up to the third Heaven.’” This serves a double purpose, 

implying the epileptic fits were rare but none the less real although 

connected with heavenly visions. But does not Dean Inge see that the 

ground is untenable? No man, subject to epilepsy, would have dared to 

imperil the efficacy of his message by falling down in a fit at a critical 

moment. That surely ‘va de soi’ as to Paul's character. Secondly, the 

long interval between visions stamps them as quite exceptional and as 

having nothing to do with epilepsy, for an epileptic subject could never 

have gone through the long series of trials and privations and hardships 

which fell to the lot of Paul without a frequent recurrence of the malady. 

Nothing loth, however, Dean Inge continues (p. 52): 
‘At tbat time anyone who underwent a psychical experience, for 

which he could not account, believed that he was possessed by a spirit 

good or bad.” 

This is the modern method of argument. If the epilepsy suggestion 

does not work, fall back on a statement such as this, to destroy man’s 

belief in anything superterrestrial. In plain English: ‘If Paul’s visions 

were not due to epilepsy, at any rate he was mistaken in thinking he 

had been near the third Heaven or had any intercourse with the unseen 

world.” Or in other words: ‘‘ We plain matter-of-fact twentieth-century 

theologians reduce all these things to terrestrial terms. We have nothing 

to do with the extra-terrestrial. We profess to believe in God and Jesus 

Christ whom He has sent from Heaven, but really we do nothing of the 

kind. We would like to, but the full evidence, you know, is wanting, and 

pending further light we must just behave like common-sense mortals.” t 

Not content with the denial of the reality of Paul's communion with 

Christ, Dean Inge also falls foul of St. Luke's predilection for the super- 

natural. He has entirely failed to see that if a physician can believe in the 

supernatural a churchman can also do so, but, as I say, that is beyond the 

churchman of today. He sees the miracle of the awakening Spring and 

“passes by on the other side,” seeking and praying for ‘‘ more light.” 

This is what the Dean has to say of St. Luke (p. 48) : ‘‘...a manof very 

attractive character; full of kindness, loyalty and Christian charity. He 

is the most feminine (not effeminate) writer in the New Testament, and 

shows a marked partiality for the tender aspects of Christianity. He is 

attracted by miracles and by all that makes history picturesque and 

romantic.” This sounds delightful, but wait only a few lines (p. 49): 

“The narrative is coloured in places by the historian’s love for the 

miraculous.” Our critic, observe, does not in his certificate of good 

character say that St. Luke is either ‘sober’ or ‘ truthful.’ 

+ One of these days, however, a man who does not believe in ‘miracles,’ or anything 

extra-terrestrial, will be considered crade, ignorant, uneducated and incapable of appre- 

hending inter-cosmic phenomena (see article by Sir Wm. Barrett, F.R.8., in Contemporary 

Review for June 1914). 4 
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According to the Dean he is neither. The Dean, like Robinson 
Smith, makes no apology for calling St. Luke a liar. And I make no 
apology for putting this plain interpretation into the Dean's mouth, for 
here is what he says (only seven lines further down) : 

“The Greek historian invented speeches for his principal characters ; 
this was a conventional way of elucidating the situation for the benefit 
of his readers. Everyone knows how Thucydides, the most conscientious 
historian in antiquity, habitually uses this device, and how candidly he 
explains his method. Wr CAN HARDLY DOUBT THAT THE AUTHOR OF 
Acts +t HAS USED A SIMILAR FREEDOM, though the report of the address 
to the elders of Ephesus reads like a summary of an actual speech.” 

Could disguised venom, wrapped up in the soft qualifying and slightly 
guarded phrases of the modern school, go further ? 

This kind of thing ecclesiastics do not seem to consider either 
dangerous or heretical. I write as a layman and I solemnly assure them 

that they will reap a whirlwind from this wicked sowing. For wicked 
seeds they are, put forth for our comfort and edification (God save 
the mark !). 

Can it be possible that ecclesiastics not only forget the Master's 
admonitions ‘‘ Let your communication be yea yea, nay nay, for whatso- 

ever is more than these (mepicodv tovTwv) is from evil (ée tod wovnpod 
eotw),"’ but that they scurrilously suggest that our Lord's own sub-followers 
were addicted to falsehood and to the literary affectations of the times in 
delivering their solemn message? Messieurs les Ecclésiastiques, allow 
me as a layman to say that such a suggestion is not only unworthy but 
scandalous. And you have no proofs of it to offer. 

What you do effer us is an extrinsic and emasculated Christianity as 

far removed from the real thing as is your own doctrine from that which 

you impute to Paul with his pure mysticism (p. 53), ‘‘ The mystical 

doctrine of the Spirit of Christ immanent in the soul of the believer, a 

conception which was the core of St. Paul's personal religion,” only you 
spoil it by using the expression “a conception,” as if Paul had ‘conceived ’ 

it and it was not after all real! 
Away with your half-truths and your innuendoes or you will soon 

preach to empty benches. 

The early Church which lived according to the precepts of the 
Didache bad many notable Evangelists besides St. Paul. Like some of 
Paul's letters their names have perished or are only briefly recorded in 

the lists of Paul’s co-workers, but who can stand in the silent chambers 
of the private burial places of great Roman-Christian citizens of the first 
century and not realize that Peter's message, as well as Paul’s, that the 

+ Just above, the Dean practically admits the Lucan authorship of Acts. (This 
comparison with Thucydides evidently comes direct from the classroom of some 

University lecturer.) . 
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messages of Luke and Mark and John and Justus, and Apollos, as well as 
those of Timothy, of Silvanus, of Philemon and Sosthenes, of Titus and 

Onesiphorus, Urbanus and Stachys and Apelles, of Crescens and Clement, 

of Tychicus and Artemas, of Erastus and Trophimus, of Ampliatus, of 
Persis, of Zenas and Apollos, of Archippus, of Epaphroditus, Epaphras 
and Aristarchus, of Philologus, of Asyncritus and Patrobas, of Epaenetus, 

Rufus, Hermes, Hermas, Phlegon, of Eubulus, Pudens and Linus, of 
Tertius Paul’s scribe, of Apphia, Prisca and Aquila, of Claudia, of Phebe, 

of Tryphaena and Tryphosa and Julia, contributed to the continuity of 
the Christian Church apart from Paul himself. 

These all standing shoulder to shoulder t fought the heretics of that 
day: Hymenaetus and Philetus, Phygellus and Hermogenes, Demas and 
the rest. They fought them to a standstill fora time. But we,—we,— 

we dally with heresies and toy with fire. I do not lay myself open to 
the rebuke that the above-named represent St. Paul’s own converts, for 
they do not, all of them. Besides St. Paul confesses himself to have 

been refreshed by others (1 Cor. xvi. 17) : ‘‘ But I rejoice at the presence 

of Stephanas and Fortunatus and Archaicus, for that which was lacking 
on your part these have fulfilled. For they have refreshed (dvéravaav) t 
my own spirit as well as yours (cal 7d buwr). Recognise therefore such 

as these (good) men.” 

Their preaching must then have been, like that of Paul himself, - 
productive of far-reaching results. 

Again (Rom. xvi. 7): ‘Salute Andronicus and Junias my kinsmen, 
and my fellow prisoners who are of note among the apostles, who also 
have been in Christ before me.” 

Two things stand out here, first that some of Paul’s kinsfolk were 

of the Faith, and secondly a humble recognition that he, Paul, was still 
the “least of the Apostles,’ and that the other workers were doing as 
great a work as he himself. 

Has the Dean forgotten St. Paul's growth in grace? As _ his 
ministry flourished, so he himself becomes more humble. As Christ 
from the ‘good shepherd’ (John x. 11) becomes the ‘great shepherd’ 

(Heb. xiii. 20) and then the ‘chief shepherd’ (1 Pet. v. 4), so St. Paul 
decreases: A.D. 57 ‘‘I am the least of the apostles’ (1 Cor. xv. 9) 

A.D. 61/3 “less than the least of all saints’ (Eph. iii. 8) 

A.D. 65? “...sinners, of whom I am chief” (1 Tim. i. 15) 
In the light of this what does Dean Inge’s sentence mean on p. 54 ?— 

“It does not seem likely that a man of so lofty and heroic character 
was ever seriously troubled with ignominious temptations.” 

ft Didache*!? mvavés. “muxvads 6€ cuvaxOnocobe (nrotvres ta cvixovra ruis Puyais 
bpav.” 

¢ The same word as at Matt. xi. 28 ‘‘Come unto me all ye that labour and are 
heavy laden and I will give you rest.” 

212 
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Yet he starts his article thus (p. 45) : 
“With St. Paul it is quite different. He is a saint without a 

luminous halo, His personal characteristics are too distinct and too 
human to make idealisation easy. For this reason he has never been 
the subject of popular devotion. Shadowy figures like St. Joseph and 
St. Anne have been divinised and surrounded with picturesque legends ; 
but St. Paul has been spared the honour or the ignominy of being coaxed 
and wheedled by the piety of paganised Christianity.” 

It is Inge therefore who in the sentence on p. 54 elevates St. Paul 
further above other mortals than the Church has ever elevated St. Joseph 
or St. Anne! 

‘Tis a curious bit of writing on p. 54, and implies a strange sub- 
conscious strain in the mind of the Dean. 

But if St. Paul “ turned the world upside-down ” it was only to assist 
in founding through others the glorious heritage which is ours to-day, 
not by human agency, not by any St. Paul—as Drews and Inge suggest— 
but by Divine agency permitting certain instruments to stand out above 
others, but only ‘‘ by permission.’’- : 

This article by the Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral is cold-blooded, and 

not really scholarly. The whole message is tinged with phrases which 
sound ill in a Dean’s mouth. 

Thus his disquisition on the God of the Old Testament (p. 54/55) is 
a lurid example of what not to write. ‘ The distinctive feature of the 
Jewish religion is not, as is often supposed, its monotheism... And 

when Jahveh became more strictly ‘the only God,’ the cult of inter- 
mediate beings came in and restored a quasi-polytheism...” What is 

the Dean talking about? Of Israel's pure religion or of its lapses ? 
This is dealing with the matter from a purely literary standpoint, a 

point of view which ruined Westcott and Hort’s work on the New 
Testament text, and a standpoint which is as foreign to the spirit of 
the glorious Gospel as anything that can well be imagined. To become 

entangled in folk-lore and to dissociate Paul's personal religion from 
his teaching (pp. 53, 63, 66) is undignified, to say the least. 

Progress is barred, gentlemen, unless we return to the “ old paths,” 
for there can be nothing new in the religion of Jesus Christ. Either 
there was one authoritative revelation, and one sacrifice once for all, or 
there was not. No via media exists. All this beating about the bush leads 
but to confusion and apostasy, ‘‘and if the righteous scarcely be saved, 
where shall the ungodly and the sinner appear ?”’ (1 Peter iv. 18). There 

is one royal road and only one, and that was clearly indicated by others 

besides St. Paul. If Paul had never lived the message would have lived on. 

Therefore when Dean Inge, following Drews, says: 
“Tt is impossible to guess what would have become of Christianity if he 
(Paul) had never lived; we cannot even be sure that the name of Jesus 

would still be honoured among men,” 
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we lift our hands in horror and exclaim: Is this a Dean writing? Is this 
his message of consolation to the afflicted, the sin-sick and the sorrowful ? 
Has he understood his hero at all if he writes thus of him? Would not 
St. Paul himself be the most shocked of all of us to read this utter reversal 
of the divine order of events ? 

The Dean means (I will presume this in all charity) that 5t. Paul 
was the instrument chosen of God to be the chief missionary to the 

nations. If he means only this it is nothing new, and no new discovery 
of these latter days ! 

But if he means that Paul by a series of fortuitous visions during 
epileptic attacks had false views, had imaginary communion with Jesus 

Christ, preached a pure but vain Gospel on shadowy grounds, was not 
“a chosen vessel’ but a self-appointed advocate of a religious mystery- 
cult, and but for this delusion would never have preached and written, 

and that it was owing to St. Paul's delusions that the western world 

embraced Christianity, then I say it is time to calla halt and ask these 
clerics to put their articles into plain and unphilosophical English that 
we may understand, we laymen, what is before us, and decide whether 

or not to leave ‘‘ the Church.” 
In the words of Jeremiah (xxiii. 32) : 
Behold, Iam against them that prophesy false dreams, saith the Lord, 

and do tell them, and cause my people to err by their lies and by their 
lightness ; yet I sent them not nor commanded them; therefore they shall 

not profit this people at all, saith the Lord, 

Let us turn on the other hand to a more helpful view of such 
matters. 

When a Frenchman applies himself seriously to a deep study I find 

his reasoning more cogent, his conclusions more exhaustive, his explana- 
tions more luminous, his summaries more definite, and his entire critical 
attitude more scientific and profound than the similar series of mental or 
psychic efforts on the part of a German, an Englishman, or an American. 

I would therefore commend a very bright comprehensive and 

thorough-going synopsis of New Testament criticism by André Arnal, 
Professor of Theology at Montauban, which reached me recently from 

a friend, and which appeared in the mid-February number for the 

current year of a periodical called For ET Vig, published in Paris. The 

article is entitled “Le Nouveau Testament devant la critique,” and will 

help many to a clearer view of the great issues which are so often confused 

and befogged in the mass of semi-philosophical and pseudo-scientific 

critical literature which rushes at us from every corner of so-called 

Christendom. 
I will quote one pregnant sentence towards the close of this twenty- — 

two column article, and urge my readers to obtain and read the whole 
article for themselves. It will do them good, from Dr. Sanday and 
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Dr. Harnack down through the rank and file of our critics. They will 
probably agree with every word which Dr. Arnal has printed, and yet 
their doctrine is not set forth at all in the same way. We miss the 
dignified constructive character in their works. 

Here is Dr. Arnal’s summary : 
“Tl faut qu’au savoir parfois un peu amer que donne la critique 

s'ajoute le savoir, infiniment plus précieux, que donne |’expérience 
religieuse personnelle ; 4 l'étude qui veut comprendre doit s'unir la priere 
qui ne veut qu’adorer. Les deux ne sont pas nécessairement liées : c’est 
pourquoi il y a des savants qui manquent de foi, et des croyants qui 
manquent de connaissance. NI L'UN NI L'AUTRE CONDITION NE SONT 
ENVIABLES POUR QUI VEUT ETRE UN TEMOIN DU CHRIST...” 

“Neither the one (attitude) nor the other condition is desirable for 
anyone who wishes to bea witness for Christ.” This is a true saying. 
The ‘‘savants qui manquent de foi” are summed up in 2 Tim. iii. 7: 
“Ever learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth.” 
In the same chapter the ‘‘croyants qui manquent de connaissance” are 
assured that the real man of God, to be “complete and thoroughly 
furnished unto all good works,” must be thoroughly versed in the 
Scriptures. 

So, insensibly, Dr. Arnal almost uses the language of this Pastoral 

Epistle to illustrate his point, and yet we are asked by such as Dean 

Inge to doubt that St. Paul wrote the Pastoral Epistles. ‘Well, if he did 
not, a greater than Paul then was faithful enough to warn us of the last 
times !—to warn us of those ‘having a form of godliness but denying 
the power thereof,’ and so we find that if Paul had never lived, the name 

of Jesus would not have been forgotten among men, for the writer of the 

Pastoral Epistles has kept alive the deepest truths and teachings of the 
Christian religion. 

Sublime epistles! whether of Paul or of Apollos or of another mighty 
servant of God! 

Did a second-century forger then invent the introductions to both 
epistles ?— 
(1 Tim.) Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ by the commandment of God 

our Saviour, and Lord Jesus Christ which is our hope, unto 
Timothy my own son in the faith... . 

(2 Tim.) Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ by the will of God, according to 
the promise of life which is in Christ Jesus, to Timothy my 
dearly beloved son. . . 

Perish the thought that these sublime prologues of “life” and 
“hope” in Christ Jesus should not be from the pen of Paul. But,—if 
they and the epistles themselves are not of Paul, then Dean Inge’s 
contention falls to the ground of its own false-weight, for the name of 
Christ would have lived on among men by means of these short and 
superb epistles, even if Paul’s other universally acknowledged writings 
had perished, or if he himself had never lived. 
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Conclusion. 

Our daily actions are based as much on the experience of the past 
and upon the probabilities of the future as upon our own knowledge 

of what a day may bring forth. We live, in other words, by Faith. 
But Faith seems to have abandoned the circles where the cult of 
both the higher and the lower criticism flourishes. Those in these 
circles desire facts and tangible proof, like Thomas, demonstra- 

tive evidence, texpynpiov as St. Luke calls it (Acts i. 3), and do not 
seem to seek this evidence in the proper direction. To revive the 
Egyptian textual standard of a.p. 200-400 is not scientific, and it is 
certainly not final. The truth is scattered over all our documents and 

is not inherent entirely in any one document, nor in any two. Hort 
persuaded himself that where NB were together (as for jjpev instead of 
atpe: at John x. 18) they must be right. This kind of fetichism must be 

done away with. Other documents having the same base must be con- 
sulted for the necessary ‘‘control” in these passages of & and B, such as 
the cursives 892 and Paris”. Nor can we lightly disregard W when in 
opposition to NB. 

A reference to the quotation from Hippocrates on our title-page may 
not be out of place here. The aphorism was well rendered into French 
by A. de Mercy in 1811: 

La vie est courte, Vart est long, Voccasion passe vite, lexpérience est 

trompeuse, le jugement difficile. 
Le médecin doit non-seulement faire ce qui convient, 1L DOIT ENCORE 

FAIRE CONCOURIR LE MALADE et ceux qui l'entourent et les choses externes. 

Oh for the Faith of him healed by Peter and John in the name of 
“Jesus Christ the Nazarene,” the result of which is described by St. Luke 
in the medical term oAoxAnpia “ perfect soundness” (Act iii. 16). May 

“perfect soundness ”’ in matters of doctrine and of criticism be restored to 
us, 80 that like another blind man healed by the Nazarene Himself in a 

twofold operation, we may ‘look up and see all things clearly’ (Mark 

viii. 25). 

Env oF Part I. 

Taank GOD, ALL THE SHIFTING TO AND FRO OF TEXTS, ALL RECENSIONS AND 
REVISIONS, AND ALL VARIOUS READINGS, CANNOT TOUCH OR ALTER THE WHOLE BODY OF 
TRUTH AS WE HAVE IT REVEALED TO US IN Hoty ScrRIPTURE; BUT THE SLUMBERING - 

DEPTHS OF Gopb's ETERNAL COUNSELS SHALL REMAIN EVER SAFE FROM THE RIPPLES MADF 
BY THE BREATH OF MAN ON THE suRFACE OF His Worp.—S. C. Malan. From the 

Preface to‘ St. John's Gospel translated from the eleven oldest versions,’ London, 1862. 
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POSTSCRIPT. 

: Referring to pp. 252/255 in re Tept Or U7ep, it is to be noted that in the fragment of an “ uncanonical Gospel” just published (Vol. X., March 1914, Oryr'?**) by Grenfell and Hunt, we meet with the expression, 
on folio 2 recto col. 1: 

kat Tpooevyeade uTep Tar exOpav vuwy 
and the general language of the fragmentary context of this early 
fourth-century document is more akin to St. Luke's diction than to 
‘St. Matthew's. 
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BLX » 337 ” ” ” 
B outside the Gospels 416 seq 
Badham, F. P. 473 note 
Barnabas 419 477 
Barnard, P. M. Introduction p. ix, x, 75 200/3 and 203 note 212 270 $77 
Basic text 272 ct passim 
Bebb, L. J. M. Introduction p. ix note 
Belsbcim 123 note 144 note 
Birch 101 167 

Blass 1 72 126 139note 147 note 247 264 281 285 286 293 294 457 458 

Bloomfield 177 : 
Bohairic, date of 23 79 85 86 87 89 100 103 105 228 236 284 297 918 923 381 982 400 422 426 

a influence of 79 144 ct alibi 
Bornemann 55 293 
Bracketed clauses 9321 
Buchanan, E.S. 153and note 165 172 801 383 
Burgon, Dean Introduction p. x, 35 68 307 327 381 383 395 note 391 394 415 
Burkitt, F.C. Preface p. v, vi, Introduction p. ix, x, 13 28 63 121 note 318 324 347 357 note 877 

380 402 408 445 447 462 473 
Buttmann 147 note 281 

bin Mark 107 129seq 173note 183note 443 454 efc. 
banddin Mark 131 

b at Luke xxiii, 34: 413 note 

C (the manuscript) 139 et alibi 
er 445 seq et alibi 
Case, change of, see below 
Catacombs 107 130/1 
Celsus iii 70 

Change of case 32 35seg (Matt) 339 67, 95 seq (Mark), 246 (Luke) 281 283 290 291 292, 811 356 seq 
(John) 361 396 

«4, Bender 84 98 250 

9, Mood 29 33 (Matt), 92(Mark), 243 (Luke) 296 323 849 (John) 417 

4 BUmber 38 (Matt) 39 51, 96 seq (Mark), 241 249 (Luke), 349 355 (John) 374 885 485 
55 order 39 (Matt) 57 58 61, 98scgq (Mark), 255 (Luke) 280 284 301 808 305 809 312 314 326 

828 332 336 863 (John) 378 379 
. », order, involving change of sense 40 323/4 
a » person 360 

possessive pronoun 361 371 seq 
sense 40 235 294 

»» tense §=683seq (Matt) 57, 93 seq (Mark) 113, 243 (Luke) 262 263 304 305 306 323 388 989 
349 seq (John) 400 417 

tense (historic presents) 41 seq (Matt), 101 seq (Mark) 122 194, 321 note 348 853 seq (John) 

aay 

a 
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Change of yo‘ce 32/33 (Matt), 91 seq (Mark), 242 (Luke), 323 827 989 348 (John) 418 

Change without improvement 119 800 340 353 354 396 

Chase, see “ Ely, Bishop of.” 
Chrysostom 864 403 436 ct alibi [see Part II. in St. John] 

Church Fathers, Language of 159 195 seq 205 389 
Church of Rome xii/ziii 8 
Clement of Alexandria Introduction p.ix, 29 182 158 198/204 201 note 212 252 254and note 270 

298 299 331 419 ct passim 
Clement of Rome 188 194 202 note 243 419 seq 467 

Coincidences 28 
Comparative or positive 201 203 note 

Compound Verbs, see under ‘‘ Verbs” . 
Conflation 74 112 147 168 183note 185 251 259 note 296 323 (Soden) 327 365 373 378 et alibi 

Confusion of eye in writing, or of ear from dictation 77 83 167 185 190 216 219 

Confusion from diglots 85 86 95 226 231 : 
“Const.” 197 note 413 note 
Construction 821 et alibi 

Cook, Canon 9 10 210 256 274 347 
Coptic (overlying and underlying) 82note 
Coptic sympathy with B 20scq (Matt), 79 scy (Mark), 208 227 seq (Luke) 294, 317 seq (John) 320 

$22 352 364 367 378 384 417 455 468 
Coptic and Latin with B 87 238 290 324 825/32etc. 5 
Coptic, real situation as to Band Coptic 22 40note 79 84 85 227 229 231 232 248 256 259 260 268 

283 284 325and note 326 328 330 352 
Copulas 822 9383/4 368 394 395¢et alibi 
Coram 89/90 179 
Cronin, H.S. 123note 144 note 188 

Cross-questioning of witnesses 195 (quotation) 
Crum and Kenyon Preface p. v, 317 
Cursive testimony, see under “ Importance of” 

Cyprian 14 55ct sacpe 
Cyril of Alexandria 306 note 309 316 318 359 392 596 400 413¢e¢ alibi 

cin Mark 132 

"ide Part II. p. 197/8 

D, idiosyncrasies of 129note 173 note 826 note 460 et alibi 

D and the Greek article 180 181 
Dand Egypt 204 et alibi 
D and Origen 159 
Dd in Mark 107 127 seq 173 195 seq 
4in Mark 72 105 110 113 note 119 123 204 note 
Dative absolute, see ‘‘ Change of Case" 
Dative for genitive 356 
Decretum Gelasii Preface p. iii 
Diatessaron Introduction p. xiii, 45 77 230 327 366 434 seq 464 ct alibi 

Diction of Mark, see under Mark 
»  » Luke, , ,, Luke 

» 9 John, 5, 4, John 
»  » Paul , 4, Paul 

Didache 482 483 
Dionysius of Alexandria 197 note 198 265/6 

Doctrinal 815 399 419/20 
“Doric” 275 and note 
Dorotheus Preface p. iii 
Double Greek negative 189 
Double meanings 30 80 142 169 183 and note 

Double readings 174/6 
Drews 474 seq 
diarpiBw and pevw 402 

“ Eacier” readings 120 292 831 et alibi 
Editing by B 14 (Matt), 74 (Mark), 208 (Luke), 299 (Jobn) 372 
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Egyptian revision Preface p. iii, iv, v, 35 99 44 47 81 83 96 229 231 239 256 271 286 864 870 400 
415 et passim 

Ellipsis 338 339 340 ct alibi 
Ely, Bishop of 408 
Ephesians 476 

Ephrem 347 et alibi 

Epilepsy 480 481 
Epiphanius 26 42 268 327 etc. 
Erasmus 456 
Error oculi 86 91 181 note 216 231 236 257 269 277 284 294 918 820 823 986 348 364/5et alibi 

Euphony 338 et alibi 

Eusebius 203 210 262 294 962 443 note et alibi 

Eustathius 26 and note 213 note 433 
Evang. Ebion, 15 71 
Evang. Hebr. 325 

Evan, 22: 56 

» 28: Introduction p. viii, 93note 97 187/8 et passim 

» 83 and Origen: Introduction p. viii, 4 ete. 
» 157: Preface p. v, 101 206 208 et passim 

» 604: 137 138 255 note et alibi 
» 892: Introduction p. viii, 263 note 270 272 et passim 

» 579(Paris’): Introduction p. viii, 111 et passim 
» 597: 236 note 

are: 138et alibi 

eand N 309 et saepe 
eand NB 23 et saepe 

eand W 72seq 173 196/7 
eand Cypr 239 
eyyitta and Kuxaw 135 144 187 

eimaca and eimvea 333 

eis to 2438/4 
exewos 332/4 
eAcyua and prypa 400 

eumporber, €varTior, EvwWLOV 

etamiva and evdews 149 
eteorw and proper case following 2381/3 
EvkoTwrepor, EvKOAWwS, TAXLOF, paov ANd Gartor 201 203 
ews, ews ob, OF ews av 6 7 220 221/4 

89/90 179/80 

Facilius 201 
Ferrar 375 
Form 23 note 30 58 59 89 214 212 809 337 338 seq 416 

Galen 46 412 
Genitive absolute 137 246 861 ctc.; see “ Change of case” 

Genitive before the noun 114 233 268 seq 264 340 847 362 et alibi 

Genitive for dative 359 
Georgian version 311 note 365 note 393 394 et alibi 

Gersdorf 264 
Glazebrook, Canon 304 note 

Gospel order 473 note® 
Gospels copied separately Introduction p. ix 
Gothic version 319 note 322 439 et alibi 

Grammatical changes 82seq (Matt), 67 91 seq (Mark), 242seq (Luke), 335 seq 346 seq (John) 

Greek recensions in Mark differing 140 seq 

Gregory, C. R. 27 48 144 185 note 220 note 360 note 437 440 

Grenfell and Hunt Introduction p. viii seq 488 

Griesbach 50 
Gwilliam,G.H. 52 360 
yryvouat and eipt 409 

yiwerar/eyevero 137 181 note 407 seq 

Ae 
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“ Harder” readings 97 106 120 258 271 292 356 379 386 460 
Harmonistic 44 seq (Matt), 83 87 104 seq (Mark) 121 208 211 253 254 267 (Luke) 291 324 343 

872 (John) 382 419 
Harris, J. Rendel Introduction p. viii, 30 note 73 75 84 126 129 note 140 174 195 378 408 note 434 

Hartmann, Ed. von (quoted by Drews) 474 
Hawkins, Sir John 16note 41 67 92 101 115 116 127 130 133 134 161 note 194 263 

Henson, Hensley 422 and note 

Heracleon 424 
Hermas 421 

Hesychius Preface p. iii, vi, Introduction p, xil, 230 414 
Hiatus 123 215 292 (cf. cliam adda pro adn’ alibi) 

Higher Criticism 421/2 473 
Hippocrates Titlepage, 46 409 note 412 487 

Hippolytus 948 426 seq et alibi 
Historic present, see under ‘‘ Change of tense " 

Hobart, W. K. 41 note 46 248 

Homoioarcton 344 
Homoioteleuton 80 89 91 105 181 note 189 218 242 323 324 330 343 344 396 note 

Hopel of idering B neutral 361 371 et alibi 
Horner, G. Preface p. ii, 16note 20 28 29 55note 60 63 73 80 81 87 101 107 108 121 note 144 note 

229 233 234 261 274 289 308 319 320 923 825 338 344 860 note 386 389 414 422 437 442 444 

447, and in Part II. 
Hort’s (Dr.) ‘ Critical Principles’ Introduction p. viii sez, p. 1seqzet passim; et vide sud B: “Balona 

followed by IV-H ” ctc. 

Idolatry 478 
Ignatius 933 52 213 419 seq 431 467 
Imperatives, see under ‘‘ Change of tense” 
Imperfect tense 41 42 93 102 104 262and note 321 note et alibi 
Importance of cursive testimony viii 110 278 399 434 seq 459 
Improvement 80 95 40 48 seq (Matt) 79 107 seq (Mark) 121 211 272(Lake) 337 850 351 355 359 

374 (John) 
Inconsistency of W-H 269 292et passim 
Indefinite (Coptic) article, see under “' Article." 

Indeterminate passages 296 343 401/3 
Indirect oration 375 
Infinitives, see under ‘‘ Change of tense"’ 
Infinitive for the gay construction 92 94 

oH with and without tov 78 210 
i astowore ores to 243 

Inge, Dean 474 seq 
“Tonic” 108 
Irenaeus 476 et alibi 
Irish texts in St. Mark 132 
Itacisms 349 
Italaand DW 181/94 i 
“Ixavds 456 seg 

Jebb, Professor 77 167 
Jerome, St. Preface p. iil, 96 119 133 165 202 401 
John's (St.) diction 341 846 856 378 402 etc. 

Joseph, St. 434 
Josephus 469 
Justin, martyr 14 69 70 198note 205/6 254 255 266 419 seq 423 467 et sacpe 
Jury, the Preface p. ii 255 467 
Juvencus 17 38et alibi 

Kenyon, F.G. Preface p. v 
Knox, R. A. 470 note 

Kowy 456 seq 
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Kypko 1419 note 

kKandB 146et alibi 

kin St. Mark 131 note ef alibi 
kaxomotos etc, 892 

kados and ayados 202 note 

aTyuara and ypnuara 15 199 
kuwkw and eyyirra 135 144 197 

Lake, K. 823 348 note 456 

Language of St. Mark, see under Mark 

Latin agreement of authorities 125 157 note 172 seq 
Latin basic 89/90 118 126 seq 172 seq 445 446 
Latin sympathy with B 17 seq (Matt), 76 seq (Mark), 217 seq (Luke), 310seq (John) 843 354 959, 417 
Latin and Syriac opposed Introduction p. xiii, 279 etc. 
Laura4'*' 156 note 165 note ct passim 
Leipoldt 318 

Lewis, Mrs. 28 121 note 257 304 336 
Liddell and Scott 15 149note 337 et alibi 
Lindsay, Dr. 477 7 
“Lists” of passages : 

anavtynow/umavtnow 25/6 

amevavri/katevavts 31 32 90 Karerwmtov 32 
yauos/ruupay 65 : { 
evera/evexev 49 : 

evwmiov/eumpoader,evavtiov 89 179 (coram, ante, in conspectu) 
emet/ereidn 65 
mpwi/mpwias 64 i 

“‘Longer’’ text 200 203 236 256 288 291 297 and see Part II. i 
“Lower criticism 421/2 

Lucian Preface p. iii, iv, Introduction p. xii, 8362 466 
Lucifer 426 et alibi 

Luke's diction 41 note 46 216 229 245 seq 290 408 seq 456 seq 457 seq 469seq 481/2 ct alibi 

Macarius 390 
Malan 358 360 396 401 487 
Marcion 202 note 211 240 and note 261 276 287 298 428 seq 476 477 
Margin, tho, and its uses 301 304 and note 307/9 344 et alibi 

Mark's diction 114 seq 133 seq 194 

Mark's Gospel, geographically considered 207 
Mark's Greck recension 118 122 124 126 140/71 
Mark's Latin recension 126 seq 133 seq 
Mark’s indebtedness to Matthew 473 
Marsh's Michaclis 149 note 
Marsh, Bishop 10 
Matthaci, C. F. 167 317 364 383 8£3 485 455 456 457, Part II. p. 856 
Medical language of St. Luke 41 note 46 407 seq 
Mercati, Monsignor 440 
Mercy, A.de 497 
Methodius 225 247 and note 250 ct alibi 

Merx, Adalbert Preface p. vi, 1 7 72 113 121 note 122 123 139 145 208 238 257 283 290 295 335 
347 426 434 437 438 459 460,463 

Mill 398 note 433 
Miracles 481 and note 
**Modern” suggestions 478 481 
Mood, see ‘‘ Change of” ‘a 

Moulton, W. F. 92 116note 301 456 457 459 
Muralt 123 note 
Mystery religion 475 478 seq 
wexps (see under éws) 
peypa and eAryua 400 
pixpw and odryor 202 note 
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Nassscni 423 426 

Negatives 284/6 
Nestle, Dr. 1 133 note 

“Neutral” text 229 255 268 270 290 281 289 310 314 342 347 368 375 890 387 396 401 420 422 

429 432 et passim 

“Neutral and‘ Western” 268 

“‘Niceties" 58 59 65 242 262 230 293 294 301 376 420 et alibi 
Nonnus 331 355 374 393 
Number, see ‘‘ Change of " and “ Transition of" 

Oecumenius 41 413 and note, and see Part II. p. 183 note 
Omission for the worse 296 et alibi 

Optative 92efc. (and see under ‘‘ Change of mood "’) 
Order, change of 20 21 89etc. (see under ‘‘ Change of "’) 

Origen Preface p. li, 2seq 8 37 GO 122 139 155note 159 210 218 note 252 note 268 272 283/9 299 

320 note 323 326 337 344 346 353 355 368 375 390 382 400 402 403/5 414 418 424 435 436 et 
passim (see also under B against Crigen) 

Yrigen’s ‘‘niceties" 10 387 58 65 218 272 283 286 note 353 
“Overwhelming evidence” 52 
xyrynchus papyri Introduction p. viii seq 483 
oxdnpia 487 
and twas i 385/6 

vo and oi 377 

teand eis to 243 seq 

shymius Preface p. iii 

airs” 10 11note 21 57 53 59 60 note 62 63 G4 108 113 119 121 123 214 272note 301 349 351 
» 355 865 376 378 390 331 383 384 385 386 887 388/90 391 393 395 414 
pias 202 

gpytl Introduction p. viii seg, 41 167 266 
aris’” 111 336 note et passim 

articiplos 336 (sco under ‘‘ Change of tense’’) 
‘artitive genitive 938 212 274 461 

Pastoral epistles 475 seq 
Paul, St. (See St. Paul) 

Perfect tense 339/40 349 ef alibi (eco under “ Change of tense”) 
Pericope de adult. 334 
Persian version 15 30 261 303 306 308 332 368 394 396 404 435 436 437 433 439 440 441 442 443 

449 450et alibi 
Peter of Alexandria 16 27 313 note 
* Peter, preaching of’ 423 note 

Peyron 229 
Phileas Preface p. iii 
Philemon, genuineness of 475 
Plautus 133note 176/7 notes 
Pl seo ‘‘ Redundancy,” and for list of Marcan pleonasms 115 
Polycarp 253 419 seq 
Polyglot text 7 18 275 313 417 
Possessive before the noun 20 21 22 23 24 101 114 233 267 347 et alils 
Pre-Alexandrian 270 etc. 
Pre-Syrian 270 374 etc. 
Prepositions 52 53 

Pa (exchange of) 19 45 47 52 53 58 69 108 219 232 251/3 
Principles of criticism 1 seq 314 et alibi : 
“ Provincial” handling 163 note et alibi; see also Part IT. p. 1 7 
Punctuation 100 273 

wepiand umep 252/5 488 3 8d 
wAnde, mysxAnus and wAnpow 8341/2 2 

wpocevxyoua 239and note 252 ae 
spocgwrew 239/90 
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“Q" 4land note 472 

Ramaay, Sir W. 140 459 460 479 

Teason for writing this ersay 110cfe. 

Redundancy 51 54 104 112 115 116 118 128 190 201 note 203 269 273 277 279 293 
Retranslation 128 136 140/71 172 note 178 
Revised Version 66 107 120 268 278 303 305 310 313 314 915 819note 324 931 341 342 346 351 

354 359 360 869 371 373 377 380 883 384 395 899 note ef alibi 

Robinson, Armytage (Dean of Wells) 423 

Sabatier 393 453 
Salmon, Dr. facing p. xvi, 1 8/9 347 
Sanders, H. A. 124 157note 200 414 

Schaaf 52 360 
Schmidtko, A. 251 893 
Schmicdel, Dr. P. 23 
Scholz 50 139 167 335 344 438 440 455 
Scrivener, Dr. 109 167 315 321 note 393 393 437 438 
Semitio versions 375ct passim 
Septuagint 1Gnote 41 43 53 55/59 63 90 94 113 149 note 194 280 341 893/9 419 

“Shorter” text 51 5476 114 210 211 240 251 258 259 269 270 271 272 273 277 279 281 283 239 
801 818 369 429scq 435 438 ct alibi; and seo ‘‘ Longer" text. 

Smith, Robinson 469 seq 
Soden, Hans von 27 246 note 373 note 

» Hermann von 6 141 414 495 454 461 465 et passim (see also Part II. passim) 

a ie » Review of 460 

Solecisms of B, see ‘‘ Unique readings” 

Souter, A. Preface p. iand note, ii, v, 3 24 27 43 73note 83 105/7 119 144 237 note 257 259 253 

283 301 note 308 310 313 314 318 981 841 $42 3845/7 377 378 381 note 392 883 335 note 391 
Spelling 338and note et alibi; cf. ‘‘ Form" 

St. Paul's conversion 480 
» ow diction 55/6 253 265 note 

‘i » family 479 483 
i" » @rowthin grace 483 

‘i »  Janguage 479 
7 » malady 480 
¥ » teaching 479 
Pe » Visions 480 481 

Swete, Dr. Preface p. iii (and sce Part 11. p. 188 note) 

Symbols of mas 434 

Synonyms 31scq (Matt) 46 49 55 65 67 73note 80 89 seq (Mark) 112 140827 201, 242 (Lake) 

311/13 340 seq (John) 403 416 

Synoptic accommodation 24 104 105 106 107 253 254 267 268 273 274 277 280 237 283 

Synoptic diction 15 26 27 31 82 83 88 d4inote 43 46 48 61 G4 67 68 83 84 97 123 135 211 212 
237 275 276 283 292 293 295 296 314 409 410 411 424note 

Synoptic source 41 (and see under “ Harmonistic ") 

Syriac interaction Introduction p. xiii 
Syriac and Latin opposed Introduction, p. xiii, 277 etc. 
Syriac and Latin with B against Coptic 241 
Syriac and Coptic with B against Latin 242 
Syriac Latin and Coptic with B 241 2S9 

Syriac sympathy with B 28 seq (Matt), 88 (Mark), 231 (Luke) 240 274, 300 332(John) 313 
° 

Tatian Introduction p. xii, xiii, 44 195 230 

Tense, sce ‘‘ Change of ” 

Tertullian 14 55 132 140note 204/5 208 219 249 250 276 300 301 303 829 356 359 370/1 398 

401 425 429 note 449 463 464 471 473 476 ct sacpe 

Toxtusreceptus 435 seq 45Get alibi 

Thackeray, F.St.J. 11Gnote 264 281 293 

Theodore Preface p. iii 

Theodotus 4123/4 
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Thoophilus of Antloch 250 425/6 

Thoophrastus 412 
Thucydides 482 
Tischendorl Preface p. v, 20note 23 29 37 41 43 45 47 55 and note GO 80 83 86 87 93 94 100 noto 

101 106 108 119.117 123 note 144 note 147 157 noto 162 note 167 noto 185 note 192 note 193 note 
196 note 200 204 noto 205 213 noto 214 226 227 237 238 244 259 268 269 273 275 278 280 283 
290 292 294 300 303 308 314 note 318 319 320 821 note 322 323 824 825and note 826 328 note 
329 330 336 339 944 345 350 351 360 note 364 367 871 note 373 375 379and note 383 385 noto 
386 389 391 note 393 396 397 399 404 405 note 407 note 429note 482 435 436 437 438 440 442 

445 446 449 450 452 453 455 459 
Transition of number 55 seq 
Tregolles 99 233 295 382 442 
Turnor, CU. I. Preface p. v, Introduction p. vii seq, 23 195 347 350 note 412scq 427 428 457 

texpnptoy 487 
twas and ots {and J85/6 
tow 284 

Undorlying Greck text 313 328 ct alibi 
Unique readings in B14 seq (Matt), 74 seq (Mark), 208 seq (Luke) 266, 209 seq (John) 

bpov ond buw 356 seq 

umep and wept 252/5 4188 

Valentinians 70 424 
Verbs, simplo aud compound Introduction p. x, 54 59 109 228 229 248 255 275 284/5 288 292 294 

344/7 (Jo. iv. 15) 
Vordict, the 465 
Vorsions, influence of 65/66 857/8 375 378 462 ct passim 
“Version tradition 313 346 463 seq ct alibi 

Vogels, H. J. 462 
Voico, sco ‘‘ Chango of” 

W. 727781 82noto 99 102 note 113136 143 150 151 173 183 239 note 240 note 249 251 414 ef alibi 

saepe 
Wb 178 noto 
Wd 182 
We 72 130 173 196/7 ct sacpe 
W be 78 199 200etc. 
“Wandorworte " 438 
Wostcott 139 406 
Western non-interpolations 271 
““Wostorn" toxt 8 259 268 271 377 el passim 

Wetatein 109 118 167 344 398 noto 

Wiclif 56 note 

Winor, ‘Grammar’ of 57 note 92 94 218 noto 264 281 285 286 293 801 456 457 458 

Wordsworth and White 54uote 119 311 393 note 414 
Wordsworth, Bp. C. 476 note 477 

xpnuara and xtnpata 15 199 

xwpis ond avev 202 note 

For THE List ov SCRIPTURAL QuoraTions occunmiNG IN BOTH Part I. anv Pant L. consvuit 

THE INDEX AT THE END OF VOLUME II. 
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